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Preface

The unifying theme, which the reader will encounter in different guises
throughout the book, is the interplay between noncommutative geometry
and number theory, the latter especially in its manifestation through the
theory of motives. For us, this interwoven texture of noncommutative spaces
and motives will become a tool in the exploration of two spaces, whose role
is central to many developments of modern mathematics and physics:

• Space-time
• The set of prime numbers

One may be tempted to think that, looking from the vantage point of
those who sit atop the vast edifice of our accumulated knowledge of such
topics as space and numbers, we ought to know a great deal about these
two spaces. However, there are two fundamental problems whose difficulty
is a clear reminder of our limited knowledge, and whose solution would
require a more sophisticated understanding than the one currently within
our immediate grasp:

• The construction of a theory of quantum gravity (QG)
• The Riemann hypothesis (RH)

The purpose of this book is to explain the relevance of noncommutative
geometry (NCG) in dealing with these two problems. Quite surprisingly,
in so doing we shall discover that there are deep analogies between these
two problems which, if properly exploited, are likely to enhance our grasp
of both of them.

Although the book is perhaps more aimed at mathematicians than at
physicists, or perhaps precisely for that reason, we choose to begin our
account in Chapter 1 squarely on the physics side. The chapter is dedicated
to discussing two main topics:

• Renormalization
• The Standard Model of high energy physics

We try to introduce the material as much as possible in a self-contained
way, taking into consideration the fact that a significant number of mathe-
maticians do not necessarily have quantum field theory and particle physics
as part of their cultural background. Thus, the first half of the chapter is
dedicated to giving a detailed account of perturbative quantum field theory,
presented in a manner that, we hope, is palatable to the mathematician’s
taste. In particular, we discuss basic tools, such as the effective action and

xiii
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the perturbative expansion in Feynman graphs, as well as the regulariza-
tion procedures used to evaluate the corresponding Feynman integrals. In
particular, we concentrate on the procedure known as “dimensional regu-
larization”, both because of its being the one most commonly used in the
actual calculations of particle physics, and because of the fact that it admits
a very nice and conceptually simple interpretation in terms of noncommuta-
tive geometry, as we will come to see towards the end of the chapter. In this
first half of Chapter 1 we give a new perspective on perturbative quantum
field theory, which gives a clear mathematical interpretation to the renor-
malization procedure used by physicists to extract finite values from the
divergent expressions obtained from the evaluations of the integrals associ-
ated to Feynman diagrams. This viewpoint is based on the Connes–Kreimer
theory and then on more recent results by the authors.

Throughout this discussion, we always assume that we work with the
procedure known in physics as “dimensional regularization and minimal sub-
straction”. The basic result of the Connes–Kreimer theory is then to show
that the renormalization procedure corresponds exactly to the Birkhoff fac-
torization of a loop γ(z) ∈ G associated to the unrenormalized theory eval-
uated in complex dimension D− z, where D is the dimension of space-time
and z �= 0 is the complex parameter used in dimensional regularization.
The group G is defined through its Hopf algebra of coordinates, which is the
Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs of the theory. The Birkhoff factorization
of the loop gives a canonical way of removing the singularity at z = 0 and
obtaining the required finite result for the physical observables. This gives
renormalization a clear and well defined conceptual meaning.

The Birkhoff factorization of loops is a central tool in the construction
of solutions to the “Riemann-Hilbert problem”, which consists of finding a
differential equation with prescribed monodromy. With time, out of this
original problem a whole area of mathematics developed, under the name of
“Riemann–Hilbert correspondence”. Broadly speaking, this denotes a way
of encoding objects of differential geometric nature, such as differential sys-
tems with specified types of singularities, in terms of group representations.
In its most general form, the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence is formu-
lated as an equivalence of categories between the two sides. It relies on the
“Tannakian formalism” to reconstruct the group from its category of rep-
resentations. We give a general overview of all these notions, including the
formalism of Tannakian categories and its application to differential systems
and differential Galois theory.

The main new result of the first part of Chapter 1 is the explicit identi-
fication of the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence secretly present in pertur-
bative renormalization.

At the geometric level, the relevant category is that of equisingular flat
vector bundles. These are vector bundles over a base space B which is a
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principal Gm(C) = C∗-bundle

Gm(C)→ B
π−→ ∆

over an infinitesimal disk ∆. From the physical point of view, the complex
number z �= 0 in the base space ∆ is the parameter of dimensional reg-
ularization, while the parameter in the fiber is of the form �µz, where �
is the Planck constant and µ is a unit of mass. These vector bundles are
endowed with a flat connection in the complement of the fiber over 0 ∈ ∆.
The fiberwise action of Gm(C) = C∗ is given by � ∂

∂� . The equisingularity
of the flat connection is a mathematical translation of the independence (in
the minimal subtraction scheme) of the counterterms on the unit of mass
µ. It means that the singularity of the connection, restricted to a section
z ∈ ∆ �→ σ(z) ∈ B of the bundle B, only depends upon the value σ(0) of
the section.

We show that the category of equisingular flat vector bundles is a Tan-
nakian category and we identify explicitly the corresponding group (more
precisely, affine group scheme) that encodes, through its category of finite
dimensional linear representations, the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence un-
derlying perturbative renormalization. This is a very specific proalgebraic
group of the form U∗ = U � Gm, whose unipotent part U is associated to
the free graded Lie algebra

F(1, 2, 3, · · · )•
with one generator in each degree. We show that this group acts as a uni-
versal symmetry group of all renormalizable theories and has the properties
of the “Cosmic Galois group” conjectured by Cartier. In many ways this
group should be considered as the proper mathematical incarnation of the
renormalization group whose role, as a group encoding the ambiguity inher-
ent to the renormalization process in quantum field theory, is similar to that
of the Galois group in number theory.

We conclude the first part of Chapter 1 with a very brief introduction
to the theory of motives initiated by Grothendieck. We draw some parallels
between the Tannakian formalism used in differential Galois theory and in
particular in our formulation of perturbative renormalization and the same
formalism in the context of motivic Galois groups. In particular we signal the
fact that the group U∗ also appears (albeit via a non-canonical identification)
as a motivic Galois group in the theory of mixed Tate motives. This “motivic
nature” of the renormalization group remains to be fully understood.

While the discussion in the first part of Chapter 1 applies to arbitrary
renormalizable theories, the second part of this chapter is concerned with
the theory which, as of the writing of this book, represents the best of our
current knowledge of particle physics: the Standard Model. This part is
based on joint work of the authors with Ali Chamseddine.

Our main purpose in the second part of Chapter 1 is to show that the
intricate Lagrangian of the Standard Model minimally coupled to gravity,
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where we incorporate the terms that account for recent findings in neutrino
physics, can be completely derived from very simple mathematical data. The
procedure involves a modification of the usual notion of space-time geometry
using the formalism of noncommutative geometry.

Again we do not assume that the reader has any familiarity with par-
ticle physics, so we begin this second part of Chapter 1 by reviewing the
fundamental facts about the physics of the standard model and its coupling
with gravity, in a formulation which is as close as possible to that of the
physics literature. A main point that it is important to stress here is the
fact that the standard model, in all its complexity, was built over the years
as a result of a continuing dialogue between theory and experiment. The
result is striking in its depth and complexity: even just the typesetting of
the Lagrangian is in itself a time-consuming task.

After this introductory part, we proceed to give a brief description of
the main tools of noncommutative geometry that will be relevant to our
approach. They include cyclic and Hochschild cohomologies and the basic
paradigm of spectral triples (A,H, D). An important new feature of such
geometries, which is absent in the commutative case, is the existence of inner
fluctuations of the metric. At the level of symmetries, these correspond to
the subgroup of inner automorphisms, a normal subgroup of the group of
automorphisms which is non-trivial precisely in the noncommutative case.

We then begin the discussion of our model. This can be thought of as a
form of unification, based on the symplectic unitary group in Hilbert space,
rather than on finite dimensional Lie groups. The internal symmetries are
unified with the gravitational ones. They all arise as automorphisms of
the noncommutative algebra of coordinates on a product of an ordinary
Riemannian spin manifold M by a finite noncommutative space F . One
striking feature that emerges from the computations is the fact that, while
the metric dimension of F is zero, its K-theoretic dimension (in real K-
theory) is equal to 6 modulo 8.

A long detailed computation then shows how the Lagrangian of the
Standard Model minimally coupled with gravity is obtained naturally (in
Euclidean form) from spectral invariants of the inner fluctuations of the
product metric on M × F .

This model provides specific values of some of the parameters of the
Standard Model at unification scale, and one obtains physical predictions
by running them down to ordinary scales through the renormalization group,
using the Wilsonian approach. In particular, we find that the arbitrary pa-
rameters of the Standard Model, as well as those of gravity, acquire a clear
geometric meaning in this model, in terms of moduli spaces of Dirac op-
erators on the noncommutative geometry and of the asymptotic expansion
of the corresponding spectral action functional. Among the physical predic-
tions are relations between some of the parameters of the Standard Model,
such as the merging of the coupling constants and a relation between the
fermion and boson masses at unification.
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Finally, in the last section of Chapter 1, we come to another applica-
tion of noncommutative geometry to quantum field theory, which brings us
back to the initial discussion of perturbative renormalization and dimen-
sional regularization. We construct natural noncommutative spaces Xz of
dimension a complex number z, where the dimension here is meant in the
sense of the dimension spectrum of spectral triples. In this way, we find a
concrete geometric meaning for the dimensional regularization procedure.

We show that the algebraic rules due to ’t Hooft–Veltman and Breiten-
lohner–Maison on how to handle chiral anomalies using the dimensional
regularization procedure are obtained, as far as one loop fermionic graphs
are concerned, using the inner fluctuations of the metric in the product by
the spaces Xz. This fits with the similar procedure used to produce the
Standard Model Lagrangian from a product of an ordinary geometry by
the finite geometry F and establishes a relation between chiral anomalies,
computed using dimensional regularization, and the local index formula in
NCG.

Towards the end of Chapter 1, one is also offered a first glance at the
problem posed by a functional integral formulation of quantum gravity. We
return only at the very end of the book to the problem of constructing a
meaningful theory of quantum gravity, building on the experience we gain
along the way through the analysis of quantum statistical mechanical sys-
tems arising from number theory, in relation to the statistics of primes and
the Riemann zeta function. These topics form the second part of the book,
to which we now turn.

The theme of Chapter 2 is the Riemann zeta function and its zeros. Our
main purpose in this part of the book is to describe a spectral realization
of the zeros as an absorption spectrum and to give an interpretation as a
trace formula of the Riemann–Weil explicit formula relating the statistics of
primes to the zeros of zeta. The role of noncommutative geometry in this
chapter is twofold.

In the first place, the space on which the trace formula takes place is
a noncommutative space. It is obtained as the quotient of the adèles AQ

by the action of non-zero rational numbers by multiplication. Even though
the resulting space X = AQ/Q∗ is well defined set-theoretically, it should be
thought of as a noncommutative space, because the ergodicity of the action
of Q∗ on AQ prevents one from constructing measurable functions on the
quotient X, as we show in Chapter 3. In particular, the construction of
function spaces on X is done by homological methods using coinvariants.
This will only acquire a full conceptual meaning in Chapter 4, using cyclic
cohomology and the natural noncommutative algebra of coordinates on X.

The space X can be approximated by simpler spaces XS obtained by
restriction to finite sets S of places of Q. We use this simplified setup
to obtain the relation with the Riemann–Weil explicit formula. The main
point is that, even though the space XS is in essence a product of terms
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corresponding to the various places, the trace of the action of the group
of idèle classes becomes a sum of such contributions. It is in the proof of
this key additivity property that we use another tool of noncommutative
geometry: the quantized calculus.

In the simplest instance, the interpretation of the Riemann–Weil explicit
formula as a trace formula gives an interpretation as symplectic volume in
phase space for the main term of the Riemann counting function for the
asymptotic expansion of the number of non-trivial zeros of zeta of imaginary
part less than E. We show that a full quantum mechanical computation then
gives the complete formula.

We end Chapter 2 by showing how this general picture and methods
extend to the zeta functions of arithmetic varieties, leading to a Lefschetz
formula for the local L-factors associated by Serre to the Archimedean places
of a number field. The Serre formula describes the Archimedean factors as
products of shifted Gamma functions with the shifts and the exponents de-
pending on Hodge numbers. We derive this formula directly from a Lefschetz
trace formula for the action of the Weil group on a bundle with base the
complex line or the quaternions (for a real place) and with fiber the Hodge
realization of the variety.

The origin of the relation described above between the Riemann zeta
function and noncommutative geometry can be traced to the work of Bost–
Connes. This consists of the construction, using Hecke algebras, of a quan-
tum statistical mechanical system whose partition function is the Riemann
zeta function and which exhibits a surprising relation with the class field
theory of the field Q. Namely, the system admits as a natural symmetry
group the group of idèle classes of Q modulo the connected component of
the identity. This symmetry of the system is spontaneously broken at the
critical temperature given by the pole of the partition function. Below this
temperature, the various phases of the system are parameterized by embed-
dings Qcycl → C of the cyclotomic extension Qcycl of Q. These different
phases are described in terms of extremal KMSβ states, where β = 1

T is the
inverse temperature. Moreover, another important aspect of this construc-
tion is the existence of a natural algebra of “rational observables” of this
quantum statistical mechanical system. This allows one to define in a con-
ceptual manner an action of the Galois group Gal(Qcycl/Q) on the phases
of the system at zero temperature, merely by acting on the values of the
states on the rational observables, values which turn out to provide a set of
generators for Qcycl, the maximal abelian extension of Q.

Our main purpose in Chapter 3 is to present extensions of this relation
between number theory and quantum statistical mechanics to more involved
examples than the case of rational numbers. In particular we focus on
two cases. The first corresponds to replacing the role of the group GL1 in
the Bost–Connes (BC) system with GL2. This yields an interesting non-
abelian case, which is related to the Galois theory of the field of modular
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functions. The second is a closely related case of abelian class field theory,
where the field Q is replaced by an imaginary quadratic extension. The
results concerning these two quantum statistical mechanical systems are
based, respectively, on work of the authors and on a collaboration of the
authors with Niranjan Ramachandran.

We approach these topics by first providing a reinterpretation of the BC
system in terms of geometric objects. These are the Q-lattices, i.e. pairs
(Λ, φ) of a lattice Λ ⊂ Rn (a cocompact free abelian subgroup of Rn of rank
n) together with a homomorphism of abelian groups

φ : Qn/Zn −→ QΛ/Λ.

Two Q-lattices are commensurable if and only if

QΛ1 = QΛ2 and φ1 = φ2 mod Λ1 + Λ2.

Let Ln denote the set of commensurability classes of n-dimensional Q-
lattices. Even in the simplest one-dimensional case (n = 1) the space Ln is
a noncommutative space. In fact in the one-dimensional case it is closely
related to the adèle class space X = AQ/Q∗ discussed in Chapter 2.

We first construct a canonical isomorphism of the algebra of the BC
system with the algebra of noncommutative coordinates on the quotient of
L1 by the scaling action of R∗

+. Following Weil’s analogy between trigono-
metric and elliptic functions, we then show that the trigonometric analogue
of the Eisenstein series generate, together with the commensurability with
division points, the arithmetic subalgebra of “rational observables” of the
BC system. This opens the way to the higher dimensional case and much of
Chapter 3 is devoted to the extension of these results to the two-dimensional
case.

The system for the GL2 case is more involved, both at the quantum
statistical level, where there are two phase transitions and no equilibrium
state above a certain temperature, and at the number theoretic level, where
the cyclotomic field Qcycl is replaced by the modular field.

We end Chapter 3 with the description of our joint results with Ra-
machandran on the extension of the BC system to imaginary quadratic
fields. This is based on replacing the notion of Q-lattices with an anal-
ogous notion of 1-dimensional K-lattices, with K the imaginary quadratic
extension of Q. The relation between commensurability of 1-dimensional
K-lattices and of the underlying 2-dimensional Q-lattices gives the relation
between the quantum statistical mechanical system for imaginary quadratic
fields and the GL2-system. This yields the relation between the quantum
statistical mechanics of K-lattices and the explicit class field theory of imag-
inary quadratic fields.

Underlying our presentation of the main topics of Chapter 3 there is
a unifying theme. Namely, the three different cases of quantum statistical
mechanical systems that we present in detail all fit into a similar general
picture, where an ordinary moduli space is recovered as the set of classical
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points (zero temperature states) of a noncommutative space with a natural
time evolution. In the setting of Chapter 3 the classical spaces are Shimura
varieties, which can be thought of as moduli spaces of motives. This general
picture will provide a motivating analogy for our discussion of the quantum
gravity problem at the end of the book.

The spectral realization of zeros of zeta and L-functions described in
Chapter 2 is based on the action of the idèle class group on the noncom-
mutative space X of adèles classes. Nevertheless, the construction, as we
describe it in Chapter 2, makes little use of the formalism of noncommuta-
tive geometry and no direct use of the crossed product algebra A describing
the quotient of adèles by the multiplicative group Q∗.

In Chapter 4, the last chapter of the book, we return to this theme. Our
main purpose is to show that the spectral realization described in Chapter
2 acquires cohomological meaning, provided that one reinterprets the con-
struction in terms of the crossed product algebra A and cyclic cohomology.
This chapter is based on our joint work with Caterina Consani.

We begin the chapter by explaining how to reinterpret the entire con-
struction of Chapter 2 in “motivic” terms using

• An extension of the notion of Artin motives to suitable projective
limits, which we call endomotives.
• The category of cyclic modules as a linearization of the category of

noncommutative algebras and correspondences.
• An analogue of the action of the Frobenius on �-adic cohomology,

based on a thermodynamical procedure, which we call distillation.

The construction of an appropriate “motivic cohomology” with a “Frobe-
nius” action of R∗

+ for endomotives is obtained through a very general pro-
cedure. It consists of three basic steps, starting from the data of a non-
commutative algebra A and a state ϕ. One considers the time evolution
σt ∈ AutA, for t ∈ R, naturally associated to the state ϕ.

The first step is what we refer to as cooling. One considers the space Eβ
of extremal KMSβ states, for β greater than critical. Assuming these states
are of type I, one obtains a morphism

π : A�σ R→ S(Eβ × R∗
+)⊗ L1,

where A is a dense subalgebra of a C∗-algebra Ā, and where L1 denotes the
ideal of trace class operators. In fact, one considers this morphism restricted
to the kernel of the canonical trace τ on Ā�σ R.

The second step is distillation, by which we mean the following. One
constructs a cyclic module D(A, ϕ) which consists of the cokernel of the
cyclic morphism given by the composition of π with the trace Tr : L1 → C.

The third step is then the dual action. Namely, one looks at the spectrum
of the canonical action of R∗

+ on the cyclic homology

HC0(D(A, ϕ)).
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This procedure is quite general and it applies to a large class of data
(A, ϕ), producing spectral realizations of zeros of L-functions. It gives a rep-
resentation of the multiplicative group R∗

+ which combines with the natural
representation of the Galois group G when applied to the noncommutative
space (analytic endomotive) associated to an (algebraic) endomotive.

In the particular case of the endomotive associated to the BC system,
the resulting representation of G × R∗

+ gives the spectral realization of the
zeros of the Riemann zeta function and of the Artin L-functions for abelian
characters of G. One sees in this example that this construction plays a role
analogous to the action of the Weil group on the �-adic cohomology. It gives
a functor from the category of endomotives to the category of representations
of the group G×R∗

+. Here we think of the action of R∗
+ as a “Frobenius in

characteristic zero”, hence of G× R∗
+ as the corresponding Weil group.

We also show that the “dualization” step, i.e. the transition from A to
A�σR, is a very good analog in the case of number fields of what happens for
a function field K in passing to the extension K ⊗Fq F̄q. In fact, in the case
of positive characteristic, the unramified extensions K ⊗Fq Fqn , combined
with the notion of places, yield the points C(F̄q) over F̄q of the underlying
curve. This has a good parallel in the theory of factors and this analogy
plays an important role in developing a setting in noncommutative geometry
that parallels the algebro-geometric framework that Weil used in his proof
of RH for function fields.

We end the number theoretic part of the book by a dictionary between
Weil’s proof and the framework of noncommutative geometry, leaving open
the problem of completing the translation and understanding the noncom-
mutative geometry of the “arithmetic site”.

We end the book by coming back to the construction of a theory of quan-
tum gravity. Our approach here starts by developing an analogy between
the electroweak phase transition in the Standard Model and the phase tran-
sitions in the quantum statistical mechanical systems described in Chapter
3. Through this analogy a consistent picture emerges which makes it possi-
ble to define a natural candidate for the algebra of observables of quantum
gravity and to conjecture an extension of the electroweak phase transition
to the full gravitational sector, in which the geometry of space-time emerges
through a symmetry breaking mechanism and a cooling process. As a wit-
ness to the unity of the book, it is the construction of the correct category
of correspondences which, as in Grothendieck’s theory of motives, remains
the main challenge for further progress on both QG and RH.
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CHAPTER 1

Quantum fields, noncommutative spaces, and
motives

1. Introduction

The main goal of Chapter one is to unveil the mathematical conceptual
meaning of some of the sophisticated computations performed by physicists
in the domain of particle physics. It is divided into two parts dealing, re-
spectively, with

(1) Renormalization
(2) The Standard Model

We try to keep close contact with the way the computations are actually
performed by physicists and to bridge the gap between, on the one hand,
the lessons physicists learned from their constant dialogue with experimental
results and, on the other hand, with the elaborate mathematical concepts
involved in allowing one to understand the meaning of these computations
(if any). The bare data we start with are, respectively,

• Computations of cross sections and scattering amplitudes from the
perturbative expansion of the Feynman integral using renormalized
values of Feynman graphs in the dimensional regularization and
minimal subtraction scheme.
• The detailed expression of the full Standard Model Lagrangian with

neutrino mixing, the see-saw mechanism and coupling to gravity.

We start the chapter with a presentation of quantum field theory (QFT)
that ought to be understandable to mathematicians. In particular we recall
in §2.1 the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms of classical mechan-
ics and explain in §2.2 how the Lagrangian formulation of quantum field
theory leads to Feynman’s path integral. The path integral prescription is
ambiguous (even ignoring all the divergence problems) and the removal of
the ambiguity by Feynman’s iε trick can only be properly understood after
an excursion into the Hamiltonian formulation and canonical quantization.
We do this in §2.3 where we base the discussion on the three main physical
properties of a quantum field theory, which are

• Causality
• Positivity of energy
• Unitarity

1
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We discuss the simplest example of QFT in §2.4: it is the free bosonic field
on the space-time

X = R× S1

with the Lorentz metric. This gives a good occasion to describe this ba-
sic example of algebraic quantum field theory, and to explain what are the
vacuum states and the temperature states which fulfill the KMSβ condition
relative to the Heisenberg time evolution. Even though algebraic quantum
field theory is an interesting formalism involving deep mathematical struc-
tures such as von Neumann algebras it falls short of what is essential to our
purpose: concrete physics computations. It is, however, essential in clarify-
ing the conceptual meaning of the boundary conditions on Green’s functions
by clearly separating the kinematical relations from the construction of the
vacuum states. We turn to the Green’s functions in §2.5 and give their
formal perturbative expansion in terms of free fields as the Gell-Mann–Low
formula. We then show in §2.6 how Wick rotation allows one to encompass
Feynman’s iε prescription for how to go around the pole of the propagator
in the analytic continuation to imaginary time. We give all the details on
that point since it removes the first ambiguity in the perturbative compu-
tation of the functional integral and shows from the start the merit of the
Euclidean formulation.

The Feynman graphs are dealt with in §3. We start with a detailed ac-
count of a concrete example in §3.1 and show how the various pairings com-
ing from the integration by parts under a Gaussian are labeled by graphs
and yield integrals. The simplest graphs, such as self-energy graphs, give
rise to integrals which diverge when an ultraviolet cutoff is removed so that
one is confronted with the problem of renormalization. The physics origin
of the problem was already understood by Green in 1830 and we explain the
computation of the self-energy in hydrodynamics in §3.2 as a first example
of mass renormalization. We then use the analogy between hydrodynamics
and electromagnetism to explain how the crucial distinction between the
bare parameters and the observed ones makes it possible to eliminate the
divergence of the simplest self-energy graph by adding counterterms to the
Lagrangian. We give a precise mathematical definition of Feynman graphs
and of the rules which associate a formal integral to a graph in §3.3. We then
describe the standard procedures that allow one to simplify the combina-
torics of the Feynman graphs. First, by taking the logarithm of the partition
function with a source term one reduces to connected graphs (§3.4). Then
after applying the Legendre transform one obtains the effective action. Both
the action’s role as the basic unknown of QFT and its expansion in terms
of one-particle irreducible (1PI) graphs is explained in §3.5. With this tool
at hand we come to a precise definition of the physical parameters, such as
the mass, and observables, such as the scattering matrix, in terms of the
effective action in §3.6. Finally we describe the physical ideas of mass, field
strength and coupling constant renormalization in §3.7.
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In §4 we recall the basic dimensional regularization and minimal sub-
traction procedures (DimReg+MS). We begin with the very simple example
of the self-energy graph for the scalar φ3 theory. We show explicitly, in this
example, how to implement the dimensional regularization of the divergent
integral using Schwinger parameters and the formal rules for Gaussian inte-
gration in a complexified dimension D− z. We then discuss the existence of
an analytic continuation of the Feynman integrals to a meromorphic func-
tion on the complex plane. We prove in Theorem 1.9 that the dimensionally
regularized unrenormalized values U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) have the property that
their Taylor coefficients at p = 0 admit a meromorphic continuation to the
whole complex plane z ∈ C. In §5.1 we show a simple example of a subdiver-
gence for a 1PI (one-particle irreducible) graph of the massless φ3 theory in
dimension 6. This example shows the need, in addition to the regularization
scheme (here DimReg+MS), for a renormalization procedure that accounts
for the combinatorics of nested subdivergences.

In §5, we introduce the Bogoliubov–Parasiuk–Hepp–Zimmermann renor-
malization (BPHZ) procedure. This takes care of eliminating the divergences
step by step in the perturbative expansion, by repeatedly adjusting the bare
parameters in the Lagrangian by suitable counterterms that cancel the di-
vergences. The BPHZ procedure also takes care of the problem of non-local
counterterms associated to subdivergences. We show this in detail in an
explicit example in §5.1. We also explain the role of the external structure
of Feynman graphs. The counting of the degree of divergence is described
in §5.2. The BPHZ preparation of Feynman graphs and the extraction of
the renormalized value and the inductive definition of the counterterms are
discussed in §5.3.

In §6.1 we give some mathematical background on commutative Hopf
algebras and affine group schemes, while in § 6.2 we introduce the Connes–
Kreimer Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs, first only in its discrete combina-
torial version. Then in §6.3 we refine the construction, by taking also into
account the external structure. Theorem 1.39 gives the recursive formula of
Connes–Kreimer for the Birkhoff factorization in a graded connected Hopf
algebra, which gives a clear conceptual interpretation to the BPHZ proce-
dure, when applied to the Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs.

In §6.5 we recall another result of the Connes–Kreimer theory, relating
the affine group scheme of the Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs, called the
group of diffeographisms of the physical theory, to formal diffeomorphisms
of the coupling constants of the theory. We explain in §6.6 the dependence
of the U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) on a mass parameter µ and how to recover in
the Connes–Kreimer theory the notion of renormalization group lifted to
the level of the group of diffeographisms, with the β-function given by an
element in the corresponding Lie algebra.
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This singles out the data of perturbative renormalization as describing
a certain class of loops in the affine group scheme of diffeographisms, sat-
isfying some conditions on the dependence on the mass parameter µ, with
the renormalization procedure consisting of their Birkhoff factorization.

We give in §7 a reinterpretation of these data in terms of a Riemann–
Hilbert correspondence. We begin in §7.1 with the expression of the coun-
terterms as a “time-ordered exponential” (iterated integral). We then intro-
duce in §7.2 the notion of flat equisingular connection, which reformulates
geometrically the conditions satisfied by the class of loops corresponding to
the data of perturbative renormalization. The corresponding equivariant
principal bundles are described in §7.3.

In §7.4 we recall some general facts about Tannakian categories, the
Tannakian formalism, and representations of affine group schemes. In §7.5
we show how this formalism is variously used in the context of differential
Galois theory to classify categories of differential systems with prescribed
singularities through the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence, a broad gener-
alization of the original Riemann–Hilbert problem on the reconstruction of
differential equations from their monodromy representations.

In §7.6 we apply this general strategy to the case of renormalization.
We introduce a category of flat equisingular vector bundles, and we ob-
tain in Theorem 1.100 an identification with the category RepU∗ of finite-
dimensional linear representations of the affine group scheme U∗ = U � Gm

with Hopf algebra HU := U(F(1, 2, 3, · · · )•)∨ where F(1, 2, 3, · · · )• is the
free graded Lie algebra with one generator e−n in each degree n > 0.

In §8 we give a brief introduction to the theory of motives, which plays
a role in many different ways throughout the book. In particular we men-
tion the fact that the affine group scheme U∗ also has an incarnation as a
motivic Galois group for a category of mixed Tate motives. Of the general
aspects of the theory of motives, we recall briefly the general interpreta-
tion as a universal cohomology theory, the construction of the category of
pure motives, the role of algebraic cycles and equivalence relations, the re-
lation to zeta functions (which plays an important role in Chapter 2), the
Weil conjectures and the Grothendieck standard conjectures, the role of the
Tannakian formalism and motivic Galois groups, the special case of Artin
motives (which plays a role in Chapter 4), mixed motives and, in particular,
the mixed Tate motives that seem to be deeply related to quantum field
theory and their relation to mixed Hodge structures.

This completes the first part of Chapter 1. In the second part of the
chapter we deal with the Standard Model of elementary particle physics
and an approach to a simple mathematical understanding of its structure via
noncommutative geometry. The second part of Chapter 1 follows closely our
joint work with Chamseddine [52], which is based on the model introduced
by Connes in [73], as well as on the previous work of Chamseddine and
Connes on the spectral action [45], [46], [47].
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Since we do not assume that the reader has much familiarity with particle
physics, we begin §9 by giving a brief overview of the Standard Model. We
introduce the various parameters, the particles and interactions, symmetries
in §§9.1, 9.2, 9.3 and we reproduce in full in §9.4 the very complicated
expression of the Lagrangian. We discuss in §9.5 other aspects, such as the
ghost terms and gauge fixing, that become relevant at the quantum rather
than the semi-classical level. In § 9.6 we distinguish between the minimal
Standard Model, which has only left-handed massless neutrinos, and the
extension that is required in order to account for the experimental evidence
of neutrino mixing. We describe in §9.6.2 the corresponding modifications
of the Lagrangian. In §§9.7 and 9.8 we describe the Lagrangian that gives
the Standard Model minimally coupled to gravity, where the gravity part
can be considered as an effective field theory by including higher-derivative
terms.

The problem of realizing the symmetries of particle interactions as diffeo-
morphisms (pure gravity) on a suitable space suggests the idea that noncom-
mutative geometry, where inner symmetries are naturally present, should
provide the correct framework. We discuss this in §9.9.

In §10 we then recall the main notions of (metric) noncommutative ge-
ometry developed by Connes, based on the structure of spectral triple that
generalizes Riemannian geometry to the noncommutative setting. We intro-
duce spectral geometry in §10.1, we recall the definition and basic properties
of spectral triples in §10.2, including the real part defined in §10.3. We recall
some well known facts on Hochschild and cyclic cohomology in §10.4. The
local index formula of Connes–Moscovici is recalled briefly in §10.5. The
Yang–Mills and Chern–Simons actions are described in terms of Hochschild
cohomology in §10.6 and §10.7 following work of Chamseddine–Connes.

The important notion of inner fluctuations of the metric associated to
self-Morita equivalences of a noncommutative space is discussed in §10.8.

In §11 we introduce the spectral action principle of Chamseddine–Connes.
This plays a crucial role in recovering the Standard Model Lagrangian from
noncommutative geometry and is one of the main tools in metric noncommu-
tative geometry. A careful discussion of the terms arising in the asymptotic
expansion of the spectral action functional is given in §§11.1, 11.2, 11.3 using
Seeley–DeWitt coefficients and Gilkey’s theorem.

In §11.4 we recall a result of [46] that illustrates how to recover the
Einstein–Yang–Mills action from the spectral action on the very simple non-
commutative space given by the product of an ordinary 4-manifold by a
noncommutative space described by the algebra MN (C) of N ×N matrices.

We then analyze the terms that appear in the asymptotic expansion of
the spectral action in §11.5 and their behavior under inner fluctuations of
the metric. We also recall briefly in §11.6 the modification of the spectral
action by a dilaton field introduced by Chamseddine and Connes in [47].
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In §12 we begin the discussion of the noncommutative geometry of the
Standard Model, following [52]. We introduce in §13 a finite noncommuta-
tive geometry F , derived from the basic input of the model, which is the
finite-dimensional associative algebra C⊕H⊕H⊕M3(C), with H the real
division algebra of quaternions. We explain how to construct canonically
an odd spin representation HF of this algebra and, upon imposing a very
natural condition on possible Dirac operators for this geometry, we iden-
tify in §13.1 a maximal subalgebra compatible with the existence of Dirac
operators with the required properties. The subalgebra is of the form

AF = C⊕H⊕M3(C) ⊂ C⊕H⊕H⊕M3(C).

In §13.2 we identify the bimodule HF with the fermions of the Standard
Model (after fixing the number of generations N = 3) and we show in §13.3
that this identification is dictated by the fact that it reproduces the correct
values of the hypercharges.

In §§13.4 and 13.5 we give a complete classification for the possible Dirac
operators for this finite geometry and we describe their moduli space, which
gives a geometric interpretation for the Yukawa parameters of the Standard
Model. The intersection pairing of the finite geometry is analyzed in §13.6,
using the fact that the metric and KO-dimensions are not the same, the
first being zero and the second being equal to 6 modulo 8.

We then consider in §14 the product M×F of an ordinary compact spin
4-manifold with the finite noncommutative geometry introduced previously,
described as a cup product of spectral triples. We identify the real part of
the product geometry in §14.1.

The bosons of the Standard Model, including the Higgs field, are ob-
tained as inner fluctuations of the metric on the product geometry in §15,
with the discrete part giving the Higgs analyzed in §15.2 and the gauge
bosons in §15.4.

The main computation that shows how to recover the Standard Model
Lagrangian, including mixing and Majorana mass terms for neutrinos, min-
imally coupled to gravity, is carried out in §16 by breaking down the La-
grangian in several steps and relating the resulting terms to the terms in
the asymptotic expansion of the spectral action functional

Tr(f(D/Λ)) +
1
2
〈Jψ,Dψ〉,

with the additional fermionic term 〈Jψ,Dψ〉. In particular, we explain in
§§16.2 and 16.3 how the fermionic term gives rise to a Pfaffian which takes
care of the “fermion doubling problem” of [210] by taking the square root of
a determinant. Among the physical consequences of deriving the Lagrangian
from the spectral action, and making the “big desert” hypothesis, we find
in § 17.2 the merging of the coupling constants at unification, in the form
of the relation g2 = g3 =

√
5/3 g1 typical of the grand unified theories. We

also find in §§17.4 and 17.6 a simple quadratic relation between the masses
of quarks and leptons and the W -mass at unification, compatible with the
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known physics at ordinary energies. In §17.5 and §17.10 we show that this
model also provides a see-saw mechanism that accounts for the observed
smallness of neutrino masses, and a prediction of a heavy Higgs mass at
around 168 GeV. The gravitational terms are discussed in §17.11 and the
geometric interpretation of the free parameters of the Standard Model is
summarized in §17.12.

In §18 we outline a possible functional integral formulation in the context
of spectral geometry. We briefly explain a more conceptual path to the alge-
bra AF and its representation given in [49], [50] based on the classification
of irreducible finite geometries of KO-dimension 6 modulo 8. This quickly
leads to the algebra M2(H) ⊕M4(C) with a non-trivial grading on M2(H)
and to its natural representation, playing the role of the above odd-spin
representation. The same mechanism, coming from the order one condition,
then reduces to the subalgebra

AF = C⊕H⊕M3(C) ⊂M2(H)⊕M4(C).

We also show that the use of the larger algebra restores Poincaré duality.
In the remaining part of Chapter 1, in §19 we return to the dimensional

regularization procedure described in the first part of the chapter in the
context of the Connes–Kreimer theory. Here we give the construction, us-
ing spectral triples, of a noncommutative space Xz whose dimension (in the
sense of the dimension spectrum of a spectral triple) consists of a complex
number z, and we reinterpret geometrically the DimReg procedure, as far
as one-loop fermionic graphs are concerned, as taking the cup product of
the spectral triple associated to an ordinary manifold of integer dimension
D with this noncommutative space. In Chapter 2 we return to discuss this
construction and we give an arithmetic model of a noncommutative space
Xz of dimension z. We show in §19.1 and following that the construction of
Xz is compatible with the Breitenlohner–Maison prescription for treating γ5

in the context of DimReg. We continue with the discussion of anomalies, by
introducing chiral gauge transformations in §19.3, and discussing the finite-
ness of the anomalous graphs in §19.4. We treat explicitly the simplest cases
of anomalous graphs in §19.5 and we relate anomalous graphs in dimension
2 and the local index cocycle in §19.6.

2. Basics of perturbative QFT

Quantum field theory is the most accurate source of predictions about
the world of elementary particles. At the theoretical level, it is full of
subtleties and ingenious procedures that extract finite and experimentally
testable values from formal series of divergent integrals. The development of
this theory, which achieved the unification of two fundamental revolutions of
early twentieth century physics, special relativity and quantum mechanics,
traces its origins to two crucial developments that took place in the late
1920s. The quantization of the electromagnetic field by Born, Heisenberg,
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and Jordan in 1925 explained Einstein’s fluctuation formula for the electro-
magnetic radiation in a cavity. It was soon followed by Dirac’s foundational
paper [119] of 1927 which performed the first quantum electrodynamics
calculation and explained Einstein’s ansatz for the probabilities of sponta-
neous and induced transitions in an atom. The second crucial development
is Dirac’s relativistic wave equation for the electron which gave the spin, the
magnetic moment, the fine structure of the atomic spectra and predicted
the positron. The advent of quantum field theory provided a formalism in
which particles and fields are treated on an equal footing. This is crucial
in order to describe phenomena involving the interaction of radiation and
matter, as well as all the particle physics events involving collisions, where
typically the number of particles is not preserved. In such events, in fact,
particles are created and annihilated, via the conversion of energy into mass
and vice versa. This is a typically relativistic phenomenon that cannot be
accounted for simply by the use of quantum mechanics.

The problem of divergences in quantum field theory manifested itself
very early, in computing the self-energy of the interaction of a charged point
particle with its own electromagnetic field. It became clear in the early
stages of development of the theory that the problem of divergences was a
substantial difficulty that systematically plagued the calculations. Typically,
the problem arises from the fact that, at very high energies, there is an
increasingly large number of virtual states to sum over, so that the resulting
series are divergent. The fact that, for a “renormalizable” theory, one can
cure these infinities is a manifestation of the idea that the corresponding
physical processes are insensitive to the virtual states that live above a
certain energy scale.

2.1. Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms.

We recall for convenience the relation between the Lagrangian and Ha-
miltonian formulations of classical mechanics.

Lagrange’s equations

(1.1)
d

dt

(
∂L

∂q̇j

)
− ∂L

∂qj
= 0

follow from the stationary value of the action integral

(1.2) S =
∫

L(q, q̇) dt .

The simplest example of a Lagrangian is of the form

(1.3) L(q, q̇) =
1
2
mq̇2 − V (q)

where V (q) is a potential function.
The Lagrangian L(q, q̇) is a function on the tangent space TC of the

configuration space C. The Hamiltonian is a function on the cotangent space
T ∗C obtained as the Legendre transform of L. Thus at a given point q ∈ C
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one considers the map λ from the tangent space TqC to the cotangent space
T ∗

q C defined by differentiating the restriction of L to TqC. The differential
∂q̇ L is a linear form on TqC and hence an element of T ∗

q C, thus

(1.4) λ(q̇) = ∂q̇ L(q, q̇) ∈ T ∗
q C .

The inverse correspondence λ−1 from the cotangent space T ∗
q C to the tan-

gent space TqC is obtained by assigning to p ∈ T ∗
q C the values of q̇ ∈ TqC

for which the following expression is stationary in q̇,

(1.5) q̇ �→ p q̇ − L(q, q̇) .

There is no guarantee that λ is invertible. When it is one gets a function,
the Hamiltonian, on T ∗

q C defined by

(1.6) H(p, q) = p λ−1(p)− L(q, λ−1(p)) , ∀p ∈ T ∗
q C .

In other words the Hamiltonian is given by the value of (1.5) at the (unique
by hypothesis) stationary point.

One can now apply the same Legendre transformation to the Hamilton-
ian, i.e. consider the map λ′ from the cotangent space T ∗

q C to the tangent
space TqC defined by differentiating the restriction of H to T ∗

q C. In fact one
has λ′ = λ−1. Indeed, when we differentiate (1.6) with respect to p the sta-
tionarity condition (1.5) shows that the only contribution is the coefficient
λ−1(p) of p in the first term.

In other words the relation between the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian
is symmetric; each is the Legendre transform of the other. Notice also that
the important expression is Ldt, which can be written in the form

(1.7) L(q, q̇) dt = p dq − H dt

which already brings in the Lorentz signature.
For functions on the cotangent space T ∗C the Poisson bracket is defined

by

(1.8) {f, g} =
〈
∂f

∂p
,
∂g

∂q

〉
−
〈
∂f

∂q
,
∂g

∂p

〉
where the pairings take place as above between the tangent and cotangent
spaces at the same point. The equations of motion (1.1) in Hamiltonian
form just give the evolution of any function f on the cotangent space T ∗C,

(1.9)
d

dt
f = {H, f}

In particular H itself is a constant of the motion, which is the energy of
the system. One has to take care of overall signs (which were unimportant
insofar as the equations of motion were concerned) since stability of a system
means that the energy is bounded below. For the simplest Lagrangians such
as (1.3) the Hamiltonian is simply

(1.10) H(p, q) =
p2

2m
+ V (q)
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and the sign of the potential function is the opposite one of the one it had
in the Lagrangian.

One also needs to pay attention to “units”. We use the speed of light as
a conversion factor from time to length and thus set c = 1. Thus length and
time are on the same scale T (i.e. they have the same physical dimensions).
Similarly, masses, energies and momenta are on the same scale E. Both
the Lagrangian L and the Hamiltonian have physical dimension E. The
action (1.2) has physical dimension E · T , which is quantized in units of �.
One could set � = 1 but it is useful to keep track of powers of � in the
perturbative expansions in QFT.

2.2. Lagrangian and the Feynman integral.

A quantum field theory in dimension D (one usually assumes D = 4,
but we will see a significant example with D = 6) is specified by assigning a
classical action functional

(1.11) S (φ) =
∫
L (φ) dDx,

where φ is a classical field and the Lagrangian density is of the form

(1.12) L (φ) =
1
2
(∂φ)2 − m2

2
φ2 − Lint(φ).

Here we write (∂φ)2 = (∂0φ)2−
∑

ν �=0(∂νφ)2, with Lorentzian signature, i.e.

(∂φ)2 = gµν ∂µφ∂νφ

where

(1.13) (gµν)µ,ν=1,...,4 =


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

 .

The first two terms

(1.14) L0(φ) =
1
2
(∂φ)2 − m2

2
φ2

give the free field part of the Lagrangian, while the remaining term Lint(φ)
is the interaction part, which is usually assumed to be a polynomial in the
field φ.

In terms of physical units, since we observed that (1.11) has the physical
dimensions E · T , we see from (1.12) that, when setting � = 1, the field φ

is expressed in physical units of E(D−2)/2. We say in this case simply that
the field φ has physical dimension D/2− 1. Similarly, one can deduce from
(1.12) the physical dimensions of the coupling constants that appear in the
term Lint(φ).

Definition 1.1. A theory T is specified by assigning the data of a La-
grangian density (1.12) and a positive integer D, the dimension.
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A classical observable is a function O(φ) of the classical fields. One
can define the quantum expectation value of a classical observable by the
expression

(1.15) 〈O〉 = N
∫
O(φ) ei S(φ)

� D[φ],

where N is a normalization factor,

N−1 =
∫

ei S(φ)
� D[φ].

Notice that the (Feynman) integral here has only a formal meaning, since
the “measure” D[φ] is typically not well defined mathematically. However,
this suffices in the case where the space of classical fields φ is a linear space,
in order to define without difficulty the terms in the perturbative expansion,
which make the renormalization problem manifest.

Notice also how the expression (1.15) formally resembles the averages
that are used in computing observables and correlation functions in statis-
tical mechanics, except for the important difference that here, in the tran-
sition from “classical field theory” to “quantum field theory”, one replaces
the classical notion of probabilities by complex-valued probability amplitudes
and asserts that the probability amplitude of a classical field configuration
φ is given by the formula of Dirac and Feynman

(1.16) exp
(
i
S(φ)

�

)
,

where S(φ) is the classical action (1.11) and � is the unit of action, so that
iS(φ)/� is a dimensionless quantity.

2.3. The Hamiltonian and canonical quantization.

In classical field theory the configuration space C is the space of fields
φ(xj) viewed as functions on “space” (one uses traditionally the Greek in-
dices for space-time variables with x0 = t and Latin indices for the space
variables). A space-time field φ(xµ) is viewed as a trajectory in C

t �→ q(t) = φ(t, •) ∈ C .

The classical action (1.2) is of the form

S(φ) =
∫

L(q, q̇) dt

where L(q, q̇) is of the form (1.3). The kinetic term is given by the functional

1
2

∫
φ̇(x)2 dD−1x
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on TC, where we use the linearity of C to identify it with its tangent space
at a given point. The potential V is given by the function

V (φ) =
∫ (

1
2

(∂jφ)2 +
m2

2
φ2 + Lint(φ)

)
dD−1x

on C and the Hamiltonian is

(1.17) H(π, φ) =
∫ (

1
2
π2 +

1
2

(∂jφ)2 +
m2

2
φ2 + Lint(φ)

)
dD−1x .

Canonical quantization replaces φ(x) and π(x) by noncommuting variables
φ̃(x) and π̃(x) which for a simple scalar bosonic field as above fulfill the
canonical commutation relations

(1.18) [φ̃(x), φ̃(y)] = 0 , [π̃(x), π̃(y)] = 0 , [π̃(x), φ̃(y)] = − i � δ(x− y) .

One then defines the quantum field φ̃(t, x) at the formal level by the basic
formula

(1.19) φ̃(t, x) = ei t H φ̃(x) e−i t H

where H stands for the evaluation of the function H(π, φ) of (1.17) on the
noncommuting variables φ̃(x) and π̃(x). This is a highly ambiguous and
ill-defined element of the algebra A generated by these variables. What
matters is the one-parameter group

(1.20) σt(T ) = ei t H T e−i t H

giving the time evolution of observable quantities. Once one has succeeded
in making sense of this group the main problem is to classify the vacuum
states, i.e. the representations ρ of the algebra A in a Hilbert space H such
that

• ρ is an irreducible representation
• There exists a positive unbounded operator H in H such that

ρ(σt(T )) = ei t H ρ(T ) e−i t H , ∀T ∈ A
• There exists a unique eigenvector | 0 〉 ∈ H, such that H| 0 〉 = 0

and the subspace ρ(A)| 0 〉 ⊂ H is dense in H

Such representations are characterized by the positive linear functional
on A:

ψ(T ) = 〈 0| ρ(T )| 0 〉
whose main property is to be a pure state and to fulfill the following limiting
case of the Kubo–Martin–Schwinger (KMS) condition (which will play a
crucial role in Chapter 3 below):

• For bounded observables a, b ∈ A the correlation function

F (t) = ψ(a σt(b))

is the boundary value of a bounded holomorphic function F (z) in
the upper half-plane.
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In practice it is very hard to make sense of the one-parameter group σt

and then to classify the vacuum states. It is nevertheless quite important
to keep in mind that there are two separate steps that need to be taken in
order to obtain a quantum field theory:

• The definition of the observables and the dynamics.
• The construction and classification of vacuum states.

The three main physical properties of a quantum field theory are
• Causality
• Positivity of energy
• Unitarity

The first two are already incompatible in quantum mechanics [130].
Causality is a property of the dynamics; its best formulation says that

(for bosonic fields) the quantum fields commute at space-like separation,

(1.21) [φ̃(x), φ̃(y)] = 0 , ∀(x, y) , (x− y)2 < 0,

where two points x, y of space-time are space-like separated iff (x− y)2 < 0
in the metric (1.13).

Unitarity is equivalent to the property of the vacuum state that

(1.22) ψ(a∗ a) ≥ 0 , ∀a ∈ A.
The positivity of energy is the positivity (which we discussed above) of

the operator H in the representation associated to the vacuum states.

In order to get “numbers” one bypasses the analytic difficulties of the
above framework by working with the Feynman path integral formalism
and in perturbation theory. It is in the latter framework that the problem
of renormalization manifests itself in the simplest manner.

2.4. The simplest example.

Let us consider the simplest field theory, namely the free massive scalar
field φ on the space-time

X = R× S1

with the Lorentz metric.

The scalar field φ is a real-valued function on X governed by the La-
grangian

L(φ) =
1
2
(
(∂0φ)2 − (∂1φ)2 −m2 φ2

)
where ∂0 = ∂/∂t is the time derivative (t ∈ R) and ∂1 = ∂/∂x is the spatial
derivative, where the space is here compact and one-dimensional. The action
functional is given by

S(φ) =
∫
L(φ) dx dt =

∫
L(t) dt

L(t) =
∫

S1

(
1
2

(
φ̇
)2
− 1

2
(∂1 φ)2 − m2

2
φ2

)
dx.
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O1O2

Figure 1. Space-like separated regions O1 and O2 in space-
time cylinder

Thus, at the classical level, one is dealing with a mechanical system with
infinitely many degrees of freedom, whose configuration space C is the space
of real-valued functions on S1. The Hamiltonian of this classical mechanical
system is the functional on the cotangent space T ∗C given by

H(φ, π) =
1
2

∫
S1

(
π(x)2 + (∂φ(x))2 + m2φ2(x)

)
dx,

where one uses the linear structure of C to identify T ∗C with C × C∗, and
where one views the field π as an element of C∗ in the form

φ �→
∫

S1

φ(x)π(x) dx ∈ C.

As a classical mechanical system the above is the same as a countable
collection of uncoupled harmonic oscillators. Indeed, one can take as coordi-
nates in C (resp. C∗) the Fourier components φk =

∫
S1 φ(x) e−ikx dx (resp.
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πk), which are subject only to the reality condition

φ−k = φk ∀k ∈ Z (resp. π−k = πk).

Thus, both spaces C and T ∗C are infinite products of finite-dimensional
spaces and the Hamiltonian H is an infinite sum

H =
∑
k∈Z

1
2
(
πkπk + (k2 + m2)φkφk

)
.

The quantization of a single harmonic oscillator, say a system with con-
figuration space R and Hamiltonian 1

2(p2 + ω2q2), is given by the simple
rule

[p, q] = −i � .

This quantizes the values of the energy, as one sees from the equality (up to
a shift of � ω

2 )

H =
1
2
(p2 + ω2q2) = �ω a∗a

where the annihilation operator a and its adjoint, the creation operator a∗,
obey the commutation relation

[a, a∗] = 1.

The terminology here comes from Dirac’s theory of emission and absorption
of photons [119]. These two equations completely describe the quantum
system. Its representation in L2(R), given by the equality

a =
1√
2

(
∂

∂q
+ q

)
is, up to unitary equivalence, its only irreducible representation. The (unique
up to phase) normalized vector Ω such that aΩ = 0 is called the vacuum
vector.

The reality condition φ−k = φk shows that for k > 0, the pair {−k, k}
yields a pair of harmonic oscillators, whose quantization yields a pair of
creation operators a∗k, a

∗
−k. The algebra of observables of the quantized field

has the following presentation. It is generated by ak and a∗k, k ∈ Z, with
relations

[ak, a
∗
k] = 1 ∀k ∈ Z

[ak, a�] = 0 , [ak, a
∗
� ] = 0 ∀k �= �.

The Hamiltonian is given by the derivation corresponding to the formal sum

(1.23) Hb =
∑
k∈Z

�ωka
∗
kak with ωk =

√
k2 + m2.
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The “vacuum representation” which corresponds to the vacuum state, which
is the infinite tensor product of the vacuum states, is given by the Hilbert
space

Hb =
⊗
k∈Z

(Hk,Ωk)

and the tensor product representation of the algebra.

Equivalently, one can describe this infinite tensor product as the Hilbert
space L2(C, dµ) where µ is a Gaussian measure on C (cf. [145]).

The spectrum of the quantum field Hamiltonian Hb acting in Hb is now

Spec Hb =
{∑

nk�ωk | nk ∈ N
}
.

Quantum field theory reconciles positivity of energy (i.e. the fact that Hb

is a positive operator in Hb) with causality, which means that we have
commutation at space-like separation for functions of the quantum field
φ̃(t, x) = eit·Hb φ̃(0, x) e−itHb , with

φ̃(0, x) =
∑
k∈Z

(
ak eikx + a∗k e−ikx

)
(2ωk)−1/2 .

This commutation of φ̃(t, x) with φ̃(s, y) for (t, x) and (s, y) space-like sep-
arated in the space-time X = R × S1 is easy to check directly. First, the
operators φ̃(f) =

∫
f(x) φ̃(0, x) dx, f ∈ C∞(S1), commute with each other,

using ωk = ω−k. Next, with σt the automorphisms given by time evolution

σt = eitHb (·) e−itHb ,

one computes [σtφ̃(f), φ̃(g)], for f, g ∈ C∞(S1), and finds a scalar multiple
of the identity, where the scalar is∫

c(x, y, t)f(x)g(y) dxdy,

where

c(x, y, t) =
∑

k

e−ik(x−y)
(
e−iωkt − eiωkt

)
ω−1

k = c(x− y, t)

with c satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation(
∂2

0 − ∂2
1 + m2

)
c = 0

with initial conditions c(x, 0) = 0 and ∂
∂t c(x, 0) = λ δ0(x) with λ �= 0.

It then follows from elementary properties of the wave equation that
c(x, t) vanishes if (x, t) is space-like separated from (0, 0), hence that the
quantum field φ̃ satisfies causality. The classification of vacuum states is
simple in this free case and one has the following result (cf. [182]).
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a) The representation in Hb is the unique vacuum representation. The
quantum fields φ̃ are represented by operator-valued distributions.

b) Let O be a local region (i.e. a bounded open set) in X and U(O) be
the von Neumann algebra in Hb generated by bounded functions of
the φ̃(f) with Supp(f) ⊂ O. Then, when O1 and O2 are space-like
separated, one has

U(O1) ⊂ U(O2)′,

where U(O2)′ is the commutant of the von Neumann algebra U(O2).

c) For all β > 0 one has Tr(e−β Hb) <∞ and the map

a �→ ψβ(a) = Z−1 Tr(a e−β Hb) , with Z = Tr(e−β Hb),

defines a state on the algebra of observables, which fulfills the KMSβ

condition relative to σt. (See Chapter 3 below for a detailed dis-
cussion of the KMSβ condition.)

The von Neumann algebras U(O) of local observables are an essential
part of the algebraic formulation of quantum field theory (cf. [182]). The
finiteness of the trace Tr(e−β Hb) < ∞ follows from the convergence of the
infinite product

Tr(e−β Hb) =
∏
k∈Z

1
1− e−β ωk

while the free energy logZ is given by

(1.24) logZ = −
∑
k∈Z

log(1− e−β ωk) .

2.5. Green’s functions.

Once a vacuum state has been constructed, one way to describe the
corresponding quantum field theory φ̃(x) is by means of the time-ordered
Green’s functions

(1.25) GN (x1, . . . , xN ) = 〈 0 |T φ̃(x1) . . . φ̃(xN )| 0 〉,
where 0 is the vacuum state, and the time-ordering symbol T means that the
φ̃(xj)’s are written in order of increasing time from right to left. Typically,
from the Green’s functions one can recover all the experimentally relevant
data, such as the cross sections of the particle collisions.

In the functional integral formalism as in (1.15), the Green’s functions
can be computed by Feynman’s formula as an “integral over histories”

(1.26) GN (x1, . . . , xN ) = N
∫

ei S(φ)
� φ(x1) · · ·φ(xN )D[φ],
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where the factor N ensures the normalization of the vacuum state

(1.27) 〈 0 | 0 〉 = 1 .

This means that, if one could ignore the issue of renormalization, which
we will discuss later, then the functional integral (1.26) would be easy to
compute in perturbation theory, i.e. by treating the term Lint in (1.12) as a
perturbation of (1.14). The action functional (1.11) correspondingly splits
as the sum of two terms

(1.28) S(φ) = S0(φ) + Sint(φ),

where the free action S0 generates an “imaginary Gaussian” measure

(1.29) dµ = exp (i S0(φ))D[φ],

where we have set � = 1.
The series expansion of the Green’s functions can then be written in the

form

(1.30)
GN (x1, . . . , xN ) =

(∑∞
n=0

in

n!

∫
φ(x1) · · ·φ(xN )Sint(φ)n dµ

)
·
(∑∞

n=0
in

n!

∫
Sint(φ)n dµ

)−1

or equivalently in terms of the Green’s functions for the free field φ̃F as the
Gell-Mann–Low formula

(1.31)

GN (x1, . . . , xN ) =(∑∞
n=0

in

n!

∫
〈 0 |T φ̃F (x1) · · · φ̃F (xN )

∏
j Lint(yj) | 0 〉

∏
j dyj

)
·
(∑∞

n=0
in

n!

∫
〈 0 |T

∏
j Lint(yj) | 0 〉

∏
j dyj

)−1
.

2.6. Wick rotation and Euclidean Green’s functions.

Even for the simplest case of the two-point Green’s function of the free
field φ̃F some care is required in order to get the right answer. Indeed, in
terms of (1.30) the only non-zero term is for n = 0 which gives, with the
normalization factor N0 of the free Gaussian,

(1.32) GF
2 (x, y) = N0

∫
φ(x)φ(y) exp (i S0(φ))D[φ].

As a function of the classical field φ, the expression φ(x)φ(y) only depends
upon the two-dimensional projection of φ but one cannot yet use the factor-
ization property of the Gaussian integral since S0(φ) involves the derivatives
of φ. In fact S0(φ) is diagonal in terms of the Fourier transform φ̂(p),

(1.33) φ̂(p) =
∫

φ(x) e−ip·x dDx,

where it becomes

(1.34) S0(φ) = (2π)−D

∫
1
2
(p2 −m2) φ̂(p)φ̂(−p) dDp.
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The reality condition for φ(x) shows that the φ̂(p) are not independent
variables but fulfill the condition

(1.35) φ̂(−p) = φ̂(p).

Then one uses the Fourier inversion formula

(1.36) φ(x) = (2π)−D

∫
φ̂(p) eip·x dDp

and applies integration by parts under the Gaussian to get

(1.37)
N0

∫
φ̂(p1) φ̂(p2) exp (i S0(φ))D[φ]

= i (2π)D δ(p1 + p2) (p2
1 −m2)−1.

At the formal level, this integration by parts is obtained from the following
simple manipulations. One lets V be a finite-dimensional real vector space
with Q ∈ V ∗ ⊗ V ∗ a non-degenerate quadratic form. The inverse of Q is
simply obtained from the canonical identification V ∗⊗V ∗ ∼ Hom(V, V ∗) as

Hom(V, V ∗) � Q �→ Q−1 ∈ Hom(V ∗, V ).

The invertibility and the symmetry of Q show that, for any linear form
L ∈ V ∗ on V , one has

∂Q−1(L)
1
2
Q = L .

The integration by parts formula is then obtained from∫
P (X)L(X) exp

(
−Q(X)

2

)
D[X] =

−
∫

P (X) ∂Q−1(L)

(
exp
(
−Q(X)

2

))
D[X] =∫

∂Q−1(L)(P (X)) exp
(
−Q(X)

2

)
D[X].

This gives

(1.38)

∫
P (X)L(X) exp

(
−Q(X)

2

)
D[X] =∫

∂Q−1(L)(P (X)) exp
(
−Q(X)

2

)
D[X].

Thus, (1.37) reduces the computation of the two-point Green’s function
(1.32) to the integral

(1.39) GF
2 (x, y) = i (2π)−D

∫
e±ip·(x−y)

p2 −m2
dDp.

The presence of the oscillatory term e−ip·(x−y) takes good care of the issue
of convergence for large p. The reason why care is needed is the singularity
at p2 = m2 which makes the meaning of (1.39) ambiguous.
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The right answer is easy to compute for the explicit example of subsec-
tion 2.4, where one gets by direct computation

(1.40) 〈 0|φF (t, x)φF (s, y) | 0 〉 =
∑
k∈Z

(2ωk)−1 ei(k(x−y)−(t−s)ωk),

where, as in (1.23), the frequency ωk is the positive square root of k2 + m2.

Lemma 1.2. Let u > 0 and ω > 0 be positive real numbers. Then one
has

lim
ε→0+

∫
R

e±ipu

p2 − ω2 + iε
dp =

π

i ω
e−iuω .

Proof. The integral

F (ω) =
∫

R

eipu

p2 − ω2
dp

defines a holomorphic function of ω in the half-plane �(ω) < 0. For a > 0
one has F (−ia) = π

a e−ua, hence

F (ω) =
π

i ω
e−iuω , ∀ω ∈ C with �(ω) < 0.

Using this as a formula for the square root of ω2 − iε near ω one gets the
desired result. �

This makes it possible to rewrite (1.40) using Dyson’s time-ordered
Green’s function, in the form

(1.41) 〈 0|T φF (t, x)φF (s, y) | 0 〉 =
i

2π

∑
k∈Z

∫
R

ei(k(x−y)−k0(t−s))

k2
0 − k2 −m2 + iε

dk0,

where the limit for ε→ 0 is understood. The role of the time ordering T is
simply in order to ensure (t− s) ≥ 0. Thus, more generally, the prescription
due to Feynman for the removal of the singularity (or on how to go around
the pole) in the integral (1.39) consists of defining it as

(1.42) GF
2 (x, y) = i (2π)−D

∫
e±ip·(x−y)

p2 −m2 + iε
dDp.

This prescription embodies the physical conditions fulfilled by the free
field theory and makes it possible to start the perturbation theory. It is
important to be able to formulate it at a more conceptual level and this is
done by the Wick rotation to imaginary time. The Green’s functions (1.25)
then appear as the distributional boundary values of the Schwinger functions
SN (x1, . . . , xN ). These are complex analytic functions of the complexified
time parameters zj of xj = (zj , vj). They are defined in the cone

(1.43) � z1 < � z2 < · · · < � zN .
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The relevance of the Schwinger functions SN (x1, . . . , xN ) comes from the
positivity of the Hamiltonian H and the formal equality

SN (x1, . . . , xN ) = 〈 0 | φ̃(v1) ei (z2−z1) H · · · φ̃(vN−1) ei (zN−zN−1) H φ̃(vN )| 0 〉.

In particular, for N = 2, the ambiguity in the definition of the Green’s
function of the free field is uniquely resolved in terms of the corresponding
Schwinger function. The existence of the two-point Schwinger function

(1.44) 〈 0 | φ̃(v1) ei z H φ̃(v2)| 0 〉 , � z ≥ 0

is a limit case (at zero temperature) of the Kubo–Martin–Schwinger (KMS)
condition which plays a central role in Chapter 3 of this book.

To perform the computation one works directly with purely imaginary
time. Thus, one lets τ = it and one expresses the Schwinger functions in
the form

(1.45) SN (x1, . . . , xN ) = N
∫

φE(x1) . . . φE(xN ) e−
SE(φE)

� D[φE ],

where N is the normalization factor

N−1 =
∫

e−
SE(φE)

� D[φE ] ,

and where the Euclidean action functional

(1.46) SE (φE) =
∫
LE (φE) dDx

is given by the Lagrangian density

(1.47) LE (φE) =
1
2
(∂φE)2 +

m2

2
φ2

E + Lint(φE) .

The integration variables φE are classical Euclidean fields and one uses the
(positive) Euclidean metric gµν = δµν to compute (∂φ)2 = gµν∂µφ∂νφ. The
Euclidean functional integral

(1.48) 〈O〉E = N
∫
O(φE) e−

SE(φE)

� D[φE ]

for an observable O(φE) (a function of the classical Euclidean fields) is
identical to the expectation value of a classical statistical mechanical system
and this gives a far-reaching correspondence between Euclidean field theory
and statistical mechanics ([145]).

Notice that the change of sign of the potential terms of the Lagrangian
in the transition from Minkowski space-time to Euclidean space-time is the
same as in the transition (1.7) from the Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian. In
particular, one keeps track of the basic positivity properties of the latter,
the measure dµ of (1.29) becomes a true Gaussian measure after the Wick
rotation to Euclidean signature, and the singularity of the propagator (cf.
(1.39)) has now disappeared.
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The series expansion of the Euclidean Green’s functions takes the form

(1.49)

SN (x1, . . . , xN ) =(∑∞
n=0

(−1)n

n!

∫
φE(x1) · · ·φE(xN )Sint(φE)n dµ

)
·
(∑∞

n=0
(−1)n

n!

∫
Sint(φE)n dµ

)−1
.

3. Feynman diagrams

The various terms

(1.50)
∫

φ(x1) . . . φ(xN ) (Sint(φ))n dµ

of the expansion (1.30) are integrals of polynomials with respect to a Gauss-
ian measure dµ. When these are computed using integration by parts, the
process generates a large number of terms. The combinatorial data label-
ing these terms are conveniently encoded by graphs Γ, known as Feynman
graphs. Each graph determines the terms that appear in the calculation of
the corresponding integral.

The class of graphs that label terms in this procedure depends on the
nature of the terms in the Lagrangian density of the theory. For example, the
possible valences of vertices in the graphs correspond to the monomials in the
Lagrangian density: the quadratic terms give rise to vertices of valence two,
while, for instance, the presence of a term gφ3 in the interaction Lagrangian
Lint means that there will be vertices of valence three in the graphs.

The physical intuition behind Feynman diagrams is that each graph
represents a possible event where particles are exchanged, created and anni-
hilated. For example, the lower part of the graph depicted in Figure 2 shows
an electron releasing a photon, which in turn creates a pair consisting of a
particle and antiparticle (an electron and a positron). These are then anni-
hilated releasing a photon that is finally absorbed by an electron. Diagrams
of increasing complexity enumerate more complicated possible interactions.

The particles that are involved in the intermediate processes are “vir-
tual” particles which differ notably from real particles in that their energy-
momentum vectors p no longer satisfy the “on-shell” condition

(1.51) p2 = m2 , p0 ≥ 0

and the integration process involves all “virtual” particles including those
of negative energy.
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Figure 2. An example of a Feynman diagram

3.1. The simplest case.

In order to understand how Feynman graphs label the various terms of
the perturbative expansion, let us take the simplest interaction term, namely
a monomial of the form φ3, so that the Lagrangian is given by

(1.52) L(φ) =
1
2
(∂φ)2 − m2

2
φ2 − g

3!
φ3

where g is the coupling constant.
The first non-trivial correction to the Euclidean two-point function comes

from the term in (1.49) of the form

(1.53)
∫

φE(x1)φE(x2)Sint(φE)2 dµ,

where, by construction, we have

Sint(φE) = g
3!

∫
φ3

E(x) dDx

= (2π)−2D g
3!

∫
φ̂(k1)φ̂(k2)φ̂(k3)δ(k1 + k2 + k3)

∏
dDkj .

The simple mnemonic, in order to keep track of the powers of 2π, is to attach
a factor of (2π)−D to each momentum integration dDk and a factor of (2π)D

to each δ-function. Using

φE(xj) = (2π)−D

∫
φ̂(p) eipxj dDp

the problem is then reduced, up to an overall factor and to the product

(2π)2Dδ(k1 + k2 + k3)δ(q1 + q2 + q3),
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Figure 3. Vacuum bubble

to computing the integral

(1.54)
∫

φ̂(p1)φ̂(p2)φ̂(k1)φ̂(k2)φ̂(k3)φ̂(q1)φ̂(q2)φ̂(q3) dµ,

which is the integral of a polynomial of degree 8 under a Gaussian. To
compute it, one just needs to apply (1.38) four times, contracting pairwise
the factors of the monomial. This generates 7× 5× 3 = 105 terms. Each of
the contractions takes place between pairs of factors of the form φ̂(�1) φ̂(�2)
and delivers a delta-function

(2π)D δ(�1 + �2)

in the sum of the momenta �j involved, and a “propagator”, i.e. a factor of

(1.55)
1

�2 + m2
,

where � = �j and the choice of j is irrelevant since the propagator is an even
function of the momentum.

The terms where φ̂(p) is paired with φ̂(−p) are not relevant, since they
get canceled by the denominator of (1.49). It is nevertheless worthwhile to
see what they look like. This means computing the degree-six expression

(2π)2Dδ(k1 +k2 +k3)δ(q1 +q2 +q3)
∫

φ̂(k1) φ̂(k2) φ̂(k3) φ̂(q1) φ̂(q2) φ̂(q3) dµ.

In any of the 15 possible pairings, at least one of the φ̂(k) will get paired
with one of the φ̂(q). There are then two possible cases:

• Only one of the φ̂(k) is paired with one of the φ̂(q);
• The three φ̂(k) are paired with the three φ̂(q).

An example of the first case is given by the pairings

k1 ←→ k2 , k3 ←→ q1 , q2 ←→ q3.

There are 9 such pairings. An example of the second case (which yields 6
pairings) is given by

k1 ←→ q1 , k2 ←→ q2 , k3 ←→ q3.

These two possibilities are represented pictorially by the vacuum bubble di-
agrams of Figures 3, 4.
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Figure 4. Vacuum bubble

Figure 5. Tadpole

Figure 6. Double tadpole

In the other terms, the factors of φ̂(p) and φ̂(−p) get paired with the
terms of the monomial φ̂(k1) φ̂(k2) φ̂(k3) φ̂(q1) φ̂(q2) φ̂(q3). Thus, there are
again two distinct cases:

• The terms φ̂(p) and φ̂(−p) get paired with terms of the same group;
• The terms φ̂(p) and φ̂(−p) get paired with terms of two different

groups (i.e. with a k and a q).
These cases are represented pictorially by the diagrams of Figure 5 for

the first case, and Figure 6 and Figure 7 for the second case. The latter,
in fact, splits into two subcases according to the pairings of the remaining
terms in the two groups.

The presence of the δ-functions (i.e. momentum conservation) shows
that in all the tadpole graphs the momentum k flowing through the single
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p
p

Figure 7. Self-energy graph

line is zero (i.e. there is an overall factor of δ(k)). The contributions of all
these diagrams can be eliminated by the following a priori requirement on
the vacuum state:

(1.56) 〈 0 |φ(x) | 0 〉 = 0.

This condition is satisfied in the free field case and one requires that it
continues to hold in the perturbative case (tadpole vanishing condition).

Thus, we focus on the only remaining graph, that is, the self-energy
graph of Figure 7. It corresponds to one of the 36 pairings of the form

p1 ←→ k1 , p2 ←→ q1 , k2 ←→ q2 , k3 ←→ q3.

Each of the edges delivers a propagator. Thus, the external lines (called
external legs of the graph) each give rise to a term in (p2 + m2)−1. This
means that we get an overall factor of (p2 +m2)−2. Notice then that the δ-
functions occurring from the contractions and from the overall factor δ(k1 +
k2+k3)δ(q1+q2+q3) do not uniquely determine the momenta kj and qj from
the value of p. Indeed, there is one law of conservation of momentum per
vertex of the graph and one free momentum variable for each internal line.
However, the obtained linear relations are not independent. They leave one
momentum variable k undetermined, so that the flow of momenta through
the diagram is given by

Including the δ-functions and the coupling constant, the contribution of the
self-energy graph is then given by

(1.57)
1
2
g2 δ(p1 + p2)

1
p2
1 + m2

1
p2
2 + m2

∫
1

k2 + m2

1
(p1 + k)2 + m2

dDk.

Notice here that there are 36 pairings giving the same graph and the factor
of ( 1

3!)
2 in front of g2 cancels this numerical factor.

Thus, we see that in dimension D = 4 the problem of divergences shows
up when one wants to integrate the contributions for the different values
of k as required in computing (1.53). In the expression (1.57) large values
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y

x

Figure 8. Self-energy graph in QED

of the Euclidean momentum k contribute disproportionate amounts to the
self-energy and if one integrates only over momenta k with ‖k‖ ≤ Λ where
Λ > 0 is a cutoff parameter, one obtains

(1.58)
∫
‖k‖≤Λ

1
k2 + m2

1
(p1 + k)2 + m2

d4k ∼ 2π2 log Λ,

which diverges when the cutoff is removed, i.e. for Λ → ∞. It would then
appear at first sight that the theory does not make sense, since it delivers
divergent answers. This type of problem arose in the early 1930’s, when
Oppenheimer, starting from Dirac’s theory, computed the second-order cor-
rection corresponding to the emission and absorption of a virtual photon by
an electron, as in Figure 8, and concluded that self-energy effects generate
an infinite displacement of the spectral lines. The physics resolution of this
type of problems is called renormalization.

3.2. The origins of renormalization.

The idea of renormalization goes back to the mid-nineteenth century,
long before the advent of quantum field theory. At the time, the problem
that motivated Green to introduce a form of renormalization was the motion
of bodies in fluids [150]. It was observed that, due to the interaction with
the surrounding field of water, a moving object still obeys the usual physical
rules, like Newton’s law F = ma, but with the mass m no longer given
by the “bare” mass m0 of the body, but by a corrected “physical” mass
m = m0 + δm.

More precisely, this statement holds for a spherical object B immersed
in a perfect incompressible fluid with constant density ρ. When B is moving
at a speed v, say along the z-axis, it imparts a speed distribution X to the
fluid surrounding B which can be computed, in the moving frame of B, as
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the gradient vector field of the solution h of the Laplace equation in the
complement of B whose gradient is tangent to ∂B. Thus one has

X = ∇h, with ∆h = 0.

This solution is given in terms of the first spherical harmonics and is of the
form

h(x, y, z) =
v

2
(r−3 + 2) z, where r2 = x2 + y2 + z2,

in the moving frame where B is the ball of radius one centered at 0. Thus,
with respect to the fluid, the vector field is Y = ∇h− (0, 0, v) and its kinetic
energy density is easily computed to be

E(x, y, z) =
1
2
ρ‖Y ‖2 =

v2

8
x2 + y2 + 4z2

(x2 + y2 + z2)4
ρ.

The energy of the fluid disturbance is then the integral∫
Bc

E(x, y, z) dxdydz = λρ v2

in the complement Bc of B. An easy direct computation shows that one has

λρ =
1
4
M , λρ v2 =

1
4
Mv2,

where M is the mass of the fluid contained in the volume of the ball B. As
shown by Green [150], this implies that the inertial mass m that appears in
Newton’s law of motion for the ball B undergoes, by the mere presence of
the surrounding fluid, a “renormalization”

m0 �→ m = m0 + δm = m0 +
M

2
.

The striking fact is that this effect is felt even at zero speed and it modifies
the initial acceleration of the moving ball.

An amusing example of what this means in very concrete terms is given
in Sidney Coleman’s course on quantum field theory [59]. Namely, one
considers what will be the initial acceleration of a ping-pong ball immersed in
water, subject to the usual Archimedes law. If one simply applies Newton’s
law with the bare mass of the ball, one finds an unrealistically high value
for the acceleration (something of the order of 11 g), while if one corrects
the value of the mass as observed by Green, where δm = M/2 is half of the
mass of the water contained in the volume of the ball, then Archimedes law
−(M −m0)g = ma yields a more realistic value of the acceleration of the
order of 2 g. (The ball has a mass of m0 = 2.7 grams and a diameter of 4
centimeters. Readers not versed in the metric system can make a conversion
to their favorite units.)

The additional inertial mass δm = m−m0 accounts for the interaction
of the body with the surrounding field of water. In this classical setup
with bodies moving in fluids, clearly both m and m0 are experimentally
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Figure 9. Self-energy of an immersed ball

measurable. However, if the interaction could not be turned off by removing
the body from the fluid, there would be no way to measure the bare mass
m0, and m would remain the only physically observable mass.

The analogy between hydrodynamics and electromagnetism led in steps,
through the work of Thomson, Lorentz, Kramers, et al. (cf. [125]), , to the
crucial distinction between the bare parameters, such as m0, which enter the
field-theoretic equations, and the observed parameters, such as the inertial
mass m. Since it is not possible to isolate an electron from the surrounding
electromagnetic field, in quantum field theory the bare parameters are not
physical observables.

Around 1947, motivated by the experimental findings of spectroscopy
about the fine structure of spectra, physicists were able to exploit the dis-
tinction between these two notions of mass (bare and observed), and similar
distinctions for the charge and field strength, in order to eliminate the un-
wanted infinities associated to the pointwise nature of the electron. This
marked the beginning of renormalization techniques in quantum field the-
ory. We refer the interested reader to [125] for a detailed account of the
historical developments of the subject.

In the example of §3.1 above, one uses the aforementioned distinction
so as to cancel the second-order self-energy divergence in the following way.
One takes the freedom to shift the bare mass parameter m2 which appears
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Figure 10. Tree level counterterm graph

in the Lagrangian by an amount δm2 which depends on the cutoff parameter
Λ. This results in a new term

(1.59) δS(φE) = −1
2
δm2(Λ)

∫
φ2

E(x) d4x

in the Euclidean action. Considering this term as part of the interaction
Sint, one obtains a corresponding term in the perturbative expansion (1.49)
of the Euclidean two-point function, of the form

(1.60) −
∫

φE(x1)φE(x2) δS(φE) dµ.

Using (1.59), one obtains

(1.61) −δS(φE) =
1
2
δm2(Λ) (2π)−4

∫
φ̂(k1) φ̂(k2) δ(k1 + k2)

∏
d4kj .

Thus, we get the additional term

(1.62)
1
2
δm2(Λ) (2π)−4 δ(k1 + k2) (

∫
φ̂(p1) φ̂(p2) φ̂(k1) φ̂(k2) dµ)

∏
d4kj ,

which is the integral of a polynomial of degree 4 under a Gaussian. When we
apply (1.38), the terms in which the pj get paired together only contribute
to the normalization factor and are canceled out. Thus, we just get the two
terms in which p1 is paired with one of the kj . These are represented by the
graph of Figure 10 and their values add up to

(1.63) δm2(Λ) (2π)4 δ(p1 + p2)
1

p2
1 + m2

1
p2
2 + m2

.

This shows that the choice

(1.64) δm2(Λ) = −(2π)−4 π2 g2 log Λ,

cancels the divergence coming from the second-order self-energy graph. In
other words, one can take advantage of the unphysical nature of the bare
parameters to ask them to conspire so that they cancel the divergences. This
is a very tricky process since a counterterm such as (1.64) will now generate
many other new terms in the perturbative expansion and it is not clear at all
how to organize the elimination of the unwanted infinities. After clarifying
what is meant by a Feynman graph (subsection 3.3) we describe the first
step, which is to reduce the zoo of graphs that are physically relevant and this
is done in terms of generating functions and the effective action (subsection
3.5).
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3.3. Feynman graphs and rules.

As explained in §3.1 above, the various terms of the perturbative ex-
pansion of Euclidean Green’s functions (1.49) are labeled by graphs which
encode in a visual manner all the possible pairings in the integration by
parts under the Gaussian. Thus, at the formal level, one has

(1.65) SN (x1, . . . , xN ) =
∑∫

V (Γ)(p1, . . . , pN )
σ(Γ)

ei(x1·p1+···+xN ·pN )
∏
j

dpj

(2π)D
,

where we need to give precise meaning to the terms
• Γ (Feynman graph)
• V (Γ)(p1, . . . , pN ) (unrenormalized value of the graph)
• σ(Γ) (symmetry factor).

Graphs: A Feynman graph Γ is given by a finite set Γ(0) of vertices and
a finite set Γ(1) of oriented edges. (The oriented edges are also called lines.
We are dealing here, for simplicity, with a single scalar field and do not have
to distinguish among several propagators.) The sets of vertices and edges
are endowed with a collection of maps ∂j , for j ∈ {0, 1} and ι. Here

(1.66) ∂j : Γ(1) → Γ(0) ∪ {1, 2, . . . , N}
is the map that assigns to each line the two vertices (corresponding to the two
cases j ∈ {0, 1}) of its boundary. Let I denote the collection of monomials
in the interaction Lagrangian Lint. Then the map ι is given by

(1.67) ι : Γ(0) → I.

It assigns to each vertex a monomial in the interaction Lagrangian Lint. One
requires that the degree of the monomial is the valence of the vertex, i.e.
that

(1.68) deg ι(v) = #∂−1
0 (v) + #∂−1

1 (v) , ∀v ∈ Γ(0).

One also requires that there are N external lines labeled by {1, 2, . . . , N}.
The labelling is by the vertex in {1, 2, . . . , N} and one assumes that

(1.69) #∂−1
0 (v) + #∂−1

1 (v) = 1 , ∀v ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}.
The set of external lines is

(1.70) Γ(1)
ext = ∪1

j=0∂
−1
j {1, 2, . . . , N} ⊂ Γ(1)

and its complement Γ(1)
int ⊂ Γ(1) is the set of internal lines.

The geometric realization of a graph is the one-dimensional space

(1.71) |Γ| = Γ(1) × [0, 1] ∪∂ (Γ(0) ∪ {1, 2, . . . , N})
obtained by gluing the endpoints of the lines using the maps ∂j . The graph
is planar when it can be represented by a planar picture. It can always be
represented by a spatial picture, hence by a planar projection with a finite
numbers of crossings (usually indicated by a broken line, so as not to be
confused with vertices).
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Graphs from pairings: We write the decomposition of the interaction
Lagrangian Lint into a sum of monomials as Lint =

∑
M∈I M. We then

look at the contribution to the perturbative expansion (1.49) coming from
terms of the form

(1.72)
(−1)n

n!

∫
φ̂(p1) · · · φ̂(pN )

∏
j∈X

Mj dµ,

where X is a finite set mapping to I, by X � j �→ Mj ∈ I. Each monomial
of the form

M =
−z
d!

φE(x)d

yields, as in §3.1, a product

(1.73) z (2π)D δ(
∑

ki)
∏

φ̂(ki)
dki

(2π)D
,

where we omit the integral in ki.
The derivative interaction term −z

2 (∂φE(x))2 delivers a quadratic term

(1.74) z (2π)D δ(k1 + k2)k2
1φ̂(k1)φ̂(k2)

dk1dk2

(2π)2D
.

Notice that in the original Lagrangian this term is not an interaction term,
but later on, in the process of wave function renormalization, one needs to
add such a term and view it as part of the interaction.

The terms (1.72) generate graphs Γ from the pairings in the integration
by parts in

(1.75)
∫

φ̂(p1) · · · φ̂(pN )
∏
j∈X

dj∏
i=1

φ̂(ki(j)) dµ.

For each such graph Γ the set of vertices is Γ(0) = X and the map ι is the
obvious one which, to each element j ∈ X, assigns the monomialMj . Thus,
each monomial determines a vertex with a number of half-lines equal to its
degree, and a pairing in the integration by parts (1.75) corresponds to a
way of matching these half-lines. In (1.75) the ki(j) denote the momentum
variables carried by the half-lines associated to the monomialMj . Thus, we
see that each such pairing in (1.75) determines in this way a graph Γ, where
the set Γ(1) of edges is the set of the coupled pairs. For each such pair we
make an arbitrary choice of orientation. The map ∂ in (1.71) is obtained by
taking the image of the two elements of the pair under the map

p� �→ � ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} , ki(j) �→ j ∈ X = Γ(0).

Edges where two pi, say p1 and p2, are paired together correspond to
the simplest kind of graph. It splits off as a connected component and its
contribution is of the form

(1.76) (2π)D δ(p1 + p2) (p2
1 + m2)−1.
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Figure 11. Self-energy graph in φ4

Edges where one pi is paired with one of the k� are external. Each pi

appears once and only once among the pairs, hence (1.69) holds. For each
j ∈ X, each of the ki(j) appears exactly once in one of the pairs and (1.68)
holds.

Notice that the two endpoints of an edge may well be the same, as
in the tadpole graph of Figure 5. In the φ3 theory this only occurs for
tadpole graphs, but in other theories it occurs in more important graphs.
For instance, in the case of the φ4 theory this happens in the self-energy
graph of Figure 11.

Feynman rules: Now that we know how to assign a graph to a pairing
we can write down the Feynman rules which give the contribution of the
pairing. For the moment, we ignore the combinatorial factor that accounts
for the number of occurrences of the same graph from different pairings,
which we describe later.

The Feynman rules assign:

1) To each external line � ∈ Γ(1)
ext a propagator

1
p2

i + m2
, i ∈ ∂(�)

2) To each internal line � ∈ Γ(1)
int a momentum variable k = k� and a

propagator
1

k2 + m2

dDk

(2π)D

3) To each vertex v with ι(v) = −z
d! φ

d
E a momentum conservation

z (2π)D δ(
∑

∂0(�)=v

k� −
∑

∂1(�)=v

k�)

4) To each vertex v with ι(v) = −z
2 (∂φE)2 a term

z (2π)D k2 δ(
∑

∂0(�)=v

k� −
∑

∂1(�)=v

k�).
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In the last term the variable k is any of the k� involved in the momentum
conservation (there are just two of them by (1.68)).

Unrenormalized values: The unrenormalized value V (Γ)(p1, . . . , pN )
of the graph is the multiple integral obtained from the product of the four
types of terms described above, assigned to Γ by the Feynman rules. It
factorizes as a product

(1.77) V (Γ) =
∏

V (Γc)

over the connected components Γc of (the geometric realization of) Γ. In
particular, it always contains an overall factor of the form

(1.78) ε(Γ) =
∏

ε(Γc),

where, for a connected graph, one lets

(1.79) ε(Γ) = (2π)D δ(
∑

j

pj)
∏
j

1
p2

j + m2

where pj are the momentum variables assigned to the external lines and we
assume for simplicity that all external lines are inward oriented. This can
always be done, except when there is a single line, in which case one uses
(1.76).

For a connected graph with N external legs, the number of free integra-
tion variables in the multiple integral V (Γ) is

(1.80) L(Γ) = #Γ(1)
int −#Γ(0) + 1,

i.e. the number of internal lines minus the number of vertices plus one,
which is the same thing as the first Betti number b1(|Γ|) of the geometric
realization of Γ.

Symmetry factors: Let us determine the numerical factor in the con-
tribution of (1.72) of the form

(−1)n

n!

∫
φ̂(p1) · · · φ̂(pN )

∏
j∈X

Mj dµ.

The cardinality of X is n. We write each monomial in the formM =
−z
d!

φd
E ,

so that the minus signs cancel and we can ignore them. We also write the
term

∏
j∈XMj in the form∏

j∈X

Mj =
∏
I

Mnι ,

where
∑

nι = n occurs with a multiplicity n!/
∏

nι! from the binomial ex-
pansion of (

∑
IM)n. This gives an overall denominator δ =

∏
nι!
∏

(dι!)nι ,
where dι is the order of the corresponding monomial M.

One sees that δ is the order of the group ∆ of permutations of the terms
φ̂(ki(j)) in (1.75) that respect the map X → I. In particular, this group ∆
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acts on the pairings and the orbit ∆(π) of a given pairing gives all pairings
of the same type.

Thus, we see that the symmetry factor is given by the cardinality of the
isotropy group

(1.81) σ(Γ) = #{g ∈ ∆ | g(π) = π}.

Since the construction of the graph Γ from the pairing π is natural, the
isotropy group is the group of automorphisms of the graph, so that

(1.82) σ(Γ) = #Aut(Γ).

It accounts for repetitions, as usual in combinatorics. Notice that we do not
take into account the orientation of the edges, i.e. we do not consider two
graphs which only differ by a choice of orientations of their edges as distinct.

3.4. Connected Green’s functions.

There are standard procedures that allow one to simplify the combina-
torics of the Feynman graphs. First, one can combine the Green’s functions
(1.25) in a single generating function. This takes the form of a Fourier
transform

(1.83)
Z(J) = N

∫
exp
(
iS(φ)+〈J,φ〉

�

)
D[φ]

=
∑∞

N=0
iN

N !

∫
J(x1) · · ·J(xN )GN (x1, . . . , xN ) dx1 · · · dxN ,

where the source J is an element of the linear space dual to that of the
classical fields φ, with 〈J, φ〉 =

∫
J(x)φ(x)dx.

The first simplification of the class of graphs that need to be considered
is obtained by passing to the logarithm of Z(J),

iW (J) = log(Z(J))

=
∞∑

N=0

iN

N !

∫
J(x1) · · ·J(xN )GN,c(x1, . . . , xN )dx1 · · · dxN .(1.84)

This is the generating function for the connected Green’s functions GN,c.
This means that, at the formal combinatorial level, the perturbative expan-
sion

(1.85)

GN (x1, . . . , xN ) =∑
Γ

∫
V (Γ)(p1, . . . , pN )

σ(Γ)
ei(x1·p1+···+xN ·pN )

∏
j

dpj

(2π)D

of the original Green’s functions (i.e. the Minkowski space analogue of (1.65))
is over all graphs (including the non-connected ones). By taking the log and
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passing to the expression W (J) in (1.84), one simply drops from the counting
all the disconnected graphs, so that

(1.86)

GN,c(x1, . . . , xN ) =∑
Γ connected

∫
V (Γ)(p1, . . . , pN )

σ(Γ)
ei(x1·p1+···+xN ·pN )

∏
j

dpj

(2π)D
.

At the same time, dividing by the normalization factor N in (1.83)
eliminates all the “vacuum bubbles”, that is, all the graphs that do not
have any external legs.

The number L of loops in a connected graph determines the power �L−1

of the unit of action that multiplies the corresponding term, so that (1.84)
has the form of a semiclassical expansion. Indeed, if we keep track of the
powers of � in the perturbative expansion, we see that each propagator
contributes one factor of � (since it is the inverse of the free part of the
action) and each interaction term a factor of �−1. Thus, each connected
graph Γ with N external legs inherits a factor of �N+L(Γ)−1. The source
J appears in the action with a coefficient of �−1, hence we are left with a
factor of �L(Γ)−1 for the contribution of each graph to W (J).

In a similar manner, the generating function of Euclidean Green’s func-
tions is given by

(1.87)

Z(JE) =

N
∫

exp
(
−S(φE)−〈JE ,φE〉

�

)
D[φE ] =

∞∑
N=0

1
N !

∫
JE(x1) · · ·JE(xN )SN (x1, . . . , xN ) dx1 · · · dxN ,

where the source JE is an element of the linear space dual to that of the
Euclidean classical fields φE . The generating function for the connected
Euclidean Green’s functions is of the form

(1.88)

W (JE) = log(Z(JE)) =

∞∑
N=0

1
N !

∫
JE(x1) · · ·JE(xN )SN,c(x1, . . . , xN ) dx1 · · · dxN ,

and is similar to the free energy of a statistical mechanical system in the
presence of the source JE .

Suppose given a formal expansion in terms of connected graphs and
symmetry factors

(1.89) W =
∑

Γ connected

V (Γ)
σ(Γ)

.
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Figure 12. One-particle reducible graph

The relations that give the equality

(1.90) eW =
∑
Γ

V (Γ)
σ(Γ)

,

with the sum over all (not necessarily connected) graphs, are of the form

(1.91) V (Γ1 ∪ Γ2) = V (Γ1)V (Γ2) , with σ(Γ) =
∏

nj !
∏

σ(Γj)nj

where the Γj are the distinct graphs that appear as components of Γ and
the nj are the multiplicities of their occurrences.

Using this general principle one obtains

(1.92) W (JE) = logZ(JE) =
∑

Γ connected

V (Γ)(JE)
σ(Γ)

,

where

(1.93) V (Γ)(J) =
1
N !

∫
Ĵ(p1) · · · Ĵ(pN )V (Γ(p1, . . . , pN ))

∏
j

dpj

(2π)D
.

3.5. The effective action and one-particle irreducible graphs.

There is then a second key simplification of the combinatorics of graphs
which makes it possible to reduce the computations to connected graphs
which are one-particle irreducible (1PI).

Definition 1.3. Let Γ be a connected Feynman graph of a given QFT.
Then Γ is a one-particle irreducible (1PI) graph if the following holds.

(1) Γ is not a tree.
(2) Γ cannot be disconnected by cutting a single edge.

Since in the following we work mostly in the Euclidean case, we drop
the distinction between φE and φ and we simply write φ for the scalar field
in the Euclidean theory.

The second simplification we now introduce is achieved by passing to
the effective action Seff(φ). We describe it in the Euclidean context. There
are similar formulas (with suitable powers of i) in the Minkowski signature.
By definition, Seff(φE) is the Legendre transform of W (JE), namely it is
defined by

(1.94) Seff(φ) = 〈φ, JE〉 −W (JE)|JE=J(φ),
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where JE is chosen so that the functional (variational) derivative δW/δJ of
W with respect to J at JE is equal to φ (i.e. so that the right-hand side of
(1.94) is stationary). Such a JE can be uniquely determined in perturbation
theory. In the case of free fields, with S(φ) = S0(φ), the effective action is
the same as the original action, with the possible addition of an irrelevant
constant. In the general case, where an interaction term Sint(φ) is present
in the action, the effective action Seff(φ) is a non-linear functional of the
classical fields, which constitutes the basic unknown in a given quantum
field theory.

The key result on the effective action is that it can be computed by
dropping all graphs that can be disconnected by the removal of one edge, as
in the case illustrated in Figure 12, where the shaded areas are a shorthand
notation for an arbitrary graph with the specified external leg structure. One
can reduce in this way the combinatorics of graphs and restrict attention
to 1PI graphs only. The individual contribution of 1PI graphs to the non-
linear functional Seff(φ) can be spelled out very concretely as follows. Up to
a sign and a symmetry factor (Theorem 1.5) the contribution to the effective
action of the 1PI graph Γ is of the form (cf. (1.93))

(1.95) U(Γ)(φ) =
1
N !

∫
∑

pj=0
φ̂(p1) · · · φ̂(pN )U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN ))

∏
j

dpj

(2π)D
.

Here N is the number of external legs of the graph Γ, while φ̂ denotes the
Fourier transform of φ (we are integrating in momentum space). Formula
(1.95) should be understood as the pairing of the distribution U(Γ(p1,. . . ,pN ))
with the Fourier transforms φ̂(pi). The distribution U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) is in
fact given by a smooth function of the external momenta pi and is specified
by the Feynman rules of the theory. The U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) is referred to as
the unrenormalized value of the graph Γ with assigned external momenta
(p1, . . . , pN ).

Definition 1.4. Let Γ be a 1PI graph. Its unrenormalized value, de-
noted by U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )), is given by V (Γ) with external propagators and
δ-function removed, so that

(1.96) V (Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) = ε(Γ)U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )).

It is only defined for
∑

j pj = 0 and it is of the general form

(1.97) U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) =
∫

IΓ(k1, . . . kL, p1, . . . pN ) dDk1 · · · dDkL,

where L = b1(|Γ|) is the loop number of the graph (the first Betti number)
and the ki ∈ RD, with i = 1, . . . , L, are momentum variables assigned to the
internal edges.
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1PI 1PI 1PI 1PI 1PI

Figure 13. Connected graph with two external legs

Theorem 1.5. The effective action is given by the formal series

(1.98) Seff(φ) = S(φ)−
∑

Γ∈ 1PI

U(Γ)(φ)
σ(Γ)

.

Proof. If we keep explicit count of the powers of �, then (1.98) becomes

Seff(φ)
�

=
S(φ)

�
− 1

�

∑
Γ∈ 1PI

�L Γ(φ)
σ(Γ)

,

where the loop number L(Γ) of 1PI graphs is ≥ 1 since we excluded tree
graphs. Thus, the effective action Seff(φ) encodes the quantum corrections
to the original action. Its knowledge makes it possible to calculate Green’s
functions in a direct manner. Namely, one obtains the same answer by
computing at tree level with the effective action Seff(φ) as by computing the
full perturbative expansion with the original action S(φ),

(1.99) N
∫

P (φ) e−S(φ)D[φ] = N
∫
tree−level

P (φ) e−Seff (φ)D[φ] .

To compute the right-hand side one isolates the quadratic part of the
functional Seff(φ) and then applies perturbation theory, but one drops all
non-tree graphs. The basic facts that show how this works are the following.

a) Let Γ be a connected graph with two external legs. Then one can
write Γ uniquely as a tree graph with interaction vertices given by
1PI graphs Π with two external legs.

b) The sum of the contributions of all the connected graphs as above
is given by

(1.100)
∑
Γ

V (Γ(p,−p))
σ(Γ)

=
1

p2 + m2 −
∑

Π
U(Π(p,−p))

σ(Π)

.

The reason to drop the external momenta in the definition 1.4 of U(Π)
can be understood very simply from the evaluation of V (Γ(p,−p)) for a
graph of the form Π � Π � · · · � Π as in Figure 13, where � here denotes the
concatenation product. Such a graph gives, up to symmetry factors, the
expression

V (Γ(p,−p)) = (p2 + m2)−q−1 U(Π(p,−p))q.

Summing the geometric series (allowing for different choices of Π) gives the
required equality b). Extending a) to connected graphs with an arbitrary
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Figure 14. Connected graph with three external legs

number of external legs as shown in the case of graphs with three external
legs in Figure 14 proves (1.99).

This suffices to prove Theorem 1.5. Indeed, computing the functional
integral in the right-hand side of (1.99) at tree-level, means that one just
applies the stationary phase method to the functional integral with the am-
plitude

(1.101) exp
(
−Seff(φ)

T

)
,

when the parameter T (which has nothing to do with �) tends to 0. We
know from (1.99) that this yields the same result as the full calculation of
the integrals with respect to the original Euclidean action (1.45).

Introducing a source term J implies that W (J) is the Legendre transform
of Seff(φ) and, by reciprocity of the Legendre transform, that Theorem 1.5
holds. �

The computation of the non-linear functional of classical fields given
by the effective action is the basic first problem in QFT. If one knows the
effective action, one can obtain from it all the Green’s functions by tree level
calculations, applying the stationary phase approximation. This makes it
possible to compute the physical observables such as the S-matrix elements.
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3.6. Physically observable parameters.

The main idea of the renormalization process is the distinction between
the bare parameters that enter in the Lagrangian and the physically observ-
able parameters. As a prerequisite to understanding renormalization one
needs to define the physically observable parameters. This is done in terms
of the effective action in a way that makes it possible to compute them in a
direct manner. We explain briefly how.

Physical mass: The notions of particle and of mass in QFT are under-
stood through the classification of irreducible representations of the Poincaré
group. In the case at hand of a scalar field φ, the spin vanishes and the rel-
evant irreducible representations are induced from the mass-shell orbits of
the Lorentz group acting on momentum space. For each µ > 0 one lets
Hµ be the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions on the mass shell
k2 = µ2, k0 > 0, and defines an irreducible representation of the Poincaré
group. In the free quantum field theory the particle description is in terms
of the Fock space

(1.102) Fm =
∞⊕

n=0

SnHm,

where SnH is the n-th symmetric tensor power of the one-particle Hilbert
space Hm. The natural action of the Poincaré group on the Fock space is
no longer irreducible and decomposes as an integral of irreducible ones with
a discrete part where the mass m appears as the smallest eigenvalue with a
mass gap. Still in the case of the free field, one can compute the mass m
by looking at the connected Minkowski space Green’s functions. Since there
is no interaction, the only connected graph is the trivial two-point graph
and the only non-zero connected Green’s function is the two-point function
given by (1.42)

(1.103)
G2, c(x1, x2) =

∫
i

p2 −m2 + iε
ei(x1−x2)·p dDp

(2π)D

= ∆+(x1 − x2,m
2).

In the general interacting case one has the Källen–Lehmann spectral decom-
position which asserts the existence of a positive density σ(u) for u > m2

phys

such that:

(1.104)

Z−1 G2, c(x1, x2) = ∆+(x1 − x2,m
2
phys)

+
∫ ∞

m2
phys

∆+(x1 − x2, u)σ(u) du

where the normalization factor Z is described in more detail in (1.109) below.
The formula (1.104) shows that the physical mass mphys can be read off from
the pole structure of the Fourier transform of the connected Minkowski space
Green’s function G2, c. It has an isolated simple pole at p2 = m2

phys, which
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signals the presence of a particle of mass mphys and makes it possible to
apply scattering theory.

Now by Theorem (1.5) we know that G2, c is given by the tree-level
calculation using the effective action. In fact, (1.100) gives for the (Fourier
transform of) the Euclidean connected two-point function the formula

(1.105) S2, c(p) =
1

p2 + m2 −
∑

Π U(Π(p,−p))/σ(Π)
.

This shows that the physical mass mphys can be computed in perturbation
theory by solving the equation

(1.106) p2 + m2 −
∑
Π

U(Π(p,−p))
σ(Π)

= 0 for p2 = −m2
phys.

The expression

(1.107) Π(p2) =
∑ U(Π(p,−p))

σ(Π)

is called the self-energy.

Physical field and scattering matrix: The presence of the normal-
ization factor Z in the Källen–Lehmann formula (1.104) can be eliminated
by a rescaling of the quantum field φ. One simply defines

(1.108) φ′ = Z−1/2 φ.

The factor Z is the residue

(1.109) Z = Resp2=−m2
phys

S2, c(p)

of (1.105)) at the pole p2 = −m2
phys.

The basic formula which makes contact with experiments is the scat-
tering formula of Lehmann–Symanzik–Zimmermann (LSZ), which gives the
scattering matrix S in the form

(1.110)
〈k1, . . . , ks|S − 1|ks+1, . . . , kr〉 =

i−rZ−r/2
∏

j(k
2
j − m2

phys)GN (−k1, . . . ,−ks, ks+1, . . . , kr).

This says that a matrix element in S − 1 is a momentum space Green’s
function (here in Minkowski space), with external propagators removed,
rescaled by a suitable power of the residue of the propagator at the square
of the physical mass.

Effective coupling constant: The knowledge of the scattering matrix
makes it possible to determine the strength of the coupling, by looking at
the matrix elements involving r = 3 particles. Consider the φ3 theory with
Euclidean Lagrangian

(1.111) L(φ) =
1
2
(∂φ)2 +

m2

2
φ2 − g

6
φ3,
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where we change the sign of the coupling constant to eliminate the minus
signs in the perturbative expansion. One defines the effective coupling con-
stant from the cubic term in the effective action as in the LSZ formula
(1.110), using the overall factor of Z−r/2. This gives

(1.112) geff = Z−3/2

g +
∑ U(Γ(0, 0, 0))

σ(Γ)

 ,

where the sum is over all 1PI graphs with three external lines, each with a
zero momentum.

3.7. The physics idea of renormalization.

The rule is that one computes physical quantities in terms of the observ-
able parameters such as the physical mass, not the bare parameters such as
the bare mass. The main point is not that of getting finite quantities (any
regularization procedure does that), but to eliminate the regularization pa-
rameters (such as the parameter Λ in the cutoff) by a suitable addition
of counterterms to the original Lagrangian. The main requirements on the
counterterms are the following:

• Locality: they are polynomials in the fields and their derivatives.
• Finiteness: The number of monomials in the Lagrangian remains

finite after the introduction of all the necessary counterterms.
The reason for the finiteness requirement is that each new countert-

erm leaves behind a free parameter of the theory (for instance the physical
mass). There is no way such a parameter can be fixed other than by its
experimental value, hence one gets not a single theory but a family of the-
ories parameterized by as many free parameters as the counterterms added
to the Lagrangian. Since a theory with an infinite number of free parame-
ters has virtually no predictive power (it can always accommodate any new
experimental result) the finiteness of the number of counterterms is required.

We now explain more carefully the meaning of the three types of coun-
terterms needed to renormalize the theory in the above generic example,
namely

• Mass counterterm (renormalization)
• Field strength counterterm (renormalization)
• Coupling constant counterterm (renormalization)

Mass renormalization: Let us consider the simple example of the self-
energy graph (1.57) for D = 4. We write its contribution to the self-energy
(1.107). It is given by

(1.113) Π(p2) =
1
2
g2 (2π)−4

∫
1

k2 + m2

1
((p + k)2 + m2)

d4k.
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In physics, the idea of how to handle this divergent expression is to distin-
guish between physical and non-physical mass parameters. On the one hand
we have the bare mass parameter

m0 = bare mass,

which specifies the mass term in the Lagrangian. It is the parameter that
appears in the term 1

2m
2
0φ

2 in the Euclidean Lagrangian. On the other hand,
one has the measured experimental mass mphys, which arises as the position
of the pole in the full propagator, i.e. as the zero of its inverse

p2 + m2 −Π(p2) = 0 for p2 = −m2
phys.

Let m = mphys denote the physical mass. After introducing a cutoff param-
eter Λ one writes

m2
0 = m2 − δm2(Λ).

In this way one views the term −δm2(Λ)φ2

2 as an interaction term in the
Lagrangian.

Thus, one does perturbation theory with the free part given by the
(Euclidean) propagator (p2+m2)−1 and one determines δm2 in perturbation
theory as a function of a regularization parameter, such as a cutoff Λ, in
such a way that it cancels the divergence but does not spoil the location of
the pole, so that the self-energy Π satisfies the renormalization condition

(1.114) Π(−m2) = 0.

The interaction term −δm2 φ2

2 contributes by the tree graph of Figure
10 to the self-energy. This contributes an additional term of δm2 to the
self-energy. Thus, at this order it is easy to solve (1.114). Namely, one takes

δm2 = −Π(−m2).

Thus, at order g2 in the perturbation theory, the renormalized self-energy
is of the form

(1.115) Πren(p2) = Π(p2)−Π(−m2).

This is now a finite quantity, which can be computed using any regularization
method such as a cutoff, giving the answer

(1.116) Πren(p2) =
g2

32π2

∫ 1

0
log(

x(1− x)p2 + m2

m2(1 + x− x2)
) dx.

Besides the mass counterterm, there are two other types of countert-
erms, allowing for the renormalization of the field strength and the coupling
constants.

Field strength renormalization: We saw in the Lehmann–Symanzik–
Zimmermann scattering formula (1.110) that the residue of the two-point
connected Green’s function at the pole enters explicitly in the expression
for the scattering matrix, so that the physical field φ′ is related to the bare
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field φ by equation (1.108). The change of variable formula φ → Z1/2 φ′ in
the Euclidean functional integral

(1.117)
N
∫

exp(−S(φ))φ(x1) · · · φ(xN )D[φ] =

ZN/2N ′ ∫ exp(−S(Z1/2 φ′))φ′(x1) · · · φ′(xN )D[φ′]

shows that the distinction between the physical field and the bare field makes
it possible to modify the kinetic term in the Lagrangian. When expressed
in terms of φ′, this takes the form

L′ =
1
2
Z(∂φ′)2 + · · ·

Writing Z = 1− δZ(Λ), one then chooses the field strength counterterm
δZ(Λ) in such a way that the residue at the pole remains equal to 1. In
terms of the self-energy this means that the derivative vanishes at −m2, i.e.
that

(1.118) ∂Π(−m2) = 0.

In the example above only a finite field strength renormalization is re-
quired to compensate for the contribution of (1.116) to the self-energy. No-
tice that, since (1.115) is a shift by an additive constant, the finiteness of
the field strength renormalization in this example comes from the absence
of a momentum dependence in the divergence of the integral (1.113). If we
look at the same φ3 theory in dimension D = 6, then the divergence of the
integral (1.113) is not canceled by the mass counterterm alone. However,
one can replace (1.115) by

(1.119) Πren(p2) = Π(p2)−Π(−m2) + Π′(−m2) (p2 −m2),

where Π′ is the derivative of Π with respect to p2. Exactly as for mass
renormalization, one then computes the counterterm δZ(Λ) using the renor-
malization condition (1.118).

Coupling constant renormalization: In the same φ3 theory in di-
mension D = 6 the graph of Figure 15 is 1PI and gives a contribution of the
form

(1.120) g3 (2π)−6

∫
1

k2 + m2

1
(p + k)2 + m2

1
(q − k)2 + m2

d6k.

The distinction between the bare coupling constant and the effective cou-
pling constant of (1.112) gives us the freedom to write the bare coupling
in the form g + δg and to introduce the counterterm δg. The last renor-
malization prescription is that the effective coupling (1.112) is fixed by its
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Figure 15. Graph with three external legs

experimental value. The full (Euclidean) Lagrangian with the counterterms
now takes the form

(1.121) LE =
1
2
(∂φ)2(1− δZ) +

(
m2 − δm2

2

)
φ2 − g + δg

6
φ3.

The renormalization scheme described above is called the mass-shell
scheme and is the scheme which is easiest to interpret in physics terms.
One computes physically observable quantities such as the S-matrix ele-
ments not in terms of the bare parameters but in terms of the physical
parameters, which in the example are the mass, field strength and coupling
constant. This is done by computing the bare parameters as formal power
series in the coupling so that the renormalization conditions such as (1.114)
and (1.118) are fulfilled while the effective coupling constant is held fixed at
its observed value.

4. Dimensional regularization

As we saw above, the cutoff method and the mass-shell scheme allow
for a natural explanation of the basic physics content of renormalization.

However, in general one needs more refined regularization procedures for
the integrals involved in the expression of the U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )), which do
not break Lorentz invariance. Moreover, renormalization schemes which are
compatible with the massless case are needed in general. We use the reg-
ularization scheme known as Dimensional regularization (DimReg), for the
reason that, when combined with Minimal Subtraction (MS), it is the most
widely used renormalization scheme in explicit perturbative calculations in
quantum field theory and elementary particle physics. The method was
developed by ‘t Hooft and Veltman [169], with the aim of treating perturba-
tive calculations involving nonabelian gauge theories, theories with fermions,
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and anomalies. As we explain in Section 19 of this Chapter, DimReg also
turns out to be very closely related to noncommutative geometry.

Before giving a general definition, we explain what it means to apply
DimReg in the simple example of the self-energy graph (1.57). Its contribu-
tion as a 1PI graph is given (up to g2 (2π)−D) by

(1.122) →
∫

1
k2 + m2

1
((p + k)2 + m2)

dDk.

In fact, recall that for 1PI graphs one does not have a contribution from the
external propagators (cf. (1.96)).

One first introduces the Schwinger parameters. These replace each prop-
agator of the form 1

P by
∫∞
0 e−sPds, introducing in this way an additional

parameter s that will then be eliminated by integration. This means, in the
case of (1.122), that we use the simple identity

(1.123)
1

k2 + m2

1
(p + k)2 + m2

=
∫

s>0, t>0
e−s(k2+m2)−t((p+k)2+m2) ds dt.

One diagonalizes the quadratic form −Q(k) in the exponential, which is then
written as

−Q(k) = −λ ((k+xp)2+((x−x2)p2+m2)), with s = (1−x)λ and t = xλ.

Thus, after changing the order of integration, one obtains a Gaussian integral
in dimension D in the variable q = k + xp, of the form

(1.124)
∫

e−λ q2
dDq = πD/2 λ−D/2 .

In this way we have rewritten the unrenormalized value U(Γ) of the graph
(1.122) in dimension D in the form

(1.125)
∫ 1

0

∫ ∞

0
e−(λ(x−x2)p2+λ m2)

∫
e−λ q2

dDq λ dλ dx

= πD/2

∫ 1

0

∫ ∞

0
e−(λ(x−x2)p2+λ m2) λ−D/2 λdλ dx

(1.126) = πD/2 Γ(2−D/2)
∫ 1

0
((x− x2)p2 + m2)D/2−2 dx.

The remaining integral can be computed in terms of hypergeometric func-
tions. We do not need to write it out explicitly, since what matters here is
the fact that the divergence of the integral (1.122) is now attributed to the
presence of a pole of the Gamma function Γ(2−D/2) at a point D ∈ 4+2N.
Moreover, all the terms that appear in the expression (1.126) now continue to
make sense when the integer D is replaced by a complex number D−z ∈ C,
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with z in a small disk ∆ ⊂ C centered at zero. Notice also that, in (1.126),
the coefficient of the pole of Γ(2−D/2) at D ∈ 4 + 2N is a polynomial in p,
hence its Fourier transform is a local term.

This example exhibits all the characteristics of the DimReg method.
In general, the main idea is to use the basic formula (1.124) to define the
meaning of the integral when D is no longer an integer.

More precisely, according to the Feynman rules, the expression IΓ of
(1.97) is typically of the form

(1.127) IΓ(κ) =
P (κ, p)∏

j Fj(κ, p)2 + m2
j

,

with κ = (k1, . . . , kL) and p = (p1, . . . , pN ). Here P is a polynomial, and
the Fj , j = 1, . . . , L + N are linear forms on RL+N . It is better to be more
specific. In all cases of interest the Fj(κ, p) turn out to be of the form

(1.128) Fj(κ, p) =
∑

i

aj,i (κj)i +
∑

�

bj,� (pj)�,

where the coefficients are integers. We use the same formula when the
κj = (κj)i and the pj = (pj)� are no longer scalars but elements of a fixed
Euclidean space E of dimension D. We use the notation v2 for the square of
the Euclidean norm of an element v ∈ E. Thus Fj(κ, p)2 is now a quadratic
form on EL+N and can be written using an orthogonal basis er of E as the
sum of the D expressions

(1.129) Fj(κ, p)2 =
∑

r

(er ◦ Fj(κ, p))2,

where er is viewed as a linear form on E so that each er ◦Fj(κ, p) is a linear
form on EL+N .

To compute the integral associated to (1.127) one uses the Schwinger
parameters as before, rewriting the integral (1.97) in the form∫

P (κ, p)
(∫

e−
∑

tj(Fj(κ,p)2+m2
j ) dt

)
dDκ,

with dDκ = dDk1 · · · dDkL and dt =
∏

j dtj , integrated over tj > 0. For-
mally, one permutes the order of integration and sets the above equal to∫ (

e−
∑

tjm2
j

∫
P (κ, p)e−

∑
tjFj(κ,p)2dDκ

)
dt.

One then treats the integral in dDκ as a Gaussian integral. One writes∑
tjFj(κ, p)2 = AE(t)(q) +

∑
tjFj(κ(t), p)2 , with q = κ− κ(t),

where the quadratic form AE(t) on EL is given by

(1.130) AE(t)(q) =
∑

tjFj(q, 0)2

and the minimum κ(t) of
∑

tjFj(κ, p)2 depends rationally on t.
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In fact, by construction κ(t) is of the form A(t)−1�(t, p), where �(t, p) is
a bilinear function of t and p. After a change of variables κ �→ q = κ− κ(t)
one is left with the integral of a polynomial in q with respect to the Gaussian
e−AE(t)(q) dDq.

Using integration by parts (1.38), the only integration in dDq to be
performed is that of the Gaussian, which gives∫

e−AE(t)(q) dDq = πLD/2 det(A(t))−D/2,

where A(t) is the quadratic form (1.130) but in the one-dimensional case.
This means that one uses formula (1.130) to define the quadratic form A(t)
on RL. One checks that one gets the correct result using (1.129).

Both the integration by parts and the dependence κ(t) = A(t)−1�(t)
introduce denominators, given by powers of det(A(t)). Thus, the end result
is an integral of the form

(1.131) πLD/2

∫
e−
∑

tjm2
j−
∑

tjFj(κ(t),p)2 f(p, t) det(A(t))−D/2−n dt ,

where f depends polynomially on t and p.
The integral obtained in this way is divergent, because of the singularity

coming from the zeros of the polynomial Q(t) = det(A(t)), but all the terms
that appear in (1.131) now make sense when D is continued to D − z ∈ C.

Thus, we have formally obtained an integral in dimension D − z which
replaces the integral (1.97). Namely, we have

(1.132)

U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) =∫
IΓ(k1, . . . kL, p1, . . . pN )dD−zk1 · · · dD−zkL :=∫
e−
∑

tjm2
j−
∑

tjFj(κ(t),p)2f(p, t) det(A(t))−(D−z)/2−n dt,

with the last line obtained as we just described. The integral is convergent
when the real part of z is sufficiently large.

We now discuss the existence of a meromorphic continuation to the com-
plex plane. The mathematical treatment, cf. e.g. [128] is based on the fol-
lowing result of Bernstein [17], applied to the polynomial det(A(t)).

Lemma 1.6. Let Q(t) be a polynomial in n variables. There exists a
polynomial q(D) and a polynomial differential operator L(D) in n variables,
whose coefficients are polynomials in D, such that

L(D)Q−D/2 = q(D)Q−D/2−1 , ∀D.

Proof. We first give a proof in the “generic” case, i.e. assuming that the
hypersurface Q = 0 is smooth. In that case, by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, the
ideal generated by the polynomial Q and its first derivatives ∂jQ contains
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the constant polynomial 1. Thus, one can find polynomials A and Aj such
that

AQ +
∑

j

Aj ∂jQ = 1.

One just lets

L(D) = −D
2
A +

∑
j

Aj ∂j and q(D) = −D
2

In the general case ([17]) one considers the space P of expressions of the
form p(t,D)Q−D/2−k where p(t,D) is a polynomial in t whose coefficients
are rational functions of D. It is a D-module, i.e. a module over the ring of
differential operators P (t, ∂,D) whose coefficients are polynomials in t and
rational functions of D. The main point is to show that, as a D-module,
P is finitely generated. It follows that the increasing filtration Fk by the
submodules generated by Q−D/2−k is stationary, hence

Q−D/2−k−1 = P (t, ∂,D)Q−D/2−k

for suitable choices of k and P . It remains to show that P is finitely gener-
ated and this is done using the filtration

Pm = {p(t,D)Q−D/2−m | deg p ≤ m(degQ + 1)},
which is compatible with the natural filtration of the ring of differential
operators and whose growth

dimPm ∼ (degQ + 1)n mn

is slow enough to show that P is finitely generated (cf. [17]). �

Using Lemma 1.6 together with integration by parts and induction on
the number of variables tj , one can prove the following statement (cf. [128]).

Lemma 1.7. Let g be a smooth function of rapid decay defined for tj ≥ 0,
whose derivatives are of rapid decay; then the integral

I(D, g) =
∫

tj∈[0,∞)
g(t)Q(t)−D/2 dt

extends meromorphically to the whole complex plane.

Proof. Indeed, integration by parts gives

(1.133) I(D + 2, g) = q(D)−1 I(D,L(D)∗ g) + C(D),

where L(D)∗ is the adjoint of L(D) and C(D) is a boundary term which is
meromorphic by the induction hypothesis. �

The problem is that, when one wants to apply this lemma to an ex-
pression of the form (1.132), the function which plays the role of g is given
by

(1.134) g(p, t) = e−
∑

tjm2
j−
∑

tjFj(κ(t),p)2f(p, t).
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This function, while of rapid decay along with its derivatives for t large, is
not smooth for t → 0. It is bounded and has a finite limit but its higher
derivatives are in general not bounded and blow up by a negative power of
det(A(t)) so that there is no guarantee that integration by parts improves the
domain of convergence. This seems to be a major difficulty, also witnessed in
the notation of [128] by the presence of the term −tr(C BF ∗

(t)) in equation
(34) of [128].

The problem disappears, however, if we look at the Taylor coefficients
of the expansion of g at p = 0. Indeed, we have the following result.

Lemma 1.8. Let
g(p, t) =

∑
α

gα(t) pα

be the Taylor expansion of g(p, t) at p = 0. Then all the functions gα(t) are
of the form Q(t)−|α|hα where hα fulfills the hypothesis of Lemma 1.7.

Proof. We just need to understand the behavior of the Taylor expan-
sion at p = 0 of the expression

b(t, p) = e−
∑

j tjFj(κ(t,p),p)2 = ea(t,p),

where κ(t, p) is the point where the function κ �→
∑

j tjFj(κ, p)2 reaches its
minimum. For p = 0 this point is κ(t, 0) = 0 so that a(t, 0) = 0. Thus, each
term in the Taylor expansion of b(t, p) at p = 0 is a polynomial in the terms
of the Taylor expansion of a(t, p) at p = 0. Moreover, κ(t, p) is of the form
A(t)−1�(t, p) where �(t, p) is linear in both t and p. This shows that, up to
a power of Q(t) = det(A(t)), all the terms in the Taylor expansion of both
a(t, p) and b(t, p) at p = 0 are just polynomials in t. �

To summarize, we have obtained the following result.

Theorem 1.9. The Taylor coefficients at p = 0 of U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN ))
admit a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane z ∈ C.

The Laurent series expansion in the variable z around z = 0 for the
Taylor coefficients at p = 0 of the expression U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) serves as the
basis for the minimal subtraction scheme which will be used in conjunction
with DimReg in the next section.

Definition 1.10. Let L(z) be the Laurent series in z. Let T (L(z))
denote its polar part. Minimal subtraction (MS) applied to L(z) consists of
the removal of the polar part L(z)− T (L(z)).

In particular, one can apply this subtraction of the polar part to the Lau-
rent series obtained by Theorem 1.9 for the Taylor coefficients at p = 0 of
the expression U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) of the unrenormalized values of Feynman
graphs in dimensional regularization. In the following, with a commonly
used abuse of terminology, we often refer loosely to the Laurent series ex-
pansion of U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )). It is understood that what we actually refer
to is the result of Theorem 1.9 above.
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It is important to remark at this point that, while subtraction of the pole
part plays a key role in the minimal subtraction scheme, it is not sufficient to
achieve renormalization. As we discuss in detail in Section 5 below, when the
Feynman graphs become more complicated than our basic example (1.122),
one encounters the problem of subdivergences and of the presence of non-
local terms in the coefficients of the Laurent expansion. We shall see in the
coming sections why this is a problem and how a renormalization procedure
takes care of it.

Moreover, and this will play an important role later (cf. §6.6 below),
expressions such as (1.132) have a physical dimension which depends on
the parameter z. Indeed, at least at the formal level, the integrand dD−zk
has the physical dimension of a mass to the power D − z. Since minimal
subtraction involves subtracting the results for different values of z it is
necessary to rescale them so that their physical dimensions no longer depend
upon z. This is done by introducing an additional parameter µ, which has
the physical units of a mass, and defining

(1.135)
U z

µ(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) =∫
IΓ(k1, . . . , kL, p1, . . . , pN )µzL dD−zk1 · · · dD−zkL.

This dependence on the mass (energy) scale plays an important role in renor-
malization.

For example, consider the case of the graph (1.122) in dimension D =
6. After dimensional regularization, one finds (cf. [62] p.173, where the
symmetry factor σ(Γ) = 2 is also included) that the unrenormalized value
is given by

(1.136)
U z

µ(Γ(p)) =

µz (4π)−3+z/2 g2 Γ(z/2− 1)
∫ 1
0 (p2(x− x2) + m2)1−z/2 dx.

Before we begin discussing the issue of renormalization more closely, we
should make a further remark about the geometry underlying the DimReg
procedure. In fact, in setting (1.132) to be the “integral in dimension D−z”,
we have not actually made any attempt to define a space whose dimension
is a complex number. In the physics literature, one takes (1.132) to be just
a formal definition and regards the “complexified dimension” merely as a
tool to perform calculations. In §19 of this Chapter we will see that there
is more to DimReg than just a formal procedure. In fact, we will show a
natural way to make sense of an actual space of dimension D − z, using
noncommutative geometry.

5. The graph by graph method of
Bogoliubov–Parasiuk–Hepp–Zimmermann

The basic idea of renormalization is that one eliminates the divergences
step by step in the perturbative expansion by repeatedly adjusting the bare
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parameters in the Lagrangian so as to cancel the divergences. In the mass-
shell scheme explained above this is achieved by setting the physical param-
eters, such as the mass or the coupling constant, to their observed values.
This procedure quickly becomes very cumbersome and simpler renormaliza-
tion schemes have been introduced in order to handle complicated theories
such as the gauge theories involved in the Standard Model. Thus, in a
chosen regularization scheme (for us DimReg+MS), one introduces a de-
pendence on the regularization parameter (here the complex variable z) in
the terms of the Lagrangian. One then adjusts the dependence of the bare
parameters on z term by term in the perturbative expansion.

Let us consider, as a sufficiently generic example, a theory with Eu-
clidean Lagrangian

(1.137) L(φ) =
1
2
(∂φ)2 +

m2

2
φ2 − g

6
φ3,

where, as before, we changed the sign of the coupling constant to minimize
the number of minus signs in the perturbative expansion.

We modify the parameters by introducing counterterms of the form

(1.138)
1
2
(∂φ)2(1− δZ(z)) +

(
m2 − δm2(z)

2

)
φ2 −

(
g + δg(z)

6

)
φ3.

These counterterms are divergent for z → 0.
The main idea of the Bogoliubov–Parasiuk method is to write each coun-

terterm itself as an infinite series

C(z) =
∑
1PI

Cz(Γ)
σ(Γ)

,

whose terms are labeled by suitable 1PI graphs Γ of the theory, while the
value of the counterterm Cz(Γ) is determined by a recursive procedure.

A theory is said to be renormalizable if it is possible to eliminate all
divergences at all orders in the perturbative expansion by such a recursive
procedure. The series of successive corrections to the bare parameters is
typically itself divergent, but here one uses essentially the fact that the bare
parameters in the Lagrangian are not physical observables that have to be
finite, hence they can be modified in this way.

As we have seen, in order to be able to eliminate the divergences by
adjusting the terms in the Lagrangian, it is necessary that the coefficients
of the divergence in U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) be given by local terms, i.e. by a
polynomial in the external momenta pj , as only this type of term appears
in the Lagrangian.

This is a necessary, not a sufficient condition, as one can see by consid-
ering the example of the integral (1.122) in different dimensions D ∈ 4+2N.
The coefficient of the pole is local, but for D = 8 it is of degree 4 and the
theory is not renormalizable, since there is no term in the Lagrangian that
would cancel it, while for D = 6 the pole coefficient has degree 2 and there
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Figure 16. Subdivergence

are terms in the original Lagrangian L that can be used to eliminate the
divergence by introducing suitable counterterms δZ(z) and δm2(z).

As we mentioned in Section 4 above, the problem of non-local coun-
terterms arises in conjunction with the presence of subdivergences in the
Feynman graphs. We now show how this happens in a simple example.

5.1. The simplest example of subdivergence.

Let us consider the 1PI graph Γ (of the φ3 theory) of Figure 16. To
simplify the computation we work in the massless D = 6 case. Notice, how-
ever, that the general result of Theorem 1.9 above on the Taylor expansion
at p = 0 works in the massive case. One has (up to a factor g4µ2z)

(1.139) U(Γ(p,−p)) = (2π)−2D

∫
1
k4

1
(k − p)2

1
(k + �)2

1
�2

dD� dDk.

We already computed the inner integral in � and, disregarding the infrared
divergence and setting m = 0 in (1.126), we get a multiplicative factor of

(1.140)
∫

1
(k + �)2

1
�2

dD� = kD−4 πD/2 Γ(2−D/2)
∫ 1

0
(x− x2)D/2−2 dx.

One has ∫ 1

0
(x− x2)D/2−2 dx =

Γ(D/2− 1)2

Γ(D − 2)
,

whose poles at D/2 − 1 ∈ −N correspond to infrared divergences due to
m = 0. Thus, after the integration in � we are left with an integral which,
up to the Γ factors and powers of π, is of the form

I =
∫

(k2)D/2−4 1
(k − p)2

dDk .

Writing then

xD/2−4 = Γ(4−D/2)−1

∫ ∞

0
e−tx t3−D/2 dt

one gets

I = Γ(4−D/2)−1

∫
e−t1k2−t2(k−p)2 t

3−D/2
1 dt1 dt2 d

Dk.
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With t1 = λs, t2 = λ(1− s), one has

t1 k
2 + t2 (k − p)2 = λ q2 + λ (s− s2)p2 , with q = k − (1− s)p.

Integration in dDq gives

I = Γ(4−D/2)−1 πD/2

∫
e−λ (s−s2)p2

λ3−D s3−D/2 λdλds.

Integration in λ then gives the term Γ(5 − D)((s − s2)p2)D−5 and the re-
maining integration in s gives Γ(D − 4)Γ(D/2 − 1)Γ(3D/2 − 5)−1. Thus,
one gets (up to a factor g4µ2z)

(1.141) U(Γ(p,−p)) = (4π)−D Γ(2− D
2 )Γ(D

2 − 1)3Γ(5−D)Γ(D − 4)
Γ(D − 2)Γ(4− D

2 )Γ( 3D
2 − 5)

(p2)D−5.

This gives a double pole at D = 6 coming from the factors Γ(2−D
2 )Γ(5−D).

If we expand in z at dimension 6 − z and reinstate the µ dependence, the
result comes from the expansion

(p2/µ2)−z =
∑ (−z)n

n!
logn(p2/µ2).

This contributes to the coefficient of 1
z by the non-polynomial term

(1.142) −g4 (4π)−6 1
18

p2 (log(p2/µ2) + constant).

The Fourier transform of the operator of multiplication by p2 log(p2/µ2) is
a non-local operator and no local counterterm in the Lagrangian can cancel
this type of “non-local” divergence.

The conceptual origin of this type of non-polynomial term in the di-
vergence can be understood by differentiating with respect to the external
momentum p. In the case of the simple graph (1.122), differentiation with
respect to p raises the term (p + k)2 + m2 in the denominator to higher
powers, hence it quickly improves the convergence of the integral (1.122).
This shows that the divergence is a polynomial in p. In the case discussed
above, the part of the integral (1.139) which involves

(1.143)
∫

1
(k + �)2

1
�2

dD�

is independent of p and, irrespective of the repeated applications of ∂p, it
creates a term in 1

z in the overall integral. Using (1.140), one sees that in
dimension 6− z the coefficient of 1

z in this term is given by

(1.144)
∫

1
(k + �)2

1
�2

dD� ∼ −1
3
π3 k2 1

z

and is local.
In other words, the effect of the subdivergence corresponding to the

subgraph γ ⊂ Γ is to add a divergent contribution to the integral (1.139).
Regardless of the numerical coefficients involved in (1.139), this amounts to
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replacing the contribution of the expression (1.143) by the right-hand side
of (1.144). Its effect on (1.139) is then the term

(1.145) (2π)−2D

∫
1
k4

1
(k − p)2

(−1
3
π3 k2 1

z
) dDk,

which promotes the finite part of the graph (1.122)∫
1
k2

1
(k − p)2

dDk = −1
3
π3 p2 1

z
+

1
6
π3 p2 log p2 + constant

to a divergence and yields the non-local term (1.142).
We need to understand what happens in the method of differentiation

with respect to the external momentum p after the replacement

(1.146)
∫

1
(k + �)2

1
�2

dD� �→
∫

1
(k + �)2

1
�2

dD� +
1
3
π3 k2 1

z
.

The right-hand side is no longer divergent and is of the order of k2 log k2.
This shows that, if we make the change (1.146) in the integral (1.139) and
then differentiate enough times with respect to the external momentum p,
we get a convergent integral. In other words, the correction (1.146) is good
enough to restore the locality of the terms in the pole part.

The replacement (1.146) is expressed by the formula

(1.147) R(Γ) = U(Γ) + C(γ)U(Γ/γ)

where γ ⊂ Γ is the divergent subgraph (Figure 16) and where the countert-
erm C(γ) is given by the opposite of the pole part

(1.148) C(γ) = −T (U(γ)).

The remaining graph Γ/γ is obtained by contracting γ to a single ver-
tex. In (1.147) and in the following, we write U(Γ) as a shorthand for
U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) where the external momenta pi determine the external
structure.

This preparation of the graph Γ by addition of counterterms correspond-
ing to the subdivergence suffices to restore the locality of the divergence. In
this simple massless example only one type of counterterm, namely the field
strength counterterm, arises from subdivergences with two external lines. In
the presence of a non-zero mass term there will also be a mass counterterm
and we need to explain how (1.147) gets modified.

The contribution (1.140) becomes

(1.149)

∫
1

(k + �)2 + m2

1
�2 + m2

dD� =

πD/2 Γ(2−D/2)
∫ 1

0
((x− x2)k2 + m2)D/2−2 dx.

Notice that the coefficients of k2 and m2 in the divergence

(1.150) (c0m2 + c1k
2)

1
z
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in dimension D = 6 − z are different, c0 �= c1, so that the corresponding
counterterms need to be treated separately.

Thus, in order to prepare the graph Γ of Figure 16 in the massive case
we need to modify (1.147) to the expression

(1.151) R(Γ) = U(Γ) + C(γ(0))U(Γ/γ(0)) + C(γ(1))U(Γ/γ(1)),

where now the additional index j = 0, 1 in γ(j) makes it possible to keep
track of the distinction between the coefficients of k2 and m2 in the following
way.

First, as explained in the discussion of the Feynman rules, we associate
vertices of graphs to all the terms in the Lagrangian, including the kinetic
term 1

2(∂φ)2 and the mass term 1
2m

2φ2. Both of these vertices are of valence
2 (i.e. they correspond to quadratic terms), hence one needs a notation to
distinguish between them, which we do by adding an index j at the vertex,
with j = 0 for the mass term and j = 1 for the kinetic term. Thus, we get
three types of vertices:

• Three-leg vertex associated to the φ3 term in the Lagrangian

• Two-leg vertex
0

associated to the term φ2.

• Two-leg vertex
1

associated to the term (∂φ)2.

When we evaluate a graph with such vertices we apply the Feynman rules
with the coefficients corresponding to the terms of the initial Lagrangian as
follows. The kinetic term gives a k2, where k is the momentum flowing
through the vertex, and the mass term gives an m2. This is coherent with
the overall homogeneity and the fact that, in the massless case, no mass
counterterm is needed (in D = 6).

The role of the index j in the subgraphs γ(j) comes from their external
structure determined by the external momenta pi in U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )). The
pole part (1.148) of this evaluation will (after preparation of γ) give a poly-
nomial of the form c0m

2 + c1k
2 in terms of the external momentum k. We

specify the external structure of γ(j) so that the evaluation of the graph with
that structure gives the coefficient cj . The coefficient c0 is simply obtained
by taking the external momenta to vanish and multiplying the result by m−2

so that the external structure corresponds to the distribution m−2δ0, that
is, to

(1.152) σ0(f) := m−2δ0(f).

The coefficient c1 is obtained by differentiating with respect to k2 i.e. by
considering the distribution

(1.153) σ1(f) := (
d2

dk2
δ0)(f) =

∂2

∂k2
f(k)

∣∣∣∣
k=0

.
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Figure 17. Preparation

Thus, in (1.151) the notation γ(j) denotes the graph γ with external structure
σj .

Thus, the behavior of the counterterms C(γ) is the reason why, when
dealing with the external structure, one needs to assign two different dis-
tributions (1.152) and (1.153) that distinguish the vertices of valence two
that come from the mass and from the kinetic terms in the free part of the
Lagrangian.

In fact, as we just saw, the problem is that such a counterterm is not a
scalar function but a combination c0m

2 + c1k
2. Thus, one needs to separate

the counterterms C(γ(i)) using any two distributions σi, i = 0, 1 with the
property that

(1.154) σ0 (c0m2 + c1k
2) = c0, σ1 (c0m2 + c1k

2) = c1 .

Our choice (1.152), (1.153) clearly satisfies this requirement.
In the case of a massless theory, one does not take k2 = 0 as in (1.152)

and (1.153), to avoid a possible pole at k = 0 due to infrared divergences.
The same procedure applies to give the counterterms, even though the finite
part has a singularity.

Finally, notice that it is natural to take linear combinations of the values
U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) of a graph. The first example is the formula (1.95) which
governs the contribution of Γ to the effective action.

5.2. Superficial degree of divergence.

One can get a rough idea of the behavior of the integral associated to
a graph in D dimensions just by power counting, i.e. by assigning to each
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internal line a degree −2 corresponding to the homogeneity degree of the
propagator, and to each integration variable a degree D. Thus, if we let

(1.155) I = #Γ(1)
int , V = #Γ(0) and I − V = L− 1,

we get, by definition, the superficial degree of divergence

(1.156) deg(Γ) := −2I + DL.

When this degree is strictly negative it indicates that the only reason for a
divergence of the graph comes from the presence of subdivergences.

Let us consider the φ3 theory and compute this degree of graphs. We
ignore the two-point vertices since they can only improve the convergence
of the integral and also do not change the physical dimension of the result.
Consider the set of pairs

(1.157) {(s, �) ∈ Γ(0) × Γ(1) | s ∈ �}.
Counting its cardinality using the two projections, one gets

(1.158) 3V = 2I + N,

where N is the number of external legs. It then follows that the degree of
divergence can be expressed as

(1.159) deg (Γ) = 6− 2N + (D − 6)L.

This shows that the origin of the subdivergences is in subgraphs whose
number of external legs is N = 2 or N = 3 (recall that tadpole graphs with
N = 1 are excluded, cf. (1.56)).

5.3. Subdivergences and preparation.

The renormalization procedure is designed to solve two types of prob-
lems:

• Organize the subdivergences: when applying the regularization pro-
cedure to an unrenormalized value U(Γ) one should be able to as-
sume that all subgraphs γ ⊂ Γ such that U(γ) is itself divergent
have already been regularized.
• Eliminate the non-local terms: The problem of non-local terms in

the coefficients of the divergences of U(Γ) arises in conjunction
with the problem of subdivergences. The renormalization proce-
dure should ensure that, when the latter is properly handled, one
obtains only local terms as coefficients of the divergences.

A renormalization procedure that takes care of both problems was de-
veloped by Bogoliubov and Parasiuk [26] [27] and later refined by Hepp
and Zimmermann [166], [306]. It is generally referred to as the BPHZ
procedure.

We fix a renormalizable theory T , and let J be the set of all monomials
of the Lagrangian. It contains as a subset the set I of monomials of the
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Figure 18. Graph Γself in φ4, γ = {k, q}

Figure 19. Subgraph of Γself

interaction Lagrangian used in the definition of Feynman graphs as the tar-
get of the map (1.67). The definition of Feynman graphs extends with no
change to graphs with vertices in J rather than I.

Definition 1.11. Extended Feynman graphs are defined as in §3.3 above,
with the map (1.67) replaced by

(1.160) ι : Γ(0) → J,

subject to the same valence condition of (1.68).

We let Graph(T ) be the set of extended Feynman graphs for the theory
T . The condition to be a graph in the sense of §3.3 is simply the requirement
that the range of the map ι of (1.160) is contained in I ⊂ J .

Let Γ be a graph of this theory. We need to specify what we mean by
a subgraph of Γ and to concentrate on subgraphs that are responsible for
subdivergences.

Let Γ ∈ Graph(T ), and consider a pair (γ, χ) where γ ⊂ Γ(1)
int is a subset

of the set of internal lines of Γ and χ is a map from the set of connected
components of |γ| ⊂ |Γ| to the set J of monomials in the Lagrangian. For
each connected component of |γ| let γi ⊂ Γ(1)

int be the corresponding subset
of edges and δ = γ̃i be the graph, called a component of γ, defined as follows.

• The set of internal lines is δ(1)
int = γi.

• The set of vertices is δ(0) = Γ(0) ∩ |γi|.
• The set of external lines at a vertex v is the disjoint union of the
∂−1

j (v) ∩ γc
i , with the maps ∂j as in (1.66).

• The maps ∂j and ι of (1.66) and (1.67) are defined by restriction
of the corresponding maps for Γ.
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Figure 21. Components of γ ∈ V(Γ)

It is important to define the set of external lines as a disjoint union.
This is illustrated in the example of Figure 24 (in the case of the φ4 theory),
where we take as the subgraph γ the subset of internal lines marked by the
labels {2, 3}. It may happen that the graph γ̃ has more lines than Γ. This is
shown in the example of the graph Γ of Figure 18 (again for the φ4 theory),
where we take for γ any subset γ ⊂ Γ(1)

int consisting of two elements. One
obtains the graph γ̃ of Figure 19, which has 4 external lines and a total of
six edges, while the original graph has only five.

Notice that, even though the γi are disjoint by construction, the com-
ponents γ̃i need not be. In fact, they may have external edges in common.
One can see this in the example of Figure 21.
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Figure 22. The contracted graph Γself/γ in φ4

Let (γ, χ) be as above. We let Γ/γ be the contracted graph obtained
from the graph Γ by collapsing each component γi of |γ| to a single vertex
vi. In other words, the contracted graph is obtained in the following way.

Definition 1.12. The contracted graph Γ/γ has the following descrip-
tion.

• The set of internal lines is Γ(1)
int \ γ.

• The set of vertices is the disjoint union of the set Γ(0) \ |γ| and the
set of connected components of |γ|.
• The set of external lines is the same as that of Γ.
• The maps ∂j are defined by restriction of the corresponding maps

for Γ.
• The map ι is given by restriction on Γ(0) \ |γ| and by χ on the set

of connected components of |γ|.
For instance, in the example of Figure 19 above, the contracted graph

Γ/γ is given by Figure 22.

Remark 1.13. It is not true in general that the construction of Defini-
tion 1.12 gives a graph which is also a Feynman graph of the theory, since
the condition (1.68) is a strong restriction when applied to the vertices of
Γ/γ coming from the components γi. Indeed, what this condition means
is that, for each such component, the number of external lines of γ̃i is the
degree of χ(γi).

For instance, in the case of the φ3 theory, this means that the number
of external lines of γ̃i is ≤ 3. For example, the subset γ of curved internal
edges in Figure 23 does not qualify, since γ̃ has 4 external lines, so that the
contracted graph would in fact be the φ4 graph of Figure 22 which does not
exist in φ3 theory.

Thus, taking all this into account, we can now introduce the appropriate
notion of subgraphs of a theory T in the following way.

Definition 1.14. Let Γ ∈ Graph(T ); a subgraph of Γ is a pair (γ, χ)
such that
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Figure 23. For γ = {1, 2, 3, 4}, γ̃ has 4 external lines

(1) The components of γ are 1PI graphs.
(2) Γ/γ ∈ Graph(T )

We let V(Γ) denote the set of (not necessarily connected) subgraphs of Γ,
with γ �= Γ.

An example of the list of elements of V(Γ) with the corresponding γ̃ and
Γ/γ is given for a φ3 graph with three loops in Figure 25.

The subgraphs of Definition 1.14 and the corresponding contracted
graphs satisfy the following general properties.

Proposition 1.15. 1) Condition (2) of Definition 1.14 holds if and only
if, for every component γi of γ, the degree of χ(γi) is equal to the number of
external lines of γ̃i.

2) If Γ is connected so is Γ/γ.
3) Assume (1) of Definition 1.14. Then Γ is a 1PI graph if and only if

Γ/γ is 1PI.

Proof. 1) One needs to check that Γ/γ fulfills the condition of (1.68)
at each vertex. For vertices v that are not in |γ|, the adjacent lines are not
in γ, hence the condition follows since ι(v) is the same as for Γ. For a vertex
v corresponding to a component γi of γ, the valence in Γ/γ is the number
of external lines of γ̃i, while by definition we have ι(v) = χ(γi), so that the
equivalence of the first statement follows.

Notice that, even if the component γi has only one vertex, the vertex
of the graph γ̃i is not necessarily of the same valence. This can be seen by
considering the two subgraphs (remember that one needs to specify χ so
that there are two choices) of Figure 24 associated to the single line labeled
1. The original interaction vertex becomes a self-energy vertex.

2) There is a natural continuous surjection

(1.161) π : |Γ| → |Γ/γ|
from the geometric realization of Γ to that of Γ/γ. Indeed, the latter is
obtained by collapsing closed subsets to points. Thus, both 2) and the
similar implication in 3) follow, since the image of a connected set by a
continuous map is connected.
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Figure 24. Two subgraphs correspond to {1} and one to
{2, 3} in φ4

3) Let us prove the converse in 3). We need to show that, if we insert at
a vertex v of a 1PI graph Γ1 another 1PI graph Γ2 with the right valence,
we obtain a 1PI graph. Indeed, if one removes a line of the subgraph Γ2,
the latter remains connected and all its vertices are connected together. If
one removes a line of Γ1 the result is the remaining connected graph with
Γ2 inserted at a vertex, and this again is a connected graph. �

BPHZ procedure: We now describe the BPHZ procedure. One begins
with a given Feynman graph Γ of the theory and performs the inductive
Bogoliubov–Parasiuk preparation. This replaces the unrenormalized value
U(Γ) with the formal expression

(1.162) R(Γ) = U(Γ) +
∑

γ∈V(Γ)

C(γ)U(Γ/γ),

with V(Γ) as in Definition 1.14.
The counterterms C(γ) in (1.162) are defined inductively, by setting

(1.163) C(Γ) = −T (R(Γ)) = −T

U(Γ) +
∑

γ∈V(Γ)

C(γ)U(Γ/γ)

 ,

where T denotes the projection onto the pole part of the Laurent series in the
variable z of DimReg. When γ is a union of different connected components,
γ = γ1 ∪ · · · ∪ γr, the counterterm is multiplicative,

(1.164) C(γ) = C(γ̃1) · · ·C(γ̃r),

with γ̃ the component graphs defined above (cf. [62] §5.3.3, p.105).
One defines then the renormalized value to be

(1.165) R(Γ) = R(Γ) + C(Γ) = U(Γ) + C(Γ) +
∑

γ∈V(Γ)

C(γ)U(Γ/γ),

where, as before, we have suppressed the explicit dependence on external
momenta for simplicity of notation.

By the results of the previous sections, the expressions (1.162), (1.163),
(1.165) are Laurent series in the variable z of DimReg, with the renormalized
value R(Γ) regular at z = 0 by construction (subtraction of the pole part).
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Figure 25. Subgraphs and the contracted graphs

Remark 1.16. The external structure is defined for the component
graphs by choosing distributions σι for ι ∈ J , which form a basis dual
to the basis of monomials in the Lagrangian.

The only thing that matters is that we get the correct value of the
counterterm, viewed as a function of the external momenta, when we sum
all terms with the same number of external legs. Thus, in the φ3 theory we
have, for any two-leg graph,

(1.166) C(γ)(p) = m2 C(γ(0)) + p2 C(γ(1)).

We also need to be more specific about the way the Feynman rules are
extended to the graphs of Definition 1.11. Namely, we need to extend the
Feynman rules to cover the vertices in J \ I, i.e. those vertices that do not
belong to the original interaction Lagrangian and are used to handle the
mass or field strength counterterms. The monomials in J \ I correspond
to the free part of the Euclidean action, hence they consist of terms of the
form 1

2(∂φ)2 or 1
2m

2φ2. We need to take into account an overall minus sign
for the counterterms. In fact, these appear typically as −C(γ)(p) in the
Euclidean action. This means that, for each such vertex in J \ I, we apply
the rules of §3.3 corresponding to the monomials −1

2m
2φ2 and −1

2(∂φ)2.
Thus, the vertices marked with ×(0) give the product of m2 by a δ-function
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and the vertices marked with ×(1) give the product of k2 (where k is the
running momentum) by a δ-function. This has the advantage of minimizing
the number of minus signs. Moreover, it also has the effect of dropping the
new vertices entirely in the case of a massless theory. One should remember
that only the product of the counterterms by these vertex contributions
is relevant, so that one has the freedom of multiplying one by λ and the
other by λ−1. It is convenient to use from the start the negative sign for
interaction terms (such as the term − g

6φ
3) so that the minus sign of the

counterterms is automatic for the monomials in I and the external structure
of the component graphs is the evaluation at zero external momenta divided
by the coupling constant.

The main result of [26], [166], [306] is the fact that this procedure
takes care of both the problem of organizing subdivergences and of elim-
inating non-local terms. It is clear by construction that it accounts for
subdivergences. Moreover, the following holds.

Theorem 1.17. (BPHZ) 1) The coefficients of the pole part of the pre-
pared graph R(Γ) are given by local terms.

2) The perturbative expansion of the functional integral with Euclidean
Lagrangian

(1.167) LE −
∑

ι(Γ(0))⊂I

C(Γ)
σ(Γ)

gives the renormalized value of the theory.

To be more specific, in the case of the φ3 theory, the above series takes
the form

1
2

1−
∑ C(Γ(1))

σ(Γ)

 (∂φ)2 + m2

2

1−
∑ C(Γ(0))

σ(Γ)

φ2

− g
6

1 +
∑ C(Γ)

σ(Γ)

φ3,

where in each case the graphs involved are those with ι(Γ(0)) ⊂ I.
Several of the following sections in this chapter are dedicated to ex-

plaining the rich mathematical structure that lies hidden behind the BPHZ
formulae (1.162), (1.163), (1.165). Our presentation is based on the work of
Connes–Kreimer [82], [83] and of the authors [87], [89].

6. The Connes–Kreimer theory of perturbative renormalization

The Connes–Kreimer (CK) theory provides a conceptual understanding
of the BPHZ procedure in terms of the Birkhoff factorization of loops in a
pro-unipotent complex Lie group associated to a commutative Hopf algebra
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of Feynman graphs. The main points, which we discuss in detail in the rest
of this section, are summarized as follows.

• The Hopf algebra H of Feynman graphs.
• The BPHZ procedure as a Birkhoff factorization in the Lie group
G(C) = Hom(H,C).
• The action of G(C) on the coupling constants of the theory, through

formal diffeomorphisms.
• The renormalization group as a 1-parameter subgroup of G(C).

We begin by recalling some general facts about commutative Hopf al-
gebras and affine group schemes. We then present the construction of the
Hopf algebra H(T ) of Feynman graphs of a renormalizable quantum field
theory T .

6.1. Commutative Hopf algebras and affine group schemes.

The theory of affine group schemes is developed in SGA 3 [115]. Whereas
affine schemes are dual to commutative algebras, affine group schemes are
dual to commutative Hopf algebras (for an introductory text see also [291]).
We recall here some basic facts that we need later.

Definition 1.18. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. A commutative
Hopf algebra H over k is a commutative algebra with unit over k, endowed
with a (not necessarily cocommutative) coproduct ∆ : H → H⊗kH, a counit
ε : H → k, which are k-algebra morphisms and an antipode S : H → H
which is a k-algebra antihomomorphism. These satisfy the “co-rules”

(1.168)

(∆⊗ id)∆ = (id⊗∆)∆ : H → H⊗k H⊗k H,
(id⊗ ε)∆ = id = (ε⊗ id)∆ : H → H,
m(id⊗ S)∆ = m(S ⊗ id)∆ = 1 ε : H → H,

where we use m to denote multiplication in H.

Suppose given a commutative Hopf algebra H as above. There is an
associated covariant functor G from the category Ak of unital k-algebras to
the category G of groups. It assigns to a unital k-algebra A the group

(1.169) G(A) = HomAk
(H, A).

Thus, elements of the group G(A) are k-algebra homomorphisms

φ : H → A , φ(x y) = φ(x)φ(y), ∀x, y ∈ H , φ(1) = 1 .

The product in G(A) is dual to the coproduct of H, that is,

(1.170) φ1 ∗ φ2 (x) = 〈φ1 ⊗ φ2 , ∆(x)〉 .
Similarly, the inverse and the unit of G(A) are determined by the antipode
and the co-unit of H. The co-rules imply that these operations define a
group structure on G(A). The functor G is an affine group scheme.

One can give the following general definition.
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Definition 1.19. An affine group scheme G is a covariant representable
functor from the category of commutative algebras over k to the category of
groups.

In fact, the functor G of (1.169) is certainly representable (by H) and,
conversely, any covariant representable functor from the category of com-
mutative algebras over k to groups is an affine group scheme G, represented
by a commutative Hopf algebra, uniquely determined up to canonical iso-
morphism (cf. e.g. [291]).

Here are some simple examples of affine group schemes.
• The additive group G = Ga corresponds to the Hopf algebra H =
k[t] with coproduct ∆(t) = t⊗ 1 + 1⊗ t.
• The multiplicative group G = Gm is the affine group scheme ob-

tained from the Hopf algebra H = k[t, t−1] with coproduct ∆(t) =
t⊗ t.
• The group of roots of unity µn is the kernel of the homomorphism

Gm → Gm given by raising to the n-th power. It corresponds to
the Hopf algebra H = k[t]/(tn − 1).
• The affine group scheme G = GLn corresponds to the Hopf algebra

H = k[xi,j , t]i,j=1,...,n/(det(xi,j)t− 1),

with coproduct ∆(xi,j) =
∑

k xi,k ⊗ xk,j .

The latter example is quite general. In fact, if H is finitely generated as
an algebra over k, then the corresponding affine group scheme G is a linear
algebraic group over k, and can be embedded as a Zariski closed subset in
some GLn.

More generally, we have the following result (cf. e.g. [232] Proposition
4.13 and [291]).

Lemma 1.20. Let H be a commutative positively graded connected Hopf
algebra. There exists a family Hi ⊂ H, i ∈ I, indexed by a partially
ordered set, where the Hi are finitely generated algebras over k satisfying
the following properties:

(1) ∆(Hi) ⊂ Hi ⊗Hi, for all i ∈ I.
(2) S(Hi) ⊂ Hi, for all i ∈ I.
(3) For all i, j ∈ I, there exists a k ∈ I such that Hi ∪ Hj ⊂ Hk, and
H = ∪iHi.

Then the affine group scheme G of H is of the form

(1.171) G = lim←−
i

Gi,

where the Gi are the linear algebraic groups dual to Hi.

Thus, in general, such an affine group scheme is a projective limit of
unipotent linear algebraic groups Gi, we say that G is a pro-unipotent affine
group scheme.
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Recall that an element X in a Hopf algebra H is said to be group-like
if ∆(X) = X ⊗X and is said to be primitive if ∆(X) = X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗X. If
G denotes the affine group scheme of a commutative Hopf algebra H, then
a group-like element X ∈ H determines a homomorphism G→ Gm, which,
at the level of Hopf algebras, is given by φ : k[t, t−1] → H with φ(t) = X.
Similarly, a primitive element X ∈ H corresponds to a homomorphism G→
Ga.

There is a notion of Lie algebra for an affine group scheme. It is also
defined as a functor.

Definition 1.21. The Lie algebra of an affine group scheme G is a
covariant functor g = LieG from the category Ak of commutative k-algebras
to the category Lk of Lie algebras over k,

(1.172) A �→ g(A) ,

where g(A) is the Lie algebra of linear maps L : H → A satisfying

(1.173) L(X Y ) = L(X) ε(Y ) + ε(X)L(Y ) , ∀X ,Y ∈ H ,

where ε is the counit of H.

The Lie bracket of two elements in g(A) is given by

(1.174) [L1, L2](X) = 〈L1 ⊗ L2 − L2 ⊗ L1,∆(X)〉 .
Normally, the datum LieG of the Lie algebra is not sufficient to reconstruct
the affine group scheme G. One can see this already in the simplest case:
the affine group schemes Gm and Ga have the same Lie algebra. There
is, however, a particular class of cases in which the knowledge of the Lie
algebra is sufficient to reconstruct the Hopf algebra. This follows from the
Milnor–Moore Theorem [232] Theorem 5.18, which asserts that a primitively
generated Hopf algebra over a field k of characteristic zero is the enveloping
algebra of the Lie algebra of primitive elements.

Recall that, given a graded connected Hopf algebraH, one obtains a dual
Hopf algebra H∨ by reversing all the arrows. More precisely we assume that
the graded pieces Hn are finite-dimensional k-vector spaces, and we define
H∨ as the graded dual of H, i.e. an element of H∨ is a finite linear combi-
nation of homogeneous linear forms on H. It follows from [232] Proposition
3.1, that H∨ is a graded Hopf algebra, and also that the bidual (H∨)∨ is
canonically isomorphic to H. We can now state the following corollary of
the Milnor–Moore Theorem:

Theorem 1.22. Let H be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k of
characteristic zero. Assume that H is positively graded and connected, H =
⊕n≥0Hn, with H0 = k, and that the graded pieces Hn are finite-dimensional
k-vector spaces. Let H∨ be the dual Hopf algebra and let L denote the Lie
algebra of primitive elements in H∨. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
of Hopf algebras

(1.175) H ∼= U(L)∨,
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where U(L) is the universal enveloping algebra of L. Moreover, L=Lie G(k)
as a graded Lie algebra.

Proof. Let H∨ be the graded dual of H. By [232] Corollary 4.18, H∨

is primitively generated. Thus the Milnor–Moore Theorem ([232] Theorem
5.18) shows that H∨ ∼= U(L). The result follows from the isomorphism
H ∼= (H∨)∨. �

Remark 1.23. Note that without the finiteness hypothesis, the dual H∨

of a Hopf algebra H is ill defined since, if one considers arbitrary linear forms
L on H, there is no guarantee that the functional X ⊗ Y �→ L(XY ) can be
expressed as a finite linear combination of simple tensors L1 ⊗ L2. This
difficulty disappears if one restricts to linear forms for which this finiteness
holds (at any level), and this is automatic for primitive elements, as they
fulfill by hypothesis the equality

L(XY ) = L(X) ε(Y ) + ε(X)L(Y ) , ∀X, Y ∈ H .

Remark 1.24. In our set-up we are only considering Hopf algebras
which are commutative rather than “graded-commutative” as in [232].
This should not create confusion since one can multiply the grading by 2 to
apply the results of [232]. In fact, in our setting one should really think of
the grading as being an even grading: this will become clearer in comparison
with the Lie algebras of motivic Galois groups of mixed Tate motives (see
Section 8), where the grading corresponds to the weight filtration, which is
naturally parameterized by even integers. A reason for regarding the grad-
ing by number of internal lines of graphs (cf. Proposition 1.30 below) as an
even grading comes from the fact that it is customary in physics to think of
internal lines of graphs as a pair of half-lines, see for instance [170], [19].
In fact we saw in §3.1 that the graphs are obtained from pairings of half-
lines. Thus the grading is actually given by the number of half-lines that
contribute to the internal lines of the graph. In the mathematical literature,
this formulation of graphs in terms of collections of half-lines was variously
used (cf. [189], [142]).

The result of Theorem 1.22 can also be used to obtain an explicit de-
scription of the Lie algebra of an affine group scheme G, using the primitive
elements in the dual Hopf algebra. This is the form in which it is used in
the Connes-Kreimer theory.

Lemma 1.25. Let H be a commutative graded connected Hopf algebra,
H = ⊕n≥0Hn. There is an action of the multiplicative group Gm on H and
an associated semidirect product of affine group schemes G∗ = G � Gm.

Proof. Let Y denote the generator of the grading, namely the linear
operator on H that satisfies Y (X) = nX for all X ∈ Hn. This defines an
action of the multiplicative group Gm on H by setting, for all u ∈ Gm,

(1.176) uY (X) = unX ∀X ∈ Hn.
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Thus, we can consider the affine group scheme obtained as the semidirect
product

(1.177) G∗ = G � Gm,

and we have a corresponding homomorphism G∗ → Gm. The action (1.176)
is also defined on the dual Hopf algebra H∨. One then obtains an explicit
description of the Lie algebra of G∗ in terms of the Lie algebra of G. Namely,
the Lie algebra of G∗ has an additional generator Z0 such that

(1.178) [Z0, X] = Y (X) ∀X ∈ Lie G .

�

6.2. The Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs: discrete part.

The first main step of the CK theory is to associate to a given renor-
malizable quantum field theory T a Hopf algebra H(T ) over k = C, where
the coproduct reflects the combinatorics of the BPHZ preparation formula
(1.162). In this section we describe a simplified version of the Hopf alge-
bra of Feynman graphs (the “discrete part”) where we only consider graphs
responsible for divergences. We discuss in §6.3 the full Hopf algebra of Feyn-
man graphs, where we take into account arbitrary 1PI graphs. We let as
above J denote the set of all monomials in the Lagrangian.

Definition 1.26. For a given renormalizable quantum field theory T ,
the discrete Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs H(T ) is the free commutative
algebra over C generated by pairs (Γ, w) with Γ ∈ Graph(T ) a 1PI graph,
and w ∈ J a monomial with degree equal to the number of external lines of
Γ. The coproduct is defined on generators as

(1.179) ∆(Γ) = Γ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Γ +
∑

γ∈V(Γ)

γ ⊗ Γ/γ,

where the set V(Γ) is as in Definition 1.14.

Notice that by construction the meaning of γ in (1.179) is the product
of the components γ̃i where each is endowed with the element χ(γi) ∈ J . In
other words,

γ =
∏

(γ̃i, χ(γi)).

The external lines of Γ/γ are the same as for Γ, hence in (1.179) the notation
Γ/γ stands for the pair (Γ/γ, w) with the same w as for Γ.

Notice how H(T ) is strongly dependent on the physical theory T , both
in the generators and in the structure of the coproduct, where the class of
subgraphs V(Γ) also depends on T . We see in §7.6 below that there is a
universal Hopf algebra that relates naturally to all the H(T ) and encodes
the renormalization procedure canonically for all the physical theories.
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Theorem 1.27. ([82]) The commutative algebra of Definition 1.26 with
the coproduct (1.179) is a Hopf algebra H(T ).

Proof. Let us prove that ∆ is coassociative, i.e. that

(1.180) (∆⊗ id) ∆ = (id⊗∆) ∆ .

Since both sides of (1.180) are algebra homomorphisms fromH toH⊗H⊗H,
it will be enough to check that they give the same result on 1PI graphs Γ. It
is suitable to enlarge the definition of V(Γ) to V̄(Γ) which includes the cases
γ = ∅ and γ = Γ(1)

int , allowing the graphs γ̃ or Γ/γ to be empty, in which case
we represent them by the symbol 1 ∈ H(T ). We write

(1.181) γ � Γ⇔ γ ∈ V̄(Γ)

and

(1.182) γ ≺ Γ⇔ γ ∈ V̄(Γ) , γ �= Γ(1)
int .

With this notation, the coproduct of Γ takes the form

(1.183) ∆ Γ =
∑
γ�Γ

γ̃ ⊗ Γ/γ,

where by definition γ̃ is given by the product of its components

(1.184) γ̃ =
∏

γ̃j .

Applying ∆⊗ id on both sides of (1.183) we get

(1.185) (∆⊗ id) ∆ Γ =
∑
γ�Γ

∆ γ̃ ⊗ Γ/γ.

Since ∆ is a homomorphism, one has

∆(γ̃) =
∏

∆(γ̃j).

Using (1.183), this can be written as

(1.186) ∆(γ̃) =
∑
γ′�γ̃

γ̃′ ⊗ γ̃/γ′,

where the notation � has been extended to non-connected graphs. What
matters here is that a subgraph of γ̃ is given by a collection of subgraphs
of its components, with the limit cases in V̄ allowed. Since things happen
independently in each component, the product of the sums is equal to the
sum of the products and one gets (1.186). We can think of γ′ as a collection
of subsets γ′j of the sets of internal lines of the components γ̃j . Thus, we
can view the union of the γ′j as a subset γ′ of the set of internal lines of Γ.
Let us check that, for γ′ ⊂ γ, we have

(1.187) γ′ ∈ V̄(Γ)⇔ γ′j ∈ V̄(γ̃j) , ∀j.
Here, for each component γj of γ, one lets γ′j = γj ∩ γ′. First, a connected
component δ of γ′ is contained in one (and only one) of the γj . Let us show
that the graph δ̃ is the same relative to γ̃j or to Γ. Its set of internal lines is
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δ in both cases. Its set of vertices is the set of vertices of |δ|, which does not
change in passing from γ̃j to Γ. The set of external lines at a vertex v is the
disjoint union of the ∂−1

i (v) ∩ δc. One has to show that this is unchanged
in passing from γ̃j to Γ. Since a line � of Γ such that ∂i � = v is a line of γ̃j ,
one gets the result. It follows that the graph δ̃ does not depend on whether
it is taken relative to γ̃j or to Γ and we can now write

(1.188) (∆⊗ id) ∆ Γ =
∑

γ′�γ�Γ

γ̃′ ⊗ γ̃/γ′ ⊗ Γ/γ,

where the parameters γ and γ′ vary among the subsets of Γ(1)
int that fulfill

(1.189) γ ∈ V̄(Γ) , γ′ ∈ V̄(Γ) , γ′ ⊂ γ.

We can write (using (1.183)) the coproduct of Γ as

(1.190) ∆ Γ =
∑
γ′�Γ

γ̃′ ⊗ Γ/γ′,

hence

(1.191) (id⊗∆) ∆ Γ =
∑
γ′�Γ

γ̃′ ⊗∆ (Γ/γ′).

Thus, to prove (1.180) it suffices to show that, for fixed γ′ ∈ V̄(Γ), one has

(1.192) ∆ (Γ/γ′) =
∑

γ�Γ, γ⊃γ′

γ̃/γ′ ⊗ Γ/γ.

We let Γ′ = Γ/γ′ be the contracted graph. The set of internal lines of Γ′ is
the complement of γ′ in Γ(1)

int . Thus, subsets γ ⊃ γ′ correspond to subsets of
(Γ′)(1)int by the map γ �→ ρ(γ) = γ′′ = γ\γ′. One has (using (1.183)),

(1.193) ∆ Γ′ =
∑

γ′′�Γ′

γ̃′′ ⊗ Γ′/γ′′.

It remains to show that the map ρ fulfills

(1.194) γ � Γ⇔ ρ(γ) � Γ′ , γ̃/γ′ = ˜ρ(γ) , Γ/γ = Γ′/ρ(γ).

We take a subset γ ⊃ γ′ and we let

(1.195) π : |Γ| → |Γ/γ′|
be the continuous surjection of (1.161). It is not injective but, if π(x) = π(y),
then x and y are in the same connected component of |γ′|. Since we have
γ′ ⊂ γ, each connected component of |γ′| is inside a component of |γ|.
Thus, if π(x) = π(y), then they are in the same connected component of
|γ|. We let γi be the components of γ. The argument above shows that
the π(|γi|) are disjoint. The lines of π(|γi|) are labelled by the complement
γ′′i = γi\γ′ of γ′∩γi in γi. Thus, γ′′i is a connected component of |γ′′|, where
ρ(γ) = γ′′ = γ\γ′.
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Figure 26. The pair γ′ ⊂ γ, components δ of γ′ are the
darker ones

Conversely, every connected component |γ′′j | of |γ′′| is obtained in this
way and its inverse image π−1(|γ′′j |) is connected and is a component |γi| of
|γ|. The corresponding graph γ̃i is obtained by inserting at some vertices
of γ̃′′j the corresponding 1PI graphs associated to the components of γ′.
This operation preserves the property of being 1PI by Proposition 1.15.
Moreover, the collapsed graph of a 1PI graph is still 1PI. This makes it
possible to check, using Definition 1.14, that γ � Γ⇔ ρ(γ) � Γ′. Moreover,
the connected components of |γ| and |γ′′| correspond bijectively under π.
For each component γi of γ, one has γ̃i/γ

′ = γ̃′′i with γ′′i = γi\γ′. To check
this one needs to show that the external lines correspond. This follows from
the equality γ = γ′ ∪ γ′′.

One then needs to show that Γ′/γ′′ = Γ/γ, that is, that (Γ/γ′)/γ′′ = Γ/γ.
In both cases the set of internal lines is the complement of γ = γ′ ∪ γ′′ in
Γ(1)

int . Let us look at vertices. The set of vertices of Γ/γ is the disjoint union
of Γ(0)\γ with the set of connected components γi of γ. In other words, it is
the quotient of Γ(0) by the identification of vertices in the same component
γi of γ. In the same way the set of vertices of (Γ/γ′)/γ′′ is obtained as a
quotient of Γ(0). One first identifies vertices in the same component of γ′

and then of γ′′. Under the above correspondence between components γi

of γ and components of γ′′, one gets the desired identification of the sets
of vertices. The external legs are unaltered in the collapsing process, hence
one gets Γ/γ = Γ′/ρ(γ) as required.
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We have neglected to take the map χ into account in the above discussion
and we explain how to handle it now. Indeed, a subgraph is not just given
as a subset γ ⊂ Γ(1)

int but it also consists of the datum of a map χ from the
set of connected components of |γ| to J . All the sums considered here above
involve summations over compatible choices of χ. Thus, in (1.188) one has
to sum over all choices of a χ for γ and a χ′

i for the γ′i ⊂ γi, where the
γi are the components of γ. The only requirement is that, if γ′i = γi, then
χ′

i(γ
′
i) = χ(γi). In any case, giving χ and the family χ′

i is the same as giving
a χ′ for the subset γ′ ⊂ Γ(1)

int , and a χ′′ for the subgraph γ/γ′ of Γ′. Thus,
the sums involved in (1.188) and (1.191) give the same result.

This ends the proof of the coassociativity. One still needs to show the
existence of the antipode for H(T ). This can be obtained ([82]) by an
inductive procedure. In fact, this follows from the existence (cf. Proposition
1.30) of gradings of H(T ) given by maps from Graph(T ) to N∗ such that

(1.196)
∑

δ(γi) + δ(Γ/γ) = δ(Γ) , ∀γ ∈ V(Γ).

This implies that, for a monomial X ∈ H(T ), the coproduct ∆(X) can be
written in the form

(1.197) ∆(X) = X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗X +
∑

X ′ ⊗X ′′,

where the terms X ′ and X ′′ are of strictly lower degree in the chosen grad-
ing satisfying (1.196). The equation m(S ⊗ 1)∆ = ε1 can then be solved
inductively for the antipode S using the formula

(1.198) S(X) = −X −
∑

S(X ′)X ′′.

�

It is useful to see the Hopf algebra of Definition 1.26 in the simplest
concrete example. As we did previously, we often use as an example the
theory T = φ3

6, which has the Lagrangian density (1.137) in dimension
D = 6. This example is not very physical, both because of the dimension
and because the potential does not have a stable equilibrium. However, it
is a very convenient example, because it is sufficiently easy (a scalar theory
with a very simple potential) and at the same time sufficiently generic from
the point of view of renormalization (it is not super-renormalizable).

In this case, the conditions on the class of subgraphs V(Γ) of Definition
1.14 can be rephrased as follows. A subgraph γ ⊂ Γ in V(Γ) is a non-
trivial (non-empty as well as its complement) subset γ ⊂ Γ(1)

int such that the
components γi of γ are 1PI graphs with two or three external lines, together
with a choice of index χ(γi) ∈ {0, 1} for each component with two external
lines. By Proposition 1.15 the graph Γ/γ is a 1PI graph. The map χ is used
to give a label ∈ {0, 1} to the two-point vertices of the contracted graph.
Thus the above general discussion agrees with that of [82].
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The following are examples of an explicit calculation of the coproduct
for graphs Γ of the φ3

6 theory, taken from [82].

∆ (        ) =               1 + 1 

2

∆ (        ) =              1 + 1               + 

∆ (            ) =                  1 + 1  

+ 

+ 2                          + 2 

∆ (            ) =                   1 + 1

+
(i) i

As one can see clearly in the examples above, the coproduct has an
interesting property of “linearity on the right”, which is expressed more
precisely in the following result.

Proposition 1.28. ([82]) Let H1 be the linear subspace of H generated
by 1 and by the 1PI graphs. Then, for all Γ ∈ H1, the coproduct satisfies

∆(Γ) ∈ H ⊗H1 .

We have introduced the Hopf algebra H(T ) in Definition 1.26 as a Hopf
algebra over C. However, for possible arithmetic applications, it is useful
to know that, in fact, the Hopf algebras of Feynman graphs can be defined
over Q.

Remark 1.29. The definition of the coproduct and antipode in Definition
1.26 continue to make sense if we consider H(T ) be be the free commutative
algebra over Q generated by the 1PI graphs.
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We now discuss several natural gradings of the Hopf algebra H(T ).

Proposition 1.30. The Hopf algebra H(T ) is graded by the loop num-
ber, deg(Γ) = b1(Γ), extended by

(1.199) deg(Γ1 · · ·Γr) =
∑

i

deg(Γi) and deg(1) = 0.

It also has a grading by the line number

(1.200) �(Γ) = #Γ(1)
int and �(

∏
j

Γj) =
∑

j

�(Γj).

The grading by line number has the property that the graded components of
H(T ) are finite-dimensional.

Proof. For any subgraph γ ∈ V(Γ), one has

(1.201) �(Γ) =
∑

i

�(γi) + �(Γ/γ),

since the set of internal lines of Γ/γ is the complement of γ in Γ(1)
int while

the internal lines of the components are the disjoint subsets γi. There are
only finitely many graphs with a given number of internal lines. This gives
the required finiteness for the dimensions of the graded components. Let us
check that the prescription

(1.202) v(Γ) = #Γ(0) − 1 and v(
∏
j

Γj) =
∑

j

v(Γj)

defines another possible grading on H(T ). We need to show that

(1.203) v(Γ) =
∑

i

v(γi) + v(Γ/γ).

The graph Γ/γ is obtained by collapsing each of the connected components
γi to a single vertex, i.e. by replacing the v(γ̃i)+1 vertices of γi with a single
vertex. Thus, (1.203) follows. Since both � and v are gradings so is their
difference �− v, which gives the grading by loop number b1. �

Notice that, with respect to the grading v by number of vertices (1.202),
the Hopf algebra H(T ) is in general not connected, i.e. in general the degree-
zero component of H(T ) is not just a copy of the field of scalars. One can
see this in the example of the φ4 graph of Figure 22.

With the grading given by the loop number, the Hopf algebra H(T )
is graded connected, namely H = ⊕n≥0Hn, with H0 = C. However, with
respect to this choice of grading, the graded components Hn are in general
not finite-dimensional. In fact, one can insert two-point vertices without
changing the loop number.

The graded components Hn are finite-dimensional for the grading � of
Proposition 1.30 associated to the counting of the number of internal lines,
as shown above. Moreover, for this grading the Hopf algebra is connected,
i.e. H0 = C.
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Thus, as in Lemma 1.20, we have a corresponding affine group scheme
that is a projective limit of linear algebraic groups. The affine group scheme
is prounipotent, since H is positively graded connected.

Definition 1.31. The group of diffeographisms Difg(T ) of a renormal-
izable theory T is the pro-unipotent affine group scheme of the Hopf algebra
H(T ) of Feynman graphs.

The terminology “diffeographisms” is motivated by another result of the
CK theory, which we discuss in §6.5 below, according to which Difg(T ) acts
on the coupling constants of the theory through formal diffeomorphisms
tangent to the identity.

The Lie algebra of Difg(T ) is identified in [82] using the Milnor–Moore
theorem (Theorem 1.22).

Theorem 1.32. ([82]) The Lie algebra Lie Difg(T ) has a canonical lin-
ear basis given by pairs (Γ, w) consisting of a 1PI graph Γ and an element
w ∈ J with degree the number of external lines of Γ. The Lie bracket is
given by

(1.204) [(Γ, w), (Γ′, w′)] =
∑

v, ι(v)=w′

(Γ ◦v Γ′, w)−
∑

v′, ι(v′)=w

(Γ′ ◦v′ Γ, w′)

where Γ ◦v Γ′ denotes the graph obtained by inserting Γ′ in Γ at the vertex v
of Γ.

The Lie bracket is uniquely defined from the Milnor–Moore Theorem.
In general the notation Γ◦v Γ′ is ambiguous since there may be several ways
of inserting Γ′ in Γ at the vertex v due to the ordering of the external legs,
and one has to take into account the corresponding combinatorial factor.
We refer to [277] for the needed precise discussion of this point.

Remark 1.33. The Hopf algebra H(T ) simplifies even further when
we take the massless case of the φ3 theory in D = 6 dimensions (which is
consistent in dimension 6). In that case the monomials in the Lagrangian are
distinguished by their degrees and one can drop the w as well as the maps
ι and χ of the above discussion. Moreover there is no need to introduce the
new vertices ×(i) since the only relevant one, namely ×(1), brings in a k2

which yields the same result as if one eliminates the new vertex altogether
(the resulting loss of a propagator is compensated for exactly by the removal
of the k2 vertex). The grading by loop number is now finite in each degree
and the counting � of the number of internal lines is no longer a grading.

6.3. The Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs: full structure.

So far, we have not been taking into account the fact that Feynman
graphs have an external structure, Γ(p1, . . . , pN ) (cf. Figure 27). We now
describe the full Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs, following [82].
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p1 p2

p3
p4

Γ

Figure 27. The value U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) depends on the in-
coming momenta.

We need to input the external data in the structure of the algebra. For
a Feynman graph Γ of the theory with N external legs, we define the set

(1.205) EΓ :=
{

(pi)i=1,...,N ;
∑

pi = 0
}

of possible external momenta subject to the conservation law. Consider then
the space of smooth functions C∞(EΓ) and let C−∞

c (EΓ) denote the space
of distributions dual to C∞(EΓ).

Definition 1.34. An external structure on a Feynman graph Γ with N
external legs is a distribution σ ∈ C−∞

c (EΓ).

It is often sufficient to consider distributions σ : C∞(EΓ) → C that are
δ-functions. However, this is in general not enough. In fact, one should
keep in mind the non-linear dependence of U(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) on the external
momenta.

We choose a set of distributions σι, indexed by the elements ι ∈ J , so
that the σι form a dual basis to the basis of monomials in the full Lagrangian,
i.e. they fulfill the analog of (1.166).

We then consider the disjoint union E := ∪ΓEΓ, over 1PI graphs Γ and
the corresponding direct sum of the spaces of distributions C−∞

c (EΓ), which
we denote by

C−∞
c (E) = ⊕ΓC

−∞
c (EΓ).

We obtain the following description of the full Hopf algebra of Feynman
graphs.

Definition 1.35. For a given renormalizable quantum field theory T ,
the full Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs H̃(T ) is the symmetric algebra on
the linear space of distributions C−∞

c (E),

(1.206) H̃(T ) = Sym(C−∞
c (E)) .
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The coproduct on H̃(T ) is defined on generators (Γ, σ), with Γ a 1PI graph
of T and σ ∈ C−∞

c (EΓ), by the formula

(1.207) ∆(Γ, σ) = (Γ, σ)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ (Γ, σ) +
∑

γ∈V(Γ)

(γ, σχ(γ))⊗ (Γ/γ, σ).

In the formula (1.207), the subgraphs γ belong to the class V(Γ) of
Definition 1.14. The notation (γ, σχ(γ)) is a shorthand for∏

(γ̃i, σχ(γi))

where the product is over the components of γ and χ is the map from the
set of components of γ to J of Definition 1.14. The contracted graph Γ/γ
has the same external lines as the graph Γ so that one can endow it with
the external structure σ.

The proof that Definition 1.35 indeed gives a Hopf algebra, cf. [82], is a
direct extension of the above proof of Theorem 1.27.

The full Hopf algebra H̃(T ) also has an associated affine group scheme
D̃ifg(T ). The relation of D̃ifg(T ) to the group of diffeographisms Difg(T )
of the discrete Hopf algebra H(T ) is through a semidirect product

(1.208) D̃ifg(T ) = Difgab(T ) � Difg(T ),

where Difgab(T ) is abelian. This can be seen at the level of the Lie algebra.

Consider the linear space

(1.209) L = C∞(E),

with E := ∪ΓEΓ, the disjoint union over 1PI graphs Γ. We denote an
element of L as a family L = (fΓ) with fΓ ∈ C∞(EΓ), indexed by 1PI
graphs Γ. An element L in L determines a linear form ZL on the Hopf
algebra H̃(T ), which is non-zero only for elements of

C−∞
c (E) ⊂ Sym(C−∞

c (E))

and pairs as follows with the generators (Γ, σ),

(1.210) 〈ZL, (Γ, σ)〉 := σ(fΓ),

where fΓ is the component in C∞(EΓ) of L. The form ZL : H̃(T ) → C
satisfies the condition (1.173)

ZL(XY ) = ZL(X)ε(Y ) + ε(X)ZL(Y ), ∀X,Y ∈ H̃(T ),

hence it defines an element in Lie D̃ifg(T ). The bracket then corresponds to
the commutator [ZL1 , ZL2 ] = ZL1 ∗ ZL2 − ZL2 ∗ ZL1 , where the product is
obtained by transposing the coproduct of H̃(T ),

〈ZL1 ∗ ZL2 , (Γ, σ)〉 = 〈ZL1 ⊗ ZL2 ,∆(Γ, σ)〉.

When we evaluate [ZL1 , ZL2 ] on (Γ, σ) the only terms of (1.207) which
contribute are those coming from subgraphs γ ∈ V(Γ) which have only one
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component. For such subgraphs γ ∈ Vc(Γ) the map χ is just an element
w ∈ J whose degree is the number of external lines of γ̃. One gets

〈[ZL1 , ZL2 ], (Γ, σ)〉 =
∑

γ∈Vc(Γ), w

σw(fγ
1 )σ(fΓ/γ

2 )− σw(fγ
2 )σ(fΓ/γ

1 )

One then has a description of the Lie algebra Lie D̃ifg(T ), identified with
the Lie algebra of primitive elements in the dual Hopf algebra H̃(T )∨.

Proposition 1.36. The Lie algebra Lie D̃ifg(T ) is the linear space L of
(1.209) endowed with the Lie bracket

(1.211) [L1, L2]Γ =
∑

γ∈Vc(Γ), w

σw(fγ
1 ) fΓ/γ

2 − σw(fγ
2 ) fΓ/γ

1

where Lj = (fΓ
j ).

The Lie algebra Lie D̃ifg(T ) is the semidirect product of an abelian Lie
algebra Lab with the Lie algebra Lie Difg(T ). Elements L = (fΓ) of the
abelian subalgebra Lab are characterized by the condition

(1.212) L = (fΓ) ∈ Lab ⇔ σw(fγ) = 0 , ∀w ∈ J

for any graph γ whose number of external lines is the degree of w ∈ J . We
refer the reader to [82] for more details.

6.4. BPHZ as a Birkhoff factorization.

We now come to the main result of the CK theory of perturbative renor-
malization. We begin by describing the Birkhoff factorization of loops.

Definition 1.37. Let C = ∂∆ denote a circle around the point z =
0 ∈ C, with ∆ a small disk centered at z = 0. We denote by C± the two
components of P1(C)\C, with 0 ∈ C+ and∞ ∈ C−. Let G(C) be a connected
complex Lie group. Given a smooth loop γ : C → G(C), we say that γ admits
a Birkhoff factorization if it can be written as a product

(1.213) γ (z) = γ−(z)−1 γ+(z), ∀z ∈ C ,

where the γ± are boundary values of holomorphic functions γ± : C± → G(C),
with γ−(∞) = 1.

In general, not all loops admit a Birkhoff factorization. This can be
seen in the classical case of loops in GLn(C). In this case, the factorization
problem is closely related to the classification of holomorphic bundles on
P1(C). In fact, a loop γ : C → GLn(C) has in general a factorization of the
form

(1.214) γ(z) = γ−(z)−1 λ(z) γ+(z),
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Figure 28. Birkhoff decomposition

where γ± are boundary values of holomorphic maps γ± : C± → GLn(C),
γ−(∞) = 1, while the middle term λ is a homomorphism of S1 to the
subgroup of diagonal matrices in GLn(C),

(1.215) λ(z) =


zk1

zk2

. . .
zkn

 ,

with integers ki as exponents. The holomorphic maps γ± give the local
frames for a trivialization of the restrictions to the open sets C± of a holo-
morphic vector bundle E on P1(C). The bundle E is obtained by gluing
these trivializations using the transition function λ : C → GLn(C). This
recovers in terms of factorizations of loops (cf. [248]) the Grothendieck de-
composition [153] of E as a sum of line bundles

(1.216) E = L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln ,

with Chern classes c1(Li) = ki. Up to a permutation of the indices this
decomposition is unique and the integers ki give a complete invariant of the
holomorphic vector bundle E.

We are interested in the case when ∆ is an infinitesimal disk around z = 0
and C an infinitesimal loop. In this case, we can translate the formulation of
the Birkhoff factorization (1.213) into the language of affine group schemes.

We assume that the Lie group G(C) is the set of complex points of the
affine group scheme G of a commutative Hopf algebra H over C. Namely,
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we have G(C) = HomAC
(H,C). We denote by

(1.217) K = C({z}) = C{z}[z−1]

the field of convergent Laurent series, that is, germs of meromorphic func-
tions at the origin. We regard K as a unital commutative C-algebra, and
consider the K-points of G,

(1.218) G(K) = HomAC
(H,K).

We can think of elements in G(K) as describing loops γ(z) on an infinitesimal
circle (or an infinitesimal punctured disk ∆∗) around z = 0. Similarly,
consider

(1.219) O = C{z},

the ring of convergent power series, or germs of holomorphic functions at
z = 0. Again, we can consider the corresponding group

(1.220) G(O) = HomAC
(H,O),

which describes loops γ(z) that extend holomorphically to z = 0. Finally,
we consider the ring

(1.221) Q = z−1C[z−1], and the unital ring Q̃ = C[z−1],

and the group

(1.222) G(Q̃) = HomAC
(H, Q̃).

We can impose a normalization condition corresponding to γ−(∞) = 1 for
an element φ ∈ G(Q̃), by requiring that ε− ◦ φ = ε, where ε− is the aug-
mentation in the ring Q̃ and ε is the counit of the Hopf algebra H.

In terms of these data, we restate the Birkhoff factorization problem of
Definition 1.37 in the following form.

Definition 1.38. An element φ ∈ G(K) admits a Birkhoff factorization
if it can be written as a product

(1.223) φ = (φ− ◦ S) ∗ φ+

with φ+ ∈ G(O) and φ− ∈ G(Q̃) satisfying ε− ◦ φ− = ε, and with S the
antipode of H.

The following result of [82] shows that, in the case of interest for renor-
malization, i.e. when G is the pro-unipotent affine group scheme of a graded
connected commutative Hopf algebraH, all loops admit a Birkhoff factoriza-
tion. In fact, this is not only an existence result, but it provides an explicit
recursive formula for the factorization.

Theorem 1.39. ([82]) Let H be a positively graded connected commu-
tative Hopf algebra, H = ⊕n≥0Hn with H0 = C. Then every element
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φ ∈ G(K) = HomAC
(H,K) admits a unique Birkhoff factorization, as in

(1.223). The factorization is given recursively by the identities

(1.224) φ−(X) = −T
(
φ(X) +

∑
φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′)

)
,

where T is the projection on the pole part of the Laurent series, and

(1.225) φ+(X) = φ(X) + φ−(X) +
∑

φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′),

where, for X ∈ Hn, the X ′ and X ′′ are the lower degree terms that appear
in the coproduct

(1.226) ∆(X) = X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗X +
∑

X ′ ⊗X ′′.

Proof. We reproduce here the proof from [82]. The augmentation ε
vanishes on Hn for n > 0, so that the augmentation ideal of H, namely
H> = Ker ε, is the direct sum of the Hn for n > 0. For X ∈ Hn the
coproduct ∆(X) can be written as a linear combination of tensor products
X ′ ⊗X ′′ of homogeneous elements. The equalities

(Id⊗ ε) ◦∆ = Id , (ε⊗ Id) ◦∆ = Id

show that ∆(X) is of the form (1.226).
One needs to show that the map φ− : H → K defined by (1.224) is

indeed a homomorphism. The main point is to show, by induction, that it
is multiplicative. For all X,Y of positive degrees degX > 0, deg Y > 0 one
has

(1.227)
∆(XY ) = XY ⊗ 1 + 1⊗XY + X ⊗ Y + Y ⊗X + XY ′ ⊗ Y ′′ +

Y ′ ⊗XY ′′ + X ′Y ⊗X ′′ + X ′ ⊗X ′′Y + X ′Y ′ ⊗X ′′Y ′′ .

Thus, we obtain the following expression for φ−(XY ):

(1.228)

φ−(XY ) = −T (φ(XY ))− T (φ−(X)φ(Y ) + φ−(Y )φ(X) +

φ−(XY ′)φ(Y ′′) + φ−(Y ′)φ(XY ′′) + φ−(X ′Y )φ(X ′′)

+φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′Y ) + φ−(X ′Y ′)φ(X ′′Y ′′)) .

Now we use the fact that φ is a homomorphism and the induction hypothesis
that φ− is multipicative, φ−(AB) = φ−(A)φ−(B), for degA + degB <
degX + deg Y . (Notice that this is automatic if degA = 0 or degB = 0
since the algebra is connected and φ−(1) = 1 so that there is no problem in
starting the induction.) We then rewrite (1.228) as

(1.229)

φ−(XY ) = −T (φ(X)φ(Y ) + φ−(X)φ(Y )

+φ−(Y )φ(X) + φ−(X)φ−(Y ′)φ(Y ′′)

+φ−(Y ′)φ(X)φ(Y ′′) + φ−(X ′)φ−(Y )φ(X ′′)

+φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′)φ(Y )

+φ−(X ′)φ−(Y ′)φ(X ′′)φ(Y ′′)) .
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We need to compare this with φ−(X)φ−(Y ). We can compute the latter
using the fact that the operator of projection onto the polar part satisfies
the relation

(1.230) T (f)T (h) = −T (fh) + T (T (f)h) + T (f T (h)) .

By applying (1.230) to

f = φ(X) + φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′) and h = φ(Y ) + φ−(Y ′)φ(Y ′′),

we obtain

(1.231)

φ−(X)φ−(Y ) =

−T
(

(φ(X) + φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′)) (φ(Y ) + φ−(Y ′)φ(Y ′′))
)

+T

(
T
(
φ(X) + φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′)

)
(φ(Y ) + φ−(Y ′)φ(Y ′′)

)
+T

(
(φ(X) + φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′))T

(
φ(Y ) + φ−(Y ′)φ(Y ′′)

))
.

Using the fact that T (f) = −φ−(X), T (h) = −φ−(Y ), we can then rewrite
(1.231) in the form

(1.232)

φ−(X)φ−(Y ) =

−T
(
φ(X)φ(Y ) + φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′)φ(Y )

+φ(X)φ−(Y ′)φ(Y ′′) + φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′)φ−(Y ′)φ(Y ′′)
)

−T
(
φ−(X)(φ(Y ) + φ−(Y ′)φ(Y ′′)

)
−T
(

(φ(X) + φ−(X ′)φ(X ′′))φ−(Y )
)
.

Finally, we compare (1.229) with (1.232). Both expressions contain eight
terms of the form −T (a) and one can check that they match in pairs. This
proves that φ− defined by the recursive formula (1.224) is indeed an algebra
homomorphism. It is then clear that the φ+ defined by (1.225) is also an
algebra homomorphism, since both φ and φ− are. It is clear by construction
that φ− ∈ G(Q̃) since it is a polar part, and that φ+ ∈ G(O). It is also easy
to check that one has φ+ = φ− ∗ φ, since one can see the right-hand side of
(1.225) as the pairing 〈φ− ⊗ φ,∆(X)〉 = φ− ∗ φ (X). �

One can then apply the result of Theorem 1.39 to the specific case of
the Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs. One finds that the formulae (1.224)
and (1.225) for the recursive Birkhoff factorization of loops in the group of
diffeographisms are exactly the recursive formulae of the BPHZ renormal-
ization procedure.
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Theorem 1.40. ([82]) Let T be a renormalizable theory and H̃(T ) the
Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs, with the grading by loop number. Then
the formulae (1.224) and (1.225) for the Birkhoff factorization of loops φ ∈
D̃ifg(T )(K) = HomAC

(H̃(T ),K) are given, respectively, by the formulae
(1.163) and (1.165) of the BPHZ perturbative renormalization.

Proof. Consider the data U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) of the unrenormalized val-
ues of Feynman graphs, regularized by applying DimReg. We can view U
as a homomorphism U : H̃(T ) → K, which assigns to a generator (Γ, σ) of
H̃(T ) the Laurent series

(1.233) h(z) = 〈σ, U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN ))〉.
Here we view U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) = fz(p1, . . . , pN ) as a family of smooth
functions fz ∈ C∞(EΓ), with z ∈ ∆∗ varying in an infinitesimal punctured
disk around z = 0. Thus, we can pair the distribution σ with fz and obtain
h(z) = 〈σ, fz〉 ∈ K = C({z}).

It is then clear that, upon setting φ− = C and φ+ = R one can identify
the formulae (1.163) and (1.165) with (1.224) and (1.225). �

Notice that it is fine here to consider the grading by loop number because
for the inductive procedure connectedness of the Hopf algebra suffices and
one does not need it to be finite-dimensional in each degree.

We can express the result of Theorem 1.40 in terms of loops γ. We say
that the data U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN )) define a loop γ(z) in the pro-unipotent Lie
group of complex points of D̃ifg(T ). This loop has a Birkhoff factorization

γ(z) = γ−(z)−1γ+(z),

where the “negative piece” γ−(z) gives the counterterms and the “positive
part” γ+(z) gives the renormalized value as the evaluation γ+(0).

We now restrict attention to the discrete Hopf algebra H(T ) for the
simple reason that the non-trivial counterterms in the full Hopf algebra
already come from the Birkhoff factorization of the restriction to H(T ). In
fact, notice that terms of the form

(γ, σχ(γ))⊗ (Γ/γ, σ)

in the coproduct formula of the full Hopf algebra H̃(T ) are identified with
elements in H(T ) through the choice of the dual basis σι. Thus, if one knows
the value of the restriction of γ−(z) to H(T ), the renormalized value of an
arbitrary graph does not require the computation of any new counterterm.
It is obtained, after preparation by the known counterterms (from H(T )),
by a simple subtraction of the pole part (which is non-zero only if the degree
of divergence is positive).

Theorem 1.41. Let T be a renormalizable theory and H(T ) the dis-
crete Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs, with its affine group scheme Difg(T ).
Then the formulae (1.224) and (1.225) for the Birkhoff factorization of loops
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applied to the homomorphism U give respectively the counterterms and the
renormalized value for the theory T ′ with new interaction vertices associated
to monomials of the non-interacting part of the Lagrangian of T .

Proof. We let as above J be the set of all monomials in the Lagrangian
of T and I the set of interaction monomials. For the graphs Γ ∈ Graph T
such that ι(Γ) ⊂ I the statement follows from Proposition 1.40.

The formulae (1.224) and (1.225) depend upon the definition of sub-
graphs of the theory, through the fact that they involve the coproduct in
the Hopf algebra. We need to show that our definition of subgraphs has
the right properties so that (1.224) and (1.225) give the renormalization
of the extended Feynman graphs of the theory (as in Definition 1.11) with
ι(Γ(0)) ⊂ J , viewing these graphs as Feynman graphs of the new theory T ′.

The main point is that the new theory is still renormalizable and does
not require any new type of counterterms in order to be renormalized. This
is proved using dimensional analysis. When all the physical dimensions of
coupling constants are positive one gets a finite number of possible coun-
terterms (cf. [62] §3.3.3).

For instance, in the theory φ3 in dimension D the field φ has physical
dimension D/2 − 1 and the coupling constant g has physical dimension
3 − D/2 (cf. §2.2 above). As long as D ≤ 6, the theory is renormalizable

and it remains such with the new vertices
0

and
1

. Moreover,
when we renormalize a graph of that new theory, we do not introduce new
counterterms. The three types of counterterms needed are already present
from T .

Now start from Γ ∈ Graph(T ) and view it as a graph of the new the-
ory T ′. Then, in order to renormalize it, we first prepare it by adding the
counterterms corresponding to the subdivergences. We know that the only
subgraphs responsible for subdivergences of Γ have at most three external
legs (in general they belong to the set J), hence they correspond to sub-
graphs in the sense of Definition 1.14 for the theory T . According to this
definition, we use already all the elements of J as labels for the connected
components of the subgraphs. This means that, when we collect the terms,
we get the prepared graph as if we were applying BPHZ for the new theory
T ′. One then proceeds by induction to show that in (1.224) we get the
counterterm for Γ as if we were applying BPHZ for the new theory T ′. The
same holds for the renormalized value. It is crucial, in doing this, that we
did not need to add new vertices since the propagator of the new theory
remains the same. �
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6.5. Diffeographisms and diffeomorphisms.

Another important result of the CK theory, which we discuss in this
section, shows that the group of diffeographisms of a renormalizable theory
T maps to the group of formal diffeomorphisms tangent to the identity of
the space of coupling constants of the theory.

More precisely, for a renormalizable theory T , consider the complex
vector space V with a basis labeled by the coupling constants. We let Diff(V )
be the group of formal diffeomorphisms of V tangent to the identity at 0 ∈ V
and Hdiff(V ) be its Hopf algebra. We work over the ground field C. There
is a Hopf algebra homomorphism Φ : Hdiff(V ) → H(T ) and a dual group
homomorphism Difg(T ) → Diff(V ). This map to formal diffeomorphisms
explains the terminology “diffeographisms” for the group scheme Difg(T ).

The map Φ is constructed by assigning to the coefficients of the expan-
sion of formal diffeomorphisms the coefficients in H(T ) of the expansion of
the effective coupling constants of the theory as formal power series in the
bare coupling constants. It is not immediate to show that Φ is indeed a
Hopf algebra homomorphism ([83]).

We state this result more precisely in the simplest case where T is the
massless φ3

6, where there is only one coupling constant, and one can write a
completely explicit formula for the map Φ.

Proposition 1.42. ([83]) Let T be the massless φ3
6 theory and let

Hdiff(C) be the Hopf algebra of formal diffeomorphisms of C tangent to the
identity. Then the following holds.

(1) The effective coupling constant has a power series expansion of the
form

(1.234) geff =

g +
∑

g2�+1 Γ
σ(Γ)


1−

∑
g2� Γ

σ(Γ)


3/2

,

where the coefficients are elements in the Hopf algebra H(T ), with
σ(Γ) the symmetry factor of the graph as in (1.98).

(2) The expansion (1.234) induces a Hopf algebra homomorphism Φ :
Hdiff(C)→ H(φ3

6) with Φ(an) = αn.

The expansion (1.234) is obtained by considering the effect of adjusting
the coupling constants in the Lagrangian

L(φ) =
1
2
(∂φ)2 − g

6
φ3
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of the massless φ3
6 theory by

1
2
(∂φ)2(1− δZ)− g + δg

6
φ3.

The correction 1
2(∂φ)2(1 − δZ) can be absorbed in a rescaling φ �→ φ(1 −

δZ)1/2 so that one obtains
1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1

6
(g + δg)(1− δZ)−3/2 φ3.

The counterterms responsible for the term δZ come from all the graphs with
two external legs, while the counterterms involved in the term δg come from
graphs with three external legs (cf. the BPHZ formulae (1.162), (1.163),
(1.165)), hence the explicit form of the expansion (1.234).

The Hopf algebra Hdiff(C) of formal diffeomorphisms of C tangent to
the identity has generators the coordinates an of

ϕ(x) = x +
∑
n≥2

an(ϕ)xn,

for ϕ a formal diffeomorphism satisfying ϕ(0) = 0 and ϕ′(0) = id. The
coproduct ∆(an) is given by

〈∆(an), ϕ1 ⊗ ϕ2〉 = an(ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1).

One obtains an algebra homomorphism Φ : Hdiff(C) → H(φ3
6) by setting

Φ(an) = αn, where the αn ∈ H(φ3
6) are the coefficients of the series geff =

g +
∑

n≥2 αn, g
n, which satisfy α2n = 0. We refer the reader to [83] §4 for

the proof that the algebra homomorphism Φ is also comultiplicative.
The fact that there is a group representation Difg(T )→ Diff(V ) means

that it is possible to lift at the level of diffeographisms various aspects of the
theory of renormalization. We will see in §6.6 below that the beta function
and the action of the renormalization group can be formulated naturally at
the level of the group scheme of diffeographisms.

This result was generalized from the case of massless φ3
6 theory to other

theories by Cartier and by Krajewski.

6.6. The renormalization group.

Recall how we remarked in §4 that, in fact, the regularized unrenormal-
ized values

U z(Γ(p1, . . . , pN ))
depend on an additional mass parameter µ, as in (1.135). This induces a
corresponding dependence on the parameter µ of the loop γµ(z) that encodes
the unrenormalized values as in Proposition 1.40. For a graph Γ with loop
number L this dependence is simply given by a multiplicative factor of µzL

when working in dimension D − z. In the example of the theory T = φ3
6,

this dependence on µ is described explicitly in terms of the Feynman rules
in [87] §2.7. Our convention here agrees with that of [87] on the relevant
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Hopf algebra of graphs with two or three external legs, which are the only
ones with non-zero counterterms. We discuss here two general properties of
γµ(z); see Propositions 1.43 and 1.44 below.

Consider the 1-parameter group of automorphisms

(1.235) θt ∈ Aut(Difg(T )), ∀t ∈ C

implementing the grading by loop number, namely, with infinitesimal gen-
erator

(1.236)
d

dt
θt |t=0 = Y

given by the grading operator

(1.237) Y (X) = nX, ∀X ∈ H∨
n(T ),

so that

(1.238) θt(X) = ent X, ∀X ∈ H∨
n(T ) , t ∈ C.

We let the grading θt act by automorphisms of both H = H(T ) and the
dual algebra H∨ so that

(1.239) 〈θt(u), x〉 = 〈u, θt(x)〉 , ∀x ∈ H , ∀u ∈ H∨ .

We obtain the following result about the dependence of γµ(z) on the
parameter µ.

Proposition 1.43. ([83]) Let γµ(z) be the loop in the pro-unipotent Lie
group of diffeographisms that encodes the regularized unrenormalized values
U z

µ(Γ). Let θt be the 1-parameter family of automorphisms (1.235). Then,
for all t ∈ R and for all z ∈ ∆∗, the loop γµ(z) satisfies the scaling property

(1.240) γetµ(z) = θtz(γµ(z)).

Proof. Since both sides of (1.240) are homomorphisms from H to K it
is enough to check the equality on the generators Γ and one can use (1.239).
It corresponds to the fact that the dependence on µ in the unrenormalized
value of the graph Γ (1.135) is through a power µzL, with L the loop number
L = b1(Γ), which comes from formally replacing the integration variables
dDk by µzdD−zk in the “integration in dimension D − z” of (1.132). �

The following result ([62], §5.8 and §7.1) will play a very important role
in §7 below.

Proposition 1.44. ([83]) Let γµ(z) be the loop in the pro-unipotent Lie
group of diffeographisms that encodes the regularized unrenormalized values
U z

µ(Γ). Let

γµ(z) = γµ−(z)−1γµ+(z)
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be the Birkhoff factorization of Theorem 1.39. Then the negative part of the
Birkhoff factorization is independent of the mass parameter µ,

(1.241)
∂

∂µ
γµ−(z) = 0 .

Proof. Let us give the proof in some detail. First notice that we are
dealing with general graphs with vertices in J , rather than the restricted
graphs with vertices in I. By Theorem 1.41, when evaluated on a graph
Γ ∈ Graph T , the negative part γµ−(z) of the Birkhoff factorization is the
same as the counterterms of that graph in the BPHZ procedure of the new
theory T ′ with the new vertices labeled by monomials in J \ I. Notice that
these new vertices have coupling constants of positive physical dimension (in
the sense of §2.2 above), which are independent of µ. Thus, we are reduced
to the analysis of the µ-dependence for counterterms in a renormalizable
theory (with couplings of physical dimensions ≥ 0). The proof that the
counterterms are independent of µ is done in three steps, as follows.

• The counterterms depend in a polynomial manner on the mass
parameters of the theory (µ not included).
• Only powers of log µ can appear in the counterterms.
• By dimensional analysis the counterterms do not depend on µ.

We refer to [62] §5.8.1 for the proof of the first statement. It is based on
repeated differentiation with respect to these parameters and an inductive
argument assuming that the counterterms for the subdivergences are already
polynomial. This behavior is specific to DimReg and MS and would not
apply, for instance, in the mass-shell renormalization scheme.

That only powers of log µ can appear in the counterterms follows again
by an inductive argument since the counterterms are obtained by extracting
the pole part of an expression with new dependence in µ of the form µzL

which one expands in powers of z and logµ.
The argument of a log is necessarily dimensionless since when we apply

the minimal subtraction we are subtracting quantities which have the same
dimension. Thus the massive parameter µ can only appear in the form of
products of log(p2/µ2) or of log(M2/µ2), where M is a mass parameter of
the theory. However, we know from the discussion above that momenta
p or such mass parameters can only appear as polynomials, hence such
expressions of logarithmic form are excluded and µ cannot appear in the
counterterms. �

Definition 1.45. In the following, let G(C) be the pro-unipotent affine
group scheme associated to a positively graded connected commutative Hopf
algebra H. Let L(G(C), µ) denote the space of G(C)-valued loops γµ(z),
defined on an infinitesimal punctured disk z ∈ ∆∗ around the origin, and
satisfying the scaling condition (1.240) and the property (1.241) that the
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negative part of the unique Birkhoff factorization of γµ(z) is independent of
µ.

The results discussed in the rest of this section apply to any γµ ∈
L(G(C), µ), hence in particular to the case when G(C) is the group of com-
plex points of Difg(T ) and γµ(z) encodes the regularized unrenormalized
values U z

µ(Γ) of the theory.

Definition 1.46. Suppose given γµ(z) ∈ L(G(C), µ). The residue is
defined as

(1.242) Resz=0 γ := −
(

∂

∂u
γ−

(
1
u

))
u=0

.

The corresponding beta function is then given by

(1.243) β := Y Res γ,

where Y is the grading operator (1.237).

Since (1.242) depends only on γ−, the residue is independent of µ by
Proposition 1.44. The beta function β of (1.243) is an element in the Lie
algebra LieG.

The renormalization group is obtained as a 1-parameter subgroup Ft of
G(C) as follows.

Proposition 1.47. ([83]) Suppose given γµ(z) ∈ L(G(C), µ). Then the
following properties hold.

(1) The loop γ−(z) θtz(γ−(z)−1) is regular at z = 0.
(2) The limit

(1.244) Ft = lim
z→0

γ−(z) θtz(γ−(z)−1)

defines a 1-parameter subgroup of G(C). Viewed as a homomor-
phism

Ft ∈ HomAC
(H,C),

it has the property that Ft(X) is polynomial in t, for all X ∈ H.
(3) The infinitesimal generator of Ft is the beta function (1.243).
(4) Let γµ+(z) be the positive part of the Birkhoff factorization of γµ(z).

It satisfies

(1.245) γetµ+(0) = Ft γµ+(0) , ∀t ∈ R.

Proof. (1) Since γ−(z) is the negative part in the Birkhoff factorization
of γµ(z) and of θ−tz(γµ(z)) = γe−tµ(z), the elements γ−(z) γµ(z) and

y(z) := γ−(z) θ−tz(γµ(z))

are regular at z = 0. It follows that θtz(y(z)) = θtz(γ−(z)) γµ(z) is regular
at z = 0, hence so is the ratio

γ−(z) θtz(γ−(z)−1) = (γ−(z) γµ(z))(θtz(γ−(z)) γµ(z))−1 .
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(2) Thus, for any t ∈ R, the limit

(1.246) lim
z→0
〈γ−(z) θtz(γ−(z)−1), X〉

exists, for any X ∈ H. Here we view the element γ−(z) θtz(γ−(z)−1) of G(C)
as a homomorphism H → C.

The 1-parameter family θt of automorphisms of G (cf. (1.235)) also acts
as automorphisms of the Hopf algebra H, satisfying by definition

(1.247) 〈θt(γ), X〉 = 〈γ, θt(X)〉 , ∀X ∈ H , ∀γ ∈ G(C) .

Thus, for X ∈ H, we obtain

(1.248) 〈γ−(z) θtz(γ−(z)−1), X〉 = 〈γ−(z)−1 ⊗ γ−(z)−1, (S ⊗ θtz) ∆(X)〉 .

Upon writing the coproduct as a sum of homogeneous elements

∆(X) =
∑

X(1) ⊗X(2),

we obtain (1.248) as a sum of terms of the form

(1.249) 〈γ−(z)−1, S X(1)〉 〈γ−(z)−1, θtz X(2)〉 = P1

(
1
z

)
ektz P2

(
1
z

)
,

for polynomials P1, P2. We know, by the existence of the limit (1.246), that
the sum of these terms is holomorphic at z = 0. Thus, by expanding ektz in
a Taylor series, we obtain that

〈Ft, X〉 = lim
z→0
〈γ−(z) θtz(γ−(z)−1), X〉

is a polynomial in t.
To see that Ft is a one-parameter subgroup of G(C), we endow G(C)

with the topology of pointwise convergence

(1.250) γn → γ iff 〈γn, X〉 → 〈γ,X〉, ∀X ∈ H .

The fact that G(C) is a topological group follows from the equality

〈γ γ′, X〉 =
∑
〈γ,X(1)〉 〈γ′, X(2)〉

and similarly for the inverse. Using (1.247) and the definition of Ft we have

(1.251) lim
z→0

θsz(γ−(z) θtz(γ−(z)−1)) = Ft,

hence we obtain

Fs+t = lim
z→0

γ−(z) θ(s+t)z (γ−(z)−1)

= lim
z→0

γ−(z) θsz(γ−(z)−1) θsz(γ−(z) θtz(γ−(z)−1)) = Fs Ft ,

so that Fs+t = FsFt, for all s, t ∈ R.
(3) This will follow from Lemma 1.48, cf. Corollary 1.49 below.
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(4) The value γ+
µ (0) is the regular value of γ−(z) γµ(z) at z = 0. Sim-

ilarly, γ+
et µ(0) is the regular value of γ−(z) θtz(γµ(z)), or equivalently of

θ−tz(γ−(z)) γµ(z), at z = 0. We know that the ratio satisfies

θ−tz(γ−(z)) γ−(z)−1 → Ft

when z → 0, hence we obtain the result. �

We conclude this section by the following result of [83], which will be the
starting point for the main topic of the next Section, the Riemann–Hilbert
correspondence underlying perturbative renormalization.

Lemma 1.48. Suppose given γµ(z) ∈ L(G(C), µ) and let γ−(z) be the
negative piece of the Birkhoff factorization, which can be written as

(1.252) γ−(z)−1 = 1 +
∞∑

n=1

dn

zn
,

with coefficients dn ∈ H∨. Then the coefficients dn satisfy the relations

(1.253) Y (dn+1) = dn
d

dt
Ft|t=0 ∀n ≥ 1, and Y (d1) =

d

dt
Ft|t=0 .

Proof. We first show that, for all X ∈ H, we have

(1.254) 〈 d
dt
Ft|t=0, X〉 = lim

z→0
z〈γ−(z)−1 ⊗ γ−(z)−1, (S ⊗ Y ) ∆(X)〉.

We know from (1.248) and (1.244) that, for z → 0, we have

(1.255) 〈γ−(z)−1 ⊗ γ−(z)−1, (S ⊗ θtz) ∆(X)〉 → 〈Ft, X〉.

We denote by Ξ the expression on the left-hand side of (1.255). We know
by (1.249) that it is a finite sum Ξ =

∑
Pk(z−1) ektz, where the Pk are

polynomials. As before, we can replace the exponentials ektz by their Taylor
expansions up to some order N in z and obtain polynomials in t with coeffi-
cients that are Laurent series in z. Since we know the expression is regular
at z = 0 for any value of t, these polynomials have, in fact, coefficients that
are regular at z = 0, i.e. that are polynomials in z. Thus, the left-hand side
of (1.255) is a uniform family of holomorphic functions of t, for t varying in
a disk around t = 0. The derivative ∂tΞ at t = 0 converges to ∂t〈Ft, X〉|t=0

when z → 0, so that we have

(1.256) z 〈γ−(z)−1 ⊗ γ−(z)−1, (S ⊗ Y ) ∆(X)〉 → 〈 d
dt
Ft|t=0, X〉.

Notice then that the function

(1.257) z �→ z 〈γ−(z)−1 ⊗ γ−(z)−1, (S ⊗ Y ) ∆(X)〉

is holomorphic for z ∈ C\{0} and extends holomorphically to z = ∞ ∈
P1(C), since γ−(∞) = 1, so that Y (γ−(∞)) = 0 (see (1.259)). Moreover, by
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the previous argument, it is also holomorphic at z = 0, which implies that
it is a constant. This gives, for all X ∈ H,

〈γ−(z)−1 ⊗ γ−(z)−1, (S ⊗ Y ) ∆(X)〉 =
1
z
〈 d
dt
Ft|t=0, X〉 ,

which is equivalent to

〈γ−(z)Y (γ−(z)−1), X〉 =
1
z
〈 d
dt
Ft|t=0, X〉.

Thus, one obtains the identity

(1.258) Y (γ−(z)−1) =
1
z
γ−(z)−1 d

dt
Ft|t=0 .

Using (1.252), one obtains

(1.259) Y (γ−(z)−1) =
∞∑

n=1

Y (dn)
zn

and
1
z
γ−(z)−1 d

dt
Ft|t=0 =

1
z

d

dt
Ft|t=0 +

∞∑
n=1

dn

zn+1

d

dt
Ft|t=0.

These identities applied to the two sides of (1.258) yield the desired relations
(1.253). �

Corollary 1.49. The beta function defined in (1.243) of Definition
1.46 is the infinitesimal generator of the renormalization group Ft of Propo-
sition 1.47, namely

(1.260)
d

dt
Ft|t=0 = β.

Proof. It is sufficient to see that in the equation (1.253) we have
Y (d1) = d

dtFt|t=0 and that d1 is by construction the residue Resz=0γ. The
minus sign in (1.242) accounts for the use of γ−(z) instead of its inverse
γ−(z)−1. Thus, by (1.243) we have Y (d1) = β, which gives (1.260). �

7. Renormalization and the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence

“La parenté de plus en plus manifeste entre le groupe de Grothen-
dieck–Teichmüller d’une part, et le groupe de renormalisation
de la Théorie Quantique des Champs n’est sans doute que la
première manifestation d’un groupe de symétrie des constantes
fondamentales de la physique, une espèce de groupe de Galois
cosmique!”

Pierre Cartier, [42]
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In this passage, written in 2000, Cartier conjectured the existence of a
hidden group of symmetries, closely related in structure to certain arithmetic
Galois groups, and acting on the constants of physical theories in a way
related to the action of the renormalization group.

In this section, which is based on the result of our work [87], [89], we
verify this conjecture, by identifying Cartier’s “cosmic Galois group” as a
universal group of symmetries that organizes the structure of the divergences
in perturbative quantum field theory. We show that the group can also be
realized as a motivic Galois group, and has therefore precisely the type of
arithmetic nature expected by Cartier.

This group acts on the constants of physical theories. In fact, it maps
to the group of diffeographisms of any given renormalizable theory by a
representation determined by the beta function of the theory. Therefore, it
also maps to the group of formal diffeomorphisms of the coupling constants
by the results of §6.5 above.

We will also see that the renormalization group sits naturally as a 1-pa-
rameter subgroup of this universal group and this provides an interpretation
of the renormalization group as Galois symmetries.

The main steps, which we are going to discuss in detail in the rest of
this section, are summarized as follows.

• The data of counterterms as iterated integrals (Gross–’t Hooft re-
lations).
• A geometric formulation: flat equisingular connections.
• The local Riemann–Hilbert correspondence: differential Galois

group through the Tannakian formalism.
• The universal singular frame and universal symmetries.

7.1. Counterterms and time-ordered exponentials.

The first result we describe here (Theorem 1.58 below) is a refinement of
Theorem 2 of [83], which proved the analog in the context of the CK theory
of a well known result of D. Gross ([151] §4.5) and ’t Hooft (unpublished).
The latter states that the counterterms in perturbative renormalization only
depend on the beta function of the theory (Gross–’t Hooft relations).

We first need to discuss the mathematical formulation of the time-
ordered exponential.

We assume that H = ⊕n≥0Hn is a positively graded connected com-
mutative Hopf algebra over C, with G its affine group scheme. We have
g = LieG as in Definition 1.21. When the Hn are finite-dimensional vec-
tor spaces, the Lie algebra g is related to the dual Hopf algebra H∨ as in
Theorem 1.22.

Let H be a Lie group and t �→ α(t) a smooth map from the interval [a, b]
to the Lie algebra of H.
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Dyson’s time-ordered exponential Te
∫ b
a α(t) dt is a notation for the parallel

transport in the trivial H-principal bundle [a, b]×H with the left action of H,
endowed with the connection associated to the 1-form α(t) dt with values in
the Lie algebra of H. In other words h(u) = Te

∫ u
a α(t) dt ∈ H is the solution

of the differential equation

(1.261) dh(u) = h(u)α(u)du , h(a) = 1 .

A mathematical definition can be given as an iterated integral. This type
of formalism was developed in the topological context in [55], [56] (Chen’s
iterated integral) and in the operator algebra context in [3] (Araki’s expan-
sional). We give here a formulation adapted to the context of affine group
schemes.

Definition 1.50. Given a g(C)-valued smooth function α(t), with t ∈
[a, b] ⊂ R, the time-ordered exponential (also called the expansional) is de-
fined as

(1.262) Te
∫ b
a α(t) dt := 1 +

∞∑
1

∫
a≤s1≤···≤sn≤b

α(s1) · · · α(sn) ds1 · · · dsn ,

with the product taken in H∨, and with 1 ∈ H∨ the unit corresponding to
the counit ε of H.

One has the following result, which in particular shows that the expan-
sional only depends on the 1-form α(t)dt.

Proposition 1.51. The time-ordered exponential (1.262) satisfies the
following properties:

(1) When paired with any X ∈ H the sum (1.262) is finite.
(2) The iterated integral (1.262) defines an element of G(C).
(3) The expansional (1.262) is the value g(b) of the unique solution

g(t) ∈ G(C) with initial condition g(a) = 1 of the differential equa-
tion

(1.263) dg(t) = g(t)α(t) dt .

(4) The iterated integral is multiplicative over the sum of paths:

(1.264) Te
∫ c
a α(t) dt = Te

∫ b
a α(t) dt Te

∫ c
b α(t) dt.

(5) Let ρ : G(C) → H be a homomorphism to a Lie group H; then
ρ(Te

∫ b
a α(t) dt) is the parallel transport in the principal bundle [a, b]×

H endowed with the connection associated to the 1-form ρ(α(t)) dt.

(6) The inverse in G(C) of the element (1.262) is of the form

(1.265) (Te
∫ b
a α(t) dt)−1 = T′e−

∫ b
a α(t) dt,
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with

(1.266) T′e
∫ b
a α(t) dt := 1 +

∞∑
1

∫
a≤s1≤···≤sn≤b

α(sn) · · · α(s1) ds1 · · · dsn .

Proof. (1) The elements α(t) ∈ g(C), viewed as linear forms on H,
vanish on any element of degree 0. Thus, for X ∈ H of degree n, one has

〈α(s1) · · · α(sm), X〉 = 0 ∀m > n ,

so that

(1.267) 〈Te
∫ b
a α(t) dt, X〉

is a finite sum.
(2) First notice that (1.267) satisfies

(1.268) ∂t〈Te
∫ t
a α(s) ds, X〉 = 〈Te

∫ t
a α(s) ds α(t), X〉.

In fact, differentiating each term in the finite sum (1.267) in the variable t
amounts to fixing the last integration variable sn = t in∫

a≤s1≤···≤sn≤t
〈α(s1) · · · α(sn), X〉 ds1 · · · dsn.

In order to show that (1.262) defines an element in G(C), we need to
check that for all X,Y ∈ H,

(1.269) 〈Te
∫ t
a α(s) ds, XY 〉 = 〈Te

∫ t
a α(s) ds, X〉 〈Te

∫ t
a α(s) ds, Y 〉.

We show this for homogeneous X and Y , by induction on the sum of their
degrees. Using (1.268), we write

∂t 〈Te
∫ t
a α(s) ds, X Y 〉 = 〈Te

∫ t
a α(s) ds α(t), X Y 〉

= 〈Te
∫ t
a α(s) ds ⊗ α(t),∆(X) ∆(Y )〉 .

We then write the coproduct in the form

∆(X) = X(1) ⊗X(2) = X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗X +
∑

X ′ ⊗X ′′

where only terms of lower degree appear in the last sum. Using the derivation
property (1.173) of α(t) ∈ g(C), one gets that it pairs trivially with all the
products X(2) Y(2) except when Y(2) = 1 or X(2) = 1. This gives

∂t 〈Te
∫ t
a α(s) ds, X Y 〉 = 〈Te

∫ t
a α(s) ds, X(1) Y 〉 〈α(t), X(2)〉

+ 〈Te
∫ t
a α(s) ds, X Y(1)〉 〈α(t), Y(2)〉 .

We can then apply the induction hypothesis and obtain

∂t 〈Te
∫ t
a α(s) ds, X Y 〉 = ∂t

(
〈Te

∫ t
a α(s) ds, X〉

)
〈Te

∫ t
a α(s) ds, Y 〉

+〈Te
∫ t
a α(s) ds, X〉 ∂t

(
〈Te

∫ t
a α(s) ds, Y 〉

)
.
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If we denote

F (t) := 〈Te
∫ t
a α(s) ds, X Y 〉 − 〈Te

∫ t
a α(s) ds, X〉 〈Te

∫ t
a α(s) ds, Y 〉

we obtain ∂tF (t) = 0, for all t. Thus, since for t = a we clearly have
F (a) = 0, we obtain (1.269).

(3) This then follows immediately from (1.268).
(4) The property (1.264) follows from (3), since both sides satisfy equa-

tion (1.263) and agree for c = b, hence they are equal.
(5) This follows from (3) and (1.261).
(6) Notice that one can apply the notion of expansional to the opposite

algebra. This amounts to reversing the order of the terms. Thus, (1.262)
gets replaced by (1.266). As in (3) above, one gets that, for t > 0, the
expression g(t) = T′e

∫ t
0 α(u) du is the unique solution to the ODE

(1.270) dg(t) = α(t) g(t) dt .

This shows that the inverse of a time-ordered exponential with T is given
by the time-ordered exponential with T ′, which gives (1.265). �

Consider now an open domain Ω ⊂ R2 and, for (s, t) ∈ Ω, let

(1.271) � = α(s, t)ds + η(s, t)dt

be a flat g(C)-valued connection. The flatness condition means that we have

(1.272) ∂s η − ∂t α + [α, η] = 0.

The time-ordered exponential satisfies the following property

Proposition 1.52. Let � be a flat g(C)-valued connection on Ω ⊂ R2

as above, and let γ : [0, 1] → Ω be a path in Ω. Then the time-ordered
exponential Te

∫ 1
0 γ∗� only depends on the homotopy class [γ] of paths with

endpoints a = γ(0) and b = γ(1).

This follows from Proposition 1.51, using the fact that G(C) is a projec-
tive limit of Lie groups.

Recall that a differential field (K, δ) is a field K endowed with a deriva-
tion satisfying δ(f + h) = δ(f) + δ(h) and δ(fh) = fδ(h) + δ(f)h, for all
f, h ∈ K. The field of constants is the subfield {f ∈ K|δ(f) = 0}.

Definition 1.53. Let (K, δ) be a differential field with differentiation
f �→ f ′ := δ(f) and with field of constants C. The logarithmic derivative on
the group G(K) = HomAC

(H,K) is given by

(1.273) D(g) := g−1 g′ ∈ g(K), ∀g ∈ G(K),

where g′ = δ(g) is the linear map g′ : H → K,

g′(X) = δ(g(X)), ∀X ∈ H.
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It is not hard to check that (1.273) indeed defines an element in g(K).
In fact, D(g) : H → K is the linear map

〈D(g), X〉 = g−1 � g′ (X) = 〈g−1 ⊗ g′,∆X〉
and this satisfies

〈D(g), X Y 〉 = 〈D(g), X〉 ε(Y ) + ε(X) 〈D(g), Y 〉, ∀X,Y ∈ H.

In the following, we assume that K = C({z}), the differential field of
convergent Laurent series, as in (1.217), with δ(f) = d

dzf . Later, we will
also consider the case where K = C((z)) = C[[z]][z−1] is the field of formal
Laurent series.

Lemma 1.54. Let H = ⊕n≥0Hn be a positively graded connected commu-
tative Hopf algebra over C, with G its affine group scheme. Let H(i) ⊂ H be
an increasing sequence of finitely generated commutative Hopf subalgebras,
with H = ∪H(i).

The affine group scheme G is the projective limit (1.171) of the linear
algebraic groups Gi dual to the finitely generated commutative Hopf subalge-
bras H(i) ⊂ H.

Suppose given an element � ∈ g(K), for K = C({z}).
(1) There is a well defined monodromy representation

Mi(�) : Z→ Gi(C).

(2) The condition of trivial monodromy M(�) = 1 is well defined in
G(C).

Proof. (1) For � ∈ g(K), and a fixed Gi, consider the corresponding
element �i ∈ gi(K) obtained by restriction to H(i) ⊂ H. Since H(i) is
finitely generated, �i depends on only finitely many elements in K, hence
there is a radius ρi > 0 such that all these finitely many Laurent series
elements converge in a punctured disk ∆∗

i of this radius around z = 0.
Thus, we can choose a base point zi ∈ ∆∗

i . Composing with the evaluation
f → f(z) for z ∈ ∆∗

i we get a flat gi(C)-valued connection ωi = �i(z)dz on
∆∗

i . For any smooth path γ : [0, 1]→ ∆∗
i the expression

(1.274) Mi(�)(γ) := Te
∫ 1
0 γ∗ωi ∈ Gi(C)

is well defined. By Proposition 1.52 and the flatness of the connection ωi,
viewed as a connection in two real variables, (1.274) depends only on the
homotopy class of the loop γ in ∆∗

i with γ(0) = γ(1) = zi. Thus, it defines
a monodromy representation

(1.275) Mi(�) : π1(∆∗
i , zi)→ Gi(C).

(2) By construction, the conjugacy class of Mi does not depend on the
choice of the base point. When passing to the projective limit, one has to
take care of the change of base points, but the condition of trivial monodromy

(1.276) M(�) = 1⇔ Mi(�) = 1 , ∀i
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is well defined at the level of the projective limit G of the groups Gi.
�

The monodromy encodes the obstruction to the existence of solutions to
the differential equation D(g) = �, for g ∈ g(K).

Example 1.55. Let Ga be the additive group. Let as above K = C({z})
with δ(f) = d

dzf . One has Ga(K) = K, D(f) = δ(f) = f ′, and the residue
of � ∈ K is a non-trivial obstruction to the existence of solutions of the
equation D(f) = �.

The following result shows that the monodromy is in fact the only ob-
struction.

Proposition 1.56. Let H = ⊕n≥0Hn be a positively graded connected
commutative Hopf algebra over C, with G its affine group scheme. Suppose
given � ∈ g(K) with trivial monodromy, M(�) = 1. Then there exists a
solution g ∈ G(K) of the equation

(1.277) D(g) = � .

Proof. We view, as above, G as the projective limit of the Gi and use
the same notations as above. We treat the case of a fixed Gi first. We let

(1.278) gi(z) = Te
∫ z
zi

ωi ,

where by the right-hand side we mean the time-ordered exponential Te
∫ 1
0 γ∗ωi

for any smooth path in ∆∗
i from the base point zi to z. The condition of

trivial monodromy ensures that the result does not depend on the choice of
the path γ. Let H(i) be as in Lemma 1.54. One needs to show that, for any
X ∈ H(i) ⊂ H, the evaluation

hi(z) = 〈gi(z), X〉
is a convergent Laurent series in ∆∗

i . By construction the same property
holds for �i(z). Moreover, by Proposition 1.51 (1) we know that, when
pairing with X ∈ H(i) only finitely many terms of the infinite sum (1.262)
defining gi(z) contribute. Thus, it follows that zNi hi(z) is bounded in ∆∗

i ,
for sufficiently large Ni. Moreover, by (1.263) of Proposition 1.51, with
2∂̄ = ∂t + i∂s and z = t + is, we obtain ∂hi = 0, which gives hi ∈ K. Thus
gi ∈ Gi(K).

Finally (1.263) of Proposition 1.51 shows that gi ∈ Gi(K) is a solution
of

(1.279) D(gi) = �i .

Given two solutions g and h of (1.279), one gets that g h−1 satisfies
D(gh−1) = 0. Thus since the field of constants of K is C, it follows that
there exists an element a ∈ Gi(C) such that g = ah. Now since theH(i) ⊂ H
are Hopf subalgebras of H, the canonical projection

pi : Gi+1(C)→ Gi(C)
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is surjective. Thus, in order to pass to the projective limit, one constructs by
induction a projective system of solutions gi ∈ Gi(K), where one modifies
the solution in Gi+1(K) by left multiplication by an element of Gi+1(C) so
that it projects onto gi. �

Example 1.57. It is crucial in Proposition 1.56 to assume that H is
positively graded connected. Let Gm be the multiplicative group. Let as above
K = C({z}) with δ(f) = d

dzf . One has Gm(K) = K∗, D(f) = f−1 δ(f),
and with � = 1

z2 ∈ K the equation D(f) = � has trivial monodromy with
formal solution given by

f(z) = e−1/z

but no solution in Gm(K) = K∗.

With these general results about time-ordered exponentials in place,
we come to the Gross–’t Hooft relations. In our context, the fact that
the counterterms in perturbative renormalization depend only on the beta
function is a consequence of the following explicit form of the negative piece
of the Birkhoff factorization as a time-ordered exponential.

Theorem 1.58. Suppose given γµ(z) ∈ L(G(C), µ). Then the negative
piece γ−(z) of the Birkhoff factorization has the explicit form

(1.280) γ−(z) = Te−
1
z

∫∞
0 θ−t(β) dt.

Proof. We write γ−(z)−1 = 1+
∑∞

n=1
dn
zn , as in (1.252) of Lemma 1.48.

To obtain the result we first show that the coefficients dn are given by the
formula (cf. [83])

(1.281) dn =
∫

s1≥s2≥···≥sn≥0
θ−s1(β) θ−s2(β) · · · θ−sn(β) ds1 · · · dsn .

To check this, notice first that, for n = 1, the expression (1.281) reduces to

(1.282) d1 =
∫ ∞

0
θ−s(β) ds .

This follows from the equality

(1.283) Y −1(X) =
∫ ∞

0
θ−s(X) ds,

for all X ∈ H with ε(X) = 0, where ε is the counit of H. In fact, given
α and α′ in H∨ satisfying α′ = Y (α) and 〈α, 1〉 = 〈α′, 1〉 = 0, the identity
(1.283) implies

α =
∫ ∞

0
θ−s(α′) ds .

This gives (1.282) when applied to β = Y (d1) of Corollary 1.49. The general
formula (1.281) then follows by induction, applying the relations between
the coefficients dn proved in Lemma 1.48 and the fact that the 1-parameter
family θt generated by the grading of H also acts as automorphisms of H∨.
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To get (1.280) from (1.281), we use (6) of Proposition 1.51. Using (1.281)
we get

γ−(z)−1 = T′e
1
z

∫∞
0 θ−s(β) ds

and the required equality (1.280) follows from (1.265). �
Remark 1.59. One does not have to worry about the convergence issue

in dealing with the iterated integrals (1.281) in (1.280).

In fact, when evaluating (1.281) on elements X ∈ H, one obtains for
〈dn, X〉 the expression∫

s1≥···≥sn≥0

〈β ⊗ · · · ⊗ β, θ−s1(X(1))⊗ θ−s2(X(2))⊗ · · · ⊗ θ−sn
(X(n))〉ds1 · · · dsn,

where we used the notation

∆(n−1)(X) =
∑

X(1) ⊗X(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗X(n) .

The convergence of the iterated integral is exponential. In fact, we have
the estimate 〈β, θ−s(X(i))〉 = O (e−s) for s→ +∞. If X is homogeneous of
degree deg(x) and if n > deg(x), then at least one of the X(i) has degree
0, and 〈β, θ−s(X(i))〉 = 0 so that 〈dn, X〉 vanishes. This implies that, when
pairing γ−(z)−1 with X ∈ H, only finitely many terms contribute to

〈γ−(z)−1, X〉 = ε(X) +
∞∑

n=1

1
zn
〈dn, X〉 .

This remark will be useful when we compare the non-formal case, where
K = C({z}), with the formal case, where K = C((z)) (cf. §7.6 below).

7.2. Flat equisingular connections.

The main advantage of introducing the formalism of time-ordered expo-
nentials as iterated integrals, as in Definition 1.50, is their property of being
characterized as solutions of a differential equation (1.263), as in Propo-
sition 1.51. In fact, this makes it possible to translate data described by
time-ordered exponentials into a class of differential equations.

Following this idea, we obtain in this section a geometric characterization
of the divergences in renormalizable quantum field theory, in terms of a
suitable class of differential systems.

As a first step, we give a more precise characterization of the class
L(G(C), µ) of loops γµ(z) satisfying the two conditions (1.240) and (1.241),
as in Definition 1.45.

For instance, given any loop γreg(z) which is regular at z = 0, one can
easily obtain an element γµ ∈ L(G(C), µ) by setting γµ(z) = θz log µ(γreg(z)).
The following result shows that the only remaining piece of data that is
necessary, in order to specify completely the loops that belong to the class
L(G(C), µ), is the choice of an element β in the Lie algebra of the affine
group scheme G.
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Theorem 1.60. Suppose given a loop γµ(z) in the class L(G(C), µ).
Then the following properties hold.

(1) The loop γµ(z) has the form

(1.284) γµ(z) = Te−
1
z

∫−z log µ
∞ θ−t(β) dt θz log µ(γreg(z)),

for a unique β ∈ g(C), with γreg(z) a loop regular at z = 0.
(2) The Birkhoff factorization of γµ(z) has the form

(1.285)
γµ+(z) = Te−

1
z

∫−z log µ
0 θ−t(β) dt θz log µ(γreg(z)) ,

γ−(z) = Te−
1
z

∫∞
0 θ−t(β) dt .

(3) Conversely, given an element β ∈ g(C) and a regular loop γreg(z),
the expression (1.284) gives an element γµ ∈ L(G(C), µ).

Proof. (1) Let γµ(z) be a loop in L(G(C), µ), with Birkhoff factoriza-
tion γµ(z) = γ−(z)−1γµ+(z). Consider the loop

(1.286) αµ(z) := θz log µ(γ−(z)−1).

This satisfies the scaling property (1.240) by construction,

(1.287) αes µ(z) = θsz(αµ(z)).

Consider the ratio αµ(z)−1 γµ(z). This still satisfies the scaling property
(1.240). Moreover, the loop αµ(z)−1 γµ(z) is regular at z = 0. In fact, this
holds for µ = 1 and hence all values of µ by the scaling property (1.240).
Thus, it can be written in the form

(1.288) αµ(z)−1 γµ(z) = θz log µ(γreg(z)),

with γreg(z) a regular loop.
Notice then that, using (1.286) and (1.280) of Theorem 1.58, we obtain

(1.289) αµ(z)−1 = Te−
1
z

∫∞
−z log µ θ−t(β) dt.

Thus, using (1.264), we obtain (1.284).
(2) Given γµ ∈ L(G(C), µ), we write it in the form (1.284) as above.

Thus, we have

γµ(z)−1 = θz log µ(γreg(z))−1Te−
1
z

∫∞
−z log µ θ−t(β) dt.

We write the second term, using (1.264), as the product

Te−
1
z

∫ 0
−z log µ θ−t(β) dt Te−

1
z

∫∞
0 θ−t(β) dt.

Thus, we have obtained the expression

γµ(z)−1 = θz log µ(γreg(z))−1 Te−
1
z

∫ 0
−z log µ θ−t(β) dtγ−(z),

where γ−(z) is a regular function of 1/z with γ−(∞) = 1. We then need to
check the regularity at z = 0 of the remaining part

Te−
1
z

∫−z log µ
0 θ−t(β) dtθz log µ(γreg(z)).
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It is enough to show that we have

(1.290) lim
z→0

Te−
1
z

∫−sz
0 θ−t(β) dt = esβ .

To see this we take the straight path from 0 to −sz in the form π(u) = −szu
for u ∈ [0, 1] and write

Te−
1
z

∫−sz
0 θ−t(β) dt = Te

∫ 1
0 α(u) du

where the form α(u) du is the pullback by π of the form −1
z θ−t(β) dt. So

far both s and z are fixed. One has

α(u) du = −1
z
θszu(β) (−sz) du = s θszu(β) du

This gives
Te−

1
z

∫−sz
0 θ−t(β) dt = Te s

∫ 1
0 θszu(β) du

which converges when z → 0 to esβ . We then obtain the Birkhoff factoriza-
tion in the form (1.285).

(3) Given a choice of an element β ∈ g(C) and a regular loop γreg(z),
the expression (1.284) satisfies the scaling property (1.240) by construction.
The formula (1.285) for the Birkhoff factorization also shows clearly that
the negative piece is independent of µ so that (1.241) is also satisfied, hence
γµ ∈ L(G(C), µ). �

In the rest of this section, we use the classification result of Theorem
1.60, together with the properties of the time-ordered exponential, to give
a geometric reformulation of the class L(G(C), µ) in terms of a class of
differential systems associated to a family of singular flat connections.

We introduce some notation. Let (K, δ) be a differential field with field
of constants C. We will assume K = C({z}) with δ(f) = f ′. We have
O = C{z}, the subring of convergent power series as in (1.219).

We denote by Ω1(g) the space of 1-forms on K with values in g. These
are all of the form A(z) dz for some A ∈ g(K). The differential

d : K → Ω1

is given by df = δ(f) dz = df
dz dz.

The logarithmic derivative D on G(K), as in (1.273) of Definition 1.53,
induces an operator (which, with a slight abuse of notation, we still call D)

(1.291) D : G(K)→ Ω1(g), Df = f−1 df.

This satisfies the property

(1.292) D(fh) = Dh + h−1 Df h.

One can then consider differential equations of the form

(1.293) Df = �

for � ∈ Ω1(g).
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We can think of the element � ∈ Ω1(g) as a connection on the trivial
principal G-bundle over an infinitesimal punctured disk ∆∗ around z = 0.
In fact, a connection on the trivial principal G-bundle ∆∗ × G is specified
by the restriction of the connection form to ∆∗×1, i.e. by a g-valued 1-form
� on ∆∗, which is the same as an element in Ω1(g). We use the principal
bundle point of view in §7.3 below. For the moment, we simply define a
connection as a g-valued 1-form �.

We then have the following natural equivalence relation for connections
� ∈ Ω1(g).

Definition 1.61. Two connections � and �′ are equivalent iff they are
gauge conjugate by an element regular at z = 0, i.e.

(1.294) �′ = Dh + h−1�h, with h ∈ G(O).

As in Lemma 1.54, the condition of trivial monodromy M(�) = 1 is well
defined and it ensures the existence of solutions to (1.293). Suppose given a
solution f ∈ G(K) to (1.293). We know, by the same argument as used in
Theorem 1.39, that loops f ∈ G(K) have a unique Birkhoff factorization

(1.295) f = f−1
− f+,

with f+ ∈ G(O) and f− ∈ G(Q̃) satisfying ε− ◦ f− = ε as in Definition 1.38.
The following result then explains in more detail the meaning of the

equivalence relation of Definition 1.61.

Proposition 1.62. Suppose given two connections � and �′ in Ω1(g)
with trivial monodromy. Then � and �′ are equivalent, in the sense of
(1.294), iff there exist solutions to the corresponding equations (1.293) that
have the same negative pieces of the Birkhoff factorization,

(1.296) � ∼ �′ ⇐⇒ f�
− = f�′

− ,

for some f� and f�′
in G(K) satisfying D(f�) = � and D(f�′

) = �′.

Proof. By Lemma 1.54, we know that there exist solutions, since the
monodromy is trivial. We first show that � is equivalent to the 1-form
D((f�

− )−1). We have f� = (f�
− )−1 f�

+ , hence the product rule (1.292) gives
the required equivalence, since f�

+ ∈ G(O). This shows that, if f�
− = f�′

−
for some choices of solutions, then � and �′ are equivalent.

Conversely, assume that � and �′ are equivalent, i.e. �′ = Dh+h−1�h.
We take a solution f� and let f�′

be given by

f�′
= f� h ,

for the above h ∈ G(O). It follows from (1.292) that D(f�′
) = �′. The

uniqueness of the Birkhoff factorization then gives f�
− = f�′

− . �
Definition 1.63. Two elements fj of G(K) have the same singularity

iff

(1.297) f−1
1 f2 ∈ G(O)
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Equivalently this means that the negative parts of their Birkhoff decom-
positions are the same.

From the point of view of renormalization, introducing the equivalence
relation of Definitions 1.61 and 1.63 means that one is interested in retaining
only the information on the behavior of the divergences, which is encoded
in the counterterms given by the negative piece γ−(z) of the Birkhoff fac-
torization of Proposition 1.40.

In order to make this geometric setting suitable to treat the data of
perturbative renormalization, i.e. the class of loops L(G(C), µ), we need to
account for the mass parameter µ in the geometry.

This can be done by considering a principal Gm(C) = C∗-bundle B,

(1.298) Gm → B
π−→ ∆ ,

over the infinitesimal disk ∆. We let P = B × G be the trivial principal
G-bundle over the base space B.

We denote by V the fiber over z = 0,

V = π−1({0}) ⊂ B,

and by B0 its complement

B0 = B \ V ⊂ B.

We also fix a base point y0 ∈ V . We let P 0 = B0×G denote the restriction
to B0 of the bundle P .

Remark 1.64. The physical meaning of these data is the following. In
the case of a renormalizable theory T , the group scheme is G = Difg(T ). The
disk ∆ corresponds to the complexified dimension z ∈ ∆ of DimReg. The
principal bundle B over ∆ encodes all the possible choices of normalization
for the “integral in dimension D − z” of (1.135), hence it accounts for the
presence of the mass parameter µ. The choice of a base point y0 ∈ V
corresponds to fixing the value of the Planck constant �. One needs to be
careful and refrain from considering the fiber π−1({z}) ⊂ B as the set of
possible values of µ. It is rather the set of possible values of µz �. In fact
in all the above discussion we restricted to µ ∈ R∗

+ and the fact that logµ
makes sense did play a role. The role of the choice of a unit of mass µ is the
same as the choice of a section σ : ∆→ B (up to order one).

We have an action of Gm on B, which we write as

b �→ u(b), ∀u ∈ Gm(C) = C∗ .

Since the affine group scheme G is dual to a graded Hopf algebra H =
⊕n≥0Hn, we also have an action of Gm on G, as in Lemma 1.25, induced by
the action uY of (1.176) on the Hopf algebra, where Y is the grading operator
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on H. We denote the action of Gm on G also by uY , as the meaning is clear.
Thus, we have a Gm-action on P = B ×G given by

(1.299) u(b, g) = (u(b), uY (g)), ∀u ∈ Gm .

We explain in §7.3 below how this action, which as such is not given by
automorphisms of a G-bundle, in fact comes from a Gm-equivariant principal
bundle over B.

We now introduce the class of connections that will be our main object
of interest, as they encode geometrically the properties of the class of loops
L(G(C), µ).

Definition 1.65. We say that a flat connection � on P 0 is equisingular
iff � is Gm-invariant and for any solution γ, Dγ = �, the restrictions of γ
to sections σ : ∆→ B with σ(0) = y0 have the same singularity.

We can fix a choice of a (non-canonical) regular section σ : ∆ → B of
the fibration (1.298), with σ(0) = y0. Then the first condition of Definition
1.65 can be written in the form

(1.300) �(z, u(v)) = uY (�(z, v)), ∀u ∈ Gm,

with v = (σ(z), g), for z ∈ ∆ and g ∈ G.
The second condition states that, if σ1 and σ2 are two sections of B as

above, with σ1(0) = y0 = σ2(0), then

(1.301) σ∗
1(γ) ∼ σ∗

2(γ),

that is, the pullbacks of γ by these sections are equivalent on ∆∗×G, through
the equivalence (1.297) of Definition 1.63. This means that σ∗

1(γ) and σ∗
2(γ)

have the same singularity at the origin z = 0, hence the use of the term
“equisingular” for �. (cf. Figure 29.)

The meaning of this condition is that the pullbacks of a solution have the
same negative pieces of the Birkhoff factorization, independent of the choice
of the section and hence of the parameter µ, in our physical interpretation
of the geometric data. In the proof of Theorem 1.67 below, we will see much
more precisely this relation between equisingular connections and loops in
L(G(C), µ).

We introduce the following notion of equivalence for connections on P 0.

Definition 1.66. Two connections � and �′ on P 0 are equivalent iff

(1.302) �′ = Dh + h−1�h,

with h a G-valued Gm-invariant map regular in B.

We again fix a choice of a (non-canonical) regular section σ : ∆ → B,
with σ(0) = y0. For simplicity of notation, we write ∆ × Gm for the base
space, identified with B through the trivialization given by the section σ.
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σ1 σ2

y
0

0
∆

Figure 29. Equisingular connections have the property
that, when approaching the singular fiber, the type of singu-
larity of σ∗γ, for Dγ = �, does not depend on the section
σ along which one restricts γ, but only on the value of the
section at z = 0.

The main result of this section is the following classification of flat eq-
uisingular connections.

Theorem 1.67. Consider the space P = B × G as above. There is a
bijective correspondence between equivalence classes of flat equisingular G-
connections � on P 0 and elements β ∈ g(C), with the following properties:

(1) Given a flat equisingular connection �, there is a unique β ∈ g(C)
such that � ∼ Dγ for

(1.303) γ(z, v) = Te−
1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β) du

u ,

with the integral performed on the straight path u = tv, t ∈ [0, 1].
(2) This correspondence is independent of the choice of a local regular

section σ : ∆→ B with σ(0) = y0.

Proof. (1) We show that, for a given flat equisingular G-connection �,
there exists a unique element β ∈ g(C) such that � is equivalent, in the
sense of Definition 1.66, to the flat equisingular connection Dγ, with γ(z, v)
as in (1.303).

This will be achieved in three main steps. We first need to prove the
vanishing of the monodromies M∆∗(�) and MC∗(�) associated to the two
generators of the fundamental group π1(B). This is necessary to ensure
the existence of a solution to the equation Dγ = �. The next step is
to get around the problem of the choice of the base point. This will be
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done by showing that an invariant connection automatically extends to the
product ∆∗ × C while the restriction to ∆∗ × {0} vanishes. Thus one can
take arbitrarily a base point in ∆∗ × {0} and get a canonical formula for
solutions corresponding to such a specific choice of base point. We then use
the equisingularity condition and apply the result of Theorem 1.60 to the
restriction of γ to a section of B over ∆.

Using the trivialization given by σ : ∆→ B, we can write the connection
� on P 0 in terms of g(C)-valued 1-forms on B0 as

� = A(z, v) dz + B(z, v)
dv

v
,

where A(z, v) and B(z, v) are g-valued functions and dv
v is the fundamental

1-form of the principal C∗-bundle B.
By the first condition (1.300) of equisingularity, we have

�(z, uv) = uY (�(z, v)),

which shows that the coefficients A and B of � are determined by their
restriction to v = 1. Thus, we can write � as

(1.304) �(z, u) = uY (a(z)) dz + uY (b(z))
du

u
,

for some a, b ∈ g(K).
The flatness condition means that these coefficients satisfy

(1.305)
db

dz
− Y (a) + [a, b ] = 0.

The positivity of the integral grading Y on H shows that the connection
� extends to a flat connection on the product ∆∗ × C. Indeed for any
element a ∈ g(K) and X ∈ H the function

u �→ 〈uY (a), X〉

is a polynomial P (u) with P (0) = 0. This shows that the term uY (b) du
u in

(1.304) is regular at u = 0. Moreover the restriction of the connection � to
∆∗ × {0} is equal to zero, since uY (a) = 0 for u = 0.

Consider then the monodromy M{z0}×C∗(�) for a fixed value z0 ∈ ∆∗.
This is trivial, because the connection � extends to the simply connected
domain {z0} × C.

Notice that here we are only working with an infinitesimal disk ∆, while
the argument given above works for a disk of finite radius, but in fact we
can proceed as in Lemma 1.54, writing the group scheme G as an inverse
limit of Gi with finite-dimensional H(i). We can compute the monodromy
M{z0}×C∗(�) at this finite level Gi, with z0 ∈ ∆∗

i , using the argument above.
We can then use the fact that the vanishing of the monodromy is a well
defined condition in the projective limit.
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Consider the monodromy M∆∗×{u}(�). Notice that we can choose to
compute this monodromy for the value u = 0, but the restriction of the
connection to ∆∗ × {0} is identically equal to 0, so this monodromy also
vanishes.

We have shown that the connection � has trivial monodromy along
the two generators of π1(B0) = Z2. Thus, we know that the equation
Dγ = � admits solutions, and in fact we can write explicitly a solution as
in Proposition 1.56, taking as the base point (z0, 0) ∈ ∆∗×{0}. Namely, we
consider a path in ∆∗×{0} from (z0, 0) to (z, 0) and then the straight path
(z, tv), t ∈ [0, 1]. By Proposition 1.52, this gives a solution of the form

(1.306) γ(z, v) = Te
∫ v
0 uY (b(z)) du

u ,

with b(z) as in (1.304) and with the integral performed on the straight path
u = tv, for t ∈ [0, 1].

Notice that we have constructed an invariant solution of the equation
Dγ = �, i.e. one has

(1.307) γ(z, wu) = wY γ(z, u).

It is not true in general that an invariant connection on an equivariant
bundle admits invariant solutions, precisely because of the problem of the
choice of an invariant base point. This problem is dealt with above by the
choice of a base point in ∆∗ × {0}.

Let γ(z) = γ(z, v)|v=1. By construction γ(z) satisfies

(1.308) γ(z, u) = uY γ(z).

Since γ(z, v) is a solution of Dγ = �, the loop γ(z) also satisfies

(1.309) γ(z)−1dγ(z) = a(z) dz and γ(z)−1Y γ(z) = b(z) .

Let us denote by σs the section σs(z) = (z, esz), for z ∈ ∆. The restric-
tion of (1.308) to the section σs can be written in the form

(1.310) γs(z) = θszγ(z).

The second condition (1.301) of equisingularity for � implies that the neg-
ative parts of the Birkhoff factorization γs(z) = γs−(z)−1γs+(z) satisfy

(1.311)
∂

∂s
γs−(z) = 0.

It is immediate to compare (1.310) and (1.311) with the conditions (1.240)
and (1.241) of Definition 1.45. Thus, in particular, we have obtained that
a flat equisingular connection � on P 0 determines a loop γs(z) in the class
L(G(C), µ), for µ = es.

We can then apply the classification result for loops in L(G(C), µ),
proved in Theorem 1.60. We obtain that there exists a unique element
β ∈ g(C) and a regular loop γreg(z) such that

(1.312) γ(z, 1) = Te−
1
z

∫ 0
∞ θ−t(β) dt γreg(z) .
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We obtain from (1.312) the expression

(1.313) γ(z, v) = vY (Te−
1
z

∫ 0
∞ θ−t(β) dt) vY (γreg(z)).

Since vY is an automorphism, we also have

(1.314) vY (Te−
1
z

∫ 0
∞ θ−t(β) dt) = Te−

1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β) du

u ,

with the second integral taken on the straight path u = tv, for t ∈ [0, 1].
Thus, we can write (1.313) as

(1.315) γ(z, v) =
(
Te−

1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β) du

u

)
vY (γreg(z)).

Thus, using h = vY (γreg(z)) as the regular loop realizing the equivalence
(1.302), we obtain, as stated, the equivalence of flat equisingular connections

� ∼ D(Te−
1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β) du

u ).

We now need to understand how the class of the solution (1.313) depends
upon β ∈ g. Consider an equivalence �′ = Dh+ h−1�h, with h a G-valued
Gm-invariant map regular in B, as in Definition 1.66. Since h is Gm-invariant
one has h(z, u) = uY (h(z, 1) and since we are dealing with group elements it
extends regularly to h(z, 0) = 1. Thus both the solutions γj and the map h
are normalized to be 1 on ∆∗×{0} and the equivalence generates a relation
between invariant solutions of the form

(1.316) γ2(z, u) = γ1(z, u)h(z, u),

with h regular. Thus, for j = 1, 2, the loops

γj(z, 1) = Te−
1
z

∫ 0
∞ θ−t(βj) dt

will have the same negative pieces of the Birkhoff factorization, γ1− = γ2− .
This implies β1 = β2, by the equality of the residues at z = 0.

Finally, suppose given an element β ∈ g(C) and consider the loop

(1.317) γ(z, v) = Te−
1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β) du

u .

We need to show that � = Dγ is equisingular. The equivariance condition
(1.300) is satisfied by construction since γ is invariant. To see that the
second condition (1.301) is also satisfied, we first note that it is enough to
check it for one solution γ of the equation Dγ = �. Indeed, any other
solution is of the form γ′ = g γ with g ∈ G(C). The relation between the
negative parts of the Birkhoff decompositions is the conjugacy by g and
this preserves the equisingularity condition. Thus we just need to check the
latter on the solution γ of the form (1.317). We let v(z) ∈ C∗ be a regular
function of z ∈ ∆, with v(0) = 1 and consider the section v(z)σ(z) instead
of the chosen trivialization σ(z). The restriction of the solution γ to this
section is given by the G(C)-valued loop

(1.318) γv(z) = Te−
1
z

∫ v(z)
0 uY (β) du

u .
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Then the Birkhoff factorization γv(z) = γv−(z)−1γv+(z) is given by

(1.319) γv−(z)−1 = Te−
1
z

∫ 1
0 uY (β) du

u , and γv+(z) = Te−
1
z

∫ v(z)
1 uY (β) du

u .

In fact, we have

(1.320) γv(z) =
(
Te−

1
z

∫ 1
0 uY (β) du

u

) (
Te−

1
z

∫ v(z)
1 uY (β) du

u

)
,

where the first term in the product is a regular function of z−1 and gives
a polynomial in z−1 when paired with any element of H, while the second
term is a regular function of z, as one can see using the Taylor expansion of
v(z) at z = 0, with v(0) = 1.

(2) This last argument, which we used to prove the equisingularity of
Dγ, describes explicitly the effect of changing the choice of the trivialization
σ : ∆ → B by a factor given by a regular function v(z) ∈ C∗. Thus, the
same argument also gives us as a consequence the independence of the the
choice of the trivialization of B.

�

We have the following result, which follows from the previous argument.

Corollary 1.68. Let � be a flat equisingular connection. Suppose given
two such choices of trivialization σj : ∆ → B, with σ2 = ασ1, for some
α(z) ∈ C∗ regular at z = 0 with α(0) = 1. Then the regular values γreg(y0)j

of solutions of the differential systems associated to the connections σ∗
i (�)

are related by

(1.321) γreg(y0)2 = e−s β γreg(y0)1,

with

s =
dα(z)
dz
|z=0 .

Remark 1.69. In the physics context, the relation (1.321) expresses the
ambiguity inherent in the renormalization group action as coming from the
fact that there is no preferred choice of a local regular section σ of B.

We have obtained, by Theorem 1.67 and Theorem 1.60, an explicit corre-
spondence between the data γ−(z) for loops γµ(z) in L(G(C), µ) and equiva-
lence classes of flat equisingular connections. In particular, in the physically
relevant case where G = Difg(T ), this makes it possible to encode geomet-
rically the data of the counterterms (the divergences) of the renormalizable
theory T as a class of equisingular flat connections over the space P de-
scribed above.
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7.3. Equivariant principal bundles and the group G∗ = G� Gm.

The formalism of the above discussion was based on g(C)-valued dif-
ferential forms on the base space B. We now relate more precisely this
discussion with connections on Gm-equivariant principal bundles over B.
This will involve the affine group scheme G∗ = G � Gm of Lemma 1.25.

To fix the notation, we recall that, given a principal bundle

(1.322) π : P → B , with P ×H → P , (ξ, h) �→ Rh(ξ) = ξ h,

with structure group H acting on the right, a connection is specified by a
1-form α on P with values in the Lie algebra h of H and such that

(1.323) α|π−1(b) = h−1dh , with R∗
a(α) = (Ad a−1)(α),

where the Maurer-Cartan form h−1dh makes sense in the fibers π−1(b) ∼ H
independently of the choice of a base point. Given a section ξ : B → P and
a connection on P with connection form α, the pullback � = ∇(ξ) = ξ∗(α)
is a 1-form on B with values in the Lie algebra h. For any smooth map k
from B to H, one has

(1.324) ∇(ξ k) = k−1 dk + k−1∇(ξ) k.

In particular, the knowledge of the 1-form � = ∇(ξ) = ξ∗(α) uniquely
determines the connection ∇. Moreover, if we fix the section ξ and the
connection ∇, then looking for a flat section η = ξ k, with ∇η = 0, is the
same thing as trying to find a smooth map k from B to H such that

(1.325) k−1 dk + k−1∇(ξ) k = 0.

Equivalently, in terms of h = k−1 and � = ∇(ξ), it means solving the
equation

(1.326) h−1 dh = �.

Let now H1 ⊂ H be a closed subgroup that acts on the base B. We consider
the trivial H-principal bundle

(1.327) P = B×H , with Ra(b, h) = (b, ha) , ∀b ∈ B , h ∈ H , a ∈ H.

Proposition 1.70. 1) The action

(1.328) h1 (b, h) = (h1 b, h1 h)

of H1 on P turns this H-principal bundle into an H1-equivariant H-principal
bundle.

2) Let ∇ be a connection on P , and � = ∇(ξ), where ξ is the section
ξ(b) = (b, 1). Then, for any h1 ∈ H1, the pull-back ∇′ of the connection ∇
by the action of h1 on P is the connection given by

(1.329) �′ = ∇′(ξ) = h−1
1 h∗1(�)h1 .
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Proof. 1) One needs to check that the projection π is equivariant,
which is clear, and that the left action of h1 commutes with the right action
of the group H, which is also clear.

2) Let α be the connection 1-form of the connection ∇. Let h1 ∈ H1.
By construction the connection 1-form α′ of the pullback ∇′ is the pullback
of α by the left multiplication L of (1.328). Thus, we obtain

∇′(ξ) = ξ∗(α′) = ξ∗(L∗(α)) = (L ◦ ξ)∗(α).

One has
L ◦ ξ(b) = (h1 b, h1) = Rh1 ξ(h1 b) , ∀b ∈ B.

By (1.323) R∗
h1

(α) = (Adh−1
1 )(α), which gives the required equality (1.329).

�

Proposition 1.71. 1) A connection ∇ on P is H1-invariant iff � = ∇ξ
satisfies the condition

(1.330) h∗1(�) = h1 �h−1
1 , ∀h1 ∈ H1 .

2) Let γ be a smooth map from B to H such that

(1.331) γ(h1 b) = h1 γ(b)h−1
1 , ∀h1 ∈ H1 .

then the gauge equivalence

(1.332) � �→ �′ = γ−1dγ + γ−1 �γ

preserves the H1-invariance of connections.

Proof. 1) This follows from (1.329).
2) Let us assume that � fulfills (1.330). We show that �′ also does.

One has

h∗1(γ
−1 �γ) = h∗1(γ)−1 h∗1(�)h∗1(γ) = h1 γ

−1 �γ h−1
1

and since dh1 = 0 one has

h∗1(γ
−1 dγ) = h1 γ

−1 dγ h−1
1 ,

so that the required invariance follows. �

We now specialize Propositions 1.70 and 1.71 to the subgroup

H1 = Gm ⊂ H = G∗ = G � Gm

and to connections with values in the Lie subalgebra

(1.333) g = Lie(G) ⊂ g
∗ = Lie(G∗)

The adjoint action of the subgroup H1 = Gm gives the grading uY on
g = Lie(G).

A comment about notation: since we are interested in the relative sit-
uation of the inclusion B0 ⊂ B, we adopt the notation X0 to denote the
restriction to B0 = B \ V ⊂ B of an object X (bundle, connection, section,
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etc) defined on B. In particular we let P̃ = B ×G∗ be the trivial principal
G∗-bundle over the base space B, and P̃ 0 its restriction to B0 = B \V ⊂ B,

(1.334) P̃ 0 = B0 ×G∗

We have the following result.

Proposition 1.72. Let Gm → B
π−→ ∆ denote the Gm(C) = C∗-bundle

over the infinitesimal disk ∆ of (1.298). We let P̃ = B ×G∗ be the trivial
principal G∗-bundle over the base space B.

1) The action

(1.335) u (b, k) = (ub, uk)

of Gm on P̃ turns this G∗-principal bundle into a Gm-equivariant G∗-
principal bundle.

2) Let ξ(b) = (b, 1). Then the map

(1.336) ∇ �→ ∇(ξ)

is an isomorphism between g-valued Gm-invariant connections on P̃ 0 and
g-valued connections on B0 fulfilling (1.300).

3) Let γ be a regular map from B to G such that

(1.337) γ(ub) = u γ(b)u−1 , ∀u ∈ Gm .

Then the transformation Lγ, given by Lγ(b, k) = (b, γ(b)k), is an automor-
phism of the Gm-equivariant G∗-principal bundle P̃ .

4) The gauge equivalence of connections under the automorphisms Lγ

corresponds under the isomorphism (1.336) to the equivalence of Definition
1.66.

Proof. 1) The construction of the Gm-equivariant G∗-principal bundle
follows from Proposition 1.70.

2) The invariance condition on connections given by (1.300) is identical
to (1.330).

3) By construction Lγ is an automorphism of G∗-principal bundle. Con-
dition (1.337) means that it commutes with the action of Gm.

4) Let α be the connection form of the first connection. The connection
form of the transformed connection is L∗

γ(α), so that the actions on sections
are related by ∇′ = ∇◦Lγ . Then �′ = ∇′(ξ) = ∇(γ̃) where γ̃(b) = (b, γ(b)).
Thus, we write

�′ = γ−1 dγ + γ−1 �γ.

The invariance condition on gauge equivalences given by (1.337) is identical
to the one used for the equivalence of equisingular connections in Definition
1.66. �

It is important to understand geometrically the meaning of the restric-
tion to g-valued connections in part 2) of Proposition 1.71 and to maps to G
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(instead of G∗) in part 3) of the same proposition. In both cases one needs
to express the triviality of the image under the canonical morphism

(1.338) ε : G∗ = G � Gm → Gm.

We let ε(P̃ ) be the Gm-equivariant Gm-principal bundle obtained from P̃

and the homomorphism ε. We denote by ε̃ the bundle map ε̃ : P̃ → ε(P̃ ).

Lemma 1.73. 1) A connection ∇ on P̃ 0 is g-valued iff it is compatible
through ε̃ with the trivial connection on ε(P̃ ), i.e. iff ε(∇) = d.

2) Suppose given an invariant flat connection ∇ on P̃ 0 with ε(∇) = d
as above. For any section η with ∇ η = 0, consider the unique bundle
isomorphism between the restrictions of P̃ 0 to sections σ : ∆ → B with
σ(0) = y0, determined by the trivialisation η. For such an invariant flat
connection ∇, consider the corresponding ∇(ξ), defined as in (1.336). This
∇(ξ) is equisingular iff the bundle isomorphism defined by η is regular on
∆.

3) An invariant bundle automorphism of the Gm-equivariant G∗-prin-
cipal bundle P̃ comes from a map γ as in (1.337) iff it induces the identity
automorphism on ε(P̃ ).

Proof. 1) The compatibility with the trivial connection means that
the image by ε̃ of horizontal vectors is horizontal. Let ξ(b) = (b, 1) and
� = ∇(ξ). The compatibility holds iff ε(�(X)) = 0 for every tangent
vector, i.e. iff �, which is a priori g∗-valued, is in fact g-valued.

2) Let � = ∇(ξ). A solution γ(z, v) ∈ G of the equation Dγ = � gives
a flat section η(b) = (b, γ−1(b)) of P̃ 0. Let σj : ∆ → B with σj(0) = y0.
The bundle isomorphism between the σ∗

j P̃
0, associated to the trivialisation

η, is given by left multiplication by a map z �→ k(z) ∈ G∗, such that

k(z) γ−1(σ1(z)) = γ−1(σ2(z)) , ∀z ∈ ∆∗.

Thus, one has k = σ∗
2(γ)−1 σ∗

1(γ) and k is regular iff the σ∗
j (γ) have the

same singularity.
This shows that, if a flat section η for ∇ fulfills the condition of the

second statement of the lemma, then � = ∇(ξ) is equisingular. Conversely,
if � = ∇(ξ) is equisingular, then we get a flat section η of P̃ 0 which fulfills
the condition of 2) of the lemma.

In fact, any other flat section is of the form η′ = ηg for some g ∈ G∗(C),
and this does not alter the regularity of the bundle isomorphism associated
to the trivialization.

3) A bundle automorphism is given by the left multiplication by a map
γ from B to G∗. It is invariant iff (1.337) holds, and it induces the identity
automorphism iff ε◦γ = 1. This means that γ takes values in G = Ker ε. �

Definition 1.74. We say that ∇ is equisingular when it fulfills the hy-
pothesis of 2) of Lemma 1.73.
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Thus, we have translated into this more geometric language the notion
of equisingular connection of Definition 1.65.

We remarked in the proof of Theorem 1.67 that the flat invariant connec-
tions extend automatically to the “compactification” of the base B obtained
by passing from C∗ to C. We now state this result in more geometric terms.
We define the “compactification” of the base B as

(1.339) B = B ×Gm Ga.

This is still a Gm-space, since one has a natural action of Gm on the right,
but it is no longer a principal Gm-bundle, since this action admits a whole
set of fixed points given by

(1.340) Bfix = B ×Gm {0} ⊂ B = B ×Gm Ga.

As above, we use the notation X0 to indicate the restriction of a bundle X
to B0.

Lemma 1.75. 1) The bundle P̃ extends canonically to a Gm-equivariant
G∗-principal bundle P̃ on B.

2) Any invariant connection ∇ on P̃ 0 with ε(∇) = d extends canonically
to an invariant connection ∇ on P̃ 0. The restriction of ∇ to Bfix is the
trivial connection d.

3) An invariant bundle automorphism γ of the Gm-equivariant G∗-prin-
cipal bundle P̃ with ε(γ) = 1 extends to an invariant bundle automorphism
of P̃ whose restriction to Bfix is the identity.

Proof. 1) Let P̃ be the trivial G∗-principal bundle P̃ = B ×G∗. Since
the action of Gm on B extends canonically to an action on B we can ap-
ply Proposition 1.70 1) and get the required Gm-equivariant G∗-principal
bundle.

2) Let us show that the differential form � = ∇ ξ on B0, where ξ is
the section ξ(b) = (b, 1), extends to B0 by continuity. This extension then
uniquely determines the extension of ∇ as a connection on P̃ 0. We use
a (non-canonical) trivialization of B as a Gm-principal bundle, and write
B = ∆×Gm. The condition ε(∇) = d shows that the form � takes values
in the Lie subalgebra g ⊂ g∗, where g∗ = Lie(G∗). Thus, it is of the form

� = a(z, v) dz + b(z, v)
dv

v
,

where a(z, v) and b(z, v) are g-valued functions and dv
v is the fundamental

1-form of the principal C∗-bundle B. The invariance condition means that

a(z, uv) = uY a(z, v) , b(z, uv) = uY b(z, v) , ∀u ∈ Gm(C).

Thus, the strict positivity of the grading Y on g shows that a(z, v) dz extends
by 0 for v = 0 and that uY b(z, 1) 1

u extends by continuity to B0 (with a not
necessarily zero value at u = 0) so that b(z, v) dv

v extends to B0.
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3) The invariant bundle automorphism is given by left multiplication Lγ

by γ(z, v) ∈ G fulfilling

γ(z, uv) = uY γ(z, v) , ∀u ∈ Gm(C).

Since the grading is strictly positive on the kernel of the augmentation ideal
of the Hopf algebra of the affine group scheme G, one gets that uY γ(z, 1)
extends by continuity to γ(z, 0) = 1. �

Remark 1.76. In the physics interpretation of Remark 1.64, the fiber

π−1({z}) ⊂ B

over z is the set of possible values of µz �. Thus the compactification B
corresponds then to adding the classical limit � = 0.

7.4. Tannakian categories and affine group schemes.

In the previous sections we have translated the data of perturbative
renormalization from loops to equisingular flat connections. This makes it
possible to use the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence and classify the equi-
singular flat connections in terms of representation theoretic data.

We begin by recalling some general facts about the Tannakian formalism.
This gives a very general setting in which a given set of data with suitable
properties (a neutral Tannakian category) can be shown to be equivalent to
the category of finite-dimensional linear representations of an affine group
scheme.

An abelian category is a category to which the usual tools of homological
algebra apply. This is made precise by the following definition (cf. e.g. [139],
§2.2).

Definition 1.77. A category C is an abelian category if the following
axioms are satisfied.

• For any X,Y ∈ Obj(C), the set HomC(X,Y ) is an abelian group,
with respect to which the composition of morphisms is bi-additive.
• There is an object 0 ∈ Obj(C) such that HomC(0, 0) is the trivial

group.
• There are finite products and coproducts, namely, for each X,X ′ ∈

Obj(C) there exists a Y ∈ Obj(C) and morphisms

X
f1→ Y

f2← X ′ and X
h1← Y

h2→ X ′,

with h1f1 = 1X , h2f2 = 1X′, h2f1 = 0 = h1f2, f1h1 + f2h2 = 1Y .
• For any X,Y ∈ Obj(C), every morphism f : X → Y has a canoni-

cal decomposition

K
k→ X

i→ I
j→ Y

c→ K ′,

where j ◦ i = f , with K = Ker(f), K ′ = Coker(f), and I =
Coker(k) = Ker(c).
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We need to consider more structure, in order to arrive at something that
has the right properties to compare with the category of representations of
an affine group scheme.

Definition 1.78. A category C is k-linear for a field k if, for any X,Y ∈
Obj(C), the set HomC(X,Y ) is a k-vector space. A tensor category over k
is a k-linear category C, endowed with a bi-functor ⊗ : C × C → C and a
distinguished object 1 ∈ Obj(C) satisfying the following property:

• There are functorial isomorphisms

aX,Y,Z : X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z)→ (X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z

cX,Y : X ⊗ Y → Y ⊗X

lX : X ⊗ 1→ X and rX : 1⊗X → X.

One assumes coherence in the form of triangle, pentagon and hexagon
relations ([260], [2]) and also the commutativity property that cY,X =
c−1
X,Y .

A rigid tensor category is a tensor category C over k with a duality ∨ : C →
Cop, satisfying the following properties:

• For any X ∈ Obj(C) the functor − ⊗X∨ is left adjoint to − ⊗X
and the functor X∨ ⊗− is right adjoint to X ⊗−.
• There is an evaluation morphism ε : X ⊗ X∨ → 1 and a unit

morphism δ : 1 → X∨ ⊗ X satisfying (ε ⊗ 1) ◦ (1 ⊗ δ) = 1X and
(1⊗ ε) ◦ (δ ⊗ 1) = 1X∨.

One assumes that End(1) ∼= k.

Remark 1.79. There is a well-defined notion of dimension for objects
in a rigid tensor category, with values in k ∼= End(1), given by dim(X) :=
Tr(1X) = ε ◦ cX∨,X ◦ δ.

We follow here the terminology of [106] p.165. Elsewhere in the litera-
ture the same quantity Tr(1X) is referred to as the Euler characteristic. The
reason for considering it a “dimension” lies in the result recalled in Remark
1.82 below. For the relation in the motivic context of this notion to the
usual Euler characteristic and its effect on the Tannakian property of the
category of pure motives see [2].

Recall also the following properties of functors.

Definition 1.80. A functor ω : C → C′ is faithful if, for all X,Y ∈
Obj(C), the mapping

(1.341) ω : HomC(X,Y )→ HomC′(ω(X), ω(Y ))

is injective. If C and C′ are k-linear categories, a functor ω is additive
if (1.341) is a k-linear map. An additive functor ω is exact if, for any
exact sequence 0 → X → Y → Z → 0 in C, the corresponding sequence
0 → ω(X) → ω(Y ) → ω(Z) → 0 in C′ is also exact. A functor ω : C → C′
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between k-linear tensor categories is a tensor functor if there are functorial
isomorphisms τ1 : ω(1)→ 1 and

τX,Y : ω(X ⊗ Y )→ ω(X)⊗ ω(Y ).

We further enrich the structure of a rigid tensor category by mapping it
to a category of vector spaces through a fiber functor. This is the extra piece
of structure that will make it possible to recover the affine group scheme from
the category.

Definition 1.81. Let C be a k-linear rigid abelian tensor category. Let
VectK denote the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces over a field K.
A fiber functor is an exact faithful tensor functor ω : C → VectK . A k-linear
rigid abelian tensor category C is a Tannakian category if it admits a fiber
functor ω : C → VectK , with K an extension of the field k. The category C
is a neutral Tannakian category if K = k.

Remark 1.82. Deligne showed in [106] that a rigid abelian tensor cat-
egory C over a field k of characteristic zero is a Tannakian category if and
only if the dimensions dim(X) ∈ End(1) = k are non-negative integers for
all objects X ∈ Obj(C) (cf. Remark 1.79).

The main example of a neutral Tannakian category is the category RepG

of finite-dimensional linear representations of an affine group scheme G over
k, with fiber functor the forgetful functor to vector spaces. The point of
the Tannakian formalism is that all neutral Tannakian categories are of the
form RepG.

Suppose given a neutral Tannakian category C, with fiber functor ω :
C → Vectk. To see that there is an associated affine group scheme, consider
first the group G(k) of automorphisms of ω, i.e. invertible natural transfor-
mations that are compatible with all the structure on the category C. If K
is an extension of k, then there is an induced functor ωK : C → VectK by
ωK(X) = ω(X) ⊗k K and one can associate to it the group G(K). Sim-
ilarly, one can make sense of G(A) for A a unital commutative k-algebra
and check that one obtains in this way a covariant representable functor to
groups G : Ak → G, i.e. an affine group scheme.

We have the following result ([260], [114]).

Theorem 1.83. Let C be a neutral Tannakian category, with fiber functor
ω : C → Vectk. Let G = Aut⊗(ω) be the affine group scheme of automor-
phisms of the fiber functor. Then ω induces an equivalence of rigid tensor
categories

ω : C → RepG.

The affine group scheme G is determined by the pair (C, ω), but when
no confusion can arise as to the fiber functor ω, we simply refer to G as the
Galois group of C.
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Remark 1.84. If C′ ⊂ C is a subcategory of a neutral Tannakian category
C, which inherits from C the structure of neutral Tannakian category, then
there is a corresponding homomorphism of group schemes G → G′, where
C ∼= RepG and C′ = RepG′.

The properties of the affine group scheme G reflect the properties of the
neutral Tannakian category C. We mention one property that will play a
role in §8 below.

A k-linear abelian category C is semi-simple if there exists A ⊂ Obj(C)
such that all objects X in A are simple (namely Hom(X,X) " k), with
Hom(X,Y ) = 0 for X �= Y in A, and such that every object of C is isomor-
phic to a direct sum of objects in A. A linear algebraic group over a field of
characteristic zero is reductive if every finite-dimensional linear representa-
tion is a direct sum of irreducibles. An affine group scheme is pro-reductive if
it is a projective limit of reductive linear algebraic groups. These properties
are related as follows.

Remark 1.85. Let G be the affine group scheme G = Aut⊗(ω) of a
neutral Tannakian category C with fiber functor ω. Then G is pro-reductive
if and only if the category is semi-simple.

We look at a concrete case, to illustrate the result of Theorem 1.83. Con-
sider the category RepH of finite dimensional complex linear representations
of a group H. This is a neutral Tannakian category with fiber functor the
forgetful functor to VectC. Theorem 1.83 then shows that there exists an
affine group scheme G, dual to a commutative Hopf algebra H over C, such
that the fiber functor gives an equivalence of categories RepH

∼= RepG. This
G is called the algebraic hull of H and can be quite non-trivial even in very
simple cases. For instance, consider the following example (cf. [284]).

Example 1.86. Consider the group H = Z. In this case RepH
∼= RepG,

where G is the affine group scheme dual to the Hopf algebra H = C[e(q), t],
for q ∈ C/Z, with the relations e(q1 + q2) = e(q1)e(q2) and the coproduct
∆(e(q)) = e(q)⊗ e(q) and ∆(t) = t⊗ 1 + 1⊗ t.

The Tannakian formalism was initially proposed by Grothendieck as a
“linear version” of the theory of fundamental groups. The main idea is
that the group of symmetries (fundamental group in the case of covering
spaces, Galois group in the case of algebraic equations) always arises as
the group of automorphisms of a fiber functor. In the theory of (profinite)
fundamental groups, one considers a functor ω from a certain category of
finite étale covers to the category of finite sets. The profinite group G =
Aut(ω) of automorphisms of this functor determines an equivalence between
the category of covers and that of finite G-sets. (The reader interested in
seeing more about the case of fundamental groups should look at SGA1
[154].) The Tannakian formalism was then developed by Saavedra [260]
and Deligne–Milne [114] (cf. also the more recent [106]). The fiber functor
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ω with values in vector spaces can be thought of as a “linear version” of the
case with values in finite sets, and the affine group scheme G = Aut⊗(ω)
plays the role of the Galois group (or the fundamental group) in this setting.

In a very different context, a philosophy very similar to the Tannakian
formalism can be found in results by Doplicher and Roberts [124], obtained
with operator algebra techniques in the context of algebraic quantum field
theory. There one recovers a global compact gauge group G from its category
of finite-dimensional continuous unitary representations. This category is
characterized as a monoidal C∗-category whose objects are endomorphisms
of certain unital C∗-algebras and whose morphisms are intertwining opera-
tors between these endomorphisms. A characterization in terms of integer
dimensions similar to the one found by Deligne for Tannakian categories
also holds in this context (cf. Remark 1.82).

7.5. Differential Galois theory and the local Riemann–Hilbert
correspondence.

For our purposes, we are interested in the Tannakian formalism applied
to categories of differential systems, where it has a fundamental role in
the context of differential Galois theory and the (local) Riemann–Hilbert
correspondence (cf. [222], [285]).

We recall briefly, in the rest of this section, some general facts about
differential Galois theory and the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence, before
analyzing the case of equisingular connections in the next section.

Differential Galois theory was discovered by Picard and Vessiot at the
beginning of the twentieth century, but it remained for a long time a quite
intractable problem to compute the differential Galois group of a given dif-
ferential equation. All results were confined to the regular singular case, in
which it is the Zariski closure of the representation of monodromy, by an old
result of Schlesinger. This situation has changed drastically since the work
of Deligne, Malgrange, Ramis and Ecalle. In short, Martinet and Ramis
discovered a natural generalization of the notion of monodromy that plays
in the local analysis of irregular singularities the same role as monodromy
does in the regular case.

The fundamental result is that an irregular singular differential equation
generates a representation of the wild fundamental group,

πwild
1 → GLn(C)

and this representation classifies the equation up to gauge equivalence.
Moreover the differential Galois group of the differential equation is the
Zariski closure of the image of πwild

1 in GLn(C). This holds both in the
local and the global case and extends to the irregular case the classical (i.e.
regular-singular) Riemann-Hilbert correspondence.
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Regular linear differential equation Representation of π1

D modulo gauge equivalence in GLn(C)

GalK(D) Zariski closure of Imπ1

Linear differential equation Representation of πwild
1

D modulo gauge equivalence in GLn(C)

GalK(D) Zariski closure of Imπwild
1

In the usual setting of differential Galois theory (see e.g. [285]), one
considers a differential field (K, δ) with field of constants C. The two main
cases for the local theory are the formal theory where K = C((z)) and the
non-formal theory where K = C({z}).

A system of ordinary differential equations of the form

(1.342) δ(u) = Au,

with A = (aij) an n × n matrix, determines a differential module with
V = Kn and the connection ∇ given by ∇(ei) = −

∑
ajiej , with the ei a

basis of V over K. The equation (1.342) is then equivalent to the condition
∇(
∑

i uiei) = 0. A linear differential equation

(1.343) Df = 0 , with D =
n∑

j=0

aj δ
j

of order n determines a system, using the companion matrix of the polyno-
mial expression of D.

In general, an equation of the form (1.342) will have at most n solutions
in K that are linearly independent over the field of constants, but in general
it might not have a full set of solutions in K. In that case, one can consider
the Picard–Vessiot extension of K determined by (1.342). This is the small-
est differential field extension E of K (the derivation of E restricts to that
of K), with the same field of constants, such that (1.342) has a set of n inde-
pendent solutions in E. The fact that the field of constants is algebraically
closed ensures the existence of Picard–Vessiot extensions. The differential
Galois group of the equation (1.342) is the group G(E/K) of differential
automorphisms of the Picard–Vessiot extension E of (1.342) that fix K. Its
action on a system of n independent solutions in E determines a natural
faithful representation of G(E/K) in GLn(C) and its image is an algebraic
subgroup of GLn(C).
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To understand the meaning of the differential Galois group let us mention
two very simple examples and a general result on the solvability of equations.

Example 1.87. Let a ∈ K be an element which does not belong to the
image of δ. Then adjoining the primitive of a, that is, a solution of the
inhomogeneous equation δ(f) = a, can be described through the system given
by the matrix

A =
[

0 −a
0 0

]
.

The Picard-Vessiot extension E is given as the differential field E = K〈f〉
obtained by adjoining a formal primitive f of a to K. Since a /∈ Im δ one
checks that f is transcendental over K. The differential Galois group is the
group G(E/K) = Ga(C) acting by f �→ f + c.

In general, it is quite useful, in order to determine the Picard–Vessiot
extension E, to know that it is obtained as the field of quotients of the
Picard–Vessiot ring R of the differential system (1.342). This is characterized
as follows.

• R is a differential algebra;
• R has no non-trivial differential ideal;
• There exists F ∈ GLn(R), such that F ′ + AF = 0;
• R is generated by the coefficients of F .

Example 1.88. For given a ∈ K, consider the equation

δ(u) = au.

Let R = K[u, u−1] be obtained by adjoining to K a formal solution and
its inverse. If a is such that R has no non-trivial differential ideal, then
R is the Picard–Vessiot ring, and the Picard–Vessiot extension E is the
field of quotients. In that case the differential Galois group is the group
G(E/K) = Gm(C) acting by u �→ λu. In general, the differential Galois
group is a subgroup of Gm(C).

The significance of the differential Galois group is that it makes it pos-
sible to recognize whether a given equation is solvable by the elementary
steps described in Examples 1.87 and 1.88. One has the following general
result:

Theorem 1.89. The following conditions are equivalent for a linear dif-
ferential equation D.

(i) The equation is solvable by repeated applications of the following
steps:

• Adjunction of primitives (example 1.87);
• Adjunction of exponentials of primitives (example 1.88);
• Finite algebraic extensions.
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(ii) The connected component (for the Zariski topology) of the identity
in the differential Galois group is solvable.

It is quite difficult to compute a differential Galois group in general, but
since it is the Zariski closure of the image of the wild fundamental group,
the key tool is the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence.

In order to understand the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence in the gen-
eral local case, we now come to the Tannakian formalism. We first introduce
the category of differential modules.

Definition 1.90. Let (K, δ) be a differential field with C as field of
constants. The category DK of differential modules over K has as objects
pairs (V,∇) of a vector space V ∈ Obj(VK) and a connection, namely a C-
linear map ∇ : V → V satisfying ∇(fv) = δ(f)v+f∇(v), for all f ∈ K and
all v ∈ V . A morphism between objects (V1,∇1) and (V2,∇2) is a K-linear
map T : V1 → V2 satisfying ∇2 ◦ T = T ◦ ∇1.

The category DK of differential modules over K of Definition 1.90 is a
C-linear rigid tensor category, with the tensor product

(V1,∇1)⊗ (V2,∇2) = (V1 ⊗ V2,∇1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗∇2)

and with (V,∇)∨ the K-linear dual of V with the induced connection. One
can check that the functor to vector spaces over C that assigns to a module
(V,∇) its solution space Ker∇ is a fiber functor. Thus, Theorem 1.83 shows
that there is an affine group scheme G and an equivalence of categories
DK
∼= RepG.
In the formal case K = C((z)), the affine group scheme G is a semidirect

product G = T � Z̄ of the Ramis exponential torus T by the algebraic hull
of Z. The Ramis exponential torus corresponds to the symmetries which
multiply by a non-zero scalar

eP (z−1/ν) �→ λP eP (z−1/ν) , with λP1+P2 = λP1 λP2

the formal exponentials of a polynomial in z−1/ν , where ν is a ramification
index.

This torus is then of the form T = Hom(B,C∗), where B = ∪ν∈NBν , for
Bν = z−1/νC[z−1/ν ]. In the non-formal case K = C({z}), the Galois group is
given by the Ramis wild fundamental group. This has additional generators,
which depend upon resummation of divergent series and are related to the
Stokes phenomenon. We will not discuss this further here. We refer the
interested reader to [222] and [285] for a more detailed treatment of both
the formal and the non-formal case.

It is useful to remark, however, that there are suitable classes of differ-
ential systems for which the Stokes phenomena are not present, hence the
differential Galois group is the same in the formal and in the non-formal
setting (cf. e.g. Proposition 3.40 of [285]).
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One recovers the differential Galois group of a single equation by con-
sidering the affine group scheme associated to the Tannakian subcategory
of DK generated by the differential module associated to the equation.

Similarly, one can restrict to particular Tannakian subcategories of DK

and identify them with categories of representations of affine group schemes.
All these results can be seen as a particular case of the Riemann–Hilbert cor-
respondence, which is broadly meant as an equivalence of categories between
the analytic datum of certain equivalence classes of differential systems and
a representation theoretic datum.

An important case is related to Hilbert’s 21st problem, or the Riemann–
Hilbert problem for regular–singular equations. For simplicity, we discuss
here only the local case of equations over an infinitesimal disk ∆ ⊂ C around
the origin. We refer the reader to [105] for a more general treatment.

Example 1.91. Let (K, δ) be the differential field K = C((z)) with
δ(f) = f ′. A differential equation (1.342) is regular-singular if there exists
an invertible matrix T with coefficients in K such that T−1AT −T−1δ(T ) =
B/z, where B is a matrix with coefficients in C[[z]]. The Tannakian sub-
category Drs

K of DK generated by the regular-singular equations is equivalent
to RepZ̄, where Z̄ is the algebraic hull of Z as in Example 1.86. This cor-
responds to the fact that a regular singular equation is determined by its
monodromy representation, where Z = π1(∆∗).

Deligne proved in [105] a much stronger form of the regular-singular
Riemann–Hilbert correspondence, where instead of the simple local case of
the infinitesimal disk one considers the general global case of a complement
of divisors in an algebraic variety. In this case it is still true that the category
of regular-singular differential systems is equivalent to the category of finite-
dimensional linear representations of the fundamental group. This type
of global regular-singular Riemann–Hilbert correspondence admits further
generalizations, in the form of an equivalence of derived categories between
regular holonomic D-modules and perverse sheaves. We refer the reader to
a short survey of this more general viewpoint given in §8 of [139].

Here we are interested specifically in identifying the Riemann–Hilbert
correspondence for the equivalence classes of flat equisingular connections
of §7.2. This case differs from the usual setting recalled here in the following
ways.

• Our base space is not just the disk ∆ but the C∗-fibration B over
∆, so we leave the category DK of differential systems of Definition
1.90.
• The equivalence relation on connections that we consider is through

gauge transformations regular at z = 0.
• The equisingular connections are not regular-singular, hence we

need to work in the setting of the “irregular” Riemann–Hilbert
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correspondence, where one allows for an arbitrary degree of irreg-
ularity, as in the case of DK above.
• The Galois group will be the same in both the formal and the

non-formal setting.

Recall that we already know from the proof of Theorem 1.67 that flat
equisingular connections have trivial monodromy, so that the representation
theoretic datum that classifies them is certainly not a monodromy represen-
tation. We see that the Galois group has a structure similar to the Ramis
exponential torus.

We discuss all this in detail in the next section.

7.6. Universal Hopf algebra and the Riemann–Hilbert corre-
spondence.

The main result of this section is the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence
underlying the theory of perturbative renormalization. This will identify a
universal affine group scheme U∗ that governs the structure of the diver-
gences of all renormalizable theories and which has the type of properties
that Cartier envisioned for his “cosmic Galois group”.

We begin by constructing a category of flat equisingular vector bundles.
We will then see how it relates to the flat equisingular connections for a
particular choice of the pro-unipotent affine group scheme G.

We first introduce the notion of a W -connection on a filtered vector
bundle. As above we let B0 ⊂ B be the complement of the fiber over
z = 0 ∈ ∆ for the space B of (1.298).

Definition 1.92. Let (E,W ) be a filtered vector bundle over B, with an
increasing filtration W−n−1(E) ⊂W−n(E) and a given trivialization of the
associated graded

GrW
n (E) = W−n(E)/W−n−1(E).

A W -connection on E is a connection ∇ on the vector bundle E0 = E|B0,
with the following properties :

(1) The connection ∇ is compatible with the filtration, i.e. it restricts
to all the W−n(E0).

(2) The connection ∇ induces the trivial connection on the associated
graded GrW (E).

Two W -connections ∇i on E0 are W -equivalent iff there exists an automor-
phism T of E, preserving the filtration, that induces the identity on GrW (E)
and conjugates the connections, T ◦ ∇1 = ∇2 ◦ T .

We reformulate conditions (1.300) and (1.301) of equisingularity in this
context. Let V be a finite-dimensional Z-graded vector space V = ⊕n∈ZVn,
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and consider the trivial vector bundle E = B × V . We view it as a Gm-
equivariant filtered vector bundle (E,W ), with W the weight filtration

(1.344) W−n(V ) = ⊕m≥nVm,

and the Gm-action induced by the grading of V .

Definition 1.93. A flat W -connection ∇ on E is equisingular if it is
Gm-invariant and for any fundamental system of solutions of ∇η = 0 the
associated isomorphism between restrictions of E to sections σ : ∆ → B
with σ(0) = y0 is regular.

We construct a category E of flat equisingular vector bundles as follows.

Definition 1.94. The objects Obj(E) are given by data Θ = [V,∇]. Here
V is a finite-dimensional Z-graded vector space and ∇ is an equisingular W -
connection on the filtered bundle E0 = B0 × V . The brackets [V,∇] mean
taking the W -equivalence class of the connection ∇. The data (E,∇) are a
flat equisingular vector bundle.

The morphisms HomE(Θ,Θ′) are linear maps T : V → V ′ that are
compatible with the grading and satisfy the following condition. Consider on
the bundle (E′ ⊕ E)∗ the W -connection

∇1 :=
(
∇′ 0
0 ∇

)
and the W -connection ∇2, which is the conjugate of ∇1 by the unipotent
matrix

(1.345)
(

1 T
0 1

)
.

Then the requirement for a morphism T ∈ HomE(Θ,Θ′) is that these two
W -connections are W -equivalent on B,

(1.346) ∇2 =
(
∇′ T ∇− ∇′ T
0 ∇

)
∼ ∇1 =

(
∇′ 0
0 ∇

)
.

It is worth explaining why it is necessary to use the direct sum E′ ⊕
E and the matrices in condition (1.346) for the definition of morphisms.
This is related to the fact that we are dealing with filtered spaces. The
problem is that the category of filtered vector spaces, with morphisms that
are linear maps respecting the filtration, is not an abelian category. In
fact, suppose given a linear map f : V → V ′ of filtered vector spaces, such
that f(W−n(V )) ⊂ W−n(V ′). In general, there is no relation between the
restriction to the image of f of the filtration of V ′ and the filtration on the
quotient of V by Ker(f), while in an abelian category one would expect
an isomorphism between V/Ker(f) and Im(f). Thus, we have to refine our
class of morphisms to one for which this property is satisfied.

We first explain the relation of Definition 1.94 to the equivalence classes
of flat equisingular G-connections considered in Sections 7.2 and 7.3.
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Lemma 1.95. Let G be the affine group scheme dual to a graded con-
nected Hopf algebra H = ⊕n≥0Hn, with finite-dimensional Hn, as in §7.2.
Let � be a flat equisingular connection as in Definition 1.65. Let ξ : G →
GL(V ) be a finite-dimensional linear graded representation of G. Then the
data (�, ξ) determine an element Θ ∈ Obj(E). Equivalent � determine the
same Θ.

Proof. Notice that a graded representation of the pro-unipotent G
in V can be described equivalently as a graded representation of the Lie
algebra g = LieG in V . Since the Lie algebra g is positively graded,
both representations are compatible with the weight filtration W−n(V ) =
⊕m≥nVm. The induced representation on the associated graded GrW

n (V ) =
W−n(V )/W−n−1(V ) is the identity. We let ξ∗ : G∗ → GL(V ) be the natural
extension of ξ to G∗ = G� Gm which when restricted to Gm is the grading
of V . Consider the vector bundle E on B associated to the trivial principal
G∗-bundle P̃ by the representation ξ∗. The connection � is a flat equisingu-
lar G-connection in the sense of Definition 1.65 and by Lemma 1.73 it gives
a flat equisingular connection on the G∗-bundle P̃ 0 of (1.334). It induces a
connection ∇ on E0 = E|B0 , which using Lemma 1.73 is a flat equisingular
W -connection in the sense of Definition 1.93. If � and �′ are flat equisin-
gular G-connection on P 0 that are equivalent as in Definition 1.66, then the
corresponding W -connections ∇ and ∇′ are W -equivalent. �

Thus, the category E of flat equisingular vector bundles of Definition 1.94
provides a universal setting where equivalence classes of flat equisingular G-
connections for varying G can be analyzed simultaneously. We will see later
how we recover the classes of flat equisingular connections for a particular
G from the general case.

We first analyze the main properties of the category E . We begin by
introducing the affine group scheme U∗ and the universal singular frame γU.

Definition 1.96. Let LU = F(1, 2, 3, · · · )• denote the free graded Lie
algebra generated by elements e−n of degree n, for each n > 0. Consider the
Hopf algebra

(1.347) HU := U(F(1, 2, 3, · · · )•)∨,

which is the graded dual of the universal enveloping algebra of LU. We
denote by U the affine group scheme associated to the commutative Hopf
algebra HU, and by U∗ the semidirect product U∗ = U � Gm, with the action
given by the grading.

As an algebra HU is isomorphic to the linear space of noncommutative
polynomials in variables fn, n ∈ N, with the shuffle product.
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The sum

(1.348) e =
∞∑
1

e−n ,

defines an element of the Lie algebra LU of U. Since U is by construction a
pro-unipotent affine group scheme we can lift e to a morphism

(1.349) rg : Ga → U ,

of affine group schemes from the additive group Ga to U. This morphism
will play an important role from the point of view of renormalization. In
fact, we will see in Theorem 1.106 that it gives a universal and canonical lift
of the renormalization group.

Definition 1.97. The universal singular frame is the loop in the pro-
unipotent Lie group U(C) given by the formula

(1.350) γU(z, v) = Te−
1
z

∫ v
0 uY (e) du

u .

We can compute explicitly the coefficients of the universal singular frame
as follows.

Proposition 1.98. The universal singular frame is given by

(1.351) γU(−z, v) =
∑

n≥0,kj>0

e−k1e−k2 · · · e−kn

k1 (k1 + k2) · · · (k1 + k2 + · · ·+ kn)
v
∑

kj z−n

Proof. Using (1.348) and (1.262), we obtain that the coefficient of
e−k1e−k2

· · · e−kn is given by the expression

v
∑

kj z−n

∫
0≤s1≤···≤sn≤1

sk1−1
1 · · · skn−1

n ds1 · · · dsn .

This yields the desired result. �

Remark 1.99. Notice that the coefficients of γU(z, v) are all rational
numbers. Moreover, the coefficients of (1.351) are the same coefficients
that appear in the local index formula of [92].

The main result of this section, which gives the Riemann–Hilbert cor-
respondence for the category of flat equisingular bundles, is the following
theorem.

Theorem 1.100. Let E be the category of equisingular flat bundles of
Definition 1.94. Let ω : E → VectC be the functor defined by ω(Θ) = V ,
for Θ = [V,∇]. Then E is a neutral Tannakian category with fiber functor
ω and is equivalent to the category of representations RepU∗ of the affine
group scheme U∗ of Definition 1.96.
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Proof. We prove this result in several steps. Let V be a finite-dimen-
sional graded vector space over a field k. (Here we work with k = C, but
see Corollary 1.105 below.) Let GV (k) denote the group of linear transfor-
mations S ⊂ End(V ) compatible with the weight filtration,

(1.352) SW−n(V ) ⊂W−n(V ),

and inducing the identity on the associated graded

(1.353) S|GrW
n

= 1.

The unipotent algebraic group GV is (non-canonically) isomorphic to the
unipotent group of upper triangular matrices. Its Lie algebra is then iden-
tified with strictly upper triangular matrices. We then have a direct trans-
lation between W -connections and G-valued connections.

Proposition 1.101. Let (E,∇) be a flat equisingular vector bundle, with
E = B × V . Then the following holds.

(1) The connection ∇ defines a flat equisingular GV -valued connection
�, for GV as above.

(2) All flat equisingular GV -valued connections are obtained in this
way.

(3) This bijection preserves equivalence, namely equivalent flat equi-
singular GV -valued connections correspond to the same object Θ =
[V,∇] of E.

Proof. Since W -connections are compatible with the filtration and
trivial on the associated graded, they are obtained by adding a LieGV -
valued 1-form � to the trivial connection. Similarly, W -equivalence is given
by the equivalence of Definition 1.66. �

Lemma 1.102. (1) Let Θ = [V,∇] be an object of E. There exists a
unique representation ρ = ρΘ of U∗ in V such that the restriction
to Gm ⊂ U∗ is the grading and

(1.354) Dρ(γU) " ∇,
where γU is the universal singular frame.

(2) Given a representation ρ : U∗ → GL(V ), there exists a connection
∇ on E0 = B0 × V , unique up to equivalence, such that [V,∇] is
an object in E and ∇ satisfies (1.354).

Proof. Let GV be defined as above. By Proposition 1.101, we know
that ∇ defines a flat equisingular GV -valued connection �. Then, using
(1.303) of Theorem 1.67, we know that we have an equivalence

� ∼ D
(
Te−

1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β) du

u

)
,

for a unique element β ∈ LieGV . We can decompose the element β into
homogeneous components for the action of the grading, β =

∑
n βn with

Y (βn) = nβn. Thus, the element β (and the grading) uniquely determine
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a representation ρ of U∗ in GV , where ρ(e−n) = βn. This representation
satisfies (1.354) by construction. Conversely, given a representation ρ of U∗,
we consider the grading associated to the restriction to Gm and let

γ(z, v) = Te−
1
z

∫ v
0 uY (ρ(e)) du

u .

The flat equisingular connection Dγ determines a W -connection ∇ on the
vector bundle E0 with the desired properties. �

We will see in Theorem 1.106 below that the construction of represen-
tations of U in GV used in the proof of Lemma 1.102 above holds in general
and provides the way to recover classes of flat equisingular connections for
a given pro-unipotent affine group scheme G from the data of the category
E . We now continue with the proof of Theorem 1.100.

Lemma 1.103. Let Θ = [V,∇] be an object in E. Then the following
holds.

(1) For any S ∈ Aut(V ) compatible with the grading, S∇S−1 is an
equisingular connection.

(2) The representation ρΘ of Lemma 1.102 satisfies

ρ[v,S ∇S−1] = S ρ[V,∇] S
−1.

(3) The equisingular connections ∇ and S∇S−1 are equivalent if and
only if [ρ(E,∇), S] = 0.

Proof. (1) The equisingularity condition is satisfied. In fact, the Gm-
invariance follows from the compatibility with the grading and the restriction
to a section σ : ∆→ B satisfies

σ∗(S∇S−1) = S σ∗(∇)S−1,

so that the second condition for equisingularity is also satisfied.
(2) The second statement follows from Lemma 1.102 and the compati-

bility of S with the grading. In fact, we have, for an element β ∈ LieGV ,

S Te−
1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β) du

u S−1 = Te−
1
z

∫ v
0 uY (S β S−1) du

u .

(3) The third statement follows immediately from the second, since
equivalence corresponds to having the same β ∈ LieGV , by Theorem 1.67.

�

Proposition 1.104. Let Θ = [V,∇] and Θ′ = [V ′,∇′] be objects of E.
Let T : V → V ′ be a linear map compatible with the grading. Then the
following two conditions are equivalent:

(1) T ∈ HomE(Θ,Θ′);
(2) TρΘ = ρΘ′ T .
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Proof. Let S ∈ Aut(E′⊕E) be the unipotent automorphism of (1.345).
By construction, S is an automorphism of E′ ⊕ E, compatible with the
grading. By (3) of the previous Lemma, we have

S

(
∇′ 0
0 ∇

)
S−1 ∼

(
∇′ 0
0 ∇

)
if and only if (

β′ 0
0 β

)
S = S

(
β′ 0
0 β

)
.

This holds if and only if β′ T = Tβ. �

To complete the proof of Theorem 1.100, we check that the functor
RepU∗ → E given by ρ �→ Dρ(γU ) is compatible with the tensor structure.
In E this is given by

(V,∇)⊗ (V ′,∇′) = (V ⊗ V ′,∇⊗ 1 + 1⊗∇′).

This is compatible with the W -equivalence and with the condition of eq-
uisingularity of the connections. The compatibility of ρ �→ Dρ(γU ) with
tensor products then follows from the formula

Te−
1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β⊗1+1⊗β′) du

u = Te−
1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β) du

u ⊗ Te−
1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β′) du

u .

On morphisms, it is sufficient to check the compatibility on 1⊗T and T ⊗1.
We have shown that the tensor category E is equivalent to the cat-

egory RepU∗ of finite-dimensional representations of U∗. The fact that
U∗ = Aut⊗(ω) then follows, since the fiber functor ω becomes through
this equivalence the forgetful functor that assigns to a representation the
underlying vector space. �

Corollary 1.105. The category E can also be defined over the field k =
Q and the equivalence of rigid k-linear tensor categories proved in Theorem
1.100 still holds for k = Q.

Proof. In the case where k = Q, we work in the formal setting with the
differential field K = Q((z)). We still consider the same geometric setting
as before, where the infinitesimal disk ∆ = Spec(K). All the arguments
still go through. In fact, notice that (1.273) gives a rational expression for
the operator D. This, together with the fact that the coefficients of the
universal singular frame in (1.351) are rational, implies that we can work
with a rational ∇. �

In particular, Corollary (1.105) also shows that for the category of flat
equisingular bundles the formal and the nonformal theory give the same
Galois group U∗. This reflects the fact that, due to the pro-unipotent nature
of the affine group scheme, our arguments usually depend upon only finitely
many terms in an infinite sum, cf. Remark 1.59.
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In the rational case, we can define, for each n ∈ Z, an object Q(n)
of the category E of equisingular flat vector bundles where V is given by
a one-dimensional Q-vector space placed in degree n, and ∇ is the trivial
connection on the associated vector bundle E over B. Then the fiber functor
takes the form ω = ⊕ωn, with

(1.355) ωn(Θ) = Hom(Q(n),GrW
−n(Θ)) .

We now return to discuss the physical significance of the result of The-
orem 1.100 and the role of the affine group scheme U∗ in perturbative
renormalization. The following result shows how U∗ is related to the pro-
unipotent affine group scheme G. In particular, this holds in the case where
G = Difg(T ) is the group of diffeographisms of a renormalizable theory.

Theorem 1.106. Let G be a pro-unipotent affine group dual to a graded
connected commutative Hopf algebra H = ⊕n≥0Hn, with finite-dimensional
Hn. Then the following properties hold.

(1) There exists a canonical bijection between equivalence classes of flat
equisingular connections on P̃ 0 and graded representations U → G,
or equivalently representations

(1.356) ρ : U∗ → G∗ = G � Gm,

which are the identity on Gm.
(2) The universal singular frame γU provides universal counterterms.

Namely, given a loop γµ ∈ L(G(C), µ), the universal singular frame
maps to γ−(z) under the representation ρ of (1.356).

(3) The renormalization group Ft in G(C) described in Proposition 1.47
is obtained as the composite ρ ◦ rg, with ρ as in (1.356) and rg :
Ga → U as in (1.349).

Proof. (1) Theorem 1.67 shows that the equivalence classes of flat eq-
uisingular connections are parameterized by the elements β ∈ LieG. We
then proceed as we did in the proof of Lemma 1.102. The positivity and
integrality of the grading make it possible to write β as an infinite formal
sum

(1.357) β =
∞∑
1

βn ,

where, for each n, βn is homogeneous of degree n for the grading, i.e. Y (βn) =
nβn. Assigning β and the action of the grading on it is the same as giving
a collection of homogeneous elements βn that fulfill no restriction besides
Y (βn) = nβn. In particular, there is no condition on their Lie brackets.
Thus, assigning such data is the same as giving a graded homomorphism
from the affine group scheme U to G, i.e. a ρ as in (1.356).
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(2) This follows from Theorem 1.58, since we have

ρ(γU)(z, v) = Te
−1
z

∫ v
0 uY (β) du

u .

(3) By Corollary 1.49 we know that β is the infinitesimal generator of
Ft �

Corollary 1.107. The affine group scheme U acts on the coupling con-
stants of physical theories, through the representation (1.356) to the group
of diffeographisms Difg(T ) and then applying Proposition 1.42 to obtain

(1.358) U→ Difg(T )→ Diff.

Thus, the affine group scheme U has the right properties that Cartier
expected for his “cosmic Galois group”. In §8 we will also discuss the arith-
metic nature of U and its relation to motivic Galois groups. Note that, while
the morphism Difg(T )→ Diff is defined over Q the morphism U→ Difg(T )
in (1.358) is only defined over C since it is associated to an equisingular
connection with complex coefficients. In the dual map of Hopf algebras, the
image of the generators Γ will have coefficients with respect to the genera-
tors of HU that are transcendental numbers obtained from the residues of
the graphs.

The map (1.356) can be seen as a map of Galois groups, from the Galois
group of the Tannakian category E to that of the Tannakian subcategory
generated by the flat equisingular vector bundles that come from flat equi-
singular G-connections on P̃ 0. In general, for a given quantum field theory
T the subcategory ET of E given by flat equisingular vector bundles coming
from T will differ from E . The corresponding affine group scheme plays
the same role as the Galois group of a given differential equation does with
respect to the universal group. Thus it is natural to define the Galois group
of T as follows, with

(1.359) Gal(T )∗ = Gal(T ) � Gm.

Definition 1.108. Let T be a given renormalizable quantum field theory.
We define the Galois group Gal (T )∗ as the affine group scheme associated
to the subcategory ET of flat equisingular vector bundles coming from T .
We let Gal (T ) be the graded affine group scheme kernel of the canonical
morphism Gal (T )∗ → Gm.

Since we are dealing with a subcategory of E , one has a natural surjection

(1.360) U→ Gal (T )

and the group homomorphism ρ : U → G of (1.356) with G = Difg(T )
factors through Gal (T ) by (1.360). When there are no divergences in the
theory one has Gal (T ) = {1} and this can happen even though Difg(T ) is
quite large. It is of course desirable to find in our framework an analogue of
Theorem 1.89 on the resolution of equations.
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Proposition 1.109. Let T be a given renormalizable quantum field the-
ory.

1) The theory T is finite iff its Galois group is trivial, that is Gal (T ) =
{1}.

2) If the theory T is super-renormalizable, its Galois group Gal (T ) is
finite-dimensional.

Proof. 1) If the theory is finite then there are no divergences and β = 0
so that the image of U in G = Difg(T ) is trivial. The converse also holds,
since the divergences are determined by the residues and hence by β.

2) By definition (cf. [62] §5.7.3) a theory is super-renormalizable iff only
a finite number of graphs need overall counterterms. The prototypical ex-
ample is T = φ3

4. It then follows that only a finite number of homogeneous
components βk are non-zero so that the Lie algebra of Gal (T ) is finite-
dimensional. �

In particular, Lie Gal(T ) is the Lie subalgebra of LieDifg(T ) generated
by the βn.

8. Motives in a nutshell

In this section we give a brief overview of Grothendieck’s theory of mo-
tives. The theory is vast and one can easily get into very hard technical
aspects, but we will only give an impressionistic sketch, and focus on those
aspects that are of direct relevance to the interaction with noncommutative
geometry and quantum physics. For the reader who might be interested in
a more detailed treatment of the subject, we recommend the recent book by
Yves André [2], and the two AMS volumes of the 1991 Seattle conference
(cf. [173]).

8.1. Algebraic varieties and motives.

We describe in this section those aspects of the theory of algebraic vari-
eties that contributed to the formulation of Grothendieck’s original idea of
a theory of motives.

8.1.1. Cohomology theories. With the development of étale cohomology
of algebraic varieties, one finds that there are several different viable coho-
mology theories one can associate to an algebraic variety. Moreover, these
theories are related by specific comparison isomorphisms.

If X is a smooth projective algebraic variety over a field k, then for a
given separable closure ksep and for X̄ the variety over ksep obtained by
extension of scalars, one can define the �-adic étale cohomology

(1.361) H i
et(X̄,Q�)

whenever � is prime to the characteristic of k. These are finite-dimensional
Q�-vector spaces, which satisfy all the desirable properties of a cohomology
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theory: Poincaré duality, Künneth formula, Lefschetz formula. Moreover,
the spaces H1

et(X̄,Q�) carry a representation of the absolute Galois group
Gal(k̄/k).

In the case where the field k is of characteristic zero, one can also define
de Rham cohomology groups

(1.362) H i
dR(X, k) = Hi(Ω∗

X/k),

which are finite-dimensional filtered k-vector spaces. These are constructed
by taking the hypercohomology of the algebraic de Rham complex Ω∗

X/k.
If the field k can be embedded in C, then the choice of such an embedding

σ : k ↪→ C determines another cohomology theory, the Betti cohomology

(1.363) H i
B(X,Q) := H i(X(C),Q)

is the singular cohomology of X(C). These are finite-dimensional Q-vector
spaces. They have the property that the C-vector space H i

B(X,Q) ⊗Q C is
bigraded (it carries a Hodge structure)

H i
B(X,Q)⊗Q C = ⊕p+q=iH

p,q.

There are interesting isomorphisms relating these cohomology theories.
The period isomorphism relates Betti and de Rham cohomology

(1.364) H i
B(X,Q)⊗Q C " H i

dR(X, k)⊗k C.

The matrix realizing the period isomorphism is the period matrix.
The comparison isomorphisms relate étale and Betti cohomology by

(1.365) H i
B(X,Q)⊗Q Q� " H i

et(X̄,Q�).

In positive characteristic and for a (perfect) field k, one can also consider
crystalline cohomology. This gives a functor from varieties over k to graded
W (k)-algebras that are finitely generated as W (k)-modules. Here W (k) is
the ring of Witt vectors of k. Again there is a comparison isomorphism,
which states that if X/k lifts to a smooth X/W (k) then crystalline and de
Rham cohomology agree

(1.366) H i
crys(X/k) " H i

dR(X/W (k)) = Hi(Ω∗
X/W (k)).

One can see a very simple example of these different cohomologies by
looking at H2(P1). This particular cohomology will play a role below, when
we talk about Tate motives. One has the following ([2], p.29)

• H2
et(P

1,Q�) = HomZ�
(lim←−n

µ�n ,Q�) (étale): µm is the group of m-th
roots of unity. (See [227] example 16.3.)
• H2

dR(P1, k) = k (de Rham) with the filtration F • with F≤0 = 0
and F>0 = k.
• H2

B(P1,Q) = 1
2πiQ (Betti).

• H2
crys(P

1) = W (k)[1/p] (crystalline in characteristic p).
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One can abstract from these cases (de Rham, étale, Betti, crystalline)
the desirable properties of a “good” cohomology theory of algebraic varieties.
This leads to the notion of Weil cohomology.

A Weil cohomology H∗ is a contravariant functor from the category V(k)
of smooth projective varieties over a field k (or from the category of smooth
projective schemes) to the category GrVect(K) of graded vector spaces over a
field K of characteristic zero. The required properties for a Weil cohomology
are summarized as follows.

• The vector spaces H i(X) are finite-dimensional in each degree i,
with H i(X) = 0 unless 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 dimX.
• Poincaré duality holds, namely for each X ∈ Obj(V(k)) there is

an isomorphism H2 dim X(X) " K and a nondegenerate bilinear
pairing (x, y) �→ 〈x, y〉,

(1.367) H i(X)×H2 dim X−i(X) �→ K.

• The Künneth formula holds: the projections πi : X1 × X2 → Xi,
for i = 1, 2, induce an isomorphism

(1.368) H∗(X ×k Y ) " H∗(X)⊗K H∗(Y ).

• If Ci(X) denotes the abelian group of algebraic cycles (linear com-
binations of irreducible closed subvarieties) in X of codimension i,
there is a cycle map

(1.369) γi
X : Ci(X)→ H2i(X)

which satisfies functoriality properties under pullback (and push-
forwards by Poincaré duality), has the multiplicative property

γi+j
X×Y (Z ×W ) = γi

X(Z)⊗ γj
Y (W )

and is normalized by the condition that γpt is the inclusion Z ⊂ K.
• Weak and hard Lefschetz conditions are satisfied. Namely if W is

a smooth hyperplane section of X and ι : W → X is the inclusion
then the induced map ι∗ : H i(X) → H i(W ) is an isomorphism
for i ≤ dimX − 2 and is injective for i = dimX − 1. This is the
weak Lefschetz condition, while hard Lefschetz states that there
are isomorphisms

(1.370) L(dim X−i) : H i(X) �→ H2 dim X−i(X),

for all i ≤ dimX, where L is the Lefschetz operator

L : H i(X)→ H i+2(X), L(x) = x ∪ γ1
X(W ).

The classical cohomology theories mentioned above (Betti, de Rham,
étale, crystalline) are Weil cohomologies. For example, consider the case of a
field k of characteristic zero. Betti cohomology is a Weil cohomology because
singular cohomology for varieties over C is a Weil cohomology. By results
of Grothendieck, Artin, and finally Deligne’s proof of the hard Lefschetz
properties, it is known that étale cohomology is a Weil cohomology.
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Notice that the existence of the cycle map (1.369) for a Weil cohomology
implies that there is always a part of the cohomology (the image of the cycle
map) that is realized by algebraic cycles. In particular, this shows that
correspondences given by algebraic cycles in the product of two varieties
determine morphisms of any Weil cohomology through the cycle map. This
is the key to defining morphisms in the category of motives. In general, one
has very little explicit knowledge of which part of a given cohomology theory
lies in the image of the cycle map (the Hodge conjecture being an example
of this type of question).

The natural question prompted by the existence of so many different
cohomology theories of algebraic varieties and of comparison isomorphisms
between them is to understand what type of information can be transferred
from one cohomology theory to another. The fundamental idea of motives is
the existence of a universal cohomology theory for algebraic varieties, with
values not in vector spaces but in a suitable Q-linear semi-simple monoidal
category (see below), which maps to all the “reasonable” cohomology the-
ories (i.e. to all Weil cohomologies). A cohomological invariant is motivic
if it exists at this universal level and it manifests itself in the various coho-
mologies through suitable realization functors.

8.1.2. Algebraic cycles. The fundamental step in constructing such a
universal cohomology theory is a “linearization” of the category of algebraic
varieties. This is achieved by replacing the usual notion of morphisms of
varieties by a larger class of morphisms given by correspondences realized
by algebraic cycles in the product.

Let V(k) be the category of smooth projective algebraic varieties over
a field k. It is not an additive category, but it can be embedded in an
additive category with the same objects and with morphisms given by formal
linear combinations (with coefficients in Z or in Q) of algebraic cycles in the
product X × Y of codimension equal to the dimension of X.

Thus, a correspondence Z is of the form Z =
∑

i niZi, where the Zi are
irreducible algebraic subvarieties of X × Y of the prescribed codimension.
We denote the resulting abelian group (or Q-vector space) by C0(X,Y )Z (or
C0(X,Y )Q).

Notice that, as in the case of a cohomology theory, we are constructing
a contravariant functor from varieties to motives, so that the abelian group
C0(X,Y )Z of algebraic cycles in X × Y corresponds to maps from Y to X,
hence the condition of the codimension being equal to dimX. A morphism
of varieties f : Y → X determines a morphism in this generalized sense by
taking the (transpose of the) graph Γ(f)t ⊂ X × Y .

In order to have both a well-defined composition and reasonably sized
spaces of morphisms, one needs to consider morphisms as defined by al-
gebraic cycles modulo a certain equivalence relation. For the purposes of
enumerative algebraic geometry, it suffices to consider cycles up to the nu-
merical equivalence relation. This states that two cycles Z1, Z2 ∈ C0(X,Y )
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are equivalent, Z1 ∼num Z2, iff the intersection numbers

(1.371) Z1 • Z = Z2 • Z
are the same, for any Z a subvariety of complementary dimension. The
intersection number is defined by linearity: if Zi =

∑
j nijZij then Zi •Z =∑

j nijZij • Z.

The category of numerical effective motives Meff
num(k) is the pseudo-

abelian envelope (the minimal pseudo-abelian category spanned by an ad-
ditive category, it also called the Karoubian envelope) of the category gen-
erated by the algebraic varieties with morphisms

C0(X,Y )Q,num = C0(X,Y )Q/ ∼num .

More precisely, this means that the objects of Meff
num(k) are pairs (X, p) of

X ∈ Obj(V(k)) and p a projector, that is, an endomorphism

p ∈ C0(X,X)Q,num

satisfying p2 = p (in the numerical equivalence relation). Morphisms be-
tween two such objects are of the form

(1.372) HomMeff
num(k)((X, p), (Y, q)) = q ◦ C0(X,Y )Q,num ◦ p.

An important result of Jannsen [174] shows that the categoryMeff
num(k)

is a semi-simple abelian category. It is endowed with a monoidal structure
induced by the Cartesian product of varieties.

Another notation for elements (X, p) in the categoryMeff
num(k) is p h(X).

In particular, one often writes hi(X) for an element (X, pi) inMeff
num(k) that

maps to H i(X) in the realization in a Weil cohomology (cf. § 8.2.4 below
on the standard conjectures). The decomposition H∗(X) = ⊕iH

i(X) as a
graded vector space corresponds to the fact that an algebraic variety has
an additive decomposition in the category of motives of the form h(X) =
⊕ih

i(X). In this sense, motives can be thought of as “direct summands of
algebraic varieties”. One says that the motive hi(X) is pure of weight i.

One can consider other choices of the equivalence relation on alge-
braic cycles. One choice is rational equivalence. In this case one says that
Z1 ∼rat Z2 if they can be transformed one into the other by a sequence of de-
formations parameterized by the projective line P1. The group of algebraic
cycles modulo rational equivalence is the Chow group Ai(X). One denotes
the resulting vector space of correspondences by C0(X,Y )Q,rat and one ob-
tains in this way a category of effective Chow motives Meff

rat(k) as above,
by replacing ∼num with ∼rat. As we discuss below, these categories have
different properties when one changes the choice of the equivalence relation.

Another important equivalence relation on algebraic cycles is the ho-
mological relation. This depends upon the choice of a Weil cohomology
H∗. As we have seen, such a cohomology comes endowed with a cycle map
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γi : Ai(X) → H2i(X)(i). We say that an algebraic cycle Z ∈ C0(X,Y ) is
homologically trivial if its image under the cycle map is trivial, γ(Z) = 0.
One denotes the resulting equivalence relation by ∼H−hom, or ∼hom when
the choice of H∗ is understood. One can then define a category of effective
motives up to homological equivalenceMeff

hom(k) as above.
The rational equivalence relation is the finest among those mentioned,

while the numerical is the coarsest. It is part of the standard conjectures
(which we discuss briefly later in this section) that the numerical and the
homological equivalence relations are expected to coincide. In particular the
homological relation is independent of the choice of the Weil cohomology.

We denote by Cr(X,Y )Q the vector space of algebraic cycles of codimen-
sion dimX+r. The composition law for correspondences given by algebraic
cycles is defined using the intersection product. For Z ∈ C0(X1, X2) and
W ∈ C0(X2, X3) one defines the composition as

(1.373) W ◦ Z = (π13)∗ (π∗
12Z • π∗

23W ) ,

where πij : X1 ×X2 ×X3 → Xi ×Xj are the projections. The law (1.373)
induces an associative composition product

◦ : Cr(X1, X2)Q,∼ × Cs(X2, X3)Q,∼ → Cr+s(X1, X3)Q,∼

for any of the equivalence relations mentioned above.

8.1.3. Zeta functions. Another important input that contributed to the
origin of motives is the question of counting points of varieties over finite
fields, and generalizations in terms of L-functions of varieties.

Given a variety X defined over a finite field Fq, with q = p� for a prime p,
one wants to count points of X over the fields Fqn . It is natural to introduce
a generating function for the numbers Nn = #X(Fqn) in the form

(1.374) logZX(t) =
∑

n

Nn

n
tn.

The numbers Nn have an interpretation as intersection numbers of the
diagonal in X ×X with the correspondence given by the graph of the n-th
power Frn

X of the Frobenius endomorphism induced by the transformation
x �→ xq on the algebra of functions on X. Thus, the question of computing
such intersection numbers can be seen as a question naturally formulated in
a category of motives up to numerical equivalence.

In the topological context, the question of counting the number of iso-
lated fixed points of a map (intersections of the graph with the diagonal) can
be treated efficiently using the Lefschetz fixed point formula, which turns it
onto a cohomological formulation

(1.375) #Fix(f) =
∑

i

(−1)iTr(f∗|H i(X)).

where f∗|H i(X) is the action of the induced map on cohomology.
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André Weil pioneered the use of this method in the case of the counting
of points X(Fqn). In fact, if one has a suitable cohomology theory H∗

for algebraic varieties over finite fields for which a version of the Lefschetz
fixed point formula applies, then one can reformulate the counting of Nn =
#X(Fqn) in terms of a Lefschetz formula for the Frobenius endomorphism

(1.376) Nn =
∑

i

(−1)iTr((Frn
X)∗|H i(X)),

so that the zeta function ZX(t) can be expressed in the form

(1.377) ZX(t) =
2 dim X∏

i=0

det(1− t Fr∗X |H i(X))(−1)i+1
.

A first glimpse of why the decomposition as a product over the odd or
even cohomology groups H i(X) of the zeta function can be thought of as a
motivic phenomenon comes from the very simple formula

#Pn(Fq) = 1 + q + q2 + · · ·+ qn,

which can be seen as a manifestation of the fact that the variety Pn has a
decomposition in the category of motives of the form

h(Pn) = 1⊕ L⊕ L2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln,

where 1, also denoted by Q(0), is the motive of a point, and L is the Lefschetz
motive, which is also denoted by Q(−1). It is the motive L = h2(P1). Thus,
one thinks in general of the product decomposition of (1.377) as a motivic
decomposition

ZX(t) =
2 dim X∏

i=0

L(hi(X), t)(−1)i+1
,

into L-factors L(hi(X), t) associated to the motives hi(X).

This approach and this class of zeta functions was then extended to
define L-functions for smooth projective varieties over number fields, which
can be thought of as a far-reaching generalization of the simplest example,
the Riemann zeta function

(1.378) ζ(s) =
∏
p

(1− p−s)−1.

This can be thought of as the L-function of the zero-dimensional variety
Spec Z. More generally, suppose that X is an algebraic variety defined over
a number field K. Then the associated Hasse–Weil L-function is given in
the form

(1.379) L(X, s) =
∏

i

L(H i(X), s)(−1)i+1
.
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Each L-function L(H i(X), s) in turn can be written as an Euler product
over the finite places of K,

(1.380) L(H i(X), s) =
∏

℘∈Spec(OK)

L℘(H i(X), s),

where the Euler factor L℘(H i(X), s) is associated to the reduction of X
modulo the prime ℘ in the following way.

In general, for K a global field and Kv the local field given by the com-
pletion in the valuation associated to a non-Archimedean place v of K, the
Galois group Gv = Gal(Ksep

v /K), for Ksep
v a separable closure, contains the

inertia subgroup
Iv = Gal(Ksep

v /Kun
v ),

with Kun
v the maximal unramified extension of Kv in Ksep

v . If the residue
field kv is a finite field, then the quotient Gv/Iv has a canonical generator
given by the Frobenius. Given a vector space V with a representation of
Gv, the Frobenius induces an automorphism of the inertia invariants V Iv .
The inverse of this automorphism is called the geometric Frobenius acting
on V Iv . In particular, for Xv a smooth projective variety over Kv, one has
an induced geometric Frobenius on the inertia invariants of the �-adic étale
cohomology of X̄v = Xv ×Kv Ksep

v , with � prime to the characteristic of kv.

The local Euler factor L℘(H i(X), s) is of the form

(1.381) L℘(H i(X), s) = det(1− Fr∗℘ n(℘)−s |H i(X̄℘,Q�)I℘)−1,

where n(℘) = #k℘ is the cardinality of the residue field at ℘ and Fr∗℘ is the
induced geometric Frobenius. (See [265] for more details.)

An important advantage of passing from the combined L-function (1.379)
to a single factor L(H i(X), s) is that one avoids the problem of infinitely
many poles arising from the zeros of the factors in the denominator. More-
over, at least conjecturally, the L(H i(X), s) are expected to have a nice
functional equation, when one completes the product (1.380) with a suit-
able contribution from the Archimedean places of K, as described in [265].
We return at the end of Chapter 2 of this book to discuss the Archimedean
local factors of the L-functions of motives from the point of view of non-
commutative geometry.

8.1.4. The Weil conjectures. An aspect of the theory of zeta functions
of algebraic varieties that had a very important historical role in the devel-
opment of the idea of motives was a set of conjectures on the properties of
the zeta functions of (1.374) and (1.377), partly modeled on the Riemann
zeta function. These are the Weil conjectures, which were initially proved by
Weil in the case of curves over finite fields and later in complete generality,
for any nonsingular projective variety over a finite field, by Deligne in [110],
after important contributions of Grothendieck, Dwork, Artin, that obtained
a proof of the first and second of the Weil conjectures.
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The first conjecture predicts that the zeta function ZX(t) is a rational
function of t, so that one can write

ZX(t) =
2 dim X∏

�=0

P�(t),

with the P�(t) polynomials of the form

(1.382) P�(t) =
∏
j

(1− λ�jt),

with λ�j the eigenvalues of the Frobenius on H�(X) as in (1.377). The second
conjecture predicts a functional equation for ZX(t), where for t = q−s one
has

(1.383) ZX(q(−dim X+s)) = ±qχ(X)(−s+dim X/2)ZX(q−s),

with χ(X) = ∆ • ∆ the self intersection of the diagonal, i.e. the Euler
characteristic. Finally, the third conjecture, which is the most difficult, is
the analog of the Riemann Hypothesis and gives a constraint on the position
of the zeros of the factors P�(t). Namely, the conjecture predicts that, setting
t = q−s, the zeros of P� lie on the line #(s) = �/2. This can be equivalently
stated as the condition that the eigenvalues λ�j are of absolute value

(1.384) |λ�j | = q�/2.

8.1.5. Jacobians. Another fundamental ingredient that played a role in
the development of the theory of motives is the geometry of algebraic curves
and their Jacobians. It was again André Weil who proposed to use the
Jacobian J(C) of a smooth projective curve C as a geometric replacement
for the cohomology H1(C,Q). In fact, prior to the general development
of étale cohomology, the fact that the Jacobian admits a purely algebraic
construction provided one with a good cohomology theory for curves over
any field of definition. This was especially useful in studying the properties
of the zeta function of a curve over a finite field, which is the direct analog
of the Riemann zeta function in the case of a function field (the latter being
the field of functions of a smooth projective curve over a finite field).

In motivic terms this property of the Jacobian is expressed by the iden-
tification

(1.385) HomMeff
num(k)Q

(h1(C), h1(C ′)) = Hom(J(C), J(C ′))⊗Q.

This means that it makes sense to think of J(C) as the motive h1(C), so
that the additive decomposition of a smooth projective curve in terms of
motives takes the form

h(C) = 1⊕ J(C)⊕ L.

In higher dimension, for a smooth projective variety X, a good gener-
alization of the Jacobian is provided by the Albanese and Picard varieties
Alb(X) and Pic(X). These also admit a purely algebraic construction, they
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are dual abelian varieties and both are isomorphic to the Jacobian in the case
of curves (see e.g. [249] for a survey of their role in the theory of motives).

8.1.6. Galois theory. Classical Galois theory has also been absorbed into
the theory of motives, as the particular case of Artin motives, which we dis-
cuss in more detail below. In this case, the main idea is that the theory
of motives gives a “linearization” of the theory of varieties. In particular,
the case of Galois theory arises by considering the case of zero-dimensional
smooth projective varieties (i.e. finite sets of points). The Grothendieck–
Galois correspondence states that there is an equivalence of categories be-
tween the category V0(k) of zero-dimensional smooth projective varieties
over k and the category of finite sets with a continuous action of Gal(ksep/k),
with ksep a separable closure of k. The functor that realizes the equivalence
of categories is given by taking the set of algebraic points of a variety

X �→ X(ksep).

The theory of Artin motives provides a linearization of the Grothendieck–
Galois correspondence in the following way. One obtains an equivalence of
categories between the category AMk (also denoted byMArtin(k)) of Artin
motives over k with Q-coefficients and the category of finite-dimensional Q-
linear representations RepG of G = Gal(ksep/k). The category AMk is the
subcategory ofMeff

num(k) generated by the zero-dimensional objects.
In this way Galois theory becomes the first instance of an application

of the Tannakian formalism to motives, with the Galois group Gal(ksep/k)
as the motivic Galois group of the Tannakian category of Artin motives. In
this case the functor that realizes the equivalence of categories is the fiber
functor

X �→ QX(ksep).

8.1.7. Modular forms. The theory of motives has important connections
with automorphic forms, most notably through some aspects of the Lang-
lands program. We are not going to touch on this aspect at all, and in fact
we will only encounter elliptic modular forms in Chapter 3. It is at least
worth mentioning that one can associate motives to elliptic modular forms
(i.e. modular forms for congruence subgroups of SL2(Z)), using the geome-
try of Kuga–Sato varieties or of the moduli space of stable curves of genus
one with marked points (these constructions were obtained, respectively, in
[261] and [101]).

8.2. Pure motives.

The history of motives began in the early sixties, when Grothendieck en-
visioned the whole idea of the existence of a theory of motives underlying the
different cohomology theories of algebraic varieties. Although Grothendieck
himself did not write about it at the time, the first important paper de-
scribing the fundamental steps in the construction of a category of pure
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motives and its properties appeared shortly afterwards, written by Manin
[213]. This seminal paper contained the first new result in algebraic geom-
etry obtained as a direct consequence of the theory of motives, namely a
proof of the Weil conjecture for the zeta function of a unirational projective
3-fold over a finite field. Even though eventually Deligne’s proof of the Weil
conjectures in full generality did not use directly the theory of motives, this
result provided convincing evidence for the original vision of Grothendieck
that the motivic formalism was to provide the deep rationale underlying the
Weil conjectures as well as a wider set of conjectural properties of algebraic
cycles, still largely unexplored today, collectively known as the “standard
conjectures” (see below).

After this initial development, the progress of the theory of motives was
somewhat slow. The crucial difficulty lies in the fact that not enough is
known in general about algebraic cycles in smooth projective varieties.

For the theory of pure motives, we refer the interested reader to the
very nice survey by Serre [264], as well as to the references [2], [108], [155],
[174], [186], [213], [236].

8.2.1. A Tannakian category.

We have already mentioned the category Meff
∼ (k) for various possible

equivalence relations on algebraic cycles. In particular,Meff
num(k) is by [174]

an abelian category. The monoidal structure induced by the product of
varieties can be improved to the structure of a rigid tensor category, if
one formally inverts the Lefschetz motive L. One introduces in this way
additional objects, the Tate motives, with Q(1) = L−1 and Q(n + m) "
Q(n)⊗Q(m). This makes it possible to define the duality which is part of
the rigid tensor structure.

More precisely, one enlarges the category Meff
num(k) to a category

Mnum(k) where the objects are of the form (X, p, n), with (X, p) as before
and n ∈ Z, and the morphisms are given by

(1.386) HomMnum(k)((X, p, n), (Y, q,m)) = q ◦ Cm−n(X,Y )num,Q ◦ p,

where Cm−n(X,Y )num,Q denotes the Q-vector space of algebraic cycles in
X×Y of codimension equal to dimX+m−n modulo numerical equivalence.
One often writes an object M = (X, p, n) with the notation M = p h(X)(n),
where (n) stands for the Tate twist ⊗Q(n). One finds the old Meff

num(k)
embedded as a subcategory with objects (X, p, 0), and the new objects are
obtained by adding the Tate motives. The tensor product is of the form

(X, p, n)⊗ (Y, q,m) = (X × Y, p⊗ q, n + m)

and the duality is given by

(X, p, n)∨ = (X, pt,dimX − n),

with pt the transpose. This satisfies the properties of a rigid tensor category.
The subcategoryMeff

num(k) is not stable under duality.
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Mnum(k) is called the category of pure motives over k, with the numer-
ical equivalence.

One can define in a similar way categoriesM∼(k), for other equivalence
relations, obtained from the correspondingMeff

∼ (k) by adding the Tate mo-
tives. However, the result of Jannsen [174] shows that only in the case of
the numerical equivalence is M∼(k) a semi-simple abelian category.

Having a category of pure motivesMnum(k) that is a semi-simple abelian
category with a rigid tensor structure, one can look for the existence of fiber
functors that will make it into a Tannakian category.

A result of Deligne [106] (cf. Remark 1.82) shows that if C is an abelian
category over a field K of characteristic zero with a rigid tensor structure
and such that End(1) = K, then C is Tannakian if and only if for all X ∈
Obj(C) the trace takes values Tr(1X) ∈ N. This immediately shows that the
tensor structure described above has to be modified if one wants to obtain
a Tannakian category. In fact, with the above structure one would obtain
Tr(1X) = χ(X) ∈ Z. This can be remedied by changing the tensor product
structure, by replacing the commutativity axiom with a graded commutative
version, by which the natural isomorphism of M ⊗N and N ⊗N is twisted
by a sign (−1)ij , for M and N respectively of weight i and j.

The standard conjectures (of which more below) imply thatMnum(k)=
Mhom(k). With the modification to the tensor product structure mentioned
above, one obtains that this category is a Tannakian category. The realiza-
tion to the Weil cohomology H∗, say Betti cohomology, gives a fiber functor

ω :Mhom(k)→ VectQ

which on M = hi(X) gives ω(M) = H i
B(X,Q). Tensoring with a Tate

motive Q(n) translates into the Tate twist by (2πi)n.
Thus, provided the standard conjectures hold, the categoryMnum(k) =

Mhom(k) is a neutral Tannakian category. We write just M(k), as we are
going to restrict to just this equivalence relation. Since it is semi-simple,
the identity component of its motivic Galois group Gmot(M(k)) is a pro-
reductive group. Let C ⊂ M(k) be a full subcategory which is stable under
tensor product, duality, and such that subobjects or quotients of objects of
C are objects of C. Then C inherits the structure of Tannakian category and
there is a corresponding morphism

(1.387) Gmot(M(k))→ Gmot(C).

For instance, one can consider the Tannakian subcategory TM(k) ofM(k)
generated by the Tate motives. This is the category of pure Tate motives.
Its motivic Galois group is just the multiplicative group Gm. This gives an
induced morphism

(1.388) t : Gmot(M(k))→ Gm.
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The fact that the realization H∗ is compatible with the Z-grading also gives
a morphism w : Gm → Gmot(M(k)) with the property that t ◦ w = −2 ∈
End(Gm) = Z, since Q(1) is of weight −2, being the inverse of h2(P1).

A more general example of the morphism (1.387) is obtained by consider-
ing the subcategoryM(M) ofM generated by a single object M . Then the
identity component of the reductive group Gmot(M(M)) is the Mumford–
Tate group of M . For example, suppose that M = (E, 1, 0) is an elliptic
curve E. Then in the case without complex multiplication the Mumford–
Tate group is GL2 while if E has complex multiplication by an imaginary
quadratic field K then the Mumford–Tate group is the algebraic torus given
by viewing K∗ as an algebraic torus over Q. The case of Tate motives corre-
sponds to the fact that the Mumford–Tate group of Q(1) is Gm. For more
information on motivic Galois groups, we refer the reader to [265], [2].

8.2.2. Artin motives. Another important example of a Tannakian sub-
category of the category M(k) is the category AM(k) of Artin motives.
This is the subcategory generated by objects M = (X, p, 0), where X is a
zero-dimensional algebraic variety.

Since one is only dealing with zero-dimensional varieties, all the equiva-
lence relations on algebraic cycles in the product are trivial, so that it does
not matter in which M∼(k) one views Artin motives. Moreover, one does
not need to add the Tate motives to have duality, nor does one need any
modification in the commutativity axiom of the tensor product.

Artin motives form an abelian category, and in fact a neutral Tannakian
category, with the fiber functor

ω(X) = QX(ksep) = H0
B(X,Q).

As we mentioned above the motivic Galois group is in this case

(1.389) Gmot(AM(k)) = Gal(ksep/k),

with a morphism

(1.390) a : Gmot(M(k))→ Gal(ksep/k).

As discussed above, Artin motives provide a linear version of the correspon-
dence of Grothendieck–Galois and the identification (1.389) gives an inter-
pretation of motivic Galois groups as a powerful generalization of ordinary
Galois groups.

8.2.3. Motives with coefficients. We have so far considered the category
M∼(k) of pure motives as a Q-linear category. One can also consider cat-
egories of pure motives with coefficients in a field E of characteristic zero,
which we denote byM∼(k)E. This can be described as the (pseudo)abelian
envelope of the additive category generated by Obj(M∼(k)) with mor-
phisms

(1.391) HomM∼(k)E
(M,N) = HomM∼(k)(M,N)⊗ E.
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Notice that, having modified the morphisms, one in general will have to add
new objects to still have a (pseudo)abelian category.

Notice that the notion of motives with coefficients that we use here is
compatible with another, apparently different, notion which is often adopted
in the literature. In fact, in the case where the field of definition k of the
motives is of characteristic zero and E is a finite extension of k, one can
say (cf. [283] and [109] §2.1) that a motive M has coefficients in E if there
is a homomorphism E → End(M). This description is compatible with
defining, as we did above,M∼(k)E as the smallest (pseudo)abelian category
containing the pure motives over k with morphisms (1.391). This is shown
in [109] §2.1: first notice that, for k of characteristic zero and E a finite
extension of k, one can associate to a motive M over k an element ofM∼(k)E

by taking M ⊗k E, with the obvious E-module structure. If M is endowed
with a map E→ End(M), then the corresponding object inM∼(k)E is the
range of the projector onto the largest direct summand on which the two
structures of E-module agree.

Notice that, whereas for a finite extension E one has in this way two no-
tions of “motives with coefficients” that agree by the argument above, only
the definition ofM∼(k)E as the smallest (pseudo)abelian category contain-
ing the pure motives over k with morphisms (1.391) continues to make sense
when E is an arbitrary field of characteristic zero. In particular, it can be
used to define M∼(k)C. This observation will be useful in the last chap-
ter of this book, when we discuss an interplay between Artin motives and
noncommutative spaces described by C∗-algebras.

8.2.4. Grothendieck’s standard conjectures. As a way to approach the
Weil conjectures, Grothendieck formulated in [155] a set of conjectures on
algebraic cycles, called the “standard conjectures”, which are basic to the
theory of motives and imply the Weil conjectures (see [155], [185]). While
the latter were proved by Deligne using a different method, the standard
conjectures remain unproven, except for special cases. In subsequent de-
velopments of the theory of motives people adapted to work conditionally
or to establish unconditional results that bypass the standard conjectures,
but this set of conjectures remains a fundamental unsolved problem in the
theory.

• Lefschetz type: Given a Weil cohomology H∗, the Lefschetz isomor-
phisms (1.370) determine a Lefschetz involution on ⊕i,rH

i(X)(r)
given by Ldim X−i for i ≤ dimX and Li−dim X for i > dimX. The
conjecture states that this involution is realized by an algebraic
cycle with Q-coefficients.
• Hodge type: The Hodge involution is obtained by modifying the

Lefschetz involution by a factor on each primitive component of
the cohomology (cf. e.g. [2] §5). The conjecture states that the
Hodge involution determines a positive definite quadratic form on
the space C(X)hom,Q of algebraic cycles, with values in Q.
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• Künneth type: The projectors H∗(X) → H i(X) are realized by
algebraic cycles, i.e. by idempotents pi ∈ C0(X,X)hom,Q.
• ∼num=∼hom: Numerical and homological equivalences coincide (with

rational coefficients).
For varieties over a field k of characteristic zero, the first conjecture (of

Lefschetz type) implies all the others. In general, Lefschetz implies Künneth
and Lefschetz with Hodge imply all the others ([2] p. 59). A lot is known
in specific cases, for example in the case of abelian varieties [185].

8.3. Mixed motives.

When, along with smooth projective varieties, one wants to consider
more general classes of varieties and schemes, one leaves the theory of pure
motives for the much more mysterious world of mixed motives. At first, and
especially thinking in terms of zeta functions, it would seem that one can
treat more general varieties by still working with pure motives but consid-
ering the associated Grothendieck group. As we discuss below, this is in
fact not sufficient as it does not take into account a very important feature
of mixed motives: the presence of nontrivial extensions of pure motives.
This can be already appreciated by looking at the most concrete exam-
ple of mixed motives, which is provided by the 1-motives. The problem of
constructing categories of mixed motives, which continue to have the right
properties of a “universal cohomology theory” for algebraic varieties, is an
extremely challenging task. Recent results such as [288], [208], [162] pro-
duced good categories of mixed motives, but these are still in general very
difficult objects to deal with. We refer the reader to Bloch’s lectures [21]
for an overview of mixed motives.

8.3.1. The Grothendieck group of varieties. Given an algebraic variety
X over a field of characteristic zero (where Hironaka’s resolution of singu-
larities holds), one can always write such X as a disjoint union of Xi −Di,
where the Xi are smooth projective and the Di are lower dimensional. Thus,
inductively on the dimension, one can assign to X a virtual object [X] in a
Grothendieck group of algebraic varieties [X] =

∑
i[Yi]−

∑
j [Zj ] where the

Yi and Zj are smooth projective varieties.
More precisely, the Grothendieck group K0(V(k)) of varieties over k is

the quotient of the free abelian group generated by symbols [X] by the
scissor-congruence relation

(1.392) [X] = [Y ] + [X \ Y ],

for any closed subvariety Y ⊂ X, and the isomorphism relation

(1.393) [X] = [Y ], if X " Y are k-isomorphic.

It has a product given by [X][Y ] = [X ×k Y ]. One writes L = [A1] for the
class of the affine line. This corresponds to the Lefschetz motive.
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It is also possible to consider the Grothendieck group of the category of
pure motivesM∼(k). The Grothendieck group K0(C) of an abelian category
C is defined by first considering the free abelian group generated by the
isomorphism classes [M ] of objects M ∈ Obj(C) (assuming this is a set),
and then imposing the following relations. For any exact sequence 0 →
M →M ′ →M ′′ → 0 one has a relation [M ′] = [M ] + [M ′′].

There is a homomorphism K0(V(k))→ K0(M∼(k)), which extends to a
homomorphism K0(V(k))[L−1] → K0(M∼(k)). The image of the class [X]
of a smooth projective variety X is the class of the pure motive h(X) =
(X, 1, 0). The image of L = [A1] is the class of the Lefschetz motive.

The zeta functions can be lifted to the level of the Grothendieck group.
For example, in the case of a finite field k = Fq one can write (1.374)
equivalently as

(1.394) ZX(t) = exp

(∑
n

#X(Fqn)
n

tn

)
=
∑
n≥0

#sn(X)(Fq) tn

where sn(X) denotes the n-th symmetric power of X. This leads to Kapra-
nov’s formulation of a zeta function

(1.395) ZX(t) =
∑
n≥0

[sn(X)] tn

for an arbitrary field k, with values in the Grothendieck group from which
the ordinary one is obtained in the case k = Fq by applying a “counting
of points” homomorphism from K0(V(k)). One has ZP1(t) = (1− t)−1(1 −
[A1]t)−1. Kontsevich’s theory of motivic integration also lives naturally in
(a completion of) K0(V(k))[L−1].

While working with “virtual pure motives” in the Grothendieck group
suffices for some purposes, if one wants a theory that satisfies the main
requirements of a category of motives, including providing a universal coho-
mology theory (via the Ext functors), working with the Grothendieck group
is not sufficient.

8.3.2. 1-motives. A first concrete example of mixed motives is given by
the 1-motives. Deligne introduced 1-motives in [111] as geometries under-
lying certain classes of mixed Hodge structures. They can be thought of
as a special case of mixed motives, just as Jacobians and abelian varieties
provide a good class of pure motives. They exhibit the main properties
one expects for mixed motives, namely: they have a weight filtration whose
graded pieces are pure motives and, when considered over C, they give rise
to mixed Hodge structures.

A semi-abelian variety is an extension (in the category of algebraic
groups) of an abelian variety A by an algebraic torus T . While abelian
varieties are projective–hence they live in the category of pure motives–
algebraic tori are affine varieties. Moreover, the fact that we are considering
non-trivial extensions reveals that one is leaving the world of pure motives
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for mixed motives. A 1-motive M over k is a complex of the form [Λ u→ G],
where Λ is a finitely generated torsion free abelian group and G is a semi-
abelian variety. The map u is a homomorphism u : Λ→ G(k). A morphism
of 1-motives M , M ′ is a commutative diagram relating the two complexes
defining M and M ′. One needs to invert isogenies to have an abelian cat-
egory. Duality on 1-motives combines Pontrjagin duality and duality of
abelian varieties. The weight filtration on a 1-motive M has W−3M = 0,
W−2M = [0 → T ], W−1 = [0 → G], W0 = M with respective quotients T ,
A, and Λ. The category of 1-motives contains the category of Artin motives:
these are identified with objects M = [Λ→ 0].

Deligne conjectured in [111] that there are purely algebraic construc-
tions for certain 1-motives arising from the mixed Hodge structure on
Hn(X,Z(1)) of a complex algebraic variety X. This generalizes the fact
that Jacobians, Albanese and Picard varieties admit algebraic constructions.
The conjecture was recently proved by Ramachandran in [250].

8.3.3. Categories of mixed motives. More generally, instead of working
over a field k, one can consider a categoryMmix(S) of motives (or “motivic
sheaves”) over a scheme S. In this case, the functors above are natural in S
and to a map of schemes f : S1 → S2 there correspond functors f∗, f∗, f !,
f!, behaving like the corresponding functors of sheaves.

At present there is not yet a general construction of such a category of
mixed motivesMmix(S). There are, however, constructions of a triangulated
tensor category DM(S), which has the right properties to be the bounded
derived category of the category of mixed motives. The constructions of
DM(S) of [208] and [288] are known to be equivalent. Other constructions
are given in [162] and in unpublished work by Nori.

In general, given a construction of a triangulated tensor category, one
can extract from it an abelian category by considering the heart of a t-
structure. A caveat with this procedure is that it is not always the case
that the given triangulated tensor category is in fact the bounded derived
category of the heart of a t-structure.

The available constructions, in any case, are obtained via this general
procedure of t-structures which can be summarized as follows. A triangu-
lated category D is an additive category with an automorphism T and a
family of distinguished triangles X → Y → Z → T (X), satisfying suitable
axioms (which we do not recall here). Suppose given two full subcategories
D≤0 and D≥0. We use the notation D≥n = D≥0[−n] and D≤n = D≤0[−n],
with X[n] = Tn(X) and f [n] = Tn(f). The data D≤0, D≥0 is called a t-
structure when the following properties hold: D≤−1 ⊂ D≤0 and D≥1 ⊂ D≥0;
for all X ∈ D≤0 and all Y ∈ D≥1 one has HomD(X,Y ) = 0; for all Y ∈ D
there exists a distinguished triangle as above with X ∈ D≤0 and Z ∈ D≥1.
The heart of the t-structure is the full subcategory D0 = D≤0 ∩ D≥0. It is
an abelian category.
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We have seen that, in the theory of pure motives, one can associate
to a smooth projective algebraic variety X over a field k a motivic de-
composition ⊕ih

i(X) (assuming the standard conjecture of Künneth type),
where the hi(X) are objects ofM∼(k). In this way, one views pure motives
as a universal cohomology theory for smooth projective algebraic varieties.
Moreover, the motivic cohomology h(X) = ⊕ih

i(X) has the property that,
for any given Weil cohomology theory H∗ there is a realization functor RH

satisfying H i(X) = RH hi(X).
On the categoryMmix(k) of mixed motives one expects to have absolute

cohomology groups (cf. [108]) given by

(1.396) H i
abs(M) = Exti

DM(S)(1,M).

for M a motive. Here the Exti are taken in the triangulated categoryDM(S)
whose heart is the categoryMmix(S) of mixed motives. For a variety X the
absolute cohomology would then be obtained from the motivic cohomology
via a spectral sequence with

(1.397) Epq
2 = Hp

abs(h
q(X))⇒ Hp+q

abs (X).

8.3.4. Mixed Tate motives. The triangulated category of mixed Tate
motives DTM(S) is then defined as the full triangulated subcategory of
DM(S) generated by the Tate objects. It is possible to define on it a t-
structure whose heart gives a category of mixed Tate motives TMmix(S),
provided the Beilinson–Soulé vanishing conjecture holds, namely when

(1.398) Homj(Q(0),Q(n)) = 0, for n > 0, j ≤ 0.

where Homj(M,N) = Hom(M,N [j]). The conjecture (1.398) is known to
hold in the case of k = K a number field (see [207]), where one has

(1.399) Ext1DM(K)(Q(0),Q(n)) = K2n−1(K)⊗Q

and Ext2DM(K)(Q(0),Q(n)) = 0. Here K2n−1(K) is Quillen’s higher algebraic
K-theory (cf. [208] Appendix B). Thus, in this case it is possible to extract
from the triangulated tensor category a Tannakian category TMmix(K)
of mixed Tate motives, with fiber functor ω to Z-graded Q-vector spaces,
M �→ ω(M) = ⊕nωn(M) with

(1.400) ωn(M) = Hom(Q(n),Grw
−2n(M)),

where Grw
−2n(M) = W−2n(M)/W−2(n+1)(M) is the graded structure associ-

ated to the finite increasing weight filtration W .
As an example, the mixed Tate motives that correspond to extensions

in
Ext1DM(K)(Q(0),Q(1))

are the Kümmer motives. These are a particular case of 1-motives, of the
form M = [Z u→ Gm], with u(1) = q ∈ K∗.
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The motivic Galois group of the category TMmix(K) is then an extension
G = U � Gm, where the reductive piece is Gm as in the case of pure Tate
motives, while U is prounipotent. By the results of Goncharov and Deligne–
Goncharov (see [146], [113]), it is known that the pro-unipotent affine group
scheme U corresponds to a graded Lie algebra Lie (U) that is free with one
generator in each odd degree n ≤ −3.

8.3.5. Mixed Tate motives and the “cosmic Galois group”. A description
of the category TMmix(S) in terms of algebraic K-theory is also possible in
the case where the scheme S is the set of V -integers OV of a number field
K, for V a set of finite places of K. In this case, objects of TMmix(OV ) are
mixed Tate motives over K that are unramified at each finite place v /∈ V .
For TMmix(OV ) we have

(1.401) Ext1DM(OV )(Q(0),Q(n)) =


K2n−1(K)⊗Q n ≥ 2

O∗
V ⊗Q n = 1

0 n ≤ 0.

and Ext2DM(OV )(Q(0),Q(n)) = 0. In fact, the difference between the Ext in
TMmix(OV ) of (1.401) and the Ext in TMmix(K) of (1.399) is

Ext1(Q(0),Q(1)),

which is finite-dimensional in (1.401) and infinite-dimensional in (1.399).
The category TMmix(OV ) is also a neutral Tannakian category, and the
fiber functor determines an equivalence of categories between TMmix(OV )
and finite-dimensional linear representations of an affine group scheme of
the form U � Gm with U prounipotent. The Lie algebra Lie(U) is freely
generated by a set of homogeneous generators in degree n identified with
a basis of the dual of Ext1(Q(0),Q(n)) (cf. Prop. 2.3 of [113]). There is
however no canonical identification between Lie(U) and the free Lie algebra
generated by the graded vector space ⊕Ext1(Q(0),Q(n))∨.

We mention the following case, which will be the one most relevant in
the context of perturbative renormalization.

Proposition 1.110. ([113], [146]) Consider the scheme

SN = SpecO[1/N ]

for k = Q(ζN ) the cyclotomic field of level N and O its ring of integers. For
N = 3 or 4, the motivic Galois group of the category TMmix(SN ) is of the
form U � Gm, where the Lie algebra Lie(U) is (noncanonically) isomorphic
to the free graded Lie algebra with one generator en in each degree n ≤ −1.

The reason why this result is relevant to our discussion of renormaliza-
tion is the following result, which immediately follows from the description
of the “cosmic Galois group” U∗.
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Corollary 1.111. There is an equivalence of categories between the
neutral Tannakian category of flat equisingular vector bundles and
TMmix(SN ) for N = 3 or 4.

Remark 1.112. Notice that in the case of mixed Tate motives, the
grading is induced by the weight filtration on the mixed Tate motives. The
latter is indexed by even integers. Thus, for a mixed Tate motive M one has
ωn(M) as in (1.400). The free graded Lie algebra generated by the elements
of Ext1(Q(0),Q(1)) is obtained by considering the classes of the extensions
of Grw

−2n by Grw
−2(n+1), as in [113], p.5. Thus, we are in fact working with

Lie algebras and commutative Hopf algebras (even grading) and not with
corresponding graded-commutative objects. This should be compared with
our choice of even grading for the Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs, Remark
1.24.

8.4. Mixed Hodge structures.

Another important aspect of the theory of motives is its relation to
Hodge theory. Motives are often constructed as geometries underlying cer-
tain Hodge structures (see e.g. the case of 1-motives mentioned above). Pure
and mixed Hodge structures naturally arise in many contexts: on the coho-
mology of algebraic varieties, on rational homotopy groups, on the complexes
of vanishing cycles. We recall here some general facts about mixed Hodge
structure and we point out a structural analogy between the resulting Tan-
nakian formalism and the one we encountered in the context of equisingular
connections arising from perturbative renormalization. This analogy will
be useful in Chapter 2, when we discuss the Archimedean local factors of
the completed Hasse–Weil zeta function in the context of noncommutative
geometry.

We recall some facts about mixed Hodge structures, following [274]. A
Q-mixed Hodge structure (Q-MHS) consists of the data M = (V,W•, F •)
of a finite-dimensional Q-vector space, with an increasing filtration W·V
(weight filtration) and a decreasing filtration F ·VC for VC = V ⊗Q C (the
Hodge filtration), satisfying

(1.402) grW
n VC = F pgrW

n VC ⊕ Fn−p+1grW
n VC,

where F̄ · is the complex conjugate of F · with respect to VR ⊂ VC. The
condition (1.402) is equivalent to a Hodge decomposition

(1.403) grW
n VC = ⊕p+q=nV

p,q,

with

(1.404) V p,q = F pgrW
p+qVC ∩ F qgrW

p+qVC.
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The Hodge structure (V,W•, F •) is pure of weight n if Wn = V and
Wn−1 = 0. An example of pure Hodge structure of weight −2n is the Tate
Hodge structure with V = (2πi)nQ.

A morphism M1 → M2 of Q-MHS is a linear map φ : V1 → V2 such
that φ(WkV1) ⊂ WkV2 and φ(F pV1,C) ⊂ F pV2,C. Tensoring of Q-MHS
is also defined, by considering V1 ⊗Q V2 with filtrations Wm(V1 ⊗Q V2) =∑

i+j=m Wi(V1)⊗QWj(V2) and F p(V1⊗QV2) =
∑

r+s=p F
r(V1,C)⊗CF

s(V2,C).
The Tate Hodge structure defines, by tensoring, a Tate twist on the category
of Q-MHS.

A Q-mixed Hodge structure M = (V,W•, F •) is mixed Tate if

grW
2pM = ⊕Q(−p), and grW

2p−1M = 0.

If M is a mixed Hodge–Tate structure over Q, then one has an associated
period matrix obtained as follows (cf. §2 of [147]). One has an isomorphism
VC = ⊕pF

pVC∩W2pVC and canonical maps F pVC∩W2pVC
�→ grW

2p(VQ)⊗Q C.
This gives an isomorphism SHT : ⊕pgrW

2p(VQ)⊗Q C→ VC. A splitting of the
weight filtration also gives an isomorphism SW : ⊕pgrW

2p(VQ) ⊗Q C → VC.
The composite S−1

HT ◦ SW is the period map. A choice of basis of grW
2pVQ

determines the corresponding period matrix, whose entries are periods of
rational algebraic differential forms over relative cycles on mixed Tate mo-
tives. Thus, the period matrix defined in this way gives the comparison
isomorphism between Betti and de Rham cohomology in the mixed case.

For example, for the Kümmer motive [Z u→ Gm] with u(1) = q one has
a period matrix of the form (

1
2πi

log q
2πi

0 1

)
.

One can in fact specify a mixed Hodge–Tate structure by assigning the
period matrix. An example is given by the families Mk(z) (variations of
mixed Hodge structures) associated to the polylogarithms

Lik(z) =
∞∑

n=1

zn

nk

with matrices of the form (cf. [23])

(1.405)


1 0 0 0 0 · · ·

−Li1(z) 2πi 0 0 0 · · ·
−Li2(z) 2πi log z (2πi)2 0 0 · · ·
−Li3(z)

2πi (log z)2

2! (2πi)2 log z (2πi)3 0 · · ·
...

...
...

...
... · · ·


One can similarly define real mixed Hodge structures R-MHS, by the

same procedure, replacing Q with R. More generally, one can consider
mixed Hodge structures of the form (A,W•, F •) with A an object in an
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abelian category, endowed with an increasing filtration W·A and decreasing
filtrations F ·A and F̄ ·A with grp

F grq
F̄

grW
n A = 0 except when n = p + q.

Thus, one can consider the category of vector spaces over the field k
endowed with filtrations W•, F • and F̄ • as above. We assume that k is of
characteristic zero. Notice that, in this case, there are two natural choices of
a fiber functor to vector spaces, one is the forgetful functor ω(V,W•, F •) = V
and the other is ωW (V,W•, F •) = grW (V ) = ⊕ngrW

n (V ). These two fiber
functors are isomorphic through the identification V ∼= grW (V ) induced by
the Hodge filtration F •. Namely, upon writing grW (V ) as in (1.403) with
V p,q as in (1.404), one can show that there is an isomorphism aF between
(V,W•, F •) and (grW (V ),W•, F •

W ), induced by isomorphisms of the V p,q

with

V p,q
F = (Wp+q ∩ F p) ∩

(Wp+q ∩ F̄ q) +
∑
i≥0

(Wp+q−i ∩ F̄ q−i+1)

 .

This isomorphism aF induces the isomorphism of the fiber functors. There
is a similar isomorphism obtained using the opposite filtration F̄ • and we
write e = aF̄a

−1
F . This automorphism defines a 1-parameter subgroup of the

motivic Galois group of the Tannakian category of mixed Hodge structures
and, as we see below, it plays exactly the same role as the generator of the
renormalization group in the case of perturbative renormalization.

Deligne shows in [107] that the category of k-vector spaces with filtra-
tions W•, F • and F̄ • as above is a neutral Tannakian category. The Galois
group of the Tannakian category is of the form

(1.406) GMHS = UMHS � (Gm ×Gm),

where UMHS is a pro-unipotent affine group scheme. This is dual to the
commutative Hopf algebraHUMHS

= U(LMHS)∨, where the Lie algebra LMHS

has generators e−n,−m of bi-degree (n,m), for each pair of integers n,m ∈
N = Z>0. The action of Gm ×Gm is related to the bigrading in the form

Gm ×Gm � (u, v) : � �→ u−nv−m�,

for � ∈ LMHS of bidegree (n,m). The element d = aF̄a
−1
F is obtained as

d = exp(e) with e =
∑

n,m e−n,−m. This is clearly the analog of the generator
of the renormalization group e =

∑
n e−n in the case of the “cosmic Galois

group”.
This applies in particular to the case of real mixed Hodge structures,

though not to the case of rational mixed Hodge structures. In fact, for Q-
MHS the decreasing Hodge filtration is only a filtration of the complexified
VC. In the case of R-MHS the general result above specializes to give the
Galois group GR−MHS as the real part of GMHS with respect to the complex
conjugation that maps (u, v) ∈ Gm×Gm to (v̄, ū) and the generator e−n,−m

to −e−m,−n.
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It is worth mentioning the fact that, for mixed Tate motives over a num-
ber field the functor to mixed Hodge structures is faithful and exact. This
follows from Proposition 2.14 of [113], upon realizing TMmix(K) as a sub-
category of Voevodsky’s category [288]. The key point is the result, already
mentioned in §§8.3.4 and 8.3.5 above, on the injectivity of the regulator map
on the Beilinson–Soulé vanishing conjecture for K-theory, which is known to
hold for number fields by Borel’s computation of their K-groups, cf. [207].

8.5. Tate motives, periods, and quantum fields.

The fact that the identification of Lie(U) of Proposition 1.110 with
the free graded Lie algebra Lie(U) with generators {en : n ≤ −1} is non-
canonical means that the result of Corollary 1.111 only provides an abstract
identification. One would like to have a much more concrete relation be-
tween the data of perturbative renormalization and mixed Tate motives.

In fact, there are strong reasons to believe that there should be such a
relation between Feynman integrals and mixed Tate motives. We summa-
rize a few facts, conjectures, and results that help in clarifying this general
picture.

• The extensive computations of Broadhurst and Kreimer [35] show
that multiple zeta values appear as residues of Feynman graphs.
• Multiple zeta values are periods of mixed Tate motives. There

are different ways in which one can concretely realize multiple zeta
values as periods. For example, Goncharov and Manin gave a
realization by constructing explicit mixed Tate motives obtained
from the moduli spaces M0,n of genus zero curves with marked
points [148]. Goncharov conjectured that the periods of mixed
Tate motives over Z are exactly the elements of MZV [1/2πi], where
MZV denotes the Q-vector space MZV ⊂ R generated by the
multiple zeta values (which is in fact a Q-algebra).
• The result of Belkale and Brosnan [14] seems to point to a prob-

lem in the expectation that residues of Feynman graphs should be
periods of mixed Tate motives. In fact, they show that certain va-
rieties constructed from graphs, on which it is natural to interpret
the residues of Feynman integrals as periods, are very general in the
sense that they generate the Grothendieck ring of motives. How-
ever, more recent results of Bloch, Esnault and Kreimer [25] show,
for certain classes of graphs, that the Feynman integral, expressed
as a period through the Schwinger parameterization, comes from a
piece of the cohomology of the graph variety that is actually mixed
Tate. This seems to suggest that, although these varieties can give
rise to motives that are not mixed Tate, the motivic piece that cor-
responds to the period relevant for Feynman integrals is still mixed
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Tate. Recently [24], Bloch proposed a lifting at the motivic level
of the Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebra.
• Kreimer showed in [190] that the period matrix (1.405) of the

mixed Hodge–Tate structures associated to the polylogarithms can
be seen as solutions of a Dyson–Schwinger equation, which reveals
many of the fundamental structures of renormalization in quantum
field theory.
• The technique of renormalization by Birkhoff factorization devel-

oped in the Connes–Kreimer theory has been successfully applied
to the theory of multiple zeta values in [158] and [212].

Understanding the precise relation between residues of Feynman inte-
grals and mixed Tate motives remains a question of crucial importance.
There are two main obstacles in using the result of Proposition 1.110 and
Corollary 1.111 to obtain an explicit identification of the category of flat
equisingular vector bundles and a category of mixed Tate motives.

The first problem comes from the fact that, if the homomorphism dual to
the homomorphism (1.356) of Theorem 1.106 and Corollary 1.107, mapping
U → Difg(T ), were coming from a Hopf algebra homomorphism H(T ) →
Hmot, with Hmot the Hopf algebra dual to the motive Galois group of mixed
Tate motives, then this homomorphism would have to map primitive graphs
in H(T ) (i.e. Feynman graphs that are free of subdivergences) to primitive
elements in Hmot. However, the results of [35] indicate the existence of
primitive graphs whose residues are multiple zeta values that do not corre-
spond to primitive elements in Hmot. Also notice that the morphism (1.356)
is defined over C but not over Q, precisely because of the presence of tran-
scendental numbers coming from the residues of graphs.

The second problem lies in the fact that the category of flat equisingular
vector bundles is constructed out of irregular-singular connections, while
mixed Hodge structures will only arise from regular-singular ones.

This shows that, if Theorem 1.106 and Proposition 1.110 suggest the
existence of a direct relation between flat equisingular vector bundles and
mixed Tate motives, this relation is more subtle than one might at first imag-
ine. A promising approach appears to be that of approximating irregular-
singular connections by regular-singular ones through the phenomenon of
“confluence”, and then relate the regular-singular differential systems to
mixed Hodge structures, hence to mixed Tate motives.

9. The Standard Model of elementary particles

The Standard Model of elementary particle physics is a comprehensive
description, based on quantum field theory, of all known elementary parti-
cles and their electroweak and strong interactions, in the energy range up
to hundreds of GeV (equivalently, a scale of distances down to the order
of 10−16 centimeters). From the physical point of view, it is an extremely
sophisticated theoretical model, which has been tested experimentally to
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very high precision and accounts better than any other known theory for
all known phenomena involving elementary particles. Several attempts have
been made at cracking the Standard Model, in the hope of observing new
physics beyond what the model accounts for, but at the time of writing
(when the new Large Hadron Collider at CERN is still to become opera-
tional) no new phenomena in the world of high energy physics beyond the
Standard Model have yet been observed, with the important exception of
neutrino mixing (cf. §9.6) to which we dedicate special attention in our treat-
ment (cf. §13 below) which will include a model of neutrino mixing with the
see-saw mechanism.

Mathematicians may not have much familiarity with the theory of el-
ementary particle physics and with the remarkable conceptual edifice that
is the Standard Model. (There are notable exceptions, see for instance the
very interesting book [188].)Thus, we attempt to summarize in this sec-
tion some of the main aspects of the Standard Model. The section can be
skipped by the reader who is impatient to jump directly to a more math-
ematical formulation, but we believe that it is important to give at least a
brief overview of some very basic aspects of the physical theory. Our presen-
tation is necessarily brief and somewhat sketchy. For the reader who wishes
to learn more about the physics of the Standard Model, there is a wealth
of good references available on the subject. Some that we found very useful
are [123], [177], [268], [234].

Our main purpose is to show that the full Lagrangian of the Standard
Model minimally coupled to gravity, in a version that accounts for neutrino
mixing, can be derived entirely from a very simple mathematical input, using
the tools of noncommutative geometry. This will hopefully contribute to
providing a clearer conceptual understanding of the wealth of information
contained in the Standard Model, in a form which is both palatable to
mathematicians and that at the same time can be used to derive specific
physical predictions and computations. This was shown in recent work of
the authors and Ali Chamseddine [52], using techniques of noncommutative
geometry previously developed by Connes and Chamseddine–Connes (cf.
[70], [45], [46], [47], [48]). This part of the book is based on [52].

The Standard Model comprises two classes of elementary particles: the
fermions are the basic constituents of matter, while the bosons transmit the
interactions. Fermions are further subdivided into two classes: leptons and
quarks. The fermions experience electroweak and strong interactions though
only the quarks interact through the strong force.

An aspect of the Standard Model that appears somewhat mysterious is
the presence of three generations of fermions. While the fact that there is
an equal number of generations of leptons and quarks can be explained in
terms of anomaly cancellation, there is no explanation within the Standard
Model that would fix the number of generations.
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The Standard Model, in its minimal form, which does not include grav-
ity nor accounts for the phenomenon of neutrino mixing, depends upon 19
parameters. These are not predicted by the model. They are the following:

• 3 charged lepton masses
• 6 quark masses
• 3 gauge coupling constants
• 3 quark mixing angles
• 1 complex phase
• 1 Higgs mass
• 1 coupling constant for the quartic interaction of the Higgs
• 1 QCD vacuum angle

As we discuss in §9.6 below, the observed phenomenon of neutrino mixing
is not acccounted for in the original “minimal” standard model and therefore
represents the first observed “physics beyond the Standard Model”. We
discuss the necessary modification to the Standard Model Lagrangian that
accounts for the experimental results on neutrino mixing. As we see in §9.6
below, this requires introducing, in addition to the three charged lepton
masses, 18 additional real parameters that correspond to the Dirac and
Majorana mass parameters for neutrinos and the angles and phase of the
mixing matrix for leptons.

In the case of the Standard Model minimally coupled to gravity, one
also has in the Lagrangian the gravitational parameters, which we discuss
separately in §9.7 below.

We are going to explain in more detail the role and meaning of all these
parameters. In fact, in our model they will all acquire geometric significance
and we will be able to derive some relations between them as part of the
predictive power of the model.

9.1. Particles and interactions.

Besides electromagnetism, the forces accounted for by the Standard
Model are the weak and the strong force. The weak force is responsible for
the phenomenon known as neutron β-decay, n→ peν̄, whereby a neutron is
transformed into a proton, while emitting an electron and an anti-neutrino.
This type of phenomenon would not be accounted for by just the theory of
electromagnetism. The strong (or nuclear) force is responsible for the fact

that atomic nuclei hold together despite the mutual electric repulsion of the
protons. It is the elementary constituents of protons and neutrons, namely
the quarks, that interact through the strong force. The charge of quarks,
with respect to the strong force, is called the color charge. Quarks combine
to form composite particles called hadrons (of which the proton and neutron
are the two best known examples). There are gauge bosons in the Standard
Model associated to each of the interactions. The photon is the gauge boson
of the electromagnetic force. It is massless and has spin 1. The massive
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electroweak gauge bosons are the W± and Z0 particles. They also have
spin 1. For the strong interaction there are eight gauge bosons, the gluons.
They are massless and of spin 1.

The fermions in the Standard Model consist of three generations of lep-
tons and quarks. The first generation has as leptons the electron, which
is massive and electrically charged, and the left-handed neutrino νe. The
quarks in the first generation are the up and down quarks. The second gen-
eration consists of the muon and the neutrino νµ as leptons and the charmed
and strange quarks, and the third generation consists of the leptons τ and
the corresponding neutrino ντ and of the top and bottom quarks. For each
particle there is a corresponding antiparticle. The properties are similar
across families: the leptons e, µ, and τ are massive and electrically charged,
the neutrinos νe, νµ and ντ are neutral, and are assumed to be massless in
the minimal Standard Model. The quarks are massive (with a very broad
spectrum of masses) and electrically charged. The quarks also carry a color
charge for the strong force.

All electrically charged particles feel the electromagnetic force, all quarks
and leptons are subject to the weak interaction, as are the massive gauge
bosons of the electroweak force. As we see below, the presence of self-
interactions for the gauge bosons depends on the fact that the weak force,
unlike electromagnetism, is a nonabelian gauge theory. All quarks and glu-
ons interact through the strong force. Again, the strong force is a nonabelian
gauge theory.

Remark 1.113. A comment about notation: in the rest of this chapter
we follow standard conventions about notation that are in use in the physics
literature, for instance with respect to summation over repeated indices and
the raising and lowering of indices. A possible source of confusion is the use
of the notation ψ̄. In Minkowski space, if a fermion ψ is represented by a
column vector, one has ψ̄ = ψ∗γ0 where γ0 is a Dirac matrix. Hence this
use of the notation ψ̄ should not be confused with the ordinary use of the
bar notation as complex conjugation, which also occurs frequently in what
follows. We hope that the context will clarify the use of the notation.

9.2. Symmetries.

Symmetries play a fundamental role in the Standard Model of elemen-
tary particles. There are discrete symmetries, and Lie group symmetries.
The discrete symmetries are the CPT symmetries, C for charge, P for par-
ity, and T for time. In terms of the γ matrices, the parity, time reversal,
and charge conjugation operators are given on fermions ψ as

(1.407)

P : ψ(t, x) �→ γ0ψ(t,−x),

T : ψ(t, x) �→ iγ1γ3ψ(−t, x),

C : ψ(t, x) �→ iγ2γ0ψ̄(t, x).
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In the case of electromagnetism, the action on the corresponding boson,
the photon, is of the form

(1.408)

P : Aµ(t, x) �→ Aµ(t,−x),

T : Aµ(t, x) �→ Aµ(−t, x),

C : Aµ(t, x) �→ −Aµ(t, x).

The full Standard Model is invariant under the combined CPT transforma-
tion. However, unlike electromagnetism and the strong interactions (away
from certain special values of quark mixing angles), the electroweak interac-
tions do not preserve the individual C, P and T symmetries. This is related
to the fact that, on chiral fermions, parity exchanges right and left chirali-
ties, hence processes which differentiate between different chiralities violate
parity.

Among Lie group symmetries there are abelian and nonabelian gauge
symmetries. In QED the abelian gauge symmetries corresponding to the
group U(1) on fermions and bosons are of the form

(1.409) ψ(t, x) �→ exp(iλ(t, x))ψ(t, x), Aµ(t, x) �→ Aµ(t, x)−e−1∂µλ(t, x),

with e the charge, and γ = exp(iλ) a local gauge transformation.
There are nonabelian gauge symmetries by the Lie group SU(3) in the

theory of strong interactions. The quarks ψj , with color index j = 1, 2, 3,
form a 3-dimensional irreducible representation of SU(3), and so do the
antiquarks ψ̄j . The gluons Aa

µ, with color index a = 1, . . . , 8, form an
8-dimensional irreducible representation of SU(3) which is the adjoint rep-
resentation. Local gauge transformations U then act by

(1.410) ψ �→ Uψ, Aµ �→ UAµU
−1 + ig−1U∂µU

−1,

with g the coupling constant.
The U(1) and SU(3) gauge symmetries are full symmetries of the La-

grangian. In particular, this means that there are no mass terms for the
U(1) gauge fields and the gluons.

When weak interactions are considered then SU(2) gauge symmetry also
plays a role. This is denoted SU(2)L and is called the weak isospin sym-
metry. It is related to phenomena like nuclear β-decay involving charged
weak currents. Here the asymmetry between left and right chirality ap-
pears. In fact, in the “minimal Standard Model” the left-handed fermions
form weak isodoublets while the right-handed fermions form weak isosinglet.
This means that the leptons and quarks are arranged as

(1.411)
�L =

(
νL

eL

)
, eR,

qL =
(

u
d

)
, uR, dR.

Here we are considering just the minimal case, where there are no right-
handed neutrinos. We return later to a detailed discussion of the necessary
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extensions of the Standard Model that include right-handed neutrinos νR,
see §9.6, and how they fit in our model, in §13 and following.

Associated to the fermions arranged as in (1.411) as eigenvectors under
the representation of SU(2)L ×U(1) there are corresponding hypercharges

(1.412) Y� = Y (�L), Yq = Y (qL), Yu = Y (uR), Yd = Y (dR), Ye = Y (eR).

These are related to the electric charges Qem and the quantum numbers I3L

of the SU(2)L representation (i.e. the third generator in the Lie algebra of
the weak isospin group) by a linear relation

(1.413) Qem =
1
2
Y + I3L.

There are relations among the hypercharges, which are obtained by imposing
anomaly cancellations. These are of the form

(1.414) 2Yq = Yu + Yd, Yq = −1
3
Y�, 6Y 3

q − 3Y 3
u − 3Y 3

d + 2Y 3
� − Y 3

e = 0.

The values of the hypercharges are given by

(1.415) Y� = −1, Ye = −2, Yq =
1
3
, Yu =

4
3
, Yd = −2

3
.

We discuss, in §13.3 below, how we derive these values for the hypercharges
as a consequence of the mathematical model we construct.

A note of warning about conventions. There are other conventions in the
physics literature that have the hypercharge equations set to 3Yq + Y� = 0,
2Yq + Yu + Yd = 0 and 6Y 3

q + 3Y 3
u + 3Y 3

d + 2Y 3
� + Y 3

e = 0 with hypercharges
differing from (1.415) by Ye = 2, Yu = −4/3 and Yd = 2/3. We strictly
follow the convention of (1.414) and (1.415).

We return to the discussion of anomalies from a more mathematical
perspective later in this chapter; see §19.4, 19.5.

A very important aspect of the theory of the Standard Model is the phe-
nomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking involving the SU(2)L ×U(1)Y

symmetries, which leaves only a resulting U(1)em unbroken. The Higgs fields
are responsible for the symmetry breaking. In fact, the Higgs potential is of
the form

(1.416) V (H) = −µ2|H|2 + λ|H|4.

The equation for extrema H(−µ2 + 2λ|H|2) = 0 yields the possible expec-
tation values H = 0 and |H|2 = v2/2 with the nonzero order parameter
v =

√
µ2/λ. Imposing this second possibility as a constraint, the original

SU(2)L×U(1) symmetry is reduced to a remaining U(1) symmetry. The con-
straint preserves electric charge conservation. The energy scale v is obtained
from experiments and governs all the values of the masses.
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9.3. Quark mixing: the CKM matrix.

When one accounts for the presence of N generations of matter (N =
3 experimentally), one sees that in the part LHf of the Standard Model
Lagrangian (written in full in §9.4 below, cf. (1.442)) responsible for the
coupling of Higgs and fermions, the coupling matrix is not diagonal. That
is, the fields are not mass eigenstates. One can transform to mass eigenstates
through unitary transformations Su

L and Sd
L. The expression for the quark

charged weak currents then involves the quark mixing matrix (or Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa matrix), which is a product of these unitary matrices
C = Su

L
∗Sd

L. In fact, the usual convention in writing the Lagrangian of the
Standard Model (cf. §9.4 below) is, instead of using the matrices Su

L and
Sd

L for both up and down quarks, to have the up quarks in diagonal form
while the mixing matrix C appears in the down quarks. We are assuming all
neutrino masses are zero for the moment, so that we only have the mixing
in the quark sector.

For 2 generations, the matrix C depends on just the Cabibbo angle

(1.417) C =
(

cos θc sin θc

− sin θc cos θc

)
,

while for 3 generations it has the more complicated form

(1.418) C =

 Cud Cus Cub

Ccd Ccs Ccb

Ctd Cts Ctb

 .

Here the entries depend on 3 angles θ1, θ2, θ3 and a complex phase δ, through
the expression

(1.419) C =

 c1 −s1c3 −s1s3

s1c2 c1c2c3 − s2s3eδ c1c2s3 + s2c3eδ

s1s2 c1s2c3 + c2s3eδ c1s2s3 − c2c3eδ

 ,

for ci = cos θi, si = sin θi, and eδ = exp(iδ). These parameters can be
determined experimentally from weak decays and deep inelastic neutrino
scatterings. Recent measurements of the entries of the CKM matrix have
been carried out in experiments at Fermilab, in agreement with the predic-
tions of the Standard Model, see [44].

9.4. The Standard Model Lagrangian.

In its most explicit form, the Lagrangian density of the minimal Standard
Model is given by the somewhat uninspiring expression (cf. [286]):

LSM = −1
2∂νg

a
µ∂νg

a
µ − gsf

abc∂µg
a
νg

b
µg

c
ν − 1

4g
2
sf

abcfadegb
µg

c
νg

d
µg

e
ν − ∂νW

+
µ ∂νW

−
µ −

M2W+
µ W−

µ − 1
2∂νZ

0
µ∂νZ

0
µ − 1

2c2
w
M2Z0

µZ
0
µ − 1

2∂µAν∂µAν − igcw(∂νZ
0
µ(W+

µ W−
ν −

W+
ν W−

µ )− Z0
ν (W+

µ ∂νW
−
µ −W−

µ ∂νW
+
µ ) + Z0

µ(W+
ν ∂νW

−
µ −W−

ν ∂νW
+
µ ))−

igsw(∂νAµ(W+
µ W−

ν −W+
ν W−

µ )−Aν(W+
µ ∂νW

−
µ −W−

µ ∂νW
+
µ ) + Aµ(W+

ν ∂νW
−
µ −

W−
ν ∂νW

+
µ ))− 1

2g
2W+

µ W−
µ W+

ν W−
ν + 1

2g
2W+

µ W−
ν W+

µ W−
ν + g2c2w(Z0

µW
+
µ Z0

νW
−
ν −

Z0
µZ

0
µW

+
ν W−

ν ) + g2s2
w(AµW

+
µ AνW

−
ν −AµAµW

+
ν W−

ν ) + g2swcw(AµZ
0
ν (W+

µ W−
ν −
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W+
ν W−

µ )− 2AµZ
0
µW

+
ν W−

ν )− 1
2∂µH∂µH − 1

2m
2
hH

2 − ∂µφ
+∂µφ

− −M2φ+φ− −
1
2∂µφ

0∂µφ
0 − 1

2c2
w
M2φ0φ0 − βh

(
2M2

g2 + 2M
g H + 1

2 (H2 + φ0φ0 + 2φ+φ−)
)

+
2M4

g2 αh − gαhM
(
H3 + Hφ0φ0 + 2Hφ+φ−)−

1
8g

2αh

(
H4 + (φ0)4 + 4(φ+φ−)2 + 4(φ0)2φ+φ− + 4H2φ+φ− + 2(φ0)2H2

)
−

gMW+
µ W−

µ H − 1
2g

M
c2

w
Z0

µZ
0
µH −

1
2 ig
(
W+

µ (φ0∂µφ
− − φ−∂µφ

0)−W−
µ (φ0∂µφ

+ − φ+∂µφ
0)
)

+
1
2g
(
W+

µ (H∂µφ
− − φ−∂µH) + W−

µ (H∂µφ
+ − φ+∂µH)

)
+ 1

2g
1

cw
Z0

µ(H∂µφ
0 −

φ0∂µH)− ig
s2

w

cw
MZ0

µ(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+) + igswMAµ(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+)−
ig

1−2c2
w

2cw
Z0

µ(φ+∂µφ
− − φ−∂µφ

+) + igswAµ(φ+∂µφ
− − φ−∂µφ

+)−
1
4g

2W+
µ W−

µ

(
H2 + (φ0)2 + 2φ+φ−)−

1
8g

2 1
c2

w
Z0

µZ
0
µ

(
H2 + (φ0)2 + 2(2s2

w − 1)2φ+φ−)− 1
2g

2 s2
w

cw
Z0

µφ
0(W+

µ φ− + W−
µ φ+)−

1
2 ig

2 s2
w

cw
Z0

µH(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+) + 1
2g

2swAµφ
0(W+

µ φ− + W−
µ φ+) +

1
2 ig

2swAµH(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+)− g2 sw

cw
(2c2w − 1)Z0

µAµφ
+φ− − g2s2

wAµAµφ
+φ− +

1
2 igsλ

a
ij(q̄

σ
i γ

µqσ
j )ga

µ − ēλ(γ∂ + mλ
e )eλ − ν̄λγ∂νλ − ūλ

j (γ∂ + mλ
u)uλ

j − d̄λ
j (γ∂ +

mλ
d)dλ

j + igswAµ

(
−(ēλγµeλ) + 2

3 (ūλ
j γ

µuλ
j )− 1

3 (d̄λ
j γ

µdλ
j )
)

+ ig
4cw

Z0
µ{(ν̄λγµ(1 +

γ5)νλ) + (ēλγµ(4s2
w − 1− γ5)eλ) + (d̄λ

j γ
µ( 4

3s
2
w − 1− γ5)dλ

j ) + (ūλ
j γ

µ(1− 8
3s

2
w +

γ5)uλ
j )}+ ig

2
√

2
W+

µ

(
(ν̄λγµ(1 + γ5)eλ) + (ūλ

j γ
µ(1 + γ5)Cλκd

κ
j )
)

+
ig

2
√

2
W−

µ

(
(ēλγµ(1 + γ5)νλ) + (d̄κ

jC
†
κλγ

µ(1 + γ5)uλ
j )
)

+
ig

2
√

2

mλ
e

M

(
−φ+(ν̄λ(1− γ5)eλ) + φ−(ēλ(1 + γ5)νλ)

)
−

g
2

mλ
e

M

(
H(ēλeλ) + iφ0(ēλγ5eλ)

)
+

ig

2M
√

2
φ+
(
−mκ

d(ūλ
j Cλκ(1− γ5)dκ

j ) + mλ
u(ūλ

j Cλκ(1 + γ5)dκ
j )
)

+
ig

2M
√

2
φ−
(
mλ

d(d̄λ
j C

†
λκ(1 + γ5)uκ

j )−mκ
u(d̄λ

j C
†
λκ(1− γ5)uκ

j )
)
− g

2
mλ

u

M H(ūλ
j u

λ
j )−

g
2

mλ
d

M H(d̄λ
j d

λ
j )+ ig

2
mλ

u

M φ0(ūλ
j γ

5uλ
j )− ig

2
mλ

d

M φ0(d̄λ
j γ

5dλ
j )+ Ḡa∂2Ga+gsf

abc∂µḠ
aGbgc

µ+
X̄+(∂2 −M2)X+ + X̄−(∂2 −M2)X− + X̄0(∂2 − M2

c2
w

)X0 + Ȳ ∂2Y +
igcwW

+
µ (∂µX̄

0X−−∂µX̄
+X0)+igswW

+
µ (∂µȲ X−−∂µX̄

+Y )+igcwW
−
µ (∂µX̄

−X0−
∂µX̄

0X+) + igswW
−
µ (∂µX̄

−Y − ∂µȲ X+) + igcwZ
0
µ(∂µX̄

+X+ − ∂µX̄
−X−) +

igswAµ(∂µX̄
+X+ − ∂µX̄

−X−)− 1
2gM

(
X̄+X+H + X̄−X−H + 1

c2
w
X̄0X0H

)
+

1−2c2
w

2cw
igM

(
X̄+X0φ+ − X̄−X0φ−)+ 1

2cw
igM

(
X̄0X−φ+ − X̄0X+φ−)+

igMsw

(
X̄0X−φ+ − X̄0X+φ−)+ 1

2 igM
(
X̄+X+φ0 − X̄−X−φ0

)
.

Here the notation is as follows.

• Gauge bosons: Aµ, W±
µ , Z0

µ, ga
µ

• Quarks: uκ
j , d

κ
j , collectively denoted qκ

j .
• Leptons: eκ, νκ

• Higgs fields: H, φ0, φ+, φ−

• Masses: mκ
d , mκ

u, mκ
e , mh (Higgs mass) and M (mass of the W )

• cw and sw: cosine and sine of the weak mixing angle θw

• Cλκ: Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa mixing matrix
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• Coupling constants: g (with α = s2
wg

2/(4π) the fine structure con-
stant) gs (coupling of the strong force), αh = m2

h
4M2 (Higgs scattering

parameter)
• βh: tadpole constant
• fabc: structure constants of the Lie algebra of SU(3)
• λa

ij : Gell-Mann matrices (1.421)
• Ghosts: Ga, X0, X+, X−, Y
• The choice of gauge fixing is the Feynman gauge for all gauge fields

except the SU(2) ones and the Feynman–’t Hooft gauge (cf. §9.5
below) for the SU(2) gauge fields.

For quarks qκ
j , the index κ is the generation (flavor) index. Thus, for

example, when we write uκ with κ = 2, this stands for the charmed quark.
The index j is the color index.

In the case of leptons, again κ is the generation index, so that, for
example eκ for κ = 2 is the muon and νκ the corresponding neutrino. In
the minimal Standard Model one assumes that the neutrinos νκ only appear
in their left-handed chirality νκ

L and are massless. This hypothesis will be
modified in the actual model we work with.

The coupling constants are expressed also in the form g1 = g tan(θw)
(electromagnetic coupling), g2 = g (weak coupling) and g3 = gs (strong
coupling). One correspondingly defines

(1.420) αi =
g2
i

4π
, where αem = s2

wα2

is the fine structure constant.
The structure constants fabc, with the indices a, b, c = 1, . . . , 8, of the

Lie algebra of SU(3) satisfy the relations

[ga, gb] = ifabcgc,

where the ga are the generators of the Lie algebra. The fabc are completely
antisymmetric in the three indices and are specified by the values

f123 = 2, f147 = f165 = f246 = f257 = f376 = 1, f458 = f678 =
√

3.

The Gell-Mann matrices give the fundamental representation of the Lie al-
gebra of SU(3) in traceless 3× 3 matrices. They are defined as follows.
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Definition 1.114. The Gell-Mann matrices λa
ij are given by

(1.421)

λ1
ij =

 0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 , λ2
ij =

 0 i 0
−i 0 0
0 0 0

 ,

λ3
ij =

 1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0

 , λ4
ij =

 0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

 ,

λ5
ij =

 0 0 −i
0 0 0
i 0 0

 , λ6
ij =

 0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

 ,

λ7
ij =

 0 0 0
0 0 −i
0 i 0

 , λ8
ij = 1√

3

 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −2

 .

The matrices (1.421) are self-adjoint and satisfy the relation

(1.422) Tr(λaλb) = 2δab ,

with δab the Kronecker delta.

Here we have chosen to write the Standard Model Lagrangian exactly
as given in Veltman’s book [286], including the somewhat unusual choice
of gauge fixing, with the Feynman gauge replaced by the Feynman–’t Hooft
gauge for the SU(2) gauge fields (see the discussion in §9.5). The reason
for maintaining the same notation and conventions of [286] is that this is
a standard reference in the physics literature for the full Lagrangian of the
Standard Model. In the course of developing our mathematical model in the
coming sections, we will also translate the notations from the physical ones
to those of noncommutative geometry.

One of our goals in this chapter is to arrive at a conceptually clean math-
ematical understanding of these data, which makes it possible to recover the
full complexity of the expression above starting from very simple principles
and as small as possible an input of data. This will be achieved through the
spectral action principle for a noncommutative spectral geometry (A,H,D)
(cf. §11). In fact, we not only recover the original Standard Model, but we
can directly deal with the refined form that incorporates neutrino masses
and mixing as well as the see-saw phenomenon (cf. [234] §7.2.4).

For the moment, we just introduce some notation, in order to write the
expression above in a more concise way. The terms of LSM can be grouped
together in six different types, so that we can write the Lagrangian more
synthetically as

(1.423) LSM = Lg + LgH + LH + Lgf + LHf + Lghosts.
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The term Lg denotes the pure gauge boson part, where we write g for the
spin-1 bosons, that is, the eight gluons ga

µ, the photon Aµ, and the interme-
diate bosons W±

µ and Z0
µ. The term LgH gives the minimal coupling of the

spin-1 bosons with the Higgs fields, namely the spin-0 bosons H, φ0, φ+,
φ−. The term LH contains the quartic Higgs self-interaction. In addition
to the coupling constants for the gauge fields, the fermion kinetic term Lgf

contains the coupling of fermions with the gauge bosons which involves the
hypercharges YL, YR. The term LHf contains the Yukawa coupling of the
Higgs fields with the fermions. In these two terms f stands for the spin-1/2
fermions, namely all quarks uκ

j , dκ
j , with the upper generation index and the

lower color index, and leptons eκ, νκ with the upper generation index. We
then have the remaning term Lghosts, which contains the kinetic terms of
the Faddeev–Popov ghosts Ga, X0, X+, X−, and Y , as well as their inter-
actions with the gauge and Higgs fields. All these ghost terms are gathered
at the end of the long explicit formula for LSM . They have the important
property that they can be obtained canonically from the other five terms
Lg + LgH + LH + Lgf + LHf , using the general technique of gauge fixing,
which we explain briefly in §9.5 below. The difference between the Feynman
and Feynman–’t Hooft gauge in the gauge fixing is also discussed in §9.5
below. The gauge fixing term Lfix is then combined with the kinetic terms
for the gauge fields.

9.5. Quantum level: anomalies, ghosts, gauge fixing.

Up to now we have only introduced the Standard Model at the classical
level. However, to make computations that can be experimentally tested one
needs not only the tree level approximation but one needs to incorporate
the quantum corrections coming from the higher order terms, namely from
Feynman diagrams with loops. It is computationally very challenging to
perform such calculations, even for a small number of loops. It is in this
context that the general tools of perturbative quantum field theory and
the theory of renormalization discussed earlier in this chapter become very
significant.

The Feynman rules for QED assign the fermion and photon propagators,
and the contribution of one type of interaction vertex, which corresponds to
the triangle vertex of the fermion photon interaction. The Feynman rules for
QCD assign the quark, gluon, and ghost propagators and the contributions
of various types of interaction vertices: the triangle vertices corresponding
to a three-gluon vertex, a quark-gluon vertex, or a ghost-gluon vertex, and
a valence four four-gluon vertex. In the electroweak case, the Feynman rules
are still more complicated and they involve more propagators and interaction
vertices: the propagators associated to the Z and W bosons, to the charged
Higgs, vertices of fermion-boson interaction, etc (see e.g. [167]). In our
discussion we will only encounter explicit quantum correction calculations
when we use the renormalization group equation and the corresponding beta
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functions at one or two loops to obtain predictions at ordinary energies from
the relations that can be derived in our model at unification energies, see
§17.2, §17.6, §17.10.

An interesting phenomenon that appears when one considers higher or-
der corrections is that certain apparent symmetries of the Lagrangian turn
out not to be symmetries of the theory. This is due to the presence of anom-
alies. The typical case, which we return to discuss from the point of view of
noncommutative geometry later in this chapter, is the axial U(1) symmetry.
The QCD Lagrangian (if quarks were massless) would have a symmetry

(1.424) ψ �→ exp(−iθγ5)ψ.

However, this symmetry does not survive at the quantum level due to anom-
alies. Anomalies can be thought of as a problem with change of variable in
path integrals, by the effect of which what is classically a conserved current
(by Noether’s theorem) associated to the symmetry is no longer divergence-
free due to quantum corrections. The divergence free condition for the clas-
sical Noether current is reformulated in terms of Ward identities between
Green’s functions.

In general the Ward identities determine relations between the Green’s
functions arising from symmetries of the Lagrangian. These influence the
renormalizability of theories with nontrivial symmetries, by ensuring can-
cellations of divergences between different sectors of the theory. There is a
very interesting and subtle interplay between symmetries, Ward identities,
and perturbative renormalization, see e.g. [60]. We discussed in the previous
part of this chapter a mathematical formulation of perturbative renormaliza-
tion based on Hopf algebras, Birkhoff factorization, equisingular connections
and affine group schemes. The compatibility of the Connes–Kreimer theory
and this general formalism with gauge transformations and Ward identities
was recently proved by van Suijlekom for QED in [277] and in the more
general case of nonabelian gauge theories in [278]. A subtle point is that
the Ward identities can be affected by higher order corrections, which can
generate anomalous terms. In gauge theories, the problem arises primarily
from fermions coupling to gauge fields, as in the Adler–Bell–Jackiw (ABJ)
anomaly which manifests itself in the renormalization of 1-loop diagrams
(triangle fermion loops).

In the DimReg regularization scheme, the ABJ anomaly is closely related
to the problem of defining γ5 for complex dimensions (cf. [176]). We discuss
later how this can be formulated in the context of noncommutative geometry,
in §19 below.

In the case of electroweak interactions where the vector boson associ-
ated to the weak interaction acquires mass through the Higgs mechanism,
renormalizability is achieved by showing that the theory is obtained via a
formal transformation of the fields from a renormalizable gauge theory (the
latter can have non-physical particles that may spoil unitarity, cf. [168]).
For such a formal transformation to be possible, one needs to be able to
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renormalize the gauge theory in a gauge invariant way. This can be spoiled
by the presence of the ABJ anomaly, as shown in [152]. Namely, in the case
of interactions involving the Noether current of the classical axial symme-
try (1.424), at the level of 1-loop quantum corrections, triangular diagrams
do not preserve the current conservation that exists at the tree level. Un-
less the anomalies cancel out the theory ceases to be renormalizable. The
cancellation of anomalies gives an important constraint on the theory. The
question of constructing gauge theories that are free of anomalies, both for
electroweak and strong interactions, was considered in [141], where condi-
tions are given on which gauge groups and representations will satisfy the
vanishing of the ABJ anomaly for triangle diagrams.

In the case of gauge theories, the Ward identities (or Slavnov–Taylor
identities) are related to the symmetries by Becchi-Rouet-Stora (BRS) gauge
transformations. For instance, in the SU(2) case, the Lagrangian

(1.425) L = −1
4
F a

µνF
a µν + ψ̄iγµDµψ −mψ̄ψ,

with Dµψ = (∂µ − igAa
µT

a)ψ and F a
µν = ∂µA

a
ν − ∂νA

a
µ + gεabcAb

µA
c
ν , is

invariant under local gauge transformations

(1.426) δψ = −iT aθaψ and δAa
µ = εabcθbAc

µ − g−1∂µθ
a.

One considers the additional gauge fixing term and Faddeev–Popov
ghost terms, which give the resulting Lagrangian

(1.427) L̃ = L+ Lfix + Lghost,

where

(1.428)
Lfix = −1

2ξ (∂µA
a
µ)2

Lghost = ic∗a∂
µ(δab∂µ − gεabcA

c
µ)cb,

with c the ghost field.

In the case described above of the Standard Model Lagrangian, the gauge
is chosen to be the Feynman gauge, which is as in (1.428) with ξ = 1, for
all the gauge fields except for the SU(2) gauge fields. One advantage of the
choice ξ = 1 is that the kinetic terms for the gauge fields in (1.425) are
simply given by

(1.429) −1
2
∂νA

a
µ ∂νA

a
µ

The gauge chosen for the SU(2) gauge field Wµ
a in the Standard Model

is the Feynman–’t Hooft gauge, of the form

(1.430) Lfix = −1
2
C2 , with Ca = −∂µW

µ
a + Ma φa.

Here Ma is the mass of the massive vector boson Wa. The change of variables
from the isospin indices Wa, φa to the standard (Z,W±), (φ0, φ±) notation
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is given by

(1.431)
Z0 = W0 , W+ = W1−iW2√

2
, W− = W1+iW2√

2
,

φ0 = φ0 , φ+ = φ1−iφ2√
2

, φ− = φ1+iφ2√
2

.

Thus, one can expand the gauge fixing term in the form

(1.432)
Lfix = −1

2 (∂µW
µ
a )2 − 1

2c2w
M2φ0φ0 −M2φ+φ−

+ M ( 1
cw
φ0∂µZ

0
µ + φ−∂µW

+
µ + φ+∂µW

−
µ ).

We separate the terms of this expansion as

(1.433) Lfix = Lfeyn + LM
fix + Lcross,

where the cross terms form the last group.

The ghost terms were gathered at the end of the formula for the full
Lagrangian in the form

(1.434)

Lghost = Ḡa∂2Ga + gsf
abc∂µḠ

aGbgc
µ

+X̄+(∂2 −M2)X+ + X̄−(∂2 −M2)X−

+X̄0(∂2 − M2

c2w
)X0 + Ȳ ∂2Y

+igcwW
+
µ (∂µX̄

0X− − ∂µX̄
+X0)

+igswW
+
µ (∂µȲ X− − ∂µX̄

+Y )
+igcwW

−
µ (∂µX̄

−X0 − ∂µX̄
0X+)

+igswW
−
µ (∂µX̄

−Y − ∂µȲ X+)
+igcwZ

0
µ(∂µX̄

+X+ − ∂µX̄
−X−)

+igswAµ(∂µX̄
+X+ − ∂µX̄

−X−)
−1

2gM
(
X̄+X+H + X̄−X−H + 1

c2w
X̄0X0H

)
+1−2c2w

2cw
igM

(
X̄+X0φ+ − X̄−X0φ−)

+ 1
2cw

igM
(
X̄0X−φ+ − X̄0X+φ−)

+igMsw

(
X̄0X−φ+ − X̄0X+φ−)

+1
2 igM

(
X̄+X+φ0 − X̄−X−φ0

)
.

We ignore them in the analysis of the Lagrangian, since they are obtained in
a systematic manner from the other terms. The appearance of the Feynman
gauge fixing terms Lfix will hardly be noticeable, since in the Feynman gauge
they are almost invisible, by just changing the summation on indices in the
gauge kinetic terms. On the contrary, the appearance of the Feynman–’t
Hooft gauge fixing terms will be quite noticeable. In fact, after an integration
by parts, this gauge fixing amounts to replacing
(1.435)

M (
1
cw

Z0
µ∂µφ

0 + W+
µ ∂µφ

− + W−
µ ∂µφ

+) �→ − 1
2c2w

M2φ0φ0 −M2φ+φ−,

i.e. replacing a minimal coupling term by a mass term for the Goldstone
boson components of the Higgs field.
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The resulting action functional is no longer gauge invariant, but is in-
variant under the BRS generalized gauge transformations. These are trans-
formations of the form (1.426), where θa is a specific type of gauge function
of the form

(1.436) θa = −gωσa,

where ω is a spacetime-independent anticommuting Graßmann variable and
σa is the imaginary component of the ghost field, written in the form ca =
(ρa + iσa)/

√
2. The BRS transformations also act on the ghost field as

(1.437) δρa = −iω∂µAa
µ/ξ and δσa = −gωεabcσbσc/2.

9.6. Massive neutrinos.

A first step beyond the physics of the Standard Model is needed in
order to account for neutrino masses. Experimental evidence for neutrino
masses comes from neutrino oscillations. The phenomenon is observed in
atmospheric neutrinos produced by the interaction of cosmic ray protons
with atomic nuclei in the upper atmosphere. These interactions produce
electron and muon neutrinos. The experimental count of the ratio of these
two types of neutrinos however is not in agreement with the expected ratio.
This is understood as a sign of the presence of oscillations between the
different flavors, i.e. the presence of mass eigenstates that are a superposition
of muon and electron types. In fact, if neutrinos are no longer assumed to be
massless, then, just as in the case of quark mixing, the mass eigenstates will
be a mixture of the three generations νe, νµ, ντ . This is neutrino mixing and,
as in the case of the CKM matrix for quarks, it is governed by a neutrino
mixing matrix, the PMNS (Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata) matrix.
Neutrino oscillations are seen as the experimental signature of the presence
of neutrino mixing. Another evidence for neutrino oscillations comes from
the so-called “solar neutrino puzzle”, by which the amount of solar neutrinos
detected on Earth appeared to be in defect of the theoretical models for solar
emission, until it was found that a fraction of the electron neutrinos emitted
by the Sun seems to convert into other flavors before reaching the Earth.
For a detailed discussion of experimental evidence of neutrino masses and
its theoretical implications, see [234].

In the “minimal Standard Model”, as we have seen above, neutrinos
are massless. The observations of neutrino oscillations therefore represent
the first source of evidence of physics beyond the Standard Model. There
are various models that extend the minimal Standard Model we discussed
above and account for neutrino mixing. Most require expanding the field
content of the minimal Standard Model. This is the case, for instance, in the
so called Left-Right symmetric models, where the group SU(2)L×U(1)Y of
the electroweak theory is replaced by the larger SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)B−L
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and the relation (1.413) is replaced by

(1.438) Q = I3L + I3R +
B − L

2
.

The Higgs sector also changes in general in such models (cf. [234], §7 and
§8). The model that we obtain from the mathematical input we describe in
section §13 below is in fact the minimal extension of the Standard Model
that incorporates neutrino mixing and has a see-saw mechanism (see §17.5
below) that accounts for the fact that the observed bounds on neutrino
masses makes them so much lighter than the charged fermions.

In this type of model neutrino masses are incorporated by changing the
fermionic content of the minimal Standard Model by adding right-handed
neutrinos. This brings about a necessary discussion on the description of
neutrinos as Dirac or Majorana fermions.

9.6.1. Dirac and Majorana fermions.

For the moment we assume that we work in Minkowski space. Suppose
given a fermion ψL, of left-handed chirality, i.e. such that 1

2(1+γ5)ψL = ψL,
where 1

2(1 + γ5) and 1
2(1− γ5) are the chirality projections. Let ψ̂R denote

the image of ψL under the composite CPT symmetry of (1.407), that is,
the right-handed state of the antiparticle. Similarly, one has states ψR and
ψ̂L. If the fermion is charged, then ψ̂R and ψR have opposite charge and
same helicity. In particular, if the fermion ψ is a massive particle, hence it
moves at speeds strictly smaller than the speed of light, a boosted observer
that overtakes the velocity of a particle ψL will then see a right-handed
object, but with the same charge. In the absence of charge, however, one
has the possibility of identifying the states ψ̂R and ψR and similarly the
states ψL and ψ̂L. Spinors for which this identification holds are called
Majorana spinors. If one does not have this identification, one talks about
Dirac spinors. These have twice as many degrees of freedom as Majorana
spinors.

In the minimal Standard Model, the left-handed neutrinos νL are rela-
tivistic particles, that is, being massless they move at light speed. In this
case, it makes no sense to talk about the possibility of a different chirality
seen by a boosted observer. One says that the νL of the minimal Standard
Model are Weyl spinors.

In extensions of the Standard Model where neutrinos have masses, one
needs to consider also the right-handed state νR seen by a boosted observer
and similarly one has the ν̂L and ν̂R states. Since neutrinos do not have
charge, it is possible to either consider these as different states, or identify
νL = ν̂L and νR = ν̂R, so that neutrinos are their own antiparticles. It is
this description of neutrinos as Majorana spinors that will appear naturally
in our model.

Our model will be derived after a Wick rotation to Euclidean signature.
It is well known that, unlike Dirac spinors, Majorana spinors do not have
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a Euclidean version. This seems to pose a serious problem with the picture
we just described for massive neutrinos. However, as we discuss in detail in
§16.2 below, we can use a formalism based on the Pfaffian and Graßmann
variables to provide a substitute for the formalism of Majorana spinors in
the Euclidean setup. This role of the Pfaffian is quite well known in the
physics literature; see for instance [171], [184], [238].

For Majorana spinors, the mass terms in the Lagrangian can be written
in the form (cf. [234], §4.5)

(1.439)
1
2

∑
λκ

ψ̄λLSλκψ̂κR +
1
2

∑
λκ

ψ̄λLSλκψ̂κR.

Here Sκλ is a symmetric matrix. In particular, in the special case where this
matrix is of the form

Sκλ =
(

0 T
T 0

)
,

one can identify a pair of Majorana spinors with a Dirac spinor and obtain
a Dirac mass term. In the general form, where Sλκ also has a diagonal part,
we will see that the relative size of the terms in the matrix S will be the
source of the see-saw mechanism (see §17.5 below).

One sometimes refers to the off-diagonal part of Sλκ as the Dirac mass
terms and to the diagonal part as the Majorana mass terms. For a pair ψ and
χ of Majorana fermions, the Dirac mass terms correspond to cross terms of
the form T ψ̄Lχ̂R and T χ̄Lψ̂R and Hermitian conjugate, while the Majorana
mass terms correspond to cross terms involving ψ̄Lψ̂R and χ̄Lχ̂R. We see in
the next subsection how such terms appear in the modified Standard Model
Lagrangian.

9.6.2. The modified Standard Model Lagrangian.

We now describe more precisely the modification to the Standard Model
Lagrangian of §9.4 that will be relevant to our setting and which incorporates
massive neutrinos, the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (PMNS) mixing
matrix, and the Majorana mass term for neutrinos.

The terms of the original Lagrangian of §9.4 that need to be modified
are those of the form

(1.440)

−ν̄λγ∂νλ

+ ig

2
√

2
W+

µ

(
ν̄λγµ(1 + γ5)eλ

)
+ ig

2
√

2
W−

µ

(
ēλγµ(1 + γ5)νλ

)
+ ig

2
√

2

mλ
e

M

(
−φ+(ν̄λ(1− γ5)eλ) + φ−(ēλ(1 + γ5)νλ)

)
.
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This part of the Lagrangian is replaced by the terms
(1.441)

−ν̄λ(γ∂ + mλ
ν )νλ

+ ig

2
√

2
W+

µ

(
ν̄λγµ(1 + γ5)C lep

λκe
κ
)

+ ig

2
√

2
W−

µ

(
ēκC lep†

κλγ
µ(1 + γ5)νλ

)
+ ig

2M
√

2
φ+
(
−mκ

e (ν̄λC lep
λκ(1− γ5)eκ) + mλ

ν(ν̄λC lep
λκ(1 + γ5)eκ)

)
+ ig

2M
√

2
φ−
(
mλ

e (ēλC lep†
λκ(1 + γ5)νκ)−mκ

ν(ēλC lep†
λκ(1− γ5)νκ)

)
−g

2
mλ

ν
M H(ν̄λνλ) + ig

2
mλ

ν
M φ0(ν̄λγ5νλ)

−1
4 ν̄λ M

R
λκ (1− γ5)ν̂κ − 1

4 ν̄λ M
R
λκ (1− γ5)ν̂κ

while all the remaining terms of the Lagrangian of §9.4 are unchanged.
In (1.441) the matrix C lep

λκ is the analog for leptons of the CKM mixing
matrix for quarks, namely the PMNS matrix. The last term is the Majorana
mass term with matrix MR

λκ.
Notice that, for simplicity, we used in (1.441) the same convention for

leptons as the one usually adopted for quarks. Namely, we wrote the “up
particles” in diagonal form and the “down particles” with the mixing matrix.
In the lepton sectors the role of the “up particles” is taken by the neutrinos
and that of the “down particles” by the charged leptons. The convention we
follow is different from the one usually adopted in the literature on neutrino
physics, where it is more natural to have the mixing matrix C lep for the
neutrinos, since this plays a crucial role in the theoretical description of
neutrino oscillations (cf. e.g. [234] §11.3). It is convenient here to adopt
the convention as in (1.441) for the reason that it allows us to write the
Majorana mass matrix MR

λκ in a simpler form.

In the following, when we write LSM we mean the Standard Model
Lagrangian with the terms (1.440) replaced by those of (1.441).

Remark 1.115. To avoid confusing notation, we will reserve the notation
LSM and LHf , Lgf for the terms of the full Lagrangian that include the extra
terms (1.441) for mixing and Majorana masses for neutrinos, while when we
want to refer to the corresponding terms (1.423) for the minimal Standard
Model Lagrangian of §9.4, with the terms (1.440) instead of (1.441), we
denote them by Lmin

SM and Lmin
Hf , Lmin

gf , etc.

We write here in detail the various terms of (1.423) for the case with
neutrino mixing. We return to discuss each of these terms in §17 below,
where we show how to recover each part of the Lagrangian from our non-
commutative geometry model.

Yukawa coupling of Higgs and fermions:

(1.442) LHf =
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−ν̄λmλ
νν

λ − ēλ mλ
e e

λ − ūλ
j m

λ
u u

λ
j − d̄λ

j m
λ
d d

λ
j +

ig

2
√

2

mλ
e

M

(
−φ+(ν̄λ(1− γ5)eλ) + φ−(ēλ(1 + γ5)νλ)

)
−

g
2

mλ
e

M

(
H(ēλeλ) + iφ0(ēλγ5eλ)

)
+

ig

2M
√

2
φ+
(
−mκ

d(ūλ
jCλκ(1− γ5)dκ

j ) + mλ
u(ūλ

jCλκ(1 + γ5)dκ
j )
)

+
ig

2M
√

2
φ−
(
mλ

d(d̄λ
jC

†
λκ(1 + γ5)uκ

j )−mκ
u(d̄λ

jC
†
λκ(1− γ5)uκ

j )
)
−

g
2

mλ
u

M H(ūλ
j u

λ
j )− g

2
mλ

d
M H(d̄λ

j d
λ
j ) + ig

2
mλ

u
M φ0(ūλ

j γ
5uλ

j )− ig
2

mλ
d

M φ0(d̄λ
j γ

5dλ
j ) +

ig

2M
√

2
φ+
(
−mκ

e (ν̄λC lep
λκ(1− γ5)eκ) + mλ

ν(ν̄λC lep
λκ(1 + γ5)eκ)

)
+

ig

2M
√

2
φ−
(
mλ

e (ēλC lep†
λκ(1 + γ5)νκ)−mκ

ν(ēλC lep†
λκ(1− γ5)νκ)

)
−

g
2

mλ
ν

M H(ν̄λνλ)+ ig
2

mλ
ν

M φ0(ν̄λγ5νλ)− 1
4 ν̄λ M

R
λκ (1−γ5)ν̂κ− 1

4 ν̄λ M
R
λκ (1− γ5)ν̂κ.

Notice that we have grouped the Majorana mass terms inside the LHf

part of the Lagrangian, as well as the Dirac mass terms −x̄λmλ
xx

λ, for
x ∈ {ν, e, u, d}. The reason will be clear in §17 below where we derive the
various terms of the Lagrangian.

Gauge-fermion couplings:

(1.443) Lgf =
1
2 igs λ

ij
a (q̄σ

i γ
µqσ

j )ga
µ − ēλ(γ∂)eλ − ν̄λγ∂νλ − ūλ

j (γ∂)uλ
j − d̄λ

j (γ∂)dλ
j +

igswAµ

(
−(ēλγµeλ) + 2

3(ūλ
j γ

µuλ
j )− 1

3(d̄λ
j γ

µdλ
j )
)

+ ig
4cw

Z0
µ{(ν̄λγµ(1 +

γ5)νλ)+(ēλγµ(4s2
w−1−γ5)eλ)+(d̄λ

j γ
µ(4

3s
2
w−1−γ5)dλ

j )+(ūλ
j γ

µ(1− 8
3s

2
w +

γ5)uλ
j )}+ ig

2
√

2
W+

µ

(
ūλ

j γ
µ(1 + γ5)Cλκd

κ
j

)
+ ig

2
√

2
W−

µ

(
d̄κ

jC
†
κλγ

µ(1 + γ5)uλ
j

)
+

ig

2
√

2
W+

µ

(
(ν̄λγµ(1 + γ5)C lep

λκe
κ)
)

+ ig

2
√

2
W−

µ

(
(ēκC lep†

κλγ
µ(1 + γ5)νλ)

)
.

Notice that we have split each term of the form −x̄λ(γ∂+mλ
x)xλ in LSM ,

for x ∈ {ν, e, u, d}, into a term −x̄λmλ
xx

λ in LHf and a term −x̄λγ∂xλ in
Lgf .

Higgs self-coupling:

(1.444) LH =

−1
2m

2
hH

2 − βh

(
2M2

g2 + 2M
g H + 1

2(H2 + φ0φ0 + 2φ+φ−)
)

+ 2M4

g2 αh −
gαhM

(
H3 + Hφ0φ0 + 2Hφ+φ−)−

1
8g

2αh

(
H4 + (φ0)4 + 4(φ+φ−)2 + 4(φ0)2φ+φ− + 4H2φ+φ− + 2(φ0)2H2

)
.

Self-coupling of the gauge fields:

(1.445) Lg =

−1
2∂νg

a
µ∂νg

a
µ − gsf

abc∂µg
a
νg

b
µg

c
ν − 1

4g
2
sf

abcfadegb
µg

c
νg

d
µg

e
ν − ∂νW

+
µ ∂νW

−
µ −

M2W+
µ W−

µ − 1
2∂νZ

0
µ∂νZ

0
µ− 1

2c2w
M2Z0

µZ
0
µ− 1

2∂µAν∂µAν−igcw(∂νZ
0
µ(W+

µ W−
ν −

W+
ν W−

µ )− Z0
ν (W+

µ ∂νW
−
µ −W−

µ ∂νW
+
µ ) + Z0

µ(W+
ν ∂νW

−
µ −W−

ν ∂νW
+
µ ))−
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igsw(∂νAµ(W+
µ W−

ν −W+
ν W−

µ )−Aν(W+
µ ∂νW

−
µ −W−

µ ∂νW
+
µ ) +

Aµ(W+
ν ∂νW

−
µ −W−

ν ∂νW
+
µ ))− 1

2g
2W+

µ W−
µ W+

ν W−
ν + 1

2g
2W+

µ W−
ν W+

µ W−
ν +

g2c2w(Z0
µW

+
µ Z0

νW
−
ν − Z0

µZ
0
µW

+
ν W−

ν ) + g2s2
w(AµW

+
µ AνW

−
ν −

AµAµW
+
ν W−

ν ) + g2swcw(AµZ
0
ν (W+

µ W−
ν −W+

ν W−
µ )− 2AµZ

0
µW

+
ν W−

ν ).

Notice that here we are using the Feynman gauge fixing for all the gauge
fields. For the transition between the Feynman–’t Hooft gauge of the La-
grangian written as in §9.4 (as in [286]) and the Feynman gauge see the
discussion in §9.5 above.

Minimal coupling of the Higgs fields:

(1.446) LHg =

−1
2∂µH∂µH − ∂µφ

+∂µφ
− − 1

2∂µφ
0∂µφ

0 − gMW+
µ W−

µ H − 1
2g

M
c2w
Z0

µZ
0
µH −

1
2 ig
(
W+

µ (φ0∂µφ
− − φ−∂µφ

0)−W−
µ (φ0∂µφ

+ − φ+∂µφ
0)
)

+
1
2g
(
W+

µ (H∂µφ
− − φ−∂µH) + W−

µ (H∂µφ
+ − φ+∂µH)

)
+ 1

2g
1

cw
Z0

µ(H∂µφ
0 −

φ0∂µH)− ig s2
w

cw
MZ0

µ(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+) + igswMAµ(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+)−
ig 1−2c2w

2cw
Z0

µ(φ+∂µφ
− − φ−∂µφ

+) + igswAµ(φ+∂µφ
− − φ−∂µφ

+)−
1
4g

2W+
µ W−

µ

(
H2 + (φ0)2 + 2φ+φ−)−

1
8g

2 1
c2w
Z0

µZ
0
µ

(
H2 + (φ0)2 + 2(2s2

w − 1)2φ+φ−)− 1
2g

2 s2
w

cw
Z0

µφ
0(W+

µ φ− +

W−
µ φ+)− 1

2 ig
2 s2

w
cw
Z0

µH(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+) + 1
2g

2swAµφ
0(W+

µ φ− + W−
µ φ+) +

1
2 ig

2swAµH(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+)− g2 sw
cw

(2c2w − 1)Z0
µAµφ

+φ− −
g2s2

wAµAµφ
+φ− + M ( 1

cw
Z0

µ∂µφ
0 + W+

µ ∂µφ
− + W−

µ ∂µφ
+).

9.7. The Standard Model minimally coupled to gravity.

The minimal Standard Model, as well as the extension by the terms
(1.441) with neutrino masses, do not include gravity. The model we are
going to discuss is a further generalization, which is usually referred to as
the Standard Model minimally coupled to gravity.

Let us first recall a few things about gravity. At the classical level,
gravity is described by the theory of General Relativity. The dynamics is
described by the Einstein field equation (cf. Weinberg [299] 7.1.13)

(1.447) Rµν −
1
2
Rgµν − Λcgµν = −8πGTµν ,

where we set the speed of light to c = 1, gµν is the metric tensor with
Lorentzian signature (−,+,+,+), Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor and
G is Newton’s gravitational constant.

The Riemann curvature tensor is given by

(1.448) Rλ
µνκ = ∂κΓλ

µν − ∂νΓλ
µκ + Γρ

µνΓ
λ
κρ − Γρ

µκΓλ
νρ,
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with the Christoffel symbols

(1.449) Γλ
µν =

1
2
gλκ (∂µgκν + ∂νgκµ − ∂κgµν) .

The tensors Rµν and R are given by

(1.450) Rµν = Rλ
µλκ,

and

(1.451) R = Rµνg
µν .

Notice that the above sign convention for the curvature tensor (1.448) is
such that R is equal to −2K for the 2-sphere with Gaussian curvature K.
We follow [203] and use the term Ricci and scalar curvature for the tensors
−Rµν and −R.

Notice that Wald ([290] 4.3.21) has the opposite sign convention for the
Riemann tensor with respect to the one we are following here, which is the
one of [299].

The left-hand side of the Einstein equation (1.447) can be explained by
considering the most general type of tensor

Sµν = a1gµν + a2Rµν + a3Rgµν ,

with ai ∈ R, and imposing that it satisfies the same condition ∂µSµν = 0 as
the energy-momentum tensor, for which one knows that ∂µTµν = 0.

The left-hand side of Einstein field equations (1.447) can be obtained
from the Einstein–Hilbert action

(1.452) SEH(g) =
1

16πG

(∫
M

Rdv + 2Λc

∫
M

dv

)
,

with dv =
√
g d4x. This has Lagrangian density

(1.453) LEH =
1

16πG
R +

2Λc

16πG
.

The term 2Λc
16πG

∫
M dv is the cosmological term in the Einstein–Hilbert action.

It is important to keep track of all the sign conventions. Notice in
particular that the sign in front of Λc is the same as that of the Rgµν term.

Definition 1.116. The Lagrangian density for the Standard Model min-
imally coupled to gravity is then simply of the form

(1.454) L = LEH + LSM .

To understand why this is a good choice of Lagrangian for the minimal
coupling of matter and gravity, we review briefly the argument given in §12
of [299].

In §9.4 and 9.6.2 we have considered the Standard Model Lagrangian (or
its modification) in flat Minkowski space. One can, in fact, write the corre-
sponding Lagrangian in any assigned Lorentzian metric gµν . The expression
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becomes correspondingly more complicated, as the explicit expression of the
metric tensor appears in all the inner products and pairings involved (phys-
ically, in all the raising and lowering of indices). In (1.454) one should think
of the Standard Model Lagrangian as written with respect to a Lorentzian
metric gµν , for which the Einstein–Hilbert Lagrangian density is also com-
puted.

Let SSM be the action corresponding to the Lagrangian density LSM .
Then the corresponding energy-momentum tensor is obtained ([299] §12.2)
by considering the “functional derivative”, i.e. the first variation δSSM of
the functional SSM with respect to gµν and writing it as a linear functional
of the infinitesimal δgµν in the form

(1.455) δSSM =
1
2

∫
Tµν δgµν

√
g d4x,

The expression (1.455) defines the energy-momentum tensor Tµν . The van-
ishing of δSSM is a generally covariant condition, since SSM is a scalar.
Thus, one has the condition δSSM = 0, which gives the energy-momentum
conservation.

Thus, this shows that the Lagrangian density (1.454) is the correct choice
that accounts for the effects of gravitation on matter and of the mass con-
tribution of matter to the gravitational field. In fact (cf. [299] §12.4), the
variation δS for the total action with density (1.454) takes the form

δS =
1

16πG

∫
(Rµν − 1

2
gµνR− Λcg

µν + 8πGTµν)δgµν
√
g d4x + δSSM ,

so that the stationarity condition corresponds to the Einstein field equations
(1.447) with the energy-momentum tensor.

It is convenient, in order to use the formalism of spectral triples in
noncommutative geometry (which we introduce in §10.1 below), to work
with Euclidean instead of Lorentzian signature. Here one has to be careful
in spelling out precisely the conventions about signs. Passing to Euclidean
signature amounts to performing a Wick rotation to imaginary time, i.e.
replacing time by the change of coordinates t �→ it. What really matters
as far as signs are concerned for the Euclidean action functional for gravity
is that the kinetic terms have the correct positive sign to ensure that the
functional is bounded below. It is well known that such positivity is spoiled
by the scalar Weyl mode ([165]). Thus, one has to ensure that all other
terms get a positive sign. To get some familiarity with this action functional
we perform the simple computation of the kinetic terms explicitly (cf. [131]
equation 4.1.4).

Let M = R4 = V , with the metric gµν = δµν+εµν , where ε∈C∞(M,S2V )
is a smooth map to symmetric real 4-matrices. Let dv =

√
gd4x, with

g = det gµν .
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Proposition 1.117. The second variation around flat space of the func-
tional

(1.456) S(g) =
1

16πG

∫
M

Rdv ,

is given by the quadratic form associated with the translation invariant sec-
ond order operator with symbol given, up to the factor 16πG, by

(1.457) 〈σ(ξ)(ε), ε〉 =
1
4
(Tr(ε2)− (Tr ε)2) ξ2 +

1
2
(Tr(ε)〈εξ, ξ〉 − 〈εξ, εξ〉)

The operator σ(ξ) (ξ �= 0) has a four-dimensional kernel, one negative eigen-
value and its restriction to the subspace {ε |Tr(ε) = 〈εξ, ξ〉} is positive.

Proof. For the fully covariant components of the Riemann tensor (cf.
[299] Equation 6.6.2), one has the expression

(1.458)
Rλµνκ = 1

2(gλν,κµ + gκµ,λν − gµν,κλ − gκλ,µν)

+ gησ (Γη
νλΓσ

µκ − Γη
κλΓσ

µν),

where we use the standard abbreviation gλν,κµ = ∂κ∂µ gλν .
As above let ε ∈ C∞(M,S2V ) be a smooth map to symmetric real 4-

matrices, for M = R4 = V . We just need to compute the terms of order two
in ε in the expression

R
√
g = gλν gµκ Rλµνκ (det gµν)1/2

The term gησ (Γη
νλΓσ

µκ−Γη
κλΓσ

µν) is of order two in ε, hence it just contributes
by

δλν δµκδησ(Γη
νλΓσ

µκ − Γη
κλΓσ

µν) = Γη
ννΓη

µµ − Γη
νµΓη

νµ.

This gives
1
4 ((−ενν,η + 2εην,ν)(−εµµ,η + 2εηµ,µ)

− (−ενµ,η + εην,µ + εηµ,ν)(−ενµ,η + εην,µ + εηµ,ν)).

To get the contribution of these terms to σ(ξ) one just replaces each ενµ,η

by ενµ ξη. This gives

(1.459) −3
4

Tr(ε2) ξ2 +
1
4

(Tr ε)2 ξ2 − Tr(ε)〈εξ, ξ〉+ 3
2
〈εξ, εξ〉.

The term 1
2 (gλν,κµ + gκµ,λν − gµν,κλ − gκλ,µν) is of order one in ε and it

combines with the terms of order one in ε in the product gλν gµκ (det gµν)1/2.
These give −δλν εµκ − ελν δµκ + 1

2 Tr(ε) δλν δµκ. The contributions of these
terms to the symbol give

(1.460) Tr(ε2) ξ2 − 1
2

(Tr ε)2 ξ2 +
3
2

Tr(ε)〈εξ, ξ〉 − 2 〈εξ, εξ〉.

Adding the contributions (1.459) and (1.460) one gets (1.457).
The kernel of σ(ξ) is the four-dimensional space of symmetric matrices

of the form
ε = |η〉〈ξ|+ |ξ〉〈η|,
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with η ∈ V . �

This shows that, after adding the gauge fixing term (cf. [131] equation
3.7.9)

(1.461)
1
2
‖(ε− 1

2
Tr ε)ξ‖2,

which corresponds to the harmonic gauge ∆xµ = 0, the restriction of the
kinetic terms to the subspace of “unimodular gravity” given by the condition
Tr(ε) = 0 is positive definite. Indeed, the gauge fixing term restricted to the
unimodular subspace is simply 1

2〈εξ, εξ〉. It adds to the symbol σ(ξ) to give
1
4Tr(ε2) on that subspace.

Notice that positivity fails unless one adds the gauge fixing term. This
suggests that one should perform the Euclidean functional integral by in-
tegrating first over the space of metrics gµν with a fixed volume element
ω =
√
g d4x. The next step is then to perform the functional integration not

only over all volume forms on a fixed background manifold M , but also over
all manifolds. As we see below in §18, the two pieces of data given by the
manifold M and the volume form ω merge together in a single datum in the
framework of noncommutative geometry, where a refined incarnation of the
volume form as a Hochschild cycle also contains the required information
for the reconstruction of the manifold.

Remark 1.118. Under a rescaling of the metric by a positive scalar func-
tion Ω, i.e. for the new metric Gµν = Ω2 gµν , the scalar curvature transforms
as

(1.462) R(G) = Ω−2 R(g) + 6 εΩ−3∆Ω ,

where the sign ε = ±1 depends on the convention in the definition of the
scalar curvature (one has ε = 1 with the above convention). To obtain the
physical sign of the Euclidean action of gravity ([165] §15.4) what matters
is that the kinetic terms for Ω appear with a negative sign in the action,
i.e. that one gets the term Ω∆Ω (coming from (Ω−3∆Ω)

√
G) with a positive

sign. One then takes for g the flat metric and Ω = (1 + K
4 ρ

2)−1 which (for
K > 0) gives the round sphere. At the origin ρ = 0 one gets ∆Ω = −2K and
thus the physical sign of the Euclidean action gives a negative contribution
for the sphere. This agrees with Proposition 1.117 since with our convention
R is negative for the sphere.

9.8. Higher derivative terms in gravity.

It is well known that gravity as a field theory is a nonrenormalizable
theory. However, at sufficiently low energies (which include the unifica-
tion energy at which our model is considered) it can be treated using an
“effective field theory” approach that separates out the low energy quan-
tum corrections from the troublesome high energy terms. In the effective
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field theory approach (see e.g. [122]), one considers a Lagrangian that, in
addition to the usual Einstein–Hilbert part (1.453), also involves higher de-
rivative terms. These higher derivative terms have no effect at low energies,
but become dominant at higher energies and in fact are sufficient to correct
for the non-renormalizability problem, as shown in [275].

The first type of Euclidean higher derivative terms that are usually con-
sidered are those that come from invariant expresssions that are quadratic
in the curvature, cf. [275]. The general form of these terms is ([122], [58])

(1.463)
∫

M

(
1
2η

Cµνρσ C
µνρσ − ω

3η
R2 +

θ

η
E

)
√
g d4x.

Here Cµνρσ C
µνρσ is the square of the Weyl curvature tensor and E is a

topological term (cf. (1.599) (1.600) below) that integrates to the Euler
characteristic

(1.464) χ(M) =
1

32π2

∫
M

E
√
g d4x.

In §11.4 and §16.1 below we show that higher derivative terms appear
naturally in the Lagrangian obtained from the expansion of the spectral ac-
tion functional described in §11 below. We return in §17.11 below to discuss
the running of the parameters η, ω and θ in (1.463) under the renormaliza-
tion group equation and their role in our model of matter coupled to gravity.
The theory is only an effective theory whose validity, in particular for the
gravitational sector, is limited to energies up to the unification scale. Its
breakdown as a fundamental theory is witnessed by the various poles of the
running couplings when extended beyond the Planck mass as well as the
presence of a tachyon pole in the propagator for gravitons.

9.9. Symmetries as diffeomorphisms.

We now describe a very basic reason that justifies the transition from
commutative to noncommutative geometry.

An aspect of gravity that one would like to carry over to the theory
of elementary particles is its geometrization, achieved by General Relativ-
ity. This manifests itself through the fact that the group of symmetries of
gravity is given by diffeomorphisms of the underlying differentiable manifold
structure of spacetime.

The scenario one can envision is a complete geometrization of the Stan-
dard Model coupled to gravity. This means turning the whole coupled
theory into pure gravity on a suitable space. Now, this does not seem
possible at first. The group of gauge invariance for the Einstein action
SEH =

∫
LEH

√
gd4x is the group Diff(M) of diffeomorphisms of the man-

ifold M and the gauge invariance of the action is simply the manifestation
of its geometric nature. However, the full group U of invariance of the ac-
tion given by the Lagrangian (1.454) is richer than the group Diff(M) of
diffeomorphisms of the manifold M , since one needs to include the group
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GSM of gauge transformations of the matter sector SSM =
∫
LSM

√
gd4x.

By construction, the group GSM is a group of maps from M to the small
gauge group G = U(1)×SU(2)×SU(3). The group Diff(M) acts on GSM by
transformations of the base. This gives the whole group of gauge symme-
tries U of (1.454) (prior to symmetry breaking) the structure of a semidirect
product

(1.465) U = GSM � Diff(M).

The traditional approach to account for the structure (1.465) of the
gauge symmetries, is to postulate the existence of a bundle structure over
space-time M , with an action of (1.465) by bundle automorphisms. This
requires an a priori distinction of certain directions in the total space as the
fiber direction, with the distinction between base and fiber preserved by the
symmetries. This is a natural development of the Kaluza–Klein approach
to electromagnetism. Rather than following along these lines, it would seem
more natural to identify a space X whose group of diffeomorphisms is di-
rectly of the form (1.465).

This search is bound to fail if one expects to find the space X among
ordinary manifolds. In fact, a well known mathematical result due to
W. Thurston, D. Epstein and J. Mather (cf. [223]) shows that the con-
nected component of the identity in Diff(X) is always a simple group (see
[223] for the precise statement). This rules out the possibility of a semidirect
product structure as that of (1.465).

However, noncommutative spaces of the simplest kind readily give the
answer, modulo a few subtle points. To understand what happens, notice
that, for ordinary manifolds, the algebraic object corresponding to a diffeo-
morphism is just an automorphism α ∈ Aut(A) of the algebra of coordinates.
When an algebra is noncommutative, it admits “trivial” automorphisms,
called inner and given by the formula

α(x) = uxu−1 , ∀x ∈ A,

with u an invertible element of A. When A is an involutive algebra the
element u is taken to be unitary (i.e. satisfying uu∗ = u∗ u = 1) so that α
preserves the involution. Moreover, inner automorphisms form a subgroup

Inn(A) ⊂ Aut(A)

which is always a normal subgroup of Aut(A).

Let us consider the simplest example, where the algebra

A = C∞(M,Mn(C)) = C∞(M)⊗Mn(C)

consists of smooth maps from a manifold M to the algebra Mn(C) of n× n
matrices. One then shows that the group Inn(A) in that case is locally
isomorphic to the group G of smooth maps from M to the small gauge
group G = PSU(n) (quotient of SU(n) by its center) and that the general
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exact sequence

1→ Inn(A)→ Aut(A)→ Out(A)→ 1

becomes identical to the exact sequence governing the structure of the group
U , namely

1→ G → U → Diff(M)→ 1.

It is quite striking that the terminology “internal symmetries” used in
physics agrees so well with the mathematical one of “inner automorphisms”.
In the general case, only automorphisms that are unitarily implemented in
Hilbert space will be relevant but, modulo this subtlety, one can see at once
from the example above the advantage of treating noncommutative spaces
on the same footing as the ordinary ones.

In the specific case of the Standard Model, we prove in §13.3, §15.1 and
(1) of Theorem 1.217 below that indeed the noncommutative space that we
introduce as the input data of the model will yield the correct symmetry
group U of the form (1.465).

The next step now is to give a brief introduction to the notion of met-
ric on a noncommutative space and the so called “spectral paradigm” of
noncommutative geometry.

10. The framework of (metric) noncommutative geometry

We explained in §9.9 above why it is natural to extend the framework of
geometry to “spaces” whose algebra of coordinates is no longer commutative.
Such spaces appeared naturally very early in the development of quantum
physics, with Heisenberg’s formulation of matrix mechanics.

The extension of our basic geometric notions from ordinary manifolds to
the new class of noncommutative spaces is a fundamental aspect of noncom-
mutative geometry. An essential step is to adapt the notion of metric, i.e.
the Riemannian paradigm of geometry, to the noncommutative situation.
From the standpoint of physics, adopting a pragmatic point of view, we are
looking for a notion of metric geometry which has the following properties.

• It contains the Riemannian paradigm (M, gµν) as a special case.
• It does not require the commutativity of coordinates.
• It contains spaces Xz of complex dimension z suitable for the Dim-

Reg procedure.
• It provides a way of expressing the full Standard Model coupled to

Einstein gravity as pure gravity on a modified space-time geometry.
• It allows for quantum corrections to the geometry.

We describe below a new paradigm which fulfills all of the above re-
quirements. (Checking that the requirement about the Standard Model is
satisfied will be our main task in the rest of this chapter.)

Since this paradigm is spectral, it is worthwhile to mention briefly that
such spectral notions already play a key role in physics, in particular thanks
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to the development of the laser, in the concrete measurements of distances.
In fact, the actual definition of the unit of length m in the metric system is as
a specific fraction 9192631770

299792458 ∼ 30.6633... of the wave length of the radiation
coming from the transition between two hyperfine levels of the Cesium 133
atom. Indeed the speed of light is fixed once and for all at the value of

c = 299792458m/s

and the second s, which is the unit of time, is defined as the time taken by
9192631770 periods of the above radiation. In adopting this prescription, one
is assuming implicitly that, as a consequence of relativity, c does not depend
upon the frequency of the light, a property that is the object of crucial
experimental probing. The choice of Cesium is of course rather arbitrary
and might eventually [28] be replaced by Hydrogen, which is more canonical
and more abundant in the universe.

It is natural to adapt the basic paradigm of geometry to the new stan-
dard of length. We explain briefly below that this is indeed achieved by non-
commutative geometry, which shows moreover how geometric spaces emerge
naturally from purely spectral data.

10.1. Spectral geometry.

The Riemannian paradigm is based on the Taylor expansion in local
coordinates xµ of the square of the line element, in the form

(1.466) ds2 = gµ ν dx
µ dxν

and the measurement of the distance d(x, y) between two points is given by
the geodesic formula

(1.467) d(x, y) = inf
∫

γ
ds

where the infimum is taken over all paths from x to y.

In noncommutative geometry the first basic change of paradigm has to
do with the classical notion of a “real variable”, which one would normally
describe as a real-valued function f on a set X, i.e. as a map f : X → R. In
fact, quantum mechanics provides a very convenient substitute. It is given
by a self-adjoint operator H on Hilbert space. Notice that the choice of
Hilbert space H is irrelevant here, since all separable infinite-dimensional
Hilbert spaces are isomorphic. All the usual attributes of real variables such
as their range, the number of times a real number is attained as a value of
the variable, etc, have a perfect analogue in the quantum mechanical setting.
The range is the spectrum of the operator H, and the spectral multiplicity
n(λ) gives the number of times a real value λ ∈ R is achieved.

As in the classical framework, a space X is described by the corre-
sponding algebra A of coordinates, which is now concretely represented as
operators on a fixed Hilbert space H. Real coordinates are represented by
self-adjoint operators and it is important to understand from the start how
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an ordinary “space” emerges from their joint spectrum when they happen
to commute. Thus, there is no need to start from a set X as all the needed
information is contained in the algebra of operators.

What is surprising in the new set-up is that it gives a natural home
for “infinitesimals”. Indeed, it is perfectly possible for an operator to be
“smaller than ε for any ε” without being zero. This happens when the
norm of the restriction of the operator to subspaces of finite codimension
tends to zero when these subspaces decrease (under the natural filtration by
inclusion).

Space X Algebra A

Real variable Self-adjoint
xµ operator H

Infinitesimal Compact
dx operator ε

Integral of
∫
−ε = Coefficient of

infinitesimal log(Λ) in TrΛ(ε)

Line element ds = Fermion√
gµν dxµdxν propagator

The corresponding operators are called “compact” and they share with
naive infinitesimals all the expected algebraic properties (cf. [68], Chapter
IV). Indeed, they form a two-sided ideal K of the algebra of bounded op-
erators on H and the only property of the naive infinitesimal calculus that
needs to be dropped is commutativity.

It is important to explain what is gained by dropping such a useful rule
as commutativity. We explain this point for a specific infinitesimal, namely
the “line element” ds which defines the geometry through the measurement
of distances. If an infinitesimal commutes with a variable with connected
range it follows that the corresponding variable x takes on a specific value.
In particular with xµ the coordinates and assuming that they commute with
each other and with the line element, the latter is forced to be “localized”
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somewhere, which is very inconvenient. When the hypothesis of commuta-
tivity is dropped it is no longer the case that the line element ds needs to
be localized and in fact it is precisely the lack of commutation of ds with
the coordinates that makes it possible to measure distances.

Thus, in noncommutative geometry the basic classical formula (1.467)
is replaced by the following

(1.468) d(x, y) = sup{|f(x)− f(y)| : f ∈ A , ‖[D, f ]‖ ≤ 1},
where D is the inverse of the line element ds. We explain how one can
replace (1.467) with (1.468) in Proposition 1.119 below.

Notice that one should not confuse the “line element” ds with the unit of
length. In the classical framework, the latter allows one to give a numerical
value to the distance between nearby points in the form (1.466). Multiplying
the unit of length by a scalar λ, one divides the line element ds by λ, since
ds is measured by its ratio to the unit of length.

To pass from the classical Riemannian framework to the above operator
theoretic one, the key ingredient is the Dirac operator (or Atiyah–Singer
operator cf. [203]) associated to a spin structure on a compact Riemann-
ian manifold M . One lets H = L2(M,S) be the Hilbert space of square
integrable sections of the spinor bundle and one represents the algebra A of
functions on M by simple multiplication operators

(f ξ)(x) = f(x) ξ(x) , ∀f ∈ C∞(M) and ∀ξ ∈ L2(M,S).

One then checks directly that the computation of distances using (1.468)
gives the same answer as the classical formula (1.467), in the following way.

Proposition 1.119. Let D = ∂/M be the Dirac operator on a Riemann-
ian spin manifold M and let H = L2(M,S) be the Hilbert space of square
integrable spinors, with the algebra C∞(M) acting on H as multiplication
operators.

(1) The following conditions for f ∈ C∞(M,R) are equivalent:
a) ‖[∂/M , f ]‖ ≤ 1
b) ‖∇(f)‖ ≤ 1
c) |f(x) − f(y)| ≤ d(x, y), where d(x, y) is the geodesic distance

(1.467).
(2) For complex valued functions f ∈ C∞(M), one has a) ⇒ b ⇒ c).
(3) The geodesic distance is given by (1.468).

Proof. (1) The operator [∂/M , f ] is Clifford multiplication by the gra-
dient ∇(f) of f , and the equivalence of the first two conditions follows since
the operator norm is the supremum of ‖∇(f)‖. Integrating the Schwartz
inequality |df | ≤ ‖∇(f)‖‖dx‖ along a geodesic gives the implication b) ⇒
c). The implication c) ⇒ b) follows choosing yµ = xµ + ε∂µf .

(2) In normal coordinates, for aµ ∈ C, the norm of the Clifford multi-
plication a =

∑
aµγ

µ is the square root of the norm of a∗a =
∑

āµaµ + b
where b =

∑
µ �=ν āµaνγ

µγν has vanishing trace, thus the norm of a is larger
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than
√∑

aµāµ. Applying this to aµ = ∂µf gives the first implication. In-
tegrating the Schwartz inequality |df | ≤ ‖∇(f)‖‖dx‖ along a geodesic gives
the implication b) ⇒ c).

(3) One uses the function p �→ d(p, x) to show the remaining inequality
not directly implied by (2). �

More generally, a refined notion of geometry (suitable in particular to
deal with spaces whose coordinates do not commute) is obtained, as in the
case of the distance described above, by focusing not on the traditional
gµν but on the Dirac operator D. This way of defining a geometry by
specifying the Dirac operator is meaningful both in mathematical terms
(where the Dirac operator specifies the fundamental class in KO-homology)
and in physics terms (where, modulo a chiral gauge transformation, the
Dirac operator is the inverse of the Euclidean propagator of fermions).

The traditional notions of geometry all have natural analogs in the spec-
tral framework. Some of these analogs are summarized in the table below
and we refer to [68] for more details.

Geodesic equation dψ(t)
dt = i |D|ψ(t)

Geodesic Flow ei t |D|

Geodesic distance d(x, y) = sup
f∈A:‖[D,f ]‖≤1

|f(x)− f(y)|

Volume form
∫
− f |ds|m

Einstein action
∫
− f |ds|m−2

10.2. Spectral triples.

A (metric) noncommutative geometry is given by a spectral triple
(A,H,D) in the following sense.

Definition 1.120. A spectral triple (A,H, D) is given by an involutive
unital algebra A represented as operators on a Hilbert space H and a self-
adjoint operator D with compact resolvent such that all commutators [D, a]
are bounded for a ∈ A.

In addition to the definition above, one introduces the following notions.
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Definition 1.121. A spectral triple is even if the Hilbert space H is
endowed with a Z/2- grading γ which commutes with any a ∈ A and anti-
commutes with D.

Definition 1.122. A spectral triple is finitely summable when the re-
solvent of D has characteristic values µn = O(n−α), for some α > 0.

In general, the compact operators T whose characteristic values fulfill
the condition µn = O(n−α) play the same role as the infinitesimals of order
α in the traditional calculus.

One can introduce a first notion of dimension for spectral triples, which
is the metric dimension and is determined by the rate of growth of the
eigenvalues of the Dirac operator.

Definition 1.123. A finitely summable spectral triple is of metric di-
mension m if the line element ds = D−1 is of order 1/m.

In this sense spectral triples that are not finitely summable represent
infinite-dimensional geometries. There are other, more refined notions of
dimension for spectral triples.

In fact, a more refined notion of dimension for a noncommutative ge-
ometry is not given by a single number, but by a spectrum (a subset of
the complex plane), the dimension spectrum (cf. [92]). This is the subset
Π of the complex plane C where the spectral functions (the zeta functions
associated to the elements of the algebra and the Dirac operator) acquire
singularities. This notion is made precise in Definition 1.133 below. We are
also going to make use of another notion of dimension for noncommutative
geometries, which is defined modulo 8 and is related to the KO-homology
class (cf. Definition 1.124 below).

Under the hypothesis that the dimension spectrum is simple, i.e. that
the spectral functions have at most simple poles, the residue at the pole
defines a far reaching extension (cf. [92]) of the fundamental integral in
noncommutative geometry given by the Dixmier trace (cf. [68]). This ex-
tends the Wodzicki residue from pseudodifferential operators on a manifold
to the general framework of spectral triples, and gives meaning to

∫
−T in

that context. It is simply given by

(1.469)
∫
−T = Ress=0 Tr (T |D|−s) .

We recall these notions in more detail in §10.5 Theorem 1.134.
For our purposes, we need to discuss a further refinement of the notion of

spectral triple, which is given by an additional real structure. This will play
a fundamental role in the case of the Standard Model minimally coupled to
gravity. The notion of real structure (cf. [69]) on a spectral triple (A,H, D)
is intimately related to real K-homology (cf. [8]) and the properties of the
charge conjugation operator.
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Definition 1.124. A real structure of KO-dimension n ∈ Z/8 on a
spectral triple (A,H, D) is an antilinear isometry J : H → H, with the
property that

(1.470) J2 = ε, JD = ε′DJ, and Jγ = ε′′γJ (even case).

The numbers ε, ε′, ε′′ ∈ {−1, 1} are a function of n mod 8 given by

n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ε 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
ε′ 1 −1 1 1 1 −1 1 1
ε′′ 1 −1 1 −1

Moreover, the action of A satisfies the commutation rule

(1.471) [a, b0] = 0 ∀ a, b ∈ A,
where

(1.472) b0 = Jb∗J−1 ∀b ∈ A,
and the operator D satisfies the order one condition

(1.473) [[D, a], b0] = 0 ∀ a, b ∈ A .

A spectral triple (A,H, D) endowed with a real structure J is called a
real spectral triple.

10.3. The real part of a real spectral triple.

We now show that a noncommutative geometry described by a real spec-
tral triple (A,H, D, J), in the sense of Definition 1.124 above, gives rise to
an associated commutative real geometry (AJ ,H, D), which we refer to as
the real part of the spectral triple.

Proposition 1.125. Let (A,H, D) be a real spectral triple in the sense
of Definition 1.124. Then the following holds.

(1) The equality

(1.474) AJ = {a ∈ A | aJ = Ja}
defines an involutive commutative real subalgebra of the center of
A.

(2) (AJ ,H, D) is a real spectral triple as in Definition 1.124.
(3) Any a ∈ AJ commutes with the algebra generated by the sums∑

ai[D, bi] for ai, bi in A.

Proof. (1) By construction AJ is a real subalgebra of A. Since J is
isometric one has (JaJ−1)∗ = Ja∗J−1 for all a. Thus if a ∈ AJ , one has
JaJ−1 = a and Ja∗J−1 = a∗, so that a∗ ∈ AJ . Let us show that AJ is
contained in the center of A. For a ∈ AJ and b ∈ A one has [b, a0] = 0 from
(1.471). But a0 = Ja∗J−1 = a∗, so that we get [b, a∗] = 0.
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(2) The statement follows from the fact that AJ is a subalgebra of A.
Notice that the result continues to hold for the complex algebra AJ ⊗R C
generated by AJ .

(3) The order one condition (1.473) shows that [D, b] commutes with
(a∗)0, hence with a since (a∗)0 = a as we saw above. �

Notice that, while the real part AJ is contained in the center Z(A) of
A, it can in general be smaller.

10.4. Hochschild and cyclic cohomology.

Given any (in general noncommutative) associative algebra A over C,
its cyclic cohomology HC∗(A) is the cohomology of the complex (Cn

λ , b),
where Cn

λ is the space of (n + 1)-linear functionals ϕ on A such that

(1.475) ϕ(a1, . . . , an, a0) = (−1)n ϕ(a0, . . . , an) ∀ai ∈ A

and where b is the Hochschild coboundary map given by

(bϕ) (a0, . . . , an+1) =
n∑

j=0

(−1)j ϕ(a0, . . . , ajaj+1, . . . , an+1)

+ (−1)n+1 ϕ(an+1a0, . . . , an).(1.476)

For A = C one gets HC2n(A) = C and HC2n+1(A) = 0.

We refer the reader to [68] Chapter III.1.α for the main properties of
this cohomology theory for algebras. Here we just recall briefly some basic
notation which will be needed later.

The Hochschild cohomology HH∗(A) is the cohomology of the complex
(Cn, b), where one lets Cn be the linear space of (n+1)-multilinear forms on
A. By construction any cyclic cocycle is in particular a Hochschild cocycle
and one gets a forgetful map I : HC∗ → HH∗.

The notions recalled in the following definition are quite useful in order
to clarify the geometric significance of the basic operations, such as the map
B, the cup product ϕ#ψ in cyclic cohomology, and the periodicity operator
S obtained from the cup product by the generator of HC2(C).

Definition 1.126. a) A cycle of dimension n is a triple
(
Ω, d,

∫ )
,

where Ω = ⊕n
j=0Ω

j is a graded algebra over C, d is a graded deriva-
tion of degree 1 such that d2 = 0, and

∫
: Ωn → C is a closed graded

trace on Ω.
b) Let A be an algebra over C. Then a cycle over A is given by a cycle(

Ω, d,
∫ )

and a homomorphism ρ : A → Ω0.
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A cycle of dimension n over A is essentially determined by its character,
i.e. by the (n + 1)-linear functional τ of the form

(1.477) τ(a0, . . . , an) =
∫

ρ(a0) d(ρ(a1)) d(ρ(a2)) · · · d(ρ(an)) ∀aj ∈ A.

Functionals obtained in this way are exactly the elements of Ker b ∩ Cn
λ .

Given two cycles Ω and Ω′ of dimension n, their sum Ω ⊕ Ω′ is defined
as the direct sum of the two differential graded algebras, with

∫
(ω, ω′) =∫

ω +
∫
ω′. Given cycles Ω and Ω′ of dimensions n and n′, their tensor

product Ω′′ = Ω⊗Ω′ is the cycle of dimension n+n′, which, as a differential
graded algebra, is the tensor product of (Ω, d) and (Ω′, d′), with

(1.478)
∫

(ω ⊗ ω′) = (−1)nn′
∫

ω

∫
ω′ ∀ω ∈ Ω , ω′ ∈ Ω′.

One defines in the corresponding ways the notions of direct sum and tensor
product of cycles over A and the tensor product induces a corresponding cup
product ϕ#ψ on cyclic cocycles. To express cyclic cocycles as characters of
cycles one needs to use the universal differential algebra Ω∗(A) constructed
as follows.

Proposition 1.127. Let A be a unital algebra over C.

1) Let Ω1(A) be the linear space A ⊗C Ā, where Ā = A/C is the
quotient of A by C 1. Then the equalities

x (a⊗ b)y = xa⊗ by − xab⊗ y

da = 1⊗ a ∈ Ω1(A) ∀a ∈ A,

for any a, b, x, y ∈ A, define the structure of an A-bimodule on
Ω1(A) and a derivation d : A → Ω1(A).

2) Let E be an A-bimodule and δ : A → E a derivation with δ(1) = 0.
Then there exists a bimodule morphism ρ : Ω1(A) → E such that
δ = ρ ◦ d.

We refer the reader to [68] Chapter III for a proof. Proposition 1.127
shows that we can think of (Ω1(A), d) as the universal derivation of A in an
A-bimodule. Any element of Ω1(A) is a linear combination of elements a db
for a, b ∈ A and one has d1 = 0.

The universal differential graded algebra Ω∗(A) is obtained by letting

Ωn(A) = Ω1(A)⊗A Ω1(A)⊗A · · · ⊗A Ω1(A)

be the n-fold tensor product of the bimodule Ω1(A), while the differential
d : A → Ω1(A) extends uniquely to a square-zero graded derivation of that
tensor algebra. Any element of Ωn(A) is a linear combination of elements
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a0da1 · · · dan with aj ∈ A. The product in Ω∗(A) is given by

(a0da1 · · · dan)(an+1dan+2 · · · dam)(1.479)

=
n∑

j=1

(−1)n−ja0da1 · · · d(ajaj+1) · · · dandan+1 · · · dam

+ (−1)na0a1da2 · · · dam.

This rule follows from the requirements that Ω∗(A) is a right A-module and
the derivation property d(ab) = da b + a db.

The cyclic cocycles are exactly the characters of cycles over the algebra
A. Namely, we have the following result (cf. [68] Chapter III).

Proposition 1.128. Let τ be an (n + 1)-linear functional on A. Then
the following conditions are equivalent.

1) There is an n-dimensional cycle (Ω, d,
∫

) and a homomorphism
ρ : A → Ω0 such that

τ(a0, . . . , an) =
∫

ρ(a0) d(ρ(a1)) · · · d(ρ(an)) ∀a0, . . . , an ∈ A.

2) There exists a closed graded trace τ̂ of dimension n on Ω∗(A+) such
that

τ(a0, . . . , an) = τ̂(a0da1 · · · dan) ∀a0, . . . , an ∈ A.
3) One has τ(a1, . . . , an, a0) = (−1)n τ(a0, . . . , an) and

n∑
i=0

(−1)i τ(a0, . . . , aiai+1, . . . , an+1) + (−1)n+1 τ(an+1a0, . . . , an) = 0

for any a0, . . . , an+1 ∈ A.

In the second statement we denote by A+ the algebra of pairs (a, λ) with
a ∈ A, λ ∈ C and product

(a, λ) · (a′, λ′) = (aa′ + λa′ + λ′a, λλ′).

By construction A+ is unital. One needs A+ to handle cyclic cocycles which
are not normalized, in the sense of the following definition.

Definition 1.129. A Hochschild cochain ϕ on a unital algebra, is nor-
malized if

(1.480) ϕ(a0, . . . , an) = 0 , if ∃ j �= 0 , aj = 1

It is especially useful to consider the following example.

Example 1.130. The simplest example is the generator of HC2(C).
The corresponding cycle (in the sense of Definition 1.126) is given by the
differential algebra D generated by a projection e with e2 = e. The two-
dimensional graded trace is given by

(1.481)
∫

e de de = 2πi.
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Figure 30. The (b,B) bicomplex

The map ρ from C to D defining the cycle is given by ρ(1) = e. The cup
product of cycles induces a cup product in cyclic cohomology (cf. [68]) and
the cup product by the generator of HC2(C) defines the periodicity map S.

Let A be a unital algebra. One lets Cn be the linear space of normalized
(n+1)-multilinear forms on A. The Hochschild coboundary operator (1.476)
preserves the normalization, namely one has

b : Cn → Cn+1.

A normalized Hochschild cochain ϕ of dimension n on an algebra A defines
(cf. [68]) a functional on the universal n-forms Ωn(A) by the equality

(1.482)
∫

ϕ
a0 da1 · · · dan = ϕ(a0, a1, . . . , an).
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When ϕ is a Hochschild cocycle one has, using (1.479) and (1.476),

(1.483)
∫

ϕ
aω =

∫
ϕ
ω a, ∀a ∈ A.

The boundary operator B0 defined by

(1.484) B0 ϕ(a0, . . . , an−1) = ϕ(1, a0, . . . , an−1)− (−1)n ϕ(a0, . . . , an−1, 1)

restricts on normalized cochains as

(1.485) (B0ϕ)(a0, a1, · · · , an−1) = ϕ(1, a0, a1, · · · , an−1) .

It is defined in such a way that one has

(1.486)
∫

ϕ
dω =

∫
B0ϕ

ω.

The operators b,B are given by (1.476) and B = AB0, where

(1.487) (Aψ)(a0, . . . , an−1) =
n−1∑

0

(−1)(n−1)j ψ(aj , aj+1, . . . , aj−1)

satisfy b2 = B2 = 0 and bB = −Bb. Periodic cyclic cohomology, which is
the inductive limit of the HCn(A) under the periodicity map S, admits an
equivalent description as the cohomology of the (b,B) bicomplex.

We have reported here only the basic definitions and statements about
cyclic cohomology without proof. We refer the reader to [68] and [67] for
detailed proofs of the basic properties of cyclic cohomology, including an
explanation of the meaning of the operator

B : HHn+1(A)→ HCn(A)

in terms of the cobordism of cycles (Theorem 3.21 of [68]), as well as a proof
of the fundamental exact sequence recalled in the following result of [67].

Theorem 1.131. The triangle

HH∗(A)
B

������������

HC∗(A) S �� HC∗(A)

I
������������

relating Hochschild and cyclic cohomologies is exact.
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10.5. The local index cocycle.

We now recall briefly the local index formula in the context of noncom-
mutative geometry [92]. We discuss it in the even case.

Let (A,H, D) be a finitely summable even spectral triple. The analogue
of the geodesic flow is given by the one-parameter group of automorphisms
of L(H),

(1.488) t �→ Ft(T ) = eit|D| T e−it|D| .

Definition 1.132. We say that an operator T on H is smooth if the
above map is smooth, i.e. if it belongs to C∞(R,L(H)). We also define

(1.489) OP 0 := {T ∈ L(H) | T is smooth} .
We say that the spectral triple (A,H, D) is regular if it satisfies the condition

(1.490) a and [D, a] ∈ OP 0, ∀ a ∈ A .

Notice that the algebra A is not assumed to be a C∗-algebra in general
i.e. it is not norm closed. At the C∗-algebra level what really matters is that
the subalgebra of elements that fulfill (1.490) be norm dense.

As we already mentioned, in the context of spectral triples the usual
notion of dimension of a space is replaced by the dimension spectrum. To
define it one lets B denote the algebra generated by δk(a) and δk([D, a]), for
a ∈ A, with

(1.491) δ(T ) = [|D|, T ]

the derivation that generates the geodesic flow. By construction the func-
tions,

(1.492) ζb(z) = Tr (b|D|−z), #(z) > m , b ∈ B ,
are analytic. Here m denotes the crude notion of dimension given by the
degree of summability of the spectral triple as in Definition 1.123.

Definition 1.133. Let (A,H, D) be a finitely summable regular spectral
triple.

• The dimension spectrum is the subset Π of {z ∈ C,#(z) ≥ 0} of
singularities of the analytic functions ζb(z) for b ∈ B.
• We say that the dimension spectrum is simple when the functions

(1.492) have at most simple poles.

In order to state the local index theorem it is important to note that
one can, by a finite rank perturbation, assume the invertibility of D without
changing the index pairing ([68] IV-1-γ). One simply replaces (A,H, D) by
(A, H̃, D̃) where

(1.493) H̃ = H⊕ kerD , D̃ = D + εR , ε �= 0
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where the action of A is extended to H̃ by 0 on kerD and the finite rank

operator R is 0 on the orthogonal complement of kerD ⊂ H and is
(

0 1
1 0

)
on the remaining subspace kerD ⊕ kerD ⊂ H̃. The grading γ is extended
to kerD by −γ so that it anticommutes with D̃.

The local index theorem is the following result (cf. [92]).

Theorem 1.134. Let (A,H, D) be a regular finitely summable, even
spectral triple with simple dimension spectrum. The following holds.

• The equality

(1.494)
∫
−P := Resz=0 Tr (P |D|−z)

defines a trace on the algebra generated by A, [D,A] and |D|z, with
z ∈ C.
• Assuming

∫
−γ a = 0 for all a ∈ A, the formula

(1.495) ϕ0(a) = lim
t→0

Tr(γ a e−tD2
), ∀a ∈ A,

defines a linear form ϕ0 on A.
• For n > 0 an even integer, there is only a finite number of non-zero

terms in

(1.496) ϕn(a0, . . . , an) :=
∑

k

cn,k

∫
−γ a0[D, a1](k1) . . . [D, an](kn) |D|−n−2|k|,

for all aj ∈ A. Here we are using the notation T (ki) = ∇ki(T )
with ∇(T ) = D2T −TD2. The summation index k is a multi-index
with |k| = k1 + . . . + kn, and the coefficients cn,k are given by the
formulae

(1.497) cn,k =
(−1)|k|

2
Γ (|k|+ n/2)

k1! . . . kn! (k1 + 1) . . . (k1 + k2 + . . . + kn + n)
.

• The expression (1.496) defines the even components (ϕn)n=0,2,... of
a cocycle in the (b,B)-bicomplex of A.
• The pairing of the cyclic cohomology class (ϕn) ∈ HC∗(A) with
K0(A) gives the Fredholm index of D with coefficients in K0(A).

We refer the reader to [92] for the proof of this main theorem and the
detailed regularity assumptions. In comparing the notation above and that
of [92], notice that the trace τ0 of Proposition II.1 of [92] is 1

2

∫
−.

One of the ingredients in the proof of Theorem 1.134 will be quite useful
below and we recall it here (cf. [92]). For any r ∈ R, one lets

(1.498) OP r = {T ; |D|−r T ∈ OP 0} .
In general we work with operators that all make sense as acting in H∞ =
∩DomDN . Also we work modulo operators of large negative order, i.e.
modOP−N for large N . We let D(A) be the algebra generated by A and D
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considered as acting in H∞. The main point is to show that one obtains an
algebra by considering operators of the following form,

Definition 1.135. Let (A,H, D) be a finitely summable regular spectral
triple. An operator P acting in H∞ is pseudodifferential iff for any N it
can be written in the form

(1.499) P = TD−2n modOP−N , T ∈ D(A)

The following key lemma [92] shows that such operators form an algebra.

Lemma 1.136. Let T ∈ OP 0 and n ∈ N.
(1) ∇n(T ) ∈ OPn

(2) D−2 T =
∑n

0 (−1)k∇k(T )D−2k−2 + Rn, with

(1.500) Rn = (−1)n+1 D−2∇n+1(T )D−2n−2 ∈ OP−n−3.

Proof. 1) The equality

(1.501) |D|T |D|−1 = T + β(T ) , β(T ) = δ(T ) |D|−1,

shows that for T ∈ OP 0 one has

(1.502) D2 T D−2 = T + 2β (T ) + β2(T ) ∈ OP 0.

Similarly one has,

(1.503) D−2 T D2 ∈ OP 0 .

This shows that in the definition of OPα one can put |D|−α on either side.
To prove 1) we just need to check that ∇(T ) ∈ OP 1 and then proceed

by induction. We have ∇(T ) = D2 T − T D2 = (D2 T D−2 − T )D2 =
(2β (T ) + β2(T ))D2 = 2δ (T ) |D|+ δ2(T ),

(1.504) ∇(T ) = 2δ (T ) |D|+ δ2(T ),

which belongs to OP 1.
2) For n = 0 the statement follows from

(1.505) D−2 T = T D−2 −D−2∇(T )D−2.

Next assume we have proved the result for (n− 1). To get it for n we must
show that

(−1)n∇n(T )D−2n−2 + (−1)n+1 D−2∇n+1(T )D−2n−2

= (−1)n D−2∇n(T )D−2n .(1.506)

Multiplying by D2n on the right, with T ′ = (−1)n∇n(T ), we need to show
that

T ′D−2 −D−2∇(T ′)D−2 = D−2 T ′,

which is (1.505). �
Corollary 1.137. Let (A,H, D) be a finitely summable regular spectral

triple. The pseudodifferential operators form an algebra of operators acting
in H∞ = ∩DomDN .
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10.6. Positivity in Hochschild cohomology and Yang-Mills ac-
tion.

Let τ be a Hochschild 4-cocycle on an algebra A. Let Ω1(A) be given
by Proposition 1.127. The Yang-Mills action is given by

(1.507) YMτ (A) =
∫

τ
(dA + A2)2 , ∀A ∈ Ω1(A),

where the integration
∫
τ is defined as in (1.482).

The action (1.507) is automatically gauge invariant under the gauge
transformations

(1.508) A→ γu(A) = u du∗ + uAu∗ , ∀u ∈ A , u u∗ = u∗ u = 1.

In fact, F (A) = dA + A2 transforms covariantly, that is, according to
F (γu(A)) = uF (A)u∗.

This action functional and its precise relation with the usual Yang–Mills
functional is discussed at length in [68] Chapter VI.

Positivity in Hochschild cohomology was defined in [76] for even-dimen-
sional Hochschild cocycles τ ∈ Z2n(A) as the condition

(1.509)
∫

τ
ω ω∗ ≥ 0 , ∀ω ∈ Ωn,

where the adjoint ω∗ is defined by

(1.510) (a0 da1 · · · dan)∗ = (−1)n da∗n · · · da∗1 a∗0 , ∀ aj ∈ A.
It then follows easily (cf. [68] Chapter VI) that the Yang-Mills action func-
tional satisfies the following.

Proposition 1.138. Let τ be a positive Hochschild 4-cocycle on an al-
gebra A. Then

YMτ (A) ≥ 0 , ∀A ∈ Ω1 .

One can find in [68] Chapter VI examples of positive Hochschild cocycles
associated to spectral triples. We now describe a variant of these examples
which plays a basic role in the computation of the variation of the spectral
action under inner fluctuations as we see in §11.5 below. We let π be the
representation of Ω∗ given by

π(a0da1 · · · dan) = a0 [D, a1] · · · [D, an]

We assume that the regular spectral triple (A,H, D) is of dimension 4 and
has simple dimension spectrum (the result extends without the last hypoth-
esis using the Dixmier trace [68] instead of the residue).

Lemma 1.139. The equality

(1.511) τ+(a0, a1, a2, a3, a4) =

−
∫
−a0([D2, a1] [D, a2]−[D, a1] [D2, a2]) ([D2, a3] [D, a4]−[D, a3] [D2, a4])D−6
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defines a positive Hochschild cocycle on A. Let F be the sign of D and let
ωj ∈ Ω2. Then one has

(1.512)
∫

τ+

ω1 ω2 =
∫
− (Fπ(ω1)F − π(ω1))(Fπ(ω2)F − π(ω2))D−4.

Proof. By construction τ+ is a Hochschild cocycle. The right hand
side of (1.512) fulfills (1.509), since for 2-forms one has π(ω∗) = (π(ω))∗.
Thus, it is enough to prove (1.512). By bilinearity we can assume that
ω1 = a0da1da2 and ω2 = da3da4b. Moreover, since [F, b] is of the same
order as D−1, we can absorb b in a0, i.e. we assume b = 1. Let us show that,
modulo bounded operators, we have

[D,π(ω1)] = a0([D2, a1] [D, a2]− [D, a1] [D2, a2]).

Indeed, the left-hand side is

[D, a0][D, a1][D, a2] +a0(D[D, a1] + [D, a1]D)[D, a2]

−a0[D, a1](D[D, a2] + [D, a2]D)

= [D, a0][D, a1][D, a2] +a0([D2, a1] [D, a2]− [D, a1] [D2, a2]).

Moreover, modulo bounded operators, one has

[D,π(ω1)] = [F, π(ω1)] |D|+ F [|D|, π(ω1)] ∼ [F, π(ω1)] |D|.
This gives ∫

τ+

ω1 ω2 = −
∫
−[F, π(ω1)] |D| [F, π(ω2)] |D|D−6

= −
∫
−[F, π(ω1)] [F, π(ω2)]D−4.

Using F 2 = 1 one then obtains (1.512). �

10.7. Cyclic cohomology and Chern-Simons action.

We now discuss briefly the invariance of the Chern-Simons action asso-
ciated to a cyclic 3-cocycle on an algebra. An early instance of this action
in terms of cyclic cohomology can be found in [300]. It is not in general
invariant under gauge transformations but one has the following more subtle
invariance.

Proposition 1.140. Let ψ be a cyclic 3-cocycle on A. The functional

(1.513) CSψ(A) =
∫

ψ
AdA +

2
3
A3 , A ∈ Ω1

transforms under the gauge action γu(A) = u du∗ + uAu∗ as

(1.514) CSψ(γu(A)) = CSψ(A) +
1
3
〈ψ, u〉,

where 〈ψ, u〉 is the pairing between HC3(A) and K1(A).
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Proof. Let A′ = γu(A) = u du∗ + uAu∗. One has

dA′ = du du∗ + duAu∗ + u dAu∗ − uAdu∗,

A′ dA′ = u du∗ du du∗ + u du∗ duAu∗ + u du∗ u dAu∗ − u du∗ uAdu∗

+uAu∗ du du∗ + uAu∗ duAu∗ + uAdAu∗ − uA2 du∗.

Thus, using the graded trace property of
∫
ψ, one gets∫

ψ
(A′ dA′ − AdA) =∫

ψ
(u du∗ du du∗ + du∗ duA− du∗ u du∗ uA

+u∗ du du∗ uA + du∗ u dA + u∗ duA2 − du∗ uA2).
Using ∫

ψ
du∗ u dA = −

∫
ψ
du∗ duA,

this gives∫
ψ
(A′ dA′ − AdA) =

∫
ψ

(u du∗ du du∗ + 2u∗ du du∗ uA + 2u∗ duA2).

Next one has∫
ψ

(A′3 −A3) =
∫

ψ
((u du∗)3 + 3 (u du∗)2 uAu∗ + 3u du∗ uA2 u∗).

Since du∗ u = −u∗ du, the terms in A2 cancel in the variation of CSψ.
Similarly, one has du∗ u du∗ u = −u∗ du du∗ u so that the terms in A also
cancel. Thus, one obtains

CSψ(γu(A))− CSψ(A) =
∫

ψ
(u du∗ du du∗ +

2
3
(u du∗)3).

One has (u du∗)3 = −u du∗ du du∗ which gives the required result. �

10.8. Inner fluctuations of the metric.

Exactly as the inner automorphisms of a noncommutative space cor-
respond to the internal symmetries of physics (see §9.9), the metric of a
noncommutative space admits natural inner fluctuations. These give rise
to a natural foliation of the space of metrics. In the case of the Standard
Model minimally coupled to gravity, we show in §15.2 and §15.4 below that
the inner fluctuations of noncommutative geometry correspond to the gauge
bosons other than the graviton.

The inner fluctuations in noncommutative geometry are generated by the
existence of Morita equivalences (cf. [254]). Given an algebra A, a Morita
equivalent algebra B is the algebra of endomorphisms of a finite projective
(right) module E over A,

(1.515) B = EndA(E)
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If A acts on the Hilbert space H, then B acts in a natural manner on the
tensor product

(1.516) H′ = E ⊗A H,
which is a Hilbert space, provided that E is endowed with a Hermitian
structure given by an A-valued positive sesquilinear form on E satisfying
the same rules as an inner product.

Defining the analogue D′ of the operator D for (B,H′) requires the
choice of a Hermitian connection ∇ on E . In fact, one would at first think
of replacing D by the operator

D′(ξ ⊗ η) = ξ ⊗Dη,

but this is not compatible with the tensor product over A, since in gen-
eral the operator D does not commute with elements of A. One needs to
introduce a connection to correct for this problem.

A connection is a linear map ∇ : E → E ⊗A Ω1
D satisfying the Leibniz

rule
∇(ξa) = (∇ξ)a + ξ ⊗ da , ∀ ξ ∈ E , a ∈ A,

with da = [D, a] and with

(1.517) Ω1
D = {

∑
j

aj [D, bj ] | aj , bj ∈ A}.

Notice that Ω1
D is by construction a bimodule over A. One then defines the

new Dirac operator D′ as

(1.518) D′(ξ ⊗ η) = ξ ⊗Dη + (∇ξ) η.
This combination is well defined as an operator on H′ = E ⊗A H.

Any algebra A is in particular Morita equivalent to itself (with E = A).
When one applies the construction of the new Dirac operator D′ of (1.518)
in this special case, one gets the inner deformations of the spectral geometry.
These replace the operator D by

(1.519) D �→ D + A

where A = A∗ is an arbitrary selfadjoint element of Ω1
D.

This discussion on the inner fluctuations of the metric adapts to the
presence of the additional structure given by the charge conjugation operator
(real structure) as in Definition 1.124. A key role of the real structure J is
in defining the adjoint action of the unitary group U of the algebra A on
the Hilbert space H. In fact, one defines a right A-module structure on H
by

(1.520) ξ b = b0 ξ , ∀ ξ ∈ H , b ∈ A
The unitary group of the algebra A then acts by the “adjoint represen-

tation” in H in the form

(1.521) ξ ∈ H → Ad(u) ξ = uξu∗ , ∀ ξ ∈ H , u ∈ A , uu∗ = u∗u = 1 ,
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and the perturbation (1.519) gets replaced by

(1.522) D �→ D + A + ε′ JAJ−1,

where ε′ is specified by the table of Definition 1.124.
The following result describes the relation between the adjoint action of

the unitary group of the algebra A and the gauge potentials A ∈ Ω1
D with

A = A∗.

Proposition 1.141. Let (A,H, D) be a real spectral triple with antilin-
ear isometry J fulfilling (1.472) and (1.473). Then for any gauge potential
A ∈ Ω1

D with A = A∗ and any unitary u ∈ A, one has

Ad(u)(D + A + ε′ JAJ−1)Ad(u∗) = D + γu(A) + ε′ Jγu(A)J−1,

where
γu(A) = u [D,u∗] + uAu∗.

Proof. Let U = Ad(u). One has U = u v = v u, where v = JuJ−1.
Thus,

UDU∗ = u(vDv∗)u∗ = u(D + v[D, v∗])u∗

= uDu∗ + v[D, v∗] = D + u[D,u∗] + v[D, v∗],

where we used (1.472) and (1.473). We have

v[D, v∗] = JuJ−1[D, Ju∗J−1] = ε′J u[D,u∗]J−1.

Similarly, we have UAU∗ = uAu∗ and UJ AJ−1U∗ = J uAu∗ J−1. �

The next proposition shows that inner fluctuations of inner fluctuations
are inner fluctuations.

Proposition 1.142. 1) Let (A,H, D) be a spectral triple and let D′ =
D+A, for some A ∈ Ω1

D with A = A∗. Then, for any B ∈ Ω1
D′ with B = B∗,

one has

(1.523) D′ + B = D + A′ , A′ = A + B ∈ Ω1
D

2) Let (A,H, D) be a real spectral triple with antilinear isometry J fulfilling
(1.472) and (1.473). Let A ∈ Ω1

D with A = A∗ and let D′ = D + A +
ε′ JAJ−1. Then, for any B ∈ Ω1

D′ with B = B∗, one has

(1.524) D′ + B + ε′ JBJ−1 = D + A′ + ε′ JA′J−1 , A′ = A + B ∈ Ω1
D

Proof. To check 1) it is enough to show that Ω1
D′ ⊂ Ω1

D. By construc-
tion, elements of Ω1

D′ are linear combinations of a[D′, b], for a, b ∈ A. In
fact, we have a[D′, b] = a[D, b] + a[A, b] ∈ Ω1

D, since Ω1
D is a bimodule over

A.
Similarly, to check 2) one has to show that Ω1

D′ ⊂ Ω1
D. For a, b ∈

A one has a[D′, b] = a[D, b] + a[A, b] + ε′ a[JAJ−1, b], but then we have
[JAJ−1, b] = 0, using (1.472) and (1.473). Thus, the inclusion Ω1

D′ ⊂ Ω1
D

follows as above. �
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It is important to consider the inner fluctuations D �→ D+A+ε′ JAJ−1

as being obtained in two stages
(1) D �→ D + A
(2) D + A �→ D + A + ε′ JAJ−1

In fact, the resulting operator D+A+ε′ JAJ−1 is the most general operator
D′ obtained from inner fluctuations relative to A and then relative to A0 =
JAJ−1, with the property that D′ fulfills the same commutation relation

JD′J−1 = ε′D′

with J as the original D. In this way one can extend many results valid for
inner fluctuations of the form D �→ D+A to the more sophisticated ones of
the form (1.522).

Remark 1.143. Notice that, although transitive, the relation “D′ is an
inner fluctuation of D” is not symmetric. In fact, one can construct simple
examples where the operator 0 is obtained as inner fluctuation of a non-zero
D. This relation is similar to the relation obtained from a singular foliation,
such as the foliation associated to a flow with singularities given by the fixed
points. We see in §15.2 below a concrete example of such a singularity, in
the case of the Higgs mechanism in the Standard Model, cf. Remark 1.203.

11. The spectral action principle

We give in this section an account of the joint work of the first author
with A. Chamseddine on the spectral action principle [45], [46], [47], [48].
This will be the main tool we use in the following sections to recover the
Lagrangian of the Standard Model minimally coupled to gravity from a
simple noncommutative geometry.

The starting point to motivate the spectral action is a discussion of
observables in gravity. By the principle of gauge invariance, the only quan-
tities which have a chance to be observables in gravity are those which are
invariant under the gauge group i.e. the group of diffeomorphisms of the
space-time M . Assuming first that we deal with a classical manifold, one
can form a number of such invariants (under suitable convergence condi-
tions) as integrals of the form

(1.525)
∫

M
F (K)

√
g d4x

where F (K) is a scalar invariant function of the Riemann curvature K.
The scalar curvature is one example of such a function but there are

many others. We refer to [143] for other more complicated examples of
such invariants, where those of the form (1.525) appear as the single integral
observables, i.e. those which add up when evaluated on the direct sum of
geometric spaces.
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While in principle a quantity like (1.525) is observable, it is in practice
almost impossible to evaluate, since it involves the knowledge of the entire
space-time and is in that way highly non-localized. On the other hand, spec-
tral data are available in localized form anywhere and are (asymptotically)
of the form (1.525) when they are of the additive form

(1.526) Tr(f(D/Λ)),

where D is the Dirac operator and f is a positive even function of the real
variable while the parameter Λ fixes the mass scale. The data of spectral
lines are intimately related to the Dirac Hamiltonian, hence to the geometry
of “space”.

The spectral action principle asserts that (1.526) is the fundamental
action functional S that can be used both at the classical level to compare
different geometric spaces and at the quantum level in the functional integral
formulation, after Wick rotation to Euclidean signature.

In the following, we work under the assumption that we have an asymp-
totic expansion

(1.527) Trace (e−tD2
) ∼
∑

aα tα (t→ 0)

The absence of a log(t) in the expansion corresponds to the dimension spec-
trum being simple. Notice that this assumption is not always satisfied. For
instance, it is known to fail in the case of manifolds with conical singularities
(cf. [206]).

Under the above assumption, the detailed form of the even function f
in (1.526) is largely irrelevant because of the known simple relation between
the heat expansion and residues which we now recall ([304]). The ζ-function
is defined by

(1.528) ζD(s) = Tr (|D|−s) = Tr (∆−s/2) , ∆ = D2 .

This only makes sense if D is invertible but this hypothesis is harmless
since one can replace D by D+ εP where P is the orthogonal projection on
kerD to make it invertible and then eliminate ε by taking the limit when
ε→ 0. Equivalently one restricts to the orthogonal complement of the finite
dimensional subspace kerD ⊂ H so that (1.528) makes sense. The relation
between the asymptotic expansion (1.527) and the ζ-function is given by:

Lemma 1.144. • A non-zero term aα with α < 0 gives a pole of
ζD at −2α with

(1.529) Ress=−2α ζD(s) =
2 aα

Γ(−α)

• The absence of log t terms gives regularity at 0 for ζD with

(1.530) ζD(0) + dimkerD = a0 .
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Proof. For the positive operator ∆ = D2 one has

(1.531) |D|−s = ∆−s/2 =
1

Γ
(

s
2

) ∫ ∞

0
e−t∆ ts/2−1 dt.

Replacing Trace (e−t∆) by aα tα and using∫ 1

0
tα+s/2−1 dt = (α + s/2)−1

one gets the first statement. The second follows from the equivalence
1

Γ
(

s
2

) ∼ s

2
, s→ 0

so that only the pole part at s = 0 of∫ ∞

0
Tr(e−t∆) ts/2−1 dt

contributes to the value ζD(0). This pole part is given by

a0

∫ 1

0
ts/2−1 dt = a0

2
s

so that one gets (1.530). This holds when D is invertible and in the general
case the addition of εP amounts to the replacement

ζD(0) �→ ζD(0) + dim kerD .

�
Theorem 1.145. Let (A,H, D) be a spectral triple fulfilling (1.527).

Then the spectral action (1.526) can be expanded in powers of the scale Λ in
the form

(1.532) Tr(f(D/Λ)) ∼
∑
β∈Π

fβ Λβ

∫
− |D|−β + f(0) ζD(0) + · · · ,

with the summation over the dimension spectrum Π. Here the function f
only appears through the scalars

(1.533) fβ =
∫ ∞

0
f(v) vβ−1 dv.

The terms involving negative powers of Λ involve the full Taylor expansion
of f at 0.

Proof. Consider a test function k(u) which is given as a simple super-
position of exponentials as a Laplace transform

(1.534) k(u) =
∫ ∞

0
e−su h(s) ds.

We can write formally

(1.535) k(t∆) =
∫ ∞

0
e−st∆ h(s) ds
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and

(1.536) Trace (k(t∆)) ∼
∑

aα tα
∫ ∞

0
sα h(s) ds .

For α < 0 one has,

sα =
1

Γ(−α)

∫ ∞

0
e−sv v−α−1 dv

and ∫ ∞

0
sα h(s) ds =

1
Γ(−α)

∫ ∞

0
k(v) v−α−1 dv

so that

Trace (k(t∆)) ∼
∑
α<0

1
2

Ress=−2α ζD(s)
∫ ∞

0
k(v) v−α−1 dv tα

+ ζD(0) k(0) + . . .(1.537)

Thus, with f even as in (1.532), we write f(u) = k(u2) and obtain
(1.532) using

1
2

∫ ∞

0
k(v) vβ/2−1 dv =

∫ ∞

0
f(u)uβ−1 du,

for β = −2α ∈ Π. �
The above gives a formal proof of the asymptotic expansion of the spec-

tral action functional. For a more detailed analysis of the actual expansion,
we refer the reader to the book [132].

The term in Λ4 in the spectral action (1.532) is proportional to
∫
− ds4

which, in the 4-dimensional case, gives a cosmological term. As we see later,
the natural constraint in the set-up of the functional integral will provide a
homological meaning to this term cf. equation (1.874) below.

The term in Λ2 in the spectral action (1.532) is proportional to
∫
− ds2

which, in the usual 4-dimensional Riemannian case (cf. [179]), gives the
Einstein-Hilbert action functional with the physical sign for the Euclidean
functional integral, provided the moment f2 > 0 (which is the case if f is a
positive function). This term will be analysed in the general case in §11.1
below.

The term in Λ0 in the spectral action (1.532) yields the Yang–Mills
action for the gauge fields corresponding to the internal degrees of freedom
of the metric. This result will be obtained first by a direct computation in
§11.4 using the Seeley–DeWitt coefficients 11.2. We then explain (§11.5)
in the general framework that under a simple hypothesis of vanishing of
the tadpole (which holds in the usual Riemannian case) the variation under
inner fluctuations of the scale-independent part of the spectral action can
be expressed as the sum of a Yang–Mills action and a Chern–Simons action.

In particular, it is convenient to introduce the following notation.
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Definition 1.146. The tadpole term of order Λα is the term linear in
A ∈ Ω1

D in the Λα part of the expansion (1.532) of the spectral action.

The vanishing of all these tadpole terms indicates that a given geometry
(A,H, D) is a critical point for the spectral action. In general, one can
impose weaker conditions of vanishing of tadpole terms, as we will see in the
case of the Higgs mechanism in the Standard Model.

11.1. Terms in Λ2 in the spectral action and scalar curvature.

Throughout this section we let (A,H, D) be a regular spectral triple
with simple dimension spectrum and with metric dimension 4.

Definition 1.147. The scalar curvature of (A,H, D) is the functional
given by

(1.538) R(a) =
∫
− aD−2 , ∀a ∈ A .

The terminology is motivated by the following result of [179].

Theorem 1.148. In the case of four-dimensional Riemannian spin man-
ifolds M , the functional R is given by

(1.539) R(f) = − 1
24π2

∫
f(x) s(x)

√
g d4x

where s = −R is the scalar curvature.

Proof. By definition the scalar curvature s at a point x ∈ M is, up
to sign, twice the trace of the Riemann curvature tensor viewed as an en-
domorphism of ∧2Tx(M) and is positive for the sphere. (With the sign
convention for the curvature tensor used by Milnor [230] p. 51, one gets
a plus sign.) When acting on 1-forms the formula for the curvature is
∇X ∇Y ω −∇Y ∇X ω −∇[X,Y ] ω, cf. Wald [290] p. 36-40.

Our chosen normalization for the Riemann curvature tensor (1.448) is
the same as Gilkey ([144] §2.3) and Lawson-Michelsohn ([203], Proposition
4.6). It reads

(1.540) R(X,Y )Z = ∇X ∇Y Z −∇Y ∇X Z −∇[X,Y ] Z.

Following Lawson–Michelsohn [203], both the Ricci curvature and the
scalar curvature have the usual sign (positive for spheres), thanks to the mi-
nus signs in equations 8.10 and 8.17 of [203]. We follow the same convention
and we define the scalar curvature by setting

(1.541) s = −R.

As already mentioned, Gilkey [144] uses the same convention (1.540) for
R as Lawson-Michelsohn, but defines the scalar curvature as 1

2 of the above
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s. With our convention, s is the term which appears in the Lichnerowicz
formula (cf. [203] Theorem 8.8)

(1.542) D2 = ∇∗∇+
1
4
s

The formula (1.542) decomposes the operator P = D2 in the canonical
form of [144] Lemma 4.8.1. The operators of [144] are P∇ = ∇∗∇ and
E = −1

4 s, where s is as in (1.541) above.
By Theorem 4.8.16 of [144] the coefficient a2 in the heat expansion of

P is given by

(1.543) a2(x,D2) = (4π)−2Tr
(
−1

6
Rijij + E

)
,

where the trace is taken in the spinor space, hence it multiplies the scalar
value by 4. With the notations of [144], one has Rijij = −s, so that (1.543)
gives in front of s the coefficient

(4π)−2 × 4× (
1
6
− 1

4
) = − 1

48π2
.

By (1.529) there is an additional factor of 2 in the relation with the residue,
and we get (1.539). �

In particular, we see that, when written with the notation (1.451), equa-
tion (1.539) becomes of the form

(1.544) R(f) =
1

24π2

∫
f(x)R(x)

√
g d4x,

which has the correct sign for the Euclidean functional integral as explained
in Proposition 1.117.

Notice that, if one had chosen the scalar Laplacian instead of the square
of the Dirac operator, one would have obtained the wrong sign in front of
the scalar curvature.

We now investigate, in the general case, the stability of the scalar curva-
ture as defined by (1.538) under inner fluctuations of the metric of the form
D �→ D+A with A = A∗ ∈ Ω1

D. The coefficient of Λ2, given by
∫
−(D+A)−2,

has a priori an A dependence. If we write (D + A)2 = D2 + X, we obtain

(1.545)
∫
− (D+A)−2−

∫
−D−2 = −

∫
−D−2 XD−2+

∫
−D−2 XD−2 XD−2,

where X = DA + AD + A2 has order one, so that the other terms vanish.
We can rewrite this as

(1.546) −
∫
− (DA + AD)D−4 +

∫
− (DA + AD)2 D−6 −

∫
−A2 D−4 .

We now analyse these various terms.
The first term we meet in (1.546) with a coefficient −2 is

(1.547)
∫
−AD−3 .
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This is the Λ2 dependent linear piece in the spectral action, i.e. the tadpole
term of order Λ2 in the sense of Definition 1.146.

Lemma 1.149. The term (1.547) vanishes in the case of a Riemannian
spin manifold M .

Proof. In terms of local coordinates xµ the Dirac operator is of the
form

D = ∂/M =
√
−1 γµ∇s

µ

where ∇s is the spin connection. The elements of Ω1
D are the sections of

the bundle End(S) coming from Clifford multiplication γ(ω) by 1-forms
ω ∈ C∞(M,T ∗M). Thus A is of the form A = γ(ω). The total symbol of
the operator D−3 is of the form

σ(D−3)(x, ξ) = σ−3(x, ξ) + σ−4(x, ξ) + · · ·
where σ−n(x, ξ) ∈ End(Sx) is an endomorphism of the fiber Sx of the spinor
bundle. The total symbol of a product of pseudodifferential operators is
given by (cf. [144] §1.2)

(1.548) σPQ(x, ξ) =
∑ (−i)|α|

α!
∂α

ξ σ
P (x, ξ) ∂α

xσ
Q(x, ξ) .

This shows that the symbol of order −4 of AD−3 is γ(ω)σ−4(x, ξ) and the
residue is of the form ∫

− AD−3 =
∫

M
tr(γ(ω)b(x)) dv

where b(x) ∈ End(Sx) is obtained by integrating σ−4(x, ξ) over the unit
sphere of the cotangent space T ∗

x (M) and dv is the Riemannian volume
form on M . By construction one has b ∈ C∞(M,End(S)) and to compute
b(x) one can use normal coordinates at x. In these coordinates the total
symbol of D at x is

√
−1 γµ ξµ and the symbol of order −5 of D−4 vanishes

(cf. [179]). Thus using (1.548) one gets σ−4(x, ξ) = 0 and b(x) = 0. �

Since (1.547) is the Λ2 dependent linear piece in the spectral action, if
we expand at an extremum of the spectral action which is independent of
Λ, it is natural to assume that (1.547) vanishes, namely that we have

(1.549)
∫
− AD−3 = 0 ∀A ∈ Ω1

D .

There are however very interesting situations, such as the Higgs case, where
the extremum depends upon Λ.

Under the hypothesis of vanishing of the order Λ2 tadpole term, we have
the following result.

Lemma 1.150. If ( 1.549) holds, then one has∫
− [D, a][D, b] ds4 = −

∫
− a [D2, b] ds4 ∀ a, b ∈ A .
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Proof. By (1.549) and using the identity

Da [D, b] + a [D, b]D = [D, a][D, b] + a [D2, b]

one obtains ∫
− (Da [D, b] + a [D, b]D)D−4 = 0. �

Let us now assume also the condition that the functional playing the
role of the scalar curvature is a trace, namely

(1.550) R(a) =
∫
− a ds2 is a trace on A .

We then have the following result.

Lemma 1.151. Assuming (1.549) (1.550), one has∫
− [D2, a][D2, b] ds6 =

∫
− [D, a][D, b] ds4 ∀ a, b ∈ A .

Proof. One has R(ab) = R(b a) by hypothesis. Moreover, using the
trace property of

∫
−, one has

(1.551) R(b a) =
∫
− b aD−2 =

∫
− aD−2 bD2 D−2 .

Thus, we get

(1.552)
∫
− aD−2 [D2, b]D−2 = 0 ∀ a, b ∈ A .

By Lemma 1.150 one has∫
− D−2 a [D2, b]D−2 =

∫
− a[D2, b] ds4 = −

∫
− [D, a][D, b] ds4.

Substracting this from (1.552) we get

(1.553)
∫
− [D, a][D, b] ds4 =

∫
− [a,D−2][D2, b]D−2.

On the other hand we have

(1.554) [a,D−2] = D−2 [D2, a]D−2 .

Now D−2 [D2, a]D−2 [D2, b]D−2 is of order −4 and we can permute the D−2

freely so that we get the statement. �

Corollary 1.152. Assuming (1.549) and (1.550), for a0, a1, a2 ∈ A,
one has ∫

− a0 [D, a1][D, a2] ds4 =
∫
− a0 [D2, a1][D2, a2] ds6 .
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Proof. Let

ϕ(a0, a1) =
∫
−[D, a0][D, a1] ds4

ψ(a0, a1) =
∫
−[D2, a0][D2, a1] ds6.

We compute the Hochschild coboundary of ϕ and ψ as

ϕ(a0a1, a2)− ϕ(a0, a1a2) + ϕ(a2a0, a1)

=
∫
−{(a0 [D, a1][D, a2] + [D, a0] a1 [D, a2])− ([D, a0] a1 [D, a2]

+ [D, a0][D, a1] a2) + (a2[D, a0][D, a1] + [D, a2] a0 [D, a1])} ds4.

Since we can permute freely with ds4 we get

(1.555) (bϕ)(a0, a1, a2) = 2
∫
− a0 [D, a1][D, a2] ds4 .

The same argument gives

(1.556) (bψ)(a0, a1, a2) = 2
∫
− a0 [D2, a1][D2, a2] ds6 .

By Lemma 1.151 one has ϕ = ψ and the conclusion follows. �

We can now show the following result on the dependence of the term∫
−(D + A)−2

on the inner fluctuations.

Proposition 1.153. Assuming (1.549) and (1.550), one has the follow-
ing properties.

• The term
∫
− (D + A)−2 is independent of A.

• The functional R is unchanged by the inner fluctuation D �→ D+A.

Proof. By (1.545) and (1.546) one has∫
− (D + A)−2 −

∫
− D2(1.557)

= −
∫
− (DA + AD)D−4 +

∫
− (DA + AD)2 D−6 −

∫
− A2 D−4 .

The first term in the right-hand side vanishes by (1.549).
Now, for A =

∑
i ai [D, bi], one has

(1.558) DA + AD =
∑

i

ai [D2, bi] +
∑

i

[D, ai][D, bi],

where the second term is of lower order. It follows then from Corollary 1.152
that

(1.559)
∫
− (DA1 + A1D)(DA2 + A2D) ds6 =

∫
− A1 A2 ds

4,
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for any A1, A2 ∈ Ω1
D. Indeed, it is enough to check this on A1 = a1 [D, b1]

and A2 = a2 [D, b2]. By (1.558), the left-hand side gives∫
− a1 [D2, b1] a2 [D2, b2] ds6 =

1
2
bψ(a1, b1a2, b2)−

1
2
bψ(a1b1, a2, b2)

=
1
2
bϕ(a1, b1a2, b2)−

1
2
bϕ(a1b1, a2, b2)

=
∫
− a1 [D, b1] a2 [D, b2] ds4.

which is indeed equal to the right-hand side.
Taking A1 = A2 = A we see that the last two terms of (1.557) add up

to zero and we get the first statement.
For the second statement, using the invariance of

∫
− one gets∫

− x(D + A)−2 −
∫
− xD−2 = −

∫
− xD−2(DA + AD)D−2

+
∫

x(DA + AD)2 D−6

−
∫
− xA2 D−4 ∀x ∈ A .(1.560)

Now in (1.559) we can replace A1 by xA1 to get

(1.561)
∫
− x (DA1 + A1D)(DA2 + A2D) ds6 =

∫
− xA1 A2 ds

4 .

This shows that the last two terms of (1.560) cancel. To prove the vanishing
of the first term of the right-hand side in (1.560), we can assume that A =
a [D, b]. One has DA + AD = a [D2, b] + [D, a][D, b] and∫
− xD−2(DA+AD)D−2 =

∫
− xD−2 a [D2, b]D−2+

∫
− xD−2 [D, a][D, b]D−2.

Now, by Corollary 1.152, the last term is∫
− x [D, a][D, b]D−4 =

∫
− x [D2, a][D2, b]D−6 .

One has∫
− xD−2 a [D2, b]D−2 =

∫
− x aD−2 [D2, b]D−2

−
∫
− xD−2 [D2, a]D−2 [D2, b]D−2 .

The first term in the right-hand side vanishes by (1.550), while the second
is

−
∫
− x [D2, a][D2, b] ds6

and cancels the above. �
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We have thus shown that the scalar curvature is insensitive to inner fluc-
tuation of the metric. Notice, however, that this property depends crucially
on the assumption of the tadpole vanishing (1.549).

11.2. Seeley–DeWitt coefficients and Gilkey’s theorem.

Let (A,H, D) be a noncommutative geometry described by a spectral
triple. We apply to the square D2 of the Dirac operator the standard local
formulae for the heat expansion (see [144] §4.8). We begin by recalling
briefly the statement of Gilkey’s Theorem ([144] Theorem 4.8.16).

One starts with a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension m,
with metric g and one lets V be a vector bundle on M and P a differential
operator acting on sections of V and with leading symbol given by the metric
tensor. Thus, locally one has

(1.562) P = − (gµνI ∂µ∂ν + Aµ∂µ + B) ,

where gµν plays the role of the inverse metric, I is the identity matrix, and
Aµ and B are endomorphisms of the bundle V .

The Seeley-DeWitt coefficients are the terms an(x, P ) in the heat ex-
pansion, which is of the form

(1.563) Tr e−tP ∼
∑
n≥0

t
n−m

2

∫
M

an(x, P ) dv(x),

where m is the dimension of the manifold and dv(x) =
√

det gµν(x) dm x,
with gµν the metric on M .

By Lemma 4.8.1 of [144], the operator P is uniquely written in the form

(1.564) P = ∇∗∇− E

where ∇ is a connection on V , with ∇∗∇ the connection Laplacian, and E
is an endomorphism of V .

Let Γρ
µν be the Christoffel symbols of the Levi–Civita connection of the

metric g. We set

(1.565) Γρ := gµνΓρ
µν .

The explicit formulae for the connection ∇ and the endomorphism E
are then of the form

(1.566) ∇µ = ∂µ + ω′
µ

(1.567) ω′
µ =

1
2
gµν(Aν + Γν · id),

with id the identity endomorphism of V , and

(1.568) E = B − gµν(∂µ ω
′
ν + ω′

µ ω
′
ν − Γρ

µν ω
′
ρ).
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One lets Ω be the curvature of the connection∇ so that (cf. [144] Lemma
4.8.1)

(1.569) Ωµν = ∂µ ω
′
ν − ∂ν ω

′
µ + [ω′

µ, ω
′
ν ].

We denote multiple covariant differentiation as in [144] Lemma 2.4.3,
by

(1.570) E;µ
µ := ∇µ∇µE.

The Seeley-DeWitt coefficients an(P ) vanish for odd values of n. The first
three an’s for n even have the following explicit form in terms of the Rie-
mann curvature tensor R, the curvature Ω of the connection ∇ and the
endomorphism E.

Theorem 1.154. [144] One has :

a0(x, P ) = (4π)−m/2Tr(id)(1.571)

a2(x, P ) = (4π)−m/2Tr
(
−R

6
id + E

)
(1.572)

a4(x, P ) = (4π)−m/2 1
360

Tr(−12R;µ
µ + 5R2 − 2Rµν R

µν(1.573)

+ 2Rµνρσ R
µνρσ − 60RE + 180E2 + 60E;µ

µ

+ 30Ωµν Ωµν).

Remark 1.155. Notice that in Theorem 1.154 the endomorphism E only
appears through the expressions

(1.574) Tr
(
−R

6
id + E

)
and Tr

(
(−R

6
id + E)2

)
and the boundary term Tr(E;µ

µ).

11.3. The generalized Lichnerowicz formula.

Let M be a compact Riemannian spin manifold of dimension m, S the
spinor bundle with the canonical Riemannian connection ∇S . Let V be a
Hermitian vector bundle over M with a compatible connection ∇V . One
lets ∂/V be the Dirac operator on S ⊗ V endowed with the tensor product
connection ([203] Proposition 5.10)

(1.575) ∇(ξ ⊗ v) = (∇S ξ)⊗ v + ξ ⊗ (∇V v).

Let then RV be the bundle endomorphism of the bundle S ⊗ V defined by

(1.576) RV (ξ ⊗ v) =
1
2

m∑
j, k=1

(γjγk ξ)⊗ (R(V )jk v)

where R(V ) is the curvature tensor of the bundle V .
One then has the following result ([203] Theorem 8.17).
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Theorem 1.156. let s be the scalar curvature of M as in (1.541). Then
the Dirac operator ∂/V satisfies

(1.577) ∂/2
V = ∇∗∇+

1
4
s + RV ,

where ∇∗∇ is the connection Laplacian of S ⊗ V .

Notice that all three terms on the right-hand side of (1.577) are self-
adjoint operators by construction. In particular RV is self-adjoint. One can
write RV in the form

(1.578) RV =
∑
j<k

γjγk ⊗R(V )jk,

where the terms in the sum are pairwise orthogonal for the natural inner
product on the Clifford algebra induced by the Hilbert-Schmidt inner prod-
uct 〈A,B〉 = Tr(A∗B) in the spin representation. Notice that here R(V )
is antisymmetric and the γj , γk anticommute. Note also that the different
sign convention for the square of γ-matrices used in [203] introduces an
overall sign which will not matter since the heat expansion only involves the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm square of the terms (1.578).

11.4. The Einstein–Yang–Mills system.

In this section we describe a result of [46], §2, which illustrates the
properties and the role of the spectral action functional in the simplest pos-
sible noncommutative modification of an ordinary 4-dimensional manifold,
namely the noncommutative geometry obtained by replacing the algebra
C∞(M) of smooth functions on M by the tensor product

(1.579) A = C∞(M)⊗MN (C),

with MN (C) the algebra of complex N × N matrices. The spectral triple
is obtained by tensoring the Dirac spectral triple (C∞(M), L2(M,S), ∂/M )
with the spectral triple for MN (C) given by the left action of MN (C) on the
Hilbert space of N ×N matrices endowed with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm,
and with the trivial Dirac operator D = 0. The real structure is given by the
adjoint operation T �→ T ∗ on matrices, while JM denotes the real structure
on (C∞(M), L2(M,S), ∂/M ) given by the charge conjugation operator.

Thus, the product geometry is of the form
• A = C∞(M,MN (C))
• H = L2(M,S)⊗MN (C)
• J(ξ ⊗ T ) = JMξ ⊗ T ∗

• D = ∂/M ⊗ 1
• γ = γ5 ⊗ 1.

We compare the spectral action functional with the action for an SU(N)
Yang-Mills theory coupled to fermions in the adjoint representation and to
Einstein gravity.
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We begin by computing the inner fluctuations of the metric for the prod-
uct geometry (A,H, D) described above.

The Dirac operator ∂/M is of the form

(1.580) ∂/M =
√
−1 γµ∇s

µ.

Here ∇s is the spin connection which we express in a vierbein e. Namely,
the vierbein ea

µ is defined by the relation

(1.581) gµν = ea
µe

b
νδab,

so that γa = eµ
aγµ satisfy the anticommutation {γa, γb} = 2δab. One sets

(1.582) γab :=
1
4
[γa, γb].

They satisfy

[γab, γcd] = δcbγad − δcaγbd − δdbγac + δdaγbc

and define the spinor representation of the Lie algebra o(4). The spin con-
nection is then of the form

(1.583) ∇s
µ = ∂µ +

1
2
ωab

µ γab.

The expressions of the form∑
j

aj [D, bj ] with aj , bj ∈ A

give all operators of the form

A = Aµ γ
µ,

where the Aµ ∈ C∞(M,MN (C)) are arbitrary. The self-adjoint condi-
tion A = A∗ for gauge potentials is equivalent to Aµ = A∗

µ, i.e. to Aµ ∈
C∞(M,MN (C))sa, the self-adjoint elements of the algebra A. Here the Aµ

are acting by left multiplication on H = L2(M,S)⊗MN (C).
It is convenient for the following to introduce the related notation

(1.584) Aµ := −
√
−1 adAµ.

We also denote by ωµ the spin-connection on M as in (1.583), with

(1.585) ωµ :=
1
2
ωab

µ γab.

Notice that the inner product in H is given fiberwise using the Hilbert-
Schmidt norm on matrices, i.e. by

〈ξ, η〉 =
∫

M
Tr(ξ(x)∗η(x))

√
gd4x,

ignoring the spinor index for simplicity. One checks directly that, for X ∈
C∞(M,MN (C)), the adjoint of left multiplication by X is left multiplication
by X∗.
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We can then prove the following result on the product geometry

(C∞(M,MN (C)), L2(M,S)⊗MN (C), ∂/M ⊗ 1) .

Proposition 1.157. Let (A,H, D) be the product geometry described
above.

(1) The inner fluctuations of the metric are parameterized by an SU(N)
Yang-Mills field A.

(2) The operator DA = D + A + JAJ∗ is given by

(1.586) DA =
√
−1 eµ

a γ
a ((∂µ + ωµ)⊗ 1N2 + 1⊗ Aµ) ,

with Aµ as in (1.584).
(3) The coupling of the Yang-Mills field A with the fermions is:

(1.587) 〈ψ̄,DAψ〉 ψ , ψ̄ ∈ H .

Proof. (1) We already saw that the gauge potentials are given by A =
Aµγ

µ with Aµ ∈ C∞(M,MN (C))sa (the self-adjoint elements in the algebra),
acting by left multiplication. In dimension 4 one has ([132] 5.24)

(1.588) JM γµ J−1
M = −γµ.

Moreover, the action of J on matrices being given by T → T ∗, it transforms
the operator of left multiplication by X ∈ C∞(M,MN (C)) into the right
multiplication by X∗. Thus, this shows that

A + JAJ∗ = γµ adAµ.

Notice that the formula DA = D+A+JAJ∗ eliminates the U(1) part of A,
even though one starts with a U(N) gauge potential. Thus, it is natural to
impose the “unimodularity” condition

(1.589) Tr(A) = 0.

(2) This follows from the same computation above.
(3) We obtained indeed the correct adjoint action on fermions. Notice

also that in order to formulate the Euclidean functional integral one consid-
ers the ψ , ψ̄ ∈ H as independent variables [61]. �

Recall that the Yang–Mills action is of the form

(1.590) SY M (A) =
1
4

∫
M
LY M (A), with LY M (A) = Tr(FµνF

µν).

The following result of [45] gives the explicit form of the spectral action
for the product geometry (C∞(M,MN (C)), L2(M,S) ⊗ MN (C), ∂/M ⊗ 1),
which recovers the Einstein–Yang–Mills system.

Theorem 1.158. For the product geometry (A,H, D) described above,
the spectral action is given by

(1.591) Tr(f(D/Λ)) ∼ 1
4π2

∫
M
L(gµν , A)

√
g d4x,
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where L(gµν , A) is the Lagrangian of the Einstein–Yang–Mills system given
by

(1.592)
L(gµν , A) = 2N2 Λ4 f4 + N2

6 Λ2 f2 R + f(0)
6 LY M (A)

−N2 f(0)
80 Cµνρσ C

µνρσ.

modulo topological and boundary terms.

Proof. Using (1.577) and (1.578), we get

−E =
1
4
s⊗ 1N2 +

∑
µ<ν

γµγν ⊗ Fµν(1.593)

Ωµν =
1
4
Rab

µν γab ⊗ 1N2 + id4 ⊗ Fµν ,(1.594)

where the first term in the formula for Ωµν is coming from the curvature of
the spin connection, which is expressed in terms of the Riemann tensor R
and the γ matrices. Also Fµν is the curvature of the connection Aµ obtained
from Aµ after passing to the adjoint representation as in (1.584).

We can now use Theorem 1.154 to get the first Seeley–DeWitt coeffi-
cients. Neglecting boundary terms, we obtain

a0(P ) =
N2

4π2

∫
M

√
g d4x

a2(P ) = − N2

48π2

∫
M

s
√
g d4x =

N2

48π2

∫
M

R
√
g d4x

a4(P ) =
1

16π2
· N

2

360

∫
M

(5R2 − 8Rµν R
µν − 7Rµνρσ R

µνρσ)
√
g d4x

+
1

24π2

∫
M

Tr(FµνF
µν)
√
g d4x.

Here N2 = dimMN (C). Notice that here the an(P ) are as in (1.563). These
correspond to the coefficients aα of (1.527) with α = (n−m)/2.

To obtain the coefficient 1
24π2 of the Yang-Mills action with Lagrangian

(1.595) LYM(A) = Tr(FµνF
µν) ≥ 0,

notice that there are two different contributions coming from Theorem 1.154.
The contribution of the term 180E2 is obtained from the trace of E2 which is
positive since E is Hermitian by construction. The various terms of (1.593)
are pairwise orthogonal in the Hilbert–Schmidt inner product, hence the
trace of E2 is the sum

(1.596) Tr(E2) =
N2

4
R2 + 4

∑
µ<ν

Tr(FµνF
µν) =

N2

4
R2 + 2Tr(FµνF

µν),

where the 4 comes from the dimension of spinors, and the last sum is over
all indices µν. The contribution of the term 30Ωµν Ωµν is obtained from
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the trace of Ωµν Ωµν . Using again the orthogonality in the Hilbert-Schmidt
inner product, one sees that the latter is given by

(1.597) Tr(Ωµν Ωµν) = −N
2

2
Rab

µν R
ab
µν − 4Tr(FµνF

µν),

where the minus sign comes from our notation FµνF
µν = −FµνFµν and the

4 comes, as above, from the dimension of the spinor bundle. This shows
that the overall coefficient for Tr(FµνF

µν) in a4 is

1
16π2

1
360

(180× 2− 30× 4) =
1

24π2
> 0.

In (1.596) and (1.597) notice that we have

1
4
Rab

µνγab =
1
2

∑
a<b

Rab
µνγab,

and Tr(γab) = 4 so that we have

4N2

4

∑
a<b

Rab
µνR

ab
µν =

N2

2

∑
a,b

Rab
µνR

ab
µν .

where in (1.597), as usual, we do not write explicitly the sum over repeated
indices.

The contributions of the Riemann tensor are collected in the form

(1.598)

1
16π2 · N2

360 · 4· (5R2 − 2Rµν R
µν + 2Rµνρσ R

µνρσ

−60R 1
4R + 180 1

16R
2 − 30(1

8R
ab
µν R

ab
µν))

= 1
16π2 · N2

360 (5R2 − 8Rµν R
µν − 7Rµνρσ R

µνρσ).

Notice the factor 1
8 in (1

8R
ab
µν R

ab
µν) in (1.598). This comes from the compu-

tation of the trace Tr(Ωµν Ωµν). In fact, one rewrites (1.594) as

Ωµν =
1
2

∑
a<b

Rab
µν γab ⊗ 1N2 + id4 ⊗ Fµν ,

so that the contribution of the Riemann tensor to Tr(Ωµν Ωµν) is of the form

−N2 · 4 · 1
4

∑
a<b

Rab
µν R

ab
µν = −N2 · 4 · 1

8
Rab

µν R
ab
µν .

Since we are working in dimension four, we have a relation between the
Pontrjagin class and the three possible curvature squared terms, of the form

R∗R∗ := Rµνρσ R
µνρσ − 4Rµν R

µν + R2.

Here the term

(1.599) R∗R∗ =
1
4
εµνρσ εαβγδ R

αβ
µν Rγδ

ρσ
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is the form that integrates to the Euler characteristic

(1.600) χ(M) =
1

32π2

∫
R∗R∗√g d4x.

Moreover, we can change the expression for a4(P ) in terms of Cµνρσ instead
of Rµνρσ, where

(1.601) Cµνρσ = Rµνρσ − (gµ[ρRν|σ] − gν[ρRµ|σ]) +
1
6
(gµρ gνσ − gµσ gνρ)R

is the Weyl tensor. Using the identity

Rµνρσ R
µνρσ = Cµνρσ C

µνρσ + 2Rµν R
µν − 1

3
R2,

we can recast the contribution of the Riemann tensor to a4(P ) into the
alternative form

N2

16π2

∫
(− 1

20
Cµνρσ C

µνρσ +
11
360

R∗R∗)
√
g d4x.

This ends the proof of (1.592). �

Notice that (1.592) has the correct factor of 2 in the cosmological term
because of the definition of f4, cf. (1.533).

We see in particular that the Yang-Mills terms appear additively in the
action (1.592). We explain in §11.5 below that this is in fact a general
phenomenon that occurs in the framework of noncommutative geometry.

11.5. Scale independent terms in the spectral action.

In this section we consider the term in Λ0, i.e. the Λ-independent term in
the spectral action and its behavior under inner fluctuations of the metric.

As explained above the gauge potentials make good sense in the frame-
work of noncommutative geometry and come from the inner fluctuations of
the metric. This gives meaning to the Feynman graphs all of whose internal
lines are fermionic lines, such as the triangle graph of Figure 32.

In the work [48] of Chamseddine–Connes, it is shown how the spectral
action behaves under the inner fluctuations. We recall here the main results
of [48] in the following form.

• In the case of a spectral triple (A,H, D) with simple dimension
spectrum consisting of the positive integers ≤ 4, the variation under
inner fluctuations of the Λ0-term in the spectral action gives the
local counterterms for the fermionic graphs

(1.602)
ζD+A(0)− ζD(0) = −

∫
−AD−1 +

1
2

∫
−(AD−1)2

−1
3

∫
−(AD−1)3 +

1
4

∫
−(AD−1)4.
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A

Figure 31. The tadpole graph.

• Under the hypothesis of vanishing of the Λ0-tadpole term, i.e. of
the tadpole graph of Figure 31, the variation (1.602) is the sum of a
Yang–Mills action and a Chern–Simons action relative to a cyclic
3-cocycle on the algebra A.

More precisely, one has the following result (cf. [48]).

Theorem 1.159. Let A be a gauge potential for a noncommutative ge-
ometry (A,H, D) with simple dimension spectrum consisting of positive in-
tegers.

(1) The function ζD+A(s) extends to a meromorphic function with at
most simple poles, which is regular at s = 0.

(2) One has

(1.603) ζD+A(0)−ζD(0) = −
∫
− log(1+ AD−1) =

∑
n

(−1)n

n

∫
− (AD−1)n.

We refer the reader to [48] for the detailed computations that give the
proof of Theorem 1.159.

Remark 1.160. In the paper [47] the only hypothesis used is that both
D and D + A are invertible operators and one can always reduce to this
case by adding ε to D. Notice that, even in the interpolation D2 + tX of
Lemma 2.3 of [47] one does not use anything else, since writing D2 + tX =
(1− t)D2 + t(D+A)2 shows that one has a uniform lower bound. To define
the ζ-function in the presence of zero modes, one can take the limit of the
ζ-functions for D + ε for ε → 0. This gives the right limit that counts the
zero modes as in Lemma 1.144 above. The main formula of Theorem 1.159
for the variation of zeta in terms of residues remains unaltered.

We now restrict to the case of metric dimension ≤ 4 and we make the
tadpole vanishing hypothesis (cf. Figure 31)

(1.604)
∫
− a [D, b]D−1 = 0 , ∀ a , b ∈ A.

By Theorem 1.159 this condition is equivalent to the vanishing of the first
order variation of the Λ-independent part of the spectral action under inner
fluctuations, and is therefore a natural hypothesis.

Recall that, by Definition (1.123), the hypothesis of metric dimension
≤ 4 means that

(1.605) D−1 ∈ L(4,∞),
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i.e. that the operator D−1 is an infinitesimal of order 1
4 (cf. [68]).

The functional
(1.606)

τ0(a0, a1, a2, a3, a4) =
∫
− a0 [D, a1]D−1[D, a2]D−1[D, a3]D−1[D, a4]D−1

is then a Hochschild cocycle and is given as a Dixmier trace of infinitesimals
of order one.

We introduce the notation

(1.607) α(a) = DaD−1 ∀a ∈ A.
Notice that in general α(a) /∈ A. One has

α(ab) = α(a)α(b) a, b ∈ A.
We then have the following result of [48].

Theorem 1.161. Let (A,H, D) be a spectral triple as in Theorem 1.159.
Under the tadpole vanishing hypothesis (1.604) the following holds.

(1) ψ = ϕ + 1
2B0τ0 is a cyclic 3-cocycle given by

(1.608) ψ(a0, a1, a2, a3) =
1
2

∫
− (α(a0) a1 α(a2) a3 − a0 α(a1) a2 α(a3)),

with α(x) = DxD−1.
(2) For any A ∈ Ω1

D one has

(1.609) −
∫
− log(1 + AD−1) =

1
4

∫
τ0

(dA + A2)2 − 1
2

∫
ψ
(AdA +

2
3
A3).

Combining this result with Theorem 1.159 one obtains the following
result.

Corollary 1.162. In dimension 4, the variation under inner fluctua-
tions of the Λ-independent terms of the spectral action is given by

ζD+A(0)− ζD(0) =
1
4

∫
τ0

(dA + A2)2 − 1
2

∫
ψ
(AdA +

2
3
A3).

This is the sum of the Yang-Mills action described in §10.6 relative to the
Hochschild 4-cocycle τ0 with the Chern-Simons action of §10.7, relative to
the cyclic 3-cocycle ψ.

Notice that there is still some freedom in the choice of the cocycles τ0
and ψ involved in Theorem 1.161. Indeed, let B = AB0 be the fundamental
boundary operator in cyclic cohomology, as discussed in §10.4 above. One
has then the following result (cf. [48]).

Proposition 1.163. Let (A,H, D) be a geometry as above.
(1) Theorem (1.161) still holds after replacing τ0 �→ τ0 + ρ and ψ �→

ψ + 1
2B0ρ, for any Hochschild 4-cocycle ρ such that B0ρ is already

cyclic, i.e. such that AB0ρ = 4B0ρ.
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A

A

A

Figure 32. The triangle graph.

(2) If the cocycle ψ is in the image of B, i.e. if ψ ∈ B(Z4(A,A∗)),
then one can eliminate ψ by a redefinition of τ0.

The following lemma shows that “generically” one expects that indeed
the cocycle ψ is in the image of B.

Lemma 1.164. Let ψ be the cyclic 3-cocycle of Theorem 1.161. Then its
pairing with the K1-group vanishes identically, namely

〈ψ, u〉 = 0, ∀u ∈ K1(A)

Proof. The lemma follows directly from Proposition 1.140. �

In particular, the cocycle ψ is in the image of B in the case when
(A,H, D) is the spectral triple associated to a compact spin Riemannian
4-manifold.

To be more explicit, one defines in general a Hochschild cocycle ρ by

−6 ρ(a0, a1, a2, a3, a4) =
∫
− a0[D2, a1] [D2, a2] [D, a3] [D, a4]D−6

−
∫
− a0[D, a1] [D2, a2] [D2, a3] [D, a4]D−6

+
∫
− a0[D, a1] [D, a2] [D2, a3] [D2, a4]D−6

−
∫
− a0[D2, a1] [D, a2] [D, a3] [D2, a4]D−6 .

and one checks that B0ρ is already cyclic.

One then has the following result of [48].

Proposition 1.165. Let (A,H, D) be the spectral triple associated to
a compact spin Riemannian 4-manifold M . Then ψ + 1

2B0ρ = 0 and the
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Hochschild cocycle τ = τ0 + ρ is positive and given explicitly by

(1.610) τ(a0, a1, a2, a3, a4) = − 1
3π2

∫
M
〈a0da1 ∧ da2, da3 ∧ da4〉.

Here we use the inner product on 2-forms associated to the conformal
structure of M . One has, equivalently,∫

M
〈ω, ω′〉 =

∫
M

ω ∧ �ω′.

Notice that the minus sign in (1.610) is crucial to ensure the positivity of
τ . Indeed, with the notations of §10.6 the adjoint of a 2-form is given by
(1.510), so that the skew-symmetry of forms introduces an additional minus
sign. In fact, the proof of Proposition 1.165 given in [48] gives a direct
relation between τ and the positive cocycle of (1.511).

One can then check that Theorem 1.161 provides another computation
of the inner fluctuation of the spectral action in the Riemannian case and
gives the additive contribution

1
24π2

∫
M

Tr(FµνF
µν)
√
g d4x ≥ 0

of Theorem 1.158.

11.6. Spectral action with dilaton.

Another striking property of the scale independent terms in the spectral
action is their conformal invariance. Indeed, it is known for instance that
the Weyl action is conformally invariant

(1.611)
∫

Cµνρσ (G)Cµνρσ (G)
√
Gd4x =

∫
Cµνρσ (g)Cµνρσ (g)

√
g d4x ,

where G is the rescaled metric (often called the Einstein metric)

(1.612) Gµν = e−2φgµν , Gµν = e2φgµν

and φ a dilaton field.

In [47] Chamseddine and Connes showed that the arbitrary mass scale
Λ in the spectral action can be made dynamical by introducing a scaling
dilaton field. We report here briefly on the formulation and properties of
the spectral action with dilaton field, following [47].

In its simplest form, as we have seen, the spectral action is a counting of
the number of eigenvalues λ of D such that |λ| ≤ Λ. This is the case when
one takes f in (1.526) to be a cutoff function.

The basic idea of [47] is to “localize” this counting by replacing

(1.613) N(Λ) = dim{D2 ≤ Λ2} �→ N(ρ) = dim{D2 ≤ ρ2},
where ρ = eφ, with φ the dilaton field, and dim{D2 ≤ ρ2} is the number of
negative modes of the operator D2 − ρ2id.
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One can see the immediate advantage of this localization in the non-
compact case, i.e. when the geometric space one is dealing with is non-
compact. Dealing with such spaces requires a minor extension of the for-
malism of spectral triples given in Definition 1.120 above.

Definition 1.166. A noncompact spectral geometry (A,H, D) consists
of a non-unital algebra A acting as bounded operators on a Hilbert space H,
with a self-adjoint operator D, such that [D, a] is bounded for all a ∈ A.
The operator D has the property that a(D − λ)−1 is compact for all a ∈ A
and λ /∈Spec(D). The sign, real structure, and other properties are defined
as in the compact case, after adjoining a unit to the algebra.

In such non-compact cases, the compact resolvent property of the Dirac
operator D now only holds after multiplication by elements of A, thus the
spectrum of D can be continuous and one can have N(Λ) = ∞. It is
then natural to modify the definition of the spectral action by choosing the
function ρ to be compactly supported so that one has N(ρ) <∞.

The main result of [47] is that the spectral action with dilaton is given by
the spectral action (without dilaton) applied to the Einstein metric (1.612),
with the addition of a kinetic term for the dilaton.

When one applies the same technique to the case of the Standard Model
(as analyzed in [47]), one finds that in that case one needs to rescale not
only the metric (1.612) but also the Higgs field by

(1.614) H = e−φ h .

At the level of the Dirac operator, the transition to the new metric corre-
sponds to the transformation

(1.615) D �→ e−φ/2De−φ/2 .

The appearance of the kinetic term for the dilaton can be understood in
the general framework of Definition 1.147 of the scalar curvature in non-
commutative geometry, from the difference between (e−φ/2 D e−φ/2)2 and
e−φ D2 e−φ.

Indeed, as in [47] Appendix C, the next proposition shows that the shift
to the Einstein metric and the appearance of the kinetic term for the dilaton
hold quite generally.

Proposition 1.167. Let (A,H, D) be a spectral triple, regular with sim-
ple dimension spectrum, of metric dimension 4. Let ρ = eφ with φ = φ∗ in
the center of A.

(1) (A,H, Dφ = e−φ/2 De−φ/2) is a spectral triple and its residue func-
tional is the same as for (A,H, D).

(2) Assuming conditions (1.549) and (1.550) of §11.1, the scalar cur-
vature functionals R and Rφ of the two spectral triples are related
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by

(1.616) Rφ(a) = R(a e2φ) +
1
2

∫
− [D, a eφ] [D, eφ]D−4.

(3) With the hypothesis of (2) and with ρ = eφ, the coefficient of 1
2Λ2

in the expansion of N(Λ ρ) is the sum of the scalar curvature Rφ(1)
with the (positive) kinetic term

1
2

∫
− |[D, ρ]|2 D−4.

Proof. 1) The first assertion is straightforward, since φ = φ∗ is in the
center of A. To prove that the residues agree is quite technical and we
restrict to the case of ordinary pseudodifferential operators on a manifold
where it follows from [304].

2) For a ∈ A, one has

(1.617)
∫
− a (e−φ/2 De−φ/2)−2 =

∫
− a eφ D−1 eφ D−1

and

(1.618) D−1 eφ = eφ D−1 − D−1 [D, eφ]D−1.

This makes it possible to write (1.617) in the form

(1.619)
∫
− a (e−φ/2 De−φ/2)−2 =

∫
− a e2φ D−2−

∫
− a eφ D−1 [D, eφ]D−2.

Then, using (1.618) again, one obtains

(1.620)
−
∫
−aeφD−1[D, eφ]D−2 = −

∫
−aeφ[D, eφ]D−3

−
∫
−D−1[D, aeφ]D−1[D, eφ]D−2.

The first of the two terms vanishes by the tadpole condition (1.549). Using
D[D,x] + [D,x]D = [D2, x] and [D,x]D−1 = −D−1[D,x] + D−1[D2, x]D−1

for x = a eφ, we can write the term

T = −
∫
− a eφ [D, eφ]D−3 −

∫
−D−1 [D, a eφ]D−1 [D, eφ]D−2

on the right-hand side of (1.620) in the form

(1.621) T =
∫
− [D, a eφ] [D, eφ]D−4 −

∫
− D−2 [D2, a eφ]D−1 [D, eφ]D−2.

Consider now the expression

S =
∫
− D−2 [D2, a eφ]D−1 [D, eφ]D−2.

We show that

(1.622) S =
1
2

∫
− [D2, a eφ] [D2, eφ]D−6.
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To see this, notice that the commutator of D with [D2, a eφ] is equal to
[D2, [D, a eφ]] and has order 1 so that, moving D to the left and using the
trace property of the residue, one gets

S =
1
2

∫
− [D2, a eφ]D−2 (D [D, eφ] + [D, eφ]D)D−4

and one obtains (1.622). Summarizing, we have obtained the equality

(1.623)
Rφ(a) =

∫
−ae2φD−2 +

∫
−[D, a eφ] [D, eφ]D−4

−1
2

∫
−[D2, a eφ] [D2, eφ]D−6.

Thus, by Lemma 1.151 one gets (1.616).
3) The condition D2 ≤ Λ2ρ2 means that e−φD2e−φ ≤ Λ2. Notice that

one cannot use a strict cutoff function such as the characteristic function
of an interval and it should be replaced by an approximation by a smooth
cutoff. We ignore this subtlety. We are interested in comparing the coeffi-
cients of Λ2 in the heat expansions with t = Λ−2 of e−φD2e−φ and D2

φ. This
amounts to comparing the residues of their inverses. By 2) we have∫

− (e−φD2e−φ)−1 = Rφ(1)− 1
2

∫
− [D, ρ]2 D−4.

Since the operator [D, ρ] is anti-Hermitian we then get 3). �

12. Noncommutative geometry and the Standard Model

It is well known that it is possible to infer the Minkowski space geom-
etry underlying special relativity from experimental evidence associated to
Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism. In fact, the Maxwell equations are
intrinsically relativistic. This geometry is then extended to the Lorentzian
manifolds of general relativity. From the particle physics viewpoint, the La-
grangian of electromagnetism is just a very small part of the full Standard
Model Lagrangian, as one can see easily from the explicit expression given
in §9.4 and §9.6.2 above. Thus, it is natural to wonder whether the transi-
tion from the Lagrangian of electrodynamics to the Standard Model can be
understood as a further refinement of the geometry of spacetime.

We approach this question using the tools we introduced above, namely
• Noncommutative geometry
• The spectral action principle

As we have seen, noncommutative geometry makes it possible to consider
spaces which are more general than ordinary manifolds. This gives us more
freedom to obtain a suitable geometric setting that accounts for the addi-
tional terms in the Lagrangian.
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It is worth pointing out again, as we mentioned in §9.9, the difference
between the approach we intend to follow and the usual geometric formu-
lation in terms of bundles. The usual formulation maintains an a priori
distinction between gravity and the other forces, while we seek a geometric
formulation for the full theory of the Standard Model minimally coupled to
gravity and with neutrino mixing which reduces it to pure gravity on a “re-
fined spacetime”. This in particular means that the symmetries will be the
(analog of the) diffeomorphism group on the resulting space and not bundle
homomorphisms that are a priori required to preserve the fibered structure.

We work in Euclidean rather than Lorentz signature, leaving as an im-
portant problem the Wick rotation back to the Minkowski signature. For a
formulation in Minkowski signature see [13].

The idea of interpreting the Lagrangian of the Standard Model in terms
of noncommutative geometry goes back a good twenty years (Connes [68],
[70], see also [85], [181], [180]). The origin of this interpretation of the
Standard Model in terms of noncommutative geometry lies in the extension
of the Yang-Mills functional to the algebraic framework of noncommutative
geometry (cf. [68], [96]). The color degrees of freedom were still added
somewhat artificially in the early models (cf. [68]) and the action functional
was obtained by analogy with the classical gauge theories. In particular it
did not incorporate gravity. The work [70] already shows most of the main
points we are going to discuss below, such as the fact that the fermions of
the Standard Model provide the Hilbert space H of a spectral triple for a
suitable algebra A, while the bosons arise naturally as inner fluctuations of
the corresponding Dirac operator D. As we are going to see in the following
sections, the spectral geometry (A,H, D) is, in these models, a product of
an ordinary geometry by a “finite” noncommutative space (AF ,HF , DF ).
Besides a Z/2 grading γ this spectral triple has a crucial piece of structure:
a real structure as in Definition 1.124.

The work of Chamseddine–Connes in [45], [46] and the results of [70]
show how to incorporate the color naturally and, more importantly, how to
obtain the bosonic part of the Standard Model action coupled to Einstein
gravity from the very general spectral action principle discussed in §11. In
fact, the main result of [45], [46] is that, when applied to the inner fluctu-
ations of a product geometry of the form M × F the spectral action gives
the Standard Model coupled to gravity in the Euclidean form.

As explained above the spectral action principle gives a simple prescrip-
tion to define an action functional and applies in full generality, so that the
action can be evaluated on all noncommutative geometries. It is in essence
a purely gravitational action. Since it only depends upon the spectrum of
the line element i.e. the inverse of the Dirac operator. In physics terms,
modulo a chiral gauge transformation, the Dirac operator is the inverse of
the Euclidean propagator of fermions. The spectral action principle then
asserts that D is all that is needed to define the bosonic part of the action.
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Moreover, since disjoint unions of spaces correspond to direct sums of the
Dirac operators, a simple additivity requirement for the action functional
shows that it has to be of the form

(1.624) S = Tr(f(D/Λ)),

where f is an even function of the real variable and Λ a parameter fixing
the mass scale. In fact, as we saw in §11, the choice of the test function f
plays only a small role. In fact, when the action S is expanded in inverse
powers of Λ, it depends on the first momenta

∫
f(u)uk−1 du and on the

Taylor expansion of f at 0.
The spectral action functional admits a huge invariance group, namely

the group U of unitary operators on the Hilbert space H which preserve the
additional structures given by the Z/2-grading γ and the real structure J
i.e. such that

(1.625) U U∗ = U∗ U = 1 , U J = J U , U γ = γ U

That the gravitational Einstein action appears naturally in the expan-
sion of S is reminiscent of the idea of induced gravity, but the spectral action
in fact recovers the full bosonic sector.

We have already seen in §11.4 that the product geometry of a Riemann-
ian spin 4-manifold by the simplest noncommutative geometry

(MN (C),MN (C), 0)

gives the SU(N) Yang-Mills gauge theory minimally coupled to gravity, with
fermions in the adjoint representation. The inner fluctuations (taking the
real structure J into account) give the gauge bosons and the spectral ac-
tion gives the required Lagrangian, with the correct signs required for the
Euclidean functional integral.

The theory obtained in this way is, however, massless and the key miss-
ing step is the Brout–Englert–Higgs mechanism of spontaneous symmetry
breaking, which generates masses without spoiling the renormalizability of
the theory. We refer to [60] for the detailed description of the Higgs
mechanism and the specific role of the Goldstone bosons. The lack of a
simple geometric interpretation of the new terms added to the Lagrangian
to generate the masses leads to many theoretical speculations denying any
fundamental significance to the Higgs particle. As we see below, noncom-
mutative geometry indeed provides a simple geometric interpretation of the
new terms. The geometry is again a product geometry of a Riemannian spin
four-manifold by a finite geometry F but the latter will be more subtle than
the case of (MN (C),MN (C), 0).

For the noncommutative geometry F used in [46] to obtain the Standard
Model coupled to gravity, all the ingredients are finite-dimensional. The
algebra AF = C ⊕ H ⊕ M3(C) (i.e. the direct sum of the algebras C of
complex numbers, H of quaternions, and M3(C) of 3× 3 matrices) encodes
the gauge group. The Hilbert space HF is of dimension 90 and encodes
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the elementary quarks and leptons. The operator DF encodes those free
parameters of the Standard Model related to the Yukawa couplings.

For M the spectral triple is given by the representation of the algebra of
smooth functions acting by multiplication in the Hilbert space L2(M,S) of
square integrable spinors, the grading is given by γ5 and the real structure
JM is given by charge conjugation.

While it did achieve the purpose of deriving the Standard Model action
from simple geometric principles, the work [46], [70] was incomplete in the
following ways.

(1) The finite geometry F was put in “by hand”, with no conceptual
understanding of the representation of AF inHF nor of the possible
choices of the operator DF .

(2) There is a fermion doubling problem (cf. [210]) in the fermionic
part of the action.

(3) This formulation does not incorporate the neutrino mixing and see-
saw mechanism for neutrino masses.

We present here a new formulation, based on the recent work [73], [52],
which provides a solution for these three problems (the first only partly, but
the full solution ([49], [50]) will be explained briefly in §18.3). In terms
of noncommutative geometry, the main new point is that, when dealing
with noncommutative spaces one should keep the distinction between the
following two notions of dimension.

• The metric dimension
• The KO-dimension.

The metric dimension manifests itself through the dimension spectrum
and its upper bound as discussed in §10. In the model we consider below,
the metric dimension of the product geometry is 4, the same as the ordinary
space-time manifold, i.e. the metric dimension of the finite noncommutative
geometry F is zero, as is guaranteed by the finite dimensionality of both AF

and HF .
The KO-dimension is only well defined modulo 8 and it takes into ac-

count both the Z/2-grading γ of H as well as the real structure J (cf. §10.8).
The real surprise is that in order for things to work we have to set up the
real structure of the finite geometry F so that its KO-dimension is equal
to 6. It is only thanks to this that the fermion doubling problem pointed
out in [210] can be successfully handled. Moreover this will give rise to a
geometry that automatically generates through the spectral action the full
Standard Model minimally coupled to gravity, including neutrino mixing
and the see-saw mechanism.

As a result, we see that the KO-dimension of the product space M×F is
in fact equal to 10 ∼ 2 modulo 8. In particular, looking back at the table of
Definition 1.124, we get that the antilinear isometry J fulfills J2 = −1. Thus,
the above unitary group U of (1.625) is now related to the symplectic group
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preserving the quaternionic structure associated to J , where the quaternion
j in the traditional basis of H over R, given by (i, j, k), acts in H by the
operator J .

The fact of having a space of dimension 10 is reminiscent of the models of
string theory, with the finite noncommutative geometry F as a replacement
for the Calabi-Yau fibers that are at the core of string theory. This 6-
dimensional noncommutative geometry can perhaps be realized as a low
energy truncation of the type of compact fibers of string theory models, as
considered for instance in [135]. On the other hand, the KO-dimension 10
is also 2 modulo 8, which may be related to the observations of [202] about
gravity.

13. The finite noncommutative geometry

Our approach to the Standard Model is based on the idea of providing
only a very simple mathematical input, a fairly natural choice of a finite-
dimensional algebra, and then deriving from that input alone the full com-
plexity of the Standard Model Lagrangian coupled to gravity by applying
the formalism of noncommutative geometry and the spectral action.

Input Machinery Output
noncommutative geometry Standard Model

algebra ALR spectral triples with neutrino mixing
spectral action principle coupled to gravity

Our initial input is what we refer to as the “left–right symmetric alge-
bra”. Notice that the model we are going to derive to account for massive
neutrinos and neutrino oscillations is not a left–right symmetric model, as
pointed out already in §9.6 above. In fact, as we see below in §13.1, a
mathematical mechanism will select a subalgebra of the left–right symmet-
ric algebra, which breaks the left–right symmetry and provides the actual
algebra AF that will appear in the spectral triple.

We shall explain later in §18.3 how the classification of the finite non-
commutative geometries of KO-dimension 6 leads more conceptually to the
same result.

Definition 1.168. The left-right symmetric algebra ALR is the involu-
tive finite-dimensional algebra

(1.626) ALR := C⊕HL ⊕HR ⊕M3(C).

Here HL and HR are two copies of the real algebra H of quaternions, with
the indices L, R for bookkeeping. The involution is given by

(1.627) (λ, qL, qR,m)∗ := (λ̄, q̄L, q̄R,m
∗),
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where q �→ q̄ denotes the involution on the algebra of quaternions. The
complex subalgebra C⊕M3(C) is referred to as the integer spin part and the
real subalgebra HL ⊕HR as the half-integer spin part of ALR.

We recall for later use that the algebra H of quaternions has a basis
{1, iσα}, where σα are the Pauli matrices

(1.628) σ1 =
(

0 1
1 0

)
, σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σ3 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

It is important to stress here that the main advantage of working with
associative algebras as opposed to the more common use of Lie algebras in
physics is that the representation theory is much more restrictive. In par-
ticular, a finite-dimensional algebra has only a finite number of irreducible
representations, hence a canonical representation in their sum. Thus, having
only specified the datum of the algebra, in our case the left-right symmetric
algebra of Definition 1.168, one obtains canonically an associated bimodule,
which we now describe in the case of interest to us.

We begin by introducing the adjoint action of an algebra A on a A-
bimoduleM.

Definition 1.169. Let M be a bimodule over an involutive algebra A.
For u ∈ A unitary, i.e. such that uu∗ = u∗u = 1, one defines Ad(u) by
Ad(u)ξ = uξu∗, for all ξ ∈M.

In the specific case of the left-right symmetric algebra ALR, we also
introduce the notion of odd bimodule. This corresponds to “half-integer
spin” representations.

Definition 1.170. Let M be an ALR-bimodule. Then M is odd iff
the adjoint action (as in Definition 1.169) of the element s = (1,−1,−1, 1)
fulfills Ad(s) = −1.

We give a description of odd bimodules in terms of a complex algebra
obtained from ALR and its opposite algebra.

Lemma 1.171. Let A0
LR denote the opposite algebra of ALR and let B =

(ALR ⊗R A0
LR)p denote the reduction of ALR ⊗R A0

LR by the projection

p =
1
2

(1− s⊗ s0).

Then B is an algebra over C isomorphic to the direct sum of four copies of
the algebra M2(C)⊕M6(C).

Proof. By construction, the algebra B is of the form

(1.629) B = (HL ⊕HR)⊗R (C⊕M3(C))0 ⊕ (C⊕M3(C))⊗R (HL ⊕HR)0.

Thus, the result follows from the isomorphisms

(1.630) H⊗R C = M2(C) and H⊗R M3(C) = M6(C).

�
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The algebras MN (C) and H are isomorphic to their opposite algebras,
respectively by m �→ mt for matrices and q �→ q̄ for quaternions. We use this
anti-isomorphism to obtain a representation π0 of the opposite algebra A0

LR
from a representation π of ALR. We then have the following description of
odd bimodules.

Lemma 1.172. Let B = (ALR ⊗R A0
LR)p be as in Lemma 1.171. Then,

any odd bimodule M for ALR is a representation of B.

Proof. The statement follows directly from the action of

s = (1,−1,−1, 1)

in Definition 1.170. �

We adopt here the physicists’s convention and we denote an irreducible
representation by its dimension in boldface.

Definition 1.173. Let 3 denote the 3-dimensional irreducible represen-
tation of the algebra M3(C) and 30 that of the opposite algebra. Let 1 and 10

denote respectively the 1-dimensional irreducible representation of C and its
opposite, and 2 and 20 the 2-dimensional irreducible representation of the
algebra H and of its opposite. One writes 2L and 2R to distinguish between
HL and HR.

Since B = (ALR ⊗R A0
LR)p is an algebra over C, we restrict ourselves to

considering those odd bimodulesM that are complex representations of B.
We then introduce the notion of contragredient bimodule.

Definition 1.174. The contragredient bimoduleM0 of an ALR-bimodule
M is the complex conjugate space

(1.631) M0 = {ξ̄ ; ξ ∈M} , a ξ̄ b = b∗ξ a∗ , ∀ a , b ∈ ALR.

As explained above, it is now natural to consider the representation
of the algebra ALR on the bimodule MF , obtained as the direct sum of
all inequivalent irreducible odd ALR-bimodules. Notice that the reason for
working with bimodules instead of just left or right modules is that we are
going to construct a spectral triple endowed with a real structure and the
condition (1.471) related to the involution J of the real structure by (1.472)
signals the presence of a bimodule structure. We describe more explicitly
the bimoduleMF .

Proposition 1.175. Let MF be the direct sum of all inequivalent irre-
ducible odd ALR-bimodules.

• The dimension of the complex vector space MF is 32.
• The ALR-bimoduleMF = E ⊕ E0 is the direct sum of the bimodule

(1.632) E := 2L ⊗ 10 ⊕ 2R ⊗ 10 ⊕ 2L ⊗ 30 ⊕ 2R ⊗ 30

with its contragredient E0.
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• The ALR-bimoduleMF is isomorphic to the contragredient bimod-
ule M0

F by the antilinear isometry JF given by

(1.633) JF (ξ, η̄) = (η, ξ̄) , ∀ξ , η ∈ E
• One has

(1.634) J2
F = 1 , ξ b = JF b

∗JF ξ , ∀ξ ∈MF , b ∈ ALR

Proof. The first two statements follow from the structure of the algebra
B described in Lemma 1.171. In fact, the complex algebra MN (C) admits
only one irreducible representation and the latter has dimension N . Thus,
the sum of the irreducible representations of B is given by

(1.635) 2L⊗10⊕2R⊗10⊕2L⊗30⊕2R⊗30⊕1⊗20
L⊕1⊗20

R⊕3⊗20
L⊕3⊗20

R,

of dimension 4×2+4×6 = 32. Notice then that, by construction,MF is the
direct sum E ⊕ E0 of the bimodule (1.632) with its contragredient, and that
the map (1.633) gives the required antilinear isometry. Notice, moreover,
that (1.634) follows from (1.631). �

In addition to the anti-involution JF of (1.633) we have a natural grading
given as follows.

Corollary 1.176. Let γF be the Z/2-grading on MF defined by

(1.636) γF = c − JF c JF , with c = (0, 1,−1, 0) ∈ ALR,

where JF is as in (1.633). The pair (JF , γF ) satisfies

(1.637) J2
F = 1 and JF γF = − γF JF .

In particular, the relations (1.637) imply that the KO-dimension of the finite
geometry is equal to 6 mod 8.

Proof. This follows directly from the definition of JF in (1.633). The
table of Definition 1.124 shows that the signs in the relations (1.637) can
only happen in the case of KO-dimension 6 modulo 8. �

The fact that the algebra ALR is a natural choice of input for our model
can be justified as follows. The algebras HL ⊕ HR and M2(C) are closely
related since they have the same complexification. Thus the algebra ALR of
(1.626) is strikingly close to the truncation ⊕3

n=1Mn(C) of the group ring of
SU(2). In particular, the element of the group ring corresponding to the ker-
nel of the covering SU(2)→ SO(3) is the element s = (1,−1,−1, 1) ∈ ALR

that we considered in Definition 1.170, where the action of s in an irre-
ducible representation is ±1 according to the parity of the spin, consistently
with our notion of odd bimodule in Definition 1.170. The relation to the
group ring of SU(2) suggests possible connections with the theory of quan-
tum groups at roots of unity (cf. e.g. [54] §11 and §9.3.C). We shall give in
§18.3 a completely different conceptual explanation for taking as an input,
instead of ALR, the algebra M2(H)⊕M4(C) which leads, by the order one
condition of §13.1, to exactly the same finite noncommutative geometry F .
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In the following section we construct a finite spectral triple, starting
from the representation of ALR on a bimodule which is a direct sum

(1.638) HF =M⊕N
F

of N copies of MF . The number N will be identified with the number of
particle generations in the Standard Model, and we take in fact N = 3, so
that HF has dimension 96. At this point the choice of N = 3 is an extra
input, which is not deduced from our initial input ALR.

13.1. The subalgebra and the order one condition.

As we explain in §13.2 below, the two terms in the decomposition

(1.639) MF = E ⊕ E0

of Proposition 1.175 correspond in the physical interpretation to particles
and antiparticles for the fermions of the Standard Model. One can see
from the explicit form of the representation that the action of the algebra
ALR preserves the splitting (1.639) and J simply interchanges E with its
contragredient E0. Thus, the construction so far never mixes the sectors E
and E0. The important part of the geometry that contains some nontrivial
intertwining of these spaces will be encoded in the Dirac operator of the
finite spectral triple. The very natural requirement that the Dirac operator
indeed has nontrivial “off-diagonal pieces” that intertwine the E and E0 will
select a maximal subalgebra of ALR.

To see this, we consider as in (1.638) the module HF = M⊕3
F . This

inherits induced JF and γF operators from those onMF defined by (1.633)
and (1.636).

Definition 1.177. We set

(1.640) Hf := E ⊕ E ⊕ E , Hf̄ := E0 ⊕ E0 ⊕ E0,

so that we have

(1.641) HF = Hf ⊕Hf̄ .

The following simple observation shows that, indeed, the action of ALR

preserves the matter/antimatter splitting of HF induced by (1.639).

Lemma 1.178. The left action of ALR splits as the sum of a representa-
tion π on Hf and a representation π′ on Hf̄ .

These representations of ALR are disjoint, i.e. they have no equivalent
subrepresentations.

Proof. This follows directly from the explicit description of the bimod-
uleMF as in Proposition 1.175. �

It is important, in the context of noncommutative geometry and spectral
triples, to think of the data A and D of the algebra and the Dirac operator
as a coupled system, which one solves for pairs of A and D satisfying certain
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natural properties. In our setting, as we mentioned above, we want the
Dirac operator to intertwine the spaces Hf and Hf̄ while satisfying the
compatibility with the algebra, i.e. the order one condition (1.473), which is
the only compatibility condition in the finite-dimensional case, the bounded
commutators condition being automatically satisfied. The next Lemma gives
a description of the conditions on the pair of A ⊂ ALR and D that fulfill
these requirements. For any operator T : Hf →Hf̄ we let

(1.642) A(T ) = {b ∈ ALR | π′(b)T = Tπ(b) , π′(b∗)T = Tπ(b∗)}.

It is by construction an involutive unital subalgebra of ALR.

Lemma 1.179. Let A ⊂ ALR be an involutive unital subalgebra of ALR.
Then the following properties hold.

(1) If the restrictions of π and π′ to A are disjoint, then there is no
off-diagonal Dirac operator for A.

(2) If there exists an off-diagonal Dirac operator for A, then there exists
a pair e, e′ of minimal projections in the commutants of π(ALR)
and π′(ALR) and an operator T such that e′Te = T �= 0 and A ⊂
A(T ).

Proof. 1) First the order one condition shows that [D, a0] cannot have
an off-diagonal part since it is in the commutant of A. Conjugating by J
shows that [D, a] cannot have an off-diagonal part. Thus the off-diagonal
part Doff of D commutes with A i.e. [Doff , a] = 0, and Doff = 0 since there
are no intertwining operators.

2) By 1) the restrictions of π and π′ to A are not disjoint and there
exists a non-zero operator T such that A ⊂ A(T ). For any elements x, x′ of
the commutants of π and π′, one has

A(T ) ⊂ A(x′Tx)

since π′(b)T = Tπ(b) implies π′(b)x′Tx = x′Txπ(b). Taking a partition of
unity by minimal projections there exists a pair e, e′ of minimal projections
in the commutants of π and π′ such that e′Te �= 0 so that one can assume
e′Te = T �= 0. �

In particular, Lemma 1.179 shows that fixing A = ALR precludes the
existence of operators D in HF that fulfill the order one condition (1.473)
and intertwine the subspaces Hf and Hf̄ .

The existence of such operators D intertwining Hf and Hf̄ is restored
by passing to a unique subalgebra of maximal dimension in ALR, as the
following result shows.

Proposition 1.180. Up to an automorphism of ALR, there exists a
unique involutive subalgebra AF ⊂ ALR of maximal dimension admitting
off-diagonal Dirac operators, namely operators that intertwine the subspaces
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Hf and Hf̄ of HF . The subalgebra is given by
(1.643)
AF = {(λ, qL, λ,m) | λ ∈ C , qL ∈ H , m ∈M3(C)} ∼ C⊕H⊕M3(C).

Proof. Let A ⊂ ALR be an involutive unital subalgebra. If it admits an
off-diagonal Dirac, then by Lemma 1.179 it is contained in a subalgebraA(T )
with the support of T contained in a minimal projection of the commutant
of π(ALR) and the range of T contained in the range of a minimal projection
of the commutant of π′(ALR).

This reduces the argument to two cases, where the representation π is
the irreducible representation of H on C2 and π′ is either the representation
of C on C or the irreducible representation of M3(C) on C3.

In the first case the support E of T is one-dimensional. The commutation
relation (1.642) defines the subalgebra A(T ) from the condition λTξ = Tqξ,
for all ξ ∈ E, which implies λξ−qξ = 0. Thus, in this case the algebra A(T )
is the pullback of

(1.644) {(λ, q) ∈ C⊕H | q ξ = λ ξ , ∀ξ ∈ E}
under the projection on C⊕H from ALR. The algebra (1.644) is the graph
of an embedding of C in H. Such an embedding is unique up to inner
automorphisms of H. In fact, the embedding is determined by the image of
i ∈ C and all elements in H satisfying x2 = −1 are conjugate.

The corresponding subalgebra AF ⊂ ALR is of real codimension 4. Up
to the exchange of the two copies of H it is given by (1.643).

In the second case the operator T has at most two-dimensional range
R(T ). This range is invariant under the action π′ of the subalgebra A and
so is its orthogonal complement since A is involutive. Thus, in all cases
the M3(C)-part of the subalgebra is contained in the algebra of 2⊕ 1 block
diagonal 3× 3 matrices, which is of real codimension 8 in M3(C). Hence A
is of codimension at least 8 > 4 in ALR.

The actual existence of Dirac operators for the subalgebra (1.643) with
off-diagonal terms follows from Theorem 1.187 below, which gives the com-
plete classification of all Dirac operators compatible with the data

(AF ,HF , JF , γF ).

�

13.2. The bimodule HF and fermions.

We introduce a more explicit notation for the elements of the bimodule
HF , which we can then relate explicitly to the fermions of the Standard
Model through the assignment of hypercharges in §13.3 below.

As before, we denote by 2 the 2-dimensional irreducible representation
of the algebra H of quaternions of the form

(1.645)
(

α β
−β̄ ᾱ

)
,
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with α, β ∈ C.

Definition 1.181. Let |↑〉 and |↓〉 be the basis of the irreducible repre-
sentation 2 of H of (1.645) for which the action of λ ∈ C ⊂ H is diagonal
with eigenvalues λ on |↑〉 and λ̄ on |↓〉. Let u = (uj), and ū = (ūj), with
j = 1, 2, 3 the color index, denote the elements

(1.646) u ∈ |↑〉 ⊗ 30 ⊂ 2⊗ 30 and ū ∈ 3⊗ |↑〉 ⊂ 3⊗ 20

One writes |↑↓〉L or |↑↓〉R to distinguish the HL and HR cases and corre-
spondingly writes uL and uR for the elements in |↑〉L ⊗ 30 and |↑〉R ⊗ 30 in
E and dL and dR for the elements in |↓〉L ⊗ 30 and |↓〉R ⊗ 30 in E. Simi-
larly for ūL, ūR, d̄L, and d̄R in E0. For λ = 1, . . . , N the generation index,
one lets uλ

L, uλ
R, dλ

L, dλ
R, ūλ

L, ūλ
R, d̄λ

L, d̄λ
R be the corresponding elements in

(E ⊕ E0)⊗ CN .
Let then ν and e denote the elements

(1.647) ν ∈ |↑〉 ⊗ 10 ⊂ 2⊗ 10 and ν̄ ∈ 1⊗ |↑〉 ⊂ 1⊗ 20,

(1.648) e ∈ |↓〉 ⊗ 10 ⊂ 2⊗ 10 and ē ∈ 1⊗ |↓〉 ⊂ 1⊗ 20.

As above one writes νL, νR, ν̄L, ν̄R, and eL, eR, ēL, ēR, to distinguish
between HL and HR, with an additional generation index λ = 1, . . . , N , so
that one has eλ

L, νλ
L, eλ

R, νλ
R, ēλ

L, ν̄λ
L, ēλ

R, ν̄λ
R in (E ⊕ E0)⊗ CN .

Upon writing the bimodule M as M = E ⊕ E0, with E as in (1.632),
and setting N = 3, we obtain in this way a description of elements of HF

as combinations of elements of the form

(1.649)

uλ
L, dλ

L, uλ
R, dλ

R,

ūλ
L, d̄λ

L, ūλ
R, d̄λ

R,

νλ
L, eλ

L, νλ
R, eλ

R,

ν̄λ
L, ēλ

L, ν̄λ
R, ēλ

R.

Physically, the uλ
L, dλ

L, uλ
R, dλ

R, ūλ
L, d̄λ

L, ūλ
R, d̄λ

R describe particles and
antiparticles in the quark sector

(1.650)
(
2L ⊗ 30 ⊕ 2R ⊗ 30 ⊕ 3⊗ 20

L ⊕ 3⊗ 20
R

)
⊗ C3

with both possible chiralities. The eλ
L, νλ

L, eλ
R, νλ

R, ēλ
L, ν̄λ

L, ēλ
R, ν̄λ

R describe
particles and antiparticles in the lepton sector

(1.651)
(
2L ⊗ 10 ⊕ 2R ⊗ 10 ⊕ 1⊗ 20

L ⊕ 1⊗ 20
R

)
⊗ C3,

where we allow for right-handed neutrinos νλ
R as well as their antiparticles,

unlike the minimal Standard Model, which only allows for one chirality.
Notice that, in the lepton sector, the neutrinos νλ

L, νλ
R, ν̄λ

L, ν̄λ
R play the role

of the “up particles” and the charged leptons eλ
L, eλ

R, ēλ
L, ēλ

R of the “down
particles” in the quark sector.
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This gives a description of the elements of the bimodule HF in terms
of the fermions of the Standard Model (with right-handed neutrinos) in the
following form.

λ = 1 λ = 2 λ = 3
uλ

L, uλ
R up quark charm quark top quark

ūλ
L, ūλ

R up anti-quark charm anti-quark top anti-quark
dλ

L, dλ
R down quark strange quark bottom quark

d̄λ
L, d̄λ

R down anti-quark strange anti-quark bottom anti-quark
νλ

L, νλ
R electron neutrino muon neutrino τ neutrino

ν̄λ
L, ν̄λ

R electron anti-neutrino muon anti-neutrino τ anti-neutrino
eλ
L, eλ

R electron muon τ

ēλ
L, ēλ

R positron anti-muon anti-τ

Notice that, in choosing the basis of fermions there is an ambiguity on
whether one multiplies by the mixing matrix for the down particles. This
point will be discussed more explicitly in §17 below, see (1.795).

We can then describe more explicitly the action of AF on HF in terms
of the fermions. We use the notation fL, f̄L, fR, f̄R for any of the elements
of the form (1.649) and we say that f or f̄ is a quark if it is as in the first
two lines of (1.649) and that it is a lepton if it is as in the last two lines of
(1.649).

Let a = (λ, q,m) ∈ AF , with λ ∈ C, q = α + β j ∈ H and m ∈ M3(C).
We let qt denote the transpose of the matrix (1.645) of the representation
2 of H. We also denote by q(λ) the embedding C ⊂ H given by α = λ and
β = 0 and we denote by q(λ)t = q(λ) the corresponding (diagonal) matrix
as in (1.645). Then we have the following description of the action of AF

on HF .

Lemma 1.182. The action of a ∈ AF on Hf is given by

(1.652)

a

(
uL

dL

)
= qt

(
uL

dL

)
=
(

αuL − β̄dL

βuL + ᾱ dL

)
,

a

(
uR

dR

)
= q(λ)t

(
uR

dR

)
=
(

λuR

λ̄dR

)
,

a

(
νL

eL

)
= qt

(
νL

eL

)
=
(

ανL − β̄eL

βνL + ᾱ eL

)
,

a

(
νR

eR

)
= q(λ)t

(
νR

eR

)
=
(

λνR

λ̄eR.

)
The action of a ∈ AF on Hf̄ is given by

(1.653)
a f̄ = λ f̄ when f is a lepton,

a f̄ = mf̄ when f is a quark.

Here the 3× 3 matrix m is acting on the color index of quarks.
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Proof. The result follows directly from the explicit description of the
bimoduleMF as in (1.635), after adopting the notation of Definition 1.181.
Note that, since we describe the action on basis vectors rather than on
coordinates we used the transposed matrices in (1.652). �

Notice how, unlike in the case of the miminal Standard Model, the pres-
ence of right-handed neutrinos makes the action on Hf symmetric in the
quark and lepton sectors.

The involution (1.633) of the real structure takes the form

(1.654) JF (
∑

λi fi +
∑

µj f j) =
∑

µj fj +
∑

λi f i,

and the grading (1.636) is given by

(1.655) γF fL = fL, γF fR = −fR, γF f̄L = −f̄L, γF f̄R = f̄R.

This sign convention for the grading agrees with that of [286], while for
instance [234] follows the opposite sign convention.

13.3. Unimodularity and hypercharges.

We need to justify the identification made in the previous section be-
tween the elements of HF and the fermions. We do this by showing in this
section that this identification gives the correct symmetries of the Standard
Model and assigns the correct values of the hypercharges to fermions.

In general one has the following notion.

Definition 1.183. The unitary group of an involutive algebra A is given
by

(1.656) U(A) = {u ∈ A | uu∗ = u∗u = 1}.

In our context, we can define the special unitary group SU(A) ⊂ U(A)
as follows.

Definition 1.184. Let SU(AF ) be the subgroup of U(AF ) defined by

(1.657) SU(AF ) = {u ∈ U(AF ) | det(u) = 1},

where det(u) is the determinant of the action of u on HF .

The following result describes the group SU(AF ) and its adjoint action.

Proposition 1.185. (1) The group SU(AF ) is of the form

(1.658) SU(AF ) ∼ U(1)× SU(2)× SU(3),

modulo a finite abelian group.
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(2) The adjoint action of the U(1) factor is given by multiplication of
the basis vectors in Hf by powers of λ ∈ U(1), where the powers
are given by the following list.

(1.659)

|↑〉 ⊗ 10 |↓〉 ⊗ 10 |↑〉 ⊗ 30 |↓〉 ⊗ 30

2L −1 −1 1
3

1
3

2R 0 −2 4
3 −2

3

(3) The adjoint action of the SU(2) factor is trivial on the right handed
particle sector and is the representation 2 on the left-handed particle
sector.

(4) The adjoint action of the SU(3) factor is trivial on the lepton par-
ticle sector and is the color action on the quark particle sector.

Proof. (1) Let u = (λ, q,m) ∈ U(AF ). The determinant of the action
of u on the subspace Hf is equal to 1 by construction, since a unitary
quaternion has determinant 1. Thus, det(u) is the determinant of the action
π′(u) on Hf̄ . This representation is given by 4 × 3 = 12 copies of the
irreducible representations 1 of C and 3 of M3(C), where the 4 is from
20

L⊕20
R and the 3 is the additional overall multiplicity of the representation

given by the number N = 3 of generations.
Thus, we have

det(u) = λ12 det(m)12.
Thus, SU(AF ) is the product of the group SU(2), which is the unitary group
of H, by the fibered product G = U(1)×12U(3) of pairs (λ,m) ∈ U(1)×U(3),
such that λ12 det(m)12 = 1.

One has an exact sequence

(1.660) 1→ µ3 → U(1)× SU(3)→ G
µ→ µ12 → 1,

where µN is the group of roots of unity of order N and the maps are as
follows. The last map µ is given by µ(λ,m) = λ det(m). By definition of
G, the image of the map µ is the group µ12 of 12th roots of unity. The
kernel of µ is the subgroup G0 ⊂ G of pairs (λ,m) ∈ U(1)×U(3) such that
λ det(m) = 1.

The map U(1)×SU(3)→ G is given by (λ,m) �→ (λ3, λ−1 m). Its image
is G0. Its kernel is the subgroup of U(1) × SU(3) of pairs (λ, λ 13) where
λ ∈ µ3 is a cube root of 1 and 13 is the identity 3× 3 matrix.

Thus we obtain an exact sequence of the form

(1.661) 1→ µ3 → U(1)× SU(2)× SU(3)→ SU(AF )→ µ12 → 1.

(2) Up to a finite abelian group, the U(1) factor of SU(AF ) is the sub-
group of elements of SU(AF ) of the form u(λ) = (λ, 1, λ−1/313), where λ ∈ C,
with |λ| = 1. We ignore the ambiguity in the cube root.

Let us compute the action of Ad(u(λ)). One has Ad(u) = u(u∗)0 = ub0

with b = (λ̄, 1, λ1/313).
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This gives the required table as in (1.659) for the restriction to the
multiples of the left action 2L. In fact, the left action of u is trivial there.

The right action of b = (λ̄, 1, λ1/313) is by λ̄ on the multiples of 10 and
by λ1/31t

3 on multiples of 30.
For the restriction to the multiples of the left action 2R one needs to

take into account the left action of u. This acts by λ on |↑〉 and λ̄ on |↓〉.
This adds a ±1 according to whether the arrow points up or down.

(3) We identify the SU(2) factor with elements of the form u = (1, q, 1)
where q is a unitary quaternion. On the particle sector the left action of u is
by q on the left-handed part and trivial on the right-handed part. The right
action i.e. the action of JuJ−1 is trivial. Thus the adjoint action uJuJ−1 is
2 on left-handed and 1 on right handed (for the particle sector).

(4) We identify the SU(3) factor with elements of the form u = (1, 1, v̄)
where v ∈ SU(3) and v̄ is the complex conjugate. On the particle sector the
left action of u is trivial and the right action JuJ−1 is trivial on leptons and
is the representation 3 on the quark sector. �

Notice how the finite groups µ3 and µ12 in the exact sequence (1.661)
are of different nature from the physical viewpoint, the first arising from the
center of the color U(3), while the second (µ12) depends upon the presence
of three generations.

The result of Proposition 1.185 gives the correct physical assignment of
the hypercharges as in (1.415) for all the fermions of the Standard Model,
since we have proved that, for u(λ) = (λ, 1, λ−1/313), we have

Ad(u(λ))(eR) = λ̄2 eR , Ad(u(λ))(eL) = λ̄ eL , Ad(u(λ))(νL) = λ̄ νL

which gives the hypercharges Y� and Ye of (1.415) and for the quarks one
gets the correct values for Yu and Yd and Yq of (1.415) from the action of
Ad(u) = ub0, with b = (λ̄, 1, λ1/313), where the b0 multiplies all the terms by
λ1/3 so that one obtains Yu = 1+1/3 = 4/3, Yd = −1+1/3 = −2/3, and Yq =
0 + 1/3 = 1/3. The fact that we obtain the correct physical hypercharges
justifies our identification of the elements of HF with the fermions discussed
in §13.2 above.

Thus, the conclusion up to this point is that, through the initial input of
the algebra ALR we have derived from simple principles the bimodule MF

(hence HF under the assumption of N = 3 generations) and the algebra
AF . We have further derived from this setting the symmetries of the Stan-
dard Model and obtained the correct fermionic content, with the respective
hypercharges. Thus, fermions and hypercharges are a first output we obtain
from our initial choice of the algebra. We continue now with the remaining
part of the structure, which is the Dirac operator of the finite geometry HF .
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13.4. The classification of Dirac operators.

We give a classification of Dirac operators DF for the pair (AF ,HF ).
Instead of giving a complete classification, we restrict to those self-adjoint
operators DF on HF which, in addition to satisfying the compatibility with
AF given by the order one condition (1.473), also have the additional prop-
erty that they commute with the subalgebra CF ⊂ AF defined by

(1.662) CF = {(λ, λ, 0) , λ ∈ C}.
The physical reason for imposing this condition is that the commutation

relation of the Dirac operator DF with the algebra CF ensures that the
photon remains massless. This will be seen more clearly when we discuss
how to recover the bosons of the Standard Model from the inner fluctuations
of the product geometry in §15.2 and §15.4 below.

We introduce some preliminary notation that will be useful for the clas-
sification result in Theorem 1.187 below.

Consider operators on HF of the form

(1.663) D(Υ) =
(
S T ∗

T S̄

)
,

where the linear map S is written in the form

(1.664) S = S� ⊕ (Sq ⊗ 13),

with

(1.665) S� : 2R ⊗ 10 ⊕ 2L ⊗ 10 → 2R ⊗ 10 ⊕ 2L ⊗ 10,

represented by a matrix of the form

(1.666) S� =


0 0 Υ∗

ν 0
0 0 0 Υ∗

e

Υν 0 0 0
0 Υe 0 0

 ,

while

(1.667) Sq ⊗ 13 : 2R ⊗ 30 ⊕ 2L ⊗ 30 → 2R ⊗ 30 ⊕ 2L ⊗ 30,

with Sq represented by a matrix of the form

(1.668) Sq =


0 0 Υ∗

u 0
0 0 0 Υ∗

d
Υu 0 0 0
0 Υd 0 0

 .

Here the Υν , Υe, Υu, Υd and their adjoints are N ×N matrices, with N = 3
the number of generations, while 13 in (1.664) is the identity 3 × 3 matrix
on the color indices. Similarly, the component T is a linear map defined by
setting

(1.669) T : |↑〉R ⊗ 10 → 1⊗ |↑〉R, T (νR) = ΥRν̄R,
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with ΥR an N ×N matrix (with N = 3 generations) and such that

T |HF�ER
= 0

on the complement of

(1.670) ER = |↑〉R ⊗ 10 ⊂ HF .

In (1.663), T ∗ denotes the adjoint of T and S̄ = S̄� ⊕ (13 ⊗ S̄q) the corre-
sponding action on Hf̄ by the complex conjugate matrices.

We now see that this apparently very special class of operators in fact
gives us the general form of Dirac operators for the finite geometry.

In order to proceed to the classification, we first prove the following
preliminary result, which determines the commutant A′

F of AF in HF .

Lemma 1.186. Consider an operator P on HF = Hf ⊕ Hf̄ , which can
always be written in the form

(1.671) P =
(
P11 P12

P21 P22

)
.

Then P belongs to the commutant, P ∈ A′
F , iff the following conditions are

satisfied.
• P11 : Hf → Hf is block diagonal, with three blocks in M12(C),
M12(C), and 12 ⊗ M12(C), corresponding to the subspaces where
the action of (λ, q,m) is by λ ∈ C, λ̄ ∈ C and q ∈ H, respectively.
• P12 : Hf̄ → Hf has support in 1 ⊗ 20

L ⊕ 1 ⊗ 20
R and range in

|↑〉R ⊗ 10 ⊕ |↑〉R ⊗ 30.
• P21 : Hf → Hf̄ has support in |↑〉R ⊗ 10 ⊕ |↑〉R ⊗ 30 and range in

1⊗ 20
L ⊕ 1⊗ 20

R.
• P22 : Hf̄ → Hf̄ is of the form

(1.672) P22 = P� ⊕ (13 ⊗ Pq),

with
P � : 1⊗ (20

L ⊕ 20
R)→ 1⊗ (20

L ⊕ 20
R)

13 ⊗ P q : 3⊗ (20
L ⊕ 20

R)→ 3⊗ (20
L ⊕ 20

R).

Proof. The action of AF on HF = Hf ⊕Hf̄ is of the form

(1.673)
(
π(λ, q,m) 0

0 π′(λ, q,m)

)
On the subspace Hf and in the decomposition on the basis |↑〉R, |↓〉R, |↑〉L,
and |↓〉L of 2L and 2R, one has

(1.674) π(λ, q,m) =


λ 0 0 0
0 λ 0 0
0 0 α β

0 0 −β α

⊗ 112,
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where 12 = dim(10 ⊕ 30) × N with N = 3. Since (1.673) is diagonal the
condition P ∈ A′

F is expressed independently on the matrix elements Pij .
Let us consider first the case of the element P11. This must commute

with operators of the form π(λ, q,m)⊗ 112 with π as in (1.674), and 112 the
unit matrix in a twelve-dimensional space. This means that the matrix of
P11 is block diagonal with three blocks in M12(C), M12(C), and 12⊗M12(C),
corresponding to the subspaces where (λ, q,m) acts by λ, λ̄ and q.

We consider next the case of P22. The action of (λ, q,m) ∈ AF in
the subspace Hf̄ is given by multiplication by λ or by m. Thus, the only
condition on P22 is that it is an operator of the form (1.672).

The off-diagonal terms P12 and P21 must intertwine the actions of (λ,q,m)
∈ AF in Hf and Hf̄ . However, the actions of q or m are disjoint in these
two spaces, while only the action by λ occurs in both. The subspace of Hf

on which (λ, q,m) acts by λ is |↑〉R⊗10⊕ |↑〉R⊗30. The subspace of Hf̄ on
which (λ, q,m) acts by λ is 1 ⊗ 20

L ⊕ 1 ⊗ 20
R. Thus, the conclusion follows

from the intertwining condition. �
We then obtain the classification of Dirac operators.

Theorem 1.187. (1) Let D be a Dirac operator for (AF ,HF , JF ,
γF ). Then there exist 3× 3 matrices Υe, Υν , Υd, Υu, and a sym-
metric 3× 3 matrix ΥR, such that D is of the form D = D(Υ) as
in (1.663).

(2) All operators D(Υ) as in (1.663) with the matrix ΥR of (1.669)
symmetric are Dirac operators for the data (AF ,HF , JF , γF ).

(3) Two operators D(Υ) and D(Υ′) are conjugate by a unitary operator
commuting with AF , γF and JF iff there exists unitary matrices Vj

and Wj such that

(1.675)

Υ′
e = V1ΥeV

∗
3 , Υ′

ν = V2ΥνV
∗
3 ,

Υ′
d = W1ΥdW

∗
3 , Υ′

u = W2ΥuW
∗
3 ,

Υ′
R = V2ΥRV̄

∗
2 .

Proof. We first check (2), i.e. we show that operators of the form D(Υ)
are Dirac operators provided ΥR is symmetric. Let us first consider the off-
diagonal part of D(Υ) in (1.663). This is of the form(

0 Υ∗
R

ΥR 0

)
.

Anticommutation with γF holds, since the operator γF restricted to the
space ER ⊕ JFER, with ER as in (1.670), is of the form(

−1 0
0 1

)
.

Moreover, the off-diagonal part of D(Υ) commutes with JF iff

(1.676) (ΥRξ) = Υ∗
Rξ̄, ∀ξ,
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i.e. iff ΥR is a symmetric matrix. The order one condition is automatically
satisfied, since the commutator with elements of AF vanishes identically.

We can now consider the diagonal part(
S 0
0 S̄

)
of D(Υ). It commutes with JF and anticommutes with γF by construction.
It is then sufficient to check the commutation with CF ⊂ AF and the order
one condition on the subspaceHf . Since S exactly commutes with the action
of A0

F , the order one condition follows. In fact, for any b ∈ AF , the action
of b0 commutes with any operator of the form (1.672). This yields the order
one condition, since P = [S, π(a)] is of this form. The action of AF on the
subspace HF is given by (1.674) and one checks that π(λ, λ, 0) commutes
with S, since the matrix of S has no non-zero element intertwining the |↑〉
and the |↓〉 subspaces.

We now show (1), i.e. that all Dirac operators are indeed of the form
D(Υ). Let D be a Dirac operator. Since D is self-adjoint and commutes
with JF it is of the form

D =
(
S T ∗

T S̄

)
with T = T t symmetric.

Consider the element v = (−1, 1, 1) ∈ AF . One has

(1.677) γF ξ = v ξ , ∀ξ ∈ Hf .

Notice that this equality fails on Hf̄ .
The anticommutation of D with γF implies that D = −1

2 γF [D, γF ].
Notice that γF is given by a diagonal matrix of the form

γF =
(
g 0
0 −ḡ

)
.

Thus, using (1.677), we get

S = −1
2
g [S, g] = −1

2
v [S, v].

The action of v inHF is given by a diagonal matrix (1.673), hence v [S, v]
coincides with the A11 block of the matrix of A = v[D, v].

Thus, the order one condition implies that S commutes with all operators
b0, hence that it is of the form (1.664).

The anticommutation with γF and the commutation with CF then imply
that the self-adjoint matrix S can be written in the form of (1.666) and
(1.668).

It remains to determine the form of the matrix T . The conditions on
the off-diagonal elements of a matrix

P =
(
P11 P12

P21 P22

)
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ensuring that P belongs to the commutant of A0
F = JFAF JF , are the

following.
• P12 has support in 1⊗|↑〉0R⊕3⊗|↑〉0R and range in 2L⊗10⊕2R⊗10.
• P21 has support in 2L⊗10⊕2R⊗10 and range in 1⊗|↑〉0R⊕3⊗|↑〉0R.

This follows from Lemma 1.186, using JF .
Consider then the element e = (0, 1, 0) in AF . One has π′(e) = 0 and

π(e) is the projection onto the eigenspace γF = 1 in HF . Thus, since [D, e]
belongs to the commutant of A0

F = JFAF JF by the order one condition,
one gets that π′(e)T − Tπ(e) = −Tπ(e) has support in 2L ⊗ 10 ⊕ 2R ⊗ 10

and range in 1⊗ |↑〉0R ⊕ 3⊗ |↑〉0R. In particular γF = 1 on the range.
Thus, the anticommutation with γF shows that the support of Tπ(e) is

in the eigenspace γF = −1, so that Tπ(e) = 0.
Consider then the element e3 = (0, 0, 1) ∈ AF . Let us show that Te0

3 = 0.
By Definitions 1.120 and 1.124, a Dirac operator is a self-adjoint operator
D in HF commuting with JF , CF , anticommuting with γF and fulfilling the
order one condition [[D, a], b0] = 0 for any a, b ∈ AF . Thus, T commutes
with the actions of v(λ) = (λ, λ, 0) ∈ AF and of JF v(λ)J−1

F = v(λ)0. Thus,
it commutes with e0

3. The action of e0
3 on Hf is the projection onto the

subspace • ⊗ 30. The action of e0
3 on Hf̄ is zero. Thus, [T, e0

3] = T e0
3 is the

restriction of T to the subspace • ⊗ 30. Since [T, e0
3] = 0 we get T e0

3 = 0.
We have shown that the support of T is contained in 2R ⊗ 10. Since T is
symmetric, i.e. T = T̄ ∗, the range of T is contained in 1⊗ 20

R.
The left and right actions of (λ, q,m) on these two subspaces coincide

with the left and right actions of v(λ). Thus, we get that T commutes with
AF and A0

F . Thus, by Lemma 1.186, it has support in |↑〉R ⊗ 10 and range
in 1⊗ |↑〉0R.

This means that T is given by a symmetric 3 × 3 matrix ΥR, and the
operator D is of the form D = D(Υ).

3) By Lemma 1.186, the commutant of the algebra generated by AF and
A0

F is the algebra of matrices

P =
(
P11 P12

P21 P22

)
such that

• P12 has support in 1⊗ |↑〉0R and range in |↑〉R ⊗ 10.
• P21 has support in |↑〉R ⊗ 10 and range in 1⊗ |↑〉0R.
• Pjj is of the form

Pjj = P �
jj ⊕ (P q

jj ⊗ 13)

where

P a
jj =

 P a
j (1) 0 0
0 P a

j (2) 0
0 0 12 ⊗ P a

j (3)

 .
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for j = 1, 2 and for a = � or a = q.
A unitary operator U acting on HF commuting with AF and J is in the

commutant of the algebra generated by AF and A0
F . If it commutes with

γF , then the off-diagonal elements Uij vanish, since γF = −1 on |↑〉R ⊗ 10

and γF = 1 on 1 ⊗ |↑〉0R. Thus, U is determined by the six 3 × 3 matrices
Ua

1 (k). In fact, since it commutes with JF , one has Ua
2 (k) = Ūa

1 (k). One
checks that conjugating by U gives part (3) of the theorem. �

Notice that it is crucial in order to have the term ΥR in the Dirac
operator DF that γF gives opposite signs to the corresponding chiralities for
particles and antiparticles, i.e. that it anticommutes rather than commutes
with the real structure JF . This anticommutation is, as we observed before,
the sign that the KO-dimension is different from the metric dimension and
is 6 instead of 0 modulo 8. Physically, the term ΥR is the one that gives the
Majorana mass term for neutrinos and accounts for the see-saw mechanism
for neutrino masses, as we discuss in §17.5.

A first consequence of physical significance that one can derive from
the classification result of Theorem 1.187 is that, in our model, color is
unbroken, which is in agreement with the physics of the Standard Model.
This is a direct consequence of the fact that all Dirac operators DF for the
finite geometry (AF ,HF , JF , γF ) are of the form (1.663), with the S term of
the form (1.664), with the part of S acting on the quark sector of the form
Sq ⊗ 13, with the identity matrix on the color indices.

In terms of the general form of Dirac operators described in Theorem
1.187 above, we can also characterize the subalgebra AF of the left-right
symmetric algebra ALR that was our initial input through the following
result.

Corollary 1.188. Let Doff
F denote the off-diagonal part of a Dirac op-

erator DF = D(Υ) as in (1.663), with the term ΥR �= 0. Then the algebra
AF ⊂ ALR is characterized by the property

(1.678) AF = {a ∈ ALR | [Doff
F , a] = 0}.

Proof. Let a = (λ, qL, qR,m) ∈ ALR. Let DF be an operator of the
form DF = D(Υ) as in (1.663). By construction Doff

F has support in ER ⊕
JFER. The action of a on JFER is given by multiplication by λ. The
commutation [Doff

F , a] = 0 shows that this action must agree with the action
of a on ER. The latter is given by multiplication by a quaternion qR = α+βj

a νR = ανR − β̄eR,

where we identify the basis with the fermions as in §13.2. Thus, [Doff
F , a] = 0

implies that β = 0 and α = λ, hence that qR = λ and a ∈ AF . Since we
already saw that [Doff

F , a] = 0 for all a ∈ AF we have obtained the required
equality. �
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Physically, the result of Corollary 1.188 means that the presence of a
non-zero Majorana mass term ΥR for the neutrinos does not generate new
boson fields. This will be clearer in §15.2 where we show how the Higgs
bosons arise from the inner fluctuations of the metric.

We now describe geometrically the moduli space of Dirac operators DF ,
using the classification of Theorem 1.187.

13.5. Moduli space of Dirac operators and Yukawa parameters.

We introduce the following notation.

Definition 1.189. Let Cq denote the moduli space of pairs of invertible
3× 3 matrices (Υd,Υu) modulo the equivalence relation

(1.679) Υ′
d = W1 Υd W

∗
3 , Υ′

u = W2 Υu W
∗
3 ,

where the Wj are unitary matrices. Let C� denote the moduli space of triplets
of 3× 3 matrices (Υe,Υν ,ΥR), with ΥR symmetric, modulo the equivalence
relation

(1.680) Υ′
e = V1 ΥeV

∗
3 Υ′

ν = V2 Υν V
∗
3

and

(1.681) Υ′
R = V2 ΥR V̄ ∗

2 .

We also need the following preliminary results that will be used in Propo-
sition 1.192 to give an explicit description of the moduli space of Dirac
operators DF .

Lemma 1.190. Consider a fixed basis for the space HF as in §13.2. Each
equivalence class of pairs of 3×3 matrices under the relation (1.679) contains
a pair (Υd,Υu) where Υu is diagonal in the given basis and has positive
entries, while Υd is positive and of the form Cδ↓C

∗, with δ↓ diagonal and
C ∈ SU(3).

Proof. We can use the freedom to choose W2 and W3 to make Υu

positive and diagonal and the freedom to choose W1 to make Υd positive.
The eigenvalues are the characteristic values (i.e. the eigenvalues of the

absolute value in the polar decomposition) of Υu and Υd and are invariants
of the pair.

Thus, we can find diagonal matrices δ↑ and δ↓ and a unitary matrix C
such that

(1.682) Υu = δ↑ and Υd = C δ↓C
∗.

Since multiplying C by a scalar does not affect the result, we can assume
that det(C) = 1. �

Thus, C ∈ SU(3) depends a priori upon 8 real parameters. However, only
the double coset of C modulo the diagonal subgroup N ⊂ SU(3) matters,
by the following result.
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Lemma 1.191. Suppose given a fixed pair of diagonal matrices δ↑ and δ↓
with positive and distinct eigenvalues. Let N ⊂ SU(3) denote the subgroup
of diagonal matrices. Suppose given two matrices C and C ′ in SU(3) and
consider the corresponding pairs as in Lemma 1.191 of the form

(1.683) (δ↑, C δ↓C
∗), (δ↑, C ′ δ↓C

′∗).

The pairs in (1.683) are equivalent iff there exists diagonal unitary matrices
A,B ∈ N such that

(1.684) AC = C ′B.

Proof. For AC = C ′B one has

(1.685) (Aδ↑A∗, ACδ↓C
∗A∗) = (δ↑, C ′Bδ↓B

∗C ′∗) = (δ↑, C ′δ↓C
′∗),

since A and B are unitary and diagonal, hence the two pairs are equivalent.
Conversely, with Wj as in (1.679) one gets W1 = W3 from the uniqueness of
the polar decomposition

δ↓ = (W1W
∗
3 ) (W3δ↓W

∗
3 ).

Similarly, one obtains W2 = W3. Thus, W3 = W is diagonal and we get

W C δ↓C
∗W ∗ = C ′ δ↓C

′∗,

so that WC = C ′B for some diagonal matrix B. Since W and B have the
same determinant one can assume that they both belong to N . �

We then have the following explicit description of the moduli space of
Dirac operators DF .

Proposition 1.192. In the case of N = 3 generations, the moduli space
of Dirac operators DF for the geometry (AF ,HF , JF , γF ) is the real 31-
dimensional space

(1.686) C� × Cq.

The space Cq is of real dimension 10 and given by the double coset space

(1.687) Cq ∼= (U(3)×U(3))\(GL3(C)×GL3(C))/U(3),

where U(3) acts diagonally on the right. The space C� is of real dimension
21 and fibers over Cq, with generic fiber the quotient of symmetric complex
3× 3 matrices by U(1). In fact, C� is given by the quotient

(1.688) C� ∼= (U(3)×U(3))\(GL3(C)×GL3(C)× S)/U(3),

with S the space of symmetric complex 3×3 matrices. The action of U(3)×
U(3) on the left in (1.688) is given by left multiplication on GL3(C)×GL3(C)
and by (1.681) on S. The action of U(3) on the right in (1.688) is trivial
on S and by diagonal right multiplication on GL3(C)×GL3(C).
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Proof. By Lemma 1.190 we see that the real dimension of the moduli
space Cq is 3 + 3 + 4 = 10, where the 3 + 3 comes from the eigenvalues and
the 4 = 8− 4 from the double coset space of C’s in SU(3) modulo N as in
Lemma 1.191. One way to parameterize the representatives of the double
cosets of the matrix C is by means of three angles θi and a phase δ, in the
form (1.419) where ci = cos θi, si = sin θi, and eδ = exp(iδ). One has by
construction the factorization

(1.689) C = R23(θ2) d(δ)R12(θ1)R23(−θ3)

where Rij(θ) is the rotation of angle θ in the ij-plane and d(δ) the diagonal
matrix

d(δ) =

 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −eiδ

 .

The identification of Cq with the double coset (1.687) follows from the explicit
form of the equivalence relation (1.679).

Consider then the moduli space C�. By construction one has a natural
surjective map

(1.690) π : C� → Cq
given by forgetting the ΥR term. The generic fiber of π is the space of
symmetric complex 3× 3 matrices modulo the action of a complex scalar λ
of absolute value one given by

(1.691) ΥR �→ λ2 ΥR.

The (real) dimension of the fiber is 12 − 1 = 11. The total real dimension
of the moduli space C� is then 21. The identification with the space (1.688)
again follows from the explicit form of the equivalence relation (1.679) to-
gether with (1.680).

It then follows from Theorem 1.187 and the results above on C� and Cq
that the total moduli space of Dirac operators DF is the product C� × Cq,
which is of real dimension 31. �

The 31 real parameters of (1.686) account for all the Yukawa parameters
in the Standard Model with neutrino mixing and Majorana mass terms. In
fact, the parameters in Cq correspond to the masses of the quarks and the
quark mixing angles of the CKM matrix, while the additional parameters of
C� give the lepton masses, the angles of the PMNS mixing matrix and the
Majorana mass terms for neutrinos. This gives a clear geometric meaning
to the Yukawa parameters as the choice of a point in C� × Cq, i.e. of a Dirac
operator DF for the finite geometry (AF ,HF , JF , γF ). It is interesting to
notice that the space C� × Cq admits interesting compactifications, possibly
including something akin to the noncommutative compactifications of the
modular curves considered in [77] and [219]. We return to this observation
at the very end of the book when spectral correspondences between different
geometries are introduced in the attempt to illustrate a parallel between
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the problem of quantum gravity and the noncommutative compactifications
that we present in Chapter 3 in the number theoretic context related to the
Riemann zeta function.

13.6. The intersection pairing of the finite geometry.

The fact that, from the point of view of KO-homology, the dimension
of the finite geometry (AF ,HF , DF ) is equal to 6 modulo 8 implies that the
intersection pairing is skew-symmetric. It is given explicitly as follows.

Proposition 1.193. The expression

(1.692) 〈e, f〉 = Tr(γF e JF fJ
−1
F )

defines an antisymmetric bilinear pairing on K0(AF )×K0(AF ). The group
K0(AF ) is the free abelian group generated by the classes of e1 = (1, 0, 0),
e2 = (0, 1, 0) and f3 = (0, 0, f), where f ∈M3(C) is a minimal idempotent.

Proof. The pairing (1.692) is obtained from the composition of the
natural map

K0(AF )×K0(AF )→ K0(AF ⊗A0
F )

with the graded trace Tr(γF ·). Since JF anticommutes with γF , one checks
that

〈f, e〉 = Tr(γF fJF eJ
−1
F ) = −Tr(γFJ

−1
F fJF e)

= −Tr(γF eJF fJ
−1
F ) = −〈e, f〉,

i.e. that the pairing is antisymmetric.
By construction, AF is the direct sum of the field C, the division algebra

H and the algebra M3(C). The latter is Morita equivalent to C. The pro-
jections e1 = (1, 0, 0), e2 = (0, 1, 0) and f3 = (0, 0, f) are the three minimal
idempotents in AF . �

Definition 1.194. Let HF,� and HF,q be given by

(1.693) HF,� := 2L ⊗ 10 ⊕ 2R ⊗ 10 ⊕ 1⊗ 20
L ⊕ 1⊗ 20

R

and

(1.694) HF,q := 2L ⊗ 30 ⊕ 2R ⊗ 30 ⊕ 3⊗ 20
L ⊕ 3⊗ 20

R.

By construction, the KO-homology class (HF , γF , JF ) given by the rep-
resentation of AF on HF with the Z/2-grading γF and the real structure JF

splits as a direct sum of two pieces, corresponding respectively to leptons
and quarks.

Proposition 1.195. (1) The representation of the algebra gener-
ated by (AF , DF , JF , γF ) on HF splits as a direct sum of two sub-
representations

(1.695) HF = HF,� ⊕HF,q,

with HF,� and HF,q as in Definition 1.194.
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(2) In the generic case where the matrices Υν , Υe, Υu, Υd and ΥR in
DF have distinct eigenvalues, each of these subrepresentations is
irreducible.

(3) In the basis (e1, e2, f3) the pairing (1.692) is given by

(1.696) 〈·, ·〉� =

 0 2 0
−2 0 0
0 0 0

 and 〈·, ·〉q =

 0 0 2
0 0 −2
−2 2 0

 ,

up to an overall multiplicity given by a factor of N = 3 that corre-
sponds to the number of generations.

Proof. (1) By construction, the action of AF inHF is block diagonal in
the decomposition HF = HF,�⊕HF,q. Both the actions of JF and of γF are
also block diagonal. Theorem 1.187 shows that DF is also block diagonal,
since it is of the form D = D(Υ).

(2) It is enough to show that a unitary operator that commutes with AF ,
γF , JF and DF is a scalar. Let us start with HF,q. By (3) of Theorem 1.187,
such a unitary operator is given by three unitary matrices Wj ∈M3(C) such
that

Υd = W1 Υd W
∗
3 , Υu = W2 Υu W

∗
3 .

We can assume that both Υu and Υd are positive and that Υu is diagonal,
by Lemma 1.190.

The uniqueness of the polar decomposition then shows that

Υd = (W1W
∗
3 ) (W3ΥdW

∗
3 ) ⇒ W1W

∗
3 = 1 and W3ΥdW

∗
3 = Υd.

Thus, we get W1 = W2 = W3. Since generically all the eigenvalues of Υu

or Υd are distinct, we get that the matrices Wj are diagonal in the basis of
eigenvectors of the matrices Υu and Υd. However, generically these bases
are distinct, hence we conclude that Wj = 1 for all j. The same result holds
“a fortiori” for HF,� where the conditions imposed by (3) of Theorem 1.187
are in fact stronger.

(3) One computes the pairing directly using the definition of γF . On
HF,� the subalgebra M3(C) acts by zero which explains why the last line
and columns of the pairing matrix vanish. By antisymmetry one just needs
to evaluate

〈e1, e2〉 = −〈e2, e1〉 = −Tr(γF e2 JF e1J
−1
F ) = −Tr(γF e2) = 2× 3,

where 3 is the number of generations. In fact, by the explicit form (1.652)
of the action of the algebra on leptons and quarks one sees that e2 acts by
zero except on the piece 2L ⊗ 10 of HF,� where it acts as the identity. On
HF,q the same pair gives 〈e1, e2〉 = 0, since now the right action of e1 is zero
on Hf . In the same way one gets 〈f3, e2〉 = 2 × 3. Finally one has, by the
same argument,

〈e1, f3〉 = Tr(γF e1JF f3J
−1
F ) = 2× 3. �
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An antisymmetric 3 × 3 matrix is automatically degenerate since its
determinant vanishes. The following result shows that one can still obtain a
nondegenerate bilinear map with values not in R but in R2. This corresponds
to the fact that the KO-homology is not singly generated as a module over
K0, but it is generated by two elements.

Corollary 1.196. The pairing K0(AF )⊕K0(AF )→ R⊕ R given by

(1.697) 〈·, ·〉F := 〈·, ·〉� ⊕ 〈·, ·〉q
is non-degenerate.

Proof. We need to check that, for any e in K0(AF ) there exists an
f ∈ K0(AF ) such that 〈e, f〉F �= (0, 0). This can be seen by the explicit
form of 〈·, ·〉� and 〈·, ·〉q in (1.696). �

14. The product geometry

In the previous section we described the finite geometry

F = (AF ,HF , DF , JF , γF ).

We recovered the fermions of the Standard Model with the correct hyper-
charge assignment and gave a geometric interpretation for the Yukawa pa-
rameters (including the Majorana mass terms for neutrinos) using the clas-
sification of Dirac operators DF . Now we consider the product of the finite
noncommutative geometry F with the spectral triple associated to the com-
mutative geometry of a compact 4-dimensional Riemannian spin manifold
of space-time (in Euclidean signature).

Recall that, for M a compact spin 4-manifold, the associated spectral
triple is given by (C∞(M), L2(M,S), ∂/M ), where L2(M,S) is the space of
square integrable spinors, with smooth functions in C∞(M) acting as mul-
tiplication operators, and with ∂/M the Dirac operator. The grading γM

is given by the chirality operator, which is usually denoted by γ5 in the
4-dimensional case. The operator JM that gives the real structure is the
charge conjugation operator (cf. (1.407)). We refer to [132] for a detailed
treatment of spectral triples associated to Riemannian manifolds.

Suppose given two real spectral triples

(A1,H1, D1, J1, γ1) and (A2,H2, D2, J2, γ2),

where the first is of KO-dimension 4 modulo 8 and the second is of KO-
dimension 6 modulo 8. Then the product geometry is a real spectral triple

(1.698) (A,H, D, J, γ) = (A1,H1, D1, J1, γ1)⊗ (A2,H2, D2, J2, γ2)

with

(1.699)
A = A1 ⊗A2, H = H1 ⊗H2, D = D1 ⊗ 1 + γ1 ⊗D2,

γ = γ1 ⊗ γ2, J = J1 ⊗ J2.
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The resulting geometry (A,H, D, J, γ) is of KO-dimension 10 = 2 modulo 8.
Notice that it matters here that J1 commutes with γ1, in order to check that
J commutes with D. One checks that the order one condition is fulfilled by
D if it is fulfilled by both D1 and D2. We refer to §9.5 of [132] for a thorough
discussion of the notions of KO-dimension and products of spectral triples.

Definition 1.197. The product M × F of a compact spin 4-manifold
with the finite noncommutative geometry F is the real spectral triple

(1.700)
(A,H, D, J, γ) =

(C∞(M), L2(M,S), ∂/M , JM , γ5)⊗ (AF ,HF , DF , JF , γF )

defined as in (1.699).

14.1. The real part of the product geometry.

As in Proposition 1.125 of §10.2, we can associate to a real spectral triple
the commutative geometry given by its real part. In the case of the product
geometry M × F of Definition 1.197 we obtain the following results.

Lemma 1.198. Let F be the finite noncommutative geometry

F = (AF ,HF , DF , JF , γF )

and let M ×F be the product with a spin 4-manifold as in Definition 1.197.
Then the following holds.

• The real part of F is given by

(1.701) (AF )JF
= R = {(λ, λ, λ) |λ ∈ R} ⊂ AF .

• The real part AJ = C∞(M,AF )JM⊗JF
of the product geometry

M × F is

(1.702) AJ = C∞(M,R).

Proof. Let a = (λ, q,m) ∈ AF . Then, if a commutes with JF , its
action in Hf ⊂ HF coincides with the right action of a∗. When considering
the action on HF,�, this implies that λ = λ̄ and that the action of the
quaternion q ∈ H coincides with that of λ. Thus, one has q = λ ∈ R. When
looking at the action on HF,q, one obtains similarly that m = λ. The same
proof applies to C∞(M,AF ). �

The above result shows that the real part of the product geometry only
sees the ordinary 4-dimensional commutative space-time M as a real mani-
fold.
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15. Bosons as inner fluctuations

In this section we show how to obtain the bosons of the Standard Model,
with the correct quantum numbers, as inner fluctuations of the metric for
the product geometry M × F .

We begin by showing that, as remarked in §9.9, the symmetries of the
geometry M × F recover the group of local gauge transformations of the
Standard Model prior to symmetry breaking, that is, the semidirect product
GSM � Diff(M) of (1.465), with GSM = U(1)× SU(2)× SU(3).

We then compute the inner fluctuations of the metric for M × F . We
separate the computation into two parts. In fact, consider elements of the
form A =

∑
i ai[D, a′i], with ai, a

′
i ∈ A. Since the Dirac operator for the

product geometry is of the form D = ∂/M ⊗ 1 + γ5 ⊗DF , the elements A as
above correspondingly decompose as a sum of two terms A = A(0,1) +A(1,0)

(notation not to be confused with a Hodge decomposition). We first consider
the “discrete part” A(0,1) coming from commutators with γ5⊗DF and then
the “continuous part” A(1,0) coming from ∂/M ⊗ 1. We show that the first
part generates the Higgs field, while the second part produces all the other
bosons for the Standard Model.

15.1. The local gauge transformations.

The following result shows how to recover the local gauge symmetries of
the Standard Model minimally coupled to gravity from the group

C∞(M,SU(AF ))

of symmetries of the product geometry M × F .

Proposition 1.199. Let (A,H, D) be the real spectral triple associated
to M × F .

• Let U be a unitary operator on H, which commutes with γ and J ,
and such that U AU∗ = A. Then there exists a unique diffeomor-
phism ϕ ∈ Diff(M) such that

(1.703) U f U∗ = f ◦ ϕ ∀f ∈ AJ .

• Let U be a unitary operator as above, such that the associated diffeo-
morphism is trivial, ϕ = id. Then, possibly after passing to a finite
abelian cover of M , there exists a unitary u ∈ C∞(M,SU(AF ))
such that U Ad(u)∗ ∈ C, where C is the commutant of the algebra
of operators on H generated by A and JAJ−1.

Proof. We refer to [204] for finer points concerning the lifting of dif-
feomorphisms preserving the given spin structure.

The first statement follows from the functoriality of the construction of
the subalgebraAJ and the classical result that automorphisms of the algebra
C∞(M,R) are given by composition with a diffeomorphism of M .
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Let us prove the second statement. One has H = L2(M,S) ⊗ HF =
L2(M,S⊗HF ). Since ϕ = id, we know by (1.703) that U commutes with the
algebra AJ = C∞(M,R). This shows that U is given by an endomorphism
x �→ U(x) of the vector bundle S ⊗HF on M . Since U commutes with J ,
the unitary U(x) commutes with Jx ⊗ JF , where Jx is the restriction of JM

to the fiber.
The equality U AU∗ = A shows that, for all x ∈M , one has

(1.704) U(x) (id⊗AF )U∗(x) = id⊗AF .

Here we identify AF with a subalgebra of operators on S⊗HF , through the
algebra homomorphism T �→ id⊗ T .

Let α be an arbitrary automorphism of AF . The center of AF contains
three minimal idempotents and the corresponding reduced algebras C, H,
M3(C) are pairwise non-isomorphic. Thus α preserves these three idem-
potents and is determined by its restriction to the corresponding reduced
algebras C, H, M3(C). In particular, such an automorphism will act on the
subalgebra C either as the identity or as complex conjugation.

Now consider the automorphism αx of AF determined by (1.704). It is
unitarily implemented by (1.704). The action of C ⊂ AF on S ⊗HF is not
unitarily equivalent to its composition with complex conjugation. This can
be seen from the fact that, in this representation, the dimension of the space
on which C acts by λ is larger than that of the space on which it acts by λ̄.
It then follows that the restriction of αx to C ⊂ AF has to be the identity
automorphism.

Similarly, the restriction of αx to M3(C) ⊂ AF is given by an inner
automorphism of the form f �→ vx f v

∗
x, where vx ∈ SU(3) is only determined

modulo the center Z3 ∼ µ3 of SU(3). The restriction of αx to H ⊂ AF is
given by an inner automorphism of the form f �→ qx f q

∗
x, where qx ∈ SU(2)

is only determined modulo the center Z2 ∼ µ2 of SU(2).
Thus, upon passing to the finite abelian cover M̃ of M correspond-

ing to the morphism π1(M) → Z2 × Z3 ∼ µ6, one gets a unitary element
u = (1, q, v) ∈ C∞(M,SU(AF )) such that α(f) = Ad(u)fAd(u)∗ for all
f ∈ C∞(M,AF ). Replacing U by U Ad(u)∗ one can then assume that U
commutes with all f ∈ C∞(M,AF ). The commutation with J still holds,
so that we obtain U Ad(u)∗ ∈ C, with C the commutant of the algebra of
operators on H generated by A and JAJ−1. �

15.2. Discrete part of the inner fluctuations and the Higgs field.

At a point x ∈ M consider elements ai(x) = (λi, qi,mi) and a′i(x) =
(λ′i, q

′
i,m

′
i) in AF . We introduce the notation

(1.705) ϕ1 =
∑

λi(α′
i − λ′i) , ϕ2 =

∑
λiβ

′
i
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(1.706) ϕ′
1 =
∑

αi(λ′i − α′
i) + βiβ̄

′
i , ϕ′

2 =
∑

(−αiβ
′
i + βi(λ̄′i − ᾱ′

i)),

where we used the notation (1.645) for quaternions.

Proposition 1.200. At a point x ∈ M one obtains on the subspace
corresponding to Hf ⊂ HF the expression

(1.707)
∑

i

ai[γ5 ⊗DF , a
′
i](x)|Hf

= γ5 ⊗ (A(0,1)
q + A

(0,1)
� ).

The term A
(0,1)
q is defined on the HF,q part and is of the form

(1.708) A(0,1)
q =

(
0 X
X ′ 0

)
⊗ 13 ,

with

(1.709) X =
(

Υ∗
uϕ1 Υ∗

uϕ2

−Υ∗
dϕ̄2 Υ∗

dϕ̄1

)
, and X ′ =

(
Υuϕ

′
1 Υdϕ

′
2

−Υuϕ̄
′
2 Υdϕ̄

′
1

)
.

The term A
(0,1)
� is defined on the HF,� part and is of the form

(1.710) A
(0,1)
1 =

(
0 Y
Y ′ 0

)
,

with

(1.711) Y =
(

Υ∗
νϕ1 Υ∗

νϕ2

−Υ∗
eϕ̄2 Υ∗

eϕ̄1

)
and Y ′ =

(
Υνϕ

′
1 Υeϕ

′
2

−Υνϕ̄
′
2 Υeϕ̄

′
1

)
,

with the ϕ as in (1.705) and (1.706).

Proof. The result follows by a direct computation. �

Notice that, according to Corollary 1.188 above, the off-diagonal part of
DF , which involves ΥR, does not contribute to the inner fluctuations, since
it exactly commutes with the algebra AF . Since the action of AF on Hf̄

exactly commutes with DF , it does not contribute to A(0,1). This means,
as remarked after Corollary 1.188 that the presence of the Majorana mass
term ΥR does not generate new boson fields.

We now give the following parameterization of the discrete part A(0,1)

of the inner fluctuations, which will be useful in the physical interpretation
as Higgs bosons.

Proposition 1.201. Let A(0,1) be the discrete part of the inner fluctua-
tions of the product geometry M × F , as in Proposition 1.200 above.

(1) The inner fluctuations A(0,1) are parameterized by an arbitrary
quaternion-valued function

(1.712)
H ∈ C∞(M,H), with H = ϕ1 + ϕ2 j , for ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ C∞(M,C).
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(2) The second line of the 2× 2 matrix X in (1.709) is obtained from
the first line upon replacing Υu with Υd and changing

(1.713) H �→ j H =: H̃.

Proof. (1) First one checks that there are no linear relations between
the four terms (1.705) and (1.706). We consider a single term a[DF , a

′].
Taking a = (λ, 0, 0) and a′ = (λ′, 0, 0) gives

ϕ1 = −λλ′ and ϕ2 = ϕ′
1 = ϕ′

2 = 0.

Taking a = (λ, 0, 0) and a′ = (0, j β̄′, 0) gives

ϕ′
1 = λβ′ and ϕ1 = ϕ′

1 = ϕ′
2 = 0.

Similarly, taking a = (0, α, 0) and a′ = (λ′, 0, 0) gives

ϕ′
1 = αλ′ and ϕ1 = ϕ2 = ϕ′

2 = 0.

Taking a = (0, j β̄, 0) and a′ = (λ′, 0, 0) gives

ϕ′
2 = βλ̄′ and ϕ1 = ϕ2 = ϕ′

1 = 0.

This shows that the vector space Ω(0,1)
D of linear combinations

∑
i ai[DF , a

′
i]

is the space of pairs of quaternion-valued functions q(x) and q′(x).
The self-adjoint condition A = A∗ is equivalent to q′ = q∗ and we see

that the discrete part A(0,1) is exactly given by a single quaternion-valued
function H(x) ∈ H for x ∈M .

(2) The transition is given by (ϕ1, ϕ2) �→ (−ϕ̄2, ϕ̄1), which corresponds
to the multiplication of H = ϕ1 + ϕ2 j by j on the left. �

Remark 1.202. The property in (2) of Proposition 1.201 shows that the
role of H in the coupling of the up-part is related to its role in the coupling
of the down-part by the replacement H �→ jH. From the physics viewpoint
this shows that one needs to change the hypercharge of the Higgs doublet
to its opposite in order to couple it to the up quark, as is known in the
extension of the Glashow–Weinberg–Salam model from leptons to quarks.

Remark 1.203. In particular, the result of Proposition 1.200 shows that,
in the case of a Dirac operator D = D(Υ) where the term ΥR = 0, the
operator D is equivalent to D ≡ 0 up to inner fluctuations. This shows an
example of the general fact mentioned in Remark 1.143.

Notice that the notation we use here differs from that of [45]. The Higgs
doublet denoted by H in [45] is in our notation the doublet H̃ of (1.713)
above. This is especially relevant in the calculations of §16.1 below.

15.3. Powers of D(0,1).

For later purposes, we compute here the trace of powers of the perturbed
Dirac operator

(1.714) D(0,1) := D + A(0,1) + JA(0,1)J.
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Proposition 1.204. The traces of the second and fourth powers of D(0,1)

are given by the formulae

(1.715) Tr((D(0,1))2) = 4 a |1 + H|2 + 2 c

and

(1.716) Tr((D(0,1))4) = 4 b |1 + H|4 + 2 d + 8 e |1 + H|2 ,

where H is as in Proposition 1.201 and the coefficients a, b, c, d, e are of
the form

(1.717)

a = Tr(Υ∗
νΥν + Υ∗

eΥe + 3(Υ∗
uΥu + Υ∗

dΥd))

b = Tr((Υ∗
νΥν)2 + (Υ∗

eΥe)2 + 3(Υ∗
uΥu)2 + 3(Υ∗

dΥd)2)

c = Tr(Υ∗
RΥR)

d = Tr((Υ∗
RΥR)2)

e = Tr(Υ∗
RΥRΥ∗

νΥν).

Proof. We first show that for the restriction D
(0,1)
q to the subspace

HF,q ⊂ HF we have

(1.718) Tr((D(0,1)
q )2) = 12 |1 + H|2 Tr(Υ∗

uΥu + Υ∗
dΥd)

and

(1.719) Tr((D(0,1)
q )4) = 12 |1 + H|4 Tr((Υ∗

uΥu)2 + (Υ∗
dΥd)2).

Notice that the left-hand side of (1.718) is obtained from 2Tr((A(0,1)
q )2),

after replacing H by 1+H to take into account the presence of the operator
Dq = D|HF,q

.
The product XX∗, for X as in (1.709), is given by the diagonal matrix

(1.720)
XX∗ =

(
Υ∗

uΥu (ϕ1ϕ̄1 + ϕ2ϕ̄2) 0
0 Υ∗

dΥd (ϕ1ϕ̄1 + ϕ2ϕ̄2)

)
= |H|2

(
Υ∗

uΥu 0
0 Υ∗

dΥd

)
.

One has Tr((A(0,1)
q )2) = 3Tr(XX∗ + X∗X) = 6Tr(XX∗). This gives

the equality (1.718). Similarly, one has Tr((A(0,1)
3 )4) = 3Tr((XX∗)2 +

(X∗X)2) = 6Tr((XX∗)2), which gives the identity (1.719).

We then show that, for the restriction D
(0,1)
� of D(0,1) to the subspace

HF,� ⊂ HF we have

(1.721) Tr((D(0,1)
� )2) = 4 |1 + H|2 Tr(Υ∗

νΥν + Υ∗
eΥe) + 2Tr(Υ∗

RΥR),
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and
(1.722)

Tr((D(0,1)
� )4) = 4 |1 + H|4 Tr((Υ∗

νΥν)2 + (Υ∗
eΥe)2) + 2Tr((Υ∗

RΥR)2)

+8 |1 + H|2 Tr(Υ∗
RΥRΥ∗

νΥν).

Consider the decomposition of HF,� into the eight subspaces of the form

( |↑〉R ⊗ 10 ⊕ |↓〉R ⊗ 10 ⊕ |↑〉L ⊗ 10 ⊕ |↓〉L ⊗ 10

⊕ 1⊗ |↑〉R ⊕ 1⊗ |↓〉R ⊕ 1⊗ |↑〉L ⊕ 1⊗ |↓〉L )⊗ C3.

In this decomposition, we can write the operator D(0,1)
� as the matrix

0 0 Υ∗
νϕ1 Υ∗

νϕ2 Υ∗
R 0 0 0

0 0 −Υ∗
eϕ̄2 Υ∗

eϕ̄1 0 0 0 0
Υνϕ̄1 −Υeϕ2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Υνϕ̄2 Υeϕ1 0 0 0 0 0 0
ΥR 0 0 0 0 0 Ῡ∗

νϕ̄1 Ῡ∗
νϕ̄2

0 0 0 0 0 0 −Ῡ∗
eϕ2 Ῡ∗

eϕ1

0 0 0 0 Ῡνϕ1 −Ῡeϕ̄2 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ῡνϕ2 Ῡeϕ̄1 0 0


,

where Ῡ denotes the complex conjugate matrix.
The only matrix elements of the square of D(0,1)

� involving ΥR or Υ∗
R are

collected in the matrix

S11 0 0 0 0 0 Υ∗
RῩ∗

νϕ̄1 Υ∗
RῩ∗

νϕ̄2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ΥνΥ∗

Rϕ̄1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ΥνΥ∗

Rϕ̄2 0 0 0
0 0 ΥRΥ∗

νϕ1 ΥRΥ∗
νϕ2 S55 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ῩνΥRϕ1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ῩνΥRϕ2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


where

S11 = Υ∗
RΥR + Υ∗

νΥν |H|2 , S55 = Ῡ∗
νῩν |H|2 + ΥRΥ∗

R .

This shows that, for Tr((D(0,1)
� )2), one only gets two additional terms

involving ΥR and each of them gives Tr(ΥRΥ∗
R). The trace Tr((D(0,1)

� )4) is
the Hilbert-Schmidt norm squared of (D(0,1)

� )2. We just need to add to the
terms coming from the same computation in (1.718) the contribution of the
terms involving ΥR. The term S11 contributes (after replacing H �→ 1 +H)
by 2|1+H|2 Tr(Υ∗

RΥRΥ∗
νΥν) and Tr((Υ∗

RΥR)2). The term S55 gives a similar
contribution. All the other terms give simple additive contributions. One
gets the result using

Tr(ῩνΥRΥ∗
RῩ∗

ν) = Tr(Υ∗
RΥRΥ∗

νΥν),
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which follows, using complex conjugation, from the fact that ΥR is a sym-
metric matrix, so that ῩR = Υ∗

R. �

15.4. Continuous part of the inner fluctuations and gauge
bosons.

Let us now consider the A(1,0) part of the inner fluctuations of the prod-
uct geometry M×F . We show that it gives the gauge bosons of the Standard
Model coupled to the correct values of the hypercharges.

Proposition 1.205. Consider inner fluctuations of the form

(1.723) A(1,0) =
∑

i

ai[∂/M ⊗ 1, a′i],

with ai = (λi, qi,mi), a′i = (λ′i, q
′
i,m

′
i) elements of A = C∞(M,AF ). The

expression (1.723) determines the following data.
(1) A U(1) gauge field

(1.724) Λ =
∑

i

λi dλ
′
i

(2) An SU(2) gauge field

(1.725) Q =
∑

i

qi dq
′
i

(3) A U(3) gauge field

(1.726) V ′ =
∑

i

mi dm
′
i.

Proof. For (1) notice that we have two expressions to compute, since
there are two different actions of λ(x) on L2(M,S), given respectively by

(1.727) ξ(x) �→ λ(x) ξ(x) and ξ(x) �→ λ̄(x) ξ(x).

For the first action in (1.727), one finds using (1.580), that the expression

Λ =
∑

i

λi[∂/M ⊗ 1, λ′i]

is of the form
Λ =

√
−1
∑

i

λi∂µλ
′
iγ

µ = Λµγ
µ.

It is self-adjoint when the scalar functions

Λµ =
√
−1
∑

i

λi∂µλ
′
i

are real-valued.
It follows then that the second action in (1.727) is given by∑

i

λ̄i[∂/M ⊗ 1, λ̄′i] =
√
−1
∑

i

λ̄i∂µλ̄
′
iγ

µ = −Λµγ
µ.
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Thus, we see that, even though we have two representations of the λ(x),
these generate only one U(1) gauge potential.

For (2) notice that the action of quaternions H can be represented in
the form

(1.728) q = f0 +
∑
α

ifασ
α, with f0, fα ∈ C∞(M,R),

where σα are the Pauli matrices (1.628) and i =
√
−1.

The Pauli matrices are self-adjoint, hence the terms of the form

f0[∂/M ⊗ 1, if ′
ασ

α]

are also self-adjoint.
The elements {1, iσα} form a basis for the algebra H of quaternions.

Thus, since the elements of this basis commute with ∂/M , one can rewrite∑
i

qi[∂/M ⊗ 1, q′i] = f0[∂/M ⊗ 1, f ′
0] +

∑
α

fα[∂/M ⊗ 1, if ′
ασ

α],

where all the f and f ′ are real-valued functions. Thus, the self-adjoint part
of this expression is given by

Q =
∑
α

fα[∂/M ⊗ 1, if ′
ασ

α],

which is an SU(2) gauge field.
For (3), the result follows as a special case of the computation of expres-

sions of the form

A =
∑

i

ai[∂/M ⊗ 1, a′i], with ai, a
′
i ∈ C∞(M,MN (C)).

One obtains Clifford multiplication by all matrix-valued 1-forms on M in
this manner. The self-adjointness condition A = A∗ then reduces them to
taking values in the Lie algebra of U(N), by setting A = iT and using the
identification

LieU(N) = {T ∈MN (C) | T ∗ = −T} .
�

We introduce the notation

(1.729) Λµ =
g1

2
Bµ

for the U(1) gauge potential of Proposition 1.205. Physically it gives the
generator of hypercharge, not to be confused with the electromagnetic vector
potential. Similarly, we denote the SU(2) gauge field of Proposition 1.205
by the notation

(1.730) Q = Qµγ
µ, where Qµ =

g2

2
Wα

µ σ
α.
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Using (1.580), we see that this corresponds to the covariant derivative

(1.731) ∂µ −
i

2
g2W

α
µ σ

α.

We now explain how to reduce the gauge field V ′ of (1.726) to the Lie
subalgebra Lie SU(3) of Lie U(3). We consider the following analogue of
Definition 1.184 of the unimodular subgroup SU(AF ).

Definition 1.206. A gauge potential A is “unimodular” if Tr(A) = 0.

We can now parameterize the unimodular gauge potentials and their
adjoint action, i.e. the combinations of the form A + JAJ−1.

Proposition 1.207. (1) The unimodular gauge potentials are pa-
rameterized by a U(1) gauge field B, an SU(2) gauge field W and
an SU(3) gauge field V .

(2) The adjoint action A + JAJ−1 on Hf is obtained by replacing ∂µ

by ∂µ + Aµ where

(1.732) Aµ = (Aq
µ ⊕ A�

µ)⊗ 13,

where the 13 is for the N = 3 generations, and Aq
µ and A�

µ are given
respectively by

(1.733)

Aq
µ =

 −2i
3 g1Bµ ⊗ 13 0 0

0 i
3g1Bµ ⊗ 13 0

0 0 (− i
2g2W

α
µ σ

α − i
6g1Bµ ⊗ 12)⊗ 13


+ 14 ⊗

(
− i

2g3V
i
µλ

i
)
,

(1.734) A�
µ =

 0 0 0
0 ig1Bµ 0
0 0 (− i

2g2W
α
µ σ

α + i
2g1Bµ ⊗ 12)

 ,

where in (1.733) and (1.734) the σα are the Pauli matrices (1.628)
and the λi are the Gell-Mann matrices (1.421).

Proof. 1) The action of A on the subspace Hf is of the form

(1.735)


Λ 0 0 0
0 −Λ 0 0
0 0 Q11 Q12

0 0 Q21 Q22


on leptons and quarks, with Λ and Q as in Proposition 1.205, cf. (1.729)
and (1.730) above.

Thus, (1.735) is traceless, since Q is traceless as a linear combination of
the Pauli matrices. The action of A on the subspace Hf̄ is given by Λ on
the subspace of leptons and by V ′ on the space of quarks. One has 4 leptons
and 4 quarks per generation because of the two possible chiralities, while
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the color index is taken care of by V ′. Thus, the unimodularity condition
means that we have

3 · 4 · (Λ + Tr(V ′)) = 0.

Thus, we can write V ′ as a sum of the form

(1.736) V ′ = −V − 1
3

 Λ 0 0
0 Λ 0
0 0 Λ

 = −V − 1
3
Λ13,

where V is traceless, i.e. it is an SU(3) gauge potential.

2) Since the charge conjugation antilinear operator JM commutes with
∂/M , it anticommutes with the γµ and the conjugation by J introduces an
additional minus sign in the gauge potentials. The computation of A +
JAJ−1 gives, on quarks and leptons respectively, the matrices

Λ− V ′ 0 0 0
0 −Λ− V ′ 0 0
0 0 Q11 − V ′ Q12

0 0 Q21 Q22 − V ′




0 0 0 0
0 −2Λ 0 0
0 0 Q11 − Λ Q12

0 0 Q21 Q22 − Λ

 .

Thus, using (1.736), we obtain for the (1, 0)-part of the inner fluctuation
A + JAJ−1 of the metric the matrices

(1.737)


4
3Λ + V 0 0 0

0 −2
3Λ + V 0 0

0 0 Q11 + 1
3Λ + V Q12

0 0 Q21 Q22 + 1
3Λ + V

 ,

(1.738)


0 0 0 0
0 −2Λ 0 0
0 0 Q11 − Λ Q12

0 0 Q21 Q22 − Λ

 .

This completes the proof. �

Notice that one can see from the entries of the matrices (1.737) and
(1.738) that the gauge bosons are coupled to the correct hypercharges. In
fact, we recover the correct values as in (1.659) (cf. also (1.415)).
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15.5. Independence of the boson fields.

It remains to show that the fields H = ϕ1 + ϕ2 j of Proposition 1.201
and B,W, V of Proposition 1.207 are independent.

Proposition 1.208. The unimodular inner fluctuations of the metric
are parameterized by independent fields ϕ1, ϕ2, B, W , V , as in Propositions
1.201 and 1.207.

Proof. Let Z be the real vector bundle over M , with fiber at x

C⊕ C⊕ T ∗
xM ⊕ T ∗

xM ⊗ Lie SU(2)⊕ T ∗
xM ⊗ Lie SU(3).

By construction the inner fluctuations are sections of the bundle Z.
The space of sections S obtained from inner fluctuations is in fact not

just a linear space over R, but also a module over the algebra C∞(M,R)
which is the real part of C∞(M,AF ) as in Lemma 1.198. Indeed, the inner
fluctuations are obtained as expressions of the form A =

∑
i ai [D, a′i]. One

has to check that left multiplication by f ∈ C∞(M,R) does not alter the
self-adjointness condition A = A∗. This follows from Proposition 1.125,
since we are replacing aj by faj , where f commutes with A and is real so
that f = f∗.

To show that S = C∞(M,Z) it is enough to know that one can find
sections in S that span the full vector space Zx at any given point x ∈ M .
Then C∞(M,R)-linearity shows that the same sections continue to span the
nearby fibers. Using a partition of unity one can then express any global
section of Z as an element of S.

Choose first the elements ai(y) = (λi, qi,mi), a′i(y) = (λ′i, q
′
i,m

′
i) inde-

pendent of y ∈ N(x) in a neighborhood of x. Using Proposition 1.201, one
knows that H(x) can be an arbitrary element of H, while B(x),W (x), V (x)
all vanish because they are differential expressions in the a′i.

The independence of λ, q and m in the formulae (1.724), (1.725), (1.726)
implies that one can construct arbitrary B(x), W (x), V (x) in the form∑

i ai[D, a′i]. These, however, will not suffice to give an arbitary value for ϕ1

and ϕ2, but this can be corrected by adding an element of the form described
above, with vanishing B, W , and V . �

15.6. The Dirac operator and its square.

We now consider the full (perturbed) Dirac operator DA, where the
original Dirac operator D = ∂/M ⊗ 1 + γ5 ⊗DF of the product geometry is
twisted by an inner fluctuation. The operator DA is of the form

(1.739) DA = D(1,0) + γ5 ⊗D(0,1)

where D(0,1) is given by (1.714) and D(1,0) is of the form,

(1.740) D(1,0) =
√
−1γµ(∇s

µ + Aµ),
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where ∇s is the spin connection (cf. (1.580)). The gauge potential Aµ splits
as a direct sum in the decomposition associated to HF = Hf ⊕Hf̄ and its
restriction to Hf is given by the expression as in Proposition 1.207.

We also consider the operator D2
A. To write the components in a conve-

nient notation, we introduce the following.

Definition 1.209. For ϕ = (ϕ1, ϕ2) as in §15.2 above and M1, M2 a
pair of 3× 3 matrices, we set

(1.741) T (M1,M2, ϕ) =


0 0 M∗

1 ϕ1 M∗
1 ϕ2

0 0 −M∗
2 ϕ̄2 M∗

2 ϕ̄1

M1ϕ̄1 −M2 ϕ2 0 0
M1ϕ̄2 M2 ϕ1 0 0

 .

We also define

(1.742)
M(ϕ) = T (Υu,Υd, ϕ)⊗ 13 ⊕ T (Υν ,Υe, ϕ)

⊕T (Υu,Υd, ϕ)⊗ 13 ⊕ T (Υν ,Υe, ϕ).

By construction, M(ϕ) is self-adjoint and one has

(1.743) Tr(M(ϕ)2) = 4 a |ϕ|2 ,
where the coefficient a is as in (1.717).

We then have the following result that gives the explicit form of the
operator D2

A.

Lemma 1.210. The square of DA is given by

(1.744) D2
A = ∇∗∇− E,

where ∇∗∇ is the connection Laplacian for the connection

(1.745) ∇ = ∇s + A

and the endomorphism E is given by

(1.746) −E =
1
4
s⊗ id+

∑
µ<ν

γµγν ⊗Fµν − i γ5 γ
µ⊗M(Dµϕ)+14⊗ (D0,1)2,

where s = −R is the scalar curvature and H = ϕ1 +ϕ2j as above, with ϕ =
(ϕ1, ϕ2). Here Fµν is the curvature of the connection A and ϕ = (ϕ1, ϕ2)
is a row vector. The term Dµϕ in (1.746) is of the form

(1.747) Dµϕ = ∂µϕ +
i

2
g2W

α
µ ϕσα − i

2
g1Bµ ϕ.

Proof. By construction D1,0 anticommutes with γ5. Thus, one has

D2
A = (D1,0)2 + 14 ⊗ (D0,1)2 − γ5 [D1,0, 14 ⊗D0,1].

The last term is of the form

[D1,0, 14 ⊗D0,1] =
√
−1 γµ [(∇s

µ + Aµ), 14 ⊗D0,1].
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Using (1.583), one can replace ∇s
µ by ∂µ without changing the result. In or-

der to compute the commutator [Aµ, D
0,1], notice first that the off-diagonal

term of D0,1 does not contribute, since the corresponding matrix elements of
A�

µ are zero. Thus, it is enough to compute the commutator of the following
matrix W:

(1.748)


− i

2g1Bµ 0 0 0
0 i

2g1Bµ 0 0
0 0 − i

2g2W
3
µ − i

2g2(W 1
µ − iW 2

µ)
0 0 − i

2g2(W 1
µ + iW 2

µ) i
2g2W

3
µ


with a matrix of the form T (M1,M2, ϕ) as in (1.741). One gets

(1.749) [W, T (M1,M2, ϕ)] = T (M1,M2, χ),

where

(1.750) (χ1, χ2) = − i

2
g1Bµ(ϕ1, ϕ2) +

i

2
g2W

α
µ (ϕ1, ϕ2)σα.

�

16. The spectral action and the Standard Model Lagrangian

In this section we compute explicitly the expansion of Theorem 1.145 for
the spectral action for the product geometry M ×F . We then show how to
modify the spectral action functional to include the fermionic action and how
this can be done in such a way as to solve the fermion doubling problem and
obtain the correct counting of the fermionic degrees of freedom through the
use of Pfaffians as a replacement for the formulation of Majorana fermions
in the Euclidean setting. As in the previous sections, we follow closely [52].

16.1. The asymptotic expansion of the spectral action on M×F .

The main result of this section is Theorem 1.212 below which computes
the explicit form of Theorem 1.145 in the case of the spectral action associ-
ated to the product geometry M × F .

We first recall the notation we have been using in the previous sections.
We let fk with k = 0, . . . , 4 be the momenta (1.533) of the test function f in
the spectral action functional (1.526). As in §9.8, we let CµνρσC

µνρσ be the
square of the Weyl curvature tensor and we let R∗R∗ be the form (1.599)
that integrates to the Euler characteristic as in (1.600). We let Gi

µν , F
α
µν ,

Bµν denote, respectively, the curvatures associated to the SU(3), SU(2) and
U(1) gauge fields of §15.4. Let {a, b, c, d, e} be the coefficients as in (1.717)
and let Dµϕ be the expression defined in (1.747).

We prove a preliminary lemma, which will be useful in applying Gilkey’s
theorem (cf. Theorem 1.154 above) to the proof of Theorem 1.212 below.
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Lemma 1.211. Consider the expression

(1.751)
E′ = −R

6 id + E =

( R
12 id− 14 ⊗ (D0,1)2)−

∑
µ<ν γµγν ⊗ Fµν + i γ5 γ

µ ⊗ M(Dµ ϕ)

and let

(1.752) Σ =
f2

8π2
Λ2Tr(E′) +

f0

32π2
Tr((E′)2).

One obtains

Σ =
4 f2

π2
Λ2 R− f2

2π2
Λ2 Tr((D0,1)2) +

f0

8π2
Tr(M(Dµ ϕ)2)

+
f0

8π2
Tr((

R

12
− (D0,1)2)2) +

f0

16π2
Tr(FµνF

µν).(1.753)

Proof. The contribution of Tr(E′) is only coming from the first term of
(1.751), since the trace of the two others vanishes due to the Clifford algebra
terms. The coefficient of f2 Λ2

π2 R is equal to 1
8 ×

1
12 × 4× 96 = 4. To get the

contribution of Tr((E′)2), notice that the three terms of the sum (1.751) are
pairwise orthogonal in the Clifford algebra, so that the trace of the square
is just the sum of the three contributions from each of these terms. Again
the factor of 4 comes from the dimension of spinors and the summation on
all indices µν gives a factor of two in the denominator for f0

16 π2 . �

We then obtain the following result.

Theorem 1.212. The expansion of Theorem 1.145 applied to the spectral
action for the product geometry M × F gives a functional S of the form

S =
1
π2

(48 f4 Λ4 − f2 Λ2 c +
f0

4
d)
∫ √

g d4x

+
96 f2 Λ2 − f0 c

24π2

∫
R
√
g d4x(1.754)

+
f0

10π2

∫
(
11
6
R∗R∗ − 3Cµνρσ C

µνρσ)
√
g d4x

+
(−2 a f2 Λ2 + e f0)

π2

∫
|ϕ|2√g d4x

+
f0

2π2

∫
a |Dµϕ|2

√
g d4x

− f0

12π2

∫
aR |ϕ|2√g d4x

+
f0

2π2

∫
(g2

3 G
i
µν G

µνi + g2
2 F

α
µν F

µνα +
5
3
g2
1 Bµν B

µν)
√
g d4x

+
f0

2π2

∫
b |ϕ|4√g d4x.
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Proof. We prove the result using (1.744) and Gilkey’s theorem 1.154 to
compute the spectral action. By remark 1.155 the relevant term is −1

6R+E
which is the sum (1.751) and we need to compute the sum (1.752). By
Lemma 1.211 above, we know that this is of the form (1.753). Notice also
that the curvature Ωµν of the connection ∇ is independent of the additional
term D(0,1).

We subdivide the proof into checking the different terms that arise from
the asymptotic formula of Theorem 1.145 applied to the spectral action of
the product geometry:

• Cosmological terms
• Riemannian curvature terms
• Higgs minimal coupling
• Higgs mass terms
• Higgs quartic potential
• Yang–Mills terms

Cosmological terms. The presence of the additional off-diagonal term
in the Dirac operator of the finite geometry adds two contributions to the
cosmological term of §11.4. Thus, while the dimension N = 96 contributes
by the term

48
π2

f4 Λ4

∫
M

√
g d4x ,

we get the additional coefficients

− f2

π2
Λ2 Tr(Υ∗

RΥR) = −c f2

π2
Λ2,

which are obtained from the second term of (1.753) using (1.715). Finally,
we also get

f0

4π2
Tr((Υ∗

RΥR)2) =
d f0

4π2
,

which comes from the fifth term in (1.753). Thus, the cosmological term
gives

(1.755)
1
π2

(48 f4 Λ4 − f2 Λ2 Tr(Υ∗
RΥR) +

f0

4
Tr((Υ∗

RΥR)2))
∫

M

√
g d4x .

Riemann curvature terms. we obtain the terms involving the Rie-
mann curvature tensor from the spectral action as in §11.4. Thus, one has
in this way a contribution of the form

(1.756)
1
π2

∫
M

(4 f2 Λ2 R− 3
10

f0 Cµνρσ C
µνρσ)

√
g d4x .

One also has a topological term, which, ignoring boundary terms, is of the
form

(1.757)
11 f0

60π2

∫
M

R∗R∗√g d4x.
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There is then an additional contribution from the fourth term of (1.753).
Using (1.715), this gives

(1.758) − f0

48π2
RTr((D(0,1))2) = − f0

12π2
aR |ϕ|2 − f0

24π2
cR .

For a physical explanation of the term R |ϕ|2 see [131] equation 10.3.3.
Higgs minimal coupling. These terms are given by

(1.759)
f0

8π2
Tr(M(Dµ ϕ)2) =

f0

2π2
a |Dµ ϕ|2,

where we used (1.743) and (1.753).
Higgs mass terms. There are two contributions with opposite signs.

Using (1.715), one sees that the second term in (1.753) gives a term

(1.760) −2 f2

π2
Λ2 a |ϕ|2 .

On the other hand, using (1.716), we obtain from the fourth term in (1.753)
the additional term

(1.761)
f0

8π2
8 e |ϕ|2 =

e f0

π2
|ϕ|2.

Thus, combining (1.760) and (1.761), one obtains a Higgs mass term of the
form

(1.762)
1
π2

(−2 a f2 Λ2 + e f0) |ϕ|2 .

Higgs quartic potential. The only contribution, in this case, comes
from the fourth term in (1.753), i.e. from the term

f0

8π2
Tr((D0,1)4).

Using (1.716), this gives the term

(1.763)
f0

2π2
b |ϕ|4 .

Yang–Mills terms. For the Yang–Mills terms the computation is the
same as in §11.4. In particular, by the same argument given in §11.4 we
obtain the coefficient f0

24π2 in front of the trace of the square of the curvature.

The term Gi
µν G

µνi, which corresponds to the gluons, has an additional
coefficient 3 × 4 × 2 = 24; since there are three generations, 4 quarks per
generation (uR, dR, uL, dL), and a factor of two coming from the matter
and anti-matter sectors Hf and Hf̄ . Thus, because of the presence of the
coefficient g3

2 , we get

f0 g
2
3

4π2
Tr(Gµν G

µν) = 2
f0 g

2
3

4π2
Gi

µν G
µν
i =

f0 g
2
3

2π2
Gi

µν G
µν
i ,

where we use the property (1.422) for the Gell-Mann matrices.
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For the weak interaction bosons Wα the argument is similar and one gets
an additional coefficient 3× 4× 2 = 24, here 3 is the number of generations,
4 = 3 + 1 accounts for the three colors of quarks and one of leptons per
isodoublet and per generation (uL = (uj)L, dL = (dj)L, νL, eL), and the
factor of 2 corresponds to the matter and anti-matter sectors Hf and Hf̄ .
Thus, using the property Tr(σaσb) = 2δab of the Pauli matrices, we obtain
the similar term

f0 g
2
2

4π2
Tr(Fµν F

µν) = 2
f0 g

2
2

4π2
F a

µν F
µν
a =

f0 g
2
2

2π2
F a

µν F
µν
a .

Finally, for the hypercharge generator Bµ we obtain the additional co-
efficient

(1.764) 2×
((

(
4
3
)2 + (

2
3
)2 + 2(

1
3
)2
)
× 3 + (22 + 2)

)
× 3 = 80,

which comes from the hypercharges as in Proposition 1.207, see (1.737) and
(1.738). This gives an additional coefficient of 10

3 in the corresponding term

10
3
f0 g

2
1

4π2
Bµν B

µν =
5
3
f0 g

2
1

2π2
Bµν B

µν
.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.212. �

16.2. Fermionic action and Pfaffian.

The spectral action functional (1.526) applied to the operator DA with
inner fluctuations, as considered above, accounts for the bosonic part of the
action. We now explain how one obtains the fermionic part.

The KO-dimension of the finite space F is 6 ∈ Z/8, hence the KO-
dimension of the product geometry M ×F (for M a spin 4-manifold) is now
2 ∈ Z/8. This means that, according to Definition 1.124, the commutation
rules between D, J and γ are of the form

(1.765) J2 = −1, JD = DJ, and Jγ = −γJ .

We let H+ denote the even part of the Hilbert space H, namely

(1.766) H+ = {ξ ∈ H | γ ξ = ξ}.

The commutation relations (1.765) yield a natural construction of an
antisymmetric bilinear form on H+, in the following way.

Proposition 1.213. Let (A,H, D, J, γ) be a real even spectral triple of
KO-dimension 2 ∈ Z/8. Let H+ ⊂ H be the even part as in (1.766). Then
the following hold.

(1) The expression

(1.767) AD(ξ′, ξ) = 〈J ξ′, D ξ〉 , ∀ξ, ξ′ ∈ H+

defines an antisymmetric bilinear form on H+ = {ξ ∈ H , γ ξ = ξ}.
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(2) The trilinear pairing (1.767) between D, ξ and ξ′ is gauge invariant
under the adjoint action of the unitary group of A, namely

(1.768)
AD(ξ′, ξ) = ADu(Ad(u)ξ′,Ad(u)ξ) , with Du = Ad(u)DAd(u∗).

Proof. (1) We use an inner product which is antilinear in the first
variable. Thus, since J is antilinear, A is a bilinear form. Let us check that
A is antisymmetric. One has

AD(ξ, ξ′) = 〈J ξ,D ξ′〉 = −〈J ξ, J2 D ξ′〉
= −〈J D ξ′, ξ〉 = −〈DJ ξ′, ξ〉
= −〈J ξ′, D ξ〉,

where we used the unitarity of J , i.e. the equality

(1.769) 〈J ξ, J η〉 = 〈η, ξ〉 , ∀ξ, η ∈ H.
Finally, one can restrict the antisymmetric form AD to H+ without auto-
matically getting zero, since one has

γ JD = JD γ .

(2) Let us check that Ad(u) commutes with J . By definition Ad(u) =
u (u∗)0 = uJuJ−1. Thus, we have

J Ad(u) = J uJuJ−1 = uJ uJJ−1 = uJu = Ad(u) J ,

where we used the commutation of u with JuJ . Since Ad(u) is unitary, one
gets (1.768). �

Definition 1.214. The Pfaffian of an antisymmetric bilinear form A is
expressed in terms of the functional integral involving anticommuting “clas-
sical fermions” (cf. [251], §5.1). At the formal level, this means that we
write

(1.770) Pf(A) =
∫

e−
1
2
A(ξ̃)D[ξ̃].

We define

(1.771) H+
cl = {ξ̃ | ξ ∈ H+}

to be the space of classical fermions (Graßmann variables) corresponding to
H+ of (1.766).

Notice that A(ξ, ξ) = 0 when applied to vectors ξ, while A(ξ̃, ξ̃) �= 0
when applied to anticommuting Graßmann variables ξ̃.

Example 1.215. As the simplest example let us consider a two-dimen-
sional vector space E with basis ej and the antisymmetric bilinear form

A(ξ′, ξ) = a(ξ′1ξ2 − ξ′2ξ1)
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For ξ̃1 anticommuting with ξ̃2, using the basic rule∫
ξ̃j dξ̃j = 1

(cf. [251], §5.1), one obtains∫
e−

1
2
A(ξ̃)D[ξ̃] =

∫
e−a ξ̃1ξ̃2 dξ̃1dξ̃2 = a.

In order to incorporate the fermionic part in the action, we consider,
instead of the spectral action functional (1.526), the following modification.

Definition 1.216. Suppose given a real even spectral triple (A,H,D, J,γ)
of KO-dimension 2 mod 8. For such a spectral triple the spectral action
functional with fermions is the functional

(1.772) Tr(f(DA/Λ)) +
1
2
〈 J ξ̃,DA ξ̃〉.

where ξ̃ ∈ H+
cl and DA is the Dirac operator with the unimodular inner

fluctuations A.

Notice how the action functional (1.772) depends explicitly on all the
data (A,H, D, J, γ) of the spectral triple. It is the functional (1.772) that
recovers the full Lagrangian of the Standard Model minimally coupled to
gravity.

16.3. Fermion doubling, Pfaffian and Majorana fermions.

The use of the Pfaffian as a square root of the determinant solves the
fermion doubling problem in the previous formulations of the Standard
Model via noncommutative geometry, which was pointed out in [210]. The
solution obtained by a better choice of the KO-dimension of the space F
and hence of M × F is related to the point made in [149].

The point about the “fermion doubling problem” is that, if one intro-
duces fermions in the spectral action using the pairing 〈ψ̄,DAψ〉 instead
of the pairing 〈Jψ̃,DAψ̃〉 that we introduced in the previous section, one
obtains a number of fermion degrees of freedom that is equal to four times
what it should be. The reason is that one includes one Dirac fermion for
each of the chiral degrees of freedom L and R as well as the mirror fermion
in Hf̄ for each fermion in Hf .

The advantage of working with 〈Jψ̃,DAψ̃〉 is that, when considering the
functional integral for the action functional (1.772), this has the effect of
dividing by 4 the number of degrees of freedom by taking a fourth root of a
determinant.

In fact, by Proposition 1.213 we are dealing with an antisymmetric bi-
linear form and the functional integral involving anticommuting Graßmann
variables delivers the Pfaffian, which takes care of a square root. Again by
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Proposition 1.213, we can restrict the functional integration to the chiral
subspace H+

cl of (1.771), hence gaining another factor of two.
To be more explicit, we spell out in detail what happens. Consider the

case of the quarks. With the basis qL, qR, q̄L, q̄R in HF , in the reduction to
H+ we write a generic vector as

(1.773) ζ = ξL ⊗ qL + ξR ⊗ qR + ηR ⊗ q̄L + ηL ⊗ q̄R,

where the subscripts L and R indicate the chirality of the usual spinors
ξ, η ∈ L2(M,S). Similarly, one has

(1.774) J ζ ′ = JMξ′L ⊗ q̄L + JMξ′R ⊗ q̄R + JMη′R ⊗ qL + JMη′L ⊗ qR

and

(1.775)
ζ ′′ = (∂/M ⊗ 1) J ζ ′ = ∂/M JMξ′L ⊗ q̄L + ∂/M JMξ′R ⊗ q̄R

+ ∂/M JMη′R ⊗ qL + ∂/M JMη′L ⊗ qR.

Thus, since the operator ∂/M JM anticommutes with γ5 in L2(M,S), we see
that the vector ζ ′′ still belongs to H+, i.e. it is of the form (1.773). One gets
then

(1.776)
〈(∂/M ⊗ 1) J ζ ′, ζ〉 = 〈∂/M JMξ′L, ηR〉+ 〈∂/M JMξ′R, ηL〉

+ 〈∂/M JMη′R, ξL〉+ 〈∂/M JMη′L, ξR〉.
Upon writing spinors in the form ξ = ξL + ξR, the right-hand side can be
written as

(1.777) 〈(∂/M ⊗ 1) J ζ ′, ζ〉 = 〈∂/M JMξ′, η〉+ 〈∂/M JMη′, ξ〉.

This is an antisymmetric bilinear form in L2(M,S) ⊕ L2(M,S). Indeed if
ζ ′ = ζ, i.e. ξ′ = ξ and η′ = η one has

(1.778) 〈∂/M JMξ, η〉 = −〈∂/M JMη, ξ〉,
since JM commutes with ∂/M and has square −1.

Notice that it is because of (1.778) that one needs the factor 1
2 in front of

the fermionic action in (1.772), since in the Dirac sector the same expression
repeats itself twice.

At the level of the fermionic functional integral the classical fermions ξ̃
and η̃ anticommute. Thus, up to the factor 2 taken care of by the 1

2 in front
of the fermionic term, one gets∫

e〈JM η̃, ∂/M ξ̃〉D[η̃]D[ξ̃],

where ξ̃ and η̃ are independent anticommuting variables, with the same
notation as in (1.771).

This coincides with the prescription for the Euclidean functional integral
given in [61] (see “The use of instantons”, §5.2) when using JM to identify
L2(M,S) with its dual.
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The Dirac Yukawa terms simply replace ∂/M ⊗ 1 in the expression above
by an operator of the form

∂/M ⊗ 1 + γ5 ⊗ T,

where T = T (x) acts as a matrix-valued function on the bundle S ⊗HF .
By construction, T preserves Hf and anticommutes with γF . Thus, one

gets an equation of the form

(γ5 ⊗ T )J ζ ′ = T1 JMξ′L ⊗ q̄R + T2 JMξ′R ⊗ q̄L

+ T3 JMη′R ⊗ qR + T4 JMη′L ⊗ qL,

where the Tj are endomorphisms of the spinor bundle commuting with the
γ5 matrix. In particular, the result is a vector in H+. Thus, one gets

(1.779)
〈(γ5 ⊗ T ) J ζ ′, ζ〉 = 〈T1 JMξ′L, ηL〉+ 〈T2 JMξ′R, ηR〉

+ 〈T3 JMη′R, ξR〉+ 〈T4 JMη′L, ξL〉.
The expression (1.777) remains valid for the Dirac operator with Yukawa

couplings, with the JMξ′ and JMη′ on the left paired with the η and ξ,
respectively. Thus, the Pfaffian of the corresponding classical fermions as
Graßmann variables delivers the determinant of the Dirac operator.

We now come to the contribution of the piece of the operator D which,
in the subspace νR, ν̄R, is of the form

T =
(

0 Υ∗
R

ΥR 0

)
where ΥR is a symmetric matrix in the flavor space, as in (1.669). We use
(1.773) and (1.774), replacing quarks by leptons, and we assume to simplify
that the matrix ΥR is diagonal. We denote the corresponding diagonal
values by υR. We have

ζ = ξL ⊗ νL + ξR ⊗ νR + ηR ⊗ ν̄L + ηL ⊗ ν̄R

J ζ ′ = JMξ′L ⊗ ν̄L + JMξ′R ⊗ ν̄R + JMη′R ⊗ νL + JMη′L ⊗ νR

so that
(γ5 ⊗ T ) J ζ ′ = γ5ῡRJMξ′R ⊗ νR + γ5υRJMη′L ⊗ ν̄R

(1.780) 〈(γ5 ⊗ T ) J ζ ′, ζ〉 = υR〈γ5JMξ′R, ξR〉+ ῡR〈γ5JMη′R, ηR〉
The only effect of the γ5 is an overall sign. The charge conjugation

operator JM is now playing a key role in the terms (1.780), where it de-
fines an antisymmetric bilinear form on spinors of a given chirality (here
right-handed ones). For the detailed treatment of these Majorana terms in
Minkowski signature we refer to the independent work of John Barrett [13].

Thus, in the Majorana sector we get a factor 1
2 in front of the kinetic

term. This corresponds to equation (4.20) of [234]. For the treatment of
Majorana fermions in Euclidean functional integrals and the use of Pfaffians
see e.g. [171], [238].
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Notice that solving the fermion doubling problem using the pairing
〈Jψ̃,DAψ̃〉 in the functional (1.772) instead of 〈ψ,DAψ〉 is possible only
because in this model the KO-dimension of the geometry M ×F is 2 mod 8
instead of 4 mod 8 as in [70]. In Minkowskian signature, a similar solution
of the fermion doubling problem was given in [13].

17. The Standard Model Lagrangian from the spectral action

In this section we show, following [52], how to recover the Standard
Model Lagrangian of §9.4, with the modified terms of §9.6.2 that account
for the mixing matrix and the Majorana mass terms for neutrinos, from
the asymptotic expansion of the spectral action functional for the product
geometry M × F .

By covariance, if we want to show that the spectral action naturally
recovers the Lagrangian for matter minimally coupled with gravity, i.e. with
the Standard Model Lagrangian on a curved (Euclidean) spacetime, it is
sufficient to check that we obtain the full Standard Model Lagrangian in
flat spacetime, which is (up to switching back to Minkowskian signature)
the Lagrangian considered in §9.4 and §9.6.2. Thus, for the rest of this
section, in the explicit computation of the Lagrangian, we restrict to the
flat case only.

The main theorem of this section is the following result.

Theorem 1.217. Let M be a compact Riemannian spin 4-manifold and
F the finite noncommutative geometry of KO-dimension 6 described above.
Let M × F be the product geometry.

(1) The unimodular subgroup of the unitary group acting by the adjoint
representation Ad(u) on H is the group of gauge transformations
of SM.

(2) The unimodular inner fluctuations of the metric give the gauge
bosons of SM.

(3) The action of the full Standard Model (with neutrino mixing and
see-saw mechanism) minimally coupled to Einstein gravity in Eu-
clidean form is given by the action functional (1.772) of Definition
1.216.

Proof. (1) and (2) follow from the results of §15.1 and §15.2 and 15.4
above.

(3) We subdivide the proof of the theorem into various subsections,
where we obtain from the action functional (1.772) the various parts of
the Standard Model Lagrangian as in (1.423).

• Yukawa coupling LHf as in (1.442)
• Gauge fermion couplings Lgf as in (1.443)
• Higgs self-coupling LH as in (1.444)
• Self-coupling of gauge fields Lg as in (1.445)
• Minimal coupling of Higgs fields LHg as in (1.446)
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We begin by a convenient reformulation of the asymptotic expansion of
the spectral action on M × F obtained in Theorem 1.212.

17.1. Change of variables in the asymptotic formula and unifi-
cation.

We first perform a trivial rescaling of the Higgs field ϕ so that kinetic
terms are normalized. To normalize the Higgs fields kinetic energy we have
to rescale ϕ to

(1.781) H =
√
a f0

π
ϕ ,

so that the kinetic term becomes

(1.782)
∫

M

1
2
|DµH|2

√
g d4x.

We now introduce a relation between the parameters of the model. This
corresponds to the relation between the coupling constants at unification,
which is common to all the grand unified theories. The relation we impose
here is dictated by the normalization of the kinetic terms that we discuss in
detail in Lemma 1.228 below.

Namely, we impose a relation between the coupling constants g1, g2, g3

and the coefficient f0, of the form

(1.783)
g2
3 f0

2π2
=

1
4

and g2
3 = g2

2 =
5
3
g2
1 .

Lemma 1.218. Under the change of variable (1.781) and with the con-
dition (1.783), the bosonic action (1.754) takes the form

(1.784)

S =
∫
M

(
1

2κ2
0
R + α0CµνρσC

µνρσ + γ0 + τ0R
∗R∗

+ 1
4G

i
µνG

µνi + 1
4F

α
µνF

µνα + 1
4BµνB

µν

+ 1
2 |DµH|2 − µ2

0|H|2 − ξ0R|H|2 + λ0|H|4
)
√
g d4x,

where

(1.785)

1
κ2
0

= 96 f2 Λ2−f0 c
12 π2

µ2
0 = 2 f2 Λ2

f0
− e

a

α0 = − 3 f0

10 π2

τ0 = 11 f0

60 π2

γ0 = 1
π2 (48 f4 Λ4 − f2 Λ2 c + f0

4 d)

λ0 = π2

2 f0

b
a2

ξ0 = 1
12
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Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 1.212, using (1.781) and
(1.783). �

Imposing the condition (1.783) has the effect of replacing the term

f0

2π2
(g2

3G
i
µνG

µνi + g2
2F

α
µνF

µνα +
5
3
g2
1BµνB

µν)

of Theorem 1.212 with the normalized expression

1
4
Gi

µνG
µνi +

1
4
Fα

µνF
µνα +

1
4
BµνB

µν
,

which will match the gauge bosons self-interaction terms of the Standard
Model Lagrangian (cf. Lemma 1.228 below). The fact of imposing (1.783)
means that the action functional (1.784) is considered as the bare action at
unification scale Λ, i.e. where the merging g2

3 = g2
2 = 5g2

1/3 of the coupling
constants supposedly takes place. The relation g2

3 = g2
2 = 5g2

1/3 coincides
with that obtained in grand unification theories (cf. [53] and [234] §9). We
recall briefly in §17.2 below how the unification scale is computed.

Corollary 1.219. The change of notations (1.781) for the Higgs fields
can be reformulated in the form

(1.786) H =
1√
2

√
a

g
(1 + ψ) = (

2M
g

+ H − iφ0,−i
√

2φ+) .

Proof. As in §9.4, we let g denote the weak coupling constant g = g2,
with α = s2

wg
2/(4π) the fine structure constant, and we let M denote the

mass of the W . The result then follows using (1.783) to replace
√

a f0

π by
1√
2

√
a

g . �

In particular, the change of variables (1.786) sets the the mass M of the
W to be

(1.787) 2M =
√

a

2
,

with a as in (1.717). The vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field is

(1.788) v =
2M
g

.

17.2. Coupling constants at unification.

As in (1.420), we set αi = g2
i /(4π), with αem = s2

wα2 the fine structure
constant, for sw = sin(θw). The infrared value is αem ∼ 1/137.036, but it is
running as a function of the energy and increases to the value αem(MZ) =
1/128.09 already, at the energy MZ ∼ 91.188 GeV.
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Assuming the “big desert” hypothesis, i.e. the absence of “new physics”
(save for the Higgs) between current energy scales and unification, the run-
ning of the three couplings αi is known. It is obtained via the renormaliza-
tion group equation that we discussed in the first part of this chapter (see
§6.6).

Considering only 1-loop corrections, the beta function (cf. Definition
1.46 and Corollary 1.49) is given by ([187], [4])

(1.789) βgi = (4π)−2 bi g
3
i , with b = (

41
6
,−19

6
,−7),

so that ([256]) the renormalization group equation is then of the form

α−1
1 (Λ) = α−1

1 (MZ)− 41
12π

log
Λ
MZ

(1.790)

α−1
2 (Λ) = α−1

2 (MZ) +
19
12π

log
Λ
MZ

α−1
3 (Λ) = α−1

3 (MZ) +
42
12π

log
Λ
MZ

where MZ is the mass of the Z0 vector boson.

Notice that at 1-loop order the renormalization group equations for the
coupling constants gi are uncoupled from the other parameters of the Stan-
dard Model, but this is no longer the case when higher loop corrections are
considered. For the explicit form of the beta function and renormalization
group equation for 2-loop corrections see [4].

It is known that the predicted unification of the coupling constants does
not hold exactly, which points to the existence of new physics, in contrast
with the “big desert” hypothesis. Thus, one should bear in mind that the
model discussed here is only approximate, in the same sense in which the
prediction of all the grand unified theories that the coupling constants meet
at the common value g2

3 = g2
2 = 5g2

1/3 is known to be incompatible with the
“big desert” hypothesis.

In fact, if one considers the actual experimental values, one has

(1.791) g1(MZ) = 0.3575, g2(MZ) = 0.6514, g3(MZ) = 1.221,

one obtains the values

(1.792) α1(MZ) = 0.0101, α2(MZ) = 0.0337, α3(MZ) = 0.1186.

If one uses these values and runs the equation (1.790) one finds that the
graphs of the running of the three constants αi do not meet exactly, hence
they do not specify a unique unification energy (cf. Figure 33 where the
horizontal axis labels the logarithm in base 10 of the scale measured in
GeV).
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Figure 33. The running of the three couplings.

17.3. The coupling of fermions.

We now discuss how to obtain the parts LHf and Lgf as in (1.442) and
(1.443) of the Standard Model Lagrangian. We first discuss the case of the
minimal Standard Model with Lmin

Hf and Lmin
gf and then we show how to

obtain the remaning terms for neutrino mixing and Majorana mass terms
(see Lemma 1.221 below).

In the case of the minimal Standard Model, we have

(1.793) Lmin
Hf =

−ēλ mλ
e e

λ − ūλ
j m

λ
u u

λ
j − d̄λ

j m
λ
d d

λ
j +

ig

2
√

2

mλ
e

M

(
−φ+(ν̄λ(1− γ5)eλ) + φ−(ēλ(1 + γ5)νλ)

)
−

g
2

mλ
e

M

(
H(ēλeλ) + iφ0(ēλγ5eλ)

)
+

ig

2M
√

2
φ+
(
−mκ

d(ūλ
jCλκ(1− γ5)dκ

j ) + mλ
u(ūλ

jCλκ(1 + γ5)dκ
j )
)

+
ig

2M
√

2
φ−
(
mλ

d(d̄λ
jC

†
λκ(1 + γ5)uκ

j )−mκ
u(d̄λ

jC
†
λκ(1− γ5)uκ

j )
)
−

g
2

mλ
u

M H(ūλ
j u

λ
j )− g

2
mλ

d
M H(d̄λ

j d
λ
j ) + ig

2
mλ

u
M φ0(ūλ

j γ
5uλ

j )− ig
2

mλ
d

M φ0(d̄λ
j γ

5dλ
j )

The matrix Cλκ is the CKM mixing matrix for quarks. It also enters
the Lagrangian in the two gauge coupling terms where the down and up
fermions are involved together in the expression

(1.794) Lmin
gf =
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1
2 igs λ

ij
a (q̄σ

i γ
µqσ

j )ga
µ − ēλ(γ∂)eλ − ν̄λγ∂νλ − ūλ

j (γ∂)uλ
j − d̄λ

j (γ∂)dλ
j +

igswAµ

(
−(ēλγµeλ) + 2

3(ūλ
j γ

µuλ
j )− 1

3(d̄λ
j γ

µdλ
j )
)

+ ig
4cw

Z0
µ{(ν̄λγµ(1 +

γ5)νλ) + (ēλγµ(4s2
w − 1− γ5)eλ) + (d̄λ

j γ
µ(4

3s
2
w − 1− γ5)dλ

j ) + (ūλ
j γ

µ(1−
8
3s

2
w + γ5)uλ

j )}+ ig

2
√

2
W+

µ

(
(ν̄λγµ(1 + γ5)eλ) + (ūλ

j γ
µ(1 + γ5)Cλκd

κ
j )
)

+
ig

2
√

2
W−

µ

(
(ēλγµ(1 + γ5)νλ) + (d̄κ

jC
†
κλγ

µ(1 + γ5)uλ
j )
)

Since the matrix Cλκ is unitary the quadratic expressions in dλ
j are un-

changed by the change of variables given by

(1.795) dλj = Cλκ d
κ
j , d̄λj = Cλκ d̄

κ
j = C†

κλ d̄
κ
j

and in this way one can eliminate Cλκ in Lmin
gf .

The term Lmin
gf , which we now consider written in the new variables of

(1.795), contains the kinetic terms of the fermions and their couplings to the
various gauge fields. In the SU(3) case the coupling is simply given by the
term

1
2
igs λ

ij
a (q̄σ

i γ
µqσ

j )ga
µ,

with λ the Gell-Mann matrices of (1.421) and gs = g3 the strong coupling.
The coupling has a more complicated form in the case of the (A,W±, Z0)
fields. This involves, in particular, the hypercharges YL and YR assigned
to the different fermions, quarks and leptons, and depending upon their
chirality.

Recall here that the electromagnetic charge Qem is related to the hyper-
charges YL and YR by the relations

(1.796) 2Qem = YR and 2Qem = YL + 2 I3L,

where I3L is the third generator of the weak isospin group SU(2), as in
(1.413). Thus, from the values of the hypercharges Y = YL of §9.2 and
§13.3, one sees that for Qem one gets (for both right and left components)
2
3 and −1

3 for u and d, respectively, and 0 and −1 for ν and e, respectively.

In order to relate the expressions Lmin
Hf and Lmin

gf of (1.793) and (1.794)
to the spectral action functional (1.772), we first prove the following result.

Lemma 1.220. After the change of basis (1.795) on the down quarks, the
following holds.

(1) The terms Lmin
gf are of the form

Lmin
gf = −

∑
f

[fLγ
µ(∂µ − ig

σa

2
Wµa − ig′

YL

2
Bµ − ig′′

λb

2
Vµb)fL

+ fRγ
µ(∂µ − ig′

YR

2
Bµ − ig′′λbVµb)fR](1.797)
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for both quarks and leptons, with W+
µ = Wµ1−iWµ2√

2
, W−

µ =
Wµ1+iWµ2√

2
and

(1.798)
g′ = g tan(θw) , g′′ = gs ,

Bµ = cw Aµ − sw Z0
µ , Wµ3 = sw Aµ + cw Z0

µ

(2) The terms Lmin
Hf are given, with the notation (1.741), by

(1.799) Lmin
Hf = −f̄ T (0,Kmin

e , ϕ) f − f̄ T (Ku,Kd, ϕ) f

where

(1.800) ϕ1 =
2M
g

+ H − iφ0, ϕ2 = −i
√

2φ+

and

(1.801)

(Kmin
e )µρ = g

2Mmµ
e δ

ρ
µ

(Ku)µρ = g
2M mµ

uδ
ρ
µ

(Kd)µρ = g
2M mλ

dCµλδ
κ
λC

†
κρ.

Proof. (1) In Minkowski space a quark q is represented by a column
vector and one has the relation

(1.802) q̄ = q∗ γ0

between q and q̄. Thus, q and q̄ have opposite chirality.
Since the γµ switch the chirality to its opposite and all the terms in

(1.794) involve the γµ, they can be separated as a sum of terms only involving
fL and f̄L and terms only involving fR and f̄R. Since we are considering only
the minimal Standard Model, the neutrinos νλ only appear as left-handed,
i.e. as through the combination (1 + γ5)νλ.

The last two lines of (1.794) correspond to the terms in ig σa

2 Wµa for
the off-diagonal Pauli matrices σ1 = σa|a=1, σ2 = σa|a=2. The first line of
(1.794) corresponds to the gluons and the kinetic terms. The terms involving
the gluons ga

µ in (1.794) give the strong coupling constant g′′ = gs = g3. The
second and third lines of (1.794) use the electromagnetic field Aµ, which is
related to the U(1) gauge field Bµ by

(1.803) g sw (Aµ − tan(θw)Z0
µ) = g′Bµ.

This gives (notice the sign −×− = + in (1.797)) the terms (cf. (1.796))

(1.804) ig′
YR

2
Bµ = igswAµQem − ig

s2
w

cw
Z0

µQem

for the right-handed part, while on the left-handed sector one has

Qem =
YL

2
+

σ3

2
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where the third Pauli matrix σ3 := σa|a=3 corresponds to the generator I3L

of the isospin SU(2), as in (1.796). The diagonal terms

ig
σ3

2
Wµ3 + ig′

YL

2
Bµ

for the left-handed part are then of the form

ig σ3
2 Wµ3 + igsw(Aµ − tan(θw)Z0

µ)(Qem − σ1
2 ) =

igswAµQem − ig s2
w

cw
Z0

µQem + (igWµ3 − igsw(Aµ − tan(θw)Z0
µ))σ3

2 .

The relation

(1.805) (igWµ3 − ig sw (Aµ − tan(θw)Z0
µ)) =

ig

cw
Z0

µ

then determines Wµ3 as a function of Aµ and Z0
µ, in the form

Wµ3 = sw (Aµ − tan(θw)Z0
µ) +

1
cw

Z0
µ

which is more conveniently written as

(1.806) Wµ3 = sw Aµ + cw Z0
µ.

The diagonal terms for the left-handed sector can then be written in the
form

(1.807) ig sw Aµ Qem − ig
s2
w

cw
Z0

µ Qem +
ig

cw
Z0

µ

σ3

2
.

This agrees with the factor ig
4cw

multiplying (1 + γ5) in (1.794). The term
(1 + γ5) is twice the projection on the left-handed particles. This accounts
for one factor of 2, while the other one comes from the denominator in σ3

2 .
The term

ig

4cw
Z0

µ{(ν̄λγµ(1 + γ5)νλ) + (ēλγµ(4s2
w − 1− γ5)eλ)}

is fine. In fact, the neutrino has no electromagnetic charge, so that the
terms with Qem in (1.807) do not contribute, while one gets the term
− ig s2

w
cw

Z0
µ Qem for the electron. The different signs of the (1 + γ5) term

come from the fact that the left-handed neutrino corresponds to the +1
component of σ3 and the left-handed electron to the −1 component of σ3.
The other two terms

ig

4cw
Z0

µ{(d̄λ
j γ

µ(
4
3
s2
w − 1− γ5)dλ

j ) + (ūλ
j γ

µ(−8
3
s2
w + 1 + γ5)uλ

j )}

also match (1.807) correctly. In fact, the electromagnetic charge of the down
quark is −1

3 and it has σ3 = −1, while for the up quark the electromagnetic
charge is 2

3 and σ3 = 1.
(2) Recall that by (1.802) q and q̄ have opposite chiralities. Thus, when

we spell out the various terms in terms of the chiral components, we always
get combinations of the form q̄L X qR or q̄R X qL.
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We first look at the lepton sector. This gives

−ēλ mλ
e e

λ + ig

2
√

2

mλ
e

M

(
−φ+(ν̄λ(1− γ5)eλ) + φ−(ēλ(1 + γ5)νλ)

)
−g

2
mλ

e
M

(
H(ēλeλ) + iφ0(ēλγ5eλ)

)
.

The terms in ē X e are of two types. The first gives

−ēλ mλ
e (1 +

g H

2M
) eλ = −ēλ

L mλ
e (1 +

g H

2M
) eλ

R − ēλ
R mλ

e (1 +
g H

2M
) eλ

L.

The second type gives

−g
2
mλ

e

M
iφ0(ēλγ5eλ) =

g

2
mλ

e

M
iφ0(ēλ

Le
λ
R)− g

2
mλ

e

M
iφ0(ēλ

Re
λ
L).

Thus, they combine together using the complex field

(1.808) ψ1 = H − iφ0

to give

−ēλ
L mλ

e (1 +
g ψ1

2M
) eλ

R − ēλ
R mλ

e (1 +
g ψ̄1

2M
) eλ

L.

Since we are dealing only with the minimal Standard Model, the terms
where both e and ν appear involve only νL, hence only eR. The fields φ±

are complex fields that are complex conjugates of each other. We let

(1.809) ψ2 = − i
√

2φ+.

The contribution of the terms involving both e and ν is then of the form

ν̄λ
L mλ

e (
g ψ2

2M
) eλ

R + ēλ
R mλ

e (
g ψ̄2

2M
) νλ

L.

Notice that the field ψ = (ψ1, ψ2), with ψ1 and ψ2 as in (1.808) and (1.809)
differs from the ψ of (1.786) by a factor 2M/g.

Let T (M1,M2, ϕ) be defined as in (1.741). Combining the above, we see
that we can express the terms of the lepton sector in Lmin

Hf in the form

(1.810) − f̄ T (0,Kmin
e , ϕ) f , ϕ1 = ψ1 +

2M
g

, ϕ2 = ψ2,

where Kmin
e is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries the g

2M mλ
e , as in

(1.801).
We now consider the quark sector of Lmin

Hf . This consists of the terms

−ūλ
j m

λ
u u

λ
j − d̄λ

j m
λ
d d

λ
j +

ig

2M
√

2
φ+
(
−mκ

d(ūλ
jCλκ(1− γ5)dκ

j ) + mλ
u(ūλ

jCλκ(1 + γ5)dκ
j )
)

+
ig

2M
√

2
φ−
(
mλ

d(d̄λ
jC

†
λκ(1 + γ5)uκ

j )−mκ
u(d̄λ

jC
†
λκ(1− γ5)uκ

j )
)
−

g
2

mλ
u

M H(ūλ
j u

λ
j )− g

2
mλ

d
M H(d̄λ

j d
λ
j ) + ig

2
mλ

u
M φ0(ūλ

j γ
5uλ

j )− ig
2

mλ
d

M φ0(d̄λ
j γ

5dλ
j ).
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We write it in terms of the dλj given by (1.795) instead of the dλ
j . The terms

of the form ūX u are

−ūλ
j m

λ
u u

λ
j −

g

2
mλ

u

M
H(ūλ

j u
λ
j ) +

ig

2
mλ

u

M
φ0(ūλ

j γ
5uλ

j ).

They are similar to the terms in ē X e for the leptons but with an opposite
sign in front of φ0. Thus, if we let Ku be the diagonal matrix with diag-
onal entries the g

2M mλ
u, we get the terms depending on ϕ1 and Ku in the

expression

(1.811) − f̄ T (Ku,Kd, ϕ) f,

where Kd remains to be determined.
There are two other terms involving the mλ

u, which are directly written
in terms of the dλj . They are of the form

ig

2M
√

2
φ+ mλ

u(ūλ
j (1 + γ5)dλj)−

ig

2M
√

2
φ−mκ

u(d̄κj(1− γ5)uκ
j ).

This is the same as

−d̄λjL mλ
u (

g ψ̄2

2M
)uλ

jR − ūλ
jR mλ

u (
g ψ2

2M
) dλjL,

which corresponds to the other terms involving Ku in (1.811).
The remaining terms are

(1.812) −d̄λ
j m

λ
d d

λ
j +

ig mκ
d

2M
√

2
(−φ+ (ūλ

jCλκ(1−γ5)dκ
j )+φ− (d̄λ

jC
†
λκ(1+γ5)uκ

j ))

−g
2
mλ

d

M
(H(d̄λ

j d
λ
j ) + i φ0(d̄λ

j γ
5dλ

j )).

Except for the transition to the the dλj , these terms are the same as for the
lepton sector. Thus, we define the matrix Kd in such a way that it satisfies

d̄λjL Kλκ
d dκjR + d̄λjR K†λκ

d dκjL =
g

2M
d̄λ

j m
λ
d d

λ
j .

We can just take the positive matrix obtained as the conjugate

(1.813) (Kd)µρ =
g

2M
mλ

dCµλδ
κ
λC

†
κρ

as in (1.801).
The only terms that remain to be understood are then the cross terms

(with up and down quarks) in (1.812). It might seem at first that one
recognizes the expression for dλj = Cλκ d

κ
j , but this is not the case. In fact,

the summation index κ also appears elsewhere, namely in mκ
d . One has

g

2M
mκ

dCλκd
κ
j =

g

2M
mµ

dCλµδ
κ
µC

†
κρdρj = (Kd d)λj .

Thus, the cross terms in (1.812) can be written in the form
i√
2
(−φ+ (ūλ

jK
λκ
d (1− γ5)dκj) + φ− (d̄λj(K

†
d)

λκ(1 + γ5)uκ
j )).

Thus, we get the complete expression (1.811). �
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Now we consider the case of the Lagrangian LSM with the additional
terms for neutrino mixing and Majorana mass terms. The following result
shows how to modify Lemma 1.220 to account for these additional terms.

Lemma 1.221. The neutrino masses and mixing are obtained in two
additional steps. The first is the replacement

T (0,Kmin
e , ϕ) �→ T (Kν ,Ke, ϕ),

where the Kmin
e of (1.801) is replaced by

(1.814) (Ke)λκ =
g

2M
mµ

eC
lep
λµ δ

ρ
µ(C lep)†ρκ,

while Kν is the neutrino Dirac mass matrix

(1.815) (Kν)λκ =
g

2M
mλ

νδ
κ
λ.

The second step is the addition of the Majorana mass term

(1.816) Lmass = −1
4
ν̄λ M

R
λκ (1− γ5)ν̂κ −

1
4

¯̂νλ M̄
R
λκ (1 + γ5)νκ.

Proof. After performing the inverse of the change of variables (1.795)
for the leptons, using the matrix C lep instead of the CKM matrix, the new
Dirac Yukawa coupling terms for the leptons imply the replacement of

−g
2
mλ

e

M

(
H(ēλeλ) + iφ0(ēλγ5eλ)

)
by the terms

−g
2
mλ

ν

M
H(ν̄λνλ)− g

2
mλ

e

M
H(ēλeλ) +

ig

2
mλ

ν

M
φ0(ν̄λγ5νλ)− ig

2
mλ

e

M
φ0(ēλγ5eλ)

and of the terms

ig

2
√

2
mλ

e

M

(
−φ+(ν̄λ(1− γ5)eλ) + φ−(ēλ(1 + γ5)νλ)

)
by

ig

2M
√

2
φ+
(
−mκ

e (ν̄λC lep
λκ (1− γ5)eκ) + mλ

ν(ν̄λC lep
λκ (1 + γ5)eκ)

)
+

ig

2M
√

2
φ−
(
mλ

e (ēλ(C lep)†λκ(1 + γ5)νκ)−mκ
ν(ēλ(C lep)†λκ(1− γ5)νκ)

)
,

The structure we obtain in the lepton sector is now identical to that of the
quark sector. The result then follows from Lemma 1.220.

The Majorana mass terms are of the form (1.816), where the coefficient
1
4 instead of 1

2 comes from the fact that (1−γ5) is twice the chiral projection
on the R-chirality. The mass matrix MR is a symmetric 3× 3 matrix in the
flavor space. �
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In order to compare the expressions for LHf and Lgf obtained from
Lemma 1.220 and Lemma 1.221 with the fermionic part of the functional
(1.772) of Definition 1.216, we still need to discuss the effect of passing from
the Minkowskian to the Euclidean formulation.

The Lagrangian LSM is written in Lorentzian signature. In order to
understand the Euclidean version of the action considered above, we start
by treating the simpler case of the free Dirac field.

The action for a free Dirac field is given in Minkowski space by the action
functional associated to the Lagrangian

(1.817) −ū γ∂u − ūmu.

In Euclidean space the action functional becomes instead of the form (cf.
[61], “The use of instantons”, §5.2)

(1.818) S = −
∫

ψ̄ (i γµ ∂µ − im)ψ d4x,

where the symbols ψ and ψ̄ now stand for classical fermions, i.e. independent
anticommuting Graßmann variables.

Notice that, in (1.818), the gamma matrices γµ are self-adjoint and the
presence of i =

√
−1 in the mass term is crucial to ensure that the Euclidean

propagator is of the form
p/ + im

p2 + m2
.

Back to our case, consider the Dirac operator DA that incorporates the
inner fluctuations. Recall that DA is given by the sum of two terms

(1.819) DA = D(1,0) + γ5 ⊗D(0,1),

where D(0,1) is given by (1.714) and D(1,0) is of the form

(1.820) D(1,0) =
√
−1 γµ(∇s

µ + Aµ),

where ∇s is the spin connection (cf. (1.580)), while the Aµ are as in Propo-
sition 1.207.

We have the following result, which relates the bilinear form 〈Jξ′, (D(1,0)

+ i⊗D(0,1))ξ〉 for the operator D(1,0) + i⊗D(0,1), which corresponds as in
(1.818) and (1.817) above to what we obtained in Lemma 1.220, and the
bilinear form 〈Jψ′, DAψ〉 for the Dirac operator DA of (1.772).

Lemma 1.222. The unitary operator

U = ei π
4

γ5 ⊗ 1

commutes with A and γ. One has JU = U∗J and

(1.821) U DA U = D(1,0) + i⊗D(0,1).
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Proof. Since γ5 anticommutes with the γµ, one has D(1,0) ei π
4

γ5 =
e−i π

4
γ5 D(1,0). Moreover

U (γ5 ⊗D(0,1))U = (γ5 e
i π
2

γ5)⊗D(0,1) = i ⊗D(0,1)

�

The result of Lemma 1.222 can be restated as the equality of antisym-
metric bilinear forms

(1.822) 〈JUξ′, DAUξ〉 = 〈Jξ′, (D(1,0) + i⊗D(0,1))ξ〉.

17.4. The mass relation at unification.

Notice that in (1.784) the matrices Υu, Υd, Υν and Υe are only relevant
up to an overall scale. In fact, they only enter in the coupling of the Higgs
with fermions and, because of the rescaling (1.781), only through the terms

(1.823) kx :=
π√
a f0

Υx,

for x ∈ {ν, e, u, d}. The kx are dimensionless matrices by construction. In
fact, the coefficient

(1.824) a = Tr(Υ∗
νΥν + Υ∗

eΥe + 3(Υ∗
uΥu + Υ∗

dΥd))

of (1.717) has the physical dimension of a (mass)2.

We then conclude the discussion of the LHf and Lgf terms by the fol-
lowing result.

Proposition 1.223. The terms LHf and Lgf of the Standard Model
Lagrangian are obtained from the functional (1.772) after identifying the
(Kν)µρ, (Ke)µρ, (Ku)µρ and (Kd)µρ of (1.815) and (1.801), respectively,
with the kν , ke, ku, kd of (1.823) and the mass matrix MR of (1.816) with
the ΥR.

Proof. This follows directly by combining the results of Lemma 1.220,
Lemma 1.221, and Lemma 1.222 above. �

There is an interesting direct consequence of the identification of the kx

of (1.823) with the Kx of (1.815) and (1.801), which provides a physical
prediction of the model.

Lemma 1.224. The mass matrices of (1.826) satisfy the constraint

(1.825)
∑

σ

(mσ
ν )2 + (mσ

e )2 + 3 (mσ
u)2 + 3 (mσ

d)2 = 8M2,

where the sum is over generations.
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Proof. It might seem at first sight that one can simply use the identi-
fication

(ku)σκ =
g

2M
mσ

u δ
κ
σ(1.826)

(kd)σκ =
g

2M
mµ

d Cσµδ
ρ
µC

†
ρκ

(kν)σκ =
g

2M
mσ

ν δ
κ
σ

(ke)σκ =
g

2M
mµ

e C
lep
σµ δ

ρ
µ(C lep)†ρκ

imposed by Proposition 1.223 as a way to define the matrices kx but this
overlooks the fact that (1.823) and the form (1.824) of the coefficient a imply
the constraint

(1.827) Tr(k∗νkν + k∗eke + 3(k∗uku + k∗dkd)) = 2 g2 ,

where we use (1.783) to replace π2

f0
by 2 g2. Using (1.826), we then obtain

the constraint (1.825), where summation is performed with respect to the
flavor index σ. Notice that g2 appears in the same way on both sides and
drops out of the equation. �

We discuss the physical interpretation of the imposition of this constraint
at unification scale.

The relation (1.825) means that, at unification scale where our model
is considered, there is a simple relation between the masses of quarks and
leptons and the mass of the W boson, which is expressed as a quadratic
polynomial with integer coefficients.

We need to check that, when running down to ordinary energies the val-
ues of the masses through the renormalization group equation, the predic-
tion made by (1.825) is compatible with the known physics of the Standard
Model.

In order to do that, we first need to discuss another aspect of our model,
which is related to the presence of the ΥR term in the Dirac operator of the
finite geometry, which accounts for the Majorana mass terms of LSM .

17.5. The see-saw mechanism.

In models of neutrino physics where neutrinos are described by Majorana
fermions, the smallness of neutrino masses is explained through what is
called the “see-saw mechanism”. In fact, as we explained briefly in §9.6.1
above, the relative size of the terms in the matrix Sκλ of (1.439) for Majorana
fermions can be used to make one particle mass very small at the expense of
having another one with very large mass (see e.g. §7.2.4 and §8.2.1 of [234]).

In our model, as we saw in Lemma 1.221 and Proposition 1.223 above,
the Majorana mass terms are accounted for by the presence of the ΥR term
in the Dirac operator of the finite noncommutative geometry F . We now
show how this provides the desired see-saw mechanism.
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Lemma 1.225. Let D = D(Υ) be as in (1.663). The restriction of D(Υ)
to the subspace of HF with basis the (νR, νL, ν̄R, ν̄L) is given by a matrix of
the form

(1.828)


0 M∗

ν M∗
R 0

Mν 0 0 0
MR 0 0 M̄∗

ν

0 0 M̄ν 0


where Mν = 2M

g Kν with Kν as in (1.815) and MR is the matrix MR
κλ of the

Majorana mass term (1.816).

Proof. This is simply rephrasing the explicit form of the Dirac operator
D(Υ) of §13.4. In fact, we know by Proposition 1.223 that the matrix
MR

κλ is identified with the symmetric matrix ΥR in D(Υ), while the term
Mν = 2M

g Kν is nothing but the term Υν , by (1.815) together with the fact
that, by Proposition 1.223, Kν is identified with the kν of (1.823), and we
have the relation 2M =

√
a/2 of (1.787), with a as in (1.824) from the

change of variables (1.786) in the Higgs field. �

The largest eigenvalue of MR is set to the order of the unification scale
by the equations of motion of the spectral action as in the following result.

Lemma 1.226. Assume that the matrix MR is a multiple of a fixed matrix
kR, i.e. is of the form MR = x kR. In flat space, and assuming that the Higgs
vacuum expectation value is negligible with respect to unification scale, the
equations of motion of the spectral action fix x to be either x = 0 (unstable)
or satisfying

(1.829) x2 =
2 f2 Λ2 Tr(k∗RkR)
f0 Tr((k∗RkR)2)

.

Proof. The value of x is fixed by the equations of motion of the spectral
action

(1.830) ∂uTr(f(DA/Λ)) = 0,

with u = x2.
One can see from (1.717) that x only appears in the coefficients c, d,

and e. In the variation (1.830), the terms in the spectral action (1.754) of
Theorem 1.212 containing the coefficient c and e produce linear terms in
x2, proportional to the scalar curvature R and the square |ϕ|2 of the Higgs
vacuum expectation value, and an additional linear term coming from the
cosmological term. The cosmological term also contains the coefficient d,
which depends quadratically on x2. In flat space, and under the assumption
that |ϕ|2 is sufficiently small, (1.830) then corresponds to minimizing the
cosmological term.

This gives

(1.831) ∂x(−f2 Λ2 c+
f0

4
d) = 0, c = x2 Tr(k∗RkR), d = x4 Tr((k∗RkR)2).
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Thus, we get MR = xkR with x satisfying (1.829). In other words we see
that

(1.832) M∗
RMR =

2 f2 Λ2

f0

k∗RkR Tr(k∗RkR)
Tr((k∗RkR)2)

.

�

Notice that the Dirac mass Mν is of the order of the Fermi energy
v = 2M/g of (1.788) and hence much smaller. This relative size of the
terms in (1.828) is what allows for a see-saw mechanism to take place.

To see this more in detail, we simplify the model to the case of N = 1
generations. In this case, the eigenvalues of the matrix (1.828) are of the
form

(1.833)
1
2

(
±MR ±

√
M2

R + 4v2

)
,

where v is the Higgs vacuum (1.788) and MR is here just a scalar (since
N = 1), which is of the order of Λ by the result of Lemma 1.226, see
(1.832).

The formula (1.833) means that we have two eigenvalues very close to
±MR and two others very close to ± v2

MR
, while, for N = 1 generation, the

determinant of the matrix (1.828) is equal to |Mν |4 ∼ v4.

The see-saw mechanism in particular implies that, while the neutrino
masses remain small, they can nonetheless have a large Yukawa coupling.
Typical estimates for the large masses of the right-handed neutrinos i.e. the
eigenvalues (mR)σ of MR are given (cf. [234]) by

(1.834) (mR)1 ≥ 107GeV , (mR)2 ≥ 1012GeV , (mR)3 ≥ 1016GeV .

The case that is especially important for explicit calculations is the τ
neutrino, which will have the largest corresponding Yukawa coupling term,
of the same order as that of the top quark. This introduces important
corrections to the minimal Standard Model calculations where one would
normally assume that the top quark Yukawa coupling is the dominating
term.

17.6. The mass relation and the top quark mass.

We now check that the mass relation (1.825) at unification is compatible
with the values at ordinary energies.

One comment about notation: there are two conventions in the physics
literature on the normalization factor for the Higgs field.

(1) In Veltman [286] the kinetic term has a factor of 1
2

(2) In Mohapatra–Pal it has a factor of 1 (cf. [234] equation (1.43))
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One passes from one to the other by

(1.835) ϕmp =
1√
2
ϕvelt

We adopt the second convention (which is the same convention used in [45]).
Thus, we define the Yukawa couplings in the following way.

Definition 1.227. For v = 2M
g we define the matrices yx = (yσ

x) with
σ the generation index and x ∈ {u, d, ν, e} by the relation

(1.836)
v√
2
yσ

x = mσ
x,

where the mσ
x are defined as in (1.826).

The mass of the top quark is governed by the top quark Yukawa coupling
yt = yσ

u(t) with σ = 3 by the equation

(1.837) mtop(t) =
1√
2

2M
g

yt =
1√
2
v yt,

where v = 2M
g is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. The

running of the top quark Yukawa coupling yt = yσ
u(t), with σ = 3, is governed

by equation (1.843).

As in [4], we denote by Y2(S) the combination

(1.838) Y2(S) =
∑

σ

(yσ
ν )2 + (yσ

e )2 + 3 (yσ
u)2 + 3 (yσ

d )2

In these terms the mass constraint (1.825) reads as

(1.839) Y2(S) = 4 g2,

i.e. as

(1.840)
v2

2

∑
σ

(yσ
ν )2 + (yσ

e )2 + 3 (yσ
u)2 + 3 (yσ

d )2 = 2 g2 v2,

with v = 2M
g the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs, as above.

Assume that the relation (1.840) holds at a unification scale Λ of 1017

GeV, neglecting the discrepancy of Figure 33 and assuming the exact relation
(1.783) between the coupling constants.

In the first approximation, as is usually done in the context of the min-
imal Standard Model, one can choose to neglect all the Yukawa couplings
other than that of the top quark, that is, yσ

u , with σ = 3. This yields an
approximate form of (1.825) given by

(1.841) yσ
u =

2√
3
g, for σ = 3.
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Figure 34. The running of the top quark Yukawa coupling.

We consider the Yukawa couplings (yσ
· ) as depending on the energy scale

through their renormalization group equation (cf. [4], [43], [244]). We set

(1.842) t = log(
µ

MZ
) and µ = MZe

t.

We consider in particular the top quark case yσ
u(t) for σ = 3. The running

of the top quark Yukawa coupling yt = yσ
u(t), with σ = 3, is governed by the

differential equation (cf. [268] equation (2.143) and equation (A9) of [4])

(1.843)
dyt

dt
=

1
16π2

(
9
2
y3

t −
(
a g2

1 + b g2
2 + c g2

3

)
yt

)
,

with

(a, b, c) = (
17
12

,
9
4
, 8).

The value of g at a unification scale of 1017 GeV is ∼ 0.517. Thus,
(1.841) gives the simplified relation

(1.844) yt =
2√
3
g ∼ 0.597 , for t ∼ 34.6 .

Thus, in first approximation, numerical integration of the differential equa-
tion (1.843) with the boundary condition (1.844) gives the value at ordi-
nary energies y0 ∼ 1.102, which means a top quark mass of the order of
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1√
2
y0 v ∼ 173.683 y0 GeV. This is not in good agreement with the physi-

cal value. However, our assumption that the top quark Yukawa coupling
is the only dominant term in (1.840) would only be justified in the mini-
mal Standard Model. In our model with neutrino mixing and the Majorana
mass term, the see-saw mechanism discussed in §17.5 above implies that
the Yukawa coupling term for the τ neutrino is also of the same order of
magnitude as that of the top quark, hence it introduces a visible correction
to (1.844)

In fact, although the known upper bound on the mass of the τ neutrino
is only of the order of (cf. [234])

mντ ≤ 18.2 MeV,

which corresponds to the small eigenvalue of (1.833), the see-saw mechanism
allows for a large Yukawa coupling term yσ

ν , with σ = 3 by the relation
(1.833) and (1.834), which turns out to be comparable to that of the top
quark. We can then make the simplifying assumption that, at unification,
the Yukawa coupling yσ

ν , with σ = 3 for the τ neutrino to be the same as
the yσ

u , with σ = 3 of the top quark.
When we take into account the contribution of the Yukawa coupling of

the τ neutrino in this way, this introduces in (1.844) a correction factor of√
3/4. In fact, for xt = yσ

ν (t) and yt = yσ
u(t), with σ = 3, we now have

(1.845) Y2(S) ∼ x2
t + 3y2

t ∼
4
3
· 3y2

t = 4 y2
t ⇒ yt ∼ g

This replaces the initial value (1.844) of yt by yt ∼ 0.516 and has (Figure 34)
the effect of lowering the value of y0 to y0 ∼ 1.04, which yields an acceptable
value for the top quark mass.

17.7. The self-interaction of the gauge bosons.

We now consider the self-interaction terms Lg for the gauge fields, as in
(1.445) and we show that they can be written as a sum

(1.846) Lg = Lmass
g + LY M

g + Lfeyn

of terms of the following form.
(1) Lmass

g consists of the mass terms for the W± and the Z0.
(2) LY M

g consists of the Yang-Mills interaction −1
4 F

a
µν F

µν
a for the

gauge fields Bµ,W
a
µ , g

a
µ.

(3) Lfeyn are the Feynman gauge fixing terms for all the gauge fields.

Lemma 1.228. One has

(1.847) Lg = −M2W+
µ W−

µ −
1

2c2w
M2Z0

µZ
0
µ−

1
4
F a

µν F
µν
a −

1
2

∑
a

(
∑

µ

∂µG
a
µ)2.

Proof. It is enough to show that the expression
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−∂νW
+
µ ∂νW

−
µ − 1

2∂ν(cw Z0
µ+sw Aµ)∂ν(cw Z0

µ+sw Aµ)−igcw(∂νZ
0
µ(W+

µ W−
ν −

W+
ν W−

µ )− Z0
ν (W+

µ ∂νW
−
µ −W−

µ ∂νW
+
µ ) + Z0

µ(W+
ν ∂νW

−
µ −W−

ν ∂νW
+
µ ))−

igsw(∂νAµ(W+
µ W−

ν −W+
ν W−

µ )−Aν(W+
µ ∂νW

−
µ −W−

µ ∂νW
+
µ ) +

Aµ(W+
ν ∂νW

−
µ −W−

ν ∂νW
+
µ ))− 1

2g
2W+

µ W−
µ W+

ν W−
ν + 1

2g
2W+

µ W−
ν W+

µ W−
ν +

g2c2w(Z0
µW

+
µ Z0

νW
−
ν − Z0

µZ
0
µW

+
ν W−

ν ) + g2s2
w(AµW

+
µ AνW

−
ν −

AµAµW
+
ν W−

ν ) + g2swcw(AµZ
0
ν (W+

µ W−
ν −W+

ν W−
µ )− 2AµZ

0
µW

+
ν W−

ν )

coincides with the Yang–Mills action of the SU(2) gauge field.
In fact, the kinetic terms will then combine with those of the B-field,

namely

−1
2
∂ν(−sw Z0

µ + cw Aµ)∂ν(−sw Z0
µ + cw Aµ).

One can rewrite the expression above in terms of Wµ3 = sw Aµ + cw Z0
µ.

This gives

−∂νW
+
µ ∂νW

−
µ − 1

2∂νWµ3∂νWµ3 − ig(∂νWµ3(W+
µ W−

ν −W+
ν W−

µ )−
Wν3(W+

µ ∂νW
−
µ −W−

µ ∂νW
+
µ ) + Wµ3(W+

ν ∂νW
−
µ −W−

ν ∂νW
+
µ ))−

1
2g

2W+
µ W−

µ W+
ν W−

ν + 1
2g

2W+
µ W−

ν W+
µ W−

ν + g2(Wµ3W
+
µ Wν3W

−
ν −

Wµ3Wµ3W
+
ν W−

ν ).

Using W+
µ = Wµ1−iWµ2√

2
and W−

µ = Wµ1+iWµ2√
2

, one checks that it coincides

with the Yang-Mills action functional −1
4 F

a
µν F

µν
a of the SU(2) gauge field

Wµj .
More precisely, let

∇µ = ∂µ − i
g

2
Wµ

a σa.

One then has

[∇µ,∇ν ] = −ig
2
(∂µW

ν
a − ∂νW

µ
a )σa + (−ig

2
)2(Wµ

b W
ν
c σb σc −W ν

c W
µ
b σc σb).

Using σb σc − σc σb = 2i εabc σa, this gives

(1.848) F a
µν = ∂µW

ν
a − ∂νW

µ
a + g εabc W

µ
b W

ν
c .

One then checks directly that the above expression coincides with

(1.849) −1
4
F a

µν F
µν
a −

1
2

∑
a

(
∑

µ

∂µW
a
µ )2.

Notice that the addition of the Feynman gauge fixing term−1
2(
∑

µ∂µG
µ)2

to the kinetic term −1
4 |dG|2 of the Yang-Mills action for each of the gauge

fields Gµ gives kinetic terms of the form −1
2 ∂νG

µ ∂νG
µ and very simple

propagators. �

Corollary 1.229. The terms LY M
g of Lg are obtained from the asymp-

totic expansion of the spectral action functional (1.772), under the condition
(1.783) on the coupling constants.
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Proof. The part LY M
g of (1.847) is of the form −1

4 F
a
µν F

µν
a , for the

various gauge fields Bµ, W a
µ , and ga

µ. This is shown in Lemma 1.228 for the
more complicated case of the SU(2) gauge field. The factor 1/4 in front of
this Yang–Mills terms shows that it can be identified with the corresponding
Yang–Mills terms in the asymptotic expansion (1.754) of the spectral action
of Theorem 1.212 under the condition (1.783) on the parameters, which
gives the form (1.784) of the asymptotic expansion of the spectral action
and imposes the relation among the coupling constants at unification, as we
discussed in §17.1 above. �

Notice that, while the Yang–Mills terms are obtained from the spectral
action, as we have seen in Theorem 1.212, the gauge fixing term is not
obtained from the spectral action. It is added separately, together with the
ghost fields. The mass terms Lmass

g are discussed in the next section in
combination with the minimal coupling terms of the Higgs.

17.8. The minimal coupling of the Higgs field.

We now consider the terms LHg of the Lagrangian, as in (1.446), which
contain the minimal coupling terms of the Higgs fields with the gauge fields.
We add to LHg the mass terms

(1.850) Lmass
g = −M2W+

µ W−
µ −

1
2c2w

M2Z0
µZ

0
µ

of Lg as in (1.847). This is, by construction, a sum of terms labeled by
µ. Each of them contains three kinds of terms, according to the number of
derivatives.

The following result compares this expression with the minimal coupling
terms which we get from the spectral action.

Lemma 1.230. With the notation (1.798) of Lemma 1.220, the minimal
coupling terms (1.446) are given by

(1.851) LHg + Lmass
g = −1

2
|Dµ ϕ|2,

with Dµϕ given by (1.747), with g2 = g, g1 = g′.

Proof. We have from (1.747)

(1.852) Dµ ϕ = ∂µ ϕ +
i

2
gWα

µ ϕσα − i

2
g′Bµ ϕ , g′ = tan(θw) g

where, by Lemma 1.220, we have

ϕ = (ϕ1, ϕ2) = (2M
g + H − iφ0,− i

√
2φ+) ,

Bµ = cw Aµ − sw Z0
µ ,

Wµ3 = sw Aµ + cw Z0
µ.
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The matrix Wα
µ σα in (1.852) is of the form

Wα
µ σα =

(
sw Aµ + cw Z0

µ W 1
µ − iW 2

µ

W 1
µ + iW 2

µ −sw Aµ − cw Z0
µ

)

=
(

sw Aµ + cw Z0
µ

√
2W+

µ√
2W−

µ −sw Aµ − cw Z0
µ

)
.

The kinetic terms in LHg are simply

−1
2
∂µH∂µH − ∂µφ

+∂µφ
− − 1

2
∂µφ

0∂µφ
0

and one checks directly that these are indeed obtained from the expression
on the right-hand side of (1.851), using (1.852).

Let us consider then the terms with no derivatives. The combination
Wα

µ ϕσ
α is given by

((Wα
µ ϕσα)1, (Wα

µ ϕσα)2),
with

(Wα
µ ϕσα)1 = (2M

g + H − iφ0)(sw Aµ + cw Z0
µ)− 2i φ+ W−

µ ,

(Wα
µ ϕσα)2 = (2M

g + H − iφ0)
√

2W+
µ + i

√
2φ+(sw Aµ + cw Z0

µ)).

The term Bµ ϕ is given by

Bµ ϕ =
(

(
2M
g

+ H − iφ0)(cw Aµ − sw Z0
µ),− i

√
2φ+(cw Aµ − sw Z0

µ)
)
.

Notice that, for physical reasons, the terms in MAµ have to disappear,
since the presence of such a term would imply a massive photon. The terms
do indeed cancel, because of the relation g′ = tan(θw) g. In fact, in the
expression

+
i

2
gWα

µ ϕσα − i

2
g′Bµ ϕ

in (1.852), the terms in MAµ appear in the combination

i(sw −
g′

g
cw)MAµ ≡ 0,

where we use the fact that g′/g = sw/cw.
Thus, we obtain

(1.853) Wα
µ ϕσα − tan(θw)Bµ ϕ = (X1, X2),

where we have
X1 = (2M

g + H − iφ0) 1
cw

Z0
µ − 2i φ+ W−

µ

X2 = (2M
g + H − iφ0)

√
2W+

µ + i
√

2φ+(2 sw Aµ + (cw − s2
w

cw
)Z0

µ).

One has to multiply by g
2

√
−1 and then take −1

2 of the norm squared.
A direct computation gives
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−M2W+
µ W−

µ − 1
2c2w

M2Z0
µZ

0
µ − gMW+

µ W−
µ H − 1

2g
M
c2w
Z0

µZ
0
µH −

ig s2
w

cw
MZ0

µ(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+) + igswMAµ(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+)−
1
4g

2W+
µ W−

µ

(
H2 + (φ0)2 + 2φ+φ−)−

1
8g

2 1
c2w
Z0

µZ
0
µ

(
H2 + (φ0)2 + 2(2s2

w − 1)2φ+φ−)− 1
2g

2 s2
w

cw
Z0

µφ
0(W+

µ φ− +

W−
µ φ+)− 1

2 ig
2 s2

w
cw
Z0

µH(W+
µ φ− −W−

µ φ+) + 1
2g

2swAµφ
0(W+

µ φ− + W−
µ φ+) +

1
2 ig

2swAµH(W+
µ φ−−W−

µ φ+)−g2 sw
cw

(1−2s2
w)Z0

µAµφ
+φ−−g2s2

wAµAµφ
+φ−.

As can be seen from (1.446), the terms with no derivatives in LHg+Lmass
g

are exactly the same as those listed here above, except for the replacement
of the term (2c2w − 1) by (1− 2s2

w) in the second to last term, which has no
effect since s2

w + c2w = 1.
We now need to take care of the terms with one derivative. With the

notation as in (1.853), we compute the cross terms of

−1
2
|(∂µϕ1, ∂µϕ2) +

ig

2
(X1, X2)|2,

i.e. the terms

−1
2

(∂µϕ̄1
ig

2
X1 − ∂µϕ1

ig

2
X̄1 + ∂µϕ̄2

ig

2
X2 − ∂µϕ2

ig

2
X̄2).

The computation gives

−1
2 ig
(
W+

µ (φ0∂µφ
− − φ−∂µφ

0)−W−
µ (φ0∂µφ

+ − φ+∂µφ
0)
)

+
1
2g
(
W+

µ (H∂µφ
− − φ−∂µH) + W−

µ (H∂µφ
+ − φ+∂µH)

)
+ 1

2g
1

cw
Z0

µ(H∂µφ
0 −

φ0∂µH)− ig 1−2c2w
2cw

Z0
µ(φ+∂µφ

− − φ−∂µφ
+) + igswAµ(φ+∂µφ

− − φ−∂µφ
+) +

M ( 1
cw
Z0

µ∂µφ
0 + W+

µ ∂µφ
− + W−

µ ∂µφ
+),

which agrees with the sum of terms with one derivative in LHg as in (1.446).
�

17.9. The Higgs field self-interaction.

We now turn to the Higgs self-coupling terms LH of the Standard Model,
which are of the form (1.444). Under the natural assumption (1.854) below
(a standard relation giving the Higgs mass, cf. [286]), we obtain the following
description of the terms LH .

Lemma 1.231. Let ϕ be given by (1.810) and assume that

(1.854) αh =
m2

h

4M2
.

Then one has

(1.855) LH = −1
8
g2αh |ϕ|4 + (αh M

2 − βh

2
) |ϕ|2.

with mh, αh and βh as in (1.444).
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Proof. The expression (1.444) can be simplified in terms of the field
ψ = (ψ1, ψ2) of (1.808) and (1.809). The quartic term is simply given by

−1
8
g2αh

(
H4 + (φ0)4 + 4(φ+φ−)2 + 4(φ0)2φ+φ− + 4H2φ+φ− + 2(φ0)2H2

)
= −1

8
g2αh|ψ|4,

since |ψ|2 = |ψ1|2 + |ψ2|2 = H2 + (φ0)2 + 2φ+φ−.
The cubic term is

−gαhM
(
H3 + Hφ0φ0 + 2Hφ+φ−) = −gαhM H |ψ|2,

which arises in the expansion of

(1.856) −1
8
g2αh |ϕ|4,

with ϕ given by (1.810), so that

|ϕ|2 = |ψ|2 +
4M
g

H +
4M2

g2

and

|ϕ|4 = |ψ|4 +
8M
g

H |ψ|2 +
16M2

g2
H2 +

8M2

g2
|ψ|2 +

16M4

g4
+

32M3

g3
H .

Thus, the natural invariant expression with no tadpole (i.e. with the expan-
sion in H at an extremum) is

(1.857) −1
8
g2αh |ϕ|4 + αh M

2 |ϕ|2.

It expands as

(1.858) −1
8
g2αh|ψ|4 − gαhM H |ψ|2 − 2αh M

2 H2 +
2M4

g2
αh,

which takes care of the constant term +2M4

g2 αh in (1.444). Thus, we get

(1.859) LH = (−1
8
g2αh |ϕ|4 + αh M

2 |ϕ|2)+(2αh M
2− 1

2
m2

h)H2− βh

2
|ϕ|2,

since the quadratic “tadpole” term in (1.444) is

(1.860) −βh

(
2M2

g2
+

2M
g

H +
1
2
(H2 + φ0φ0 + 2φ+φ−)

)
= −βh

2
|ϕ|2.

The assumption (1.854) of the lemma implies that the coefficient of the term
in H2 in (1.859) vanishes. �

This completes the checking of all the terms of LSM and their relation
to the spectral action functional. Thus, this completes the proof of Theorem
1.217. �
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17.10. The Higgs scattering parameter and the Higgs mass.

When written in terms of H, and using (1.783), the quartic term

f0

2π2

∫
b |ϕ|4√g d4x =

π2

2 f0

b

a2

∫
|H|4√g d4x

gives a further relation in our theory between the λ|H|4 coupling in (1.784)
and the gauge couplings to be imposed at the scale Λ. This is of the form

(1.861) λ̃(Λ) = g2
3

b

a2
,

where we have

(1.862) λ(µ) = 4λ̃(µ), with µ = MZe
t

as in (1.842). The reason for passing from λ to λ̃ is the change of normal-
ization (1.835).

As above, let yσ
x , with σ = 1, 2, 3 the generation index and x ∈ {u, d, ν, e},

be defined as in (1.836), and let µ = MZe
t, with t = log( µ

MZ
) as in (1.842).

The running of the top quark Yukawa coupling (x = u, σ = 3) is given as
in (1.843) above.

If we assume, in first approximation, that the top quark Yukawa coupling
is much larger than all the other Yukawa couplings, the relation (1.861)
simplifies. One gets a ∼ 3m2

top and b ∼ 3m4
top, where mtop = mσ

u, with
σ = 3 in the notation of (1.826), so that

(1.863) λ̃(Λ) ∼ 4
3
π α3(Λ) .

In terms of the Higgs scattering parameter αh of the Standard Model, (1.863)
reads

(1.864) αh(Λ) ∼ 8
3

which agrees with [187] equation (1). Therefore, the value of λ = 4 λ̃ at the
unification scale of Λ = 1017 GeV is λ0 ∼ 0.356, showing that one does not
go outside the perturbation domain.

Equation (1.863) can be used, together with the RG equations for λ and
yσ

u(t), with σ = 3, to determine the Higgs mass at the low-energy scale MZ .

For simplicity of notation, in the following we write

(1.865) yt = yσ
u(t), with σ = 3

for the Yukawa coupling of the top quark as a function of t related to the
energy scale by µ = MZe

t.
We have (cf. [268] equations (2.141), (2.142), (4.2) and the formula

(A15) of [4]) the equation

(1.866)
dλ

dt
= λγ +

1
8π2

(12λ2 + B)
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Figure 35. The running of the quartic Higgs coupling.

where

γ =
1

16π2
(12y2

t − 9g2
2 − 3g2

1)(1.867)

B =
3
16

(3g4
2 + 2g2

1 g
2
2 + g4

1)− 3y4
t .

The Higgs mass is then given by

(1.868) m2
H = 8λ

M2

g2
, mH =

√
2λ

2M
g

The numerical solution to these equations with the boundary value λ0 =
0.356 at Λ = 1017 GeV gives λ(MZ) ∼ 0.241 and a Higgs mass of the order
of 170 GeV.

Once again, we need to correct for the fact that, in our model with
neutrino mixing and Majorana mass terms for the neutrinos, the see-saw
mechanism of §17.5 introduces a large Yukawa coupling for the τ neutrino,
which is of the same order as that of the top quark. Thus, as we did in §17.6,
we need to correct this first approximation by a factor that accounts for the
τ neutrino Yukawa coupling. Thus, the factor of 4/3 in (1.863) should be
corrected to 1 as in (1.845) below. One can check by direct calculation that
this does not affect substantially the estimate we obtain for the Higgs mass
which is then around 168 GeV.

Thus, we see that this model predicts a heavy Higgs at around 168 GeV.
For a similar analysis of the Higgs mass in other variants of the noncommu-
tative geometry approach to the Standard Model, see [41] and [187].
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Figure 36. The running of the Weyl curvature term in (1.463).

17.11. The gravitational terms.

We have seen in Theorem 1.217 above how to recover the Standard
Model Lagrangian LSM from the spectral action. We have, for simplicity,
considered the case of flat space, since by covariance this suffices to show
we can recover LSM in general. We now discuss separately the gravitational
terms that are obtained from the spectral action and we compare them with
the formulation of higher derivatives gravity as an effective field theory that
we recalled briefly in §9.8 above.

As we have seen in Theorem 1.212 above, the gravitational terms in the
spectral action are of the form

(1.869)
∫ (

1
2κ2

0

R + α0 Cµνρσ C
µνρσ + γ0 + τ0 R

∗R∗ − ξ0 R |H|2
)
√
g d4x.

Notice that, with respect to the general form of the higher derivatives gravity
with quadratic terms in the curvature of (1.463), in (1.869) we do not have
the term in R2, but only the term quadratic in the Weyl curvature and the
topological term E = R∗R∗ with

(1.870)
1

32π2

∫
R∗R∗√g d4x = χ(M).

The conceptual explanation of the absence of the R2 terms in (1.869) can
be found in [47] where the conformal invariance of the spectral action is
analyzed.

The running of the coefficients of the Euclidean higher derivative terms
in (1.463), determined by the renormalization group equation, is scheme
independent and is given by (see e.g. [11], equations (4.49) and (4.71). See
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Figure 37. The running of the ratio of the coefficients of
the R2 term and the Weyl term in (1.463).

Figure 38. The running of the ratio of the coefficients of
the topological term and the Weyl term in (1.463).

also [122], [58])

βη = − 1
(4π)2

133
10

η2

βω = − 1
(4π)2

25 + 1098ω + 200ω2

60
η

βθ =
1

(4π)2
7(56− 171 θ)

90
η.
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The graphs are shown in Figures 36, 37, 38. Notice that the infrared behavior
of these terms approaches the fixed point η = 0, ω = −0.0228, θ = 0.327.
The coefficient η goes to zero in the infrared limit, sufficiently slowly, so
that, up to scales of the order of the size of the universe, its inverse remains
O(1). On the other hand, η(t), ω(t) and θ(t) have a common singularity
at an energy scale of the order of 1023 GeV, which is above the Planck
scale. Moreover, within the energy scales that are of interest to our model
η(t) is neither too small nor too large (it does not vary by more than a
single order of magnitude between the Planck scale and infrared energies).
The only known experimental constraints on the values of the coefficients of
the quadratic curvature terms RµνR

µν and R2 at low energy are very weak
and predict that their value should not exceed 1074 (cf. e.g. [122]). In our
case, this is guaranteed by the running described above. Note that we have
neglected the coupling RH2 with the Higgs field which ought to be taken
into account in a finer analysis.

For a discussion of the Einstein term and its running and of the cos-
mological term, we refer the reader to [52], as well as for a preliminary
discussion of the naturalness problem and its relation to the tadpole term.
The naturalness problem will be discussed at the end of Chapter 4, when we
draw some comparisons between the physics described in this chapter and
the number theoretic content of Chapters 2, 3 and 4.

17.12. The parameters of the Standard Model.

We summarize here the geometric interpretation of the various free pa-
rameters that appear in the Standard Model and in the gravitational terms
of the action.

The Yukawa coupling parameters consist of 31 real parameters that as-
sign the masses of quarks and leptons, the angles and phases of the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa mixing matrix for quarks and the Pontecorvo–Maki–
Nakagawa–Sakata mixing matrix for leptons, as well as the Majorana mass
parameters for neutrinos. All these parameters describe the choice of a point
in the moduli space C�×Cq of Dirac operators for the finite noncommutative
geometry F , as described in §13.5 above. Notice that there are interesting
loci on this moduli space and interesting compactifications and the question
arises of understanding how these may be related to the dynamics introduced
by the renormalization group equations.

The coupling constants are related at unification to the parameter f0

of the asymptotic expansion of the spectral action by (1.783), while the
parameters that appear in the gravitational terms are also described in terms
of the coefficients f0, f2, and f4 in the expansion of the spectral action, as
shown in [52].

The model of [52] prescribes some relations between these parameters.
One is the mass relation at unification described in §17.4 and in §17.6.
The Weinberg angle is also obtained, as in the grand unified theories where
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one has the same phenomenon of the merging of the coupling constants at
unification. The Higgs mass is also derived from a relation at unification
between the quartic coupling λ|H|4 and the gauge couplings, as described
in §17.10. The remaining parameter of the Standard Model described in §9
above, namely the QCD vacuum angle, does not matter in our model, since
we are considering a compact 4-manifold M , see [38].

18. Functional integral

While renormalization works remarkably well for the quantization of the
classical fields involved in the Standard Model, this latter perturbative tech-
nique fails dramatically when one tries to deal with the gravitational field
gµν . The technical reason for the notorious difficulty of quantizing the gµν

in the traditional perturbative way is the clash with either renormalizability
or unitarity. The higher derivative terms such as the ones provided by the
spectral action correct the non-renormalizability (cf. [275]) but unitarity
fails.

In many ways this result is not surprising. Indeed many of the basic
notions of the traditional formalism of Quantum Field Theory, such as parti-
cles, scattering matrices, etc. rely heavily on the flat geometry of Minkowski
space and the related Poincaré symmetry group. Treating the quantization
of the gµν in the same way would – if successful– produce a quantum field
theory of the gµν on Minkowski space: a strange result indeed when viewed
from the geometric standpoint!

Thus, rather than treating the gravitational field gµν as just another
field in a given background, one needs a framework which makes it possi-
ble to treat all possible background geometries on the same footing and to
formulate the Feynman integral including the gravitational degrees of free-
dom. The formulation of the Feynman integral for gravity is highly depen-
dent upon the chosen geometric set-up. Loosely speaking, in the Euclidean
framework one should perform the functional integral on the space of all ge-
ometries and the “no boundary proposal” ([164]) suggests that one should
take all the 4-dimensional geometries with a fixed 3-dimensional boundary as
the natural variable in the functional integral computing the wave function
evaluated on the given 3-geometry.

The standard Riemannian geometric paradigm contains as basic ingre-
dients a manifold M and the Riemannian metric given in local coordinates
by the gµν . If one is computing the expectation value of spectral observ-
ables, then instead of performing the integral over all pairs (M, gµν) one can
use the integration variable D. In fact, this suffices both to compute the
observables and to define the spectral action. This does not imply that the
map (M, gµν) �→ D is faithful or that it recovers the 4-manifold topology.
The use of D as a “random Hermitian matrix” provides a simpler and more
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natural choice of an integration variable (neglecting constraints), than the
(M, gµν).

It is crucial to also include the matter fields in order to take into account
not only gravity but the full coupled action

S = SEH + SSM

of gravity and matter. As we have seen in the previous sections, the key
reason for dealing with noncommutative spaces is that a very simple modi-
fication of the geometry of space-time, obtained by taking the product with
a finite noncommutative geometry F , provides the following results.

• The group of symmetries of gravity and matter, as in §§13.3 and
15.1.
• The gauge bosons, including the Higgs, as the inner fluctuations of

the metric, as in §§15.2 and 15.4.
• The action S = SEH + SSM as the spectral action

Tr(f(D/Λ)) +
1
2
〈Jξ′, Dξ〉

as proved in Theorem 1.217.
• The free parameters of the Standard Model and of the gravitational

terms all acquire geometric significance as shown in §17.12 above.

The parameters of the Standard Model that we obtain geometrically as
summarized in §17.12 above are physical in both their signs and size but
cannot have much significance until the renormalization group is brought
into play. In order to achieve this one needs to test the spectral action
under the renormalization group and the simplest way to proceed is to set
up a functional integral using the spectral action in the exponent. Since the
latter is spectral it admits a huge group of invariance, namely the group U
of unitary operators on Hilbert space commuting with γ and J . We found in
the geometric interpretation of the Standard Model that the KO-dimension
of the product geometry M×F is equal to 2 modulo 8. Thus J2 = −1 and the
pair i =

√
−1, J generate an action of the division algebra H of quaternions

on the Hilbert space H; the group U is thus the symplectic group. The first
difficulty in the formulation of a functional integral is to specify precisely
the integration variable, which roughly speaking should be the self-adjoint
operator D corresponding to the most general noncommutative geometry
of the correct dimension, since there is no reason to restrict a priori the
amount of noncommutativity in the space-time coordinates. Since the inner
fluctuations (§10.8) act on D in a linear way it is natural to take D[D] as
the formal integration measure but one needs to write down the constraints
fulfilled by D. It would be tempting, if one were just inspired by classical
gravitation, to abstract the properties of a Dirac operator on an arbitrary
4-manifold. But we also learnt in the above discussion something quite new,
which came from the matter sector, namely that we should deal with more
subtle spaces, i.e. those having
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• Metric dimension equal to 4.
• KO-dimension equal to 10 ∼ 2 (modulo 8).

This suggests that there might be a “raison d’être” for crossing by the space
F just to get the right KO-dimension. After dealing with the main con-
straint i.e. the presence of a real orientation in §18.1 and the reconstruction
Theorem in §18.2 we briefly review in §18.3 the recent results of ([49], [50]),
and in particular the classification of irreducible finite noncommutative ge-
ometries of KO-dimension 6 which quickly yields to the above finite geom-
etry F . Finally we shall summarize the remaining difficulties for setting up
a functional integral over all geometries, in §18.4.

18.1. Real orientation and volume form.

Let (A,H, D, J, γ) be a real spectral triple and B the subalgebra (over
C) of L(H) generated by A and JAJ−1. We let AJ = {a ∈ A | aJ = Ja} as
in §10.3 above. It is a subalgebra (over R) of the center of A and commutes
with B.

Proposition 1.232. For any integer n the following equality defines a
map π from the Hochschild homology group Hn(AJ ,B) to L(H),

(1.871)
π
(∑

a0(k)⊗ a1(k) ⊗ · · · ⊗ an(k)
)

=
∑

a0(k)[D, a1(k)] · · · [D, an(k)]

Proof. By construction π is a linear map and is well defined on reduced
chains since [D, 1] = 0. Let us show that its kernel contains the boundaries.
These are given as sums of expressions of the form,

n∑
j=0

(−1)ja0(k)⊗ · · · ⊗ aj(k)aj+1(k)⊗ · · · ⊗ an+1(k)

− (−1)nan+1(k)a0(k)⊗ · · · ⊗ · · · ⊗ an(k),

where a0(k) ∈ B and the aj(k) ∈ AJ for j > 0. Their image under π is of
the form

(−1)n [a0(k)[D, a1(k)] . . . [D, an(k)], an+1(k)] .

Now by proposition 1.125 3) this is equal to 0 and we thus see that π factors
through Hochschild boundaries. �

Definition 1.233. Let (A,H, D, J, γ) be a real spectral triple. A real
orientation of dimension n is a Hochschild n-cycle c ∈ Hn(AJ ,B) such that

even case : π(c) = γ , odd case : π(c) = 1 .

Notice that the existence of a real orientation of dimension n implies that
the Hochschild dimension of AJ is ≥ n since the class of c is non-zero by
Proposition 1.232. Also notice that, unless D is bounded, one cannot have,
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in the even case, a real orientation of dimension 0. Indeed, if γ = π(c), the
equality

D = −1
2
γ [D, γ] = −1

2
c [D, c]

implies the boundedness of D, since we have c ∈ B.
In the case of an ordinary compact oriented spin 4-manifold M , one

obtains the cycle c as follows. One lets Uk be an open cover of M by
domains of local coordinates xj(k) (extended smoothly outside Uk). Let
x(k) be a smooth partition of unity subordinated to the covering. Then, up
to a normalization, one has

c =
∑
k,σ

ε(σ)
√
g x(k)⊗ xσ(1)(k) ⊗ · · · ⊗ xσ(4)(k),

where the sum runs over all permutations σ of {1, . . . , 4} and ε(σ) is the
signature of the permutation.

Let (A,H, D, J, γ) be a real spectral triple of metric dimension 4, with a
real orientation c ∈ H4(AJ ,B). We now explain the relation between c and
the volume form i.e. the linear form which appears as the coefficient of Λ4

in the spectral action:

(1.872) a ∈ A �→
∫
− aD−4 .

We let φ be the cyclic 4-cocycle φ ∈ Z4(B,B) given by (cf. [68] IV.1.α)

(1.873) φ(a0, . . . , a4) = Tr′(γ a0[F, a1] · · · [F, a4]) , ∀aj ∈ B,
with Tr′(T ) = 1

2Tr(F (FT + TF )) and where the operator F is the sign of
the operator D.

One then has the following homological interpretation of the linear form
(1.872):

Theorem 1.234. Let (A,H, D, J, γ) be a real spectral triple of metric
dimension 4, with a real orientation c ∈ H4(AJ ,B), then

(1.874)
∫
− aD−4 = 〈ac, φ〉 , ∀a ∈ A .

where the right-hand side is the pairing between cycles and cocycles in the
Hochschild cohomology.

Proof. By [68] IV.2.γ, Theorem 8, applied to the spectral triple

(B,H, D)

(with grading γ) one has for any Hochschild 4-cycle v ∈ Z4(B,B), the equal-
ity

(1.875)
∫
− γπ(v)D−4 = 〈v, φ〉 ,

where the map π is defined using the same formula as in (1.871). The com-
mutation of AJ with A shows that the chain ac obtained by multiplication of
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the zeroth components of c by a is still a 4-cycle ac ∈ Z4(AJ ,B) ⊂ Z4(B,B).
Moreover the image of ac under the map π is π(ac) = aπ(c) = aγ = γa. Thus
using (1.875), together with γ2 = 1 one obtains the equality (1.874). �

Remark 1.235. Both Proposition 1.232, Definition 1.233 and Theorem
1.234 extend to the following more general situation. Let (A,H, D, γ) be an
even spectral triple and J be an antilinear isometry fulfilling the properties
of a real structure of Definition 1.124, but with the order one condition
(1.473) weakened to the following

(1.876) [[D, a], b0] = 0 ∀ a, b ∈ AJ ,

where AJ = {a ∈ A | aJ = Ja} as in §10.3 above.

As discussed in [276] the orientability axiom does not hold for F in the
usual formulation given in [70]. But by Corollary 1.176, it does however
hold, in the stronger sense of Definition 1.233 and Remark 1.235, provided
one uses the algebra ALR instead of AF , and similarly C∞(M,ALR) instead
of C∞(M,AF ).

18.2. The reconstruction of spin manifolds.

Besides having the correct metric dimension and fulfilling the regular-
ity condition (1.490), and the orientability, the additional properties of the
Dirac spectral triple (for A = C∞(M)) which are used in the characteriza-
tion given in [70] are the following.

(1) The space H∞ = ∩kDom(Dk) is a finite projective A-module, en-
dowed with an A-valued inner product 〈ξ, η〉A defined by

〈aξ, η〉 =
∫
−a 〈ξ, η〉A |D|−n , ∀a ∈ A , ξ , η ∈ H

(2) The intersection form

K∗(A)×K∗(A)→ Z

obtained from the Fredholm index of D with coefficients in

K∗(A⊗A0)

is invertible.

The various solutions to the equations given by the conditions listed
above are parameterized by the Riemannian metrics gµν and the spin struc-
tures on M . Each spin structure σ yields an affine space Aσ of solutions.
The corresponding Dirac operator associated to the Levi–Civita connection
of the metric gµν is the unique minimum in the affine space Aσ of the action
functional which is given in dimension 4 by the residue

(1.877)
∫
−D−2

i.e. the Λ2 coefficient of the spectral action of §11.1. This means that using
the spectral action eliminates the extra degrees of freedom. This is similar to
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what happens in the form of Einstein gravity given by the Palatini action,
where the basic dynamical variables are the tetrads (the vierbein) ea

µ of
(1.581) (see for instance [7] §3.2). It is nevertheless surely important to
compute the full spectral action (including the terms independent of Λ) in
the presence of the additional degrees of freedom.

The above characterization of the Dirac spectral triple (cf. [132] for
the proof) on a spin manifold assumes that the algebra A is of the form
A = C∞(M). We expressed the hope in [70] that, in the commutative case,
the stated conditions for a real spectral triple single out not only the Dirac
operators but also the smooth manifolds among general compact spaces.
This latter hope is still unproved as formulated and in some sense it is not
unexpected that the class of spaces thus obtained could contain a larger
class of “pseudo-manifolds”. These should nevertheless contribute to the
functional integral. A precise reconstruction theorem for Riemannian spin
manifolds under slightly different conditions was recently proved by Rennie
and Varilly [253].

18.3. Irreducible finite geometries of KO-dimension 6.

We briefly explain a more conceptual path ([49], [50]) to the algebra
AF and its representation based on the classification of irreducible finite
geometries of KO-dimension 6 modulo 8.

We start with a finite dimensional Hilbert space H endowed with an
antiunitary operator J such that J2 = 1. For any operator x in H we let,
as in (1.472),

(1.878) x0 = Jx∗J−1 .

We look for involutive algebras A of operators in H such that (cf. (1.471)),

(1.879) [x, y0] = 0 , ∀x, y ∈ A .

and that the following two conditions hold:
(1) The action of A has a separating vector, i.e. ∃ξ ∈ H such that
A′ξ = H, where A′ is the commutant of A.

(2) The representation of A and J in H is irreducible.
The role of the first condition is to abstract a natural property of the action
of an algebra of (smooth) functions on the sections of a vector bundle.

The meaning of the second condition is that one cannot find a non-trivial
projection e ∈ L(H) which commutes with A and J .

We let AC be the complex linear space generated by A in the algebra
L(H) of all operators in H. We then have ([49]),

Theorem 1.236. Let H be a Hilbert space of dimension n. Then an
irreducible solution (A,H, J) exists iff one of the following two cases hold:

• n = k2 is a square. Then the solution is given by AC = Mk(C)
acting by left multiplication on itself and antilinear involution

(1.880) J(x) = x∗ , ∀x ∈Mk(C) .
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• n = 2k2 is twice a square. Then the solution is given by AC =
Mk(C)⊕Mk(C) acting by left multiplication on itself and antilinear
involution

(1.881) J(x, y) = (y∗, x∗) , ∀x, y ∈Mk(C) .

Moreover, by [49] Lemma 3.1, the commutation relation Jγ = −γJ
coming from the hypothesis of KO-dimension 6 (cf. (1.470)) excludes the
first case. Thus we concentrate on the second case. One can describe the
solution in a more intrinsic manner as follows. We let V and W be k-
dimensional complex Hilbert spaces. Then

(1.882) AC = EndC(W )⊕ EndC(V ) .

We let H be the bimodule over AC given by

(1.883) H = E ⊕ E∗ , J(ξ, η) = (η∗, ξ∗)

where,

(1.884) E = HomC(V,W ) , E∗ = HomC(W,V )

and the algebra acts on the left by composition:

(1.885) (w, v)(g, h) = (w ◦ g, v ◦ h) , ∀(w, v) ∈ AC , (g, h) ∈ E ⊕ E∗ .
The various real forms i.e. the involutive algebras A with the above AC can
then be described using additional antilinear isometries of V and W . The
real forms of the algebra Mk(C) in the above context are:

• A = Mk(C) (unitary case)
• A = Mk(R) (orthogonal case)
• A = Ma(H), for even k = 2a, (symplectic case)

For AC = Mk(C) ⊕Mk(C) as in our case the list is more complicated but
we make the hypothesis that both the grading and the real form come by
assuming that the vector space W of (1.882) is a right vector space over
H and is non-trivially Z/2-graded. Since W is a non-trivially Z/2-graded
vector space over H its dimension must be at least 2 (and hence 4 when
viewed as a complex vector space). We choose the simplest case i.e. W is a
two-dimensional space over H, and there is no ambiguity since all non-trivial
Z/2-gradings are equivalent. Our algebra is

(1.886) A = EndH(W )⊕ EndC(V ) ∼M2(H)⊕M4(C) .

It follows from the grading of W that the algebra (1.886) is also Z/2-graded,
with non-trivial grading only on the M2(H)-component. We still denote
by γ the gradings of E = HomC(V,W ) and E∗ = HomC(W,V ) given by
composition with the grading of W . There exists up to equivalence a unique
Z/2-grading of H compatible with the graded representation of A and such
that:

(1.887) J γ = −γ J .
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It is given by

(1.888) H = E ⊕ E∗ , γ(ξ, η) = (γξ,−γη) .
The center of our algebra Z(A) is non-trivial and in that way the cor-

responding space is not connected. We look for “Dirac operators” D which
connect non-trivially the two pieces (we call them “off-diagonal” as in §13.1)
i.e. operators such that:

(1.889) [D,Z(A)] �= {0}.
The main requirement on such operators is the order one condition (1.473).
We look for subalgebras AF ⊂ Aev, the even part of A, for which this order
condition (∀ a, b ∈ AF ) allows for operators which fulfill (1.889). We can now
state the following analogue (cf. [49]) of Proposition 1.180 which recovers
in a more conceptual manner the main “input” of §13.

Theorem 1.237. Up to an automorphism of Aev, there exists a unique
involutive subalgebra AF ⊂ Aev of maximal dimension admitting off-diagonal
Dirac operators. It is given by

AF = {(λ⊕ q, λ⊕m) | λ ∈ C , q ∈ H , m ∈M3(C)} ⊂ H⊕H⊕M4(C) ,

using a field morphism C → H. The involutive algebra AF is isomorphic
to C ⊕ H ⊕M3(C) and together with its representation in (H, J, γ) it gives
(after tensoring by C3) the finite noncommutative geometry F of §13.

Remark 1.238. Note that using the algebra A = A6 of (1.886) (as a
Z/2-graded algebra) restores the Poincaré duality of §13.6. One finds that
K0(A) = Z2 and that the pairing (1.692) is non-degenerate.

18.4. The functional integral and open questions.

We would like to formulate a functional integral over all “geometries” in
the Euclidean form. In our framework a geometry is specified by a spectral
triple i.e. a Hilbert space representation of the algebra A of coordinates
and the inverse line element D. In first approximation we are interested in
performing the functional integral as a sum over all spin 4-manifolds M and
all metrics but since we need to take matter into account, we need to use
not C∞(M) as an algebra but rather the algebra A = C∞(M,A6), where
A6 is given in (1.886).

Notice that the following set of data associated to a compact Riemannian
spin 4-manifold (M, g) are in fact independent, up to isomorphism, of the
choice of (M, g).

• The Hilbert space H4 of L2-spinors.
• The Z/2 grading operator γ = γ5 on H4.
• The charge conjugation operator J4.
• The decreasing filtration Hs

4 ⊂ Hs′
4 , s > s′ of L2-spinors by Sobolev

spaces.
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The filtration is related to the notion of rigged Hilbert space and Gelfand
triple, see [138].

Thus we can set the stage by tensoring the above by the finite geometry
described in §18.3 before the reduction toAF . It is given by (A6,HF , JF ,γF ).
At this point we have

• The Hilbert space H = H4 ⊗ HF with its filtration by Sobolev
spaces Hs.
• The Z/2 grading operator γ = γ5 ⊗ γF .
• The charge conjugation operator J = J4 ⊗ JF .
• The small algebra 1⊗A6 acting in H.

The two ingredients we are missing are the algebra A ⊃ A6 and the operator
D. Now when M = S4 is the 4-sphere, the algebra extension

C∞(M,M4(C)) ⊃M4(C)

is generated by adding a projection e = e∗ = e2 fulfilling very simple condi-
tions (cf. [84]). To see what happens one can view S4 as the hypersurface
in R5 = R×H given by the equation t2− t+ qq∗ = 0 and use the projection
e ∈ C∞(S4,M4(C)) given by

e =
(

t q
q∗ 1− t

)
,

which together with the constant matrices generates C∞(S4,M4(C)). Now
in our case we are not dealing with M4(C) but with A6 = M2(H)⊕M4(C).
This means that if we simply adjoin to A6 a single projection e, fulfilling
suitable commutativity conditions and in particular commuting with Z(A6),
we should expect to get two copies of S4 and a correspondence between them,
given by the bimodule H. This might be enough to obtain all the algebras
A of interest in the form A = A6(e). It remains to take care of the operator
D, and write down the constraints it fulfills. The main relation is the real
orientability of Definition 1.233 which gives a polynomial equation which
relates D, c and γ, of the form

(1.890) 〈c,D(4)〉 = γ,

where the pairing 〈c,D(4)〉 is defined as in (1.871),

(1.891)
〈c,D(4)〉 =

∑
a0(k)[D, a1(k)] · · · [D, a4(k)] ,

c =
∑

a0(k)⊗ a1(k) · · · ⊗ a4(k).

The far distant goal is to set up a functional integral evaluating spectral
observables S as

(1.892) 〈S 〉 = N
∫
S e−Tr(f(D/Λ))− 1

2
〈Jψ, D ψ〉−ρ(e,D)D[ψ]D[D]D[e],

where γψ = ψ is a Graßmann variable, and the term ρ(e,D) implements
the constraints which relate D and the algebra A = A6(e).
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Remark 1.239. The question of “quantizing” the Hochschild cycle c of
(1.890) by writing it as the Chern character of an idempotent e motivated
the results of [84], [78], [79], [80] on the structure of “noncommutative
spheres” characterized by the following condition. One requires that

∃ e = e2 = e∗ ∈Mq(A) , c = Ch2(e)

while the lower components Chj(e) (j = 0, 1) of the Chern character Ch(e) of
the projection e are all required to vanish. The algebra A is then generated
by the matrix components of e and it is quite remarkable that, besides
the usual sphere, this problem singles out a large class of noncommutative
manifolds.

19. Dimensional regularization and noncommutative geometry

The aim of this section is to construct tools for the computation of
chiral anomalies [15] in the general framework of noncommutative geometry.
We show that a careful investigation of the meaning of the Breitenlohner-
Maison prescription for the compatibility of the chiral symmetry with the
procedure of Dimensional Regularization leads us to an interpretation of
DimReg, as far as one loop fermionic graphs are concerned, not just as
a formal procedure, but as an actual geometry in complexified dimension
D − z, based on noncommutative spaces and spectral triples. We then
obtain a description of the chiral anomalies in terms of spectral triples and
the local index formula of §10.5.

Our starting point is the physical prescription of how to use DimReg in
the presence of spinor fields.

19.1. Chiral anomalies.

The cubic anomaly is central to the problem of renormalizability of a
theory like the Standard Model, which involves a gauge theory. The prob-
lem is that, in such a theory, one needs to ensure that the renormalized
Lagrangian is still invariant under the same group of local gauge symme-
tries that leave the bare Lagrangian invariant. Thus, it is necessary, in order
to have renormalizability and unitarity, that gauge invariance is preserved
at each order in the renormalized perturbation series.

Dimensional Regularization (DimReg) is considered the best regulariza-
tion method, when dealing with the problem of gauge invariance, because it
does not change the formal expression of the Ward identities, while analyt-
ically continuing the dimension D = 4 to complex points D − z = d ∈ C.

The main advantage of this regularization procedure is that it is canon-
ical, in the sense that it respects all the symmetries such as space-time
(Lorentz invariance) or gauge symmetries. However, this property fails in
the presence of spinor fields, as in that case the chiral symmetry is not pre-
served. The main problem is how one should treat the γ5 in DimReg. In
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fact, in dimension D = 4, the symbol γ5 indicates the product of the gamma
matrices,

(1.893) γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3,

where the γµ satisfy the Clifford relations

(1.894) {γµ, γν} = 2gµν I, with Tr(I) = 4,

and γ5 anticommutes with them,

(1.895) {γ5, γ
µ} = 0.

When one complexifies the dimension around a critical dimension D, the
naive prescription which formally sets γ5 to still anticommute with symbols
γµ while keeping the cyclicity of the trace is not consistent and produces
contradictions ([62], §13.2). There is a more sophisticated prescription of ’t
Hooft-Veltman [169] and Breitenlohner-Maison [34] on how to make sense
of the γ5 in DimReg.

In general the Ward identities determine relations between the Green’s
functions arising from symmetries of the Lagrangian. These influence the
renormalizability of theories with nontrivial symmetries, by ensuring can-
cellations of divergences between different sectors of the theory. There is a
complicated interplay of symmetry and renormalization, whereby the Ward
identities can be affected by higher order corrections, which can generate
anomalous terms. In gauge theories, the problem arises primarily from
fermions coupling to gauge fields. This manifests itself in the Adler–Bell–
Jackiw (ABJ) anomaly for electroweak interactions.

The ABJ anomaly arises in the QED Ward identity involving axial-
vector currents, in the renormalization of 1-loop diagrams (triangle fermion
loops) [1], [15].

Let jµ, jµ,5, and P denote, respectively, the vector, axial, and pseu-
doscalar currents

(1.896)

jµ(x) = ψ(x)γµψ(x)

jµ,5(x) = ψ(x)γµγ5ψ(x)

P (x) = ψ(x)γ5ψ(x).

Let Tµνλ and Tµν denote the 3-point functions, with q = k1 + k2,

Tµνλ(k1, k2) = i
∫
d4x1 d

4x2 〈0|T (jµ(x1)jν(x2)jλ,5(0))|0〉 eik1·x1+ik2·x2

Tµν(k1, k2) = i
∫
d4x1 d

4x2 〈0|T (jµ(x1)jν(x2)P (0))|0〉 eik1·x1+ik2·x2 .

Then, at tree level, the vector and axial-vector Ward identities are given
by

(1.897) kµ
1Tµνλ = kν

2Tµνλ = 0 and qλTµνλ = 2mTµν ,
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where m is the mass of the fermion field ψ. These are derived from the
equations of motion

(1.898) ∂µjµ = 0 and ∂µjµ,5 = 2imP.

The contributions to Tµνλ and Tµν from the triangle diagrams with in-
ternal fermion lines are given by

(1.899)
Tµνλ = −i

(2π)4

∫
d4p

(
Tr
(

i
/p−m γλγ5

i
(/p−/q)−m γν

i
(/p−/k1)−m γµ

)
+ Tr

(
i

/p−m γλγ5
i

(/p−/q)−m γµ
i

(/p−/k2)−m γν

))

(1.900)
Tµν = −i

(2π)4

∫
d4p

(
Tr
(

i
/p−m γ5

i
(/p−/q)−m γν

i
(/p−/k1)−m γµ

)
+ Tr

(
i

/p−m γ5
i

(/p−/q)−m γµ
i

(/p−/k2)−m γν

))
.

This generates an anomaly qλTµνλ = 2mTµν + ∆µν for the axial-vector
Ward identity, where the anomaly can be computed as

(1.901) ∆µν =
−1
4π2

εµνσρk
σ
1 k

ρ
2 ,

by imposing the condition that the vector Ward identity is preserved. The
anomaly (1.901) corresponds to the modification of the axial-vector current
equation in (1.898) to

∂µjµ,5 = 2imP − 1
(4π)2

εµνρσFµνFρσ,

with F the electromagnetic field.
One way to derive this anomaly is by change of variables by translations

in divergent integrals, while another way, through DimReg, is more suitable
for generalization to non-abelian cases and the full Standard Model. The
ABJ anomaly can also be formulated in terms of path integrals as the fact
that the measure is not invariant under the action of γ5. Higher order terms
do not contribute any further corrections.

In the DimReg scheme, the ABJ anomaly is closely related to the prob-
lem of defining γ5 for complex dimensions. In fact, while for diagrams with
open fermion lines it is possible to use a formal definition of γ5 in arbitrary
complex dimension, which satisfies anticommutation relations with all the
γµ (cf. e.g. [62]), when one considers cases like the triangle diagram, with
closed fermion loops, one runs into the further problem of making this formal
definition of γ5 compatible with the trace.

Notice that the ABJ anomaly is independent of the fermion mass. How-
ever, in the DimReg computation, when there are overlapping divergences,
the leading term depends on the mass (cf. [134]).

For non-abelian theories, one can give an analogous derivation of the
ABJ anomaly via DimReg. In this case the three masses associated to the
three fermion lines may be different (the matrices in the group representation
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have off-diagonal terms) and one obtains (see e.g. [57]) an expression of the
form

(1.902) Dabc =
1
2
Tr({T a, T b}T c),

so that, for the triangle diagram, the vanishing of the ABJ anomaly is given
by the condition Dabc = 0.

In this non-abelian case more diagrams (up to five-points functions)
contribute anomalous terms, but the triangle diagrams still remains the
fundamental one, as the vanishing of that anomaly implies the absence of
all other anomalies as well.

Massless QCD is chiral invariant at the classical level, but this invariance
is broken, already at the classical level, by the presence of quark mass terms,
in which case the anomaly in the axial symmetry appears in the form ([62],
(13.1.5))

∂µjµ,5 = −2iψ̄γ5Mψ + anomaly.
In the case of electroweak interactions where the vector boson associ-

ated to the weak interaction acquires mass through the Higgs mechanism,
renormalizability is obtained by showing that the theory is obtained via a
formal transformation of the fields from a renormalizable gauge theory (the
latter can have non-physical particles that may spoil unitarity, cf. [168]).
For such a formal transformation to be possible, one needs to be able to
renormalize the gauge theory in a gauge invariant way. This can be spoiled
by the presence of the ABJ anomaly, as shown in [152].

The question of constructing gauge theories that are free of anomalies,
both for electroweak and strong interactions, was considered in [141], where
conditions are given on which gauge groups and representations will satisfy
the vanishing of (1.902).

In the standard electroweak theory with SU(2)×U(1), if Y denotes the
hypercharge, the condition that (1.902) vanishes for the fermion represen-
tation implies relations between the hypercharges. Since the group SU(2)
is anomaly free (cf. [141]), at least one of the T in (1.902) has to be the
U(1) hypercharge Y . For the case of one hypercharge Y , the vanishing of
the anomaly for the triangle diagram yields a linear relation between the
hypercharges

∑
leptons Y +

∑
quark Y = 0. The anomaly vanishes when two

of the T ’s in (1.902) are equal to Y , while in the case of three hypercharges
one obtains a cubic relation. More precisely, for Y (νeL) = Y (eL) = −1,
Y (eR) = −2, Y (uL) = Y (dL) = 1/3, Y (uR) = 4/3, and Y (dR) = −2/3, one
has ∑

leptons

Y = −1× 2− 2 = −4 and
∑

quark

Y = 3(
1
3
× 2 +

4
3
− 2

3
) = 4,

where the factor 3 counts the color degrees of freedom, and∑
leptons

(Q2T3 −QT 2
3 ) = −1

2
+

1
4

= −1
4
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quarks

(Q2T3 −QT 2
3 ) =

2
3
− 1

6
− 1

2
+

1
4

=
1
4
,

where Y = 2(Q− T3).
In the case of gauge theories, the Ward identities (or Slavnov–Taylor

identities) are related to the symmetries by Becchi–Rouet–Stora (BRS)
gauge transformations.

An interesting aspect of the equations imposed by the vanishing of the
cubic anomalies is that it imposes constraints on the hypercharges and on
the Weyl representations. In fact, it is shown in [140] and [233] that re-
quiring the theory to be free of anomalies suffices to fix these data uniquely.
This could be an interesting point if one wants to use the vanishing of the
anomalies as a constraint on the geometry.

In fact, it is shown in [140] that requiring the vanishing of all the
known anomalies in four dimensions, namely the perturbative triangular chi-
ral gauge anomalies and the mixed perturbative chiral gauge–gravitational
anomaly discussed above, as well as the non-perturbative global SU(2) chiral
gauge anomaly of [301], fixes uniquely both the massless fermion Weyl rep-
resentation and the hypercharges (prior to spontaneous symmetry breaking
of the electroweak subgroup).

19.2. The spaces Xz.

We look for a spectral triple whose inverse line element D = Dz fulfills
the following basic equation,

(1.903) Tr(e−λD2
) = πz/2λ−z/2, ∀λ ∈ R∗

+ ,

corresponding, using (1.124), to

(1.904) Tr(e−λD2
) =

∫
e−λ k2

dzk ∀λ ∈ R∗
+ .

Let us first explain how to perform the construction in the slightly more
general framework of type II spectral triples [16], [39], [40]. The only
condition which is altered (with respect to Definition 1.120) in the definition
of such a triple is the compactness of the resolvent of D which only holds
relative to a type II subfactor N ′ of the commutant of the algebra generated
by A, D (and γ, J in the even or real cases). One then replaces everywhere
the trace Tr by the type II trace TrN relative to the commutant N of N ′.
Since the analogues of the analysis of compact operators and of their ideals
are well developed in the type II situation one obtains a theory ([16], [39],
[40]) which can be used in a very similar way as the theory of spectral
triples.

To construct Dz we let Z be a self-adjoint operator affiliated to a type
II∞ factor N and with spectral measure given by

(1.905) TrN (1E(Z)) =
1
2

∫
E
dy
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for any interval E ⊂ R, where 1E is the characteristic function of E. We
shall give in Chapter 3 Remark 3.36 a concrete realization, of arithmetic
nature, for the pair (N,Z).

We then let, for any complex number z ∈ C with #(z) > 0,

(1.906) Dz = ρ(z)F |Z|1/z

where F is the sign of the operator Z, |Z| its absolute value, and the com-
plex power |Z|1/z is taken by the usual functional calculus. We take the
normalization constant ρ(z) to be

(1.907) ρ(z) = π− 1
2 (Γ(

z

2
+ 1))

1
z .

Proposition 1.240. • The operator Dz of (1.906), with the nor-
malization factor (1.907), satisfies (1.903), provided z ∈ R+.
• For #(z) > 0 and after imposing an infrared cutoff on the trace
TrN the ζ-function of Dz has a single (simple) pole at s = z and
is absolutely convergent in the half space #(s/z) > 1.

Proof. 1) We assume z ∈ R∗
+. One has

TrN (e−λD2
z ) =

1
2

∫
e−λ ρ2 |y|2/z

dy.

Thus, by setting ρ2 |y|2/z = u, one gets dy = ρ−z z
2 u

z
2
−1 du and

TrN (e−λD2
z ) = ρ−z z

2

∫ ∞

0
e−λ u u

z
2
−1 du = ρ−z Γ(

z

2
+ 1)λ−z/2,

so that one obtains as required

(1.908) TrN (e−λD2
z ) = πz/2 λ−z/2, ∀λ ∈ R∗

+ .

Notice that ρ(z) is just a normalization factor and it is well behaved in
the limit z → 0, since we have

(1.909)
1
z

log Γ(
z

2
+ 1) = −γ

2
+

π2

48
z + · · ·+ (−1)n ζ(n)

n 2n
zn−1 + · · ·

In particular, we have ρ(0) = e−γ/2. (Here γ denotes the Euler constant,
not to be confused with the γ used everywhere else for the grading!)

2) The above computation of TrN (e−λD2
z ) makes perfect sense when

z ∈ R∗
+, but it requires more care when the imaginary part of z is non-zero.

In fact, in that case the spectrum of D2
z is a spiral in C (cf. Figure 39),

so that e−λD2
z no longer belongs to the domain of the trace TrN . One can

define the trace by means of a suitable regularization, but it is simpler to
directly deal with the ζ-function

(1.910) TrN ((D2
z)

−s/2)

instead of the theta function

(1.911) TrN (e−λD2
z ).
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Figure 39. The spectrum of D2
z for �(z) �= 0.

We need to impose an infrared cutoff, that is, we perform the integral

(1.912) TrN ((D2
z)

−s/2) =
1
2

∫
(ρ2 |y|2/z)−s/2 dy

in the region outside |y| < 1. This gives, using Tr′N to indicate the cutoff,

(1.913) Tr′N
(
(D2

z)
−s/2

)
= ρ−s

∫ ∞

1
u−s/z du = ρ−s z

s− z

which, as a function of s, has a single (simple) pole at s = z and is absolutely
convergent in the half space #(s/z) > 1. �

The algebra A′ for the spectral triple defining Xz will play no role below
except for the unit element 1 ∈ A′. One could include in A′ any operator
a such that [Dz, a] is bounded and both a and [Dz, a] are smooth for the
“geodesic flow”

(1.914) T �→ eit|Dz | T e−it|Dz |

and it is an interesting open question to give an upper bound for the
Minkowski dimension of the spectrum of such operators (the natural guess
for the bound is 1/#(1/z) = x + y2/x for z = x + iy).

The dimension spectrum of Xz is reduced to the single point z as shown
by (1.913).

In order to justify the use of the infrared cutoff in (1.912), one can make
the following observation. Let us replace the operator |Z| by an operator of
the form f(|Z|) where f ∈ C∞(R+) has the following properties:

• f(x) = x for x ≥ 1/2
• f is strictly increasing
• f(0) > 0.
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Then the replacement |Z| → f(|Z|) alters (1.908) by the error term

(1.915) R(λ, z) =
∫ 1

2

0
(e−λ ρ2 |y|2/z − e−λ ρ2 f(|y|)2/z

) dy.

This is an analytic function of λ. In the region #(z) > 0, |z| < 1 and
|λ| < 2�(2/z), it satisfies the estimate

(1.916) |R(λ, z)| < C |λ| 2�(−2/z),

for some finite constant C > 0, which follows since |eu − 1|/|u| is bounded
for bounded |u|. This does not affect the pole parts in z for all computations
involving DimReg, as we check below. Thus, replacing Dz = ρ(z)F |Z|1/z by
D̃z = ρ(z)Ff(|Z|)1/z the ζ-function TraceN ((D̃2

z)
−s/2) is now well defined

and it differs from (1.913) by an entire function of s which does not alter
the dimension spectrum.

19.3. Chiral gauge transformations.

When the basic algebra A is a Z/2-graded algebra, the discussion of
§10.8 adapts by replacing everywhere the commutators [D, a] with graded
commutators

(1.917) [D, a]− := Da− (−1)deg(a)aD ,

where the subscript − reminds one of the use of graded commutators. Also,
with θ ∈ Aut(A) the Z/2-grading automorphism, the gauge transformations
(1.508) are now of the form γu(A) = θ(u)du∗ + θ(u)Au∗.

This applies in particular when one replaces the original algebra A with
the algebra Ã generated (in the even case) by A and γ. As an algebra, Ã is
isomorphic to the direct sum of two copies of A by

a + bγ �→ (a + b, a− b).

We endow it with the Z/2-grading θ ∈ Aut(Ã) such that θ(γ) = −γ, while
θ is the identity on A. The unitary group Ũ of Ã now contains γ and it is
the group of chiral gauge transformations. However, the anticommutation
of γ with D shows that this procedure does not generate really new gauge
potentials, but just multiplies the existing ones by an arbitrary power of γ.

The situation becomes much more interesting when one keeps the algebra
Ã, but one replaces the original spectral triple by its product (in the sense
of noncommutative geometry) with the space Xz.

Thus, we start with an even spectral triple (A,H, D) with Z/2-grading
γ and form its product with the (type II∞) spectral triple defining the
space Xz. We therefore let D′ = Dz, and we adopt the following shorthand
notation (compatible with the physics notation of [62])

(1.918) D̄ = D ⊗ 1 , D̂ = γ ⊗D′ , D′′ = D̄ + D̂ .

The fact that the spectral triple defining the space Xz is of type II∞
introduces some technical subtleties that can be ignored at first reading (cf.
[16], [39], [40] for the detailed general theory).
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We let the algebra A act on H⊗H′ by

(1.919) a �→ a⊗ 1

Thus, one obtains a type II∞ spectral triple for the algebra A. We then
extend the algebra to the graded algebra Ã generated by A and γ, with the
action on H⊗H′ still given by (1.919).

The odd element γ ∈ Ã no longer anticommutes (i.e. graded-commutes)
with D′′, since γ ⊗ 1 commutes with D̂ = γ ⊗ D′. Thus, one gets a new
non-trivial gauge potential of the form

(1.920) B = [D′′, γ]− = 2γD̂ .

This gauge potential accounts for the lack of invariance of D′′ under the
“chiral” gauge transformation γ ∈ Ũ and it corresponds, in the language of
QFT, to the divergence ∂µ j

µ
5 of the axial current jµ

5 .
One needs special care in discussing this point, since it involves Euclidean

Fermi fields ξ and η, which one needs to treat as independent integration
variables in the Euclidean functional integral (see [61], §5.2 of “The use of
instantons”).

Thus, the fermionic part of the Lagrangian in the action functional is of
the form

(1.921) Lfermions = 〈η , D′′ξ〉
When extending the theory to Z/2-graded algebras, one defines the

gauge transformations αu on the fermions, for u ∈ Ũ , using the Z/2-grading
θ as

(1.922) αu(ξ) = u ξ , αu(η) = θ(u) η .

It follows that the lack of invariance of the action (1.921) is still accounted
for by the gauge potential given by the graded commutator with u. In
particular if γ (which is odd) would anticommute with D′′, then the action
(1.921) would be invariant under the corresponding chiral transformation.
This is not the case and the variation at order one of Lfermions under the
chiral gauge transformation u = eiωγ , for ω = ω∗ ∈ A, is given by

(1.923) δLfermions = 〈η, (i [D,ω] γ + i ωB) ξ〉
with B = 2γD̂ as in (1.920).

We use the physics terminology evanescent to qualify the gauge poten-
tials of the form E = ωB. The origin of the terminology is clear since they
vanish when the extra dimension z is set to 0.

19.4. Finiteness of anomalous graphs and relation with
residues.

We fix throughout a regular even spectral triple (A,H, D) with simple
dimension spectrum. We assume for simplicity that D is invertible and refer
to (1.493) for the ε-trick allowing to remove this hypothesis. We denote by
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OP (A,H, D) the algebra generated by A, D and γ. The following lemma
will suffice to prove the finiteness of the anomalous graphs.

Lemma 1.241. Suppose given a regular spectral triple (A,H, D). Let P
be an element of OP (A,H, D). For n > k > 0 and in the limit z → 0, one
has

Tr (D̂2k (P ⊗ 1)D′′−2n) = −1
2
B(k, n− k)

∫
−P D−2(n−k) ,

B(p, q) =
Γ(p) Γ(q)
Γ(p + q)

.

Proof. For z �= 0 one has

Tr (D̂2k (P ⊗ 1)D′′−2n) =
1

Γ(n)

∫ ∞

0
Tr(D̂2k (P ⊗ 1) e−tD̄2

e−tD̂2
) tn−1 dt

We also have

(1.924) TrN (D2k
z e−tD2

z ) =
z (z + 2) · · · (z + 2k − 2)

2k
πz/2 t−z/2−k,

for all t ∈ R∗
+, while

(1.925)
∫ ∞

0
e−tD2

tn−1−z/2−k dt = Γ(n− z/2− k) |D|z−2(n−k).

One has D̂2k (P ⊗ 1) = P ⊗ D2k
z thus using the factorization of the trace

and (1.924) and (1.925), we get

Tr (D̂2k (P ⊗ 1)D′′−2n) =

πz/2

∏k−1
0 (z/2 + j)

Γ(n)
Γ(n− z/2− k) Tr(P |D|z−2(n−k)) ,

which gives the required result since when z → 0 one has,

πz/2

∏k−1
0 (z/2 + j)

Γ(n)
Γ(n− z/2− k) ∼ B(k, n− k)

z

2
,

with the minus sign coming from the distinction between |D|z and |D|−z. �

As a corollary of Lemma 1.241 one gets the following expression for the
residue at the simple pole z = 0 in the DimReg expression of one-loop graphs
with only fermionic internal lines; we work as above with a regular spectral
triple with simple dimension spectrum.

Proposition 1.242. Let A ∈ Ω1
D be a gauge potential and n > 0. Then

the expression

(1.926) Tr(((A⊗ 1)D′′−1)n)

has at most a simple pole at z = 0 with residue given by

(1.927) Resz=0 Tr(((A⊗ 1)D′′−1)n) = −
∫
− (AD−1)n
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Proof. One has

(1.928) D′′−1 = D′′D′′−2 = (D̄ + D̂)D′′−2

and

(1.929) D′′2 = D̄2 + D̂2.

Using Lemma 1.136 (2) to move the terms D′′−2 to the right we can express
(1.926) as a sum of terms of the form

(1.930) Tr((A⊗1)(D̄+ D̂)(A(k1)⊗1)(D̄+ D̂)) · · · (A(kn)⊗1)(D̄+ D̂)D′′−2k)

where we use the notation A(m) = ∇m(A) and k = n +
∑

kj . Only finitely
many of these terms have a divergent trace at z = 0. By construction D̂
anticommutes with the A’s and commutes with all other terms. Thus one
can expand (1.930) in terms of the form

Tr (D̂2q P D′′−2m) .

By Lemma 1.241 any of these terms with q > 0 is regular at z = 0. Thus
the only contribution to the pole comes from the case q = 0. This means
that one only takes the terms D̄ in the expansion of (1.930) and one is thus
dealing with

(1.931) Tr((P ⊗ 1)D′′−2k) , P = AD · · ·A(kj) D · · ·A(kn) D

As in the proof of Lemma 1.241 one has

Tr ((P ⊗ 1)D′′−2k) =
1

Γ(k)

∫ ∞

0
Tr((P ⊗ 1) e−tD̄2

e−tD̂2
) tk−1 dt

Using the factorization of the trace and (1.903) while∫ ∞

0
e−tD2

tk−1−z/2 dt = Γ(k − z/2) |D|z−2k

we get

Tr ((P ⊗ 1)D′′−2k) = πz/2 Γ(k − z/2)
Γ(k)

Tr(P |D|z−2k) .

Thus the residue at z = 0 is given by

−
∫
−P |D|−2k

The computation of −
∫
− (AD−1)n gives exactly the same result. Indeed, one

again writes
D−1 = DD−2

and uses Lemma 1.136 (2) to move the terms D−2 to the right, which makes
it possible to express −

∫
− (AD−1)n as a sum of terms of the form∫

−AD · · ·A(kj) D · · ·A(kn) DD−2k

which match exactly with the above terms. �
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E

Figure 40. The tadpole.

19.5. The simplest anomalous graphs.

We now analyze the graphs with only fermionic internal lines which
involve linearly the evanescent gauge potential B, starting from the simplest,
which is the tadpole, and continuing to more involved cases.

The data we start with are, as above, an even spectral triple (A,H, D)
with simple dimension spectrum, i.e. we use exactly the same setup as in
the local index formula of [92] that we recalled above in §10.5.

19.5.1. The Tadpole.

We start with the simplest graph. This has one loop with a single
external leg to which is assigned an evanescent gauge potential E = γaD̂
(see Figure 40). The analytic expression for the tadpole is of the form

(1.932) Tr(ED′′−1),

where D′′−1 plays the role of the fermionic propagator. We assume
∫
−γ a = 0

for all a ∈ A and obtain the following result.

Lemma 1.243. Let ϕ0 be the linear form (1.495), which is the zeroth
order component of the local index cocycle, as in Theorem 1.134. In the
limit z → 0, one obtains

(1.933) Tr (ED′′−1) = −ϕ0(a), ∀a ∈ A .

Proof. One has

(1.934) D′′−2 =
∫ ∞

0
e−tD̄2

e−tD̂2
dt.

Thus, for fixed z, one gets using (1.928) and (1.929),

(1.935) Tr(ED′′−1) = Tr(γ aD̂ (D̄ + D̂)D′′−2) = Tr(γ aD̂2 D′′−2).

In fact, the terms with an odd number of D̂’s have zero trace since one can
find an involution in H′ which anticommutes with Dz. Using (1.934) this
gives

(1.936) Tr(ED′′−1) =
∫ ∞

0
Tr(γ aD̂2 e−tD̄2

e−tD̂2
) dt

and the trace factorizes to give

(1.937) Tr(γ aD̂2 e−tD2
e−tD̂2

) = Tr(γ a e−tD2
)Tr(D2

z e
−tD2

z ).
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EA

Figure 41. The self-energy graph.

By the basic equality (1.908) one has

(1.938) TrN (e−tD2
z ) = πz/2t−z/2, ∀t ∈ R∗

+ .

After differentiating in t this gives

(1.939) TrN (D2
z e

−tD2
z ) =

z

2
πz/2 t−z/2−1 ∀t ∈ R∗

+ .

Thus, (1.936) and (1.937) give

(1.940) Tr(ED′′−1) =
z

2
πz/2

∫ ∞

0
Tr(γ a e−tD2

) t−z/2−1 dt

Moreover, we have

(1.941)
∫ ∞

0
e−tD2

t−z/2−1 dt = Γ(−z/2) |D|z,

while the limit for z → 0 of Tr(γ a |D|z) is ϕ0(a). Thus, we get the required
equality since, for z → 0, we have

z

2
πz/2Γ(−z/2)→ −1.

�

19.5.2. The self-energy graph.

The next term linear in E now involves a usual gauge potential

A =
∑

ai [D′′, bi]

(see Figure 41). Its analytic expression is given by

(1.942) Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1).

One has the following result.

Lemma 1.244. In the limit z → 0, one obtains

(1.943) Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1) =

∞∑
0

(−1)n+1 1
2n + 2

∫
− γ a∇n(B)D−2n−2

where B = dA + A′ with

dA =
∑

[D, ai] [D, bi] , A′ =
∑

ai∇(bi) .

and only finitely many terms in the infinite sum are non-zero.
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Proof. Using (1.928), one obtains

Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1) = Tr(γ aD̂ (D̄ + D̂)D′′−2

A (D̄ + D̂)D′′−2) .

Since the terms with an odd number of D̂ do not contribute, this gives

Tr(γ aD̂2 D′′−2
AD̄D′′−2) + Tr(γ aD̂ D̄ D′′−2

AD̂D′′−2)

In the second term the second appearance of D̂ can be put in front provided
one takes care of signs, since D̂ commutes with D′′−2 and anticommutes
with both A =

∑
ai [D′′, bi] =

∑
ai [D̄, bi] and D̄.

Thus, we can write the above as

Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1) = Tr(γ aD̂2 D′′−2 (AD̄ + D̄ A)D′′−2) .

One has

(1.944) (AD̄ + D̄ A) = B ⊗ 1 , B = dA + A′ ,

where

(1.945) dA =
∑

[D, ai] [D, bi] , A′ =
∑

ai∇(bi) .

Thus we can use Lemma 1.136 to move the first D′′−2 across and get (only
finitely many terms will contribute)

Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1) =

∞∑
0

(−1)n Tr(γ aD̂2 (∇n(B)⊗ 1)D′′−2n−4) .

Since D̂2 commutes with a ∈ A we then conclude using Lemma 1.241.
�

Notice that, since the regularized trace is a trace outside the dimension
spectrum, the order of the terms ED′′−1 and AD′′−1 is irrelevant.

It is worthwhile to double check this in this example by redoing the
calculation with the other order. One has

Tr(AD′′−1
ED′′−1) = Tr(A (D̄ + D̂)D′′−2

γ aD̂ (D̄ + D̂)D′′−2)

= Tr(AD̂D′′−2
γ aD̂ D̄ D′′−2) + Tr(AD̄D′′−2

γ aD̂2 D′′−2)

= −Tr(γ D̂2 AD′′−2
a D̄ D′′−2) + Tr(γ D̂2 AD′′−2

D̄ aD′′−2)

=
∞∑
0

(−1)n Tr(γ D̂2 A (∇n([D, a])⊗ 1)D′′−2n−4)

=
∞∑
0

(−1)n+1 1
2n + 2

∫
− γ A∇n([D, a])D−2n−2 .

We thus get
(1.946)

Tr(AD′′−1
ED′′−1) =

∞∑
0

(−1)n+1 1
2n + 2

∫
− γ A∇n([D, a])D−2n−2 .
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It might seem at first sight that one passes from (1.943) to (1.946) by a
simple integration by parts, i.e. using

(1.947)
∫
− γ∇n(B)C = (−1)n

∫
− γ B∇n(C)

but it is a bit more subtle. One uses the equality

(1.948) D−2n−2 a =
∞∑
0

(−1)k c(n, k)∇k(a)D−2n−2k−2

with

(1.949) c(n, 0) = 1 , c(n, k) =
∏k

1 (n + j)
k!

,

to write∫
− γ a∇n(B)D−2n−2 =

∞∑
0

(−1)k c(n, k)
∫
− γ∇n(B)∇k(a)D−2n−2k−2

which after integration by parts yields∫
− γ a∇n(B)D−2n−2 =

∞∑
0

(−1)n+k c(n, k)
∫
− γ B∇(n+k)(a)D−2n−2k−2

The desired equality between (1.943) and (1.946) then follows using
m∑
0

(−1)k c(m− k, k)
m− k + 1

=
∫ 1

0
(t− 1)m dt = (−1)m 1

m + 1

and the other integration by parts

(1.950)
∫
− γ (DA + AD)C =

∫
− γ A [D,C] .

To conclude we thus have the two equivalent expressions (1.943) and (1.946)
for the self-energy graph.

We can express both in a more compact notation using the derivation
(cf. [92]),

(1.951) Θ(T ) =
∞∑
1

(−1)n+1

n
∇n(T )D−2n

which generates the one-parameter group Ad D2z. Indeed one has

D2 T D−2 = T + ∇(T )D−2 = (1 + ε)(T )

and by construction

(1.952) Θ = log (1 + ε) , eΘ = 1 + ε .

We also need the basic “Planck” function

(1.953) π(z) =
z

ez − 1
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which is familiar in index theory in the formulas giving the characteristic
classes. We can then rewrite the above formulas as follows.

Proposition 1.245. One has, in the limit z → 0,

Tr(ED′′−1 AD′′−1) = −1
2

∫
−γ a π(Θ)(B)D−2

= −1
2

∫
−γ Aπ(Θ)([D, a])D−2

Proof. From the above it is enough to check that

(1.954) π(Θ) =
∞∑
0

(−1)n

n + 1
εn

which follows from (1.952) and (1.953). �

It also follows from the above discussion that for X and Y in the algebra
generated by A, γ and D one has the formula of integration by parts

(1.955)
∫
−X π(Θ)(Y )D−2 =

∫
−Y π(Θ)(X)D−2 .

One can understand this formula as an instance of the KMS condition
fulfilled by the functional

(1.956) ϕ1(X) =
∫
−XD−2

with respect to the one-parameter group of automorphisms σt = ei t Θ .
Indeed one has, as required by the KMS1 condition

ϕ1(X σi(Y )) = ϕ1(Y X)

and (1.955) follows from the simple equality

π(−z) = ez π(z) ,

combined with the invariance of ϕ1 under σt which implies that for any
formal series f ,

(1.957) ϕ1(f(Θ)(X)Y ) = ϕ1(X f(−Θ)(Y )) .

Recall from §10.4 that a Hochschild cochain ϕ of dimension n on an
algebra A, defines (cf. [68]) a functional on the universal n-forms Ωn(A) by
(1.482): ∫

ϕ
a0 da1 · · · dan = ϕ(a0, a1, . . . , an)

and when ϕ is a Hochschild cocycle one has the trace property (1.483), i.e.∫
ϕ
aω =

∫
ϕ
ω a, ∀a ∈ A
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Moreover the boundary operator B0 of (1.485) is defined in such a way that
one has the analogue (1.486) of Stokes formula∫

ϕ
dω =

∫
B0ϕ

ω

Proposition 1.245 makes it possible to express the self-energy graph in terms
of the following two-cochain

(1.958) ψ2(a0, a1, a2) =
1
4

∫
− γ a0 [D, a1]π(Θ)([D, a2])D−2

so that

(1.959) Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1) = −2

∫
ψ2

Ada

Proposition 1.246. (1) The cochain B0ψ2 is cyclic :

AB0ψ2 = 2B0ψ2.

(2) B ψ2 + b ϕ0 = 0
(3) If b ϕ0 = 0 one has

(1.960) Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1) = −2

∫
ψ2

(dA)a

Proof. (1) One has

B0ψ2(a0, a1) =
1
4

∫
− γ [D, a0]π(Θ)([D, a1])D−2

which is antisymmetric by (1.955) (γ anticommutes with [D, a]).
(2) Since D anticommutes with γ and D[D, a] + [D, a]D = ∇(a) one

gets

B ψ2(a0, a1) = −1
2

∫
− γ a0 π(Θ)(∇(a1))D−2 = −1

2

∫
− γ a0 Θ(a1)

The coboundary bϕ0 is given by

bϕ0(a, b) = Lims→0 Tr(γ a(b |D|−s − |D|−s b)) =

Lims→0 Tr(γ a (1− e−
s
2
Θ)(b) |D|−s) =

1
2

∫
− γ aΘ(b)

(3) In that case one has, by (1) and (2), B0(ψ2) = 0 and∫
−

ψ2

(dA)a−
∫
−

ψ2

Ada =
∫
−

ψ2

d(Aa) = 0

by (1.486) thus the result follows from (1.959). �
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A

A

E

Figure 42. The triangle graph.

19.6. Anomalous graphs in dimension 2 and the local index
cocycle.

We deal with the two-dimensional case and explain how the result of
Proposition 1.246 simplifies in this case. The main result of this section is
Theorem 1.250 which shows that the sum of the anomalous graphs is given
by the pairing with the local index cocycle.

In the two-dimensional case, the top component of the local index cocycle
is given by the following Hochschild 2-cocycle:

(1.961) ϕ2(a0, a1, a2) =
1
4

∫
− γ a0 [D, a1] [D, a2]D−2, ∀aj ∈ A.

Since one is in dimension 2 all the terms with n > 0 in (1.954) vanish and
one gets ϕ2 = ψ2.

In case the coboundary of the tadpole vanishes, i.e. assuming that bϕ0 =
0 (1.933), one gets by Theorem 1.134 that ϕ2 is a cyclic cocycle and hence∫
ϕ2

is a closed graded trace (cf. §10.4). We thus get,

Corollary 1.247. In dimension ≤ 2, and if bϕ0 = 0, ϕ2 is a cyclic
cocycle and

Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1) = −2

∫
ϕ2

a dA

Next, we consider the original ABJ triangle graph. The computation
below can prepare the ground for the 4-dimensional case and we thus do it
in the required generality.

The analytic expression for the triangle graph of Figure 42 is given by

(1.962) Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1

AD′′−1).
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This can be polarized in the following manner:

(1.963) Tr(ED′′−1
A1 D

′′−1
A2 D

′′−1),

where one can now assume that the Aj are monomials of the form

Aj = aj [D, bj ] .

We first prove the following lemma, independent of the dimension.

Lemma 1.248. Let Pj ∈ OP (A,H, D), for k = 1 and k = 2 one has in
the limit z → 0,

Tr(D̂2k P0 D
′′−2

P1 D
′′−2

P2 D
′′−2) =∑

c(a, b, k)
∫
−P0∇a(P1)∇b(P2)D−2(a+b+3−k)

where

c(a, b, k) =
1
2

(−1)a+b+1 (k − 1)!(a + b + 2− k)!
(a + b + 2) b! (a + 1)!

Proof. One has, using Lemma 1.136, for Pj ∈ OP (A,H, D),

D′′−2
P1 D

′′−2
P2 ∼

∑
d(a, b)∇a(P1)∇b(P2)D′′−2(a+b+2)

where the coefficients are given by

d(a, b) = (−1)a+b
∑

0≤c≤b

(a + c)!
a! c!

= (−1)a+b (a + b + 1)!
b! (a + 1)!

Thus using Lemma 1.241 for n = a + b + 3 and the equality

1
2

(a + b + 1)!
b! (a + 1)!

(k − 1)!(a + b + 2− k)!
(a + b + 2)!

=
1
2

(k − 1)!(a + b + 2− k)!
(a + b + 2) b! (a + 1)!

one gets the required formula. �

Notice that one has

D−2 P1 D
−2 P2 ∼

∑
d(a, b)∇a(P1)∇b(P2)D−2(a+b+2)

but this does not allow us to undo the above reordering under the residue
since different powers of D′′ occur in applying Lemma 1.241.

Proposition 1.249. In the two-dimensional case one has in the limit
z → 0 (with E = γaD̂)

Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1

AD′′−1) = 2
∫

ϕ2

aA2 .
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Proof. Using (1.928), one gets

Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1

AD′′−1) =

Tr(γ aD̂ (D̄ + D̂)D′′−2
A (D̄ + D̂)D′′−2

A (D̄ + D̂)D′′−2) .

Since the terms with an odd number of D̂ do not contribute we get terms
with 4 occurrences of D̂, i.e.

T4 = Tr(γ aD̂2 D′′−2 AD̂D′′−2 AD̂D′′−2)

= −Tr(γ aD̂4 D′′−2 AD′′−2 AD′′−2)

(where the minus sign comes from the anticommutation of D̂ with A) and
terms with two occurrences of D̂ which give the following terms Tj , j ≤ 3:

T1 = Tr(γ aD̂2 D′′−2 AD̄D′′−2 AD̄D′′−2)

T2 = Tr(γ aD̂ D̄ D′′−2 AD̂D′′−2 AD̄D′′−2)

= Tr(γ aD̂2 D̄ D′′−2 AD′′−2 AD̄D′′−2)

T3 = Tr(γ aD̂ D̄ D′′−2 AD̄D′′−2 AD̂D′′−2)

= Tr(γ aD̂2 D̄ D′′−2 AD̄D′′−2 AD′′−2)

Let us first compute T4 and T2. By Lemma 1.248, we get

T4 =
1
4

∫
− γ aA2 D−2

since all the terms with non-zero powers of ∇ give zero since we are in
dimension 2. Next, by Lemma 1.248, we get

T2 = − 1
4

∫
− γ aDA2 D−3

We can replace aD �→ Da since the commutator [D, a] is bounded. Thus
since the sign changes when we permute D and γ we get, using the trace
property of the residue,

T2 =
1
4

∫
− γ aA2 D−2

We thus get

T2 + T4 = 2
∫

ϕ2

aA2

Next one has by Lemma 1.248,

T1 = −1
4

∫
− γ aADAD−3

Since one is in dimension 2 one can permute the factor D−2 which gives

T1 = −1
4

∫
− γ aAD−1AD−1
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If we let
ψ(a0, a1) =

∫
− γ a0 [D, a1]D−1

we get

bψ(a0, a1, a2) = −
∫
−γ a0 [D, a1] [a2, D

−1]

= −
∫
−γ a0 [D, a1]D−1 [D, a2]D−1

Moreover one has ∫
bψ

aA2 = −
∫
− γ aAD−1AD−1

as one checks replacing the first A by a1[D, b1] and the second by a2[D, b2],
and showing that∫
− γ a a1[D, b1]D−1 a2[D, b2]D−1 =

∫
− γ a a1[D, b1]a2 D

−1 [D, b2]D−1

= −
∫

bψ
a a1 db1 a2 db2

We have thus shown that

T1 =
1
4

∫
bψ

aA2

Since bψ is a coboundary this ensures that T1 is not a significant term but
in fact we now show that it is exactly canceled by T3; indeed one has

T3 = −1
4

∫
− γ aDADAD−4 = −1

4

∫
− γ D aADAD−4

=
1
4

∫
− γ aADAD−3 = −T1

where we used the boundedness of [D, a] to permute D and a and the minus
sign comes from permuting D with γ. �

We can now summarize the relation with the index cocycle in the two-
dimensional case as follows,

Theorem 1.250. Assume that the dimension is ≤ 2 and that the co-
boundary of the tadpole vanishes, bϕ0 = 0; then

(1) ϕ2 is a cyclic two-cocycle.
(2) For any a ∈ A and any gauge potential A one has

Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1

AD′′−1)− Tr(ED′′−1
AD′′−1) = 2

∫
ϕ2

a (dA + A2)

In other words the alternating sum of the anomalous graphs has a simple
interpretation in terms of the pairing of the curvature F = dA + A2 and of
the local index cocycle.
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Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.249 and Corollary 1.247. �





CHAPTER 2

The Riemann zeta function and noncommutative
geometry

1. Introduction

This chapter describes, following the results of [71], a spectral realization
of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function and an interpretation of Weil’s
explicit formulae of number theory as a trace formula. The chapter also
includes an application of the same techniques to the Archimedean local
factors of L-functions of varieties defined over number fields, following [74].

We begin the chapter by recalling some basic facts about the Riemann
zeta function. In §2 we recall the fundamental relation between primes and
zeros of the Riemann zeta function expressed by Riemann in terms of an
explicit formula for the prime counting function. We also recall Riemann’s
estimate for the counting of the nontrivial zeros of the zeta function.

In §3 we describe a classical Hamiltonian system (the “scaling Hamil-
tonian”) and a corresponding quantum mechanical system that recover Rie-
mann’s estimate of the counting of zeros of zeta as a counting of modes
of the physical system. More precisely, in §3.1 we show a striking similar-
ity between the behavior of the oscillatory part in Riemann’s formula for
the counting function and the corresponding oscillatory part in the semi-
classical formula for the number of eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian obtained
by quantizing a classical Hamiltonian system. The two formulae are easily
matched up to a sign, which suggests the important point of interpreting
the spectrum of our scaling system as an “absorption” rather than an “emis-
sion” spectrum. This distinction will play a crucial role both in the results
described in this chapter as well as in the formulation given in Chapter 4,
where the spectral realization and the trace formula we discuss will live nat-
urally on a space that is a cokernel (or more precisely, as will become evident
in Chapter 4) a motive in an abelian category of noncommutative spaces.
We proceed in §3.2 to introduce a classical Hamiltonian system associated
to the group of scaling transformations of the real line. We show that the
symplectic volume with infrared and ultraviolet cutoff gives the average part
of the Riemann counting function. In §3.3 we describe the quantization of
this classical system. A delicate point in obtaining a counting of the modes
(the energy levels) of the resulting quantum system lies in the implementa-
tion of both an ultraviolet and an infrared cutoff, for the reason that one
cannot impose a cutoff on both a function and its Fourier transform, or

341
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to say it more precisely, the two projectors associated to the two types of
cutoff do not commute, hence one cannot implement them simultaneously
by intersecting their ranges. The problem can be solved using a technique
that was developed in electrical engineering and laser technology to deal
precisely with similar sorts of mathematical problems. This is based on the
existence of a differential operator commuting with both cutoff projections,
whose eigenfunctions, the prolate spheroidal wave functions, can be used to
approximate both cutoffs by restricting to a subspace spanned by a number
of them, depending on the energy range allowed by the cutoff. We then
consider the spectral projections of the scaling action, so that the problem
of the counting of quantum states becomes the computation of the trace of
the product of these spectral projections NE with the projection QΛ on the
span of the spheroidal wave functions implementing the cutoff. The trace
can be computed (as a special case of the more general trace formula proved
in §7.2 of this same chapter). The resulting trace Tr(QΛNE) is expressed in
a distributional form in terms of a principal value.

The definition and properties of such principal values are described in
detail in the following section, §4, following [71]. We begin by giving the
formal computation of the distributional trace of operators of the form

ϑa(h) =
∫

K∗
h(λ)ϑa(λ) d∗λ

with h a test function and ϑa the scaling action of Gm(K) on L2 functions
on Ga(K) by

(ϑa(λ) ξ)(q) = ξ(λ−1q),

which covers the case of the operators we used in §3.3 to describe the spec-
tral projections of the scaling action. We give in §4.1 a quick introduction
to modulated groups and the corresponding Haar measures, while in §4.2 we
use these notions to give the general form of principal values as distribu-
tions extending from Gm(K) to Ga(K) the integration with respect to the
normalized Haar measure. In particular we give a description in terms of a
variant of the “minimal subtraction” method of regularization described in
Chapter 1 (see Definition 1.10).

In §5 we come to the actual counting of the modes of the quantum
scaling Hamiltonian. We show in Theorem 2.18 that the trace Tr(QΛNE)
gives the right expression for the counting that matches Riemann’s formula
N(E) ∼ E

2π log E
2π −

E
2π . The proof of this theorem is given in §5.2 using the

noncommutative geometry method known as quantized calculus, which we
briefly review in §5.1.

We then come in §6 to the mathematical implementation of the “ab-
sorption spectrum” idea. We introduce the map E considered in [71], which
acts as

E(f)(λ) = λ1/2
∑
n∈Z

f(nλ)
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for λ ∈ R∗
+. We show in §6.1 that, after approximating spheroidal wave

functions by Hermite–Weber functions, the Fourier transform Ê(f) is the
product of an entire function by the Riemann ξ function.

In §7 we make an important extension of the quantum mechanical system
described by the Hamiltonian associated to scaling transformations on the
real line to an adelic version where one considers all the places of Q and not
only the Archimedean place, thus replacing R by the adèles AQ = AQ,f ×
R and R∗ acting by scaling by GL1(AQ) acting by multiplication. Thus,
the Hilbert space of the quantum statistical mechanical system becomes
L2(AQ/Q∗) with the action of the idèle class group CQ = A∗

Q/Q
∗. The

quotient space XQ = AQ/Q∗ is called the adèle class space and, as we
see in more detail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, it should be regarded as
a noncommutative space. While in this chapter we mostly treat XQ as
an ordinary space, we explain in §7.1 the reason why it is more natural to
regard it as a noncommutative space, due to the ergodic nature of the action
of CQ. We explain this in the case of the restriction to a set S of finitely
many places (semi-local case XQ,S = AQ,S/Q∗

S). Illustrative examples of two
or three places are discussed explicitly in §§7.1.1 and 7.1.2. We explain in
§7.2 how to define on rapidly decaying functions on AQ,S an inner product
that descends to the coinvariants of the action of Q∗

S and we use it to define
the Hilbert space L2(XQ,S) with the corresponding action of CQ,S . We also
extend the proof of the trace formula given via quantized calculus from the
case of the single Archimedean place to the case of finitely many places,
obtaining in this way the semi-local trace formula of [71]. A main feature
of the trace formula is its additivity: even though the adèle class space is
essentially a product over the set ΣK of places of the global field K the trace
computation delivers a sum over the set of places S ⊂ ΣK.

Throughout this chapter, we only deal with the semi-local version of
the trace formula in the Hilbert space context, as in [71]. In Chapter 4 we
return to discuss, at length, the trace formula and the spectral realization,
but in a different setting like that of [74], where we give a cohomological
interpretation of the trace formula. In that setting we will have all the zeros
appearing (not just those on the critical line), while the Riemann Hypothesis
will become a question equivalent to a positivity statement that resembles
more closely the positivity argument in Weil’s proof for function fields.

The terms that appear in the semi-local trace formula are compared in §8
with Weil’s distributional formulation of Riemann’s explicit formula relating
primes and zeros of the zeta function. We begin by recalling in §§8.1 and
8.2 the definition of L-functions with Grössencharakter for a global field K
(the Riemann zeta function being a special case) and the distribution DK on
CK and the Weil principal values that enter in the explicit formula. In §8.3
we recall the properties of Fourier transform on CK. In §8.4 we show the
explicit computation of the principal values comparing the Weil principal
values with those considered earlier in the semi-local trace formula of §7.2.
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In particular, we discuss separately in §§8.4.1, 8.4.2, and 8.4.3 the case of a
non-Archimedean place and the cases of a real and a complex Archimedean
place. Finally, in §8.5, we give a reformulation of the Weil explicit formula
in the form

ĥ(0) + ĥ(1)−
∑

χ∈ĈK,1

∑
Zχ̃

ĥ(χ̃, ρ) =
∑

v

∫ ′

K∗
v

h(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u,

where the principal values match the corresponding terms that appear in
the semi-local trace formula of §7.2.

We then discuss the spectral realization of [71] of the zeros of the Rie-
mann zeta function and of L-functions with Grössencharakter. We consider
the cokernel of the map E, extended to this adelic setting, as an isometry
E : L2

δ(XK)0 → L2
δ(CK) of the form

E(f) (g) = |g|1/2
∑
q∈K∗

f(qg)

for g ∈ CK, where the domain L2
δ(XK)0 is the subspace defined by the con-

ditions f(0) = f̂(0) = 0 in the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions
on XQ with a weight δ controlling the decay condition. The cokernel H of E

carries an induced representation ϑm(g), g ∈ CK and can be decomposed as
a sum

⊕
χHχ along characters. The infinitesimal generator of the induced

scaling action of R∗
+ on Hχ has as spectrum the set of zeros on the critical

line of the corresponding L-function with Grössencharakter. The trace is
then given by

Trϑm(h) =
∑

L(χ̃, 12+ρ)=0

ρ∈i R/N⊥

ĥ(χ̃, ρ),

for ϑm(h) =
∫
ϑm(γ)h(γ) d∗γ with h ∈ S(CK). The proof of [71] of the

theorem on the spectral realization (Theorem 2.47) is given then in §9.3,
after discussing in §9.1 a way to express L-functions as normalization fac-
tors of certain homogeneous distributions on AK and, in §9.2, the use of
approximate units fn in the Sobolev space L2

δ(CK).
In §10 we consider instead L-functions of varieties defined over num-

ber fields as in [74]. We concentrate on the Archimedean local factors of
the completed L-function. These are suitable products of gamma functions
with shifts and exponents that depend upon the Hodge numbers of the
complex algebraic variety determined by the embedding K ↪→ C defining
an Archimedean place. By analogy with the Riemann zeta function and
L-functions with Grössencharakter discussed in the previous sections, we
consider the counting function of zeros for L-functions of varieties. Conjec-
turally, the L-functions L(Hm(X), s) satisfy a functional equation and have
zeros located on the critical line #(s) = (1 +m)/2. The average part of the
counting function N(E) = 〈N(E)〉 + Nosc(E) should then be expressed in
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terms of the Archimedean factors

〈N(E)〉 =
1
π

∑
v|∞
� logLv

(
Hm(X),

1 + m

2
+ iE

)
.

We show that this expression can be formulated in terms of a Lefschetz trace
formula, much as in the case of the Riemann zeta function. After recalling
in §10.1 the definition of the Archimedean local L-factors and the counting
function in §10.2, we proceed by expressing their logarithmic derivatives in
distributional form in terms of principal values in §10.3. We show in §§10.4
and 10.5 that this produces, respectively in the case of a complex or a real
place, a trace formula for the logarithmic derivative of the corresponding
local factor. In §§10.6 and 10.7 we formulate some more general questions
such as the problem of a trace formula involving several places and the
related spectral realization, and the problem of finding a global space (the
analog in this higher-dimensional setting of the adèle class space) on which
the geometric side of the expected trace formula lives. We conclude the
chapter with §10.8, where we draw an analogy between the real mixed Hodge
structures involved in the definition of the Archimedean local L-factors and
their motivic Galois group and the category of flat equisingular connections
used in Chapter 1 in the context of perturbative renormalization, and their
differential Galois group U∗.

2. Counting primes and the zeta function

We begin by recalling some very well known facts about the Riemann
zeta function. We do not prove these classical statements here, but the
interested reader can find plenty of material on this subject, for instance
by looking at the very pleasant book by Edwards [126] in which Riemann’s
original paper, which we essentially follow below, is reproduced.

Riemann’s seminal paper “On the number of primes less than a given
magnitude” (in [255], cf. also [126]) established a remarkable relation be-
tween the distribution of prime numbers and the zeros of the zeta function
given by the Euler product

(2.1) ζ(s) =
∑
n≥1

n−s =
∏
p

(1− p−s)−1, #(s) > 1,

where p ranges over the prime numbers.
The function defined by (2.1) has analytic continuation to the complex

plane and is regular everywhere except for a simple pole at s = 1, where

lim
s→1

ζ(s)− 1
s− 1

= γ,

with γ the Euler constant. The analytic continuation is obtained in [255]
using the Γ function

Γ(s)n−s =
∫ ∞

0
e−nxxs−1 dx,
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0. L

Figure 1. Contour L

which gives ∫ ∞

0

xs−1

ex − 1
dx = Γ(s)

∞∑
n=1

n−s,

from which one obtains, using Γ(s)Γ(1− s) = π/ sin(πs),

ζ(s) =
Γ(1− s)

2πi

∫
L

(−x)s

ex − 1
dx

x
,

where
(−x)s = es log(−x) , � log(z) ∈ (−π, π) , ∀z /∈ −R+

and the integration is along the oriented path L from +∞ to iε in R + iε,
then counterclockwise around the origin in C and then back from −iε to
+∞ in R− iε.

Using Cauchy’s residue formula Riemann proves the functional equation

(2.2) ζ(1− s) = 2(2π)−s cos(sπ/2)Γ(s)ζ(s),

which he writes in more symmetric form as the symmetry

(2.3) ζ∗(s) = ζ∗(1− s) ,

of the “complete” zeta function

(2.4) ζ∗(s) = Γ(s/2)π−s/2ζ(s) .

After writing ζ∗ as the Mellin transform of Jacobi’s theta function,
ϑ(x) =

∑∞
1 e−n2πx,

(2.5) ζ∗(s) =
∫ ∞

0
ϑ(x)x

s
2
−1 dx ,

which gives another proof of the functional equation (2.3), Riemann then
introduces the ξ function, which he defines by

(2.6) ξ(t) =
s(s− 1)

2
Γ(s/2)π−s/2ζ(s) , s =

1
2

+ it

The function ξ(t) is entire, even and real-valued for real t,

ξ (t) ∈ R, ∀t ∈ R.
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Figure 2. Zeros of Zeta

It was stated in Riemann’s paper (and rigorously proved by Hadamard) that
the ξ function can also be written in the form

(2.7) ξ(t) = ξ(0)
∏
α

(
1− t

α

)
,

with the product ranging over the zeros {α ∈ C : ξ(α) = 0}. The Riemann
Hypothesis, still unproved at the time of this writing, states that these zeros
are all real.

The zeta function ζ(s) has zeros at all the negative even integers s =
−2,−4, . . . ,−2n, . . .. These are usually referred to as the trivial zeros. The
hard problem is the problem of locating the remaining nontrivial zeros. From
(2.6) they are of the form

ρ =
1
2

+ i α , ξ(α) = 0

and the Riemann Hypothesis states that they all fall on the line #(z) = 1/2.
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The explicit relation between the zeros of zeta and prime numbers is
expressed through the explicit formulas. In its original form due to Riemann
the explicit formula expresses the prime counting function

(2.8) π(x) = #{p prime : p ≤ x}.

in terms of the integral logarithm

(2.9) Li(x) =
∫ x

0

du

log(u)
∼
∑

k

(k − 1)!
x

log(x)k
.

(which Gauss had recognized numerically as giving the leading behaviour of
π(x)) and the non-trivial zeros ρ of zeta in the form

(2.10) π′(x) = Li(x)−
∑

ρ

Li(xρ) +
∫ ∞

x

dt

t(t2 − 1) log t
+ log ξ(0),

where one lets

(2.11) π′(x) = π(x) +
1
2
π(x1/2) +

1
3
π(x1/3) + · · ·+ 1

n
π(x1/n) + · · ·

The prime number theorem asserts that the counting function has the
asymptotic behavior

(2.12) π(x) ∼ x

log(x)

The Riemann Hypothesis mentioned above is equivalent to the statement
that the remainder in

(2.13) π(x) = Li(x) + R(x)

has size of the order of

(2.14) |R(x)| = O(
√
x log(x)).

Note that the main virtue of (2.10) is not to give an explicit formula for
the prime counting function. Such an explicit formula exists [201] and is
given (for n > 5) by

(2.15) π(n) = 2 +
n∑

k=5

e2πiΓ(k)/k − 1
e−2πi/k − 1

.

It is clear though, that because of the presence of the large Γ(k) = (k − 1)!
in the exponential e2πiΓ(k)/k, the formula (2.15) is of little use in extracting
an asymptotic estimate like the desired (2.14).

There are many variants of the explicit formula (2.10). For instance let
Λ(n) be the von Mangoldt function

(2.16) Λ(n) =
{

log p n = pk , p prime , k ∈ N
0 otherwise.
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and ψ(x) be the Chebyshev–von Mangoldt function,

(2.17) ψ(x) =
∑
n≤x

Λ(n) ,

i.e. the step function that starts at zero and jumps by log p at each prime
power pk. The value of ψ(x) at a point of discontinuity is defined as the
average

(2.18) ψ(x) =
ψ(x + 0) + ψ(x− 0)

2
.

Then one instance of the explicit formula is ([240] Theorem 3.8)

(2.19) ψ(x) = x−
∑

ρ

xρ

ρ
− log(2π)− 1

2
log(1− x−2) , ∀x > 1 .

Here the sum is over all nontrivial zeros of ζ(s) and is understood as the
limit

lim
E→∞

∑
|�(ρ)|<E

xρ

ρ
.

All of these formulas are special cases of Weil’s explicit formula which is best
stated in the framework of test functions on the idèle class group. We shall
recall this formula below in §8 and one of the main results of this chapter,
besides providing a spectral interpretation of the zeros of the zeta function,
is to give a geometric set-up in which Weil’s explicit formula becomes a trace
formula.

In his paper Riemann gives an asymptotic estimate for the counting of
the nontrivial zeros of zeta in a certain region, namely the function

(2.20) N(E) = #{ρ | ζ(ρ) = 0, and 0 < �(ρ) ≤ E}.

As a preliminary result to the study of the function π(x), Riemann states
that this counting function has the asymptotic behavior

(2.21) N(E) ∼ E

2π
log

E

2π
− E

2π
.

This was rigorously proved by von Mangoldt, and can be seen by considering
the integral

(2.22) 2 (N(E)− 1) =
1

2πi

∫
∂R

dζ∗(s)
ζ∗(s)

counterclockwise along the boundary of the rectangle R = {s : −ε ≤ #(s) ≤
1 + ε, −E ≤ �(s) ≤ E} (cf. Figure 3). Using the expression (2.4), one
obtains (cf. e.g. [126], §6.6)

(2.23) N(E) =
θ(E)
π

+ 1 +
1
π
�
∫

C

ζ ′(s)
ζ(s)

ds,
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Figure 3. The rectangle R and the path C

where C is the part of ∂R from 1 + ε to 1/2 + iE (cf. Figure 3) and θ(E) is
the Riemann–Siegel angular function, given by

(2.24) θ(E) = −E
2

log π + � log Γ
(

1
4

+ i
E

2

)
,

with log Γ(s), for #(s) > 0 the branch of the log which is real for s real. This
represents the opposite of the phase of zeta on the critical line inasmuch as
the function Z(t),

ζ

(
1
2

+ it

)
= e−iθ(t)Z(t),

is real-valued for t ∈ R. For this function θ(t) one has (cf. e.g. [126] §6.5)

θ(t) =
t

2
log

t

2π
− t

2
− π

8
+

1
48t

+
7

5760t3
+ · · ·
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from which the estimate for N(E) follows, provided one controls the size of
the error term

(2.25) Nosc(E) =
1
π
�
∫

C

ζ ′(s)
ζ(s)

ds =
1
π
� log ζ

(
1
2

+ iE

)
,

where we assume that E is not the imaginary part of a zero, while the
branch of the logarithm is uniquely defined by (2.25) and is 0 at iE +∞.
The main contribution to the error term Nosc(E) comes from the integral in
the portion of the contour C from 1 + iE to 1

2 + iE and one can show (cf.
[240] Theorem 4.7) that

Nosc(E) = O(logE) .

3. Classical and quantum mechanics of zeta

The above result of Riemann on the estimate for N(E) as E →∞, which
we discussed in §2 (cf. [255], [126]) can be formulated as the statement that
the function N(E) of (2.20) has a decomposition of the form

(2.26) N(E) = 〈N(E)〉+ Nosc(E) ,

where the oscillatory part Nosc(E) is of the order of O(logE) and is
given by the expression

(2.27) Nosc(E) =
1
π
� log ζ

(
1
2

+ iE

)
,

while the average part

(2.28) 〈N(E)〉 = 1 +
θ(E)
π

,

has an asymptotic expansion of the form

(2.29) 〈N(E)〉 =
E

2π

(
log

E

2π
− 1
)

+
7
8

+ o(1) .

One has the following equivalent expressions for 〈N(E)〉.

Lemma 2.1. The function 〈N(E)〉 satisfies

(2.30) 〈N(E)〉 = 1− E

2π
log π +

1
π
� log Γ

(
1
4

+ i
E

2

)
,

and

(2.31) 〈N(E)〉 = 1 +
1
2π

∫ E

0

(
− log π + # Γ′

Γ

(
1
4

+ i
s

2

)
ds

)
.

Proof. The first equality follows from (2.28) and (2.24). The second
follows from

d� log Γ
(

1
4

+ i
s

2

)
=

1
2i
d

(
log Γ

(
1
4

+ i
s

2

)
− log Γ

(
1
4
− i

s

2

))
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Figure 4. The number of zeros N(E) and its approximation
by 〈N(E)〉.

=
1
2
# Γ′

Γ

(
1
4

+ i
s

2

)
ds

while � log Γ
(

1
4 + i s

2

)
= 0 for s = 0 by the choice of the branch of the

log. �

3.1. Spectral lines and the Riemann flow.

It was observed by Berry in [18] that there is an interesting similar-
ity between the expression in (2.26) and the semi-classical formula for the
number of eigenvalues

(2.32) N(E) = # Eigenvalues of H in [0, E]

of a Hamiltonian operator H obtained by “quantizing” a classical dynamical
system given by a symplectic phase space X and a Hamiltonian function h.
In this setting, the average part 〈N(E)〉 is computed as a volume in phase
space, namely

(2.33) 〈N(E)〉 := Symplectic Volume {x ∈ X |h(x) ≤ E},
while the oscillatory part is given by

(2.34) Nosc(E) = N(E)− 〈N(E)〉.
In the Hamiltonian case Nosc(E) is the same as in random matrix theory,
with statistics dictated by the symmetries of the system.

This analogy led to the idea (cf. [18]) of the existence of a certain (hy-
pothetical) “Riemann flow”. This would be a Hamiltonian system (X,h)
which would give the formula (2.29) from (2.33). It should also match the
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Figure 5. Emission and absorption frequency spectra of Hydrogen.

heuristic formula, obtained by naively applying the function 1
π� log to the

Euler product formula using (2.27),

(2.35) Nosc(E) ∼ −1
π

∑
p

∞∑
m=1

1
m

1
pm/2

sin (mE log p)

with the semi-classical formula for the oscillatory part Nosc(E) in the Hamil-
tonian case. The latter is of the form

(2.36) Nosc(E) ∼ 1
π

∑
γp

∞∑
m=1

1
m

1

2 sinh
(

mλp

2

) sin(mE T#
γ ),

where the γp are the primitive periodic orbits of the system, T#
γ is the period

of the primitive orbit γp, the label m corresponds to the number of traversals
of this orbit, and the ±λp are the corresponding instability exponents.

One can obtain some interesting information on the properties of such
a conjectural Riemann flow by comparing the formulas (2.35) and (2.36).
However, while there seems to be a clear meaning for the various terms in
(2.35) in this analogy, there is a serious problem that stems from the overall
minus sign in front of (2.35), which cannot be accounted for in (2.36) even
if one tries to fiddle with Maslov indices.

A solution to this sign problem was given by Connes in [71]. A physical
interpretation is the following. In quantum physics the observed spectra
are of two different kinds (cf. Figure 5). Emission spectra appear as bright
lines on a dark background and are generated by emitted photons of the
corresponding frequency. Absorption spectra appear as dark lines on a clear
background, and look like the “negatives” of emission spectra. There is a
fundamental difference between the two kinds of spectra due to the presence
of the continuous spectrum of white light which is the background of all ab-
sorption spectra. The dark lines correspond to lacunae in the continuous
spectrum due to the absorption of those photons that have the right fre-
quency to induce atomic transitions during their trajectory from the source
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of white light to the photographic plate. While the excited atoms re-emit
photons of the same frequency, the directions of these re-emitted photons
are random and this lack of coherence is responsible for the dark “absorp-
tion” lines in the spectrum. These dark lines would not be seen if they were
sharp, but they have a natural width due to several effects, the simplest be-
ing the lifetime of the excited state and the presence of natural infrared and
ultraviolet cutoffs. Mathematically speaking, as we discuss in the following,
talking about an absorption spectrum is akin to considering a cokernel and
we will see that the presence of cutoffs also plays an important role in this
formulation.

3.2. Symplectic volume and the scaling Hamiltonian.

We begin by computing the symplectic volume (2.33) for the classical
mechanical system with phase space T ∗R, the cotangent space of the real
line, and classical Hamiltonian h(q, p) that generates the group of scaling
transformations. More precisely, we consider the product R × R̂ of the
additive group R by its dual group R̂ and we use the bicharacter

(2.37) eR(p, q) = exp(−2πipq)

to identify R̂ with R. In this notation ∂
∂q corresponds to −2πip and the

generator iq ∂
∂q of the scaling transformations corresponds to 2πqp. Thus,

the Hamiltonian h(q, p) is of the form

(2.38) h(q, p) = 2πqp .

The canonical symplectic form

(2.39) ω = dp ∧ dq

is the product of the Haar measure on R by the dual Haar measure on R̂.
We let X denote the quotient of R×R̂ by the discrete symmetry (p, q) �→

(−p,−q). The symplectic volume of a subset of X is one half of the sym-
plectic volume of its preimage in R × R̂. The Hamiltonian h(q, p) is not
positive, but this is in line with the symmetry 1

2 + iE �→ 1
2 − iE on zeros of

ζ. This symmetry shows that we should compare

(2.40) 2N(E) = #{ρ | ζ∗(ρ) = 0 , |�ρ| ≤ E}
with the symplectic volume of |h| ≤ E in (2.33), i.e. with the symplectic
volume of the region satisfying

|qp| ≤ E

2π
.

We introduce a cutoff Λ both in the infrared and in the ultraviolet by
imposing the conditions

(2.41) |q| ≤ Λ , |p| ≤ Λ.
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Figure 6. The subset B of the (q, p) plane

We then compute the symplectic volume v(E) of the subset B of X:

(2.42) B = {(q, p) : |h| ≤ E , |q| ≤ Λ , |p| ≤ Λ}.
By construction B is the image in X of the union of four regions congruent
to its intersection B+ with the first quadrant, as shown in Figure 6.

Thus, the symplectic volume v(E) of the region B in X is given by twice
the symplectic volume of B+,

v(E) = 2Vol(B+).

Notice that B+ is the union of the rectangle with sides E
2πΛ and Λ and of

the region below the graph, in the range from q = E
2πΛ to q = Λ, of the

hyperbola 2πpq = E. We assume Λ > ( E
2π )1/2. Thus, we have

(2.43)
∫

B+

ω =
E

2π
+
∫ Λ

E/2πΛ

E

2πq
dq .

This gives

(2.44) Vol(B+) =
E

2π
× 2 log Λ− E

2π

(
log

E

2π
− 1
)

.
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In this formula we see the overall term 〈N(E)〉 of (2.28) appearing with a
minus sign, as

(2.45) − E

2π

(
log

E

2π
− 1
)

.

In §5 below we refine this semi-classical approximation and obtain in Propo-
sition 2.17 exactly −〈N(E)〉 of (2.28) (and in particular the additional term
7
8) as a quantum correction.

The terms in log Λ are of the form E
2π × 2 log Λ. This contributes an

overall factor of 2 to v(E). Now 2 × E
2π × 2 log Λ is the symplectic volume

of the cutoff region

(2.46) W (E,Λ) = {(λ, θ) ∈ R∗
+ × R | λ ∈ [Λ−1,Λ] , |θ| ≤ E}

in the product of the multiplicative group R∗
+ by its dual group R̂∗

+ " R.
Here we identify R̂∗

+ with R using the bicharacter

(2.47) 〈λ, θ〉 = λiθ.

In fact, the product of the Haar measure on R∗
+ by the dual Haar measure

on R is given by

(2.48)
1
2π

dλ

λ
× dθ.

Thus, we can see clearly, already at this rough semi-classical level, that
the symplectic volume v(E) for the scaling flow on X is given by the differ-
ence

(2.49) v(E) = Vol(W (E,Λ))− 2〈N(E)〉,

where 2〈N(E)〉 is the average part of the counting function 2N(E) of (2.40).
This suggests that the scaling flow on X can be regarded as a first

approximation to a classical system whose quantization yields a spectral
interpretation of the zeros of zeta, not as an emission spectrum but as an
absorption spectrum, with the zeros labeling the missing spectral lines, while
Vol(W (E,Λ)) accounts for the white light background.

Besides the first difficulty, which is to quantize the above system and
replace the simple area computation by the counting of the modes of the
quantum Hamiltonian, the main difficulty comes from accounting for all the
additional terms which enter in the oscillatory part of N(E) as given in
(2.27). We shall start with the first question, i.e. the counting of modes of
the Hamiltonian of the quantum system.

3.3. Quantum system and prolate functions.

Passing from the classical to the quantum mechanical system replaces
integration of the symplectic form over a region of the phase space by a
counting of quantum states within a given energy bound.
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The classical system (X,h) described in §3.2 above is easy to quantize.
The quantum mechanical Hilbert space is simply given by

(2.50) H = L2(R)even,

that is, the space of square-integrable even functions f(q). Requiring the
functions to be even simply reflects the discrete symmetry (p, q) �→ (−p,−q)
defining X in the classical setting.

The Hamiltonian H generates the group of scaling transformations,
which is given by the natural representation ϑa of R∗

+ on H, of the form

(2.51) (ϑa(λ) f)(q) = f(λ−1q).

This is unitary after multiplication by |λ|−1/2 so that the representation

(2.52) λ �→ |λ|−1/2ϑa(λ)

is unitary. For h ∈ C∞c (R∗
+), we define corresponding operators

(2.53) ϑa(h) =
∫

R∗
+

h(λ)ϑa(λ) d∗λ

with d∗λ = dλ
λ the multiplicative Haar measure on R∗

+.
To the infrared cutoff |q| ≤ Λ there corresponds the orthogonal projec-

tion PΛ onto the subspace

(2.54) PΛ = {f ∈ L2(R)even | f(q) = 0, ∀q with |q| > Λ}.

To define the ultraviolet cutoff |p| ≤ Λ we use the Fourier transform, which
is defined as follows for locally compact abelian groups:

Definition 2.2. Let A, B be a pair of locally compact abelian groups
with Haar measures da, db. Let α(a, b) be a bicharacter which gives an
isomorphism B ∼ Â of B with the Pontrjagin dual of A. Then the Fourier
transform Fα is defined by

(2.55) Fα(f)(b) :=
∫

α(a, b) f(a) da .

The ultraviolet cutoff is given by the orthogonal projection P̂Λ given by
the conjugate

(2.56) P̂Λ = FeR
PΛF−1

eR
.

Here FeR
is the Fourier transform associated to the bicharacter eR introduced

above in (2.37).
The first difficulty one encounters, which is inherent in the quantum

system, is the fact that the two cutoffs PΛ and P̂Λ do not commute, hence
one cannot just intersect their ranges in order to perform both cutoffs at
once. Indeed, no nonzero function on R can have the property that both
the function and its Fourier transform have compact support.
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The relative position of the two projections (2.54) and (2.56) was first
analyzed in the work of Landau, Pollak and Slepian (cf. [246], [196], [197])
in the early sixties, motivated by problems of electrical engineering.

The result has since then been considerably refined. To explain the main
point, let us first remind the reader of well-known facts on the geometry of
pairs of projections.

Lemma 2.3. Giving a pair of orthogonal projections Pi, i = 1, 2 on a
Hilbert space H is the same as giving a unitary representation of the dihedral
group Γ = Z/2Z ∗ Z/2Z, the free product of two copies of the group Z/2Z.
These irreducible unitary representations are parameterized by an angle α ∈
[0, π/2].

Proof. To the generators Ui of Γ there correspond the operators 2Pi−1.
The group Γ is the semidirect product of the subgroup generated by U =
U1 U2 by the group Z/2Z, acting by U �→ U−1. Irreducible unitary repre-
sentations of Γ are parameterized by an angle α ∈ [0, π/2], where the cor-
responding orthogonal projections Pi are associated to the one-dimensional
subspaces y = 0 and y = x tan(α) in the Euclidean (x, y)-plane. In partic-
ular these representations are at most two-dimensional. The projections Pi

are given by

(2.57) P1 =
(

1 0
0 0

)
, P2 =

(
cos2 α cosα sinα

cosα sinα sin2 α

)
.

A general unitary representation is characterized by an operator α whose
value is the angle α in the irreducible case. It is uniquely defined by the
condition 0 ≤ α ≤ π/2 and the equality

(2.58) sin(α) = |P1 − P2|
and commutes with Pi. Equivalently one has

(2.59) P1 P2 P1 = cos2(α)P1 .

�

What the authors of [246], [196], [197] did is to analyze the relative
position of the projections PΛ and P̂Λ for Λ → ∞. In concrete problems
of electrical engineering, this makes it possible to account for signals which,
for all practical purposes, have finite support both in the time variable and
the dual frequency variable. This had an important role in the early devel-
opments of laser technology.

The basic tool employed in [246], [196], and [197] is the existence of a
second-order differential operator WΛ on R, which commutes with both PΛ

and P̂Λ. This operator is of the form

(2.60) (WΛψ)(q) = −∂((Λ2 − q2)∂)ψ(q) + (2πΛq)2 ψ(q).

Here ∂ denotes the ordinary differentiation in one variable. To be more pre-
cise, (2.60) defines a symmetric operator with natural domain the Schwartz
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Figure 7. The function ψ8 for Λ = 3.

space. Recall (cf. [183]) that by definition the deficiency indices n±(T ) of a
symmetric operator T are the dimensions of ker(T ∗± i). One can show that
the operator WΛ has both deficiency indices equal to 4 and admits a unique
selfadjoint extension which commutes with the dihedral group Γ associated
to the projections PΛ and P̂Λ. We use the same notation WΛ to denote this
selfadjoint operator. It commutes with the Fourier transform FeR

.
If one restricts the variable to the range [−Λ,Λ], the operator WΛ has

discrete simple spectrum. Its properties were studied long ago. It appears
in the factorization of the Helmholtz equation

(2.61) ∆ψ + k2 ψ = 0

in one of the few separable coordinate systems in Euclidean 3-space, called
prolate spheroidal coordinates. The eigenvalues χn(Λ), n ≥ 0 of WΛ, listed
in increasing order χn+1 > χn, are simple and positive. The corresponding
eigenfunctions ψn are called the prolate spheroidal wave functions. Since the
product PΛP̂ΛPΛ commutes with WΛ, they are eigenfunctions of PΛP̂ΛPΛ.
By the results of [246], [196] and [197], the eigenvalues λn of the operator
PΛP̂ΛPΛ are simple. Moreover, if we let λ0 > λ1 > · · · > λn > · · · be their
list in decreasing order, one has

(2.62) PΛP̂ΛPΛ ψn = λnψn.

Thus, the prolate spheroidal wave functions ψn are the eigenvectors of
PΛP̂ΛPΛ with non-zero eigenvalues.

A lot is known about the prolate spheroidal wave functions ψn. In
particular, one can take them to be real-valued. They are even for n even
and odd for n odd, and they have exactly n zeros in the interval [−Λ,Λ].
We normalize them to have L2 norm equal to 1. We are only interested in
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Figure 8. The eigenvalues λn for Λ = 3

the ψn for even values of n, since in our quantum mechanical Hilbert space
we restrict to even functions. For Λ→∞ the function ψn converges to the
Hermite-Weber function Ωn of order n (cf. [272]).

The eigenvalues λn behave qualitatively in the following manner, as a
function of the cutoff. They stay very close to the value one, λn ∼ 1, until
n falls in an interval I of size ∼ log Λ around the value 4Λ2. Their behavior
in this interval is governed by the relation (cf. [273], [198])

(2.63) λn = (1 + eπδ)−1,

where δ is the solution of smallest absolute value of the equation

(2.64) (n + 1/2)π = 4πΛ2 + δ log(8πΛ2)− δ(log(|δ/2|)− 1).

Beyond the interval I the eigenvalues λn tend very rapidly to zero. A plot
is shown in Figure 8.

For the pair of projections PΛ and P̂Λ, one obtains in this way the
eigenvalues αn of the angle operator α of Lemma 2.3 by (2.59), i.e.

(2.65) cos2(αn) = λn.

This shows that the angle αn is essentially 0 up to an interval I of size
∼ log Λ around the value n ∼ 4Λ2. It then shifts from 0 to π

2 and stays
essentially equal to π

2 for all larger values of n. This clearly shows how to
impose both ultraviolet and infrared cutoffs by restricting to the subspace
BΛ of H spanned by the ψ2n, for 2n ≤ 4Λ2. No special care is needed in
order to define precisely the upper bound, since one can show that, for all
n in the interval I considered above and for all h ∈ C∞c (R∗

+), one has

(2.66) ‖ϑa(h)ψn‖ = O(Λ−ρ)
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for some ρ > 0, and with ϑa(h) as in (2.53). We let QΛ denote the orthogonal
projection onto BΛ ⊂ H.

We now come to the problem of counting the number of states of the
quantum mechanical system, with an energy bound |H| ≤ E on the Hamil-
tonian H (i.e. the generator of scaling transformations). The Hamiltonian
H is the generator of the scaling action of R∗

+ on H and we identify, as
before, the dual group of R∗

+ with R using the bicharacter (2.47).

Lemma 2.4. Let NE denote the spectral projection, of the scaling action
of R∗

+ on H, associated to the interval [−E,E] in the dual group R of R∗
+.

It is given by

(2.67) NE = ϑa(hE), with hE(u) = |u|−1/2 1
2π

∫ E

−E
|u|isds ,

with ϑa(hE) defined in (2.53).

Proof. As we saw above, (2.52) gives a unitary action of R∗
+ on H, so

that (2.67) follows from the identity∫
λit k(λ) d∗λ = 1[−E,E](t)

for the function k(λ) = 1
2π

∫ E
−E λisds, λ ∈ R∗

+. �

We can now formulate the problem of counting quantum states of the
scaling flow in the following way.

Remark 2.5. Counting the number of quantum states of the Hamil-
tonian H subject to the constraint |H| ≤ E amounts to computing the
dimension of the near intersection of the projections QΛ and NE . This is
given by Tr(QΛNE).

In order to compute Tr(QΛNE) for large Λ, we can use the analysis of
the angle operator between PΛ and P̂Λ described above together with (2.66)
and replace QΛ by

(2.68) RΛ = P̂Λ PΛ ,

which introduces an error term of the order of O(Λ−ρ log Λ). Thus, in order
to count the number of quantum states in the near intersection of the two
projections QΛ and NE , we just need to compute

(2.69) Tr(QΛNE) ∼ Tr(RΛ ϑa(hE)) .

It thus remains to compute Tr (RΛ ϑa(h)). We then apply the following
result ([71], Theorem 3), which is in fact valid for any local field and is a
special case of Theorem 2.36 which will be proved below, in §7.2.
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Theorem 2.6. Let h ∈ S(R∗) be an even function (h(−u) = h(u)) with
compact support, and ϑa(h) be given by (2.53). Then RΛ ϑa(h) is a trace-
class operator. Moreover, for Λ→∞ one has

(2.70) Tr (RΛ ϑa(h)) = 2h(1) log Λ +
∫ ′ h(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u + o(1).

We want to apply this formula to the function h = hE of (2.67). Notice
that this function does not have compact support, so in principle the result
does not apply directly. We shall take care of this technical point in §5.1
below. In (2.70) the integral is singular at u = 1 and Theorem 2.6 selects a
specific principal value, denoted as

∫ ′, which we now discuss in detail in §4
below.

4. Principal values from the local trace formula

The counting of the quantum states of the scaling flow makes sense for
any local field K, i.e. any locally compact non-discrete field K. We shall
prove below that its computation singles out a preferred extension of the
distribution d∗u at u = 0. Here we shall first give a heuristic explanation for
the local trace formula (Theorem 2.6) and then, in §4.2, define the preferred
principal value selected by the local trace formula.

We let K be a local field. The natural representation ϑa of K∗ on L2(K)
is of the form (2.51) i.e.

(2.71) (ϑa(λ) ξ)(q) = ξ(λ−1q) ,

and to a test function h one associates the operator

(2.72) ϑa(h) =
∫

K∗
h(λ)ϑa(λ) d∗λ

where d∗λ is the Haar measure on the multiplicative group K∗. The latter
has a preferred normalization which will be discussed in §4.1 below.

We first give a heuristic explanation for the integrand h(u−1)
|1−u| d∗u in

(2.70). We explain why at the formal level the distribution-theoretic trace
of ϑa(λ−1) is given by 1

|1−λ| . This only makes sense when λ �= 1 and the
precise justification requires the discussion of functoriality and transversal-
ity properties of distributions (cf. [156] and §7.1 of Chapter 4). The formal
computation of the distribution-theoretic trace of ϑa(λ−1) is given by the
integral on the diagonal

∫
k(x, x)dx of the associated Schwartz kernel, which

is k(x, y)dy = δ(y − λx) dy since

(2.73) (ϑa(λ−1) ξ)(x) = ξ(λx) =
∫

δ(y − λx) ξ(y) dy =
∫

k(x, y) ξ(y) dy .

Thus this gives∫
k(x, x) dx =

∫
δ(x− λx) dx =

∫
δ((1− λ)x) dx
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=
∫

δ(y) d((1− λ)−1 y) = |1− λ|−1

∫
δ(y) dy = |1− λ|−1 .

One can reformulate this result as asserting that the product of the distri-
butions δ(x− y) and δ(y − λx) gives |1− λ|−1 δ0 so that

(2.74)
∫

δ(x− y) δ(y − λx) dx dy = |1− λ|−1 .

The product of distributions u and v only makes sense under the hypothesis
0 /∈WF(u)+WF(v) where WF(u) is the wave front set of u (cf. [156] Propo-
sition 3.10). In the above context of local fields, the correct way of defining
the product of two distributions is as the inverse Fourier transform of the
convolution of the Fourier transforms. We shall explain how to perform the
computation for the product of δ(x−y) and δ(y−λx) in order to understand
the condition λ �= 1 as a transversality condition 0 /∈WF(u) + WF(v). We
let α be a nontrivial character of the additive group K and use the pairing
between K2 and its dual K2 given by the bicharacter

(2.75) α̃((x, y), (ξ, η)) = α(x ξ + y η) ∈ U(1) .

Lemma 2.7. Let (a, b) ∈ K2( �= 0). The Fourier transform Fα̃ of δ(ax+
by) is δ(−b ξ + a η).

Proof. One first computes the Fourier transform of δ(x); the additive
Haar measure dx is normalized so as to be selfdual, and in one variable,
δ(x) and 1 are Fourier transforms of each other. Thus, with Fα̃(f) = f∧ the
Fourier transform, one gets

(2.76) (δ ⊗ 1)∧ = 1⊗ δ .

Let then (c, d) ∈ K2 be such that ad − bc = 1 and consider the invertible
linear transformation of K2,

(2.77) L

[
x
y

]
=
[
a b
c d

] [
x
y

]
.

The Fourier transform Fα̃(f) = f∧ obeys the rule

(2.78) (f ◦ L)∧ = |detL|−1 f∧ ◦ (L−1)t .

Here one has detL = 1 and (L−1)t is

(2.79) (L−1)t =
(

d −c
−b a

)
.

Thus (2.78) gives the Fourier transform of δ(ax+by) as δ(−b ξ+a η). �

Thus, to justify (2.74), we have to compute the convolution of the two
generalized functions δ(ξ + η) and δ(ξ + λ η). Now

(2.80)
∫

f(ξ, η) δ(ξ + η) dξ dη =
∫

f(ξ,−ξ) dξ
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and

(2.81)
∫

f(ξ, η) δ(ξ + λ η) dξ dη =
∫

f(−λ η, η) dη .

Thus we are dealing with two measures carried, respectively, by the two
distinct lines W1 and Wλ where Wα = {(−αη, η) | η ∈ K}, ∀α ∈ K . The
transversality condition 0 /∈ WF(u) + WF(v) is here 0 /∈ W ∗

1 + W ∗
λ , where

W ∗
α = Wα \ {0}. It holds if and only if λ �= 1. The convolution of these

measures evaluated on f ∈ C∞
c (K2) is∫

f(α + β) dµ(α) dν(β) =
∫ ∫

f((ξ,−ξ) + (−λ η, η)) dξ dη

=
∫ ∫

f(ξ − λ η,−ξ + η) dξ dη =
(∫ ∫

f(ξ′, η′)dξ′ dη′
)
×|J |−1

where J is the determinant of the matrix
[

1 −λ
−1 1

]
= L, so that

[
ξ′

η′

]
=

L

[
ξ
η

]
. One has J = 1 − λ and thus the convolution of the generalized

functions δ(ξ + η) and δ(ξ + λ η) gives as expected the constant function

(2.82) |1− λ|−1 1 .

4.1. Normalization of Haar measure on a modulated group.

In order to fix the notation we first recall the following:

Definition 2.8.

(1) A modulated group G is a locally compact group with a proper mor-
phism with cocompact range,

(2.83) Mod : g → |g| , G→ R∗
+ .

(2) A Haar measure d∗g on G is normalized when

(2.84)
∫
|g|∈[1,Λ]

d∗g ∼ log Λ when Λ→ +∞ .

We let ρΛ be the function on G given by

(2.85) ρΛ(g) = 0 if |g| /∈ [1,Λ] , ρΛ(g) =
1

log Λ
if g ∈ [1,Λ] .

The normalization (2.84) means that
∫
ρΛ d∗g → 1 when Λ → ∞. There

exists a unique normalized Haar measure d∗g on G. Let

G0 = Ker Mod = {g ∈ G | |g| = 1} .
It is a compact group by hypothesis, and one can identify G/G0 with the
range N of the module. Let us determine the measure d∗n on N ⊂ R∗

+ such
that (2.84) holds for

(2.86)
∫

f(g) d∗g =
∫ (∫

f(ng0) dg0

)
d∗n
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where the Haar measure dg0 on G0 is normalized by

(2.87)
∫

G0

dg0 = 1 ,

and the function
∫
f(ng0) dg0 only depends on |n| ∈ N .

Proposition 2.9. For N = R∗
+ the normalized Haar measure is

(2.88) d∗λ =
dλ

λ
.

For N = µZ, for some µ > 1, the normalized Haar measure is

(2.89)
∫

f(g) d∗g = logµ
∑
n∈Z

f(µn) .

Proof. The first statement is clear. For f = ρΛ the right hand side of
(2.89) is logµ k

log Λ where k is the number of µn ∈ [1,Λ], thus k ∼ log Λ
log µ . This

shows that (2.84) holds. �

Proposition 2.10. Let H ⊂ G be a cocompact subgroup of an abelian
modulated group G. Then H is modulated by the restriction of Mod to H.
Let both d∗g and d∗h be normalized by (2.84); then one has

(2.90)
∫ (∫

f(hy)d∗h
)
d0y =

∫
fd∗g

where d0y is the Haar measure of integral 1 on G/H,

(2.91)
∫

G/H
d0y = 1 .

Proof. The left-hand side of (2.90) defines a Haar measure on G and
we just need to show that it satisfies (2.84). Let ρG

Λ be defined by (2.85)
for G. For any y ∈ G one has |yh| = |y||h| and ρG

Λ(hy) agrees with ρH
Λ (h)

except near the boundary, so that∫
|ρG

Λ(hy)− ρH
Λ (h)|d∗h→ 0 when Λ→∞

and

(2.92)
∫

ρΛ(hy) d∗h→ 1 when Λ→∞

uniformly on compact sets of y ∈ G. Thus

(2.93)
∫ (∫

ρΛ(hy) d∗h
)

d0y → 1 when Λ→∞

which shows that the left-hand side of (2.90) defines a normalized Haar
measure on G. �
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4.2. Principal values.

We now describe the principal value dictated by the local trace formula
(2.70). We let K be a local field. The multiplicative group K∗ is a modulated
group for the module given by

(2.94) Mod : x→ |x| , d(xa) = |x|da ,
for any Haar measure da on the additive group of K. A basic character α of
K is, by definition, a non-trivial character of the additive group K. Given
such an α the associated Fourier transform is

(2.95) (Fαρ)(y) =  ̂(y) =
∫

 (x)α(xy) dx .

which makes sense for any element f ∈ S(K) of the Bruhat-Schwartz space
S(K) (cf. [36] for the definition of S(K)). By the Plancherel Theorem Fα

extends to a unitary operator

(2.96) 〈Fα(ξ),Fα(η)〉 = 〈ξ, η〉 , ∀ξ, η ∈ L2(K) ,

where one has normalized the additive Haar measure da on K so that it is
self-dual. The adjoint of the operator Fα is Fᾱ, where ᾱ(a) = α(−a), and it
follows from the Parseval formula (2.96) that Fᾱ is the inverse of Fα. The
transpose of the the operator Fα is Fα and this gives its natural extension to
tempered distributions, i.e. continuous linear forms on the Bruhat-Schwartz
space S(K),

(2.97) (Fα(L))(f) := L(Fα(f)) , ∀f ∈ S(K) , L ∈ S ′(K) .

Proposition 2.11. Let K be a local field and α a basic character.
(1) Let da be the selfdual Haar measure on K. The Fourier transform

Fα(ϕ) = ϕ̂ of the distribution ϕ(u) = − log |u| is given away from
0 by

(2.98)
∫

f(a) ϕ̂(a) da =
∫

f(a) d∗a , ∀f , f(0) = 0 ,

where d∗a is the normalized Haar measure on K∗.
(2) There exists a unique distribution  α extending d∗u at u = 0, whose

Fourier transform satisfies the vanishing condition Fα( α)(1) = 0.
(3) One has, for λ ∈ K∗, f ∈ S(K), fλ(x) = f(λx),

(2.99)  α(α) = 0 ,  α(fλ) =  α(f)− log |λ| f(0) .

(4) Let a ∈ K∗ and β be such that β(x) = α(ax) for all x ∈ K; then

(2.100)  β =  α + log |a| δ0 .

Proof. (1) To see this one lets P be the distribution on K given by

(2.101) P (f) = lim
ε∈Mod(K),ε→0

(∫
|x|≥ε

f(x) d∗x + f(0) log ε

)
.
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The normalization of the measure d∗a ensures that the limit exists when f is
locally constant near 0 so that it makes sense for any Schwartz function f ∈
S(K). For λ ∈ K∗ let fλ(x) = f(λx). One has P (fλ) = P (f)− log |λ| f(0).
One has

P (fλ) =
∫

P̂ (x) (f̂λ)(x)dx =
∫

P̂ (λ y)f̂(y) dy

since the Fourier transform of fλ is 1
|λ| f̂λ−1 . This is enough to show that the

function h = P̂ (x) fulfills h(λx) = h(x) − log |λ|, and is equal to − log |x|
up to an additive constant. More precisely, both P̂ (x) and − log |x| are
tempered distributions and their difference fulfills the same homogeneity
condition as the constants, and is thus a constant by [297]. Thus ϕ differs
from P̂ by a constant and ϕ̂ differs from P by a multiple of δ0.

(2) The equality

f �→
∫

f(u)d∗u , ∀f ∈ S(K) , f(0) = 0

defines a continuous linear form on the hyperplane {f |f(0) = 0} of the
Bruhat-Schwartz space S(K). By the Hahn-Banach theorem this extends
to a continuous linear form on S(K) and hence a distribution L. The first
part of the proposition gives the existence of ρα. Two extensions L differ by
a scalar multiple of the Dirac mass f �→ f(0). The Fourier transform of the
Dirac mass is the constant function and thus one gets the uniqueness of  α.

(3) This follows from the proof of (1), using P (fλ) = P (f)− log |λ| f(0).
(4) The difference  β −  α is a scalar multiple of δ0. To show that this

scalar is log |a| we apply both sides to β = αa and get, using (2.99),

( β −  α)(β) =  β(β)−  α(αa) = − α(αa) = log |a| .
�

Definition 2.12. The principal value
∫ ′ is defined by

(2.102)
∫ ′

(K,α)

f(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u = 〈 α, g〉, with g(λ) =
f((λ + 1)−1)
|λ + 1| ,

where 〈 α, g〉 is the pairing of the distribution  α and the function g(λ).

This makes sense provided the support of f is compact, which implies
that g(λ) vanishes identically in a neighborhood of λ = −1.

Lemma 2.13. The principal value
∫ ′ is given, after a translation of the

singularity to a = 0, by

(2.103)
1
ρ

∫ ′
g(a)

da

|a| = −
∫

ĝ(u) log |u| du , d∗a =
da

ρ |a| .

Proof. The normalization condition L̂(1) = 0 on a distribution L on
K is invariant under translations of the variable since this multiplies the
Fourier transform L̂ by a character and the result still vanishes at 1 ∈ K.
Thus since log |u| vanishes at 1 ∈ K we get (2.103). �
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We now consider more explicitly the case K = R and we choose, as
above, the additive character eR(x) = e−2πix so that the Fourier transform
is

(2.104) (FeR
f)(x) =

∫
f(y) e−2πixy dy

and the Haar measure dx is selfdual. The normalized Haar measure on
K∗ = R∗ is

(2.105) d∗x =
1
2
dx

|x| .

Proposition 2.14.

(1) The Fourier transform of − log |p| is given by the distribution

(2.106) L(f) := (log 2π + γ)f(0) + lim
ε→0

(∫
|x|>ε

f(x)d∗x + (log ε)f(0)

)
,

where γ is the Euler constant.
(2) Let λ = log 2π + γ; then one has for any test function f ,

(2.107)

∫ ′
R f(u) 1

|1−u| d
∗u = λ f(1) + limε→0

(∫ f(u)
|1−u|1−ε d

∗u− 1
ε f(1)

)
= λ f(1) + limε→0

(∫
|1−u|≥ε

f(u)
|1−u| d

∗u + (log ε) f(1)
)
.

Proof. (1) Let ϕ(u) = − log |u|. It is a tempered distribution on R and

(2.108) 〈ϕ, e−πu2〉 =
∫

(− log |u|)e−πu2
dy =

1
2

log π +
γ

2
+ log 2

as one obtains from ∂
∂s

∫
|u|−s e−πu2

du = ∂
∂s

(
π

s−1
2 Γ

(
1−s
2

))
evaluated at

s = 0, using Γ
′
( 1
2
)

Γ( 1
2
)

= −γ − 2 log 2. Thus by the Parseval formula (2.96),

(2.109) 〈ϕ̂, e−πx2〉 =
1
2

log π +
γ

2
+ log 2 .

The distributions ϕ̂, L and the following

(2.110) MS(f) = lim
ε→0

(∫
f(x) |x|ε d∗x− 1

ε
f(0)

)
agree on functions f ∈ S(R) which vanish at 0 ∈ R since f d∗x is then
integrable and Lemma 2.13 applies. Moreover one has

(2.111)
limε→0

(∫
|x|≥ε f(x) d∗x + (log ε) f(0)

)
= limε→0

(∫
f(x) |x|ε d∗x− 1

ε f(0)
)
.

Indeed the difference between these two distributions is a multiple of the
Dirac mass δ0 while both sides make sense and vanish for f(x) = 1 if |x| ≤ 1,
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f(x) = 0 otherwise, so that they agree on any test function extending f
smoothly. One has

(2.112) ϕ̂ = MS + λ δ0 , λ = log 2π + γ .

Indeed for f(x) = e−πx2
one has∫

f(x) |x|ε d∗x =
1
2

∫
R
e−πx2 dx

|x|1−ε
=

1
2
π−ε/2Γ(

ε

2
) =

1
ε
− γ

2
− log π

2
+ O(ε)

which gives the same answer as (2.109) after adding λf(0). Using (2.111)
we thus get that, for any test function f ,

(2.113) 〈ϕ̂, f〉 = lim
ε→0

(∫
|x|≥ε

f(x) d∗x + (log ε) f(0)

)
+ λ f(0)

where λ = log(2π) + γ.
(2) From (2.113) and (2.111) one gets (2.107). �

Corollary 2.15. The principal value
∫ ′ is given explicitly for functions

f on R∗ fulfilling f(−u) = f(u) = f(u−1) by the formula

(2.114)

∫ ′
f(u) |u|

1/2

|1−u|d
∗u = (log π + γ)f(1)

+ limε→0

(∫ 1
0 f(u) 2u1/2

(1−u2)1−ε
du
u −

1
εf(1)

)
where γ is the Euler constant.

Proof. To see why (2.114) holds, we use Proposition 2.14 which gives

(2.115)

∫ ′
f(u) |u|

1/2

|1−u|
du
2|u| = (log 2π + γ)f(1)

+ limε→0

(∫
|1−u|>ε f(u) |u|

1/2

|1−u|
du
2|u| + (log ε)f(1)

)
.

Since we have f(u) = f(u−1), the second term in (2.115) equals

(2.116) 2 lim
ε→0

(∫
|u|<1, |1−u|>ε

f(u)
|u|1/2

|1− u|
du

2|u| +
1
2
(log ε)f(1)

)
.

By hypothesis we have f(−u) = f(u), so that we can write (2.116) as

(2.117) lim
ε→0

(∫ 1−ε

0
f(u)

2u1/2

(1− u2)
du

u
+ (log ε)f(1)

)
.

Finally, we can check, using f(u) = u3/2 for u ∈ [0, 1], that one can rewrite
this as

(2.118) lim
ε→0

(∫ 1

0
f(u)

2u1/2

(1− u2)1−ε

du

u
− 1

ε
f(1)

)
− f(1) log 2.

This proves Corollary 2.15. �
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We can also express this finite value using the following variant of the
minimal subtraction scheme:

Corollary 2.16. One has with µ = e−γ

2π ,

(2.119)
∫ ′

R
f(u)

1
|1− u| d

∗u = lim
ε→0

(∫
f(u)

|1− u|1−ε
µ−ε d∗u− 1

ε
f(1)

)
.

In other words the principal value is obtained by a simple subtraction
of the pole part as in dimensional regularization, using a scheme similar to
MS, which would use µ2 = eγ

4π .

5. Quantum states of the scaling flow

We now return to the problem of counting the number of states of the
quantum mechanical system given by scaling transformations on the Hilbert
spaceH = L2(R)even. By construction the function hE of (2.67) is a function
on the multiplicative group R∗. This group is a modulated group (Definition
2.8) with module given by u �→ |u| and its normalized Haar measure (2.84)
is given by

(2.120) d∗λ :=
1
2
dλ

|λ| .

Theorem 2.6 is a corollary of Theorem 2.36 below. In the latter the
Hilbert space is L2(R), but we apply ϑa to functions h fulfilling the condition

h(−u) = h(u) , ∀u ∈ R∗.

The range of ϑa(h) is then contained in L2(R)even. Thus, the formula (2.271)
agrees with (2.70) and gives the trace in our quantum mechanical Hilbert
space H = L2(R)even (where (2.53) agrees with (2.72)).

If we proceed to apply (2.70) to the function hE of (2.67) (note that we
still need to justify this point since hE does not have compact support) we
find that the first term gives

(2.121) 2hE(1) log Λ =
1
2π
× 2E × 2 log Λ.

We then need to compute precisely the second term

(2.122)
∫ ′ hE(u−1)
|1− u| d∗u.

We obtain the following result.

Proposition 2.17. The second term of (2.70) applied to the function
h = hE of (2.67) is

(2.123)
∫ ′ hE(u−1)
|1− u| d∗u = −2(〈N(E)〉 − 1).
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Proof. By definition we have

(2.124) 〈N(E)〉 = N(E)−Nosc(E),

where

(2.125) Nosc(E) =
1
π
� log ζ

(
1
2

+ iE

)
.

To complete the proof of Proposition 2.17, we apply (2.114) to

(2.126) fs(u) = |u|is + |u|−is.

We need to compute

(2.127)
∫ 1

0
uis 2u1/2

(1− u2)1−ε

du

u
,

With x = u2, we get

(2.128)
∫ 1

0
x( 1

4
+i s

2)(1− x)−1+εdx

x
= B

(
1
4

+ i
s

2
, ε

)
=

Γ
(

1
4 + i s

2

)
Γ(ε)

Γ
(

1
4 + i s

2 + ε
) .

The residue at ε = 0 is equal to 1 and the finite part gives

(2.129) −Γ′

Γ

(
1
4

+ i
s

2

)
− γ .

Thus, we obtain

(2.130)

∫ ′
fs(u) |u|

1/2

|1−u|d
∗u

= 2(log π + γ)− 2γ − Γ′

Γ

(
1
4 + i s

2

)
− Γ′

Γ

(
1
4 − i s

2

)
.

Finally, this gives∫ ′ hE(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u =
1
2π

∫ E

0

(
2 log π − Γ′

Γ

(
1
4

+ i
s

2

)
− Γ′

Γ

(
1
4
− i

s

2

))
ds .

Using (2.31), we then get

(2.131)
∫ ′ hE(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u = −2(〈N(E)〉 − 1) .

�

Thus, we find the following asymptotic formula for the number of quan-
tum states when Λ→∞.

Theorem 2.18. The dimension of the near intersection of QΛ with NE

is given by

(2.132) Tr(QΛNE) =
4E
2π

log Λ− 2(〈N(E)〉 − 1) + o(1), for Λ→∞.
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This still requires justifying the fact that we applied the result of Theo-
rem 2.6 to the function hE /∈ S(R∗). This is discussed in §5.1 below. We also
give in Remark 2.23 below an explanation for the additive 2 that appears in
the expression −2〈N(E)〉+ 2 in (2.131) and (2.132).

5.1. Quantized calculus.

In order to prove Theorem 2.18 and refine the analysis of §5, we use
the quantized calculus developed in [68]. In particular, we analyze here the
relative position of the three projections PΛ, P̂Λ, and NE , using identities
involving the quantized calculus, as proved in [72]. The method used here
is based on the idea of Burnol [37] which simplifies the original argument of
[71].

First recall from §IV of [68] that the main idea of quantized calculus
is to give an operator-theoretic version of the calculus rules, based on the
operator-theoretic differential

(2.133) −d f := [F, f ],

where f is an element in an involutive algebra A represented as bounded
operators on some Hilbert space H, and the right-hand side of (2.133) is the
commutator with a self-adjoint operator F on H with F 2 = 1.

In particular, we recall the framework for the quantized calculus in one
variable, as in §IV of [68]. We let functions f(s) of one real variable s act
as multiplication operators on L2(R), by

(2.134) (f h)(s) := f(s)h(s) , ∀h ∈ L2(R).

We let FeR
denote the Fourier transform with respect to the basic character

eR(x) = e−2πix, namely

(2.135) FeR
(h)(y) :=

∫
h(x) e−2πixy dy.

We also introduce the notation

(2.136) Π[a,b] := FeR
1[a,b]F

−1
eR

,

for the conjugate by the Fourier transform FeR
of the multiplication operator

by the characteristic function 1[a,b] of the interval [a, b] ⊂ R.

Definition 2.19. We define the quantized differential of f to be the
operator

(2.137) −d f := [H, f ] = H f − f H,

where H is the Hilbert transform H = 2 Π[0,∞] − 1 given by

(2.138) (H h)(s) :=
1
iπ

∫
h(t)
s− t

dt.
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Thus, the quantized differential of f is given by the kernel

(2.139) k(s, t) =
i

π

f(s)− f(t)
s− t

.

We follow [282] and [37], and use the classical formula expressing the
Fourier transform as a composition of the inversion

(2.140) I(f)(s) := f(s−1)

with a multiplicative convolution operator. We use the unitary identification

(2.141) w : L2(R, ds)even → L2(R∗
+, d

∗λ), w(η)(λ) := λ1/2 η(λ),∀λ ∈ R∗
+

whose inverse is given by

(2.142) w−1 : L2(R∗
+, d

∗λ)→ L2(R, ds)even, w−1(ξ)(x) := |x|−1/2 ξ(|x|) .
Also we define the duality 〈R∗

+,R〉 by the bicharacter

(2.143) µ(v, s) = v−is , ∀v ∈ R∗
+, s ∈ R ,

so that the Fourier transform Fµ : L2(R∗
+)→ L2(R) associated to the bichar-

acter µ is

(2.144) Fµ(f)(s) :=
∫ ∞

0
f(v)v−isd∗v .

Lemma 2.20. On L2(R)even one has

(2.145) FeR
= w−1 ◦ I ◦ F−1

µ ◦ u ◦ Fµ ◦ w,
where u is the multiplication operator by the function

(2.146) u(s) := e2 i θ(s),

where θ(s) is the Riemann-Siegel angular function of (2.24).

Proof. First FeR
preserves globally L2(R)even. One has, for ξ∈L2(R∗

+),

(w ◦ FeR
◦ w−1)(ξ)(v) = v1/2

∫
R
|x|−1/2 ξ(|x|) e−2πixv dx

= v1/2

∫
R∗

+

u1/2 ξ(u) (e2πiuv + e−2πiuv) d∗u .

This gives

(I ◦ w ◦ FeR
◦ w−1)(ξ)(λ) = (w ◦ FeR

◦ w−1)(ξ)(λ−1)

= λ−1/2

∫
R∗

+

(e2iπuλ−1
+ e−2iπuλ−1

)u1/2ξ(u)d∗u

We thus obtain

(2.147) I ◦ w ◦ FeR
◦ w−1 = C

where the operator C on the Hilbert space L2(R∗
+, d

∗λ) is given by convo-
lution by

(2.148) v �→ 2v−1/2 cos(2πv−1).
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By construction C is unitary and commutes with the regular representation
of R∗

+. Thus C = F−1
µ ◦ u ◦ Fµ where u is the Fourier transform

(2.149) u(s) =
∫ ∞

0
2v−1/2 cos(2πv−1)v−isd∗v.

This is defined in the sense of distributions. To compute (2.149) one can let
v = e−t and use

(2.150)
∫

R
et/2e−zet

eist dt = z−(1/2+is)Γ(1/2 + is) , ∀z , �z > 0 .

This gives

(2.151) u(s) = 2 cos((1/2 + is)π/2)(2π)−(1/2+is)Γ(1/2 + is)

and the duplication formula

(2.152) Γ
(z

2

)
Γ
(

1 + z

2

)
= π1/221−zΓ(z)

shows that u(s) is given by

(2.153) u(s) =
π−z/2Γ(z/2)

π−(1−z)/2Γ((1− z)/2)
, z = 1/2 + is ,

which, using (2.24) gives (2.146). �
The following lemma relates the quantized calculus to the analysis of

the geometry of the three projections PΛ, P̂Λ and NE .

Lemma 2.21. For any Λ there is a unitary operator

(2.154) W = WΛ : L2(R)even → L2(R),

such that, for any functions hj ∈ S(R∗
+), j = 1, 2, one has

(2.155)
Wϑa(h̃1)P̂ΛPΛϑa(h̃2)W ∗ =

ĥ1

(
1
2u

−1 −duΠ
[−∞, 2 log Λ

2π
]
+ Π

[0, 2 log Λ
2π

]

)
ĥ2

Here h̃j(λ) = λ−1/2hj(λ), the operator −d u is the quantized differential of the
function u of (2.146) and ĥj is the multiplication operator by the Fourier
transform Fµ(hj).

Proof. We let ϑm be the regular representation of R∗
+ on L2(R∗

+)

(2.156) (ϑm(λ) ξ)(v) := ξ(λ−1 v) , ∀ξ ∈ L2(R∗
+) .

One has

(2.157) w ϑa(h̃j)w−1 = ϑm(hj), and Fµϑm(hj)F−1
µ = ĥj .

Now we have PΛ = 1[−Λ,Λ], so that wPΛw
−1 = 1[0,Λ], and we obtain

P̂ΛPΛ = FeR
PΛF−1

eR
PΛ = w−1IF−1

µ uFµ1[0,Λ]F
−1
µ u−1FµI1[0,Λ]w

= w−1F−1
µ u−1Fµ1[Λ−1,∞]F

−1
µ uFµ1[0,Λ]w,(2.158)
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where we used the identity IF−1
µ uFµ = F−1

µ u−1FµI, which follows from the
symmetry θ(−s) = −θ(s). We also used the identity I1[0,Λ]I = 1[Λ−1,∞].

We now set

(2.159) WΛ := Fµ ϑm(Λ)w,

with ϑm(Λ) as in (2.156). One has

(2.160) WΛ ϑa(h̃1)P̂ΛPΛϑa(h̃2)W−1
Λ =

Fµϑm(Λ)ϑm(h1)F−1
µ u−1Fµ1[Λ−1,∞]F−1

µ uFµ1[0,Λ]ϑm(h2)ϑm(Λ)−1F−1
µ

= ĥ1u
−1Fµϑm(Λ)1[Λ−1,∞]ϑm(Λ)−1F−1

µ uFµϑm(Λ)1[0,Λ]ϑm(Λ)−1F−1
µ ĥ2 .

Here we use the identities (2.157) and the fact that ϑm(Λ) commutes with
multiplicative convolution operators such as F−1

µ u−1Fµ. Next we see that

(2.161) ϑm(Λ)1[Λ−1,∞]ϑm(Λ)−1 = 1[1,∞] , ϑm(Λ)1[0,Λ]ϑm(Λ)−1 = 1[0,Λ2] .

In order to use the quantized calculus on functions on R as in Definition
2.19, we use the isomorphism of abelian groups

(2.162) t ∈ R �→ e2πt ∈ R∗
+

and note that Fµ and FeR
are conjugate by this isomorphism since the

bicharacter µ(v, s) = v−is of (2.143) fulfills

(2.163) µ(e2πt, s) = e−2πist = eR(st) .

Thus we get from (2.136),

(2.164) Fµ1[a,b]F
−1
µ = Π

[ log a
2π

, log b
2π

]
,

and we obtain, using (2.160)

(2.165) WΛ ϑa(h̃1)P̂ΛPΛϑa(h̃2)W−1
Λ = ĥ1u

−1Π[0,∞] uΠ
[−∞, 2 log Λ

2π
]
ĥ2 .

We then use

(2.166)
1
2

−d u = [Π[0,∞], u] ,

which completes the proof of (2.155). �

5.2. Proof of Theorem 2.18.

As a first application of Lemma 2.21 we now complete the proof of
Theorem 2.18. One has NE = ϑm(hE), where ĥE = 1[−E,E]. Thus, NEP̂ΛPΛ

is unitarily equivalent to

(2.167) 1[−E,E]

(
1
2
u−1 −duΠ

[−∞, 2 log Λ
2π

]
+ Π

[0, 2 log Λ
2π

]

)
.
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The trace of 1[−E,E]Π[0, 2 log Λ
2π

]
is equal to 2E 2 log Λ

2π and gives the leading

term in the formula for Tr(NEP̂ΛPΛ). If we replace Π
[−∞, 2 log Λ

2π
]

by 1 the
other term gives

(2.168) Tr
(
1[−E,E]

(
1
2
u−1 −du

))
=
∫ E

−E
k(s, s)ds,

where k(s, t) is the kernel representing 1
2u

−1 −du. Its diagonal values are

(2.169) k(s, s) = − 1
π

dθ

ds
,

where we use (2.139) and (2.146). Thus, the integral gives

(2.170) Tr
(
1[−E,E]

(
1
2
u−1 −du

))
= − 2

π
θ(E) = −2(〈N(E)〉 − 1).

The remainder in the formula

(2.171) Tr(NEP̂ΛPΛ) = 2E
2 log Λ

2π
− 2(〈N(E)〉 − 1) + r(E,Λ)

is therefore given by

(2.172) r(E,Λ) =
1
2
Tr(1[−E,E]u

−1 −duΠ
[ 2 log Λ

2π
,∞]

).

For Λ→∞ one has Π
[ 2 log Λ

2π
,∞]
→ 0 strongly. However, one needs to be

a bit careful about the operator T = 1[−E,E]u
−1 −du, since it is unclear that it

is of trace-class. One can check that the operator TT ∗ is a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator. Also 1[−E,E]u

−1 −du f is of trace-class, for any compactly supported
function f , since θ is smooth. With f smooth, compactly supported and
identically equal to 1 on [−E,E] one has

(2.173) Tr(1[−E,E]u
−1 −duΠ

[ 2 log Λ
2π

,∞]
) = Tr(1[−E,E]u

−1 −duΠ
[ 2 log Λ

2π
,∞]

f).

In fact, 1[−E,E]u
−1 −duΠ

[ 2 log Λ
2π

,∞]
is of trace-class by Lemma 2.21.

Moreover, the commutator [Π
[ 2 log Λ

2π
,∞]

, f ] is the conjugate of −df by the

function s �→ Λis. Thus, it is of trace-class and converges weakly to 0 as
a family of Hilbert-Schmidt operators for Λ → ∞. Since 1[−E,E]u

−1 −du is
Hilbert-Schmidt, we see that we can permute f with Π

[ 2 log Λ
2π

,∞]
without

affecting the limit. Since Π
[ 2 log Λ

2π
,∞]
→ 0 strongly, we obtain

(2.174) r(E,Λ)→ 0 for Λ→∞.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.18, making use of (2.66) to control
the difference between QΛ and P̂ΛPΛ in the statement.

Remark 2.22. One can use Lemma 2.21 to estimate the angle of the
projections QΛ and NE . Indeed, we obtain

(2.175) [NE , P̂ΛPΛ] ∼ [1[−E,E],
1
2
u−1 −duΠ

[−∞, 2 log Λ
2π

]
] + [1[−E,E],Π[0, 2 log Λ

2π
]
].
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The second commutator on the right hand side of (2.175) is of the order of
log(E)+log(log(Λ)) by the analysis of §3.2. The limit for Λ→∞ of the first
commutator on the right hand side of (2.175) has Hilbert-Schmidt norm of
the order of

√
log(E), as one gets from the estimate

(2.176)
∫
|s|>E

∫
t∈[−E,E]

∣∣∣∣∣e2iθ(s) − e2iθ(t)

s− t

∣∣∣∣∣
2

dt ds = O(log(E)).

6. The map E

Notice that the first term in (2.132) of Theorem 2.18 above, of the form
4E
2π log Λ, is in fact the symplectic volume v(W (E,Λ)) of the box

(2.177) W (E,Λ) = {(λ, s) ∈ R∗
+ × R : | log λ| ≤ log Λ , and |s| ≤ E}

as in (2.46). The symplectic volume is computed in the symplectic space
given by the product of the group R∗

+ ∼ R by its dual R under the pairing
(λ, s) �→ λis, with the symplectic form given by the product of the Haar
measure by the dual one.

As we saw in the discussion of prolate functions in §3.3, the symplectic
volume v(W (E,Λ)) gives a counting of the quantum states in L2(R∗

+) subject
to the infrared and ultraviolet cutoffs, respectively given by | log λ| ≤ log Λ
and |s| ≤ E. Theorem 2.18 leads one to expect the zeros of zeta to show
up if one can relate our first “scaling” quantum system described in §3.2 to
the regular representation of R∗

+ on L2(R∗
+) in such a way that the cutoffs

match as

|q| ≤ Λ �→ |λ| ≤ Λ
|p| ≤ Λ �→ |λ|−1 ≤ Λ(2.178)

|h(q, p)| ≤ E �→ |s| ≤ E

The map from even functions f(u), for u ∈ R, to their restriction
λ1/2f(λ), for λ ∈ R∗

+, is compatible with the first line of (2.178). In or-
der to obtain the second line of (2.178), we should require that the sought
for map E fulfills the condition

(2.179) E(f)(λ) = E(f̂)(λ−1) ,

where f̂ = FeR
(f) is the Fourier transform relative to the basic character

eR. This of course fails for the restriction map but it holds for a map E of
the form

(2.180) E(f)(λ) = λ1/2
∑
n∈Z

f(nλ) , for λ ∈ R∗
+.
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This follows from the Poisson summation formula, provided we restrict to
the codimension 2 subspace

(2.181) {f ∈ S(R) : f(0) = f̂(0) = 0} .

Remark 2.23. The two boundary conditions of (2.181) exactly account
for the additive 2 in Theorem 2.18.

Since by construction we restrict to even functions f , we can ignore
n ≤ 0 in the summation (up to a factor of 2) and rewrite (2.180) as

(2.182) E(f)(λ) = λ1/2
∞∑

n=1

f(nλ) , for λ ∈ R∗
+.

The third line of (2.178) also matches, since the natural representation
ϑa of R∗ on L2(R), given by

(2.183) (ϑa(λ)f)(x) = f(λ−1x),

relates through E to the regular representation ϑm of R∗, by

(2.184) Eϑa(λ) = |λ|1/2ϑm(λ)E.

The map E of (2.182) is not an isometry. Still, it gives a good indication
of how to find the correct semi-classical (and quantum) system that refines
Theorem 2.18 by the additional corrections associated to primes (cf. §7 be-
low). Before we continue with the task of constructing the desired system,
we can see that the zeros of the Riemann zeta function are already visible
at this level, in the approximation of prolate functions by Hermite–Weber
functions in the limit Λ→∞.

6.1. Hermite–Weber approximation and Riemann’s ξ function.

We have mentioned in §3.3 the fact that, in the limit Λ→∞, the prolate
spheroidal wave functions ψn recover the Hermite–Weber functions Ωn (cf.
[272]). The simplification of the prolate spheroidal wave functions into
Hermite–Weber functions is used, in particular, in the theory of confocal
resonators in laser optics.

Shortly after the first laser became operational in 1960, a wealth of
results concurred in shaping the modern theory of optical resonators. In
particular, the problem of describing explicitly the resonator eigenmodes
was first approached numerically by Fox and Li [133], for both planar and
confocal resonators. On the very same issue of the Bell System Technical
Journal, another seminal paper on the subject by Boyd and Gordon [31]
produced an exact analysis of the eigenmodes, in the case of a confocal
resonator with square mirrors. This is one of the few cases where an ex-
act solution can be given completely explicitly and it turns out that the
eigenmodes are precisely the prolate spheroidal wave functions introduced
by Pollak and Slepian in [246].
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This follows very simply by computing the field on one of the two re-
flectors by the Huygens principle as a superposition of contributions from
sources at the points of the other reflector surface. This results in an integral
equation of the form

ψ(x) = λ

∫ C

−C
ψ(s) eixs ds,

which is the type of “finite Fourier transform” used in [246] to obtain the
prolate spheroidal wave functions.

They observe that, if one is interested in the field in an area of the re-
flector which is mostly concentrated near the center, then one can efficiently
replace the prolate spheroidal wave functions by Hermite–Weber functions,
in agreement with the numerical results of [133].

In the problem we are now considering, we can follow a similar viewpoint.
The exact shape of the cutoff region (2.41) is only relevant for its intersection
with the region defined by the constraint |h| ≤ E. Thus, if we replace the
square

{|q| ≤ Λ and |p| ≤ Λ}
by the disk p2 + q2 ≤ Λ2, we do not alter the semi-classical calculations of
§3.2 above. At the quantum level this amounts to replacing the projection
QΛ by the projection onto the eigenspaces of the harmonic oscillator corre-
sponding to the energy range [0,Λ2]. The corresponding eigenfunctions are
the Hermite–Weber functions Ωn, with 2n+1 ≤ 2πΛ2. We restrict as above
to even n to get even functions.

This disk cutoff is not suitable for our goal since it is not clear how to
obtain the analog of the correspondence (2.178). However, we know that
the prolate spheroidal functions ψn converge to the Ωn for Λ → ∞. The
following proposition shows how the zeros of the Riemann zeta function are
already present in this very rough approximation.

Recall from (2.7) that Riemann’s ξ function (2.6) admits a description
as

(2.185) ξ(t) = ξ(0)
∏

(1− t2

α2
),

where ρ = 1
2 + iα runs through all the zeros of ζ with � ρ > 0.

Proposition 2.24. Let H0
n be the codimension two subspace of the lin-

ear span of the Ω2j, for j ≤ n, determined by the two linear conditions
f(0) = f̂(0) = 0. Let E be the map defined in (2.182). Then the space of
Fourier transforms of elements of E(H0

n) is the space of polynomial multi-
ples P (t) ξ(t), where ξ(t) is Riemann’s ξ function and P is a polynomial of
degree ≤ n− 2.

Proof. By (2.6) one has,

(2.186) ξ(t) = −1
2

(
1
4

+ t2
)

Γ
(

1
4

+
it

2

)
π− 1

4
− it

2 ζ

(
1
2

+ it

)
.
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With E as in (2.182), we obtain

(2.187) E(Ω0)(λ) = λ1/2ϑ(λ2) ,

where we have

(2.188) ϑ(x) :=
∞∑

n=1

e−n2πx.

The Fourier transform of E(Ω0), which is of the form

(2.189) Ê(Ω0)(s) =
∫ ∞

0
E(Ω0)(λ)λisdλ

λ
,

is not well defined, since Ω0 does not fulfill the boundary conditions of
(2.181) and the integral diverges at 0. However, (2.189) makes sense for
#(is) > 1

2 and gives

(2.190) Ê(Ω0)(s) =
1
2
ζ∗
(

1
2

+ is

)
,

where ζ∗ is given by (2.4), i.e.

(2.191) ζ∗(s) = π−s/2 Γ
(s

2

)
ζ(s).

Moreover, one has

(2.192)
∞∑

n=1

n2ke−πn2y = (−π)−k(
∂

∂y
)kϑ(y) .

Thus one obtains for the function f(x) = πkx2ke−πx2
that

E(f)(λ) = λ1/2
∞∑
1

f(nλ) = πkλ2k+ 1
2

∞∑
n=1

n2ke−πn2λ2

hence, using (2.192) with y = λ2,

(2.193) Ê(f)(t) =
∫ ∞

0
E(f)(λ)λitdλ

λ
=

1
2
(−1)k

∫ ∞

0
y

1
4
+i t

2 yk(
∂

∂y
)kϑ(y)

dy

y

After integration by parts (2.193) gives

(2.194) Ê(f)(t) =
1
2

k−1∏
m=0

(
1
4

+ i
t

2
+ m

)
ζ∗
(

1
2

+ it

)
.

As above, this holds for #(it) > 1
2 . Using (2.179), we see that the Fourier

transform of E(f) is an entire function provided f ∈ S(R) fulfills the bound-
ary conditions of (2.181). Thus, for

(2.195) f(x) =
n∑

j=0

cj π
j x2j e−πx2

, f ∈ H0
n,
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we obtain

(2.196) Ê(f)(t) = −P (t) ξ(t),

where the polynomial P (t) is the quotient

(2.197) P (t) =

∑n
j=0 cj

∏j−1
k=0

(
1
4 + i t

2 + k
)

t2 + 1
4

.

Notice that the numerator of (2.197) is divisible by t2 + 1
4 exactly when f

fulfills the boundary conditions of (2.181). �

As explained above, this is an oversimplification in our case, since it
does not fulfill the matching conditions (2.178). It is however useful, since
the prolate spheroidal functions admit very efficient expansions in terms of
Hermite-Weber functions, cf. e.g. [129].

If we were dealing with polynomials, Proposition 2.24 would yield the
ideal J generated by ξ, and the zeros of ξ would be the spectrum of the
quotient by J . This is exactly in line with seeing the zeros of zeta as an
absorption spectrum, or as appearing in the cokernel of the map E defined
between suitable function spaces. An instance of such a realization using
Sobolev spaces was given in [71] and will be explained in §9 Theorem 2.47.
This type of result is mainly a motivation and admits many variants based
on various choices of function spaces. For instance, for any f ∈ S(R)even

fulfilling the conditions of (2.181), we have the factorization

(2.198) Ê(f)(t) = −Z(t) ξ(t) ,

where Z(t) is the entire function

(2.199) Z(t) =

1
Γ( 1

4
+i t

2
)

∫∞
0 u−

3
4
+i t

2 f(
√

u
π ) du

t2 + 1
4

.

7. The adèle class space: finitely many degrees of freedom

We now return to our goal, which is to describe a semi-classical sys-
tem that accounts for all the additional terms indexed by prime numbers in
(2.35). The space we construct is the configuration space (instead of the
phase space) that accounts for the right terms in the formula (2.35). We
first introduce this space, the adèle class space, as a quotient of the adèles
of Q by the action of Q∗. In Chapter 3 we give a simpler and more geomet-
ric description of the same space in terms of Q-lattices modulo the relation
of commensurability, and in Chapter 4 we give another, even more natural
reinterpretation, in terms of Artin motives and their noncommutative gen-
eralization, the endomotives introduced in [74]. In this section we describe
in detail the case of finitely many degrees of freedom, where one can give a
complete proof of the trace formula of [71] (semi-local case).
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Definition 2.25. Given topological spaces Xα and open subsets Uα ⊂
Xα, the restricted product of the Xα with respect to the Uα is the subspace
of
∏

α Xα of elements (xα) such that xα ∈ Uα for all but finitely many α.

One denotes this subspace by
∏′

α Xα or by
∏res

α Xα, when the choice of
the Uα is understood. It is by construction the union of the subsets

YS =
∏
α∈S

Xα ×
∏
α/∈S

Uα

and one endows
∏′

α Xα with the topology for which a subset is open if and
only if its intersection with all the above subsets YS is open. When each Xα

is locally compact and almost all Uα are compact, the restricted product∏′
α Xα is locally compact.

The adèles of Q are the restricted product

(2.200) AQ =
res∏

v∈ΣQ

Qv,

where the set ΣQ is the set of valuations (places) of Q, that is, ΣQ = P∪{∞},
with P the set of primes in Z. The field Qv is the completion of Q in the
valuation | · |v, that is, the p-adics Qp at the finite places p ∈ P and Q∞ = R
at the infinite (Archimedean) place∞ ∈ ΣQ. The restricted product is with
respect to Zp ⊂ Qp.

One can equally describe the adèles of Q in the following way. First
consider the profinite completion of Z,

(2.201) Ẑ = lim←−
N

Z/NZ.

The finite adèles of Q are given by

(2.202) AQ,f = Ẑ⊗Z Q,

and the full adèles (2.200) are then

(2.203) AQ = AQ,f × R.

The maximal compact subring of AQ,f is identified with Ẑ, which can also
be written in the form

(2.204) Ẑ =
∏
p

Zp.

The idèles of Q are the invertible elements of AQ, namely A∗
Q = GL1(AQ).

(The topology on A∗
Q is not the one induced by AQ, but it is given by the

embedding x �→ (x, x−1).) Similarly, one considers A∗
Q,f = GL1(AQ,f ). The

subgroup GL1(Q) of A∗
Q is a discrete subgroup and the quotient group is

the idèle class group

(2.205) CQ = GL1(AQ)/GL1(Q).
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One can then consider the group CQ modulo the connected component of
the identity DQ. The quotient is given by

(2.206) CQ/DQ = A∗
Q,f/Q

∗
+ = Ẑ∗,

the group of units (invertible elements of the ring) of Ẑ. This identification
will be useful when we consider in Chapter 3 the abelian class field theory
of Q. In fact, by the class field theory isomorphism, the group (2.206) is
identified with the Galois group of the maximal abelian extension Qab of Q,
namely with Gal(Qab/Q) = Gal(Q̄/Q)ab, the abelianization of the absolute
Galois group of Q.

We can also consider the action of Q∗ on the adèles AQ. Unlike the
action on idèles A∗

Q, the action on adèles is not “nice” in the usual topological
sense. In other words, this is a typical case of a quotient that fails to be
a nice topological space: the Hausdorff condition fails and typically there
are no good functions on the quotient other than constants. The tools
of noncommutative geometry are especially designed to treat this type of
quotient in such a way that one can still use all the concepts of (smooth)
geometry. The main point is that one replaces the ring of functions on the
quotient (defined as functions invariant under the equivalence relation) with
functions on the graph of the equivalence relation with a noncommutative
convolution product dictated by the groupoid law of the equivalence relation.
The adèle class space of Q is the quotient

(2.207) XQ = AQ/Q
∗,

regarded as a noncommutative space. In Chapter 4 we show how to use the
tools of noncommutative geometry to give a cohomological interpretation of
the spectral realization of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function, but in the
present Chapter we shall give the direct description in more naive terms.

7.1. Geometry of the semi-local adèle class space.

In order to understand the adèle class space we first consider a semi-
local version of this space, that is, one in which we restrict to finitely many
degrees of freedom, by considering only finitely many places.

Let S be a finite set of places with ∞ ∈ S. We consider the locally
compact ring

(2.208) AQ,S =
∏
v∈S

Qv.

It contains Q as a subring using the diagonal embedding. We let QS denote
the subring of Q given by rational numbers whose denominator only involves
primes p ∈ S. In other words,

(2.209) QS = {q ∈ Q | |q|v ≤ 1 , ∀v /∈ S} .
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The group Q∗
S of invertible elements of the ring QS is of the form

(2.210) Q∗
S = GL1(QS) = {±pn1

1 · · · p
nk
k : pj ∈ S \ {∞} , nj ∈ Z}.

The semi-local adèle class space XQ,S is the quotient

(2.211) XQ,S := AQ,S/Q
∗
S .

The group

(2.212) A∗
Q,S = GL1(AQ,S) =

∏
p∈S

GL1(Qp)

acts naturally by multiplication on the quotient XQ,S .

We shall show in §7.2 how to quantize this system, i.e. to define the
Hilbert space L2(XQ,S) and to analyze the action of GL1(AQ,S) on L2(XQ,S).
For now we shall start with the simplest nontrivial examples where one can
get a picture of the semi-local adèle class space and see in which sense it
appears as a compactification of the following semi-local analogue of the
idèle class group

(2.213) CQ,S = GL1(AQ,S)/Q∗
S

This group acts on XQ,S by multiplication and the orbit of 1 ∈ AQ,S (the
unit of the ring) gives an embedding

(2.214) CQ,S → XQ,S .

Notice first that, if the set S consists solely of the point ∞, then the
system we obtain is the one we have already discussed in Sections 3 and 5.1
above. We now describe concretely the space XQ,S in other simple cases
where S consists of two or three places.

7.1.1. Two places: S = {p,∞}.
We let p be a prime number and take S = {p,∞}. We get

AQ,S = Qp × R

GL1(AQ,S) = Q∗
p × R∗

Q∗
S = {±pn , n ∈ Z}

Thus in this case the space XQ,S is the quotient of Qp×R by the group Q∗
S

generated by the symmetry σ(x, y) = (−x,−y) and the scaling transforma-
tion sp

sp(x, y) = (p x, p y) .
Both of these transformations preserve the function

(2.215) f̃(x, y) = |x|p |y|∞ ∈ R+

which can be viewed as a continuous function

(2.216) f : XQ,S → R+ .
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The following proposition shows in which sense XQ,S can be thought of
as a compactification of CQ,S .

Proposition 2.26. The subspace CQ,S ⊂ XQ,S is the inverse image of
R∗

+ by f .
The fiber f−1(0) is the union of three pieces,

f−1(0) = Tp ∪ T∞ ∪ {0} ,
where Tp ∼ R∗

+/p
Z and T∞ ∼ Z∗

p/{±1} while {0} is a single point.

Proof. The first statement follows from

f̃(x, y) �= 0⇔ (x, y) ∈ Q∗
p × R∗ ⊂ Qp × R .

Note that the fiber of f over any nonzero ε ∈ R+ is easily identified with
Z∗

p,
f−1(ε) ∼ Z∗

p , ∀ε �= 0
where one can for instance use the fundamental domain

(2.217) D = Z∗
p × R∗

+

for the action of Q∗
S on Q∗

p × R∗ to obtain the required isomorphism.
The fiber f−1(0) of f over the point ε = 0 is no longer Z∗

p and is the
union of three pieces

f−1(0) = Tp ∪ T∞ ∪ {0}
corresponding respectively to

• x = 0, y �= 0 which gives a torus Tp ∼ R∗
+/p

Z using the map
(x, y)→ |y|.
• x �= 0, y = 0 which gives the compact T∞ ∼ Z∗

p/{±1} as quotient
of Q∗

p by the action of Q∗
S .

• x = 0, y = 0 which gives one point 0.
�

Let us briefly describe the quotient topology on XQ,S . On the open set
which is the complement of f−1(0) it coincides with the locally compact
topology of CQ,S . The convergence of the fiber f−1(ε) ∼ Z∗

p to f−1(0) is
governed by

Proposition 2.27. Let Pn ∈ CQ,S and (xn, yn) be the coordinates of
the unique representative of Pn in the fundamental domain D (of (2.217)).
Then, in the (non-Hausdorff) quotient topology,

• Pn → 0⇔ f(Pn)→ 0.
• For x ∈ T∞ ∼ Z∗

p/{±1} one has Pn → x⇔ f(Pn)→ 0 and xn →
x in Z∗

p/{±1}.
• For y ∈ Tp ∼ R∗

+/p
Z one has Pn → y ⇔ f(Pn)→ 0 and yn → y in

R∗
+/p

Z.
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Figure 9. Holonomy

Proof. Since f is continuous one has Pn → 0 ⇒ f(Pn) → 0. Con-
versely, since, for Pn = (xn, yn) ∈ D, one has f(Pn) = |yn| one gets |yn| → 0
and one can find a sequence pkn of positive powers of p such that kn → ∞
and pkn |yn| → 0. Then the two components of skn

p (xn, yn) = (pknxn, p
knyn)

converge to 0 which shows that Pn → 0 in the quotient topology.
Let x ∈ T∞ ∼ Z∗

p/{±1}. One has f(x) = 0 ; thus Pn → x⇒ f(Pn)→ 0.
In fact if Pn → x there exists a sequence pkn of powers of p such that
(pknxn, p

knyn)→ (x, 0) in Qp × R. But this implies that kn = 0 for n large
enough and thus that xn → x in Z∗

p/± 1. Conversely if xn → x in Z∗
p/{±1}

and f(Pn)→ 0 then (xn, yn)→ (x, 0) in Qp × R so that Pn → x.
Let now y ∈ Tp ∼ R∗

+/p
Z. One has f(y) = 0 ; thus Pn → y ⇒

f(Pn) → 0. If Pn → y there exists a sequence pkn of powers of p such
that (pknxn, p

knyn) → (0, y) in Qp × R. This implies that kn → ∞ and
pknyn → y so that in the quotient circle R∗

+/p
Z one has yn → y. Con-

versely if yn → y in R∗
+/p

Z and f(Pn) → 0, one can find a sequence pkn

of positive powers of p such that kn → ∞ and pknyn → y. It follows that
(pknxn, p

knyn)→ (0, y) in Qp × R. �

Proposition 2.27 shows that the quotient topology on the space XQ,S is
non-Hausdorff and, when yn → 0, the same sequence (xn, yn) ∈ D has three
different limit points in the boundary fiber f−1(0),

• limxn ∈ T∞
• lim yn ∈ Tp

• 0 ∈ XQ,S
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The convergence to Tp ∼ R∗
+/p

Z is very suggestive of holonomy in the frame-
work of foliations and, using a logarithmic scale,

R∗
+/p

Z ∼ R/(Z log p)

it corresponds to what happens in the limit cycle of the foliation associated
to a flow as in Figure 9. Indeed the conditions yn → 0 and yn → y in R∗

+/p
Z

exactly mean that the points − log yn converge to the point − log y in the
limit cycle R/(Z log p).

In fact one can be more precise and see what happens by analyzing the
C∗-algebras involved. The C∗-algebra which encodes the topology of the
quotient space XQ,S is the crossed product

(2.218) A = C0(AQ,S) � Q∗
S ,

and the C∗-algebra associated to the boundary fiber f−1(0) is by construc-
tion the crossed product

(2.219) A = C0(f̃−1(0)) � Q∗
S .

The decomposition of f̃−1(0) as the union

f̃−1(0) = V∞ ∪ Vp , V∞ = Qp × 0 , Vp = 0× R

of the Vv, v ∈ {p,∞}, over their common point 0 is Q∗
S-equivariant. Thus

one gets that the C∗-algebra A is the fiber product of the C∗-algebras Av,

(2.220) Av = C0(Vv) � Q∗
S , v ∈ {p,∞}

over the augmentation morphisms εv : Av → C∗(Q∗
S) given by evaluation at

0. Moreover for each of the Av one has an exact sequence of the form

(2.221) 0→ C(Tv)⊗K → Av
εv→ C∗(Q∗

S)→ 0,

where K is the algebra of compact operators. This follows using the fact
that the action of Q∗

S on R∗ or Q∗
p is free. It follows in particular that, in

the case of two places, the C∗-algebra A of (2.218) is of type I (cf. [120]),
i.e. that all factor representations of A generate a type I factor. This no
longer holds in general, as we shall see now with a specific example.

7.1.2. Three places S = {p, q,∞}.
We give an example to show that, as soon as the system is constructed

out of a set S that contains at least two finite primes in addition to the point
∞, then the quotient XQ,S should be regarded as a noncommutative space.

Lemma 2.28. Consider the set of 3 places S = {p, q,∞}. Then
• The quotient XQ,S is not countably separated.
• The crossed product C∗-algebra

A = C0(AQ,S) � Q∗
S

is not of type I.
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Proof. The irrationality of log p/ log q when p and q are distinct primes
shows that the subgroup

(2.222) P = {±pnqm : n,m ∈ Z}
is dense in R∗. It follows that Q∗

S acts ergodically on {0} × R ⊂ AQ,S and
thus the quotient XQ,S is not countably separated.

Since the crossed product C∗-algebra admits C0(R) � P as a quotient,
it has non type I factor representations and hence fails to be of type I. �

Taking p = 2, q = 3 as the simplest example it is amusing to note that
it is the irrationality of the ratio log 3/ log 2 that is responsible for the non-
commutative nature of the quotient AQ,S/Q∗

S corresponding to the three
places S = {2, 3,∞}. The irrationality of log 3/ log 2 has a manifestation
in the theory of western classical music, where a frequency ratio of 2 corre-
sponds to passing to the octave and the perfect fifth is the frequency ratio
3/2. The fact that the ratio log 3/ log 2 is only approximated by the ratio-
nal number 19/12 is responsible for the difference between the “circulating
temperament” of Baroque music (e.g. the Well Tempered Clavier) and the
“equal temperament” of XIX century music.

7.2. The Hilbert space L2(XS) and the trace formula.

Our purpose in this section is to quantize the system given by the action
of GL1(AQ,S) on the semi-local adèle class space XQ,S , i.e. to define the
Hilbert space L2(XQ,S) and to analyze the action of GL1(AQ,S) on L2(XQ,S).
The additive group of the ring AQ,S is a locally compact abelian group and
we can consider the corresponding Haar measure, which we denote by da.
The module |λ|S is defined by d(λa) = |λ| da and is given by the product

(2.223) |λ|S =
∏
v∈S

|λv|, ∀λ = (λv) ∈
∏
v∈S

Qv

of the modules |λv| of the components of λ.
For any λ ∈ Q∗

S one has |λ|S = 1, since Q∗
S is the subgroup of GL1(Q)

defined by

(2.224) Q∗
S = {γ ∈ GL1(Q) : |γ|v = 1 , ∀v /∈ S}.

We now construct the Hilbert space associated to the quotient XQ,S . We
need the following preliminary results.

Lemma 2.29. Let f ∈ S(AQ,S). The series

(2.225) Σ(f)(x) =
∑

q∈Q∗
S

f(qx)

is absolutely convergent for any x ∈ A∗
Q,S.

One has, with m = CardS,

(2.226) |Σ(f)(x)| = O(| log |x||m−1) , for |x| → 0 ,
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and |Σ(f)(x)| is of rapid decay in |x| for |x| → ∞.

Proof. Let us consider the map from A∗
Q,S to RS given by

(2.227) u ∈
∏
S

Q∗
v �→ �(u) = (log |uv|)v ∈ RS .

The group Q∗
S is a discrete cocompact subgroup of the kernel of the map

λ �→ |λ|S from A∗
Q,S to R∗

+. The kernel of the restriction of � to Q∗
S is

{q ∈ Q∗ | |q|v = 1,∀v ∈ ΣQ} which is ±1. The image L = �(Q∗
S) by the map

� is a lattice in the hyperplane

(2.228) H = {y = (yv) ∈ RS |
∑

yv = 0} .

For any element of H one has, with m = CardS,

(2.229)
∑
|yv| ≤ 2m sup yv .

Indeed one has
∑

yv>0 |yv| =
∑

yv<0 |yv| and 1
2

∑
|yv| =

∑
yv>0 yv≤m sup yv.

Let n ∈ N, and

(2.230) Bn = {x ∈ AQ,S | |xv| ≤ n , ∀v ∈ S} .

Given f ∈ S(AQ,S) there exists a sequence λn > 0 of rapid decay such that

(2.231) |f(x)| ≤
∑

λn 1Bn(x) .

Using (2.231) the first statement of the lemma follows from the following
estimate. There exist constants 0 < cj <∞ such that, for any x ∈ A∗

Q,S ,

(2.232) |Σ(1Bn)(x)| ≤ c1|c2 + m log n− log |x||m−1 .

Let us prove (2.232). By construction |Σ(1Bn)(x)| is the number of elements
q ∈ Q∗

S such that |qvxv| ≤ n for all v ∈ S. Up to a finite factor (equal to 2)
it is, using the map � of (2.227), the cardinality of

(2.233) Y = {y = (yv) ∈ L | yv + log |xv| ≤ log n,∀v ∈ S} .

Since L is a lattice in H there exists ε > 0 such that the cubes of size ε
centered at points of L are pairwise disjoint. Thus the cardinality of Y is
less than ε−m+1 times the volume in H of the subset

(2.234) Y ′ = {y = (yv) ∈ H | yv + log |xv| ≤ log n + ε,∀v ∈ S} .

The defining inequalities for this subset of H are of the form yv ≤ αv and, in
the variables zv = αv − yv, one is dealing with the simplex (with α =

∑
αv)

(2.235) S = {z = (zv) |
∑

zv = α , zv ≥ 0,∀v ∈ S} ,

whose volume is proportional to αm−1. Here αv = log n + ε − log |xv| and
α =

∑
αv = m(log n + ε)− log |x|; thus one gets (2.232).
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To get the estimate (2.226) for |x| → 0 one can use the convexity of the
map x �→ xa for a = m−1, i.e. the inequality (u+v

2 )a ≤ ua+va

2 (for u, v > 0),
to replace (2.232) for |x| < 1 by

(2.236) |Σ(1Bn)(x)| ≤ c′1(c2 + m log n)m−1 + c′1| log |x||m−1 .

Since the sequence λn is of rapid decay one then gets

(2.237) |Σ(f)(x)| ≤ c3 + c4| log |x||m−1

where c3 =
∑

n c
′
1(c2 + m log n)m−1λn <∞ and c4 = c′1

∑
λn <∞.

Next we consider the behaviour of |Σ(f)(x)| for |x| → ∞. For |x| > 1
one has from (2.232) that |Σ(1Bn)(x)| ≤ c1(c2 + m log n)m−1 and moreover
|Σ(1Bn)(x)| = 0 for |x| > nm since one has |y| ≤ nm for all y ∈ Bn. Thus
for |x| > nm

0 one gets

|Σ(f)(x)| ≤
∞∑
n0

λn c1(c2 + m log n)m−1

which is of rapid decay in n0, so that |Σ(f)(x)| is of rapid decay in |x|. �
The quotient group

(2.238) CQ,S := GL1(AQ,S)/Q∗
S

is a locally compact modulated group (Definition 2.8) with module

(2.239) Mod(λ) := |λ|S , ∀λ ∈ CQ,S

given by (2.223). The kernel C1
Q,S of the module is a compact subgroup of

CQ,S and CQ,S is (non-canonically) isomorphic to C1
Q,S × R∗

+.
We normalize the multiplicative Haar measure d∗λ of CQ,S by

(2.240)
∫
|λ|∈[1,Λ]

d∗λ ∼ log Λ when Λ→∞.

Proposition 2.30. The following defines a map E with dense range
from S(AQ,S) to L2(CQ,S):

(2.241) E(f)(x) = |x|1/2Σ(f)(x) , ∀x ∈ CQ,S .

Proof. By construction Σ(f)(x) only depends upon the class of x in
CQ,S . Moreover by Lemma 2.29 the function E(f)(x) is of exponential decay
on CQ,S in terms of | log |x||. Thus it is square integrable. Let D be a
fundamental domain for the action of Q∗

S in
∏

Q∗
v. One can for instance

take D =
∏

p∈S Z∗
p × R∗

+. Then for f smooth with compact support in D

one has E(f)(x) = |x|1/2f(x) and such functions are dense in L2(CQ,S). �
Thus, it makes sense to give the following definition.

Definition 2.31. We define the Hilbert space L2(XQ,S) as the comple-
tion of the Bruhat-Schwartz space S(AQ,S) with respect to the inner product

(2.242) 〈f1, f2〉S = 〈E(f1),E(f2)〉 .
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We now give an equivalent formulation of the inner product. We let
L2(AQ,S) be the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on AQ,S . It is
the completion of the Bruhat-Schwartz space S(AQ,S) with respect to the
standard inner product

(2.243) 〈f1, f2〉 :=
∫

AQ,S

f1(a) f2(a) da.

The scaling operator ϑa(λ), for λ ∈ GL1(AQ,S), is defined as

(2.244) (ϑa(λ) ξ)(a) = ξ(λ−1a), ∀a ∈ AQ,S , ∀ξ ∈ S(AQ,S).

This fullfills the property that

(2.245) ϑa(λ)∗ϑa(λ) = ϑa(λ)ϑa(λ)∗ = |λ|S .

Lemma 2.32. For any choice of fi ∈ S(AQ,S), i = 1, 2, the series

(2.246)
∑

γ∈Q∗
S

〈f1, ϑa(γ)f2〉

of inner products in L2(AQ,S) is absolutely convergent. The sum of the series
coincides with the positive definite inner product 〈f1, f2〉S on S(AQ,S).

Proof. Let 1Bn be the characteristic function of the set Bn of (2.230).
Then, for any rational number of the form

(2.247) γ = ±x1

x2
with xj ∈ N,

such that γ ∈ Q∗
S , one has (up to a fixed normalization constant)

(2.248) 〈1Bn , ϑa(γ)1Bn〉 = nm(max{xj})−1.

Thus, using (2.231), the series (2.246) converges like the geometric series
e−h(γ), where the height h(γ) = log max{xj} is equivalent to a length func-
tion on the finitely generated abelian group Q∗

S . This is sufficient to get the
required convergence.

Before showing the second part, it is worthwhile to check the positivity
directly. Notice that, for any f ∈ S(AQ,S), the function

(2.249) γ �→ φ(γ) = 〈f, ϑa(γ)f〉
is the coefficient of a unitary representation and hence is of positive type.
By the above it is in �1(Q∗

S), so that its sum
∑

γ φ(γ) is positive ([120],
Proposition 18.3.6).

Finally to obtain the equality (valid modulo a normalization constant)

(2.250)
∑

γ∈Q∗
S

〈f1, ϑa(γ)f2〉 = 〈f1, f2〉S , ∀fj ∈ S(AQ,S) ,

one applies Fubini’s Theorem to the double sum

E(f1)(x)E(f2)(x)= |x|
∑

r

∑
s

f̄1(rx)f2(sx)= |x|
∑

γ

∑
r

f̄1(rx)ϑa(γ)f2(rx)
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together with the equality, valid up to a normalization constant,

(2.251)
∫

CQ,S

Σ(f)(λ)|λ|d∗λ =
∫

AQ,S

f(a)da .

�
The radical of the inner product 〈f1, f2〉S of (2.246) contains the linear

span of functions of the form

(2.252) f − ϑa(γ) f, ∀f ∈ S(AQ,S), ∀γ ∈ Q∗
S .

This shows that it automatically reduces S(AQ,S) to its co-invariants under
the action of Q∗

S .
This fact is exactly analogous to what happens in the context of construc-

tive gauge theories on lattices, where two functions of field configurations
that are related by a gauge transformation differ only by an element of the
radical of the inner product defining the physical Hilbert space (see [262]
Theorem 2.1 and p.17).

The equality (2.244) defines the action of GL1(AQ,S) on the Hilbert
space L2(XQ,S) and (2.245) still holds. Moreover, this action is the identity
on Q∗

S = GL1(QS) ⊂ GL1(AQ,S) and given a smooth compactly supported
function h on CQ,S , it makes sense to define

(2.253) ϑa(h) =
∫

CQ,S

h(g)ϑa(g) dg

as an operator acting on L2(XS).

We now show that the Fourier transform F on S(AQ,S) extends to a
unitary operator on the Hilbert space L2(XS). For each place v ∈ S we
choose a basic character αv of Qv. This makes it possible to identify the
locally compact abelian group Qv with its Pontrjagin dual by the pairing

(2.254) 〈a, b〉 := αv(ab), ∀a, b ∈ Qv.

We normalize the additive Haar measure so that it is self-dual. Then α =∏
v αv is a basic character of the additive group AS , and we let Fα denote

the corresponding Fourier transform, acting on the Bruhat-Schwartz space
S(AS).

Lemma 2.33. Consider the character α =
∏

v αv and the corresponding
Fourier transform Fα as above. The map f �→ Fα(f), for f ∈ S(AQ,S),
extends uniquely to a unitary operator Fα on the Hilbert space L2(XS).

Proof. One uses (2.96) and |γ| = 1 for γ ∈ Q∗
S to get the equalities

(2.255) 〈Fαf,Fαf〉 = 〈f, f〉 and Fα(ϑa(γ)f) = ϑa(γ−1)Fα(f).

One then has, by (2.250),

〈Fαf1,Fαf2〉S =
∑

γ∈Q∗
S

〈Fαf1, ϑa(γ)Fαf2〉 =
∑

γ∈Q∗
S

〈Fαf1,Fαϑa(γ−1)f2〉
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=
∑

γ∈Q∗
S

〈f1, ϑa(γ−1)f2〉 = 〈f1, f2〉S .

�

We let w be the unitary identification of L2(XQ,S) with L2(CQ,S) pro-
vided by Proposition 2.30. It intertwines the representation ϑa of (2.253)
with the regular representation ϑm of CQ,S

(2.256) (ϑm(λ) ξ)(v) := ξ(λ−1 v) , ∀ξ ∈ L2(CQ,S) ,

by the equality

(2.257) wϑa(λ)w−1 = |λ|1/2 ϑm(λ) , ∀λ ∈ CQ,S .

We now prove the analogue of Lemma 2.20. For each place v, the multi-
plicative group Q∗

v is a modulated group, and by [282] there exists a unitary
function uv ∈ L∞(Q̂∗

v) such that, for any character χ of Q∗
v

(2.258)
∫

Q∗
v

Fαv(f)(x)χ(x−1)|x|1/2d∗x = uv(χ)
∫

Q∗
v

f(x)χ(x)|x|1/2d∗x

where Fαv is the Fourier transform relative to the character αv. By [282],
the function uv is given by the ratio of the local factors of L-functions.

The dual of the embedding Q∗
v ↪→ CS given by u �→ (1, 1, . . . , u, . . . , 1)

is a projection πv : ĈQ,S → Q̂∗
v.

Lemma 2.34. On L2(XQ,S) one has

(2.259) Fα = w−1 ◦ I ◦ F−1
C ◦ u ◦ FC ◦ w,

where u is the multiplication operator by the function

(2.260) u :=
∏
S

uv ◦ πv .

Proof. The composition I ◦ w ◦ Fα ◦ w−1 is a unitary operator in
L2(CQ,S) which commutes with the regular representation ϑm of CQ,S

(2.256). This commutation follows from (2.257) and

(2.261) Fα(ϑa(λ)f) = |λ|ϑa(λ−1)Fα(f) , ∀f ∈ L2(XQ,S) .

Thus there exists a unitary function z on ĈQ,S such that

I ◦ w ◦ Fα ◦ w−1 = F−1
C ◦ z ◦ FC

and it remains to show that z = u. To get this we let χ ∈ ĈQ,S be a character
of CQ,S and consider the distribution on AQ,S

(2.262) ∆χ(f) =
∫

CQ,S

E(f)(x)χ(x)d∗x , ∀f ∈ S(AQ,S) .
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This is well defined by the exponential decay of E(f)(x) and gives a homo-
geneous distribution. The computation of the Fourier transform of homoge-
neous distributions on AQ,S thus gives, using (2.258), the equality

(2.263)
∫

CQ,S

E(Fα(f))(x−1)χ(x)d∗x =
∏

uv(χv)
∫

CQ,S

E(f)(x)χ(x)d∗x

where χ̃ =
∏

χv is the decomposition of the composition χ̃ of χ with the
quotient map A∗

Q,S → CQ,S . Since χv = πv(χ) this shows that z = u. �

Now we proceed as in Section 3 and we introduce infrared and ultraviolet
cutoffs. For the infrared one we use the orthogonal projection PΛ onto the
subspace

(2.264) {ξ ∈ L2(XS) | ξ(x) = 0, ∀x with |x| > Λ}.
Thus, PΛ is the operator acting as multiplication by the function ρΛ, with
ρΛ(x) = 1 for |x| ≤ Λ and ρΛ(x) = 0 for |x| > Λ. This gives an infrared
cutoff.

To get an ultraviolet cutoff we use P̂Λ = FαPΛF−1
α , where Fα is the

Fourier transform of Lemma 2.33, which depends upon the choice of the
basic character α =

∏
v αv. Finally, we let

(2.265) RΛ = P̂ΛPΛ.

We shall now prove an analog of Lemma 2.21 in this context. We first
need to extend the quantized calculus of Definition 2.19 to arbitrary modu-
lated groups C (Definition 2.8).

We let C be such a group and we let Ĉ denote the Pontrjagin dual of
C. The elements of L∞(Ĉ) act as multiplication operators on the Hilbert
space H := L2(Ĉ). We then consider an operator H on H of the form

(2.266) H := 2FC 1P F−1
C − 1,

where FC : L2(C)→ H is the Fourier transform and 1P is the multiplication
by the characteristic function of the set P = {u ∈ C | |u| ≥ 1}. Here we use
the notation Mod(u) = |u| for u ∈ C. The operator (2.266) plays the role
of the Hilbert transform.

As in (2.137) above, we define the “quantized” differential of f as the
operator

(2.267) −d f := [H, f ] = Hf − fH.

We introduce the notation

(2.268) Π[a,b] := FC 1Y F−1
C , for Y = {u ∈ C | e2πa ≤ |u| ≤ e2πb},

whose normalization fits with (2.136). We then have the following result.

Lemma 2.35. Let S be as above. For any Λ there is a unitary operator

(2.269) W = WΛ : L2(XQ,S)→ L2(ĈQ,S)
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such that, for any hj ∈ S(CQ,S), j = 1, 2, one has

(2.270)
W ϑa(h̃1)P̂ΛPΛϑa(h̃2)W ∗ =

ĥ1

(
1
2u

−1 −d u Π
[−∞, 2 log Λ

2π
]
+ Π

[0, 2 log Λ
2π

]

)
ĥ2.

Here h̃j(λ) = |λ|−1/2hj(λ), the operator −d u is the quantized differential of
the function u :=

∏
S uv ◦πv of (2.260) and ĥj is the multiplication operator

by the Fourier transform FC(hj).

Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 2.21 using Lemma 2.34
instead of Lemma 2.20 and the identity (2.257) instead of (2.157). �

We now give a different proof of the following result of [71]. This proof
is based on the idea of [37] and was explained in the class [72] of 1999.

Theorem 2.36. Let AQ,S be as above, with basic character α =
∏

v∈S αv.
Let h ∈ S(CQ,S) be a function with compact support. Then, in the limit
Λ→∞, one has

(2.271) Tr(ϑa(h)RΛ) = 2h(1) log Λ +
∑
v∈S

∫ ′

Q∗
v

h(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u + o(1).

Here each Q∗
v is embedded in CQ,S by the map u �→ (1, 1, . . . , u, . . . , 1).

The principal value
∫ ′ is as in Definition 2.12.

Proof. Let us first show that ϑa(h)RΛ is a trace-class operator. We
use (2.270) and treat separately the two terms. The operator ĥΠ

[0, 2 log Λ
2π

]

is of trace-class and its trace gives the term 2h(1) log Λ. To show that
the operator ĥ 1

2u
−1 −d u Π

[−∞, 2 log Λ
2π

]
is of trace-class, it is enough to show

that ĥ 1
2u

−1 −d u is of trace class. Moreover, since the increasing family of
projections Π

[−∞, 2 log Λ
2π

]
→ 1 when Λ→∞, one then gets the convergence of

the traces

(2.272) Tr(ĥ
1
2
u−1 −d u Π

[−∞, 2 log Λ
2π

]
)→ Tr(ĥ

1
2
u−1 −d u) .

Next one has u−1 −d u = −−d u−1u and ĥ−d u−1u = −d (ĥu−1)u − −d ĥ. By [68]
Chapter 4, the operator −d f is of infinite order and hence of trace-class for
any Schwartz function f . This is the case for ĥ and to show that this also
holds for ĥu−1 we need to show that all the derivatives of the function u are
of tempered growth. This is done separately for the uv. When v is a non-
Archimedean place uv is a periodic smooth function so the answer follows.
When v = ∞ is the Archimedean place, one uses the formula (with γ the
Euler constant)

Γ′

Γ
(z) = −γ +

∞∑
0

(
1

n + 1
− 1

n + z
)
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together with (2.153) to get an estimate of the form u
(n)
∞ (s) = O(log |s|n)

for |s| → ∞.
The trace of ϑa(h)RΛ can then be computed in two different ways. The

first uses the formula

(2.273) Tr(ĥ u−1 −d u) =
∑
v∈S

Tr(ĥ (uv ◦ πv)−1 −d (uv ◦ πv))

which follows from (2.260), the derivation property of the quantized differ-
ential, and the cyclic property of the trace.

The second way is direct and geometric ([71]) and gives (2.271) with the
prescription of Definition 2.12 for the principal values. It thus remains to
show that the two results are the same. This follows from the reformulation
by Weil [295] of the explicit formulas of number theory and will be explained
in §8. �

8. Weil’s formulation of the explicit formulas

In this section we shall recall Weil’s formulation of Riemann’s explicit
formulas in number theory. It will prepare the ground for the more com-
plicated L-functions treated in the §10. We shall also check by explicit
computations that the rewriting of the Weil explicit formulas which is pre-
dicted by the trace formula of Theorem 2.36 is correct. Our computation is
straightforward and it will be useful to obtain the principal values as explic-
itly as possible, but the result can be better understood conceptually using
[163]. We shall also show that the Weil principal values can be computed
also in the complex case using the minimal subtraction scheme MSK which
we already met in §4.2 for K = R.

8.1. L-functions.

One lets K be a global field. It is by definition a field which embeds as a
discrete cocompact subfield in a (non-discrete) locally compact semisimple
abelian ring A. The topological ring A then depends functorially on K and
is called the Adèle ring AK of K. Thus, though the field K itself has no
interesting topology, there is a canonical and highly nontrivial topological
ring which is canonically associated to K.

In general for a non-Archimedean local field K we use the notations O
for the maximal compact subring, m for the maximal ideal of O, π for a
generator of the ideal m (i.e., m = πO).

Let K be a global field and AK the ring of adèles of K. It is the restricted
product (Definition 2.25) of the local fields Kv indexed by the set of places
v of K, with respect to the maximal compact subrings Ov. Similarly, the
Bruhat-Schwartz space S(AK) is the restricted tensor product of the local
Bruhat-Schwartz spaces S(Kv), with respect to the vectors 1Ov .
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L-functions on K are associated to Grössencharakters, i.e., to characters
of the idèle class group

(2.274) CK = A∗
K/K

∗ ,

where A∗
K = GL1(AK) is the group of idèles. Let χ be a character of the

idèle class group, we consider χ as a character of A∗
K which is 1 on K∗. As

such it can be written as a product

(2.275) χ(j) =
∏

χv(jv) , j = (jv) ∈ A∗
K .

By considering the restriction of χ to the compact subgroup

(2.276) G0 =
∏
O∗

v × 1 ⊂ A∗
K ,

it follows that for all finite v but a finite number, one has

(2.277) χv|O∗
v

= 1 .

One says that χ is unramified at v when this holds. Then χv(x) only depends
upon the module |x|, since

(2.278) K∗
v/O∗

v = Mod(Kv) .

Thus χv is determined by

(2.279) χv(πv)

which does not depend upon the choice of πv (ModO∗
v).

Let χ be a quasi-character of CK, of the form

(2.280) χ(x) = χ0(x) |x|s

where s ∈ C and χ0 is a character of CK. The real part σ of s is uniquely
determined by

(2.281) |χ(x)| = |x|σ .

Let P be the finite set of finite places where χ0 is ramified. The L-function
L(χ0, s) is defined for σ = #(s) > 1 as

(2.282) L(χ0, s) =
∏

v finite
v /∈P

(1− χ0,v(πv) q−s
v )−1 =

∏
v finite
v /∈P

(1− χv(πv))−1

where

(2.283) |πv| = q−1
v .
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8.2. Weil’s explicit formula.

Let us recall the Weil explicit formulas [295]. Let as above K be a global
field. The idèle class group CK = A∗

K/K
∗ is a modulated group, where the

module Mod is defined (cf. [294]) using the scaling of the additive Haar
measure of AK under the action of A∗

K by multiplication. One lets CK,1 ⊂ CK

be the kernel of the module. One identifies the quotient CK/CK,1 with the
range of the module

(2.284) N = {|g| | g ∈ CK} ⊂ R∗
+ .

One endows N with its normalized Haar measure d∗x. Given a function F
on N such that, for some b > 1

2 ,

(2.285) |F (ν)| = O(νb) ν → 0 , |F (ν)| = O(ν−b) , ν →∞ ,

one lets

(2.286) Φ(s) =
∫

N
F (ν) ν1/2−s d∗ν .

Given a Grössencharakter χ, i.e., a character of CK and any ρ in the strip
0 < #(ρ) < 1, one lets N(χ, ρ) be the order of vanishing of L(χ, s) at s = ρ.
One lets

(2.287) S(χ, F ) =
∑

ρ∈C/N⊥

N(χ, ρ) Φ(ρ) ,

where the sum runs over ρ’s in the above open strip, modulo the subgroup
N⊥ := {s ∈ C| νs = 1, ∀ν ∈ N}. One then defines a distribution DK on CK

by

(2.288) DK = log |d−1| δ1 + D−
∑

v

Dv ,

where δ1 is the Dirac mass at 1 ∈ CK, where d is a differental idèle of K
so that |d|−1 is up to sign the discriminant of K when char(K) = 0, and is
q2g−2 when K is a function field over a curve of genus g with coefficients in
the finite field Fq.

The distribution D is given by

(2.289) D(f) =
∫

CK

f(w) (|w|1/2 + |w|−1/2) d∗w ,

where the Haar measure d∗w is normalized. The distributions Dv are pa-
rameterized by the places v of K and are obtained as follows. For each v
one considers the natural proper homomorphism

(2.290) K∗
v → CK , x �→ class of (1, . . . , x, 1, . . .)

of the multiplicative group of the local field Kv to the idèle class group CK.
One then has

(2.291) Dv(f) = Pfw

∫
K∗

v

f(u)
|1− u| |u|

1/2 d∗u ,
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where the Haar measure d∗u is normalized, and where the Weil principal
value Pfw of the integral is defined, for a local field K = Kv, as

(2.292) Pfw

∫
K∗

v

1O∗
v

1
|1− u| d

∗u = 0 ,

if the local field Kv is non-Archimedean, and otherwise as

(2.293) Pfw

∫
K∗

v

ϕ(u) d∗u = PF0

∫
R∗

+

ψ(ν) d∗ν .

Here ψ(ν) =
∫
|u|=ν ϕ(u)dνu is obtained by integrating ϕ over the fibers,

while

(2.294)
PF0

∫
ψ(ν)d∗ν =

2 log(2π)c + limt→∞
(∫

(1− f2t
0 )ψ(ν)d∗ν − 2c log t

)
.

where one assumes that ψ − c f−1
1 is integrable on R∗

+, and

(2.295) f0(ν) = inf(ν1/2, ν−1/2) ∀ ν ∈ R∗
+, f1 = f−1

0 − f0 .

The Weil explicit formula is the content of the following statement.

Theorem 2.37. ([295]) With the above notations one has

(2.296) S(χ, F ) = DK(F (|w|)χ(w)) .

8.3. Fourier transform on CK.

We have a non-canonical isomorphism

(2.297) CK " CK,1 ×N,

where N ⊂ R∗
+ is the range of the norm | · | : CK → R∗

+. For number fields
this is N = R∗

+, while for function fields in positive characteristic N " Z is
the subgroup qZ ⊂ R∗

+ with q = p� the cardinality of the field of constants.

We denote by ĈK,1 the group of characters of the compact subgroup
CK,1 ⊂ CK, i.e. the Pontrjagin dual of CK,1. Given a character χ of CK,1, we
let χ̃ denote the unique extension of χ to CK which is equal to one on N .

For f ∈ S(CK), with compact support, and χ̃ the extension of a character
χ ∈ ĈK,1 to CK as above, we consider the Fourier transform

(2.298) f̂(χ̃, ρ) =
∫

CK

f(u)χ̃(u) |u|ρ d∗u.

Definition 2.38. Consider the bicharacter

(2.299) 〈z, λ〉 := λz, for (z, λ) ∈ C× R∗
+.

Let N denote as above the range of the norm | · | : CK → R∗
+. Then N⊥ ⊂ C

denotes the subgroup

(2.300) N⊥ := {z ∈ C|λz = 1, ∀λ ∈ N}.
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In the case where N = qZ (function fields), the subgroup N⊥ is nontrivial
and given by

(2.301) N⊥ =
2πi
log q

Z.

Since in the function field case the L-functions are functions of q−s, there
is a periodicity by N⊥, hence we need to consider ρ ∈ C/N⊥ in (2.287). In
the number field case this does not matter, since N = R∗

+ and N⊥ is trivial.

8.4. Computation of the principal values.

We now compare the principal values Pfw of (2.296) with those of
Theorem 2.36.

We fix a decomposition CK = CK,1 × N as in (2.297). We let χ0 be a
character of CK,1 and let χ̃0 denote the unique extension of χ0 to CK which
is equal to one on N . Let h be the function on CK given by

(2.302) |g|−1/2 h(g−1) = F (|g|) χ̃0(g) .

We rewrite the equality (2.286) in terms of h. By (2.286) one has

(2.303) Φ
(

1
2

+ is

)
=
∫

CK

F (|g|) |g|−is d∗g .

Thus, in terms of h,

(2.304)
∫

h(g) χ̃0(g) |g|1/2+is d∗g = Φ
(

1
2

+ is

)
.

while if χ1 is a character of CK,1 with χ1 �= χ0, one gets∫
h(g) χ̃1(g) |g|1/2+is d∗g =

∫
F (|g−1|) χ̃0(g−1) χ̃1(g) |g|is d∗g = 0 .

Thus, with our notations (2.298) we see that

(2.305) Supp ĥ ⊂ χ0 × R , ĥ(χ̃0, ρ) = Φ(ρ) .

Thus we can write, using the notation of a set with multiplicity for the set
Zχ̃ of zeros of L(χ̃, ρ) in the strip 0 < # ρ < 1 modulo N⊥,

(2.306) S(χ̃0, F ) =
∑

χ∈ĈK,1

∑
Zχ̃

ĥ(χ̃, ρ) .

Let us now evaluate each term in (2.288). The first gives (log |d−1|)h(1).
One has, using (2.289) and (2.302),

〈D, F (|g|) χ̃0(g)〉 =
∫

CK

|g|−1/2 h(g−1) (|g|1/2 + |g|−1/2) d∗g

=
∫

CK

h(u) (1 + |u|) d∗u = ĥ(0) + ĥ(1)

where for the trivial character of CK,1 one uses the notation

(2.307) ĥ(z) = ĥ(1, z) ∀ z ∈ C .
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Thus the first two terms of (2.288) give

(2.308) (log |d−1|)h(1) + ĥ(0) + ĥ(1) .

Let then v be a place of K. One has by (2.291) and (2.302),

(2.309) 〈Dv, F (|g|) χ̃0(g)〉 = Pfw

∫
K∗

v

h(u−1)|1− u| d∗u .

We can thus write the contribution of the last term of (2.288) as

(2.310) −
∑

v

Pfw

∫
K∗

v

h(u−1)|1− u| d∗u .

Thus the equality of Weil can be rewritten as

(2.311)
ĥ(0) + ĥ(1)−

∑
χ∈ĈK,1

∑
Zχ̃

ĥ(χ̃, ρ) =

(log |d|)h(1) +
∑

v Pfw
∫

K∗
v

h(u−1)
|1−u| d∗u ,

which holds for finite linear combinations of functions h of the form (2.302).
Let us now compare the Weil principal values with those dictated by

Theorem 2.36. We first work with a local field K and compare (2.292),
(2.293) with our prescription.

8.4.1. Non-Archimedean case.

Let first K be non-Archimedean. Let α be a character of K such that

(2.312) α|O = 1 , α|π−1O �= 1 .

Then, for the Fourier transform given by

(2.313) (Fαf)(x) =
∫

f(y)α(xy) dy ,

with dy the selfdual Haar measure, one has

(2.314) Fα(1O) = 1O .

Lemma 2.39. With the above choice of α one has

(2.315)
∫ ′ h(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u = Pfw

∫
h(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u

with the notations of Theorem 2.36.

Proof. By construction the two sides can only differ by a multiple of
h(1). Let us recall from Theorem 2.36 that the left hand side is given by

(2.316)
〈
L,

h(u−1)
|u|

〉
,
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where L is the unique extension of ρ−1 du
|1−u| whose Fourier transform vanishes

at 1, L̂(1) = 0. Thus from (2.292) we just need to check that (2.316) vanishes
for h = 1O∗ , i.e., that

(2.317) 〈L,1O∗〉 = 0 .

Equivalently, shifting both sides by 1 ∈ K and using the Parseval formula
(2.96), we need to show that

(2.318) 〈log |u|, 1̂Y 〉 = 0 .

where Y = {y ∈ K ; |y − 1| = 1} so that 1Y (y) = 1O∗(y − 1). One has

1̂Y (x) =
∫

Y
α(xy) dy =

∫
O∗

α(x(1 + z)) dz = α(x) 1̂O∗(x)

and 1O∗ = 1O − 1m, 1̂O∗ = 1O − |π|1π−1O, thus, with q−1 = |π|,

(2.319) 1̂Y (x) = α(x)
(
1O −

1
q

1π−1O

)
(x) .

We now need to compute
∫

log |x| 1̂Y (x) dx = A + B,

(2.320) A = −1
q

∫
π−1O∗

α(x) (log q) dx , B =
(

1− 1
q

)∫
O

log |x| dx .

Let us show that A + B = 0. One has
∫
O dx = 1, and

A = −
∫
O∗

α(π−1y) (log q) dy = − log q
(∫

O
α(π−1y) dy −

∫
m

dy

)
=

1
q

log q

since
∫
O α(π−1y) dy = 0 as 1̂O(π−1) = 0.

To compute B, note that
∫
πnO∗ dy = q−n

(
1− 1

q

)
so that

(2.321) B =
(

1− 1
q

)2 ∞∑
n=0

(−n log q) q−n = −q−1 log q .

and A + B = 0. �

8.4.2. Real case.

Let us now treat the case of Archimedean fields. We take K = R first,
and we choose the additive character eR(x) = e−2πix.

Proposition 2.40. With the notations of Theorem 2.36, one has

(2.322)
∫ ′

R
f(u)

1
|1− u| d

∗u = Pfw

∫
R
f(u)

1
|1− u| d

∗u .
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Proof. With the notations of (2.293), and f0, f1 as in (2.295), one has

(2.323) Pfw

∫
R∗

f3
0 (|u|) |u|

1/2

|1− u| d
∗u = log π + γ

with γ = −Γ
′
(1). Indeed, integrating over the fibers gives ψ = f4

0 × (1 −
f4
0 )−1, and one gets

PF0

∫
R∗

+

ψ d∗u = log 2π + lim
t→∞

(∫
R∗

+

(1− f2t
0 ) f4

0 (1− f4
0 )−1 d∗u− log t

)

= log 2π + lim
t→∞

(
∫ 1

0

1− vt/2

1− v
dv − log t) = log 2π + γ − log 2

Taking f(u) = |u|1/2 f3
0 (|u|), the right hand side of (2.107) gives λ −

log 2 = log π + γ. Indeed, one has f(1) = 1 and

lim
ε→0

(∫
|1−u|≥ε

f3
0 (|u|) |u|

1/2

|1− u| d
∗u + log ε

)

= 2 lim
ε→0

(∫
|1−u|≥ε,|u|<1

f3
0 (|u|) |u|

1/2

|1− u| d
∗u +

1
2

log ε

)

= lim
ε→0

(∫ 1−ε

0

2udu
1− u2

+ log ε
)

= − log 2 .

Thus we conclude, using (2.323), that (2.322) holds. �

8.4.3. Complex case.

Let us finally consider the case K = C. We choose the basic character
α as

(2.324) eC(z) = exp−2πi(z + z̄) ;

the selfdual Haar measure is dz dz̄ = |dz∧dz̄| = dρ2dθ for z = ρ eiθ, and the
function f(z) = exp−2π|z|2 is selfdual.

The normalized multiplicative Haar measure is

(2.325) d∗z =
|dz ∧ dz̄|
2π|z|2 =

dρ2

ρ2

dθ

2π
, z = ρ eiθ .

Proposition 2.41.

(1) The Fourier transform ϕ̂ = FeC
(ϕ) of ϕ(z) = − log |z|C is given by

the distribution

(2.326) L(f) := 2(log 2π + γ)f(0) + lim
ε→0

(∫
|u|C≥ε

f(u) d∗u + log ε f(0)

)
.
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(2) Let λ′ = 2(log 2π + γ); Then one has for any test function f ,

(2.327)

∫ ′
C f(u) 1

|1−u|C d∗u = λ′ f(1) + limε→0

(∫ f(u)

|1−u|1−ε
C

d∗u− 1
ε f(1)

)
= λ′ f(1) + limε→0

(∫
|1−u|C≥ε

f(u)
|1−u|C d∗u + (log ε)f(1)

)
.

(3) With the notations of Theorem 2.36, one has

(2.328)
∫ ′

C
f(u)

1
|1− u|C

d∗u = Pfw

∫
C
f(u)

1
|1− u|C

d∗u .

Proof. (1) Let us compute the Fourier transform ϕ̂ of the distribution

(2.329) ϕ(z) = − log |z|C = −2 log |z| .

One has

(2.330) 〈ϕ, exp(−2π|z|2)〉 = log 2π + γ ,

as is seen using ∂
∂ε

(∫
e−2π|z|2 |z|−2ε |dz ∧ dz̄|

)
= ∂

∂ε ((2π)ε Γ(1− ε)).

Thus 〈ϕ̂, exp−2π|u|2〉 = log 2π + γ and one gets

(2.331) 〈ϕ̂, f〉 = lim
ε→0

(∫
|u|C≥ε

f(u) d∗u + log ε f(0)

)
+ λ′ f(0)

To see this one uses the analogue of (2.111) for K = C, i.e.

(2.332)
limε→0

(∫
|u|C≥ε f(u) d∗u + log ε f(0)

)
=

limε→0

(∫
f(x) |x|εC d∗x− 1

ε f(0)
)
,

to compute the right hand side of (2.331) for f(z) = exp(−2π|z|2). The
first term gives − log 2π − γ and after adding λ′f(0) one gets the same as
(2.330). Thus we get (2.327) and (2).

(3) Let us compare this principal value with Pfw. When one integrates
over the fibers of | . |C : C∗ −→ R∗

+ the function |1− z|−1
C , one gets

(2.333)
1
2π

∫ 2π

0

1
|1− eiθz|2 dθ =

1
1− |z|2 if |z| < 1 , and

1
|z|2 − 1

if |z| > 1 .

Thus for any test function f on R∗
+ one has, by (2.293),

(2.334) Pfw

∫
f(|u|C)

1
|1− u|C

d∗u = PF0

∫
f(ν)

1
|1− ν| d

∗ν

with the notations of (2.294). With f0, f1 as in (2.295) and f2(ν) = ν
1
2 f0(ν)

we thus get, using (2.294),

(2.335) Pfw

∫
f2(|u|C)

1
|1− u|C

d∗u = PF0

∫
f0 f

−1
1 d∗ν = 2(log 2π + γ) .
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since with ψ = f0 f
−1
1 one has c = 1 and

lim
t→∞

(∫
(1− f2t

0 )ψ(ν) d∗ν − 2c log t
)

=2 lim
t→∞

(∫ 1

0

1− νt

1− ν
dν − log t

)
=2γ .

We shall now show that

(2.336) lim
ε→0

(∫
|1−u|C≥ε

f2(|u|C)
|1− u|C

d∗u + log ε

)
= 0 .

It will then follow that, using (2.327),

(2.337)
∫ ′

C
f(u)

1
|1− u|C

d∗u = Pfw

∫
f(u)

1
|1− u|C

d∗u .

To prove (2.336) it is enough to investigate the integral

(2.338) j(ε) :=
∫
|z|≤1,|1−z|≥ε

((1− z)(1− z̄))−1 |dz ∧ dz̄| ,

and show that j(ε) = α log ε + o(1) for ε → 0. A similar statement then
holds for

(2.339)
∫
|z|≤1,|1−z−1|≥ε

((1− z)(1− z̄))−1 |dz ∧ dz̄|.

Indeed, with δ = |1 − z| one has |1 − z−1| = δ + O(δ2) when δ → 0 and
log(δ + O(δ2)) = log δ + o(1). Moreover the nuance between the conditions
|u| ≥ ε and |u|C ≥ ε replaces ε by a power which only alters α in the behavior
j(ε) = α log ε + o(1).

One has j(ε) =
∫
D |dZ ∧ dZ̄|, where Z = log(1 − z) and the domain D

is the image by z �→ log(1− z) of {z | |z| ≤ 1, |1− z| ≥ ε}. It is contained in
the rectangle

(2.340) Rε = {Z = x + iy | log ε ≤ x ≤ log 2 , −π
2
≤ y ≤ π

2
} ,

and is bounded by the curve x = log(2 cos y) which comes from the equation
of the circle |z| = 1 in polar coordinates centered at z = 1. One thus gets

(2.341) j(ε) = 4
∫ log 2

log ε
arccos(ex/2) dx ;

when ε → 0 one has j(ε) ∼ 2π log(1/ε), which is the area in the measure
|dZ ∧ dZ̄| of the rectangle

(2.342) {Z = x + iy | log ε ≤ x ≤ 0 , −π/2 ≤ y ≤ π/2} .
One has |Rε| − 2π log 2 = 2π log(1/ε). When ε → 0 the area of Rε \ D
converges to

(2.343) 4
∫ log 2

−∞
arcsin(ex/2) dx = −4

∫ π/2

0
log(sinu) du = 2π log 2 ,

so that j(ε) = 2π log(1/ε) + o(1) when ε→ 0. �
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We can now express again this finite value using the variant of the min-
imal subtraction scheme:

Corollary 2.42. One has, with µ = e−γ

2π ,

(2.344)
∫ ′

C
f(u)

1
|1− u|C

d∗u = lim
ε→0

(∫
f(u)

|1− u|1−ε
C

µ−2ε d∗u− 1
ε
f(1)

)
.

Note the factor 2 in the exponent of µ.

8.5. Reformulation of the explicit formula.

Thus, with the above choice of basic characters for local fields, one has
for any test function

(2.345)
∫ ′

K
f(u)

1
|1− u| d

∗u = Pfw

∫
f(u)

1
|1− u| d

∗u .

Lemma 2.43. Let K be a local field, α0 a normalized character as above
and α, α(x) = α0(λx) an arbitrary character of K. Let

∫ ′ be defined as in
Theorem 2.36 relative to α. Then, for any test function f ,

(2.346)
∫ ′

K
f(u)

1
|1− u| d

∗u = log |λ| f(1) + Pfw

∫
f(u)

1
|1− u| d

∗u .

Proof. The lemma follows from (2.345) combined with (2.100). �

Let us now pass to the global case. Recall that if α, α �= 1, is a character
of the additive group of adèles AK such that α|K = 1, there exists a differental
idèle d = (dv) such that, (cf. [294])

(2.347) αv(x) = α0,v(dv x)

where α =
∏

αv and each local character α0,v is normalized as above.
We rewrite the Weil formula (Theorem 2.37 and (2.311)) in the following

form

Theorem 2.44. Let K be a global field, α a nontrivial character of AK/K
and α =

∏
αv its local factors. Let h ∈ S(CK) have compact support. Then

(2.348) ĥ(0) + ĥ(1)−
∑

χ∈ĈK,1

∑
Zχ̃

ĥ(χ̃, ρ) =
∑

v

∫ ′

K∗
v

h(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u

where
∫ ′ is normalized by αv as in Theorem 2.36, and

ĥ(χ, z) =
∫

h(u)χ(u) |u|z d∗u.

Proof. This follows from (2.311), Lemma 2.43 and the equality log |d| =∑
v log |dv|. �
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9. Spectral realization of critical zeros of L-functions

In this section we describe the spectral realization of critical zeros of
L-functions given in [71]. Let K be a global field and AK the ring of adèles,
A∗

K the group of idèles. The idèle class group is the quotient CK = A∗
K/K

∗

of the group of idèles by the multiplicative group K∗. By construction this
group acts by multiplication on the following space.

Definition 2.45. The adèle class space of a global field K is the quotient
XK = AK/K∗.

As remarked already in the case of Q the action of K∗ on AK is not proper
and the adèle class space XK is a prototypical example of a quotient space
which can only be properly understood with the tools of noncommutative
geometry. This will be done in Chapter 4 §5.1. In this section we show
that, even using a naive approach, one can define Sobolev spaces L2

δ(XK)0
of functions on XK and obtain a spectral realization of the critical zeros of
L-functions associated to Grössencharakters without having to define the L-
functions, let alone their analytic continuation, before stating the result. We
restrict to global fields of characteristic zero i.e. to number fields to simplify
the notations but the result makes sense in general. We fix as above, in §8.3,
a non-canonical isomorphism

(2.349) CK = CK,1 × R∗
+ , CK,1 = Ker(Mod)

where Mod is the module of the group CK. In general one replaces R∗
+ by

the range N of the module. Using (2.349) one extends the characters χ of
the compact group CK,1 as characters χ̃ of CK, trivial on 1× R∗

+.

To define the Sobolev spaces L2
δ(XK)0 we first consider the codimen-

sion 2 subspace of the Bruhat-Schwartz space S(AK) (cf. [36]) given by the
conditions

(2.350) f(0) = 0 ,
∫

f dx = 0 .

On this subspace S(AK)0 we put the inner product corresponding to the
norm

(2.351) ||f ||2 =
∫

CK

|E(f)(x)|2 (1 + (log |x|)2)δ/2 d∗x .

where

(2.352) E(f) (g) = |g|1/2
∑
q∈K∗

f(qg) ∀ g ∈ CK .

We let L2
δ(X)0 be the separated completion of S(AK)0 for the inner product

given by (2.351). We let ϑa be the representation of CK on S(AK) given by

(2.353) (ϑa(α)ξ)(x) = ξ(α−1x) ∀α ∈ CK , x ∈ AK .
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The Sobolev norm on L2
δ(CK) is defined as

(2.354) ||ξ||2 =
∫

CK

|ξ(x)|2 (1 + (log |x|)2)δ/2 d∗x .

The linear map E : S(AK)0 → L2
δ(CK) satisfies

(2.355) ‖E(f)‖2δ = ‖f‖2δ
by construction. Thus it extends to an isometry, still denoted E,

(2.356) E : L2
δ(X)0 ↪→ L2

δ(CK) .

One has

E(ϑa(α)f)(g) = |g|1/2
∑
K∗

(ϑa(α)f)(qg) = |g|1/2
∑
K∗

f(α−1qg)

= |g|1/2
∑
K∗

f(qα−1g) = |α|1/2 |α−1g|1/2
∑
K∗

f(qα−1g)

= |α|1/2(ϑm(α) E(f))(g)

so that

(2.357) Eϑa(α) = |α|1/2 ϑm(α) E .

The equality (2.357) shows that the natural representation ϑa of CK on
L2

δ(X)0 corresponds by the isometry E to the restriction of |α|1/2 ϑm(α) to
the invariant subspace given by the range of E.

Definition 2.46. We let H be the cokernel of the map E and ϑm the
quotient representation of CK on H. For χ a character of CK,1 we let

(2.358) Hχ = {ξ ∈ H | ϑm(γ) ξ = χ (γ) ξ , ∀ γ ∈ CK,1}
Since CK,1 is a compact group it follows that the Hilbert space H splits

as a direct sum

(2.359) H =
⊕

χ∈ĈK,1

Hχ

and the representation ϑm also decomposes as a direct sum of representations
ϑmχ. We then restrict ϑmχ to the subgroup 1×R∗

+ ⊂ CK and let Dχ be the
infinitesimal generator of this restriction, i.e.

(2.360) Dχ ξ = lim
ε→0

1
ε

(ϑmχ(eε)− 1) ξ

The spectral realization of critical zeros of L-functions is then given by:

Theorem 2.47. Let χ, δ > 1, Hχ and Dχ be as above. Then Dχ has
discrete spectrum, SpDχ ⊂ iR is the set of imaginary parts of zeros of
the L-function with Grössencharakter χ̃ which have real part equal to 1

2 ;
ρ ∈ SpD ⇔ L

(
χ̃, 1

2 + ρ
)

= 0 and ρ ∈ iR. Moreover the multiplicity of ρ in
SpD is equal to the largest integer n < 1 + δ

2 , n ≤ multiplicity of 1
2 + ρ as

a zero of L.
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Theorem 2.47 has a similar formulation when the characteristic of K
is nonzero. The following corollary is valid for global fields K of arbitrary
characteristic, with N = Mod(CK) in general.

Corollary 2.48. For any Schwartz function h ∈ S(CK) the operator
ϑm(h) =

∫
ϑm(g)h(g) d∗ g in H is of trace class, and its trace is given by

Trϑm(h) =
∑

L(χ̃, 12+ρ)=0

ρ∈i R/N⊥

ĥ(χ̃, ρ)

where the multiplicity is counted as in Theorem 2.47 and where the Fourier
transform ĥ of h is defined by

ĥ(χ̃, ρ) =
∫

CK

h(u) χ̃(u) |u|ρ d∗ u .

9.1. L-functions and homogeneous distributions on AK.

Let us recall from [297] how the L-function L(χ0, s) appears as a nor-
malization factor for homogeneous distributions on AK.

First let K be a local field and χ a quasi-character of K∗,

(2.361) χ(x) = χ0(x) |x|s , χ0 : K∗ → U(1) .

Definition 2.49. A distribution D on K is homogeneous of weight χ if
one has

(2.362) 〈fa, D〉 = χ(a)−1 〈f,D〉
for all test functions f and all a in K∗, where by definition

(2.363) fa(x) = f(ax) .

When σ = #(s) > 0, there exists up to normalization only one homoge-
neous distribution of weight χ on K (cf. [297]). It is given by the absolutely
convergent integral

(2.364)
∫

K∗
f(x)χ(x)d∗x = ∆χ(f) .

In particular, let K be non-Archimedean. Then, for any compactly
supported locally constant function f on K, one has

(2.365) f(x)− f(π−1x) = 0 ∀x, |x| ≤ δ .

Thus, for any s ∈ C the integral

(2.366)
∫

K∗
(f(x)− f(π−1x)) |x|s d∗x = ∆′

s(f)

with the multiplicative Haar measure d∗x normalized by

(2.367) 〈1O∗ , d∗x〉 = 1 .
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defines a distribution on K with the properties

(2.368) 〈1O,∆′
s〉 = 1

(2.369) 〈fa,∆′
s〉 = |a|−s 〈f,∆′

s〉
and

(2.370) ∆′
s = (1− q−s) ∆s,

where |π| = q−1. Let us check (2.368)–(2.370). With f = 1O one has
f(π−1x) = 1 iff π−1x ∈ O, i.e., x ∈ πO = m. Thus ∆′

s(1O) =
∫
O∗ d∗x = 1.

Let us check (2.370). One has
∫
f(π−1x) |x|s d∗x =

∫
f(y) |π|s |y|s d∗y =

|π|s ∆s(f). But |π| < 1, |π| = 1
q . Note also that for s = 1 and f = 1O, one

gets
∫
O∗ dx =

(
1− 1

q

) ∫
O dx.

Let then χ be a quasi-character of CK and write as above

(2.371) χ =
∏

χv , χ(x) = χ0(x) |x|s

where s ∈ C and χ0 is a character. Let P be the finite set of finite places
where it is ramified. For any finite place v /∈ P , let ∆′

v(s) be the unique
homogeneous distribution of weight χv normalized by

(2.372) 〈∆′
v(s),1Ov〉 = 1 .

For any v ∈ P or any infinite place and for σ = #(s) > 0 let ∆′
v be given

by (2.364) which is homogeneous of weight χv but unnormalized. Then the
infinite tensor product

(2.373) ∆′
s =
∏

∆′
v(s)

makes sense as a continuous linear form on S(AK) and is homogeneous of
weight χ. This homogeneous distribution is not equal to 0 since ∆′

v �= 0 for
any v ∈ P and any infinite place as well. It is finite by construction of the
space S(AK) of test functions as an infinite tensor product,

(2.374) S(AK) = ⊗ (S(Kv),1Ov) .

Lemma 2.50. (cf. [297]) For σ = #(s) > 1, the following integral con-
verges absolutely:

(2.375)
∫

f(x)χ0(x) |x|s d∗x = ∆s(f) ∀ f ∈ S(AK)

and ∆s(f) = L(χ0, s) ∆′
s(f).

Proof. To get the absolute convergence, one can assume that f = 1O
and χ0 = 1. Then one has to control an infinite product of local terms,
given locally for the Haar measure d∗x on K∗

v such that
∫
O∗

v
d∗x = 1, by

(2.376)
∫
O∩K∗

v

|x|s d∗x (s real)
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which is 1 + q−s
v + q−2s

v + · · · = (1 − q−s
v )−1. Thus the convergence for

σ = #(s) > 1 is the same as for the zeta function.
To prove the second equality, one only needs to consider the infinite

tensor product for finite places v /∈ P . Then by (2.370) one has ∆′
v =

(1− q−αv
v ) ∆v where

(2.377) q−αv
v = χv(π) = χ0,v(π) q−s

v

with |π| = q−1
v .

Thus one gets ∆s =

 ∏
v finite
v /∈P

(1− χ0,v(π) q−s
v )−1

 ∆′
s = L(χ0, s) ∆′

s.

By construction ∆′
s makes sense whenever σ > 0 and is a holomorphic

function of s (for fixed f). Let us review briefly (cf. [297]) how to extend
the definition of ∆s.

We let as above K be a global field, we fix a nontrivial additive character
α of AK, trivial on K,

(2.378) α(x + y) = α(x)α(y) ∈ U(1) , α(q) = 1 ∀ q ∈ K .

We then identify the dual of the locally compact additive group AK with AK

itself by the pairing

(2.379) 〈x, y〉 = α(xy) .

One shows (cf. [294]) that the lattice K ⊂ AK, i.e., the discrete and cocom-
pact additive subgroup K, is its own dual

(2.380) 〈x, q〉 = 1 ∀ q ∈ K ⇔ x ∈ K .

Since AK is the restricted product of the local fields Kv, one can write α as
an infinite product

(2.381) α =
∏

αv

where for almost all v, one has αv = 1 on Ov. Let us recall the definition of
the space S(AK)0. We have

(2.382) S(AK)0 = {f ∈ S(AK) | f(0) = 0 ,

∫
f dx = 0} .

Lemma 2.51. Let f ∈ S(AK)0. Then the series

(2.383) E(f) (g) = |g|1/2
∑
q∈K∗

f(qg) ∀ g ∈ CK

converges absolutely and one has

(2.384) ∀n , ∃ c, |E(f)(g)| ≤ c e−n| log |g|| ∀ g ∈ CK

and E(f̂) (g) = E(f) (g−1).
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For K of characteristic zero and for a suitable decomposition CK =
CK,1 × R∗

+ the range of E is stable under the generator λ ∂
∂λ of the scaling

group.

Proof. Let us first recall the formal definition ([36]) of the Bruhat-
Schwartz space S(G) for an arbitrary locally compact abelian group G. One
considers all pairs of subgroups G1, G2 of G such that G1 is generated by
a compact neighborhood of 0 in G, while G2 is a compact subgroup of G1

such that the quotient group is elementary, i.e., is of the form Ra Tb Rc F
for F a finite group. By definition the Bruhat-Schwartz space S(G) is the
inductive limit of the Schwartz spaces S(G1/G2), where the latter have the
usual definition in terms of rapid decay of all derivatives. Since G1 is open in
G, any element of S(G1/G2) extended by 0 outside G1 defines a continuous
function on G. By construction S(G) is the union of the subspaces S(G1/G2)
and it is endowed with the inductive limit topology.

Let Ĝ be the Pontrjagin dual of G. Then the Fourier transform, which
depends upon the normalization of the Haar measure on G, gives an isomor-
phism of S(G) with S(Ĝ).

Let Γ be a lattice in the locally compact abelian group G. Then any
function f ∈ S(G) is admissible for the pair G,Γ in the sense of [294], and
the Poisson summation formula (cf. [294]) is the equality

(2.385) Covol (Γ)
∑
γ∈Γ

f(γ) =
∑

β∈Γ⊥

f̂(β) ,

where Γ⊥ is the dual of the lattice Γ, and

(2.386) f̂(β) =
∫

f(a)β(a) da .

Both sides of (2.385) depend upon the normalization of the Haar measure
on G.

In our case we let AK be as above the additive group of adèles on K. We
normalize the additive Haar measure dx on AK by

(2.387) Covol(K) = 1 .

We then take Γ = xk, for some x ∈ A−1
K . One has

(2.388) Covol (xk) = |x| .
The dual Γ⊥ of the lattice xk, for x invertible in AK, is the lattice Γ⊥ =
x−1K. Thus the Poisson formula (2.385) reads, for any f ∈ S(AK),

(2.389) |x|
∑
q∈K

f(xq) =
∑
q∈K

f̂(x−1q) .

This we can rewrite as

(2.390) |x|
∑
K∗

f(xq) =
∑
K∗

f̂(x−1q) + δ
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with δ = −|x| f(0) +
∫
f(y) dy.

We can then rewrite (2.390) as the equality

(2.391) E(f)(x) = E(f̂)
(

1
x

)
,

valid for all f ∈ S(AK)0. It remains to control the growth of E(f)(x) on CK,
but by (2.391), it is enough to understand what happens for |x| large.

We only treat the case of number fields; the general case is similar. Let
AK = AK,f ×AK,∞ be the decomposition of the ring of adèles corresponding
to finite and Archimedean places. Thus AK,∞ =

∏
Σ∞

Kv where Σ∞ is the set

of Archimedean places.

Any element of S(AK) is a finite linear combination of test functions

(2.392) f = f0 ⊗ f1

where f0 ∈ S(AK,f ) , f1 ∈ S(AK,∞) (cf. [296] 39); thus it is enough to
control the growth of E(f)(x) for such f and |x| large.

Let A∗
K,1 = {x ∈ A∗

K; |x| = 1} be the group of idèles of module one.
Since A∗

K,1/K
∗ is compact (cf. [294]), we shall fix a compact subset K1 of

A∗
K,1 whose image in A∗

K,1/K
∗ is this compact group.

Let d be the diagonal embedding

(2.393) d : λ ∈ R∗
+ �→ (λ, . . . , λ) ∈

∏
Σ∞

K∗
v .

This yields an isomorphism

(2.394) A∗
K = A∗

K,1 × Ranged .

One has f0 ∈ S(AK,f ), hence (cf. [296]), f0 ∈ Cc(AK,f ) and we let K0 =
Support f0. Since K0 is compact, one can find a finite subset P of the set
of finite places, and C <∞ such that

(2.395) y ∈ K = (Kf )−1K0 ⇒ |yv| ≤ 1 ∀ v /∈ P, |yv| ≤ C ∀ v ,

where Kf is the projection of K1 on AK,f .

We let Ω be the compact open subgroup of AK,f determined by

(2.396) |av| ≤ 1 ∀ v /∈ P, |av| ≤ C ∀ v .

By construction E(f)(x) only depends upon the class of x in A∗
K/K

∗.
Thus, to control the behaviour of E(f)(x) for |x| → ∞, we can take x =
(xf , x∞) ∈ K1 and consider E(f)(λx) for λ ∈ R∗

+ ,λ → ∞. Now let q =
(qf , q∞) ∈ K. Then, we have

(2.397) f(q λ x) = f0(qf xf ) f1(q∞ λx∞)
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and this vanishes unless qf xf ∈ K0, i.e., unless qf ∈ K. Then by (2.395)
one has qf ∈ Ω. Let Γ be the lattice in

∏
Σ∞

Kv determined by

(2.398) Γ = {q∞ | q ∈ K, qf ∈ Ω, } .
The size of E(f)(λx) is hence controlled (up to the square root of |λx| ) by

(2.399) C
∑
n∈Γ∗

|f1(λx∞ n)| ,

where x∞ varies in the projection K∞ of K1 on
∏
Σ∞

K∗
v.

Since f1 ∈ S(AK,∞), this shows that E(f)(x) decays faster than any
power of |x| for |x| → ∞.

We have shown that E(f) has rapid decay in terms of |x|, for |x| → ∞.
Using (2.391) and the stability of S(AK)0 under Fourier transform, we see
that it also has exponential decay in terms of | log |x|| when | log |x|| → ∞.

The second statement follows from the stability of S(AK)0 under the
generator of the scaling group (2.393). �

We then get

Lemma 2.52. (cf. [297]) For σ = #(s) > 0, and any character χ0 of
CK, one has

(2.400)
∫

E(f)(x)χ0(x) |x|s−1/2 d∗x = cL(χ0, s) ∆′
s(f) ∀ f ∈ S(AK)0

where the nonzero constant c depends upon the normalization of the Haar
measure d∗x on CK.

Proof. For σ = #(s) > 1, the equality follows from Lemma 2.50, but
since both sides are analytic in s it holds in general. �

As in Lemma 2.50, we still use the notation ∆s(f) for σ = #(s) > 0.

9.2. Approximate units in the Sobolev spaces L2
δ(CK).

We first consider, for δ > 1, the Hilbert space L2
δ(R) of functions ξ(u),

u ∈ R, with squared norm given by

(2.401)
∫

R
|ξ(u)|2 (1 + u2)δ/2 du .

We let ρ(u) = (1 + u2)δ/2. It is comparable to (1 + |u|)δ and in particular,

(2.402)
ρ(u + a)
ρ(u)

≤ c ρ(a) ∀u ∈ R , a ∈ R

with c = 2δ/2. We then let λ(v) be the translation operator

(2.403) (λ(v)ξ)(u) = ξ(u− v) ∀u, v ∈ R .
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One has
∫

R |ξ(u − v)|2 ρ(u) du =
∫

R |ξ(u)|2 ρ(u + v) du so that by (2.402) it
is less than c

∫
R |ξ(u)|2 ρ(u) ρ(v) du = c ρ(v) ‖ξ‖2,

(2.404) ‖λ(v)‖ ≤ (c ρ(v))1/2 .

This shows that λ(f) =
∫
f(v)λ(v) dv makes sense as soon as

(2.405)
∫
|f(v)| ρ(v)1/2 dv <∞ .

This holds for all f ∈ S(R).

Lemma 2.53. There exists an approximate unit fn ∈ S(R), such that the
Fourier transform of fn has compact support, ‖λ(fn)‖ ≤ C ∀n, and

(2.406) λ(fn)→ 1 strongly in L2
δ(R) .

Proof. Let f be a function, f ∈ S(R), whose Fourier transform f̂(s) =∫
f(x)eixsdx has compact support, and such that

∫
f dx = 1 (i.e. f̂(0) = 1).

Let then

(2.407) fn(v) = n f(nv) , n = 1, 2, . . .

One has
∫
|fn(v)| ρ(v)1/2 dv =

∫
|f(u)| ρ

(
u
n

)1/2
du ≤

∫
|f(u)| ρ(u)1/2 du.

Thus ‖λ(fn)‖ is uniformly bounded. We can assume that f̂ is equal to
1 on [−1, 1]. Then f̂n is equal to 1 on [−n, n] and λ(fn)ξ = ξ for any ξ with
Supp ξ̂ ⊂ [−n, n] . By uniformity one gets that λ(fn)→ 1 strongly. �

Let us now identify the dual (L2
δ)

∗ of the Hilbert space L2
δ with L2

−δ by
means of the pairing

(2.408) 〈ξ, η〉0 =
∫

R
ξ(u) η(u) du .

Since L2
δ is a Hilbert space, it is its own dual using the pairing

(2.409) 〈ξ, η1〉 =
∫

R
ξ(u) η1(u)(1 + u2)δ/2 du .

If we let η(u) = η1(u)(1 + u2)δ/2, then

(2.410)
∫
|η1(u)|2 (1 + u2)δ/2 du =

∫
|η(u)|2 (1 + u2)−δ/2 du

which is the natural norm square for L2
−δ.

Given a quasicompact group such as CK with module

(2.411) | . | : CK → R∗
+ ,

we let d∗g be the Haar measure on CK normalized by

(2.412)
∫
|g|∈[1,Λ]

d∗g ∼ log Λ , Λ→∞ ,
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and we let L2
δ(CK) be defined by the norm

(2.413)
∫

CK

|ξ(g)|2 (1 + log |g|2)δ/2 d∗g .

It is, when the module of K is R∗
+, a direct sum of spaces (2.401), labeled

by the characters χ0 of the compact group

(2.414) CK,1 = Ker Mod .

The pairing between L2
δ(CK) and L2

−δ(CK) is given by

(2.415) 〈ξ, η〉 =
∫

ξ(g) η(g) d∗g .

The regular representation ϑm of CK in L2
δ(CK) is given by

(2.416) (ϑm(a)ξ)(g) = ξ(a−1g) ∀ g, a ∈ CK .

It is not unitary but by (2.404) one has

(2.417) ‖ϑm(g)‖ = O | log |g||δ/2 , | log |g|| → ∞ .

Finally, one has, using Lemma 2.53 and the decomposition CK = CK,1 ×N .

Lemma 2.54. There exists an approximate unit fn ∈ S(CK), such that
f̂n has compact support, ‖ϑm(fn)‖ ≤ C ∀n, and

(2.418) ϑm(fn)→ 1 strongly in L2
δ(CK) .

9.3. Proof of Theorem 2.47.

In order to understand RangeE we consider its orthogonal in the dual
space L2

−δ(CK). The compact subgroup

(2.419) CK,1 = {g ∈ CK ; |g| = 1}
acts by the representation ϑm which is unitary when restricted to CK,1. Thus
one can decompose L2

δ(CK) and its dual L2
−δ(CK) into the direct sum of the

subspaces

(2.420) L2
δ,χ0

= {ξ ∈ L2
δ(CK) ; ξ(γ−1g) = χ0(γ) ξ(g) ∀ g ∈ CK , γ ∈ CK,1}

and

(2.421) L2
−δ,χ0

= {ξ ∈ L2
−δ(CK) ; ξ(γ g) = χ0(γ) ξ(g) ∀ g ∈ CK , γ ∈ CK,1} .

These correspond to the projections Pχ0 =
∫
χ0(γ)ϑm(γ) d1γ and P t

χ0
=∫

χ0(γ)ϑm(γ)t d1γ for L2
δ and for the dual space L2

−δ. In (2.421) we used
the formula

(2.422) (ϑm(γ)t η)(x) = η(γx)

which follows from the definition of the transpose, 〈ϑm(γ)ξ, η〉 = 〈ξ, ϑm(γ)tη〉
using

(2.423)
∫

ξ(γ−1x) η(x) d∗x =
∫

ξ(y) η(γy) d∗y .
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In these formulas one only uses the character χ0 as a character of the
compact subgroup CK,1 of CK. One now chooses, noncanonically, an exten-
sion χ̃0 of χ0 as a character of CK

(2.424) χ̃0(γ) = χ0(γ) ∀γ ∈ CK,1 .

This choice is not unique but any two such extensions differ by a character
which is principal, i.e., of the form: γ �→ |γ|is0 , s0 ∈ R. We fix a factorization
CK = CK,1 × R∗

+, and fix χ̃0 as being equal to 1 on R∗
+.

We then write any element η of L2
−δ,χ0

(CK) in the form

(2.425) g ∈ CK �→ η(g) = χ̃0(g)ψ(|g|)
where

(2.426)
∫
|ψ(|g|)2 (1 + (log |g|)2)−δ/2 d∗g <∞ .

This vector is in the orthogonal of Range E iff

(2.427)
∫

E(f)(x) χ̃0(x)ψ(|x|) d∗x = 0 ∀ f ∈ S(AK)0 .

We first proceed formally and write ψ(|x|) =
∫
ψ̂(t) |x|it dt so that the left

hand side of (2.427) becomes

(2.428)
∫ ∫

E(f)(x) χ̃0(x) |x|it ψ̂(t) d∗x dt =
∫

∆1/2+it(f) ψ̂(t) dt

(using the notation of Lemmas 2.50 and 2.52).
Let us justify this formal manipulation; since we deal with the orthogonal

of an invariant subspace, we can assume that

(2.429) ϑt
m(h) η = η,

for some h such that ĥ has compact support. Indeed we can use Lemma
2.54 to only consider vectors which belong to the range of

(2.430) ϑt
m(h) =

∫
h(γ)ϑm(γ)t d∗γ , ĥ with compact support.

Then, using (2.429), the Fourier transform of the tempered distribution
ψ on R∗

+ has compact support in R. Thus, since E(f)(x) has rapid decay,
the equality between (2.427) and (2.428) follows from the definition of the
Fourier transform of the tempered distribution ψ on R∗

+.
Let us now describe suitable test functions f ∈ S(AK)0 in order to test

the distribution

(2.431)
∫

∆ 1
2
+it ψ̂(t) dt .

We treat the case of characteristic zero. The general case is similar. For
the finite places we take

(2.432) f0 = ⊗v/∈P1Ov ⊗ fχ0
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where fχ0 is the tensor product over ramified places of the functions equal
to 0 outside O∗

v and to χ0,v on O∗
v . It follows then by the definition of ∆′

s

that

(2.433) 〈∆′
s, f0 ⊗ f〉 =

∫
f(x)χ0,∞(x) |x|s d∗x

for any f ∈ S(AK,∞). Moreover if the set P of finite ramified places is not
empty, one has

(2.434) f0(0) = 0 ,
∫

AK,f

f0(x) dx = 0

so that f0 ⊗ f ∈ S(AK)0 ∀ f ∈ S(AK,∞).

Now let � be the number of Archimedean places of K and consider the
map ρ : (R∗

+)� → R∗
+ given by

(2.435) ρ(λ1, . . . , λ�) = λ1 · · ·λ� .

As soon as � > 1 this map is not proper. Given a smooth function with
compact support, b ∈ C∞

c (R∗
+), we need to find a ∈ C∞

c ((R∗
+)�) such that

the direct image of the measure a(x) d∗x is b(y) d∗y, where d∗x =
∏

d∗xi is
the product of the multiplicative Haar measures.

Equivalently, one is dealing with a finite dimensional vector space E
and a linear form L : E → R. One is given b ∈ C∞

c (R) and asked to lift it.
One can write E = R × E1 and the lift can be taken as a = b ⊗ b1 where
b1 ∈ C∞

c (E1),
∫
b1 dx = 1. Thus we can in (2.433) take a function f of the

form

(2.436) f(x) = g(x)χ0,∞ (x) ,

where the function g ∈ C∞
c (AK,∞) only depends upon (|x|v), v ∈ Σ∞, and

is smooth with compact support, disjoint from the closed set

(2.437)

{
x ∈

∏
v∈Σ∞

Kv ; ∃ v , xv = 0

}
.

Thus, to any function b ∈ C∞
c (R∗

+) we can assign a test function f = fb

such that for any s (#s > 0)

(2.438) 〈∆′
s, f0 ⊗ fb〉 =

∫
R∗

+

b(x) |x|s d∗x .

By Lemma 2.52, we get〈∫
∆ 1

2
+it ψ̂(t) dt , f0 ⊗ fb

〉
=
〈∫

L (χ0,
1
2

+ it) ∆′
1
2
+it

ψ̂(t) dt , f0 ⊗ fb

〉
=

∫ ∫
L (χ0,

1
2

+ it)ψ̂(t) b(x) |x| 12+it d∗x dt .(2.439)
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Thus, from (2.427) and (2.428) we conclude, using arbitrary test func-
tions b, that the Fourier transform of the distribution L (χ0, 1/2 + it) ψ̂(t)
actually vanishes, so that,

(2.440) L (χ0,
1
2

+ it) ψ̂(t) = 0 .

To justify the above equality, we need to control the growth of the L-
function in the variable t. One has ([240] 5.3)

(2.441) |L(
1
2

+ it)| = O (|t|N ) .

In particular, since L
(

1
2 + it

)
is an analytic function of t, we see that it

is a multiplier of the algebra S(R) of Schwartz functions in the variable t.
Thus the product L (1

2 + it) ψ̂(t) is still a tempered distribution, and so is its
Fourier transform. To say that the latter vanishes when tested on arbitrary
functions which are smooth with compact support implies that it vanishes.

The above argument uses the hypothesis χ0|CK,1
�= 1. In the case

χ0|CK,1
= 1 we need to impose on the test function f used in (2.436) the

condition
∫
f dx = 0, which means

(2.442)
∫

b(x) |x| d∗x = 0 .

But the space of functions b(x) |x|1/2 ∈ C∞
c (R∗

+) such that (2.442) holds is
still dense in the Schwartz space S(R∗

+).
To understand the equation (2.440), let us consider an equation for dis-

tributions α(t) of the form

(2.443) ϕ(t)α(t) = 0 ,

where we first work with distributions α on S1 and we assume that ϕ ∈
C∞(S1) has finitely many zeros xi ∈ Z(ϕ), of finite order ni. Let J be the
ideal of C∞(S1) generated by ϕ. One has ψ ∈ J ⇔ order of ψ at xi is ≥ ni.

Thus the distributions δxi , δ
′
xi
, . . . , δ

(ni−1)
xi form a basis of the space of

solutions of (2.443).

Now ψ̂(t) is, for η orthogonal to Range E and satisfying (2.429), a dis-
tribution with compact support, and L

(
χ0,

1
2 + it

)
ψ̂(t) = 0. Thus by the

above argument we get that ψ̂ is a finite linear combination of the distribu-
tions δ(k)

t with t such that L
(
χ0,

1
2 + it

)
= 0 and k < order of the zero, k <

δ−1
2 . The condition k < order of the zero is necessary and sufficient to get

the vanishing on the range of E. The condition k < δ−1
2 is necessary and

sufficient to ensure that ψ belongs to L2
−δ, i.e., that

(2.444)
∫

(log |x|)2k (1 + | log |x||2)−δ/2 d∗x <∞

which is 2k − δ < −1, i.e., k < δ−1
2 .
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Conversely, let s be a zero of L(χ0, s) and k > 0 its order. By Lemma
2.52 and the finiteness and analyticity of ∆′

s (for #s > 0) we get

(2.445)
(

∂

∂s

)a

∆s(f) = 0 ∀ f ∈ S(AK)0 , a = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 .

We can differentiate the equality of Lemma 2.52 and get

(2.446)
(

∂

∂s

)a

∆s(f) =
∫

CK

E(f)(x)χ0(x) |x|s−1/2 (log |x|)a d∗x .

Thus η belongs to the orthogonal of Range E and satisfies (2.429) iff it is a
finite linear combination of functions of the form

(2.447) ηt,a(x) = χ0(x) |x|it (log |x|)a,

where

(2.448) L

(
χ0,

1
2

+ it

)
= 0 , a < order of the zero, a <

δ − 1
2

.

The restriction to the subgroup R∗
+ of CK of the transpose of ϑm is thus

given in the above basis by

(2.449) ϑm(λ)t ηt,a =
a∑

b=0

Cb
a λ

it (log(λ))b ηt,a−b.

The multiplication operator by a function with bounded derivatives is
a bounded operator in any Sobolev space, as one checks directly using the
density in the orthogonal of Range E of vectors satisfying (2.429), that is, if
L
(
χ0,

1
2 + is

)
�= 0, then is does not belong to the spectrum of Dt

χ0
.

This determines the spectrum of the operator Dt
χ0

and hence of its trans-
pose Dχ0 as indicated in Theorem 2.47 and ends the proof of Theorem 2.47.

Let us now prove corollary 2.48. Let us fix h0 ∈ S(CK) such that ĥ0 has
compact support contained in {χ0} × R and ĥ0(χ0, s) = 1 for s small.

Let then hs be given by hs(g) = h0(g) |g|is. The Fourier transform ĥs is
then the translate of ĥ0, and one can choose h0 such that

(2.450)
∑
n∈Z

ĥn(χ0 , u) = 1 u ∈ R .

When |s| → ∞, the dimension of the range of ϑm
t(hs) is of the order of

log |s| as is the number of zeros of the L-function in the translates of a fixed
interval (cf. [295]).

Let h ∈ S(CK). One has ϑm
t(h) =

∑
n∈Z ϑm

t(h ∗ hn). It follows then
from the polynomial growth of the norm of ϑm

t(g) that the operator

(2.451)
∫

h(g)ϑm(g)t d∗g

is of trace-class for any h ∈ S(CK).
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Moreover using the triangular form given by (2.449) we get its trace,
and hence the trace of its transpose ϑm(h) as

(2.452) Traceϑm(h) =
∑

L(χ, 12+ρ)=0

ρ∈i R

ĥ(χ, ρ)

where the multiplicity is counted as in Theorem 2.47 and where the Fourier
transform ĥ of h is defined by

(2.453) ĥ(χ, ρ) =
∫

CK

h(u) χ̃(u) |u|ρ d∗ u .

10. A Lefschetz formula for Archimedean local factors

As we saw above, the noncommutative space XK of adèle classes over a
global field K provides both a spectral realization of zeros of L-functions
and an interpretation of the explicit formulas of Riemann-Weil as a Lefschetz
formula. The corresponding trace formula was proved in [71] in the semilocal
case (finitely many places). It is natural then to ask whether a similar
approach can be applied to the L-functions of motives, also in view of the
fact that the results of [102], [103] showed that noncommutative geometry
can be employed to describe properties of the fibers at Archimedean places
(and at places of totally degenerate reduction) of arithmetic varieties.

In this section we consider the Archimedean factors of the Hasse-Weil
L-function attached to a non-singular projective algebraic variety X defined
over a number field K. We obtain the real part of the logarithmic derivative
of the Archimedean factors of the L-function L(Hm, z) on the critical line
as a trace formula for the action of a suitable Weil group on a complex
manifold attached to the Archimedean place.

In §10.3 we make some preliminary calculations. First we show (Lemma
2.55) that for Kv = C or R, one obtains the logarithmic derivative of the
imaginary part of the gamma functions ΓKv (2.461) on the critical line as
the principal value on K∗

v of a distribution

|u| 12+i s

|1− u| .

We then show (Lemma 2.57) that the shift by min{p, q} in the argument of
ΓC appears when one considers the principal value on C∗ of

u−pu−q|u|zC
|1− u|C

.

This is sufficient to obtain in Theorem 2.58 of §10.4 the logarithmic deriva-
tive of the Archimedean local factor as a trace formula for the action of C∗

on a space with base C and fiber Hm(X,C) with the representation

(2.454) π(Hm, u) ξ = u−pu−qξ
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of C∗ on the cohomology. The real case is more delicate and it is treated in
§10.5. In this case, to obtain a similar result, one needs to consider a space
that has base the quaternions H and fiber the cohomology. We then obtain
the logarithmic derivative of the local factor as a trace formula for an action
on this space of the Weil group, with representation

(2.455) π(Hm, wj) ξ = ip+q w−pw−qF∞(ξ)

on the cohomology, with F∞ the linear involution induced by complex con-
jugation. In §10.6 we describe the problem of a semilocal trace formula
involving several Archimedean places. In §10.7 we address the problem of
considering simultaneously Archimedean and non-Archimedean places and
in particular the fact that in the usual approaches one is forced to make a
choice of embeddings of Q� in C. We suggest that, at least in the case of a
curve X, one may obtain a different approach by considering, as the fiber
of the space one would like to construct for a semi-local Lefschetz trace for-
mula, the adèle class space of the function field of the curve over the residue
field kv at the place v.

10.1. Archimedean local L-factors.

We saw in Chapter I §8.1.3 the definition of L-functions of algebraic
varieties defined over a number field K as an Euler product (1.380) of lo-
cal factors (1.381). Let us briefly recall this definition of the L-functions
L(Hm(X), s) of a smooth projective algebraic variety over a number field
K. It is written as an Euler product over finite and Archimedean places v
of K,

(2.456) L(Hm(X), s) =
∏
v

Lv(Hm(X), s).

The local L-factors of (2.456) at finite primes encode the action of the
geometric Frobenius on the inertia invariants Hm(X̄,Q�)Iv of the étale co-
homology in the form (cf. [266])

(2.457) Lv(Hm(X), s) = det
(
1− Fr∗vN(v)−s|Hm(X̄,Q�)Iv

)−1
,

with N the norm map. Historically, the roots of the idea of motives intro-
duced by Grothendieck can be found in the L-functions L(X, s) of algebraic
varieties, which can be written as an alternating product

(2.458) L(X, s) =
n∏

i=0

L(H i(X), s)(−1)i+1
.

Typically, such a combined L-function as (2.458) tends to have infinitely
many poles, corresponding to the zeros of the factors in the denominator,
whereas in isolating a single factor L(H i(X), s) one avoids this problem
and also gains the possibility of having a nice functional equation. It is
convenient to think of such a factor L(H i(X), s) as the L-function, not of a
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variety, but of a pure motive of weight i, viewed as a direct summand of the
variety X.

Serre showed in [266] that the local factors one needs to consider at
the Archimedean primes, dictated by the expected form of the functional
equation for the L-function L(Hm(X), s), depend upon the Hodge structure

(2.459) Hm(Xv(C)) = ⊕p+q=mHp, q(Xv(C)),

where v : K ↪→ C is the Archimedean place and Xv(C) is the corresponding
complex algebraic variety.

The Archimedean local factors have an explicit formula (cf. [266]) given
in terms of gamma functions, with shifts in the argument and powers that
depend on the Hodge numbers. Namely, one has a product of gamma func-
tions according to the Hodge numbers hp,q of the form
(2.460)

L(H∗, s) =

{ ∏
p,q ΓC(s−min(p, q))hp,q∏
p<q ΓC(s− p)hp,q ∏

p ΓR(s− p)hp,+
ΓR(s− p + 1)hp,−

where the two cases correspond, respectively, to the complex and the real
embeddings, Kv = C and Kv = R. Here hp,± is the dimension of the
±(−1)p-eigenspace of the involution on Hp,p induced by the real structure
and

(2.461) ΓC(s) := (2π)−sΓ(s), ΓR(s) := 2−1/2π−s/2Γ(s/2).

It is clear that it is desirable to have a reformulation of the formulae
for the local factors in such a way that the Archimedean and the non-
Archimedean cases are treated as much as possible on equal footing. To
this purpose, Deninger in [116], [117] expressed both (2.457) and (2.460)
in the form of zeta-regularized infinite determinants. Here we propose a
different approach. Namely, we reinterpret the Archimedean local factors as
a Lefschetz trace formula over a suitable geometric space. The main idea is
that we expect a global (or at least semi-local) Lefschetz trace formula to
exist for the L-functions L(Hm(X), s), over a noncommutative space which
will be a noncommutative generalization of the pure motive hm(X) and
should be obtained as an extension of hm(X) by a suitable modification of
the adèle class space (by certain division algebras instead of the local fields
Kv at the places v of bad reduction and at the real Archimedean place).
Here we give some evidence for this idea, by giving the local formula for a
single Archimedean place v. One sees already in the case of a single real
place that the underlying geometric space for the trace formula is obtained
by passing to the division algebra of quaternions.

10.2. Asymptotic form of the number of zeros of L-functions.

The properties of the L-functions of algebraic varieties defined over a
number field K are mostly conjectural ([266]). In particular one expects
from the functional equation ([266], C9) that the zeros of L(Hm(X), s) are
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located on the critical line #(s) = 1+m
2 . By analogy with the case of the

Riemann zeta function discussed above in §3 one expects that the number
of zeros

(2.462) N(E) = #{ρ |L(Hm(X), ρ) = 0, and 0 < �(ρ) ≤ E} ,
can be decomposed as the sum of an average part and an oscillatory part

(2.463) N(E) = 〈N(E)〉+ Nosc(E) ,

where the average part is obtained following Lemma 2.1, using the Archi-
medean local factors Lv(Hm(X), s), in the form

(2.464) 〈N(E)〉 =
1
π

∑
v|∞
� logLv(Hm(X),

1 + m

2
+ iE) .

One can rewrite (2.464) in a more symmetric manner involving all non-trivial
zeros, with

(2.465) Ns(E) = #{ρ |L(Hm(X), ρ) = 0, and − E ≤ �(ρ) ≤ E} ,
and eliminating the ambiguity in the definition of the log, so that (2.464)
becomes

(2.466) 〈Ns(E)〉 =
∑
v|∞

1
π

∫ E

−E

d

ds
� logLv(Hm(X),

1 + m

2
+ is)ds .

We shall now show that the key ingredient of this formula can be expressed
in the form of a Lefschetz contribution
(2.467)

1
π

d

ds
� logLv(Hm(X),

1 + m

2
+ is) = − 1

2π

∫ ′

Wv

Tr(πv(Hm, u))|u|zWv

|1− u|Hv

d∗u

where z = 1+m
2 +is, the group Wv is a local Weil group which is a modulated

group. It embeds in the algebra Hv which is the algebra H of quaternions
for v a real place and the algebra C for a complex place. We shall describe
below in §10.4 and 10.5 the natural representation πv(Hm, u) of Wv.

10.3. Weil form of logarithmic derivatives of local factors.

We begin by checking the formulae ([295], [71]) that will relate the
Fourier transform of the local Lefschetz contribution (viewed as a distribu-
tion on the multiplicative group) with the derivative of the imaginary part
of the logarithm of the Archimedean local factor ΓKv , for Kv = R (v a real
Archimedean place) or Kv = C (v a complex Archimedean place).

We use the notations of [71] for the principal values. We recall the
following basic facts.

Lemma 2.55. For Kv = R or Kv = C and for s real, one has

(2.468)
∫ ′

K∗
v

|u| 12+is

|1− u| d
∗u = −2

d

ds
� log ΓKv

(
1
2

+ is

)
.
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Proof. First notice that, for s real, one has

(2.469) 2i� log ΓKv

(
1
2

+ is

)
= log ΓKv

(
1
2

+ is

)
− log ΓKv

(
1
2
− is

)
,

since ΓKv defined in (2.461) is a “real” function, i.e. it fulfills f(z) = f(z).
Thus, one can rewrite the equality that needs to be proved in the form

(2.470)
∫ ′

K∗
v

|u| 12+is

|1− u| d
∗u = −

(
Γ′

Kv

ΓKv

(
1
2

+ is

)
+

Γ′
Kv

ΓKv

(
1
2
− is

))
.

The i in is brings up the real part of
Γ′

Kv
ΓKv

which is again a “real” function.
Notice also that (2.470) should hold without the restriction s ∈ R, since

both sides are analytic functions of s ∈ C.
Let us first take Kv = R. In this case we have

(2.471) ΓR(x) = 2−1/2π−x/2Γ(x/2),

hence the equality takes the explicit form in terms of the usual Γ-function

(2.472)
∫ ′

R∗
|u|is |u|

1/2

|1− u|d
∗u = log π − 1

2

(
Γ′

Γ

(
1
4

+ i
s

2

)
+

Γ′

Γ

(
1
4
− i

s

2

))
.

which follows from (2.130). Let us then take Kv = C. In this case we have

(2.473) ΓC(x) = (2π)−xΓ(x),

and again, in terms of the usual Γ-function, the equality takes the form

(2.474)
∫ ′

C∗
|u|is |u|

1/2

|1− u|d
∗u = 2 log 2π −

(
Γ′

Γ

(
1
2

+ is

)
+

Γ′

Γ

(
1
2
− is

))
.

This can be extracted from [71] (Appendix 2) and will be proved as a
special case of Lemma 2.57 below. �

The next step consists in obtaining a similar formula for

(2.475)
d

ds
� log ΓKv

(
1
2

+
|n|
2

+ is

)
,

where n ∈ Z is an integer. Notice that the function ΓKv(
|n|
2 + z) is still real.

We take Kv = C and we let

(2.476) f0(ν) = inf(ν1/2, ν−1/2), ∀ν ∈ R∗
+ .

With this notation one gets,

Lemma 2.56. For n ∈ Z and ρ ∈ R∗
+ with ρ �= 1, one has

(2.477)
1
2π

∫ 2π

0

einθ

|1− eiθρ|2 dθ =
f0(ν)|n|

|1− ν| , ν = ρ2 .
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Proof. Let us first consider the case ρ < 1. Then we have

(2.478)
1− ρ2

|1− eiθρ|2 =
1

1− ρeiθ
+

1
1− ρe−iθ

− 1 ,

which gives the Fourier coefficients ρ|n| for the function on the left hand side.
This gives the equality in the case ρ < 1, since f0(ν) = ρ in that case. One
then checks that both sides of (2.477) fulfill

f(ρ−1) = ρ2f(ρ) ,

which gives the desired equality for ρ > 1. �
We then obtain the following result:

Lemma 2.57. Let Kv = C and suppose given p, q ∈ N with m = p + q.
For z = 1+m

2 + is, with s ∈ R, one has

(2.479)
∫ ′

C∗

u−pu−q|u|zC
|1− u|C

d∗u = −2
d

ds
� log ΓC (z −min(p, q)) .

Proof. Let n = p − q. One has min(p, q) = m
2 −

|n|
2 . Since |u|C = uu,

one has u−pu−q = e−inθ |u|
−m
2

C , where θ is the argument of u. One can then
rewrite the desired equality in the form

(2.480)
∫ ′

C∗

e−inθ |u|
1
2
+is

C

|1− u|C
d∗u = −2

d

ds
� log ΓC

(
1
2

+ is +
|n|
2

)
.

Recall now that
∫ ′ coincides with the Weil principal value Pfw which

is defined in (2.293) and (2.294) so that

(2.481) Pfw

∫
C∗

ϕ(u) d∗u = PF0

∫
R∗

+

ψ(ν) d∗ν ,

where ψ(ν) =
∫
|u|C=ν ϕ(u) dνu is obtained by integrating ϕ over the fibers,

while one has

(2.482)
PF0

∫
ψ(ν)d∗ν =

2 log(2π) c + limt→∞
(∫

(1− f2t
0 )ψ(ν) d∗ν − 2c log t

)
.

where ψ − c f−1
1 is integrable on R∗

+, with f1 = f−1
0 − f0. In our case we

have

ϕ(u) =
e−inθ |u|

1
2
+i s

C

|1− u|C
.

By Lemma 2.56, integration over the fibers gives

ψ(ν) =
ν

1
2
+i s f0(ν)|n|

|1− ν| .

We have c = 1 independently of s and n. One has the identity (2.335),

PF0

∫
f0 f

−1
1 d∗ν = 2(log 2π + γ) .
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This allows one to check the equality for n = 1 and s = 0. Indeed, in that
case one gets ψ(ν) = f0 f

−1
1 , while

−2
(

Γ′
C

ΓC

(
1 + n

2

))
= −2(− log(2π)− γ) .

Having checked the result for some value of n and s, while c is indepen-
dent of both, one gets convergence of the integral for the variations and one
can now use any regularization to compare other values of

(2.483)
∫

R∗
+

ν
1
2
+i s f0(ν)|n|

|1− ν| d∗ν .

We write the integral as
∫ 1
0 +
∫∞
1 and use the minimal substraction as reg-

ularization i.e. the substraction of the pole part in ε after replacing the
denominator |1− ν| by |1− ν|1−ε. The first integral gives∫ 1

0
ν

(
1
2
+is+ |n|

2

)
(1− ν)−1+ε dν

ν
= B

(
1
2

+ is +
|n|
2
, ε

)

=
Γ
(

1
2 + is + |n|

2

)
Γ(ε)

Γ
(

1
2 + is + |n|

2 + ε
) .

The residue at ε = 0 is equal to one and the finite part gives

(2.484) −Γ′

Γ

(
1
2

+ is +
|n|
2

)
− γ .

The other integral
∫∞
1 gives the complex conjugate,

(2.485) −Γ′

Γ

(
1
2
− is +

|n|
2

)
− γ .

Thus, having checked the additive constant term, we get

(2.486)
∫ ′

C∗

e−inθ |u|
1
2
+is

C

|1− u|C
d∗u = −2

d

ds
� log ΓC

(
1
2

+ i s +
|n|
2

)
,

and the required equality follows. �

10.4. Lefschetz formula for complex places.

We now look at a complex Archimedean place with the local L-factor
LC(Hm, z). We let π(Hm, u) be the canonical representation ([109]) of C∗

on Hm = ⊕Hp,q,

(2.487) π(Hm, u) ξ = u−pu−qξ , ∀ξ ∈ Hp,q , ∀u ∈ C∗ .

We obtain the following formula for the Archimedean local factor at a
complex place.
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Theorem 2.58. Let Kv = C. For m ∈ N, let π(Hm, u) be the canonical
representation of C∗ on Hm. Then, for z = 1+m

2 + is with s ∈ R, we have

(2.488)
∫ ′

C∗

Tr(π(Hm, u))|u|zC
|1− u|C

d∗u = −2
d

ds
� logLC(Hm, z) .

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 2.57 and the formula (2.460)
(cf. [266]) that expresses LC(Hm, z) as a product of powers of the ΓC(z −
min(p, q)) and hence the logarithmic derivative as a sum

d

ds
� logLC(Hm, z) =

∑
p+q=m

hp,q d

ds
� log ΓC(z −min(p, q))

where hp,q is the dimension of Hp,q. �

10.5. Lefschetz formula for real places.

We now look at a real Archimedean place with the local L-factor
LR(Hm, z). We let W be the Weil group [295] which, in this case, is the
normalizer of C∗ in H∗ where H here denotes the division algebra of quater-
nions H = C + Cj, with j2 = −1 and jwj−1 = w, ∀w ∈ C. Elements of W
are of the form

u = wjε , w ∈ C∗ , ε ∈ {0, 1} ,
where we use the notation j0 = 1, j1 = j.

We let π(Hm, u) be the canonical representation ([109]) of the Weil
group in Hm = ⊕Hp,q. The subgroup C∗ ⊂W acts as above, while elements
in C∗j act by

(2.489) π(Hm, wj) ξ = ip+q w−pw−qF∞(ξ) , ∀ξ ∈ Hp,q .

Here F∞ is the linear involution associated to the geometric action of com-
plex conjugation (once translated to the cohomology with complex coeffi-
cients) as in Serre ([266]).

One has to check that π is a representation, and in particular that
π(Hm, j)2 = π(Hm,−1). This follows for ξ ∈ Hp,q from

π(Hm, j)2ξ = (−1)p+qF 2
∞(ξ) = (−1)p+qξ .

One checks in the same way that

π(Hm, j)π(Hm, w) = π(Hm, w)π(Hm, j).

We now investigate the integral

(2.490)
∫ ′

W

Tr(π(Hm, u))|u|zH
|1− u|H

d∗u ,

in which we follow the conventions of Weil [295]. The reduced norm of a
quaternion is

(2.491) |q|H = aā + bb̄ = |a|2 + |b|2 , q = a + bj , ∀a , b ∈ C
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so that for the natural inclusion C ⊂ H one has

(2.492) |z|H = |z|C , ∀z ∈ C ⊂ H .

Thus, for u ∈ W , the module |u|H is the natural module |u|W of the Weil
group. The finite value

∫ ′ is defined by integration over the fibers of the
modulated group W → R∗

+ using (2.481) and (2.482).

Let us start with the case m odd, since then the subtle term involving
ΓR does not enter. Then the action of W on Hp,q ⊕Hq,p will give the same
trace as in the complex case for elements u = wj0 = w ∈ C∗, but it will give
zero trace to any element u = wj1 = wj. In fact, in this case the action is
given by an off-diagonal matrix since it exchanges the subspaces Hp,q and
Hq,p. Thus the function Tr(π(Hm, u)) vanishes except on C∗ ⊂ W and
it agrees there with what it would be forgetting about the real structure.
Integration over the fibers of the modulated group W → R∗

+ using (2.481)
and (2.482) gives an overall factor of 1

2 in the above expression, since when
one integrates over the fibers of the module map u �→ |u|H from W to R∗

+

the only contribution will come from the u = wj0 = w. This will give the
same answer as for the complex case, except for an overall factor 1

2 due
to the normalization of the fiber measure as a probability measure. Thus,
this gives the right result when m is odd, since in that case the local factor
LR(Hm, z) is really the square root of what it would be when viewed as
complex. Indeed, it reduces to∏

p<q

ΓC(s− p)hp,q

which is the square root of∏
p,q

ΓC(z −min(p, q))hp,q

When m = 2p is even and hp+ = hp−, the same argument does apply
irrespectively of the detailed definition of the representation of W . Indeed,
elements of W of the form u = wj act by

(2.493) π(Hm, wj) ξ = (−1)p |w|−2p F∞(ξ) , ∀ξ ∈ Hp,p ,

and have pairs of eigenvalues of opposite signs and vanishing trace. One thus
gets the required result using (2.460) and the duplication formula (2.152),
i.e.

(2.494) ΓR(z) ΓR(z + 1) = ΓC(z) .

When hp+ �= hp−, we use the detailed definition of the action of j. Notice
that the computation will not be reducible to the previous ones, since one
uses the quaternions to evaluate

(2.495) |1− u|H = 1 + |w|2 , u = wj ,
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The action of j is (−1)p times the geometric action of complex conjuga-
tion (once translated to the cohomology with complex coefficients) on the
space Hp,p.

We compute in the following lemma the relevant integral.

Lemma 2.59. For z = 1
2 + is with s ∈ R, one has

(2.496)
∫

R∗
+

uz

1 + u
d∗u = −2

d

ds
� log(ΓR(z)/ΓR(z + 1)) .

Proof. First for z ∈ C with positive real part, one has

(2.497)
∫ 1

0

uz

1 + u
d∗u =

1
2

(
Γ′

Γ

(
z + 1

2

)
− Γ′

Γ

(z
2

))
.

Indeed, both sides fulfill f(z) + f(z + 1) = 1
z and f(z)→ 0 when z → +∞.

Let us prove (2.496). The factors in π−z/2 in (2.471) for ΓR(z) do not
contribute to the right hand side, which one can replace by

−1
2

(
Γ′

Γ

(
1
4

+ i
s

2

)
+

Γ′

Γ

(
1
4
− i

s

2

))
+

1
2

(
Γ′

Γ

(
3
4

+ i
s

2

)
+

Γ′

Γ

(
3
4
− i

s

2

))
.

The equality (2.496) follows from (2.497), using s → −s and the sym-
metry of the integral to integrate from 1 to ∞. �

We then obtain the following formula for the Archimedean local factor
at a real place.

Theorem 2.60. Let Kv = R. For m ∈ N, let π(Hm, u) be the represen-
tation of the Weil group W on Hm described above. Then, for z = 1+m

2 + is
with s ∈ R, we have

(2.498)
∫ ′

W

Tr(π(Hm, u))|u|zH
|1− u|H

d∗u = −2
d

ds
� logLR(Hm, z) .

Proof. The discussion above shows that we are reduced to the case of
even m = 2p and the subspace Hp,p. Let then k = hp+ − hp−. When k = 0
the discussion above already gives the result. When k �= 0 the left hand side
gets an additional term from the trace of elements of the form u = wj ∈W .
Their contribution is given by

k

2

∫
R∗

+

vz−p

1 + v
d∗v,

where the factor 1
2 comes from the normalization (as a probability measure)

of the fiber measure of the module W �→ R∗
+. The term in v−p comes

from the action of the scalar part w ∈ C∗ with ww = v in u = wj. The
denominator comes from the equality

|1− u|H = 1 + |w|2 , u = wj .

The other side changes in the same way using (2.496). Indeed, one has

hp+ log ΓR(z − p) + hp− log ΓR(z − p + 1) =
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hp+ + hp−

2
log(ΓR(z − p)ΓR(z − p + 1)) +

k

2
log(ΓR(z − p)/ΓR(z − p + 1))

=
hp+ + hp−

2
log ΓC(z − p) +

k

2
log(ΓR(z − p)/ΓR(z − p + 1)) .

This completes the proof using lemma 2.59. �

The space which gives the formula of Theorem 2.60 as a Lefschetz local
contribution is obtained by taking the quaternions H as the base, but en-
dowing them with an additional structure, namely their complex structure
when viewed as a right vector space over C. We will use the Atiyah-Bott
Lefschetz formula (cf. [9]) applied to the ∂̄-complex, which generates the
crucial term of theorem 2.60, that is,

(2.499)
1

|1− u|H
,

with the reduced norm |u|H as above, while a more naive approach without
the use of an elliptic complex would involve the square of the reduced norm.
The Atiyah-Bott Lefschetz formula involves a numerator χ(u), which yields

(2.500)
χ(u)
|1− u|2H

=
1

|1− u|H
.

In fact, the use of the ∂̄-complex brings in the powers ∧jTC(H) of the com-
plex tangent space TC(H) of the complex manifold H and the alternating
sum

(2.501) χ(u) =
∑

j

(−1)j χj(u) =
∑

j

(−1)j trace(∧j(u)).

This gives the determinant of the quaternion 1− u ∈ H viewed as a two by
two complex matrix (even if some complex conjugates are involved) and

(2.502) χ(u) = |1− u|H.

10.6. The question of the spectral realization.

A more general problem will be to obtain for Archimedean local factors
a trace formula analogous to the semilocal case of Theorem 4 of [71]. This
means that one considers a number field K, with S be the set of all Archime-
dean places, and X a non-singular projective variety over K. One would like
to obtain the real part of the logarithmic derivative of the full Archimedean
factor LS(Hm, z) =

∏
v∈S LKv(H

m, z) on the critical line as a trace formula
for the action of a suitable Weil group on a complex space.

For a single place, one can work with a vector bundle over a base space,
that is, B = C for v complex and B = H for v real, with fiber the Z-
graded vector space E(m) given by the cohomology Hm(Xv,C), with Xv the
compact Kähler manifold determined by the embedding v : K ↪→ C. One
expects a trace formula of the following sort, analogous to the semilocal case
of [71], modelled on the trace formula of [157].
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Conjecture 2.61. Let h ∈ S(R∗
+) with compact support be viewed as

an element of S(W ) by composition with the module. Then, for Λ → ∞,
one has

(2.503)
Tr(RΛ ϑa(h)) =

2h(1)Bm log Λ +
∑

v∈S

∫ ′
Wv

h(u−1) Tr(πv(Hm,u))
|1−u|Hv

d∗u + o(1)

where Bm is the m-th Betti number of X, and
∫ ′ is uniquely determined by

the pairing with the unique distribution on Kv which agrees with du
|1−u| for

u �= 1 and whose Fourier transform relative to αv vanishes at 1.

For example, the above formula can be proved in the simplest case of
a single complex place. The bundle E = ⊕mE(m) comes endowed with a
representation of C∗, by

(2.504) λ : (z, ω) �→ (λz, λ−pλ̄−qω),

for ω ∈ Hp,q(Xv,C). We then let H = L2(B,E(m)) be the Hilbert space of
L2-sections of E(m) (for its Hermitian metric of trivial bundle). The action
of W = C∗ on H is given by

(2.505) (ϑa(λ)ξ)(b) = λpλ̄qξ(λ−1b) , ∀ξ ∈ L2(B,Hp,q) ,

where we identify sections of E(m) with Hm(Xv,C)-valued functions on
B.

One can use a cutoff as in [71], by taking orthogonal projection PΛ onto
the subspace

(2.506) PΛ = {ξ ∈ L2(B,E(m)) ; ξ(b) = 0 , ∀b ∈ B , |b|C > Λ} .

Thus, PΛ is the multiplication operator by the function ρΛ, where ρΛ(b) = 1
if |b|C ≤ Λ, and ρΛ(b) = 0 for |b|C > Λ. This gives an infrared cutoff and
to get an ultraviolet cutoff we use P̂Λ = FPΛF

−1, where F is the Fourier
transform which depends upon the choice of the basic character αv for the
place v. We let

RΛ = P̂Λ PΛ .

Proposition 2.62. For the set of places S consisting of a single complex
place the trace formula (2.503) holds.

Proof. Both sides of the formula are additive functions of the repre-
sentation of C∗ in Hm(Xv,C). We can thus assume that this representation
corresponds to a one-dimensional Hp,q. Let then h1(λ) = λpλ̄q h(|λ|); one
has

h1(u−1) = h(|u|−1) Tr(πv(Hm, u)) , ∀u ∈ C∗

and applying Theorem 2.36 to h1 gives the desired result. �
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In discussing here the case of a single complex place v, we have taken
the trivial bundle over C with fiber the cohomology Hm(Xv,C). Already
in order to treat the case of several complex places, one needs to use the
following result ([265], proof of Proposition 12): the integers hp,q(Xv) are
independent of the Archimedean place v ∈ S. This suggests that it is in fact
more convenient to think of the fiber E(m) as the motive hm(X) rather than
its realization. This leads naturally to the further question of a semi-local
trace formula where the finite set of places S involves both Archimedean
and non-Archimedean places. We discuss in section 10.7 below, in the case
of curves, how one can think of a replacement for the �-adic cohomology at
the non-Archimedean places, using noncommutative geometry.

Remark 2.63. The representation ϑa of Conjecture 2.61 is not unitary
but, as in (2.52), the product

(2.507) u �→ |u|−(1+m)/2
W ϑa(u)

should be unitary. In particular let NE be the spectral projection, for the
scaling action, associated to the interval [−E,E] in the dual group R of R∗

+

as in Lemma 2.4. It is given by

(2.508) NE = ϑa(h
(m)
E ), with h

(m)
E (u) = |u|−(1+m)/2

W

1
2π

∫ E

−E
|u|isWds .

Applying the conjectured formula (2.503) to the function h
(m)
E the left hand

side gives the counting of quantum states, i.e. the analogue of (2.69),

(2.509) Tr(RΛ NE) .

The first term in the right hand side of (2.503) gives the analogue of (2.46),
i.e. the contribution of the regular representation of the scaling group. Fi-
nally, using (2.467) and (2.464), the last terms of (2.503) combine to give∑

v|∞

∫ ′

Wv

h
(m)
E (u−1) Tr(πv(Hm, u))

|1− u|Hv

d∗u

=
∑
v|∞

1
2π

∫ E

−E

∫ ′

Wv

Tr(πv(Hm, u))|u|
1+m

2
+is

Wv

|1− u|Hv

d∗u ds

= −
∑
v|∞

1
π

∫ E

−E

d

ds
� logLv(Hm(X),

1 + m

2
+ is)ds = −〈Ns(E)〉

which shows that one should expect that the zeros of the L-function appear
as an absorption spectrum. Unlike in the case of the Riemann zeta func-
tion this remains conjectural in the above case of L-functions of arithmetic
varieties.
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10.7. Local factors for curves.

In the previous part of this section, we showed how to write the Archi-
medean local factors of the L-function of an algebraic variety X in the form
of a Lefschetz trace formula. Eventually, one would like to obtain a semi-
local formula, like the one conjectured above, not just for the Archimedean
places, but for the full L-function.

We are only making some rather speculative remarks at this point, and
we simply want to illustrate the type of construction one expects should give
the geometric side of such a Lefschetz trace formula. We just discuss the
case where X is a curve for simplicity. In this case we can concentrate on
the L-function for H1(X).

Let X be a curve over a number field K. The local Euler factor at a
place v has the following description (cf. [266]):

(2.510) Lv(H1(X), s) = det
(
1− Fr∗vN(v)−s|H1(X̄,Q�)Iv

)−1
.

Here Fr∗v is the geometric Frobenius acting on �-adic cohomology of X̄ =
X⊗Spec(K̄), with K̄ an algebraic closure and � a prime with (�, q) = 1, where
q is the cardinality of the residue field kv at v. We denote by N the norm
map. The determinant is evaluated on the inertia invariants H1(X̄,Q�)Iv

at v (this is all of H1(X̄,Q�) when v is a place of good reduction). The
L-function then has the Euler product description

L(H1(X), s) =
∏
v

Lv(H1(X), s),

where for v a non-Archimedean place the local factor is of the form (2.510)
and if v is a complex or real Archimedean place then the local factor is
given by the corresponding Γ-factor as discussed in the previous part of this
section.

Usually, in using the expression (2.510) for the local factors, one makes
use of a choice of an embedding of Q� in C. In our setting, if one wants to
obtain a semi-local trace formula for the L-function L(H1(X), s), one needs a
geometric construction which does not depend on such choices and treats the
Archimedean and non-Archimedean places on equal footing. One expects
that a geometric space on which the geometric side of the desired Lefschetz
trace formula will concentrate should be obtained as a fibration, where the
base space should be a noncommutative space obtained from the adèle class
space of the number field K, modified by considering, at the places of bad
reduction and at the real Archimedean places, suitable division algebras over
the local field. The fiber should also be a noncommutative space in which
the special fiber embeds (at least at the places of good reduction). This will
have the effect of replacing the use of the �-adic cohomology and the need
for a choice of an embedding of Q� in C.

In the case of a curve X, one can obtain this by embedding the special
fiber Xv at a place v, which is a curve over the residue field kv of cardinality
q, in the adèle class space of the function field of Xv. Indeed, by Theorem
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2.36 applied to the global field K of functions on Xv, one obtains the local
factor Lv(H1(X), s) directly over C. Thus, at least in the case of curves, the
adèle class spaces of the global fields of functions on the curves Xv should be
essential ingredients in the construction. This would then make it possible
to work everywhere with a cohomology defined over C, in the form of cyclic
(co)homology.

10.8. Analogy with dimensional regularization.

We shall end this chapter by a brief discussion of the relation of the
above computation of the Archimedean local L-factors with the set-up of
Chapter 1 for renormalization using equisingular connections.

The natural framework for the above computations of L-factors is that
of real mixed Hodge structure [107] which was recalled in Chapter 1 §8.4. A
real mixed Hodge structure is a complex vector space V endowed with three
opposite filtrations (W•, F •, F̄ •) and a complex conjugation which respects
W and interchanges F and F̄ . By [107] Proposition 1.2, this structure can
be described equivalently (using the functor W �→ GrW V ) as a bigraded
complex vector space

(2.511) V = ⊕V p,q

endowed with an automorphism d such that (d−1) is strictly lower triangular

(2.512) (d− 1)V p,q ⊂ ⊕r<p,s<qV
r,s

and a complex conjugation σ which interchanges V p,q and V q,p and fulfills
σdσ−1 = d−1.

As explained in Chapter 1 §8.4, the Galois group of the Tannakian cat-
egory R-MHS of real mixed Hodge structures is the real part of the group

(2.513) GMHS = UMHS � (Gm ×Gm),

with respect to the complex conjugation that maps (u, v) ∈ Gm×Gm to (v̄, ū)
and the generator e−n,−m to −e−m,−n where the en,m are the homogeneous
components of log d.

All the computations of this section apply if, in the real case, one re-
places the cohomology Hm(Xv(C)) of (2.459) by a real mixed Hodge struc-
ture. One gives meaning to the representations (2.454) and (2.455) using
the bigrading (2.511) and the complex conjugation σ. The unipotent au-
tomorphism d being triangular (2.511), it does not contribute to the trace
computation.

We explained in Chapter 1 §8.4 the analogy between the Galois group
of the Tannakian category R-MHS of real mixed Hodge structures and the
cosmic Galois group that underlies renormalization and classifies flat equi-
singular connections on the space B.

We saw, in Chapter 1, in the proof of Theorem 1.67, that the flat invari-
ant connections extend automatically to the “compactification” of the base
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B obtained by the operation (1.339)

B → B = B ×Gm Ga

Moreover the Gm-action on B admits a whole set of fixed points, given by
(1.340),

B0 = B ×Gm {0} ⊂ B = B ×Gm Ga .

This shows that the base B should play a role similar to the adèle class space
in the semi-local trace formula of §7.2. It remains to be seen if the corre-
sponding Lefschetz formula is relevant in the framework of renormalization
of Chapter 1.



CHAPTER 3

Quantum statistical mechanics and Galois
symmetries

1. Overview: three systems

We have seen in the previous chapter how the adèles AQ and the non-
commutative adèle class space AQ/Q∗ provide a natural geometric setting
for a spectral realization of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function and an
interpretation as a (semi-local) Lefschetz trace formula of the Weil explicit
formula. In this chapter we discuss more in detail the geometry of the adèle
class space, in terms of a simple geometric notion: the commensurability
relation on Q-lattices.

This formulation leads us to consider more general types of noncommu-
tative adelic quotients and their relation to Galois theory. We follow [30],
[86], [88], [90], [91]. All of the cases discussed in this Chapter are quan-
tum statistical mechanical systems, with nontrivial phase transition phe-
nomena, and with thermodynamical equilibrium states that, at sufficiently
low-temperature, recover the points of a classical algebro-geometric moduli
space.

The first system we analyze is the Bost–Connes (BC) system [30], which
is closely related to the adèle class space and is described geometrically in
terms of 1-dimensional Q-lattices. As illustrated in the table below, its
partition function is the Riemann zeta function, the extremal equilibrium
states (KMS states) at sufficiently low-temperature are parameterized by
the points of a very simple classical moduli space, the zero-dimensional
Shimura variety Sh(GL1, {±1}). The symmetries of the system are given
by the group GL1(Ẑ). The zero-temperature KMS states evaluated on a
natural arithmetic subalgebra of the algebra of observables of the system
take values that are algebraic numbers and generate the maximal abelian
extension Qcycl of Q. The class field theory isomorphism intertwines the
action of the symmetries and the Galois action on the values of states, thus
providing a quantum statistical mechanical reinterpretation of the explicit
class field theory of Q.

The second system we present in this chapter is a generalization of the
BC system, where instead of considering 1-dimensional Q-lattices, one works
with 2-dimensional Q-lattices and their commensurability classes. The cor-
responding quantum statistical mechanical system was introduced and stud-
ied in [86] (cf. also [88] for a brief summary of the main results of [86]).

437
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Passing from 1-dimensional to 2-dimensional Q-lattices corresponds, at the
level of the corresponding classical algebro-geometric objects, to passing
from the Shimura variety of GL1 to that of GL2. However, at the quantum
statistical mechanical level and in terms of the noncommutative spaces, the
GL2-system exhibits many new properties that were not present in the case
of the BC system. One such property is the fact that the symmetries of the
system now involve not only automorphisms, but also endomorphisms. Sym-
metries given by endomorphisms are of crucial importance in order to relate
again the quantum statistical mechanical system and its low-temperature
KMS states to a rich Galois theory. In this case, this will be the Galois
theory of the modular field, which we recall in this chapter. The partition
function of the GL2 system is again related to the Riemann zeta function
ζ(s), this time in the form of a product Z(β) = ζ(β)ζ(β− 1). The extremal
low-temperature KMS states are parameterized by the points of the classi-
cal Shimura variety Sh(GL2,H±). There is an arithmetic algebra, which is
here no longer a subalgebra but an algebra of unbounded multipliers of the
algebra of observables, which naturally involves modular functions. For a
generic choice of an extremal zero-temperature KMS state, the evaluation
on arithmetic elements (multipliers) of the algebra intertwines symmetries
of the system, given by the adelic group Q∗\GL2(AQ,f ), and the Galois ac-
tion of the Galois group of the modular field, realized (via the choice of the
state) as an embedded subfield of C.

In both the GL1- and the GL2-system, the arithmetic algebra plays a
fundamental role. The arithmetic algebras of these two systems can be seen
from the point of view of Weil’s analogy between trigonometric and elliptic
functions developed in [298]. The generators of the arithmetic algebra of
the BC system can be built out of functions of 1-dimensional lattices and
the arithmetic algebra of the GL2-system contains similar elements based
on Eisenstein series and is defined by abstracting the basic properties of
these elements. It naturally involves modular functions and Hecke corre-
spondences.

Finally, we discuss another quantum statistical mechanical system, in-
troduced in our joint work with N. Ramachandran [90], [91]. This system
exhibits properties in between the BC and the GL2 system. This is closely
related to the adèle class space AK/K∗ for K an imaginary quadratic exten-
sion of Q. As the original BC system provides a reformulation of the explicit
class field theory of Q, this system will serve the same purpose with respect
to the explicit class field theory of K. As is well known, the latter involves in
a fundamental way the arithmetic of elliptic curves with complex multiplica-
tion. This appears, in our quantum statistical mechanical setting, through
the relation to the GL2-system. Namely, we will see that the system for com-
plex multiplication, based on commensurability of 1-dimensional K-lattices,
appears as a subsystem of the GL2-system, by identifying 1-dimensional K-
lattices with a special class of 2-dimensional Q-lattices through the choice
of a basis {1, τ} for K as a vector space over Q. The partition function of
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this system is the Dedekind zeta function of K. The arithmetic subalgebra
is then inherited from the GL2-system and the values of zero-temperature
KMS states and the Galois action are exactly those of class field theory. In
this system, as in the GL2 case, the symmetries are not only given by auto-
morphisms. The presence of symmetries that are given by endomorphisms
corresponds to the fact that the field K may have non-trivial class number.

We also discuss, towards the end of this chapter, some further generaliza-
tions of these systems to the case of Shimura varieties [159] and to function
fields [172], [104], and the relation of the GL2-system to the modular Hecke
algebras of Connes and Moscovici [93], [94], [95].

The comparative properties of the three systems are illustrated in the
table below and will be explained in detail in the rest of this chapter.

System GL1 GL2 K = Q(
√
−d)

Partition function ζ(β) ζ(β)ζ(β − 1) ζK(β)

Symmetries A∗
Q,f/Q

∗ GL2(AQ,f )/Q∗ A∗
K,f/K

∗

Symmetry group Compact Locally compact Compact

Automorphisms Ẑ∗ GL2(Ẑ) Ô∗/O∗

Endomorphisms GL+
2 (Q) Cl(O)

Galois group Gal(Qab/Q) Aut(F ) Gal(Kab/K)

Extremal KMS∞ Sh(GL1,±1) Sh(GL2,H±) A∗
K,f/K

∗

More precisely, in §2 we give a brief introduction to quantum statistical
mechanics. We recall the notion of KMS states and its origin motivated by
the quantum mechanical analog of the Gibbs measure. We review in §2.1 the
general notions of observables, time evolution and Hamiltonian of a quan-
tum statistical mechanical system. We also recall the notion of unbounded
multipliers on a C∗-algebra, which will be useful in §§5, 6, 7. We introduce
states in §2.2 and the KMS condition, including the case of zero temperature
where we discuss the different notions of ground states and KMS∞ states.
We show that extremal KMS states at nonzero temperature form a Cho-
quet simplex. We discuss the extension of states to the multiplier algebra.
In §2.3 we discuss symmetries of quantum statistical mechanical systems,
induced symmetries on states, both given by automorphisms and by endo-
morphisms, and the phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking. The
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induced action of symmetries on zero-temperature KMS states is described
in §2.4. The pushforward of KMS states is described in §2.5.

In §3 we introduce the geometric notion of Q-lattices and the relation of
commensurability. These are the fundamental notions used in the rest of the
chapter to construct the relevant quantum statistical mechanical systems.

We begin in §4 to discuss the geometry of the space of 1-dimensional
Q-lattices modulo commensurability. We introduce the groupoid G1 of the
equivalence relation and the one that describes commensurability on Q-
lattices up to scaling by R∗

+. We introduce the corresponding C∗-algebras
and recall the explicit presentation of the BC algebra A1 = C∗(G1/R∗

+).
We describe in §4.1 the time evolution induced by the ratio of covolumes of
commensurable lattices. In §4.2 we recall the description of the BC system
in terms of Hecke algebras originally given in [30]. In §4.3 we show that Ẑ∗

acts as symmetries of the BC system. In §4.4 we introduce the arithmetic
subalgebra A1,Q of A1, by describing the generators in terms of functions
of lattices, their interpretation in terms of trigonometric functions and the
relation via Cayley transform to the exponential generators of the BC alge-
bra. We derive explicit division relations between the generators. In §4.5
we give a quick reminder of the Kronecker–Weber theorem and the explicit
class field theory of Q. We then formulate the problem of the quantum sta-
tistical mechanical approach to explicit class field theory in §4.6, where we
also recall the main result of [30] on the classification of KMS states for the
BC system and its relation to the Galois theory of the cyclotomic field Qcycl.
We discuss in §4.7 the reason why it is not an unreasonable expectation that
the approach via algebras and states may prove useful in the explicit class
field theory problem. We show in particular how strong is the intertwining
property of KMS states between symmetries and Galois action on values of
states, by showing how the Galois automorphisms are generally badly be-
haved from the topological standpoint. We give in §4.8 a reinterpretation
of the geometry of the BC system in terms of the Shimura variety of GL1.
We discuss briefly in §4.9 the relation between the algebra of the BC system
and the algebra of the “dual system” describing commensurability classes of
Q-lattices not up to scaling. This relation will be fully developed in Chapter
4.

We move on to discuss the case of 2-dimensional Q-lattices starting
in §5. We describe the reformulation in terms of Tate modules of ellip-
tic curves in §5.1. In §5.2 we introduce the relevant groupoids. Unlike in
the 1-dimensional case, here one finds that dividing by the scaling action
of C∗ does not preserve the groupoid structure, but one can still define a
corresponding convolution algebra A2. The time evolution induced by the
ratio of covolumes is introduced in §5.3, where we also introduce the regular
representation of A2, the associated von Neumann algebra, and the linear
functional that gives the KMS2 state. We discuss the symmetries of the
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system in §5.4, where we show that the group GL2(AQ,f ) acts by symme-
try, with GL2(Ẑ) acting by automorphisms and GL+

2 (Q) by endomorphisms.
These combine to give an induced action of Q∗\GL2(AQ,f ) on KMS states.
We give the explicit form of the action by endomorphisms and of the induced
action on KMS states.

In §6 we recall many known facts about the field of modular functions
which we need to use in discussing the arithmetic properties of the GL2-
system. We recall explicitly the cases of level one and then more generally
level N in §§6.1, 6.2, in particular the Weierstrass ℘-function, the j-function,
the fact that the field FN (C) is a finite Galois extension of C(j), the explicit
generators given by the Fricke functions, Eisenstein series, θ-functions, the
role of torsion points of elliptic curves and the extensions FN (j) over Q(j).
General facts about modular functions and modular forms are discussed in
§6.3 and some explicit computations for the cases N = 2 and N = 4 are
given in §6.4. Starting with §6.5 we relate the modular field to the geome-
try of 2-dimensional Q-lattices. We show that an invertible Q-lattice with
transcendental j-invariant determines an embedding of the modular field in
C and that all embeddings arise in this way and the same embeddings occur
for Q-lattices in the same orbit of the right GL2(AQ,f ) action. We also dis-
cuss the relation between GL2(AQ,f ) and the automorphisms of the modular
field, and the cyclotomic action on the coefficients of the q-expansion.

Section 7 deals with the arithmetic properties of the GL2-system. We
begin in §7.1 by describing some explicit elements of what will be the arith-
metic algebra of the GL2-system. These elements are obtained from Eisen-
stein series and Hecke correspondences. We then abstract the general prop-
erties that we want to require and use them to define the arithmetic algebra
A2,Q in §7.2. We show that the resulting algebra is a subalgebra of the
unbounded multipliers of the C∗-algebra A2 and is globally invariant under
the symmetries of the system described in §5.4. In §7.3 we describe explicit
division relations satisfied by the special elements of the arithmetic subal-
gebra introduced in §7.1, which generalize the division relations for elliptic
functions. A consequence of these relations is the fact that the subalge-
bra of A2,Q generated by these elements is finite-dimensional and reduced
over Q(j); hence it defines an endomotive in the sense discussed in Chapter
4. We begin the classification of KMS states for the GL2-system in §7.4,
where we give a characterization of KMS states as measures on the space
of 2-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling. We show that at low-temperature
β > 2 these measures are supported on the commensurability classes of the
invertible Q-lattices. This gives the classification for low-temperature. We
compute the partition function of the system and give an explicit formula
for the extremal low-temperature KMS states. In §7.5 we describe explic-
itly the action of symmetries on low-temperature KMS states and in §7.6
we show that the zero-temperature KMS states associated to invertible Q-
lattices with transcendental j-invariant intertwine the action of symmetries
of the system and the action of the automorphism group of the modular
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field on the values of states on arithmetic elements. The classification of
KMS states then continues in §7.7, by first showing that there are no KMS
states in the range β < 1 and then by the result of Laca–Larsen–Neshveyev
on the uniqueness of the KMS states in the intermediate range 1 < β < 2
and the existence of KMS states at β = 1. As in the case of the BC system,
we give in §7.8 a reinterpretation of the geometry of this system in terms
of the Shimura variety of GL2 and we discuss in §7.9 the relation to the
noncommutative boundary of modular curves. The compatibility between
the BC system and the GL2-system is described in §7.10.

The final part of the chapter starts in §8 and is dedicated to our joint
work with Ramachandran on the quantum statistical mechanics of 1-dimen-
sional K-lattices, for K an imaginary quadratic field. The main geometric
objects, 1-dimensional K-lattices, and the commensurability relation are in-
troduced in §8.1. The relation to 2-dimensional Q-lattices is explained in
§8.2. In §8.3 these notions are rewritten is a suitable adelic form, which
provides an explicit description of the space of commensurability classes of
1-dimensional K-lattices up to scaling as an adelic quotient. In §8.4 we
introduce the corresponding groupoid and C∗-algebra and the time evolu-
tion induced by restriction from the GL2-system. Describing 1-dimensional
K-lattices in terms of ideals one finds in §8.5 that the partition function
is the Dedekind zeta function. The arithmetic subalgebra is obtained in
§8.6 by restriction from the GL2-system and the symmetries are described
explicitly in §8.7 and give the correct group A∗

K,f/K
∗ acting on KMS states.

The classification of KMS states of the system is obtained in §8.8, where
it is shown that the zero-temperature states have the intertwining prop-
erty between the symmetries and the Galois action of the Galois group of
the maximal abelian extension of K. The low-temperature extremal KMS
states, for β > 1, are parameterized by invertible 1-dimensional K-lattices.
For high temperature β ≤ 1 there is a unique KMS state. This is shown
in §8.9. Sections 8.9 and 8.10 compare the system for K with other known
systems and quickly describe generalizations of these systems to arbitrary
Shimura varieties constructed by Ha and Paugam [159].

2. Quantum statistical mechanics

Consider a classical system with Hamiltonian H(q, p) and phase space a
symplectic manifold X with local coordinates (q, p) in which the symplectic
form ω has the standard Darboux form. In classical statistical mechanics a
state for such a Hamiltonian system consists of a probability measure µ on
the phase space X, which assigns to each observable f an expectation value,
in the form of an average

(3.1)
∫

X
f dµ.

In particular, the Hamiltonian H(q, p) and the symplectic structure on the
phase space X determine a state, called the Gibbs canonical ensemble. It is
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given by

(3.2) dµG =
1
Z
e−βHdµLiouville,

normalized by Z =
∫
e−βHdµLiouville, where dµLiouville is the Liouville mea-

sure associated to the symplectic form ω on X. The Gibbs measure (3.2)
depends on a thermodynamic parameter β, which is an inverse tempera-
ture, i.e. β = 1/kT with k the Boltzmann constant. Here we will set the
Boltzmann constant equal to one, so that β = 1/T .

When passing to infinitely many degrees of freedom, where the inter-
esting phenomena of phase transitions and symmetry breaking occur, the
definition of the Gibbs states becomes more involved (cf. [259]).

In the quantum mechanical framework, the best replacement for the
Gibbs condition is given by the KMS condition at inverse temperature β
(cf. [161]). We discuss the KMS condition in detail in §2.2 below. It has
the advantage that it is simpler in formulation than its classical counterpart
given by the Gibbs measure, since it relies only on the involutive algebra
A of observables and its time evolution σt ∈ Aut(A), and does not involve
any additional structure, like the symplectic structure on the phase space,
nor it requires any delicate argument of approximation by regions of finite
volume.

Before giving the general definition in §2.2, we can illustrate the notion
of KMS states in the simplest case of finitely many degrees of freedom.
Suppose given a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H ∼= CN . We consider as
algebra of observables the matrix algebra A = Mn(C). Then a state on A
is of the form

(3.3) ϕ(a) =
Tr(ρ a)
Tr(ρ)

,

for some nonzero density matrix ρ ∈ Mn(C) with ρ > 0 (i.e. ρ = η∗η
for some nontrivial η ∈ Mn(C)). On the algebra Mn(C) we consider a
time evolution generated by a single self-adjoint matrix H (the quantum
mechanical Hamiltonian). Namely, we let

σt(a) = eitHae−itH , ∀t ∈ R.

Then consider states of the form (3.3) for ρ = e−βH

(3.4) ϕβ(a) =
Tr(a e−βH)
Tr(e−βH)

for some β ∈ R∗
+. They are equilibrium states, in the sense that they satisfy

ϕ(σt(a)) = ϕ(a) for all t ∈ R and for all a ∈ A. Moreover, such Gibbs states
are solutions to a variational problem with respect to the entropy functional
(cf. [160]). The notion of KMS states, which we discuss in detail in the rest
of this section, generalizes this simple example to the infinite-dimensional
case.
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2.1. Observables and time evolution.

While in the classical setting an observable is just a function on the phase
space X of the Hamiltonian system, in the quantum mechanical setting the
observables form a (generally noncommutative) C∗-algebra A. Moreover
the Hamiltonian is replaced by its associated Hamiltonian flow, namely the
continuous group homomorphism

(3.5) σ : R→ Aut(A),

which specifies the time evolution.
Thus, in the context of quantum statistical mechanics, instead of assign-

ing data (X,H) of a phase space and a Hamiltonian as in the classical case,
one specifies as data a C∗-dynamical system (A, σ) given by the algebra of
observables (a separable C∗-algebra A) and the time evolution (3.5). Thus,
in the following we often refer to the data (A, σ) as a quantum statistical
mechanical system.

One can represent such a quantum statistical mechanical system con-
cretely in a Hilbert space H using the following notions

Definition 3.1. We say that the representation π : A → B(H) of A in
the algebra of bounded operators on H is

• A covariant representation if there exists a self-adjoint operator H
on H such that

(3.6) π(σt(a)) = eitHπ(a)e−itH , ∀t ∈ R.

• A positive energy representation if the Hamiltonian H of (3.6) can
be chosen with spectrum Spec(H) ⊂ [0,∞).

In the case when the C∗-algebra A is non-unital, we consider the “one-
point compactification” Acomp of A, i.e. the C∗-algebra obtained by adding
a unit to A,

(3.7) Acomp = A⊕ C

with product given by (a, λ)(b, µ) = (ab + λb + µa, λµ) for a, b ∈ A and
λ, µ ∈ C.

In the following we will consider another possible compactification, which
corresponds in the commutative case to the Stone–Čech compactification.
Recall that an essential ideal I in a C∗-algebra A is a closed ideal which has
nontrivial intersection with every other nonzero closed ideal of A.

Definition 3.2. Given a (non-unital) C∗-algebra A there exists a maxi-
mal C∗-algebra M(A) with the property that A ⊂M(A) is an essential ideal.
The algebra M(A) is unique up to isomorphism and is called the multiplier
algebra of A.

In the commutative case, when A = C0(X) for some locally compact
Hausdorff space X, one has M(A) = C(XSC) where XSC is the Stone–Čech
compactification of X (cf. e.g. [292]).
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We can equivalently view a bounded multiplier on a C∗-algebra A as a
bounded linear operator T : A → A with the property that T (ab) = aT (b)
for all a, b ∈ A. Thus, one can also introduce the notion of unbounded
multipliers of a C∗-algebra A.

Definition 3.3. An unbounded multiplier on a topological algebra A is
a linear operator T : D(T ) → A, defined on a dense ideal D(T ) ⊂ A, with
the property that T (ab) = aT (b) for all a ∈ D(T ) and all b ∈ A.

In the commutative case, with A = C0(X), an unbounded multiplier on
A is given by multiplication by some (unbounded) continuous function on
X (cf. [305]).

2.2. The KMS condition.

In the commutative case, states on a commutative C∗-algebra C(X) are
the probability measures on the compact topological space X. Thus, one can
generalize the notion of a probability measure to noncommutative spaces,
by considering the following notion of states on the algebra A of observables.

Definition 3.4. Let A be a unital C∗-algebra. A state ϕ on A is a
continuous linear functional ϕ : A → C satisfying the normalization and
positivity conditions

(3.8) ϕ(1) = 1, and ϕ(a∗a) ≥ 0.

When the C∗-algebra A is non-unital, one replaces the condition ϕ(1) =
1 in (3.8) by the normalization condition ‖ϕ‖ = 1 with

(3.9) ‖ϕ‖ := sup
x∈A, ‖x‖≤1

|ϕ(x)| .

In the non-unital case, by Proposition 2.1.5 of [120] the states (Definition
3.4) are restrictions of states on the unital C∗-algebra Acomp obtained by
adjoining a unit (the one-point compactification) as in (3.7).

Proposition 3.5. Given a representation of a unital C∗-algebra A on
a Hilbert space H, namely a ∗-homomorphism π : A → B(H), one obtains
states on A by setting

ϕ(a) = 〈ξ, π(a) ξ〉,
for ξ ∈ H with ‖ξ‖ = 1. Conversely, a state ϕ on a unital C∗-algebra A
determines a representation of A on a Hilbert space, via the GNS (Gelfand–
Naimark–Segal) construction, where the bilinear form 〈a, b〉 = ϕ(a∗ b) de-
fines an inner product on H = A/I, for the left ideal I = {a : ϕ(a∗a) = 0}.
The algebra A acts on H by left multiplication and the element ξ = 1 + I is
a cyclic vector for the representation. The state is then written in the form
ϕ(a) = 〈ξ, a ξ〉.
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Figure 1. The strip Iβ in the KMS condition

We refer to [120] Proposition 2.4.4 for the proof.

In the presence of a time evolution σt on the C∗-algebraA, there is a class
of states that are particularly interesting, as they describe the equilibrium
states of the system (A, σt), depending on a thermodynamical parameter
β. This parameter is an inverse temperature β = 1/T where one sets the
Boltzmann constant equal to one. The equilibrium states are defined by the
KMS (Kubo–Martin–Schwinger) condition as follows (cf. [33], [160], [161]).

Definition 3.6. Suppose given a C∗-dynamical system (A, σt), that is,
a C∗-algebra A together with a 1-parameter group of automorphisms σ :
R → Aut(A). For a given 0 < β < ∞, a state ϕ on the unital C∗-algebra
A satisfies the KMS condition at inverse temperature β if for all a, b ∈ A,
there exists a function Fa,b(z) which is holomorphic on the strip

(3.10) Iβ = {z ∈ C | 0 < �(z) < β},
continuous on the boundary ∂Iβ and bounded, with the property that for all
t ∈ R

(3.11) Fa,b(t) = ϕ(aσt(b)) and Fa,b(t + iβ) = ϕ(σt(b)a).

These conditions imply the invariance ϕ(σt(a)) = ϕ(a) of the state ϕ.
This can be seen as a consequence of the Liouville Theorem which asserts
that the only bounded entire functions are the constants.

The set Σβ of KMS states at β < ∞ is a compact convex set for the
weak topology:

ϕn → ϕ⇔ ϕn(a)→ ϕ(a) ∀a ∈ A
Thus, it makes sense to consider the set Eβ of its extremal points.

One can also define equilibrium states at zero-temperature (i.e. for β =
∞). There are two different notions in this case. Unlike other references in
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the literature, we reserve the terminology KMS∞ states only for the stronger
condition, while we refer to the weaker notion more generally as “ground
states”.

Definition 3.7. Suppose given a C∗-dynamical system (A, σt). A state
ϕ on A is a KMS∞ state if it is a weak limit of KMSβ states as β → ∞.
Namely, there exist KMSβ states ϕβ, for sufficiently large β, such that for
all a ∈ A
(3.12) ϕ(a) = lim

β→∞
ϕβ(a).

A state ϕ on the unital C∗-algebra A is a ground state if for all a, b ∈ A
there exists a bounded holomorphic function Fa,b(z) on the upper half-plane,
such that Fa,b(t) = ϕ(aσt(b)).

When ϕ is a ground state it is invariant (one can use the Schwarz reflec-
tion principle applied to F1,b(t) = ϕ(σt(b)) with b = b∗). The corresponding
GNS representation πϕ (cf. Proposition 2.4.4 of [120]) is covariant and of
positive energy according to Definition 3.1.

It is clear that the notion of ground states is much weaker than that of
KMS∞ states adopted in Definition 3.7. In fact, in the simplest case of the
trivial time evolution one can see that all states are ground states according
to Definition 3.7, while only tracial states satisfy (3.11) at β <∞.

One reason for the above refinement of the notion of ground states at
zero-temperature is to preserve the simplicial structure of the set of KMSβ

states which is ensured at non-zero-temperature by:

Proposition 3.8. Let (A, σ) be a C∗-dynamical system with a unital
C∗-algebra A.

• A KMSβ state for 0 < β < ∞ is extremal if and only if the corre-
sponding GNS representation is factorial.
• For any 0 < β <∞, the set Σβ of KMSβ states is a convex compact

Choquet simplex .
• The set Σ∞ of KMS∞ states defined as in Definition 3.7 is also a

convex compact set.

Proof. We only give a brief sketch of the argument and refer to [33] for
more details. First let ϕ be a KMSβ state and assume that the corresponding
GNS representation πϕ is factorial. Let M = πϕ(A)′′ be the corresponding
factor. If ϕ fails to be extremal there exists a positive linear form ψ < ϕ on
A which is KMSβ and is not a scalar multiple of ϕ. Then ψ extends to M by
weak continuity and the corresponding functional ψ̃ on M fulfills the same
KMSβ condition as the extension ϕ̃ of ϕ to M . It follows that ψ̃(x) = ϕ̃(hx)
for some positive element h in the center of M , but since M is a factor it
follows that ψ is in fact proportional to ϕ.

Conversely if M = πϕ(A)′′ fails to be a factor one obtains a non-trivial
decomposition of ϕ using functionals of the form ψ(x) = ϕ(hx) for some
positive element h in the center of M .
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The second statement follows since the decomposition of a KMSβ state
into extremal KMSβ states coincides with the decomposition of the state
into factor states, and the latter is unique.

The weak limit of convex compact sets is convex and compact. There is
however no guarantee in general that a weak limit of simplices be a simplex.
This however is obviously the case when the limit is stationary (i.e. Σ∞ = Σβ

for β ≥ β0) which will be the case in our examples.
�

We refer to the books [33] and [160] for a more detailed discussion of
KMS states and phase transitions.

The typical pattern for a system with a single phase transition is that the
simplex Σβ consists of a single point for β ≤ βc, i.e. when the temperature
is larger than the critical temperature Tc, and is non-trivial (of some higher
dimension in general) when the temperature lowers. Systems can exhibit a
more complex pattern of multiple phase transitions, where no KMS state
exists above a certain temperature. The GL2 system, which we analyze
in detail in this chapter, is an example of a system that exhibits a more
elaborate behavior.

In the nonunital case, the KMS condition is defined in the same way,
using the condition (3.11).

Definition 3.9. Given a C∗-dynamical system (A, σ), let M(A)σ ⊂
M(A) be the C∗-subalgebra of elements in the multiplier algebra M(A) such
that t �→ σt(x) is norm continuous.

We then have the following result.

Proposition 3.10. Any state ϕ on A admits a canonical extension to a
state, still denoted by ϕ, on the multiplier algebra M(A) of A. The canonical
extension to M(A) of a KMS state still satisfies the KMS condition on the
subalgebra M(A)σ.

Proof. For the first statement we refer to [242]. The proof of the sec-
ond statement illustrates a general density argument, where the continuity
of t �→ σt(x) is used to control the uniform continuity in the closed strip Iβ,
in order to apply the Montel theorem of normal families. Indeed, by weak
density of A in M(A), one obtains a sequence of holomorphic functions, but
one only controls their uniform continuity on smooth elements of M(A)σ.

�

As will become clear in the following sections, it is useful to extend when-
ever possible the integration provided by a state to unbounded multipliers
of A. In the commutative case, this corresponds to the fact that states are
indeed given by integration with respect to a probability measure and one
usually finds that the class of integrable functions not only contains bounded
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functions on the space X but also a certain class of unbounded integrable
functions.

We have seen in Proposition 3.8 that in the unital case the set of KMS
states at a fixed temperature is a convex compact Choquet simplex (possibly
empty and in general infinite dimensional). In the nonunital case, given a
σt-invariant subalgebra C ⊂ M(A)σ, C ⊃ A, the set Σβ(C) of KMSβ states
on C should be viewed as a compactification of the set of KMSβ states on A.
The restriction from C to A maps Σβ(C) to KMSβ positive linear forms on
A of norm less than or equal to one. These are referred to as quasi-states.

2.3. Symmetries.

We now discuss the notion of symmetries of a quantum statistical me-
chanical system, which will play a crucial role in the rest of this chapter.

Definition 3.11. A locally compact group G is a group of symmetries
by automorphisms of a quantum statistical mechanical system (A, σ) if there
is a faithful representation

(3.13) α : G→ Aut(A, σt),

that is, a continuous embedding α : G ↪→ Aut(A) such that

(3.14) σtαg = αgσt, ∀ g ∈ G ,∀t ∈ R .

A group G ⊂ Aut(A, σt) of symmetries by automorphisms acts on KMS
states by pull back:

(3.15) g∗ϕ(a) = ϕ(g(a)).

and one has by construction

(3.16) (g1g2)∗ϕ = g∗2(g
∗
1ϕ) ∀gj ∈ G .

We denote by Inn(A, σt) the normal subgroup of Aut(A, σt) of inner
automorphisms of A that commute with the time evolution.

Let Uσ(A) denote the unitary group of the fixed point algebra of σt, that
is,

(3.17) Uσ(A) = {u ∈ A : u∗u = uu∗ = 1, σt(u) = u, ∀t ∈ R}.

Lemma 3.12. Let G ⊂ Aut(A) be a group of symmetries by automor-
phisms of the system (A, σ). Let G0 � G be a normal subgroup such that
G0 ⊂ Uσ(A). Then there is an induced action of the quotient group G/G0

on KMS states.

Proof. The group Uσ(A) acts by inner automorphisms of the dynam-
ical system (A, σ). Namely, an element u ∈ Uσ(A) acts as

(3.18) ad(u)x := uxu∗, ∀x ∈ A .
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Given a C∗-dynamical system (A, σ), a KMSβ state ϕ has the property
that

(3.19) ϕ(b σiβ(a)) = ϕ(ab),

for all a, b in a norm dense and σ-invariant ∗-subalgebra of A. In fact,
condition (3.19) is equivalent to the KMS condition of (3.11) (cf. Definition
5.3.1 and Corollary 5.3.7 of [33]).

In particular, this shows that the elements of Uσ(A) act trivially on
KMS states since

(3.20) ϕ(uxu∗) = ϕ(xu∗σiβ(u)) = ϕ(x), ∀x,
where σiβ(a) denotes the analytic continuation z �→ σz(a) of t �→ σt(a) for
for a in the dense subalgebra of A. This completes the proof. �

It is important to consider a more general type of symmetries, besides
those given by automorphisms. In fact, as we are going to see in the cases
of the GL(2) system and of the system for imaginary quadratic fields, it is
crucial to take into account also symmetries by endomorphisms.

This type of symmetry plays a key role in the theory of superselection
sectors in algebraic quantum field theory developed by Doplicher–Haag–
Roberts (cf.[160], Chapter IV).

Definition 3.13. An endomorphism ρ of a C∗-dynamical system (A, σt)
is a ∗-homomorphism ρ : A → A that commutes with σt

(3.21) σt ρ = ρ σt, ∀t ∈ R .

It follows then that ρ(1) = e is an idempotent fixed by σt,

(3.22) σt(e) = e, ∀t ∈ R .

A KMS state ϕ can be pulled back along an endomorphism ρ, provided
that the element e = ρ(1) satisfies ϕ(e) �= 0. In that case, one has the
pullback of the form

(3.23) ρ∗(ϕ)(a) :=
ϕ ◦ ρ(a)
ϕ(e)

, ∀a ∈ A.

Exactly as we considered unitaries fixed by the time evolution, u ∈
Uσ(A), in the case of automorphisms, we now consider isometries that are
eigenvectors of the time evolution, namely we consider the set

(3.24) Iσ(A) := {u ∈ A such that u∗u = 1, and σt(u) = λit u, ∀t ∈ R },
for some λ ∈ R∗

+ with λ ≥ 1.
An element u ∈ Iσ(A) defines an inner endomorphism ad(u) of the

dynamical system (A, σ), which acts by

(3.25) ad(u)x := uxu∗, ∀x ∈ A .

One obtains then the following result.
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Lemma 3.14. The inner endomorphisms of the dynamical system (A, σt)
act trivially on the set of KMSβ states, namely

(3.26) ad(u)∗(ϕ) = ϕ, ∀ϕ ∈ Σβ .

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.12 and we obtain that
the KMSβ condition (3.19) shows that ϕ(uu∗) = λ−β > 0 so that the pull-
back ad(u)∗(ϕ) is well defined. Following the same argument of Lemma 3.12,
using the KMSβ condition (3.19) applied to the pair b = xu∗ and a = u, we
obtain as in (3.20) that ad(u)∗(ϕ) = ϕ. �

Remark 3.15. The inequality λ ≥ 1 follows from the existence of a
KMSβ state. Indeed ϕ(uu∗) = λ−β > 0 and since uu∗ ≤ 1 one gets λ−β ≤ 1
and λ ≥ 1.

2.4. Warming up and cooling down.

At temperature T = 0 (i.e. β = ∞) it is in general no longer true that
the endomorphisms act directly on the set Σ∞ of KMS∞ states, even if the
action is well defined for all the β <∞. In fact, one can easily find examples
where the condition ϕ(e) �= 0 that makes it possible to pull back states along
an endomorphism ρ with e = ρ(1) is satisfied (as a condition on ϕ ∈ Σβ) for
all β <∞ but where in the limit one has limβ→∞ ϕβ(e) = 0.

In such cases it is sometime still possible to define a nontrivial action
on KMS∞ states, through a process we refer to as warming up and cooling
down. For such a process to apply, one needs an assumption about the
structure of the set Σβ of extremal KMS states that is often satisfied in
significant cases.

Consider the warming up map Wβ : Σ∞ → Σβ defined as

(3.27) Wβ(ϕ)(x) =
Tr(π(x) e−βH)

Tr(e−βH)
, ∀x ∈ A ,

where π is the GNS representation associated to the KMS∞ state ϕ and H
is the positive energy Hamiltonian, implementing the time evolution in the
representation π.

We assume that for sufficiently large β ≥ β0 the map Wβ : Σ∞ → Σβ is
well defined and is a homeomorphism.

Under this assumption, if for β0 ≤ β <∞ one has a well defined action
of an endomorphism ρ on Σβ by pullback (i.e. that ϕβ(e) �= 0), then we can
define an action on Σ∞ by first “warming up” through the map Wβ , then
taking the action on Σβ and then “cooling down” by the inverse map.

2.5. Pushforward of KMS states.

We have seen in §2.3 above that KMS states can be pulled back along
automorphisms or endomorphisms of the algebra A compatible with the
time evolution. Here we discuss another important functoriality, namely
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the pushforward of KMS states under equivariant surjections, modulo nor-
malization.

Proposition 3.16. Let (A, σ) be a C∗-dynamical system and J a norm
closed two-sided ideal of A globally invariant under σt. Let un be a quasi-
central approximate unit for J . For any KMSβ state ϕ on (A, σt) the se-
quence ϕ((1− un)x) converges, for all x ∈ A and defines a KMSβ positive
linear form on (A/J , σt),

(3.28) ψ(x) = lim
n→∞

ϕ((1− un)x), ∀x ∈ A .

Proof. Let A′′ be the double dual of A and p ∈ A′′ the central open
projection corresponding to the ideal J (cf. [242]). By construction, the un

converge weakly to p (cf. [242] 3.12.14) so that the convergence follows as
well as the positivity of ψ. By construction ψ vanishes on J . To get the
KMSβ condition one applies (3.11) with a = (1−un)x and b = y, where y is
in a dense subalgebra of A. Then one gets a bounded uniformly continuous
sequence Fn(z) of holomorphic functions in the strip Iβ of (3.10) with

Fn(t) = ϕ((1− un)xσt(y)) and Fn(t+ iβ) = ϕ(σt(y)(1− un)x) ∀t ∈ R.

Using the Montel theorem on normal families and the quasi-central property
of un one gets the KMSβ condition for ψ. �

3. Q-lattices and commensurability

We introduce the main geometric notion that underlies the construction
of the quantum statistical mechanical systems of interest in this chapter.

Definition 3.17. A Q-lattice in Rn consists of a pair (Λ, φ) of a lattice
Λ ⊂ Rn (a cocompact free abelian subgroup of Rn of rank n) together with a
homomorphism of abelian groups

(3.29) φ : Qn/Zn −→ QΛ/Λ.

A Q-lattice is invertible if φ is an isomorphism.
Two Q-lattices are commensurable,

(Λ1, φ1) ∼ (Λ2, φ2),

if and only if

(3.30) QΛ1 = QΛ2 and φ1 = φ2 mod Λ1 + Λ2.

Let Ln denote the set of commensurability classes of n-dimensional Q-lattices.

Lemma 3.18. The relation of commensurability between n-dimensional
Q-lattices is an equivalence relation.
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φ

φ

general case

invertible case

Figure 2. Generic and invertible 2-dimensional Q-lattices.

Proof. Let Lj = (Λj , φj), for j = 1, 2, 3, be n-dimensional Q-lattices.
Assume that the pairs L1, L2 and L2, L3 are commensurable. This means
that the lattices Λj are commensurable and are of finite index in

Λ = Λ1 + Λ2 + Λ3,

which is indeed a lattice by commensurability. Moreover, one has φ1−φ2 = 0
mod Λ and φ2 − φ3 = 0 mod Λ, hence also φ1 − φ3 = 0 mod Λ. Notice
that Λ′ = Λ1 + Λ3 is of finite index in Λ, hence φ1 − φ3 gives a group
homomorphism

Qn/Zn → Λ/Λ′.

This has to be trivial, since Qn/Zn is infinitely divisible while Λ/Λ′ is finite.
This shows that φ1−φ3 = 0 modulo Λ′ = Λ1 +Λ3, so that we conclude that
the pair L1, L3 is also commensurable. �

The datum of the homomorphism (3.29) can be thought of as assigning a
labeling of the torsion points of the lattice Λ. However, it is important that
we do not require such a labeling to be one-to-one. In fact, φ is only assumed
to be a homomorphism and it needs not be an isomorphism. It is precisely
because we allow for the possibility of “degenerate” labeling systems that
fail to be isomorphisms that the commensurability relation gives rise to a
quotient Ln that has the typical properties of a noncommutative space. This
can be seen by the fact that the set Ln has the cardinality of the continuum
but one cannot construct a countable collection of measurable functions that
separate points.
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Remark 3.19. Two invertible Q-lattices are commensurable if and only
if they are equal. Most Q-lattices are not commensurable to an invertible
one. Consider the set L0

n ⊂ Ln of Q-lattices that are commensurable to an
invertible Q-lattice. Then the set of invertible Q-lattices gives a cross-section
of the equivalence relation on L0

n.

Another notion we will need in the following is that of divisibility for
Q-lattices.

Definition 3.20. For an n-dimensional Q-lattice (Λ, φ), let φN denote
the restriction of the map φ to the N -torsion points of (Q/Z)n,

(3.31) φN :
(

1
N

Z/Z

)n

→ 1
N

Λ/Λ.

The Q-lattice (Λ, φ) is divisible by N if φN = 0.

In the following we concentrate on the cases of 1-dimensional and of
2-dimensional Q-lattices. We study the noncommutative geometry of the
spaces L1 and L2 and of the corresponding spaces L1/R∗

+ and L2/C∗ of
commensurability classes of Q-lattices up to scaling. The latter provide
noncommutative generalizations of the Shimura varieties Sh(GL1,±) and
Sh(GL2,H±), in a sense that will be made precise later in this section. These
noncommutative spaces support interesting quantum statistical mechanical
systems which are related, respectively, to the explicit class field theory of
Q and to the Galois theory of the field of modular functions (cf. [30], [86],
[88], [91]).

4. 1-dimensional Q-lattices

We begin by giving an explicit description of the data parameterizing
Q-lattices in dimension one.

Lemma 3.21. 1) The space of 1-dimensional Q-lattices can be identified
with the product Ẑ× R∗

+ by the map

(3.32) �(ρ, λ) = (λ−1Z, λ−1ρ)

2) The groupoid G1 of the equivalence relation of commensurability on 1-
dimensional Q-lattices is isomorphic to the étale groupoid

(3.33) G1 = {(r, ρ, λ) | r ∈ Q∗
+, λ ∈ R∗

+, ρ ∈ Ẑ, such that rρ ∈ Ẑ},

with source and range maps (r, ρ, λ) �→ (ρ, λ) and (r, ρ, λ) �→ (rρ, rλ), and
composition

(3.34) (r1, ρ1, λ1) ◦ (r2, ρ2, λ2) = (r1r2, ρ2, λ2), if r2ρ2 = ρ1 , r2λ2 = λ1.

3) The space of 1-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling is identified with Ẑ.
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Proof. 1) A 1-dimensional Q-lattice (Λ, φ) can always be described in
the following way. A 1-dimensional lattice Λ ⊂ R is always of the form
Λ = λ−1Z, for some λ ∈ R∗

+. Having described Λ uniquely in this form, the
remaining datum φ : Q/Z→ QΛ/Λ is then of the form φ = λ−1ρ, with the
same λ ∈ R∗

+ and for some ρ ∈ Ẑ. Here we use the identification

(3.35) Ẑ ∼= Hom(Q/Z,Q/Z),

where the topology on the right hand side is that of pointwise convergence.
2) To g = (r, ρ, λ) ∈ G1 one associates the pair of Q-lattices correspond-

ing by the map � of (3.32) to the range and source of g, i.e. the pair

(�(rρ, rλ), �(ρ, λ)) = ((r−1λ−1Z, λ−1ρ), (λ−1Z, λ−1ρ))

This is a pair of commensurable Q-lattices and any such pair is obtained
in this way. The composition in G1 corresponds to the composition in the
groupoid of the commensurability equivalence relation.

3) When considering Q-lattices up to scaling, one mods out by the action
of R∗

+. The lattice up to scale is then uniquely identified with Z and one is
left only with the datum of the homomorphism ρ : Q/Z → Q/Z, i.e. with
assigning an element ρ ∈ Ẑ. �

We now consider the quotient G1/R∗
+ by the action of scaling. Since the

scaling action of R∗
+ on 1-dimensional Q-lattices is free, the quotient G1/R∗

+

is still a groupoid. We let U1 be the étale groupoid of pairs

(3.36) U1 = {(r, ρ) | r ∈ Q∗
+, ρ ∈ Ẑ, such that rρ ∈ Ẑ},

with source and range maps (r, ρ) �→ ρ and (r, ρ) �→ rρ, and composition

(3.37) (r1, ρ1) ◦ (r2, ρ2) = (r1r2, ρ2), if r2ρ2 = ρ1.

Proposition 3.22. The map γ : U1 → G1/R∗
+ given by

(3.38) γ(r, ρ) = ((r−1Z, ρ), (Z, ρ)).

is an isomorphism of locally compact étale groupoids between U1 and G1/R∗
+.

Proof. The condition that rρ ∈ Ẑ in (3.36) ensures that (Z, rρ) is a
Q-lattice. Thus so is (r−1Z, ρ). Moreover, the latter is commensurable to
(Z, ρ) by construction. This shows that the map γ is well defined. Since we
know by Lemma 3.21 that 1-dimensional Q-lattices can always be written
in the form

(3.39) (Λ, φ) = λ(Z, ρ),

for some λ ∈ R∗
+ and ρ ∈ Ẑ, we see that the map γ gives an identification

between the units U (0)
1 = Ẑ and the set of units (G1/R∗

+)(0), that is, the
quotient of the space of 1-dimensional Q-lattices by the scaling action of
R∗

+. Moreover, one has

(3.40) γ(r1, ρ1) ◦ γ(r2, ρ2) = γ(r1r2, ρ2), if r2ρ2 = ρ1.
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Indeed using equivalence modulo scaling one gets

γ(r2, ρ2) ∼ ((Z, r2ρ2), (r2Z, r2ρ2)) = ((Z, ρ1), (r2Z, ρ1))

and

γ(r1, ρ1) ◦ γ(r2, ρ2) ∼ ((r−1
1 Z, ρ1), (Z, ρ1)) ◦ ((Z, ρ1), (r2Z, ρ1))

= ((r−1
1 Z, ρ1), (r2Z, ρ1))

which is equivalent modulo scaling to

((r−1
2 r−1

1 Z, ρ2), (Z, ρ2)) = γ(r1r2, ρ2).

Finally, let us show that the map γ is surjective. In fact, up to scaling, every
element in G1/R∗

+ is of the form

(3.41) ((r−1Z, r−1ρ′), (Z, ρ)),

with ρ, ρ′ ∈ Ẑ and r = a
b ∈ Q∗

+. Since r−1ρ′ = ρ modulo 1
a Z, one gets

aρ − bρ′ = 0 and r−1ρ′ = ρ. This completes the proof that γ is a groupoid
isomorphism. �

To a locally compact étale groupoid G one can associate a corresponding
groupoid C∗-algebra C∗(G), obtained as a completion in the norm (3.44)
of the algebra of compactly supported functions on G with the convolution
product

(3.42) f1 ∗ f2(g) =
∑

g1g2=g

f1(g1)f2(g2),

and involution f∗(g) = f(g−1). For an étale groupoid G, every unit y ∈ G(0)

defines a representation πy by left convolution of the algebra Ac(G) on the
Hilbert space Hy = �2(Gy), where Gy denotes the set of elements in G with
source y. Namely, one has

(3.43) (πy(f)ξ)(g) =
∑

g1g2=g

f(g1)ξ(g2).

Suppose G(0) is compact. Then the algebra is unital. One can then complete
Ac(G) to a C∗-algebra C∗(G) by considering the norm

(3.44) ‖f‖ := sup
y∈G(0)

‖πy(f)‖B(Hy).

In the case of the groupoid G of an equivalence relation ∼ on a space
X, the algebra is obtained by considering the convolution algebra Ac(G) of
compactly supported functions on the graph of the equivalence relation in
X ×X, with the convolution product

(3.45) f1 ∗ f2(x, x′) =
∑

x∼u∼x′

f1(x, u)f2(u, x′)

and the involution f∗(x, x′) = f(x′, x).
In the case of the groupoid G1/R∗

+ of the equivalence relation of com-
mensurability on 1-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling, using the equivalent
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description of Proposition 3.22 in terms of the groupoid U1, we obtain the
following description of the corresponding groupoid C∗-algebra (cf. [30],
[191], [192]).

Proposition 3.23. The groupoid C∗-algebra A1 := C∗(G1/R∗
+) is iso-

morphic to the semigroup crossed product C(Ẑ)�N, with N = Z>0. This has
an explicit presentation with generators µn, n ∈ N and e(r), for r ∈ Q/Z,
satisfying the relations

• µ∗
nµn = 1, for all n ∈ N,

• µkµn = µkn, for all k, n ∈ N,
• e(0) = 1, e(r)∗ = e(−r), and e(r)e(s) = e(r+s), for all r, s ∈ Q/Z,
• For all n ∈ N and all r ∈ Q/Z,

(3.46) µn e(r)µ∗
n =

1
n

∑
ns=r

e(s).

The algebra A1 is Morita equivalent to the crossed product algebra

(3.47) C0(AQ,f ) � Q∗
+.

Proof. For each integer n ∈ N = Z>0, we let nẐ ⊂ Ẑ be the range of
multiplication by n. It is an open and closed subset of Ẑ, whose characteristic
function πn is a projection πn ∈ C(Ẑ). By construction, the πn satisfy

(3.48) πn πm = πn∨m, ∀n, m ∈ N,

where n ∨m denotes the lowest common multiple of n and m. In terms of
functions of Q-lattices, πn can be identified with the characteristic function
of the set of 1-dimensional Q-lattices that are divisible by n in the sense of
Definition 3.20.

The semigroup action of N on C(Ẑ) corresponds to the isomorphism

(3.49) αn(f)(ρ) := f(n−1 ρ), ∀ρ ∈ nẐ

of C(Ẑ) with the reduced algebra C(Ẑ)πn of C(Ẑ) by the projection πn.
Equivalently, in terms of Q-lattices, the semigroup action is given by

(3.50) αn(f)(Λ, φ) = f(nΛ, φ),

when (Λ, φ) is in the support of πn and αn(f)(Λ, φ) = 0 otherwise.
Let µn be the function µn(r, ρ) that vanishes unless r = n and is equal

to 1 for r = n. These satisfy the relations µ∗
nµn = 1 for all n, µkµn = µkn,

for all k, n, and πn = µnµ
∗
n. The semigroup action is implemented by

(3.51) µnfµ
∗
n = αn(f), ∀f ∈ C(Ẑ).

Notice that the inclusion Q ⊂ AQ,f induces an identification Q/Z =
AQ,f/Ẑ. Using this identification one gets a natural character e of AQ,f/Ẑ
such that

(3.52) e(r) = exp(2πir), ∀r ∈ Q/Z,
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and a pairing of Q/Z with Ẑ of the form

(3.53) 〈r, x〉 = e(rx), ∀r ∈ Q/Z,∀x ∈ Ẑ.

The locally compact abelian group AQ,f is its own Pontrjagin dual using
the pairing 〈x, y〉 = e(xy) (cf. [294]). Thus using the pairing (3.53) we can
identify the group Q/Z with the Pontrjagin dual of Ẑ. By Pontrjagin dual-
ity, we have the identification C(Ẑ) = C∗(Q/Z). The explicit presentation
is then obtained using this identification and the crossed product relation
(3.51) implemented by the isometries µn, cf. [30], [191].

The Morita equivalence follows from the fact that the algebra C(Ẑ) � N
is a full corner of C0(AQ,f ) � Q∗

+, namely

(3.54) C(Ẑ) � N = (C0(AQ,f ) � Q∗
+)π,

where the right hand side is the algebra obtained by compression of
C0(AQ,f ) � Q∗

+ with the projection π given by the characteristic function of
Ẑ ⊂ AQ,f , as shown in [192]. �

The algebra A1 is the noncommutative algebra of coordinates of the
noncommutative space of commensurability classes of Q-lattices up to scale,
according to the general idea that quotients of equivalence relations are best
described in terms of noncommutative spaces using the (noncommutative)
convolution algebra of functions on the graph of the equivalence relation
as the “ring of functions on the quotient”. We are going to give a more
geometric description of the underlying noncommutative space in §4.8 below
in terms of noncommutative Shimura varieties.

4.1. The Bost–Connes system.

We now show that the noncommutative space of commensurability class-
es of 1-dimensional Q-lattices up to scale carries a natural time evolution
which makes A1 the algebra of observables of a quantum statistical mechan-
ical system. We see in the next section that the system obtained in this way
is the same as the one introduced by Bost and Connes in [30].

As above, let A1 be the C∗-algebra C∗(G1/R∗
+) of the quotient by the

scaling action of the groupoidof the commensurability relation on the space
of 1-dimensional Q-lattices. We can describe elements in A1 as functions of
pairs of commensurable Q-lattices

(3.55) f((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)), (Λ, φ) ∼ (Λ′, φ′),

which are homogeneous of degree zero with respect to the scaling action,
namely

(3.56) f(λ(Λ, φ), λ(Λ′, φ′)) = f((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)), ∀λ ∈ R∗
+.

The time evolution σ : R→ Aut(A1) is determined by the covolume of a
pair of commensurable Q-lattices. Namely, for L = (Λ, φ) and L′ = (Λ′, φ′)
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a pair of commensurable Q-lattices L ∼ L′, let |L/L′| denote the ratio of
the covolumes

(3.57) |L/L′| = Covol(Λ′)
Covol(Λ)

.

This is clearly an invariant under scaling of both lattices,
Covol(λΛ′)
Covol(λΛ)

=
Covol(Λ′)
Covol(Λ)

.

Moreover when L′ ⊂ L, the order of the quotient group L/L′ is equal to
|L/L′|. The time evolution on the algebra A1 is given by

(3.58) σt(f)(L,L′) := |L/L′|it f(L,L′).

Lemma 3.24. In terms of the equivalent description of A1 as C∗(U1),
the time evolution (3.58) is of the form

(3.59) σt(f)(r, ρ) = rit f(r, ρ), ∀(r, ρ) ∈ U1.

In terms of the explicit presentation of Proposition 3.23, this time evolution
is of the form

(3.60) σt(µn) = nitµn, σt(e(r)) = e(r).

Proof. The result follows easily from Propositions 3.22 and 3.23. By
(3.38) one has

γ(r, ρ) = ((r−1Z, ρ), (Z, ρ)),
while

|(r−1Z)/Z| = Covol(Z)
Covol((r−1Z))

= r

�

We now show that the quantum statistical mechanical system (A1, σt)
is the same as the Bost–Connes system of [29], [30].

4.2. Hecke algebras.

The original construction of the Bost–Connes (BC) quantum statistical
mechanical system is based on Hecke algebras of quasi-normal pairs. The
main conceptual steps involved in the construction of the original BC system
are the following.

• The construction, due to Hecke, of convolution algebras associated
to double cosets of algebraic groups over the rational numbers.
• The existence of a canonical time evolution on a noncommutative

von Neumann algebra.
One considers here the “ax+b” algebraic group P , i.e. the functor which

to any abelian ring R assigns the group PR of 2 by 2 matrices over R of the
form

(3.61) PR =
{(

1 b
0 a

)
; a, b ∈ R , a invertible

}
.
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By construction P+
Z ⊂ P+

Q is an inclusion Γ0 ⊂ Γ of countable groups,
where P+

Z and P+
Q denote the restrictions to a > 0. This inclusion fulfills

the commensurability condition

(3.62) The orbits of the left action of Γ0 on Γ/Γ0 are all finite.

The same clearly holds for orbits of Γ0 acting on the right on Γ0\Γ.
The Hecke algebra HQ(Γ,Γ0) is by definition the convolution algebra of

functions of finite support

(3.63) f : Γ0\Γ→ Q,

which fulfill the Γ0-invariance condition

(3.64) f(γγ0) = f(γ), ∀γ ∈ Γ,∀γ0 ∈ Γ0,

so that f is really defined on Γ0\Γ/Γ0. The convolution product is then
given by

(3.65) (f1 ∗ f2)(γ) =
∑
Γ0\Γ

f1(γγ−1
1 )f2(γ1) .

The time evolution appears from the analysis of the regular representa-
tion of the pair (Γ,Γ0). It is trivial when Γ0 is normal, or for the original
case considered by Hecke of the inclusion GL2(Z) ⊂ GL2(Q), but it be-
comes interesting in the parabolic case, due to the lack of unimodularity of
the parabolic group.

The regular representation

(3.66) (π(f)ξ)(γ) =
∑
Γ0\Γ

f(γγ−1
1 )ξ(γ1)

of the Hecke algebra HQ(Γ,Γ0) on the Hilbert space

(3.67) H = �2(Γ0\Γ)

extends to the complexification

(3.68) HC(Γ,Γ0) = HQ(Γ,Γ0)⊗Q C

of the Hecke algebra. This inherits from the representation an involution
a �→ a∗, uniquely defined so that π(a∗) = π(a)∗ (the Hilbert space adjoint),
namely

(3.69) f∗(γ) := f(γ−1), ∀γ ∈ Γ0\Γ/Γ0.

By Tomita’s theory (cf. [280]), the von Neumann algebra generated by
HC(Γ,Γ0) in the regular representation carries a natural time evolution σt

associated to the state ϕ1 given by

(3.70) ϕ1(f) = 〈εe, π(f)εe〉
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where εe is the cyclic and separating vector for the regular representation
given by the left coset {Γ0} ∈ Γ0\Γ. It turns out that this time evolution
preserves the dense subalgebra HC(Γ,Γ0) and has the explicit form (cf. [30])

(3.71) σt(f)(γ) =
(
L(γ)
R(γ)

)−it

f(γ), ∀γ ∈ Γ0\Γ/Γ0 ,

where the integer valued functions L and R on the double coset space are
given respectively by

(3.72) L(γ) = cardinality of left Γ0 orbit of γ in Γ/Γ0 , R(γ) = L(γ−1) .

Again by Tomita’s theory ([280]), for this uniquely determined time evolu-
tion σt ∈ Aut(HC(Γ,Γ0)), the state ϕ1 is a KMSβ state at inverse tempera-
ture β = 1.

Proposition 3.25. The C∗-algebra completion of the Hecke algebra
HC(Γ,Γ0) of the BC system is isomorphic to the C∗-algebra A1 of Propo-
sition 3.23. The Hecke algebra HQ(Γ,Γ0) is isomorphic to the Q-algebra
generated by the e(r) and µn with the relations of Proposition 3.23. The
time evolution σt of (3.71) agrees with the time evolution (3.58).

Proof. It is shown in [30] that the C∗-completion of the Hecke algebra
HC(Γ,Γ0) = HQ(Γ,Γ0)⊗QC has a presentation with generators and relations
as in Proposition 3.23 (cf. also [191] for the form of the relations). It is also
shown in [30] that in terms of this presentation the time evolution (3.71)
has the form (3.60). �

4.3. Symmetries of the BC system.

The group Ẑ∗ of invertible elements in Ẑ acts by automorphisms of the
algebra A1, compatibly with the time evolution. In fact, the action is given
by

(3.73) g(f)(r, ρ) = f(r, gρ), ∀g ∈ Ẑ∗,∀(r, ρ) ∈ U1.

In fact, if (r, ρ) ∈ U1, then also (r, gρ) ∈ U1. The action (3.73) clearly
satisfies the condition gσt = σtg.

At the level of Q-lattices, the action (3.73) is the same (the group Ẑ∗

being commutative) as the action

(3.74) g(Λ, φ) = (Λ, φ ◦ g),

given by precomposing the map φ : Q/Z→ QΛ/Λ with g ∈ GL1(Ẑ) viewed
as an invertible homomorphism g : Q/Z→ Q/Z.

In terms of the presentation of the algebra A1 with generators e(r) and
µn, this action is of the form

(3.75) g µn = µn, g e(r) = e(g(r)), ∀g ∈ Ẑ∗,∀n ∈ N, r ∈ Q/Z,

where we have used the identification Ẑ = Hom(Q/Z,Q/Z).
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Using the formulation of the BC system in terms of the Hecke algebras,
one can also see the appearance of the adelic group of symmetries

(3.76) A∗
Q,f/Q

∗
+ = Ẑ∗

in the following way. The inclusion Q ⊂ AQ,f induces an isomorphism of
abelian groups

(3.77) Q/Z = AQ,f/Ẑ,

where Ẑ is the maximal compact subring of AQ,f . The Hecke algebra
HQ(Γ,Γ0) admits an involutive automorphism α, with α2 = 1, whose fixed
point algebra is the Hecke algebra of the pair PZ ⊂ PQ. This admits an
equivalent formulation as Hecke algebra of the pair PẐ ⊂ PAQ,f

. This adelic
description of the Hecke algebra then displays as a natural symmetry group
the idèle class group (3.76), compatibly with the time evolution.

4.4. The arithmetic subalgebra.

We have seen in §4.2 above that there is a natural arithmetic algebra
associated to the BC system, namely the Hecke algebra HQ(P+

Q , P+
Z ). This

is the algebra over Q generated by the µn and the e(r), with the relations
of Proposition 3.23. We will denote this algebra in the following as A1,Q.

In this section we give a description of the algebra A1,Q which is more
natural from the point of view of Q-lattices and which will lead to the
correct generalization in the case of 2-dimensional Q-lattices discussed later
in this chapter. The formulation is based on the trigonometric analog of the
Eisenstein series, following the analogy between trigonometric and elliptic
functions as developed by A. Weil in [298].

Definition 3.26. A function f on the space of 1-dimensional Q-lattices
is homogeneous of weight k if it satisfies

(3.78) f(λ(Λ, φ)) = λ−k f(Λ, φ), ∀λ ∈ R∗
+.

The description of Q-lattices up to scaling given in Lemma 3.21 implies
that we can regard the algebra C(Ẑ) as the algebra of functions on the
space of 1-dimensional Q-lattices which are homogeneous of weight zero
with respect to the scaling action of R∗

+.
We define the function c(Λ) to be the multiple of the covolume |Λ| of

the lattice, specified by the choice of normalization

(3.79) 2πi c(Z) = 1.

The function c is homogeneous of weight −1 on the space of 1-dimensional
Q-lattices.

We then define, for a ∈ Q/Z, a function e1,a of weight zero by setting

(3.80) e1,a(Λ, φ) = c(Λ)
∑

y∈Λ+φ(a)

y−1.
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Here we use the Eisenstein summation convention, namely we take the sum-
mation to mean

lim
N→∞

N∑
−N

when φ(a) �= 0. We also set e1,a(Λ, φ) = 0 when φ(a) = 0.
For x �= 0 one has, using the above convention,

(3.81)
∑

y∈Z+x

y−1 =
1
x

+
∞∑
1

(
1

x + n
+

1
x− n

) = π cotπx

Thus for ρ ∈ Ẑ = Hom(Q/Z,Q/Z) and assuming ρ(a) �= 0 one has

(3.82) e1,a(Z, ρ) =
1
2i

cot(πρ(a)) .

More generally, we define, for each weight k ∈ N and each a ∈ Q/Z, a
function εk,a on the space of 1-dimensional Q-lattices by setting

(3.83) εk,a(Λ, φ) =
∑

y∈Λ+φ(a)

y−k .

This is well defined, provided φ(a) �= 0. In the case φ(a) = 0 we set

(3.84) εk,a(Λ, φ) = λkc(Λ)−k,

where the constants λk are given by

(3.85) λk = (2k − 1)γk,

with

(3.86) γk = (2πi)−k
∑
y∈Z∗

y−k

One has γ2j+1 = 0 for all j and

(3.87) γ2j = (−1)j Bj

(2j)!
,

with Bj ∈ Q the Bernoulli numbers. Equivalently, the γ2j are defined
through the generating series

(3.88)
x

ex − 1
= 1− x

2
−

∞∑
j=1

γ2jx
2j .

The function εk,a has weight k, i.e. it satisfies the homogeneity condition

(3.89) εk,a(λ(Λ, φ)) = λ−kεk,a(Λ, φ), ∀λ ∈ R∗
+.

For a = b
N , the function εk,a has level N , in the sense that it only uses the

restriction
φN :

1
N

Z/Z→ 1
N

Λ/Λ

of φ to N -torsion points of Q/Z.
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We consider the associated weight zero functions ek,a obtained by setting

(3.90) ek,a := ck εk,a,

where c is the normalized covolume function of (3.79).
The functions ek,a satisfy the following multiplicative relations, that ex-

press the ek,a as polynomial functions of the e1,a of (3.80).

Lemma 3.27. The functions ek,a satisfy the relations

(3.91) ek,a = Pk(e1,a),

where the Pk are polynomials with rational coefficients uniquely determined
by the identities

(3.92) P1(u) = u, Pk+1(u) =
1
k

(
u2 − 1

4

)
∂uPk(u).

Proof. For φ(a) /∈ Λ, the result follows from the elementary formulas
for the trigonometric analog of the Eisenstein series (cf. [298] Chapter II).
Indeed, with x = ρ(a) �= 0 one has

(3.93) ek,a(Z, ρ) = (2πi)−k
∑

y∈Z+x

y−k = σk(x)

and by construction one has

(3.94) σk+1(x) = − 1
2πik

d

dx
σk(x)

while with u(x) = σ1(x) = 1
2i cotπx one has

(3.95) − 1
2πi

du

dx
= u2 − 1

4
.

Thus, using (3.94) one obtains by induction on k the identity

(3.96) σk = Pk(σ1) ,

which proves (3.91) for φ(a) /∈ Λ.
Since we have set e1,a(Λ, φ) = 0 for φ(a) ∈ Λ, the validity of (3.91) in

that case uniquely dictates the choice of the normalization constants λk to
be, using σ1(1

2) = 0,

(3.97) λk = Pk(0) = σk(
1
2
) ,

which vanishes for k odd and is a non-zero rational number for k even. In
fact one has

σk(
1
2
) = (2πi)−k

∑
y∈Z+ 1

2

y−k = (2πi)−k(2k − 1)
∑
y∈Z∗

y−k

which gives

(3.98) λk = (2k − 1)γk,

with γk as in (3.86). �
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We can express the functions ek,a in terms of the generators e(r) of the
algebra A1. In fact, we can view the e(r) as the functions on Q-lattices

(3.99) e(r)(Λ, φ) := exp (2πiρ(r)) , for (Λ, φ) = (λZ, λρ),

for r ∈ Q/Z and ρ ∈ Ẑ = Hom(Q/Z,Q/Z). These are clearly of weight zero
in λ ∈ R∗

+.
We have the following relations.

Lemma 3.28. Let a ∈ Q/Z, and n > 0 such that na = 0. Then the
following holds:

(3.100) e1,a =
n−1∑
k=1

(
k

n
− 1

2

)
e(ka).

Proof. We evaluate both sides on a Q-lattice (Λ, φ) = (λZ, λρ), with
λ ∈ R∗

+ and ρ ∈ Ẑ = Hom(Q/Z,Q/Z). Both sides only depend on the
restriction x �→ cx of ρ to the n-torsion elements of Q/Z, which we write as
multiplication by c ∈ Z/nZ. Let a = b

n . If bc = 0 mod n, then φ(a) = 0
and both sides vanish since

e(ka)(Λ, φ) = exp
(

2πi
kbc

n

)
= 1

for all k. If bc = 0 mod n, then φ(a) �= 0 and, using (3.82) the left hand
side is given by

(3.101)
1
2
U + 1
U − 1

,

where

U = exp
(

2πi
bc

n

)
,

with Un = 1 and U �= 1. The right hand side is given by
n−1∑
k=1

(
k

n
− 1

2

)
Uk,

which gives 1
2(U +1) after multiplication by U−1. Indeed using the identity

(Abel summation)

n−1∑
k=1

ak(bk+1 − bk) = an−1bn − a1b1 +
n−2∑
k=1

(ak − ak+1)bk+1

one has
n−1∑
k=1

k(Uk+1 − Uk) = (n− 1)− U −
n−2∑
k=1

Uk+1 = n

while
∑n−1

k=1(Uk+1 − Uk) = 1− U which gives the required result. �
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Equality (3.101) shows that e1,a is (one half of) the Cayley transform
of e(a), with care taken when e(a) − 1 fails to be invertible. In particular,
while e(a) is unitary, e1,a is skew-adjoint, namely

(3.102) e∗1,a = −e1,a.

In addition to the multiplicative relations of Lemma 3.27 above, the
functions ek,a also satisfy division relations. In order to derive these rela-
tions, we first need to discuss some divisibility properties of Q-lattices, where
divisibility for Q-lattices is defined as in Definition 3.20 above.

As before, we let πn denote the characteristic function of the set of 1-
dimensional Q-lattices (up to scale) that are divisible by n. It corresponds
to the characteristic function of nẐ ⊂ Ẑ.

For N > 0 let (Λ, φ) be a Q-lattice. Let c ∈ Z/NZ be such that φN (a) =
ca for all a ∈ Z/NZ. The order of the kernel of φN is m = gcd{N, c}.
Moreover, a divisor b|N divides (Λ, φ) if and only if it divides c (i.e. if and
only if multiplication by c is 0 in Z/bZ). Thus, for any function f on N = Z>0

one has

(3.103)
∑
b|N

f(b)πb(Λ, φ) =
∑

b| gcd{N,c}
f(b).

This allows one to express any function f(m) of the order m = gcd{N, c}
of the kernel of φN in terms of the projections πb, where b|N . Indeed, the
right hand side of (3.103) gives such an explicit formula for

f(m) =
∑
b|m

g(b)

for any function g and the Möbius inversion formula

(3.104) g(n) =
∑
d|n

µ(d)f(n/d)

shows that any function f can be written in that way. In order to obtain
the function m �→ mj we set

(3.105) fj(n) :=
∑
d|n

µ(d)(n/d)j ,

where µ is the Möbius function , so that

(3.106) fj(n) = nj
∏

p prime, p|n
(1− p−j).

In particular f1 is the Euler totient function.
The Möbius inversion formula together with (3.103) then give

(3.107)
∑
b|N

fj(b)πb(Λ, φ) = mj , for m = gcd{N, c}.
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Thus, we obtain the division relations fulfilled by the functions ek,a as
follows.

Lemma 3.29. For a given N > 0, the functions ek,a satisfy the relations

(3.108)
∑

Na=0

ek,a = γk

∑
d|N

((2k − 2)f1(d) + Nkf−k+1(d))πd.

Proof. Consider a Q-lattice (Λ, φ) such that KerφN is of order m|N ,
so that N = md. Then the result follows from the identity (using (3.86))

(3.109)

∑
Na=0

εk,a(Λ, φ) = m
∑

y∈ 1
d
Λ/Λ

y−k + m(2k − 1)γkc
−k(Λ)

= m(dk + 2k − 2)γkc
−k,

together with (3.107) applied for j = 1 and j = 1− k using

m(dk + 2k − 2) = (2k − 2)m + Nkm−k+1

�

We can now derive the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.30. The functions e1,a of (3.80) have the following proper-
ties.

(1) The e1,a, for a ∈ Q/Z, generate the group ring Q[Q/Z].
(2) The arithmetic algebra A1,Q is generated by the e1,a, for a ∈ Q/Z,

and the µn and µ∗
n.

(3) The complexification A1,Q ⊗Q C is the subalgebra of the C∗-algebra
A1 generated by these elements.

Proof. (1) Let BQ denote the algebra generated over Q by the e1,a. By
Lemma 3.28 it is a subalgebra of the group ring Q[Q/Z]. By lemma 3.27
one has ek,a ∈ BQ for all k.

We first show that the projections πN belong to BQ. The idea is to use
(3.108) to express πN as a rational linear combination of the ek,a, with k
even. Since for relatively prime integers n,m one has πnm = πn πm, we can
assume that N = pb is a prime power. However, special care is needed when
N is a power of two. In fact, when N = pb is a prime power, the coefficient
of γkπN in (3.108) is given by

(2k − 2)f1(N) + Nkf−k+1(N) = (2k − 2)(p− 1)pb−1 − pb(pk−1 − 1)

using (3.106). This does not vanish unless p = 2, and is equal to −pb−1(2−
3p+ p2) for k = 2. Thus, one can express πN as a linear combination of the
e2,a by induction on b. For p = 2, N = 2b, b > 1, the coefficient of γkπN in
(3.108) is zero but the coefficient of γkπN/2 is −2b−2(2k − 1)(2k − 2) �= 0 for
k even. This allows one to still express πN as a linear combination of the
e2,a by induction on b. Thus, for instance, π2 is given by

π2 = 3 + 2
∑
4a=0

e2,a.
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In general, π2n involves ∑
2n+1a=0

e2,a.

Since for relatively prime integers n,m one has πnm = πn πm, we see that
the algebra BQ generated over Q by the e1,a contains all the projections πn.

In order to show that BQ contains the e(r) it is enough to show that, for
any prime power N = pb, it contains e( 1

N ). This is proved by induction on
b as follows.

Multiplying the relation (3.108) by 1 − πp and using the identity (1 −
πp)πp� = 0 for � > 0 (which follows from (3.48)), we obtain the equalities

(3.110) (1− πp)
∑

Na=0

ek,a = (Nk + 2k − 2)γk(1− πp).

We then set

(3.111) z(j) := (1− πp)e1, j
N
.

The relations (3.110) together with (3.91) show that, in the reduced algebra
(BQ)1−πp one has

(3.112)
N−1∑
j=1

Pk(z(j)) = (Nk − 1)γk

for all k (where we used Pk(0) = (2k − 1)γk to subtract the contribution of
j = 0).

The symmetric functions of the z(j) (for j ∈ {1, ..., N − 1}) are fixed
rational numbers σh. In particular z = z(1) fulfills

(3.113) Q(z) = zN−1 +
N−1∑
h=1

(−1)hσhz
N−1−h = 0.

Using (3.82) the roots of this equation are the

(3.114)
1
2i

cot
(
πj

N

)
, j ∈ {1, ..., N − 1}

Thus, ±1
2 is not a root of (3.113) and this allows us, using the companion

matrix of Q, to express the Cayley transform of 2z as a polynomial with
rational coefficients,

(3.115)
2z + 1
2z − 1

=
N−2∑
n=0

unz
n.

One then has

(3.116)
N−2∑

0

unz
n = (1− πp)e(

1
N

),

where the left-hand side belongs to BQ by construction.
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Notice that the semigroup action of N given by (3.50) preserves the
algebra BQ generated over Q by the e1,a for a ∈ Q/Z. In fact, one has

(3.117) αn(ek,a) = πn ek,a/n,

independently of the choice of the solution x = a/n of nx = a. The projec-
tions πn belong to BQ, hence we see that αn preserves BQ.

Now we use the fact that πp e( 1
N ) is equal to αp(e( p

N )), for αp as in (3.50).
It follows from the induction hypothesis on b (with N = pb) that e( p

N ) ∈ BQ,
hence using (3.117) that αp(e( p

N )) ∈ BQ. Thus, we get πp e( 1
N ) ∈ BQ and

using (3.116) that e( 1
N ) ∈ BQ as required. This completes the proof of (1).

(2) The crossed product by N is obtained by adjoining to the rational
group ring of Q/Z the isometries µn and their adjoints µ∗

n with the relation

(3.118) µnfµ
∗
n = αn(f), ∀f ∈ Q[Q/Z],

which gives the rational algebra A1,Q. (3) follows immediately from (2). �

It is important to remark here that the multiplication and division rela-
tions of Lemma 3.27 and Lemma 3.29 are not enough to give a full presenta-
tion of the algebra BQ. In fact, there are more elaborate division relations,
which we did not need in the proof of Theorem 3.30, but which contribute
extra relations between the generators e1,a.

In order to formulate these other division relations, we first define projec-
tions π(N, d), for d|N , belonging to the algebra generated by the πb with b|N .
The projection π(N, d) is given by the characteristic function of the subset
of Q-lattices (Λ, φ) for which, letting c ∈ Z/NZ be such that φN (a) = ca for
all a, one has

gcd{N, c} = N/d.

Thus, the projection π(N, d) is given by

(3.119) π(N, d) = πN/d

∏
k|d

(1− πkN/d),

where the product is over nontrivial divisors k �= 1 of d.
We then have the following relations.

Proposition 3.31. The functions ek,a, for a ∈ Q/Z and for k odd, fulfill
the relation

(3.120)
1
N

∑
Na=0

ek,x+a =
∑
d|N

π(N, d)dk−1ek,dx,

for any x ∈ Q/Z and any positive integer N .

Proof. Let (Λ, φ) be a Q-lattice such that φN (a) = ca for c ∈ Z/NZ
with gcd{N, c} = N/d = m. We can assume by homogeneity that Λ = Z.
Then, when a ranges over the torsion points j/N , with j ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1},
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the values φ(a) range m times over the j/d, for j ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}. Thus,
the left hand side of (3.31) gives m times

(3.121) c(Z)k
d−1∑
j=0

∑
y∈Z+φ(x)+ j

d

y−k = c(Z)kdk
∑

y∈Z+φ(dx)

y−k.

This is clear when y = 0 does not appear in the sums involved. When it
does, one has

(3.122)
d−1∑
j=0

∑
y∈Z+φ(x)+ j

d

(y + ε)−k = dk
∑

y∈Z+φ(dx)

(y + dε)−k,

for ε /∈ Z
d . Subtracting the pole part on both sides and equating the finite

values gives the desired equality. In fact, for odd k, the value of εk,a(Λ, φ)
for φ(a) = 0 can be written as the finite part at ε = 0 of∑

y∈Λ+φ(a)

(y + ε)−k.

�

For even k this no longer holds and the finite value γkc(Λ)k is replaced by
(2k − 1)γkc(Λ)k. Thus, when φ(dx) ∈ Z, one gets an additional term which
is best taken care of by multiplying the right hand side in Proposition 3.31
by (1− πδ(dx)), with δ(y) the order of y in Q/Z, and adding corresponding
terms to the formula, which becomes

(3.123)
1
N

∑
Na=0 ek,x+a =

∑
d|N π(N, d)(1− πδ(d x))dk−1ek,dx

+ γk

∑
d|N (dk−1 + d−1(2k − 2))π(N, d)πδ(dx).

These relations are more elaborate than the division relations for trigono-
metric functions. They restrict to the latter on the subset of invertible 1-
dimensional Q-lattices, for which all πn, n �= 1 are zero and the only non-zero
term on the right hand side is the term with d = N . The standard discussion
of Eisenstein series in higher dimension is restricted to invertible Q-lattices,
but in our case the construction of the endomorphisms implemented by the
µn requires the extension to non-invertible Q-lattices considered above.

4.5. Class field theory and the Kronecker–Weber theorem.

A local field is by definition a field which can be endowed with a non-
discrete locally compact topology (compatible with the field structure). A
non-Archimedean local field K is the field of fractions of a complete discrete
valuation ring O, such that the residue field k = O/m is a finite field, where
m is the maximal ideal of O. The field K is endowed with the topology
defined by the absolute value | · |v = exp(−v(·)), where v : K∗ → Z is the
valuation. An Archimedean local field is either R or C. A non-Archimedean
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local field of characteristic zero is a finite extension of Qp, while a non-
Archimedean local field of positive characteristic p > 0 is of the form Fq((t))
for q = pr for some r ∈ N.

Local class field theory shows that there exists a homomorphism (the
local Artin homomorphism)

(3.124) θ : K∗ → Gal(Kab/K),

where Kab is the maximal abelian extension of K in Ksep, a fixed separable
closure. Upon passing to the profinite completion it induces an isomorphism
K̂∗ → Gal(Kab/K). The profinite completion of a topological group G is
in general defined as Ĝ = lim←−U

G/U , with U ranging over finite-index open
normal subgroups.

When K is Archimedean, then (3.124) is surjective with kernel given by
the connected component of the identity in K∗. If K is non-Archimedean
then (3.124) is injective. One can write K∗ = O∗πZ, where the elements
of O∗ are the units of O and π is a uniformizer, i.e. an element of O
with v(π) = 1. Then the Artin homomorphism induces an isomorphism
O∗ × πẐ → Gal(Kab/K). Under this identification one finds θ(O∗) =
Gal(Kab/Kun), where Kun is the maximal unramified extension of K in
Ksep. The group Gal(Kab/Kun) is the inertia subgroup of Gal(Kab/K).
The group πẐ is identified with Gal(Kun/K) = Gal(ksep/k), which is gen-
erated by the Frobenius. Thus the Artin morphism maps a uniformizer to
the Frobenius automorphism in Gal(Kab/K).

Global fields of characteristic zero are number fields, i.e. finite algebraic
extensions of Q, while global fields of positive characteristic p > 0 are func-
tion fields, i.e. the field of functions Fq(C) of a smooth, projective, geomet-
rically connected curve C over a finite field Fq. These are finite extensions
of Fp(t), the field of functions of P1|Fp .

The set ΣK of places of a global field K is the set of uniform structures
on K whose completion gives a local field. Such structures are still called
valuations on K even in the Archimedean case. One denotes by Kv the
local field obtained by taking the completion of K in the valuation v. For a
non-Archimedean valuation v, one denotes by Ov the valuation subring of
Kv.

For K a global field, one can construct the ring of adèles AK (cf. Chapter
II §8.2) as the restricted product

(3.125) AK =
∏

v∈ΣK

′
Kv,

namely those elements (av) ∈
∏

v Kv such that av ∈ Ov for all but finitely
many v ∈ ΣK. The idèle class group is the quotient CK = A∗

K/K
∗.

We have already encountered the adèles AQ in the previous chapter in
connection with the quantum statistical mechanical system that gives the
counting of zeros of the Riemann zeta function and in the spectral realization
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of its zeros obtained in [71]. We will also see the specific case of imaginary
quadratic fields K = Q(

√
−d) later in this chapter.

In the global case one also has a version of the Artin homomorphism of
the form

(3.126) θ : CK → Gal(Kab/K).

If K is a number field, then (3.126) is surjective and the kernel is the
connected component DK of the identity on CK. Namely, one has the global
class field theory isomorphism

(3.127) θ : CK/DK
�→ Gal(Kab/K).

If K is a function field with constant field k = Fq, then (3.126) is injective.
The image θ(CK) in Gal(Kab/K) consists of those elements whose restriction
to Gal(ksep/k) is an integer power of the Frobenius (as opposed to a Ẑ
power). In the function field case, one then has an isomorphism

θ : ĈK
�→ Gal(Kab/K),

where ĈK is the profinite completion.
In fact, when one looks more closely at the Artin homomorphism, one

finds that it satisfies a functoriality property under field extensions, in the
form of a commutative diagram

CL

nL/K

��

θ �� Gal(Lab/L)

res

��

CK
θ �� Gal(Kab/K)

(3.128)

where res : Gal(Lab/L) → Gal(Kab/K) is the restriction map and nL/K is
the norm.

Moreover, for a finite abelian extension L of a number field K, there is
a map called the classical Artin homomorphism

(3.129) θL/K : IS
K → Gal(L/K),

where S is a finite set of primes which includes all the primes of K that
ramify in L and IS

K is the group of fractional ideals that do not involve
primes in S. For number fields, the Artin map θL/K is surjective.

These general result of class field theory, however, do not give an ex-
plicit way of constructing abelian extensions. The “explicit class field theory
problem” (Hilbert’s 12th problem) is precisely the problem of giving explicit
generators for the maximal abelian extension of a global field, together with
the explicit form of the Galois action. It is considered of central importance
to number theory.

In the case of number fields, there are only two cases in which a complete
solution to the explicit class field theory problem is known. The case where
K = Q where the Kronecker–Weber theorem shows that the maximal abelian
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extension Qab is the cyclotomic field Qcycl generated by adjoining the roots
of unity. More precisely, the Kronecker–Weber theorem proves that any
abelian number field is contained in a field of the form Q(ζ), with ζ a root of
unity. This then shows that it is possible to generate all abelian extensions of
Q by a single transcendental function, the exponential exp(2πi·), evaluated
on the points of Q/Z, the torsion points of a 1-dimensional lattice.

Kronecker’s Jugendtraum was the idea that one could indeed generate
abelian extensions of number fields by means of the values of certain tran-
scendental functions. This idea had a remarkable success in the other known
case for number fields, namely for K an imaginary quadratic field. In this
case, what is central to the construction of abelian extension is the geom-
etry of elliptic curves with complex multiplication and the transcendental
functions are the Weierstrass ℘ function and its derivative at torsion points
of 2-dimensional lattices, which give the coordinates of the torsion points of
elliptic curves. We shall return to discuss the case of imaginary quadratic
fields in detail later in this chapter.

The case of function fields can also, to some extent be seen as a general-
ization of this same principle. In fact, one can generate abelian extensions
using an analog of the exponential function, which is given by Drinfeld
modules of rank one. This case has been studied recently in the context of
noncommutative geometry and quantum statistical mechanics in [172] and
[104].

We concentrate now only on the Kronecker–Weber case, which is the
one relevant to the Bost–Connes system.

The Kronecker–Weber theorem can be seen as a consequence of class
field theory, through the properties of the classical Artin homomorphism
(3.129).

A modulus m is the datum of an integral ideal of the ring of integers
OK together with a subset of real places. More precisely, it is a product
m =

∏
v v

ev , where ev ∈ N ∪ {0} is almost everywhere zero, with ev ∈ {0, 1}
when v is a real Archimedean place and ev = 0 for v a complex Archimedean
place. One associates to a modulus m a corresponding ray class group

(3.130) Clm(OK) := Am
K/UmKm.

It is obtained as follows: Um ⊂ A∗
K is of the form Um =

∏
v Um,v, where

Um,v =

 O
∗
v ev = 0

1 + mev
v ev > 0, mv ⊂ Ov max ideal

R∗
+ v real Archimedean place

and we have Am
K = {(av) ∈ A∗

K| av ∈ Um,v if ev > 0} and Km = Am
K ∩ K∗.

For m = 1, the ray class group is the usual class group Cl(OK). The ray
class field can also be written as a quotient Clm(OK) = Im

K/Pm. The Artin
reciprocity law shows that, given a finite abelian extension L of a number
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field K, there exists a modulus m such that

(3.131) Ker(θL/K) = nL/K(Im
L )Pm.

The greatest common divisor of the moduli satisfying this property is called
the conductor of L/K. Moreover, one can prove that if L is an abelian
extension as above, with m a modulus satisfying (3.131) and E is a Galois
extension of K with nE/K(Im

E ) ⊂ nL/K(Im
L )Pm, then L ⊂ E. This then gives

the Kronecker–Weber theorem: given an abelian extension L of Q, a mod-
ulus m satisfying (3.131) can be written as n ×∞, for some n ∈ N. Take
E = Q(ζn). This satisfies

nQ(ζn)/Q(Im
Q(ζn)) ⊂ Ker(θQ(ζn)/Q) ⊂ nL/Q(Im

L )Pm = Ker(θL/Q),

which by the above implies L ⊂ Q(ζn). For more details see [6], [175].
In the following treatment of the abelian class field theory of Q through

the Bost–Connes system, we are going to use the identification Qab = Qcycl.
It is an important question to recover a complete proof of the Kronecker–
Weber theorem in the context of quantum statistical mechanics.

4.6. KMS states and class field theory.

The main result of Bost–Connes [30] is the complete classification of
KMS states for the system (A1, σt) and the remarkable intertwining of Galois
and symmetries actions on KMS states at zero-temperature. We review
these results in this section.

As we have seen in §4.5 above, for a number field K the class field theory
isomorphism gives an identification (3.127) of the quotient CK/DK of the
group of idèle classes CK = GL1(AK)/GL1(K) by the connected component
of the identity with the abelianization of the absolute Galois group

(3.132) Gal(Kab/K) = Gal(K̄/K)ab.

In the case of K = Q the group CQ/DQ can be identified with A∗
Q,f/Q

∗
+ =

Ẑ∗.
As before, we let Eβ denote the set of extremal KMS states at inverse

temperature β. Then we have the following result.

Theorem 3.32. ([30]) For the system (A1, σt) described above, the struc-
ture of KMS states is the following.

• Eβ is a singleton for all 0 < β ≤ 1. This unique KMS state,
restricted to the subalgebra BQ, takes values

(3.133) ϕβ(e(a/b)) = f−β+1(b)/f1(b), where fk(b) =
∑
d|b

µ(d)(b/d)k,

with µ the Möbius function, and f1 is the Euler totient function as
in (3.106).
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• For 1 < β ≤ ∞, elements of Eβ are indexed by the classes of
invertible Q-lattices ρ ∈ Ẑ∗ = GL1(Ẑ), hence by the quotient

(3.134) Eβ ∼= GL1(Q)\GL1(A)/R∗
+
∼= CQ/DQ.

Within the range of temperatures 1 < β < ∞, the values of states
ϕβ,ρ ∈ Eβ on the elements e(r) ∈ BQ are given by polylogarithm
functions evaluated at roots of unity, normalized by the Riemann
zeta function,

(3.135) ϕβ,ρ(e(r)) =
1

ζ(β)
Liβ(ρ(ζr)),

where Lis(z) =
∑∞

n=1 z
n/ns.

• The group GL1(Ẑ) acts by automorphisms of the system (A1, σt).
The induced action of GL1(Ẑ) on Eβ below critical temperature is
free and transitive.
• The extreme KMS states E∞ at zero-temperature have the property

that

(3.136) ϕ(A1,Q) ⊂ Qcycl, ∀ϕ ∈ Eβ .

Moreover, the class field theory isomorphism (3.127) intertwines
the Galois action on values with the action of Ẑ∗ by symmetries,

(3.137) γ ϕ(f) = ϕ(θ−1(γ) f),

for all ϕ ∈ E∞, for all γ ∈ Gal(Qcycl/Q) and for all f ∈ A1,Q.

We can write more explicitly the formula for the unique KMS state above
critical temperature as

(3.138) ϕβ (e(a/b)) = b−β
∏

p prime, p|b

(
1− pβ−1

1− p−1

)
,

and for the extremal KMS states below critical temperature as

(3.139) ϕβ,ρ(e(a/b)) =
Tr(πρ(e(a/b))e−βH)

Tr(e−βH)
=

1
ζ(β)

∞∑
n=1

n−βρ(ζn
a/b),

where πρ is the representation of the algebra A1 on the Hilbert space H =
�2(N) given by

(3.140) πρ(µn)εm = εnm, πρ(e(a/b))εm = ρ(ζm
a/b)εm,

where ρ ∈ Ẑ∗ determines an embedding in C of the cyclotomic field Qcycl

generated by the abstract roots of unity. The Hamiltonian H implementing
the time evolution in this representation is clearly of the form

(3.141) Hεm = log(m) εm,
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so that one sees easily that the partition function is given by the Riemann
zeta function,

(3.142) Z(β) = Tr(e−βH) =
∞∑

n=1

n−β = ζ(β).

This has a pole at β = 1, where the phase transition occurs.
At zero-temperature, one finds that the values of extremal KMS states on

elements of the rational subalgebra A1,Q are algebraic numbers. This implies
that it is possible to act on these values of KMS states with elements in the
Galois group Gal(Q̄/Q). What is especially remarkable is the fact that the
composition γ ◦ ϕ obtained in this way, for γ ∈ Gal(Q̄/Q) extends from
a linear functional on A1,Q to a state on the C∗-algebra A1. In fact, by
the intertwining property (3.137), one knows that the state obtained in this
way is the same as the state ϕ ◦ θ−1(γ) obtained by the induced action on
E∞ of the group of symmetries Ẑ∗ of the quantum statistical mechanical
system (A1, σt). What seems “unreasonable” in this property is the fact
that, although elements γ ∈ Gal(Q̄/Q) extend to automorphisms of C, these
are extremely discontinuous and not even Lebesgue measurable (except for
z �→ z̄), and certainly cannot be expected to preserve positivity.

The BC system can be thought of as a quantum statistical mechanical
realization of the explicit class field theory of Q. We discuss in §4.7 below
how this point of view may help in approaching the more general Hilbert
12th problem of explicit class field theory for other number fields.

4.7. The class field theory problem: algebras and fields.

The presentation of Qab = Qcycl is given by the cyclotomic theory, while
our rational algebra A1,Q is simply the group ring of Q/Z with coefficients
in Q. We can use this to obtain a presentation of Qcycl which does not use
any direct reference to field extensions in the following way (cf. [91]).

Let H = Q/Z be the additive group given by the quotient of Q by Z ⊂ Q.
Consider the inclusion of algebras

(3.143) Q[H] ⊂ C∗(H)

and let J ⊂ C∗(H) be the ideal generated by the idempotents

(3.144) πm =
1
m

∑
r∈H , m r=0

u(r),

where m > 1 and the u(r) form the canonical basis of Q[H].

Proposition 3.33. With H and J as above, the following holds.
(1) The quotient

(3.145) Q[H]/(Q[H] ∩ J)

is a field which is isomorphic to Qcycl ∼= Qab.
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(2) Q[H] ∩ J is equal to the ideal generated by the πm in Q[H].

Proof. (1) We use the identification of the group Ẑ with the Pontrjagin
dual of H given by the pairing (3.53) and the corresponding isomorphism
of algebras C∗(Q/Z) ∼ C(Ẑ). It is given explicitly by

(3.146) u(r)(a) = 〈r, a〉 = e(ra) , ∀a ∈ Ẑ .

Under this identification, the ideal J corresponds to the ideal of functions
that vanish on the closed subset

Ẑ∗ ⊂ Ẑ.

The quotient map C∗(H)→ C∗(H)/J is just the restriction map

(3.147) f ∈ C(Ẑ) �→ f |Ẑ∗ .

Indeed, first notice that the restriction of πm to Ẑ∗ vanishes since the sum
of all roots of unity of order m is zero. This shows that J is contained
in the kernel of the restriction map (3.147). Moreover, a character of the
C∗-algebra C∗(H)/J is given by a point a ∈ Ẑ on which all elements of J
vanish. However, if a /∈ Ẑ∗, then there exists m > 1 such that a ∈ mẐ and
one gets πm(a) = 1 �= 0.

The multiplicative group G = Ẑ∗ acts by multiplication on both Af/Ẑ ∼=
H and on Ẑ and these actions are compatible with the pairing

〈gr, x〉 = 〈r, gx〉,

and therefore with the isomorphism C(Ẑ) " C∗(Q/Z) and with the actions
of G by automorphisms

G ⊂ Aut C∗(H) , G ⊂ Aut C(Ẑ).

The group G is also identified with the Galois group of the cyclotomic
field, i.e. the subfield Qcyc ⊂ C generated by all the roots of unity of all
orders. For any element v ∈ Ẑ∗ ⊂ Ẑ, let ϕv denote the evaluation map
ϕv : C(Ẑ)→ C, with ϕv(f) = f(v). These maps fulfill the condition

(3.148) g(ϕv(f)) = ϕv(g(f)) = ϕgv(f).

for all g ∈ G and for all f ∈ Q[H], where we use the inclusion (3.143) and
the identification C(Ẑ) " C∗(Q/Z).

Thus, the restriction of f ∈ Q[H] to Ẑ∗ ⊂ Ẑ is determined by the single
field element ϕ1(f) ∈ Qcycl. The restriction map (3.147) then induces an
isomorphism

(3.149) Q[H]/(Q[H] ∩ J)
∼=−→ Qcycl .

(2) Let J0 be the ideal generated by the πm in Q[H]. Using (3.149) and
J0 ⊂ J it is enough to show that, for Φn the n-th cyclotomic polynomial (cf.
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[228]), one has Φn(u(1/n)) ∈ J0. When n is prime one has Φn(u(1/n)) =
nπn. In general, if we let

(3.150) σk(x) =
k−1∑
j=0

xj ,

then the polynomial Φn is the g.c.d. of the polynomials σm(xd), where m > 1
divides n and d = n/m. For x = u(1/n), and n = md one has

σm(xd) =
m−1∑
j=0

u(j/m) = mπm ∈ J0

Thus, we obtain Φn(u(1/n)) ∈ J0 as required. �

Corollary 3.34. Let f ∈ C(Ẑ∗) be a continuous function. Then for
any ε > 0 there exists ξ, η ∈ Qcycl such that

|f(g)− g(ξ)− ig(η)| ≤ ε , ∀g ∈ G .

Proof. The subalgebra BQ(i) = Q[H] + iQ[H] ⊂ C∗(H) is norm dense
by construction. Thus its image under the restriction map (3.147) is norm
dense in C(Ẑ∗) and one can approximate f by an element in the image of
BQ(i) = Q[H] + iQ[H]. The image of an element h ∈ Q[H] is given by the
function

g �→ g(ξ) , ∀g ∈ G = Ẑ∗

where ξ = ϕ1(h) ∈ Qcycl. Thus one gets the required approximation. �

In particular the function of g ∈ G given by |g(ξ) + ig(η)| is largely
arbitrary. One can give another direct proof of Corollary 3.34 using for each
integer n the density of the field Q[ζn] of primitive n-th roots of 1 in the
product of its completions at the Archimedean places.

All the KMS∞ states vanish on the ideal J of Proposition 3.33. In
fact ϕ(πn) = ϕ(µnµ

∗
n) = n−β for any KMSβ state ϕ. Thus, according to

Proposition 3.33, the transition from the algebra Q[H] to the field Qcycl is
obtained in the limit of zero-temperature. The extremal KMS∞ states then
give the various embeddings of Qcycl in C.

The notion of extremal KMS∞ state is a generalization of the notion of
character of a group and is a fecund source of transcendental functions. It is
thus natural to try and extend the above description to that of the maximal
abelian extension Kab of a number field K.

The first steps are:
• Given a number field K, construct a quantum statistical mechanical

system (AK, σt) that has the right partition function (the Dedekind
zeta function ζK(β)) and the right symmetries, which induce an
action of CK/DK on KMS states.
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• Find an arithmetic subalgebra Aarithm
K which satisfies the intertwin-

ing property
ϕ ◦ α(f) = θ(α)ϕ(f),

between Galois action on values of extremal KMS∞ states and sym-
metries, through the class field theory isomorphism θ.
• Compute the presentation of the algebra Aarithm

K and the extremal
KMS∞ states in terms of their values on the arithmetic subalgebra
Aarithm

K .
The first step above has been recently obtained in the desired generality

in [159], while the second step is still beyond reach at this time. In §8
below we give a complete solution to this problem in the case of imaginary
quadratic fields. The next case which is of crucial interest to number theory
is the case of real quadratic fields, for which the possibility of an approach
via noncommutative geometry was first proposed by Manin in [216], [217].

4.8. The Shimura variety of Gm.

We give a geometric interpretation of the BC system in terms of the sim-
plest case of a Shimura variety. Shimura varieties constitute a very interest-
ing class of arithmetic varieties that are moduli spaces for Hodge structures
and for motives of abelian varieties (cf. e.g. [112], [200]). Such varieties are
obtained as adelic quotients associated to data (G,X) of a reductive group
G over Q and a left homogeneous space X under G(R), in the form

(3.151) Sh(G,X) = G(Q)\(G(AQ,f )×X).

In particular, in this chapter we discuss the simplest cases that correspond
to the data (GL1, {±1}) and (GL2,H±), where H± = P1(C)� P1(R). In the
first case, as we argue in this section, Sh(GL1, {±1}) is the classical space
underlying the BC system, its set of “classical points”. In fact, we are going
to give an interpretation of the noncommutative space A1 as a noncommu-
tative version Shnc(GL1, {±1}) obtained by adding to the classical space
certain noncommutative boundary strata corresponding to degenerating the
level structure, in the sense described below. Similarly, we will argue in §7.8
that a similar construction associated to the Shimura variety Sh(GL2,H±)
gives a geometric interpretation of the GL2 generalization of the BC sys-
tem of [86] as a noncommutative Shnc(GL2,H±). This point of view was
described in [90] and generalized to a larger class of Shimura varieties in
[159], see §9 below.

The Shimura variety associated to the data (GL1, {±1}) is given by the
quotient

(3.152) Sh(GL1, {±1}) = GL1(Q)\(GL1(Af )× {±1}) = A∗
f/Q

∗
+.

It is naturally associated to the cyclotomic tower, namely the tower of va-
rieties and finite (possibly branched) covering maps which has base V1 =
Spec Z and coverings Vn = Spec Z[ζn], where ζn is a primitive n-th root of
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unity. The maps are given, for n|m, by the ring homomorphisms Z[ζn] ↪→
Z[ζm]. The group of deck transformations of the cyclotomic tower is the
projective limit of the groups AutV1(Vn), which in this case gives

(3.153) lim←−
n

GL1(Z/nZ) = GL1(Ẑ).

We have the following set theoretic description of the set of commensu-
rability classes of 1-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling.

Lemma 3.35. The set of commensurability classes of 1-dimensional Q-
lattices up to scaling is given by the quotient

(3.154) GL1(Q)\A·
Q/R

∗
+ = GL1(Q)\(AQ,f × {±1}) = AQ,f/Q

∗
+,

where A·
Q := AQ,f × R∗ is the set of adèles with nonzero Archimedean com-

ponent.

Proof. This follows from the description of the commensurability rela-
tion as in Proposition 3.22, in terms of the partially defined action of Q∗

+ on
Ẑ, where partially defined means that the action ρ �→ rρ is only defined for
pairs (r, ρ) ∈ U1. Thus, the set of commensurability classes is described set
theoretically by the quotient Ẑ/Q∗

+ of this partially defined action. Since
AQ,f = Ẑ ·Q∗

+, we can write the quotient Ẑ/Q∗
+ equivalently as the quotient

AQ,f/Q∗
+. �

The quotient (3.154) is not a good quotient in ordinary geometry, but its
description as a noncommutative space gives the noncommutative crossed
product algebra

(3.155) C0(Af ) � Q∗
+,

which, as we have seen in (3.54), is Morita equivalent to the algebra A1 of
the BC system.

The quotient (3.154) with its noncommutative algebra of coordinates
(3.155) can then be thought of as the noncommutative Shimura variety

(3.156) Sh(nc)(GL1, {±1}) := GL1(Q)\(Af × {±1}) = GL1(Q)\A·/R∗
+.

Moreover, the result of [30] on the low-temperature KMS states for the
BC system shows that the set (3.134) of extremal KMS states at sufficiently
low-temperature is identified with the classical Shimura variety

(3.157) E∞ = Sh(GL1, {±1}) = A∗
f/Q

∗
+.

In the commutative case, evaluating states on a C∗-algebra C0(X) cor-
responds to integrating with respect to some probability measure on the
underlying space X. In particular, extremal states correspond to measures
supported on points. Thus, in the noncommutative setting, when one is
dealing with a system (A, σt) the extremal KMS states provide a good pro-
cedure for extracting a notion of “classical points” of a noncommutative
space, which here, because of the presence of a nontrivial time evolution,
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is dependent upon a thermodynamic parameter β. Thus, in the case con-
sidered here, one can argue that the extremal KMS states at sufficiently
low-temperature identify the classical points Sh(GL1, {±1}) of the noncom-
mutative space Sh(nc)(GL1, {±1}).

Remark 3.36. The set of commensurability classes of 1-dimensional Q-
lattices can be described as the quotient

(3.158) L1 ∼ GL1(Q)\A·
Q ∼ GL1(Q)\(Ẑ× R∗)

where, in the second term, the action of GL1(Q) = Q∗ is only partially
defined. One endows Ẑ×R∗ with the restriction of the additive Haar measure
on adèles and lets

(3.159) N = L∞(Ẑ× R∗) � GL1(Q)

be the associated type II∞ factor. We can use N to obtain a concrete
realization of the type II∞ factor N and the self-adjoint operator Z affiliated
to N which were postulated in the construction of the spaces Xz in Chapter
1 §19.2. The semi-finite normal trace on N is given, viewing elements of
N as functions on the groupoid GL1(Q) � (Ẑ× R∗) by

(3.160) TrN (f) :=
∫

Ẑ×R∗
f(1, a) da.

We then define an unbounded element Z of N as the function,

(3.161) Z(1, ρ, λ) = λ , and Z(r, ρ, λ) = 0 if r �= 1 .

One checks that (with a suitable normalization of da) the spectral measure
of Z with respect to the trace TrN fulfills (1.905) of Chapter 1 §19.2.

4.9. QSM and QFT of 1-dimensional Q-lattices.

The relation of commensurability on the space of 1-dimensional Q-lat-
tices yields in fact two different noncommutative spaces related by a duality,
which corresponds to passing from the quantum statistical mechanical sys-
tem (A1, σt) to another quantum system obtained by taking the crossed
product by the time evolution

(3.162) Â1 = A1 �σ R.

We will describe in Chapter IV in a more general setting this duality pro-
cedure, which corresponds to the reduction from type III to type II factors
introduced by Connes in [63]. Here we make some remarks on the properties
of these dual spaces in the case of the BC system.

The system (A1, σt) is of quantum statistical mechanical nature, while
we argue here that the dual system Â1 is in fact quantum field theoretic
and it corresponds to the adèle class space that we encountered already in
Chapter II in relation to the zeros of the Riemann zeta function.

As we have seen in the previous sections, the first system is obtained
by considering the noncommutative algebra of coordinates parameterizing
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commensurability classes of 1-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling. On this
algebra one has a time evolution σt determined by the covolumes of com-
mensurable lattices. Namely, the time evolution has eigenvalues given by
the index of pairs of commensurable Q-lattices. The noncommutative space
of commensurability classes of 1-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling is de-
scribed adelically by the quotient (3.156). The algebra of coordinates, which
can be viewed as in [30] as the Hecke algebra for a quasi-normal pair of solv-
able groups, has a regular representation that is of type III1 (cf. (3.70) above
and [30]) and determines the time evolution of the system. This time evolu-
tion has the set of log(p), with p a prime number, as set of basic frequencies,
as we see from (3.141).

There is a symmetry group acting on this quantum statistical mechan-
ical system, in general by endomorphisms, though in the case of the 1-
dimensional Q-lattices automorphisms suffice. It is this symmetry that is
spontaneously broken at low-temperatures, where the system exhibits sev-
eral distinct pure phases (extremal KMS states) parameterized by the arith-
metic data (3.157). In this 1-dimensional case, the symmetry group is given
by the idèle class group modulo the identity component, and we have seen
that one has a remarkable intertwining formula between the action of the
Galois group Gal(Qab/Q) on the values of KMS∞ states on arithmetic ele-
ments in the algebra and the action of symmetries of the system.

We consider the dual of the GL1 quantum statistical mechanical system
(BC system), under the duality obtained by taking the crossed product by
the time evolution. This corresponds to the space L1 of commensurability
classes of 1-dimensional Q-lattices, not considered up to scaling. The space
L1 is described geometrically as the total space of a principal R∗

+ bundle,
whose base space is the space L1/R∗

+ of commensurability classes of Q-
lattices up to scaling. The total space L1 of the fibration has a natural
scaling action of R∗

+. This action plays a very important arithmetic role
which was described at length in Chapter II. The space L1 can also be
described adelically by the quotient L1 = A·

Q/Q
∗.

The algebra A1 appears as the noncommutative algebra of coordinates of
the quotient L1/R∗

+ of the space of commensurability classes of 1-dimensional
Q-lattices by the commensurability relation. In fact, we have identified A1

with the groupoid C∗-algebra C∗(G1/R∗
+), cf. Proposition 3.23. The algebra

Â1 of the dual system (3.162) is associated to the commensurability relation
on the space of 1-dimensional Q-lattices, this time not identified up to scal-
ing. Namely, it is the noncommutative algebra of coordinates of the space
L1 and it corresponds to the groupoid G1.

We have described in Chapter II the spectral realization of the zeros of
the Riemann zeta function on the adèle class space AQ/Q∗, which generalizes
the simpler model described at the beginning of Chapter II, given by the
quantum mechanical system associated to the scaling action of R∗

+ on the
phase space of the real line R.
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Passing from the space L1 = A·
Q/Q

∗ to the full adèle class space AQ/Q∗

amounts to adding the highly singular point 0 ∈ R at the Archimedean
component, which plays an important role in terms of its contribution to the
trace formula of [71]. The adèle class space AQ/Q∗ should be thought of as
the configuration space for a quantum field theory, where the infinitely many
degrees of freedom correspond to the places of Q, i.e. the prime numbers and
the Archimedean place at infinity. The field configurations are given by the
adèles, with the space AQ divided by the action of the gauge group GL1(Q).

When one considers, as we discussed in Chapter II, only finitely many
degrees of freedom (the semi-local case) and in particular only the place
at infinity, then we have seen that the semiclassical approximation exhibits
the main terms in the asymptotic formula for the number of zeros of the
Riemann zeta function. The Lefschetz formula for the scaling action recovers
the Riemann–Weil explicit formula as a semiclassical approximation. The
difficulty in extending this calculation to the global case lies in the quantum
field theoretic problem of passing to infinitely many degrees of freedom.

As we have seen, the zeros of zeta appear as an absorption spectrum,
namely as lacunae in a continuous spectrum, where the width of the ab-
sorption lines depends on the presence of a cutoff. The full idèle class group
appears as symmetries of the system and L-functions with Grössencharakter
replace the Riemann zeta function in nontrivial sectors. The log(p) appear
as periods of the orbits of the scaling action on the quotient AQ/Q∗.

The properties of these dual systems are summarized in Table 1.

5. 2-dimensional Q-lattices

We now describe an analog of the BC system based on commensurability
classes of 2-dimensional Q-lattices. This system was introduced in [86].

Proposition 3.37. The set of 2-dimensional Q-lattices is identified with
the quotient

(3.163) Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×GL+
2 (R)),

where Γ = SL2(Z). The set of 2-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling is
identified with the quotient

(3.164) Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H),

with H the upper half plane.
Given ρ ∈ M2(Ẑ) and z ∈ H the Q-lattice up to scale associated to the

pair (ρ, z) is given by

(3.165) (Λ, φ) = (λ(Z + Zz), λ(ρ1 − zρ2)),

for any λ ∈ C∗.
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Quantum statistical mechanics Quantum field theory

Commensurability classes Commensurability classes
of Q-lattices modulo scaling of Q-lattices

A = C∗(Q/Z) � N× A�σt R

Time evolution σt Energy scaling U(λ), λ ∈ R∗
+

{log p} as frequencies {log p} as periods of orbits

Arithmetic rescaling µn Renormalization group flow µ∂µ

Symmetry group Ẑ∗ Idèle class group
as Galois action on T = 0 states as gauge group

System at zero-temperature GL1(Q)\GL1(AQ)

System at critical temperature Spectral realization
(Riemann’s ζ as partition function) (Zeros of ζ as absorption spectrum)

Type III1 Type II∞

Table 1. Dual systems

Proof. We use the basis {e1 = 1, e2 = −i} of C as a 2-dimensional
R-vector space to let GL+

2 (R) act on C as R-linear transformations. Thus,
for
(3.166)

α(xe1 + ye2) = (ax + by)e1 + (cx + dy)e2, with α =
(
a b
c d

)
∈ GL+

2 (R),

we define

(3.167) Λ0 := Ze1 + Ze2 = Z + iZ.

We have an identification M2(Ẑ) = Hom(Q2/Z2,Q2/Z2). Equivalently, with
our choice of basis, we view an element ρ ∈M2(Ẑ) as a map

(3.168) ρ : Q2/Z2 → QΛ0/Λ0, ρ(a) = ρ1(a)e1 + ρ2(a)e2 .
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Every 2-dimensional Q-lattice (Λ, φ) can then be described by data

(3.169) (Λ, φ) = (α−1Λ0, α
−1ρ),

for some α ∈ GL+
2 (R) and some ρ ∈M2(Ẑ). The equality

(α−1Λ0, α
−1ρ) = (β−1Λ0, β

−1σ)

holds if and only if βα−1Λ0 = Λ0 and βα−1ρ = σ. The first equality means
that γ = βα−1 ∈ SL2(Z) and the second that σ = γρ. Thus (β, σ) = (γα, γρ)
and the space of 2-dimensional Q-lattices can be described as the quotient
(3.163) by the diagonal action of Γ = SL2(Z).

Under the identification (3.166) the action of λ ∈ C∗ by multiplication
corresponds to the matrix:

(3.170) λ = a + ib ∈ C∗ �→
(

a b
−b a

)
∈ GL+

2 (R)

and we identify C∗ as a subgroup of GL+
2 (R) via this map. The action of

C∗ by scaling on Q-lattices is given by

(3.171) λ(Λ, φ) = (λΛ, λφ) , ∀λ ∈ C∗

and this corresponds to the right multiplication of α by λ−1 in (3.169), while
ρ is left unchanged. Thus the set of 2-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling
is identified with the quotient

(3.172) Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×GL+
2 (R)/C∗) = Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H).

More specifically, the group GL+
2 (R) acts on the upper half plane H by

fractional transformations,

(3.173) α(z) =
az + b

cz + d
, ∀α =

(
a b
c d

)
∈ GL+

2 (R)

We identify the quotient GL+
2 (R)/C∗ with H via the map

(3.174) α ∈ GL+
2 (R) �→ z = α(i) ∈ H.

This gives the required identification (3.164).
Let us check (3.165). The right C∗-coset associated to z = x + iy ∈ H

contains the matrix

α =
(
y x
0 1

)
∈ GL+

2 (R).

One has

α−1 = y−1

(
1 −x
0 y

)
,

which one can replace up to scale by

g =
(

1 −x
0 y

)
.

One has g(e1) = e1 = 1 and g(e2) = −xe1 + ye2 = −z which gives the
required answer. �
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The commensurability relation on the space of 2-dimensional Q-lattices
is implemented by a partially defined action of GL+

2 (Q). Namely, for g ∈
GL+

2 (Q) and (Λ, φ) = (α−1Λ0, α
−1ρ) such that gρ ∈ M2(Ẑ), the Q-lattice

(α−1g−1Λ0, α
−1ρ) is commensurable to (Λ, φ). Moreover, one can see as

in the proof of Proposition 3.22 that all Q-lattices commensurable to a
given (Λ, φ) are of this form. Thus, at the set theoretic level, the space
of commensurability classes of 2-dimensional Q-lattices is the quotient of
the space M2(Ẑ)×GL+

2 (R) by the partially defined action of GL+
2 (Q) given

by

(3.175) g(ρ, α) = (gρ, gα) if gρ ∈M2(Ẑ) .

Note that the equivalence relation (ρ, α) ∼ (gρ, gα) generated by this par-
tially defined action of GL+

2 (Q) is finer than the equivalence relation for
the orbits of Γ. In this way the space of commensurability classes of 2-
dimensional Q-lattices is a quotient of the space

Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×GL+
2 (R))

of (3.163). We are going to describe this more precisely in terms of groupoids
and noncommutative spaces in §5.2 below.

5.1. Elliptic curves and Tate modules.

We first give a geometric reinterpretation of the data of 2-dimensional
Q-lattices and of commensurability in terms of elliptic curves and Tate mod-
ules, following [91].

For an elliptic curve E = C/Λ let E[n] = ( 1
nΛ)/Λ ∼ Λ/nΛ be the

n-torsion points of E. The �-adic Tate module of E is defined as

(3.176) T�E = lim←−
n

E[�n] = Λ⊗ Z�.

One can also define the total (or adelic) Tate module of E as

(3.177) TE = lim←−
n

E[n] = Λ⊗ Ẑ.

In terms of the torsion points E[n] = ( 1
nΛ)/Λ the map from E[n] to E[m]

for n = md is given by a �→ da. Thus one has an equivalent description in
terms of the torsion subgroup Etor of the elliptic curve:

(3.178) TE = Hom(Q/Z, Etor) .

Given ρ ∈ Hom(Q/Z, Etor) the corresponding element of TE is given by the
(ρ( 1

n))n∈N.

Proposition 3.38. The data of a 2-dimensional Q-lattice up to scaling
are equivalent to the data of an elliptic curve E, together with a pair of
points ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) in the total Tate module TE. Commensurability of 2-
dimensional Q-lattices up to scale is then implemented by an isogeny of
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the corresponding elliptic curves, with the elements ξ and ξ′ related via the
induced map on the corresponding Tate modules.

Proof. To a 2-dimensional Q-lattice (Λ, φ) we first associate the elliptic
curve E = C/Λ. The subgroup QΛ/Λ of E = C/Λ is the torsion subgroup
Etor of the elliptic curve. Thus, one can rewrite the map φ as a map Q2/Z2 →
Etor. By taking Hom(Q/Z,−), we rewrite the map φ as a Ẑ-linear map

(3.179) Ẑ⊕ Ẑ→ TE,

that is, a choice of two elements (ξ1, ξ2) of the latter. Commensurability of
Q-lattices up to scale is rephrased as the condition that the elliptic curves
are isogenous and the points in the Tate module are related via the induced
map. �

Thus we have obtained the equivalent description:

Commensurability classes of Q-lattices up to scale

⇐⇒ Isogeny classes of data (E, ξ1, ξ2).

This corresponds to the following set theoretic description of the com-
mensurability classes of 2-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling.

Proposition 3.39. The space of commensurability classes of 2-dimen-
sional Q-lattices up to scaling is given by the quotient

(3.180) GL+
2 (Q)\(M2(AQ,f )×H).

for the diagonal action of GL+
2 (Q) given by (ρ, z) �→ (gρ, g(z)).

Proof. We already saw that the space L2 of commensurability classes of
2-dimensional Q-lattices is the quotient of M2(Ẑ)×GL+

2 (R) by the partially
defined action of GL+

2 (Q) given by (3.175). The equality

M2(AQ,f ) = GL+
2 (Q)M2(Ẑ)

shows that L2 can equivalently be described as the quotient

(3.181) GL+
2 (Q)\(M2(AQ,f )×GL+

2 (R)).

Modding out by the scaling action of C∗ one obtains (3.180). �

One can also prove Proposition 3.39 more geometrically using Propo-
sition 3.38. Indeed, let us identify (Ẑ ⊕ Ẑ) ⊗ Q with AQ,f ⊕ AQ,f and
TE ⊗ Q = (Λ ⊗ Ẑ) ⊗ Q = Λ ⊗ AQ,f . The data of Proposition 3.38 can
be rephrased as isogeny classes of data (E, η) of an elliptic curve together
with an AQ,f -homomorphism

(3.182) η : AQ,f ⊕ AQ,f → Λ⊗ AQ,f ,

The commensurability of Q-lattices corresponds to the equivalence (E, η) ∼
(E′, η′) given by an isogeny g : E → E′ with η′ = (g ⊗ 1) ◦ η. Thus, the
equivalence classes are identified with the quotient of M2(AQ,f )×H± by the
action of GL2(Q) given by (ρ, z) �→ (gρ, g(z)).
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5.2. Algebras and groupoids.

We let G2 denote the groupoid of the equivalence relation of commen-
surability on the space of 2-dimensional Q-lattices. We have the following
description, which is analogous to the 1-dimensional case.

Consider first the groupoid G̃2 defined as the set

(3.183) G̃2 = {(g, ρ, α) ∈ GL+
2 (Q)×M2(Ẑ)×GL+

2 (R) | gρ ∈M2(Ẑ)},

with space of units G̃(0)
2 = M2(Ẑ) × GL+

2 (R), source and range maps
s(g, ρ, α) = (ρ, α) and r(g, ρ, α) = (gρ, gα). The composition is given by

(3.184) (g1, ρ1, α1) ◦ (g2, ρ2, α2) = (g1g2, ρ2, α2), if (g2ρ2, g2α2) = (ρ1, α1).

For Γ = SL2(Z), there is an action of Γ× Γ on (3.183) of the form

(3.185) (g, ρ, α) �→ (γ1gγ
−1
2 , γ2ρ, γ2α).

We consider then the quotient of the groupoid (3.183) by the action (3.185)
of Γ× Γ.

(3.186) (Γ× Γ)\G̃2 ∼ Γ\GL+
2 (Q)×Γ (M2(Ẑ)×GL2(R)) .

The space of units is Γ\(M2(Ẑ) × GL+
2 (R)) and one checks that the above

source and range maps pass to the quotient. In fact s(γ1gγ
−1
2 , γ2ρ, γ2α) =

γ2s(g, ρ, α) and r(γ1gγ
−1
2 , γ2ρ, γ2α) = γ1 r(g, ρ, α). Given a composable pair

(δ, δ′) of elements in (Γ × Γ)\G̃2, i.e. a pair such that s(δ) = r(δ′), one
can lift it to a composable pair in G̃2. Indeed, let δ be the class of the
(γ1gγ

−1
2 , γ2ρ, γ2α) and similarly for δ′. Then since (ρ, α) and (g′ρ′, g′α′)

have the same class in Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×GL+
2 (R)), one can choose γ2 and γ′1 such

that
s(γ1gγ

−1
2 , γ2ρ, γ2α) = r(γ′1g

′γ
′ −1
2 , γ′2ρ

′, γ′2α
′) .

Moreover the ensuing equality γ2α = γ′1g
′α′ shows that the only freedom

left is to multiply both γ2 and γ′1 on the left by the same element γ ∈ Γ. It
follows that the class of the composition of the lifted pair is well defined. It
is given by

δ ◦ δ′ = (γ1gγ
−1
2 γ′1g

′γ
′ −1
2 , γ′2ρ

′, γ′2α
′) .

This suffices to show that this composition law turns (Γ × Γ)\G̃2 into a
groupoid. It is locally compact and etale by construction.

Proposition 3.40. The following is an isomorphism of locally compact
étale groupoids between (Γ× Γ)\G̃2 and G2

(3.187) γ̃(g, ρ, α) = ((α−1g−1Λ0, α
−1ρ), (α−1Λ0, α

−1ρ)).

for Λ0 as in (3.167).

Proof. The argument is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.22,
using the result of Proposition 3.37. �
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One can consider the associated convolution algebra C∗(G2). Notice
that in this case, this is not a unital algebra since the space of units is not
compact. A function on G2 can be viewed as a Γ× Γ-invariant function on
G̃2. The convolution product is then of the form

(3.188) f1 ∗ f2 (g, ρ, α) =
∑

h∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q) : hρ∈M2(Ẑ)

f1(gh−1, hρ, hα)f2(h, ρ, α),

where the pair ((gh−1, hρ, hα), (h, ρ, α)) is composable in G̃2 by construction.
Note that the freedom of left multiplication of h by an element of Γ given
by the choice of the lift from G2 to G̃2 is taken care of by the summation on
the coset space Γ\GL+

2 (Q). This is possible because of the Γ×Γ-invariance
of the functions fj . One checks that f1 ∗ f2 is also Γ× Γ-invariant.

Things differ from the 1-dimensional case when we consider the effect
on G2 of the scaling action, namely we consider the quotient

(3.189) U2 := G2/C
∗.

In fact, the scaling action of C∗ does preserve the commensurability relation,
but in the resulting quotient (3.189) it is no longer possible to get a groupoid
law from the groupoid law in G2. The reason is the presence of lattices with
nontrivial automorphisms, so that the scaling action of C∗ is not free on the
units G(0)

2 . This creates an ambiguity in the composition law as follows:

Remark 3.41. The composition law in the quotient G2/C∗ is not well
defined: composable lifts of a composable pair (δ, δ′) can yield inequivalent
results.

Proof. This can be seen by looking at the following simple case. Con-
sider the Q-lattices given by

(3.190) (Λ, φ) = (Z + 2iZ, 0), (Λ′, φ′) = (Z + iZ, 0).

They are commensurable. The composition

((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) ◦ ((Λ′, φ′), (Λ, φ))

in the groupoid G2 is the unit ((Λ, φ), (Λ, φ)). In the groupoid G2 we can
also consider the composition

(λ(Λ, φ), λ(Λ′, φ′)) ◦ ((Λ′, φ′), (Λ, φ)),

for λ = i ∈ C∗, since for the data (3.190) we have φ = φ′ = 0 and iΛ′ = Λ′, so
that i(Λ′, φ′) = (Λ′, φ′). This composition is not a unit in G2, since i(Λ, φ) �=
(Λ, φ). Moreover even after division by C∗ one gets that ((Λ, φ), (Λ, φ)) is
not equivalent to (i(Λ, φ), (Λ, φ)). But these correspond to compositions of
composable lifts of the pair (δ, δ′) given by the class modulo C∗ of

δ = ((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) , δ′ = ((Λ′, φ′), (Λ, φ))

�
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Thus, the groupoid structure does not pass to the quotient G2/C∗, be-
cause of the presence of lattices (like the one corresponding to the point
z = i ∈ H) that have nontrivial automorphisms.

However, even though G2/C∗ is not a groupoid, we can still associate to
this quotient by scaling a convolution algebra obtained from the groupoid
algebra of G2, using the convolution product (3.188) on functions f(g, ρ, α)
that are invariant under the Γ× Γ action (3.185). The convolution product

(3.191) f1 ∗ f2 (g, ρ, α) =
∑

s∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q) : sρ∈M2(Ẑ)

f1(gs−1, sρ, sα)f2(s, ρ, α),

and the involution which is of the form f∗(g, ρ, α) = f(g−1, gρ, gα) will be
applied to functions which are no longer of compact support in the groupoid
G2 but which are invariant under the scaling action of C∗. As in the 1-
dimensional case, we say that a function f(g, ρ, α) is homogeneous of weight
k with respect to the scaling action of C∗ if it has the property that

(3.192) f(g, ρ, αλ) = λkf(g, ρ, α), ∀λ ∈ C∗,

where on the left hand side λ ∈ C∗ is regarded as an element in GL2(R) via
the map (3.170).

We then define the convolution algebra of the quotient U2 = G2/C∗ by
restricting the convolution product (3.191) to weight zero functions on G2.
The associativity of the product follows as long as we check that the sums
involved in (3.191) are finite. To ensure that this is the case we need to
define a suitable notion of function with compact support on U2. Note that
the action

(3.193) (g, ρ, z) �→ (γ1gγ
−1
2 , γ2ρ, γ2(z)),

of Γ× Γ on

(3.194) Ũ2 = {(g, ρ, z) ∈ GL+
2 (Q)×M2(Ẑ)×H : gρ ∈M2(Ẑ)}

is still proper since the action of Γ = SL2(Z) on the upper half plane H is
the usual one by fractional linear transformation and is proper. Thus the
quotient

(3.195) U2 = (Γ× Γ)\Ũ2

is a locally compact space.
We let Ac(U2) be the algebra of functions with compact support on U2

with the convolution product given as above by

(3.196) f1 ∗ f2 (g, ρ, z) =
∑

s∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q) : sρ∈M2(Ẑ)

f1(gs−1, sρ, s(z))f2(s, ρ, z),

and the involution by f∗(g, ρ, z) = f(g−1, gρ, g(z)).
By construction functions f ∈ Ac(U2) are functions f(g, ρ, z) on Ũ2

satisfying

(3.197) f(γg, ρ, z) = f(g, ρ, z), f(gγ, ρ, z) = f(g, γρ, γ(z)),
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for all γ ∈ Γ and all (g, ρ, z) ∈ Ũ2. We can encode f by the functions fg on
M2(Ẑ) × H defined by fg(ρ, z) = f(g, ρ, z). By (3.197) fg only depends on
the left coset of g ∈ Γ\GL+

2 (Q). Moreover

(3.198) fgγ(ρ, z) = fg(γρ, γ(z)) .

This shows that f is uniquely determined by the fg on a set of representatives
for the double coset space Γ\GL+

2 (Q)/Γ. Moreover the compactness of the
support of f ∈ Ac(U2) implies that the support of f is finite in Γ\GL+

2 (Q)/Γ
and since the inclusion Γ ⊂ GL+

2 (Q) fulfills the commensurability condition
(3.62) it follows that the support of f is finite in Γ\GL+

2 (Q). This shows
that the sum involved in (3.196) is finite and also allows one to check that
the convolution product belongs to Ac(U2). In fact, let us introduce the
following notation for functions f on M2(Ẑ)×H:
(3.199)
(f |s)(ρ, z) = f(sρ, s(z)) for sρ ∈M2(Ẑ) and (f |s)(ρ, z) = 0 for sρ /∈M2(Ẑ) .

We can then write the convolution product in terms of the functions fg as

(3.200) (f ∗ f ′)g =
∑

s∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q)

fgs−1 |s f ′
s

The map g �→ fg has finite support in Γ\GL+
2 (Q) and the functions fg

themselves are invariant under a congruence subgroup.

Lemma 3.42. Elements f ∈ Ac(U2) have the property that the function
fg defined by fg(ρ, z) = f(g, ρ, z) depends on (ρ, z) only through the orbit of
(ρ, z) under the congruence subgroup Γ ∩ g−1Γg.

Proof. One has for γ ∈ Γ and γ′ = gγg−1 ∈ Γ,

fg(γρ, γ(z)) = f(g, γρ, γ(z)) = f(gγ, ρ, z)

= f(γ′g, ρ, z) = f(g, ρ, z) = fg(ρ, z) .

�

We now define representations πy of Ac(U2) associated to elements y ∈
M2(Ẑ)×H as follows. We let, for y = (ρ, z),

(3.201) Gy := {g ∈ GL+
2 (Q) : gρ ∈M2(Ẑ)}.

We note that in (3.196) the value of f1 ∗ f2 (g, ρ, z) depends on f2 only
through its restriction to the {(s, ρ, z) , s ∈ Gy}. Thus the following defines
a representation πy of Ac(U2) on the Hilbert space �2(Γ\Gy),

(3.202) (πy(f)ξ)(g) :=
∑

h∈Γ\Gy

f(gh−1, hρ, h(z))ξ(h), ∀g ∈ Gy,

for all left Γ-invariant functions ξ on Gy.
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Definition 3.43. The C∗-algebra A2 is obtained as the norm completion
of the convolution algebra Ac(U2) with respect to the norm

(3.203) ‖f‖ := sup
y
‖πy(f)‖.

The compactness of the support of f ensures that the supremum in
(3.203) is finite.

Since Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H) is only locally compact but not compact, the func-
tion

f(g, ρ, z) = 1 for g ∈ Γ and f(g, ρ, z) = 0 for g /∈ Γ,

which would be the unit, does not have compact support and the algebra
A2 is non-unital.

The construction of the representations πy of the algebra Ac(U2) corre-
sponds to the general construction described in §4 of the representation of
the convolution algebra of the étale groupoid associated to an equivalence
relation with countable orbits. To each equivalence class c one associates the
natural action by left convolution in the Hilbert space �2(c). In our case the
equivalence relation is that of commensurability on the space of Q-lattices
up to scale, which we identify with Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H) by Proposition 3.37 and
(3.165). We let p be the quotient map

pΓ : M2(Ẑ)×H→ Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H).

For x ∈ Γ\(M2(Ẑ) × H) let c(x) denote the commensurability class of the
Q-lattice up to scale determined by x.

Lemma 3.44. Let y = (ρ, z) ∈M2(Ẑ)×H be an element in the preimage
of x under p. The map

Gy � g �→ pΓ(gy) ∈ Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)

is a surjection from Γ\Gy to c(x).

Proof. Indeed the commensurability classes are the orbits under the
partial action of GL+

2 (Q). �

In general the above map need not be an injection. For instance injec-
tivity fails in the case of an element y = (0, z) where z ∈ H is a complex
multiplication point. This can be seen by the following result.

Lemma 3.45. Suppose given g ∈ GL+
2 (Q), g �= 1. Then any element

y = (ρ, z) ∈M2(Ẑ)×H satisfying gy = y has ρ = 0. Moreover, the element
g ∈ GL+

2 (Q) satisfying gy = y is contained in the subgroup Q∗ ⊂ GL+
2 (Q),

unless z ∈ H is a complex multiplication point, in which case g ∈ K∗, where
K is the imaginary quadratic field K = Q(z) and K∗ is embedded in GL+

2 (Q)
by the choice of the basis {z, 1} of K over Q.
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Proof. To prove the first statement it is enough to show that given
g ∈ GL+

2 (Q), g �= 1 with g(z) = z for some z ∈ H one has det(g − 1) �= 0.
Then one has g − 1 ∈ GL2(Q) and gρ = ρ can be rewritten as (g − 1)ρ = 0
which implies ρ = 0. We write the element g ∈ GL+

2 (Q) as

(3.204) g =
(
a b
c d

)
.

The equation g(z) = z means az + b = z(cz + d). If c �= 0 this implies
that z is an imaginary quadratic number, a solution of P (z) = 0 where
P (z) = cz2 + (d − a)z − b. Then multiplication by cz + d ∈ K = Q(z),
expressed with respect to the basis {z, 1}, is given by the transpose of the
matrix g. Thus the eigenvalues of g are the czj + d where the zj are the
roots of P . In particular 1 is not an eigenvalue of g, so that det(g − 1) �= 0.

In the case c = 0, the equation g(z) = z implies a = d and b = 0, which
gives that g sits in the diagonal subgroup Q∗ ⊂ GL+

2 (Q). Since g �= 1, one
has det(g − 1) = (a− 1)2 �= 0. �

This phenomenon of lack of injectivity of the map Γ\Gy → c(p(y))
is similar to the phenomenon of presence of holonomy in the context of
foliations. As in that context, we use the Hilbert space �2(Γ\Gy) instead of
�2(c(p(y))) to construct the representation πy.

5.3. Time evolution and regular representation.

As in the 1-dimensional case, the algebra A2 of commensurability classes
of 2-dimensional Q-lattices up to scale has a natural time evolution, induced
by the ratio of covolumes of pairs of commensurable Q-lattices. In terms of
the description of the algebra A2 as a convolution algebra of functions on
U2 as in (3.196), the time evolution is given by the one-parameter group of
automorphisms σt,

(3.205) σt(f)(g, ρ, z) = det(g)itf(g, ρ, z).

Equivalently, if ((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) is the pair of commensurable Q-lattices cor-
responding to the data (g, ρ, z) under the map (3.187), one has

(3.206) det(g) = Covol(Λ′)/Covol(Λ).

which is the extension of (3.58) (using (3.57)) to the two-dimensional case.
We now construct the regular representation of the algebra A2 as the

action of the algebra A2 by left convolution operators on the Hilbert space
L2(U2, dv) for the measure dv defined as follows. By construction U2 is
the quotient (Γ × Γ)\Ũ2 (cf. (3.195)). Since the action of Γ × Γ is proper,
an invariant measure du on Ũ2 uniquely determines a measure dv on the
quotient whose pull-back gives du.

We let du be the measure on Ũ2 = {(g, ρ, z) ∈ GL+
2 (Q) ×M2(Ẑ) × H :

gρ ∈ M2(Ẑ)} which is the product of the counting measure on GL+
2 (Q) by
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the measure

(3.207) dµ(y) = dρ× dµH(z),

on M2(Ẑ)×H, where

(3.208) dρ =
∏

dρij ,

is the normalized Haar measure on the additive compact group M2(Ẑ), i.e.
the product of the additive Haar measures on the column vectors, and
dµH(z) is given by the Riemannian volume form on H for the Poincaré
metric, normalized so that µ(Γ\H) = 1.

We denote by M the von Neumann algebra generated by A2 in the
regular representation given by the action ofA2 by left convolution operators
on the Hilbert space L2(U2, dv).

Proposition 3.46. The von Neumann algebra M admits the following
cyclic and separating vector ξ,

(3.209) ξ(g, ρ, z) = 0, for g /∈ Γ, and ξ(g, ρ, z) = 1 , ∀g ∈ Γ .

Let σt be the time evolution of (3.205). Then the one-parameter group
of automorphisms σ2t is the restriction to the C∗-algebra A2 of the modular
automorphism group of M relative to ξ.

The linear functional

(3.210) ϕ(f) =
∫

Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)
f(1, ρ, z)dµ(ρ, z),

on the C∗-algebra A2 is a KMS2 state for the time evolution σt of (3.205).

Proof. As a measure space, the space Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H) with the quotient
of the measure dµ of (3.207) is the total space of a bundle with base Γ\H
and fiber the measure space M2(Ẑ)/{±1} with the probability measure dρ,
hence the total mass is ∫

Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)
dµ(ρ, z) = 1.

Thus the function ξ is square integrable. This function is a unit for the
convolution product (3.196) and this shows that ξ is a cyclic vector for the
actions of Ac(U2) by left and by right convolution. This suffices to show
that ξ is cyclic and separating for M since the action of Ac(U2) by right
convolution is contained in the commutant of M .

The state (3.210) satisfies

(3.211)
ϕ(f∗ ∗ f) =∫
Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)

∑
h∈Γ\GL+

2 (Q) : hρ∈M2(Ẑ) f(h, ρ, z)f(h, ρ, z)dµ(ρ, z),

for all f ∈ A2. This shows that the Hilbert space H(ϕ) of the GNS repre-
sentation is the Hilbert space of the regular representation.
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It is thus enough to prove that the state (3.210) satisfies the KMS con-
dition at inverse temperature β=2. Since the measure dρ is the product of
the additive Haar measures on the columns as in (3.208), it transforms as

(3.212) d(gρ) = (det g)−2dρ, ∀g ∈ GL+
2 (Q).

In fact, (3.212) implies that one has

(3.213)

∫
Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)

∑
h∈Γ\GL+

2 (Q) α(h, ρ, z)d(ρ, z) =∫
Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)

∑
k∈Γ\GL+

2 (Q) α(k−1, kρ, k(z))(det k)−2d(ρ, z),

for all compactly supported continuous functions α on

Γ\GL+
2 (Q)×Γ (M2(Ẑ)×H).

We now consider, for two given elements f1, f2 ∈ A2, a corresponding
function α as above, with the property that

(3.214) α(h, ρ, z) = f1(h−1, hρ, h(z))f2(h, ρ, z)(deth)it−2

if the condition hρ ∈ M2(Ẑ) is satisfied, and α(h, ρ, z) = 0 otherwise. The
left hand side of (3.213) is then equal to ϕ(f1σt+2i(f2)), while the right hand
side gives ϕ(σt(f2)f1). Thus, (3.214) gives the desired KMS2 condition in
the form

(3.215) ϕ(f1σt+2i(f2)) = ϕ(σt(f2)f1).

This completes the proof. �

5.4. Symmetries.

We now describe the natural symmetry group of the quantum statistical
mechanical system (A2, σt) described above.

Consider the adelic group

(3.216) GL2(AQ,f ) =
∏
res

GL2(Qp),

where in the restricted product the p-component is in GL2(Zp) for all but
finitely many places p. Any element of the group GL2(AQ,f ) can be written
as a product gρ where g ∈ GL+

2 (Q) and ρ ∈ GL2(Ẑ). Thus, as subsets of
GL2(AQ,f ), one has

(3.217) GL+
2 (Q)GL2(Ẑ) = GL2(AQ,f ).

This decomposition is not unique and the intersection of the two subgroups
is GL+

2 (Q) ∩GL2(Ẑ) = SL(2,Z).

The group GL2(Ẑ) admits a right action on 2-dimensional Q-lattices
given by

(3.218) (Λ, φ)γ = (Λ, φ ◦ γ), ∀γ ∈ GL2(Ẑ),
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i.e. precomposing the map φ : Q2/Z2 → QΛ/Λ by γ ∈ GL2(Ẑ) viewed as
an invertible morphism γ : Q2/Z2 → Q2/Z2. By construction, this action
preserves the commensurability relation, i.e.

(Λ, φ) ∼ (Λ′, φ′)⇔ (Λ, φ ◦ γ) ∼ (Λ′, φ′ ◦ γ).

Lemma 3.47. The action (3.218) induces the following action of GL2(Ẑ)
by automorphisms on the algebra A2:

(3.219) ϑγ(f)(g, ρ, z) = f(g, ργ, z), ∀f ∈ A2,∀γ ∈ GL2(Ẑ).

The action (3.219) is compatible with the time evolution.

Proof. The action (3.218) can be written equivalently as (ρ, z) �→
(ργ, z), for (ρ, z) ∈ M2(Ẑ) × H. This action commutes with the partially
defined left action of GL+

2 (Q), so it defines automorphisms of the algebra
A2 as in (3.219). These clearly satisfy

(3.220) ϑγ1ϑγ2 = ϑγ1γ2 , ∀γ1, γ2 ∈ GL2(Ẑ).

The compatibility with the time evolution is evident in (3.218), since the
action on a pair of commensurable Q-lattices preserves the value of the ratio
of their covolumes. �

We use the notation

(3.221) [q] :=
(
q 0
0 q

)
, ∀q ∈ Q∗

Remark 3.48. Note that the element [−1] acts trivially, ϑ[−1] = 1, since
it belongs to the center of Γ.

The action by automorphisms of GL2(Ẑ) parallels the analogous action
by automorphisms of the BC system by the group GL1(Ẑ). However, unlike
the 1-dimensional case, in the system (A2, σt) of commensurability classes of
2-dimensional Q-lattices we encounter also important symmetries that are
not given by automorphisms. These account for the GL+

2 (Q) part of the
group GL2(AQ,f ). Instead of describing separately the action of GL+

2 (Q)
and then checking the compatibility with the decomposition (3.217) we shall
define directly an action by endomorphisms of the semigroup

(3.222) Σ = M2(Ẑ) ∩GL2(AQ,f )

Its relation with the group of symmetries Q∗
+\GL2(AQ,f ) which will be shown

to act on KMS states is given by:

Proposition 3.49. Let G be a group and h a semigroup morphism from
Σ to G such that h([n]) = 1 for all n ∈ N, which corresponds to the diagonal
embedding N ⊂M2(Ẑ) ∩GL2(AQ,f ).

Then there exists a unique extension of h to a homomorphism h̃ from

Q∗
+\GL2(AQ,f )→ G .
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Proof. Let us consider the natural homomorphism

ι : Σ = M2(Ẑ) ∩GL2(AQ,f )→ Q∗
+\GL2(AQ,f ) .

Using (3.217) one gets that ι is surjective, since any element of GL+
2 (Q)

belongs to [n]−1M+
2 (Z) for some n ∈ N while GL2(Ẑ) ⊂ Σ. By construction

one has ι([n]) = 1 for all n ∈ N. Moreover for a, b ∈ Σ one has

(3.223) ι(a) = ι(b)⇔ ∃nj ∈ N such that [n1] a = [n2] b .

Indeed, ι(a) = ι(b) means that there exist two elements qj ∈ Q∗
+ with

[q1] a = [q2] b and chasing the denominators gives the required result. Thus
Q∗

+\GL2(AQ,f ) is the quotient semigroup of Σ by the equivalence relation
defined by (3.223). This gives the existence of the extension h̃ and its unique-
ness comes from the surjectivity of ι. �

Let us now construct the action of Σ by endomorphisms of A2. Notice
first that we can express the algebra A2 as the reduction by a projection of
the convolution algebra of Γ× Γ-invariant functions on

W̃2 = GL+
2 (Q)×M2(AQ,f )×H.

We achieve this by extending elements f ∈ A2 by zero on those (g, ρ, z)
where either ρ /∈M2(Ẑ) or gρ /∈M2(Ẑ). Then we can rewrite the convolution
product (3.196) in the simpler form

(3.224) f1 ∗ f2(g, ρ, z) =
∑

s∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q)

f1(gs−1, sρ, s(z))f2(s, ρ, z).

This formula defines the convolution product in the algebra B = Ac(W2),
where W2 is the locally compact space obtained as the quotient

(3.225) W2 = (Γ× Γ)\W̃2 .

Let e be the idempotent multiplier given by the (Γ× Γ)-invariant function:

(3.226) e(g, ρ, z) =

{
1 if g ∈ Γ and ρ ∈M2(Ẑ)

0 otherwise.

The algebra Ac(U2) is the reduction eBe of B = Ac(W2) by the projection
e. Any automorphism θ ∈ Aut(B) such that θ(e) ≤ e defines by restriction
an endomorphism of Ac(U2). Moreover the map

(3.227) θ ∈ Aut(B) , θ(e) ≤ e �→ θ|eBe

is a homomorphism from the semigroup {θ ∈ Aut(B) , θ(e) ≤ e} to the
endomorphisms of eBe. Exactly as in Lemma 3.47 one gets

Lemma 3.50. The following defines an action of GL2(AQ,f ) by automor-
phisms of B,
(3.228) θγ(f)(g, ρ, z) = f(g, ργ, z), ∀f ∈ B,∀γ ∈ GL2(AQ,f ).

Let γ ∈ GL2(AQ,f ). If γ−1 ∈M2(Ẑ) one has θγ(e) ≤ e.
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Proof. The proof of the first statement is as in Lemma 3.47. One has

θγ(e)(g, ρ, z) =

{
1 if g ∈ Γ and ργ ∈M2(Ẑ)

0 otherwise.

but ργ ∈ M2(Ẑ) implies that ρ ∈ M2(Ẑ) since γ−1 ∈ M2(Ẑ). Thus, one
obtains θγ(e) ≤ e. �

Consider now elements m ∈ M2(Ẑ) ∩ GL2(AQ,f ). For m ∈ GL2(AQ,f )
we have

(3.229) det(m) ∈ GL1(AQ,f ) = Q∗
+ ×GL1(Ẑ) ,

where the right hand side is the product of the corresponding groups. We de-
note by detQ(m) the Q∗

+ component of det(m). For m ∈M2(Ẑ)∩GL2(AQ,f )
this component satisfies detQ(m) ∈ N = Z>0, since it belongs to Q∗

+ ∩ Ẑ.

Lemma 3.51. The map ν(m) := mdetQ(m)−1 is a semigroup homomor-
phism from Σ to

{γ ∈ GL2(AQ,f ) , γ−1 ∈M2(Ẑ)}.
Proof. The map m �→ detQ(m) is a homomorphism from Σ to the

center of GL2(AQ,f ) (we omit for simplicity the brackets, i.e. the map n �→
[n]). This shows that ν is a semigroup homomorphism. It remains to show
that for m ∈ Σ one has ν(m)−1 ∈M2(Ẑ), i.e. that (mdetQ(m)−1)−1 belongs
to M2(Ẑ). In fact, we have

(3.230) m̃ := m−1detQ(m) ∈M2(Ẑ) , ∀m ∈ Σ .

Indeed, we have m̃ = m−1 detQ(m) = m−1 det(m)α, for some α ∈ GL1(Ẑ),
while m−1 det(m) ∈M2(Ẑ), since it is given by the matrix

m−1 det(m) =
(

d −b
−c a

)
for m =

(
a b
c d

)
.

�
Proposition 3.52. The equality

(3.231) ϑm = θν(m)|A2

defines an action of Σ by endomorphisms of the algebra A2 such that
(3.232)

ϑm(f)(g, ρ, z) =


f(g, ρmdetQ(m)−1, z) if ρmdetQ(m)−1 ∈M2(Ẑ)

and gρmdetQ(m)−1 ∈M2(Ẑ)

0 otherwise.

Proof. Combining Lemma 3.51 and 3.50 with (3.227) gives that (3.231)
defines an action of Σ by endomorphisms of the reduced algebra eBe and
hence of A2. The equality 3.232 follows from (3.228) since elements f ∈ A2

are extended by zero on those (g, ρ, z) where either ρ /∈ M2(Ẑ) or gρ /∈
M2(Ẑ). �
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By construction ϑm is an isomorphism with the reduced algebra by the
projection θν(m)(e). We let Rm be the range of right multiplication by m̃ on
M2(Ẑ). The condition ρm̃−1 ∈ M2(Ẑ) is equivalent to ρ ∈ M2(Ẑ)m̃ = Rm.
By construction Rm is an open and closed subset of M2(Ẑ) which is invariant
under left multiplication by Γ. We can thus write explicitly θν(m)(e) as the
function

(3.233) θν(m)(e)(g, ρ, z) =

{
0 g /∈ Γ

1Rm(ρ) g ∈ Γ,

where 1Rm is the characteristic function of Rm ⊂M2(Ẑ). We let

(3.234) em(Z2)(ρ, z) = 1Rm(ρ) , ∀(ρ, z) ∈ Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H) .

It is the characteristic function of

Γ\(Rm ×H) ⊂ Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H).

Equivalently, this is the characteristic function of the subset of Q-lattices of
the form (Λ, φ ◦ m̃).

To understand the θν(m)(e) and the em(Z2), we can use the decomposition
(3.217) to reduce to the case of m ∈M+

2 (Z), where M+
2 (Z) is the semigroup

of integral matrices with positive determinant. In fact, for m ∈ Σ, we can
write m = m0α0 for m0 ∈ M+

2 (Z) and α0 ∈ GL2(Ẑ). One has θν(m)(e) =
θν(m0)(e) and em(Z2) = em0(Z2). For m ∈M+

2 (Z) we have

(3.235) m̃ = det(m)m−1 ∈M+
2 (Z).

The notation em(Z2) suggests that it only depends upon the range m(Z2).
This is justified by the following result.

Lemma 3.53. Let m ∈ M+
2 (Z). The range Rm ⊂ M2(Ẑ) of right mul-

tiplication by m̃ and the projection em(Z2) only depend on the subgroup
m(Z2) ⊂ Z2.

Proof. If two elements m1,m2 ∈ M+
2 (Z) satisfy m1(Z2) = m2(Z2),

then m2 = m1γ for some γ ∈ Γ = SL2(Z). Thus, one obtains

M2(Ẑ)m̃1 = M2(Ẑ)m̃2.

�
These projections satisfy the relations

(3.236) em(Z2)em′(Z2) = em(Z2)∩m′(Z2), eZ2 = 1.

Let m ∈ M+
2 (Z) and L = (Λ, φ) be a Q-lattice in the support of the

characteristic function em(Z2). Then we can define

(3.237) L ◦ m̃−1 := (Λ, φ ◦ m̃−1).

This transformation preserves commensurability and it corresponds to the
endomorphism ϑm using (3.235).
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In order to describe how the symmetries will act on KMS states of the
GL2-system (A2, σt), we need to identify which part of the symmetries de-
scribed above is inner.

Consider for n ∈ N the isometry

(3.238) µ[n](g, ρ, z) =

{
1 g ∈ Γ · [n]

0 otherwise.

The elements µ[n] are multipliers of the algebra A2,

(3.239) µ[n] ∈M(A2).

Lemma 3.54. The µ[n] satisfy

(3.240) µ∗
[n] ∗ µ[n] = 1,

while

(3.241) µ[n] ∗ µ∗
[n] = πn,

where πn is the characteristic function of the set of Q-lattices divisible by
n. Moreover, the µ[n] are eigenvectors of the time evolution, namely they
satisfy

(3.242) σt(µ[n]) = n2itµ[n].

Proof. One has

(3.243) µ∗
[n](g, ρ, z) =

{
1 g ∈ Γ · [n]−1 and n | ρ
0 otherwise.

The result then follows by a direct calculation. �

We have then the following result about the endomorphisms ϑ[n].

Proposition 3.55. For all n ∈ N ⊂ M+
2 (Z), the endomorphism ϑ[n] of

A2 is implemented by the multiplier µ[n] in the form

(3.244) ϑ[n](f) = µ[n] f µ
∗
[n], ∀f ∈ A2.

Proof. Both endomorphisms θ[n] and µ[n](·)µ∗
[n] have range the reduced

algebra by e[n]. Thus one needs to evaluate µ[n] ∗ f ∗ µ∗
[n](g, ρ, z) assuming

n | gρ and n | ρ. It is given by

(3.245)
∑

h∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q)

µ[n](gh
−1, hρ, h(z))(f ∗ µ∗

[n])(h, ρ, z),

where the expression can be nonzero only for the value

h = [n]−1g ∈ Γ\GL+
2 (Q).
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For this value we have hρ ∈M2(Ẑ) since we are assuming that gρ is divisible
by n. Thus, we get

µ[n] ∗ f ∗ µ∗
[n](g, ρ, z) = (f ∗ µ∗

[n])([n]−1g, ρ, z)

=
∑

s∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q)

f([n−1]gs−1, sρ, s(z))µ∗
[n](s, ρ, z).

Here the only possible value for s is [n]−1 ∈ Γ\GL+
2 (Q), so that we obtain

µ[n] ∗ f ∗ µ∗
[n](g, ρ, z) = f(g, ρ[n]−1, z),

which is the same as ϑ[n](f)(g, ρ, z). �

Combining the results of this section we can identify the following sym-
metry group that acts on KMS states of the system (A2, σt).

Theorem 3.56. Proposition 3.52 gives an action of the group

(3.246) Q∗\GL2(AQ,f )

as symmetries of KMS states of the system (A2, σt).

Proof. We have seen in Section 2.3 above that symmetries of KMS
states are given by the symmetries (by automorphisms or endomorphisms)
of the system (A2, σt) modulo the inner ones. Thus, Proposition 3.49, using
for G the group of transformations of KMS states, shows that one gets an
action of the group Q∗

+\GL2(AQ,f ). But Remark 3.48 shows that it passes
to the quotient by −1 ∈ Q∗. �

We are going to describe in Section 7.4 below the explicit action of the
symmetries (3.246) on KMS states of (A2, σt). In particular, one sees then
that the action is nontrivial on (some) KMS states, so that indeed the only
inner symmetries are the ones described here in Proposition 3.55.

6. The modular field

Before discussing the arithmetic properties of the GL2-system (A2, σt),
we need to review some background material on the field of modular func-
tions (cf. e.g. [269], [199]). For each positive integer N the congruence
subgroup Γ(N) is defined as

(3.247) Γ(N) = {γ ∈ Γ = SL2(Z) : γ ≡ 1 mod N } .
We use the standard ‘slash operator’ notation for the action of GL+

2 (R) on
functions on the upper half plane,

(3.248) f |kα(z) = det(α)k/2f

(
az + b

cz + d

)
(cz + d)−k,

with

α =
(
a b
c d

)
∈ GL+

2 (R) .
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6.1. The modular field of level N = 1.

We begin by describing modular functions of level one. Let Γ\H be the
quotient of the upper half plane H by the action of Γ = SL2(Z). We write
the quotient map as p : H → Γ\H. Modular functions of level one are
functions on Γ\H such that

(3.249) f ◦ p is a holomorphic function on H

and such that the estimate

(3.250) |f(p(z))| ≤ Cek�z

holds for some C <∞ and k <∞ and for �z → +∞.
Let then f̃(q) = f(p(z)) where q = e2πiz. This is well defined for |q| < 1,

q �= 0 and gives a holomorphic function of q in the punctured disk D∗ =
D � {0}. Condition (3.250) shows that qn f̃(q) is bounded near q = 0 for
some n and thus that f̃(q) has an expansion of the form

(3.251) f̃(q) = a−nq
−n + a−(n−1)q

−(n−1) + · · ·+ a0 +
∞∑

n=1

anq
n.

Notice that if a modular function f is bounded then it is constant. In
fact, the quotient Γ(2)\H is the Riemann sphere P1(C) with three points
removed and any bounded function holomorphic on P1(C)\{ three points }
is constant. This implies that the pullback of f to H is constant, hence so
is f .

The fundamental example of a modular function of level one is the Jacobi
modular function j. In fact, over C the ring of modular functions of level
one can be identified with the ring of polynomials C[j]. The field of fractions
is called the modular field of level 1 (over C) and is identified with the field
of rational functions C(j).

The function j(τ) is obtained as follows (cf. [263]). Given a lattice
Λ ⊂ C and z /∈ Λ one lets, with Λ∗ = Λ � {0},

(3.252) ℘Λ(z) =
1
z2

+
∑
γ∈Λ∗

(
1

(z + γ)2
− 1

γ2

)
.

One has

(3.253) (z + γ)−2 − γ−2 =
∞∑

n=1

(−1)n(n + 1)
zn

γn+2

so that the Taylor expansion of ℘(z) near z = 0 is of the form

(3.254) ℘Λ(z) =
1
z2

+
∞∑

k=1

(2k + 1)e2k+2(Λ)z2k,
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where the coefficients e2k(Λ) are given by

(3.255) e2k(Λ) =
∑
γ∈Λ∗

γ−2k.

Comparing the pole part of the two sides then yields the equality

(3.256) ℘′2 = 4℘3 − g2℘− g3, with g2 = 60e4, and g3 = 140e6.

The discriminant of the equation 4x3−g2x−g3 = 0 is given by (α−β)2(β−
γ)2(γ − α)2, where α, β, and γ are the roots, and one gets for its value

(3.257)
1
16

(g3
2 − 27g2

3),

using the symmetric functions

α + β + γ = 0, αβ + βγ + γα =
−g2

4
, and αβγ =

g3

4
.

It is more convenient to use the normalization,

(3.258) ∆ = g3
2 − 27g2

3.

One shows that C/Λ � z �→ (℘(z), ℘′(z)) is an isomorphism with the elliptic
curve given by the projective algebraic curve of equation y2 = 4x3−g2x−g3.
Thus, the discriminant ∆ does not vanish. One then lets

(3.259) j = 1728
g3
2

∆
.

We now recall how to compute its q-expansion. For m > 1, q = e2πiz, one
has

(3.260)
∑
n∈Z

(n + z)−m = (−1)m (2iπ)m

(m− 1)!

(
q
∂

∂q

)m−1( 1
1− q

)
,

which is obtained by differentiating
∑

n∈Z(n+ z)−1 = π cotπz = iπ q+1
q−1 . We

then view e2k as a function of τ , by applying it to the lattice Λ = Z+Zτ and
dividing then by (2πi)2k (which is the same as using the lattice 2πi(Z+Zτ)).
The double sum (3.255) can then be expressed as

(3.261) e2k(τ) = (2πi)−2k 2 ζ(2k) + 2
∞∑

n=1

R2k(qn)

with

(3.262) Rm(q) =
(−1)m

(m− 1)!

(
q
∂

∂q

)m−1( 1
1− q

)
.

One has

(3.263) (m− 1)!Rm(q) = (−1)m
∞∑

n=1

nm−1qn,
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so that the q-expansion of e2k is given by (cf. [263] VII, Proposition 8):

(3.264) e2k = (−1)k Bk

(2k)!
+

2
(2k − 1)!

∞∑
m=1

σ2k−1(m)qm,

where σr(m) =
∑

d|m dr and the Bk are the Bernoulli numbers. With this
normalization one obtains

(3.265) ∆ = q − 24 q2 + 252 q3 − 1472 q4 + 4830 q5 + · · ·
and

(3.266) j =
1
q

+ 744 + 196884 q + 21493760 q2 + · · ·

We can now recall the following result about modular functions of level
one.

Proposition 3.57. Let f be a modular function of level one as above.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.

a) All the coefficients an of (3.251) satisfy an ∈ Q.
b) All an for n � 0 belong to Q.
c) There exists a polynomial P with rational coefficients such that f =

P (j), where j is the Jacobi modular function.

Proof. We have seen that j(z) is a modular function with

(3.267) j̃(q) =
1
q

+
∞∑

n=0

jnq
n, with jn ∈ Q, ∀n ∈ N ∪ {0}.

Clearly a)⇒ b). Assuming b) we take f−a−nj
n. Then the order of the pole

in q is at most n−1. Thus, we can find P by induction, noting that f−a−nj
n

still fulfills b). We then get f−P (j) having no pole part. It is then bounded
near q = 0, hence bounded, and must be constant. Moreover this constant
is rational. Thus b) ⇒ c) and since c) ⇒ a) we get the equivalence. �

6.2. Modular field of level N .

We first work over C and define modular functions of level N as holo-
morphic functions of τ ∈ H such that

(3.268) f | γ = f, ∀γ ∈ Γ(N) = {γ ∈ Γ | γ ≡ 1 mod N}
and such that the estimate

(3.269) | (f | γ)(τ) | ≤ C ek�τ

holds for all γ ∈ Γ(N)\Γ and for �τ →∞.
These functions form an algebra over C and the field of quotients FN (C)

is obtained by replacing the condition that f is holomorphic with the re-
quirement that it be meromorphic with a finite number of poles in Γ(N)\H.
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One can compactify the quotient Γ(N)\H by adding finitely many cusps
(cf. [269] §1.5). The cusps are given by the points of the finite set

(3.270) Γ(N)\P1(Q).

One sets H∗ = H∪P1(Q) and obtains a compact Riemann surface as the quo-
tient ΣN = Γ(N)\H∗. By construction, FN (C) is the field of meromorphic
functions on the Riemann surface ΣN .

The group SL2(Z/NZ)/{±1} acts on FN (C) on the right by

(3.271) f �→ f | γ =: fγ , ∀f ∈ FN (C).

Thus, we have a finite group of automorphisms HN = SL2(Z/NZ)/{±1}
of the field FN (C) and the fixed field FN (C)HN is just the field C(j) of
meromorphic modular functions of level one. Thus by a general fact of
Galois theory (Appendix Proposition 1.18) we obtain the following result
(cf. [269]).

Theorem 3.58. The field FN (C) is a finite Galois extension of C(j)
with Galois group HN = SL2(Z/NZ)/{±1}.

We now recall the construction of explicit generators fu of FN (C) over
C(j) using the coordinates of torsion points of an elliptic curve with j-
invariant j(τ) = j. One first rescales x and y in the equation y2 = 4x3 −
g2x− g3 as follows

(3.272) X = λx, Y =
1
2
λ3/2 y, and λ = −27 35 g2 g3/∆,

so that the elliptic curve is defined over the field Q(j) by the equation

(3.273) Y 2 = X3 − 3 j (j − 1728)X + 2 j (j − 1728)2

and the discriminant is 186624 (j − 1728)3 j2. In fact this rescaling only
works if g2 g3 �= 0 and becomes singular at the two points g2 = 0, where
j = 0 and g3 = 0, where j = 1728.

We consider the elliptic curve E(j) given by (3.273), with origin the
triple point (X,Y, Z) = (0, 1, 0) in homogeneous coordinates. The opposite
of (X,Y ) = (X,Y, 1) is (X,−Y ), with respect to the group law where the
addition is computed using

A + B + C = 0
(

(A,B,C) on the same line

Let τ ∈ H be such that j(τ) = j and Λ = Z + τZ the corresponding
lattice. The map z ∈ C/Λ �→ (λ℘(z), 1

2 λ
3/2℘′(z)) is an isomorphism C/Λ→

E(j).
Then, given N , one considers the labeling of the N -torsion points of C/Λ

given by

(3.274) λ(a,b) = a− b τ ∈ 1
N

Λ/Λ
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for all u = (a, b) ∈ ( 1
N Z/Z)2. The function fu gives the X coordinate of the

torsion point of E(j) associated to λu, u �= 0.
We start by writing the q-expansion of weight two Eisenstein series,

which give the values of the ℘-function at torsion points. We use (3.260) to
get, for �u > 0,

(3.275)
∑ 1

(n + u)2
= (2πi)2

∞∑
n=1

n e2πinu.

We divide the Eisenstein series by (2πi)2, which gives, with q = e2πiτ , z =
e2πiu,

(2πi)−2

∑
n,m

1
(n + mτ + u)2

−
∑

(n,m)�=(0,0)

1
(n + mτ)2


=

z

(1− z)2
+
∑
m>0

∑
n>0

n(zn + z−n) qnm −
(

(2πi)−2 π
2

3
+ 2

∑
m>0

∑
n>0

n qnm

)

=
1
12

+
z

(1− z)2
+
∑
d|n,n

d(zd + z−d − 2) qn .

In general, for (a, b) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N−1}2 �= (0, 0), we let z = e2πi a
N q

−b
N �=

1 and define

(3.276) E( a
N

, b
N

)(q) =
1
12

+
z

(1− z)2
+
∑
n,d|n

d(zd + z−d − 2) qn,

and the Fricke functions

(3.277) f( a
N

, b
N

)(τ) = −27 35 g2 g3

∆
E( a

N
, b
N

)(q) , q = e2πiτ .

Proposition 3.59. The function fu is in FN (C) and its q-expansion
has all its coefficients in Q(e2πi/N ). The fu, u ∈ ( 1

N Z/Z)2, u �= 0, generate
FN (C) over C(j).

Proof. Since b ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N−1}, the term in zd qn contains a positive
power of q even for d = n. Thus, the series (3.276) makes sense first as a
formal power series with coefficients in Q(e2πi/N ). In fact, it is a series in
q1/N and the coefficient of the n-th term is O(nt), so that it is convergent
for |q| < 1. The fact that E( a

N
, b
N

) is a modular form of weight 2 and level
N follows from the way SL2(Z) acts through its action on the labels (a, b).
This makes it possible to check the behavior at all cusps and the Γ(N)-
modularity. Once multiplied as in (3.277), one gets a modular function with
no pole in H since ∆ has no zero there. Also, the q-expansion still has
coefficients in Q(e2πi/N ).

That the fu generate FN (C) over C(j) follows from Theorem 1.21 of the
appendix, and the fact that no element g ∈ HN , g �= 1 acts trivially on the
fu since it acts by a non-trivial permutation of the labels (a, b). �
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We now define and analyze the modular field FN of level N as a subfield
of FN (C).

Definition 3.60. Let FN ⊂ FN (C) be the subfield generated over Q by
j and the fu for u ∈ ( 1

N Z/Z)2, u �= 0.

Notice that, if N is even, we do not need j, since at level 2 it is a simple
function of the fu, since the X coordinates of 2-division points are the zeros
of Y and their symmetric functions give j. In fact, one has

j = 256(1− f + f2)3/(f2(1− f)2),

where (cf. (3.296) below)

f = (f( 1
2
, 1
2
) − f(0, 1

2
))/(f( 1

2
,0) − f(0, 1

2
)).

By construction FN is a countable field which contains the field Q(j) of
rational functions of j as a subfield. The Galois group

HN =SL2(Z/NZ)/{±1}
of FN (C)/C(j) leaves FN globally invariant since it fixes j and permutes the
fu. One might think at first sight that the Galois group of FN/Q(j) will be
the same as for FN (C)/C(j) but it is finer in that HN = SL2(Z/NZ)/{±1}
gets replaced by GL2(Z/NZ)/{±1}. This is easy to understand in terms of
the automorphism group of the abelian group of N -torsion points of elliptic
curves (cf. [269]), as briefly recalled below. The main point is the deter-
mination of the fixed field FHN

N as the field Q(j, e2πi/N ) and one needs in
particular to show that FN contains a primitive N -th root of unity (cf. [269]
Theorem 6.6). We do this concretely, using θ-functions, i.e. after identifying
E(j)C with C/Λ with Λ = Z + Zτ , we use θ-functions to write explicitly an
elliptic function with a given divisor. We first recall the following standard
properties of θ-functions.

Lemma 3.61. Let q = e2πiτ and set

(3.278) θ1(z) = 2 q1/8
∞∑

k=0

(−1)k q
k(k+1)

2 sin((2k + 1)πz).

Then the following hold.
• θ1(z + 1) = −θ1(z)
• θ1(z + τ) = −q−1/2 e−2πiz θ1(z)
• θ1(z) vanishes exactly for z ∈ Λ with simple zeros.

Proof. The first two properties are easy to check. For the third prop-
erty one uses the product formula

(3.279) θ1(z) = 2λ sinπz
∞∏

k=1

(1− qk cos 2πz + q2k)

with λ = q1/8
∏∞

k=1(1− qk). This makes it possible to check the property of
the zeros directly. �
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Then, for any t with N2 t ∈ Z, one lets, with the notation (3.274)

E0
N = {λ( a

N
, b
N

) | a, b ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}} ,

(3.280) ht(z) =
∏

v∈E0
N

θ1(t + z + v)
θ1(z + v)

.

Lemma 3.62. The function ht(z) of (3.280) satisfies the following prop-
erties.

(1) ht(z) is an elliptic function of z ∈ E = C/Λ.
(2) Let α = Nt. Then ht is the unique (up to multiplication by C∗)

elliptic function on E which has simple zeros on {z ∈ E , Nz = α}
and simple poles on EN = 1

N Λ/Λ.
(3) For all s ∈ 1

N Λ one has ht(z + s) = ω ht(z), where ω is an N -th
root of 1.

(4) One has

(3.281) h1/N2(z − τ/N) = e2πi/N h1/N2(z) .

Proof. (1) First notice that ht(z + 1) = ht(z). Next, for ht(z + τ), one
gets for each of the terms in the product a multiplicative factor or e−2πit.
Thus, one gets an overall factor of (e−2πit)N2

= 1, since N2 t ∈ Z.
(2) By Lemma 3.61 the formula (3.280) shows that ht satisfies the stated

condition on zeros and poles. The ratio of any two elliptic functions fulfilling
these conditions is an elliptic function without pole and hence a constant.

(3) By the above the action of translations by the group EN admits ht as
an eigenfunction and the associated character χ : EN → C∗ takes its values
in the group of N -th roots of 1.

(4) We fix t = 1
N2 and s = − 1

N τ . Using the notation (3.274) one has
λ(a, b

N
) + s = λ(a, b+1

N
) for b < N − 1 and λ(a, N−1

N
) + s = λ(a,0) − τ . Thus

ht(z+s)/ht(z) simplifies except for the boundary terms in (3.280) involving
the transition λ(a, N−1

N
) + s = λ(a,0) − τ . This gives a multiplicative factor∏

a

e2πi(t+z+λ(a,0))/
∏
a

e2πi(z+λ(a,0)) = e2πiNt = e2πi/N .

which proves (3.281). �

Recall now that j : Γ\H→ C is a bijection (cf. [263]). We let τ ∈ H be
such that the value j = j(τ) is a transcendental number. The field inclusion
Q(j) ⊂ C is well defined. For a given N ∈ N, we then let FN (j) be the
subfield of C generated by the coordinates X of the (non zero) N -torsion
points (X,Y, 1) of the elliptic curve E(j).

Lemma 3.63. The field FN (j) is a finite Galois extension of Q(j) and
its Galois group injects in the quotient by ±1 of the group of automorphisms
of the abelian group of N -torsion points of E(j).
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Proof. First, using the ℘- and ℘′-functions to identify E(j)C with C/Λ,
we get N2 points P of E(j)C such that N · P = 0 (N -torsion points). Let
σ ∈ AutQ(j)C be any automorphism of C fixing j. The action of σ on the
coordinates preserves the condition N · P = 0 and the group law in the
finite set EN of N -torsion points which is rational over Q(j). This shows
that FN (j) is a finite Galois extension of Q(j) with Galois group G obtained
by restrictions of the σ ∈ AutQ(j)C and only depending on the associated
group automorphism α of EN " (Z/NZ)2. The knowledge of the action of
α on the X coordinate determines α up to sign, since a group automorphism
such that α(P ) ∈ {±P} for all P is ±1. Thus one gets an injection of G in
Aut(EN )/{±1}. �

We then have the following result.

Lemma 3.64. The field FN (j) contains a primitive N -th root of 1.

Proof. Given α ∈ EN (j), there is by Lemma 3.62 a nonzero elliptic
function

Rα ∈ C(x, y)/{y2 = x3 − 3 j (j − 1728)x + 2 j (j − 1728)2},
unique up to multiplication by C∗, which has simple zeros on {z ∈ E , Nz =
α} and simple poles on EN . The quotient Rα(z + β)/Rα(z) only depends
on the projective class of Rα and is therefore uniquely determined by α, β
in EN (j). Thus, by Galois theory it belongs to the field generated by j and
the coordinates of α and β. In fact, if one changes α �→ −α and β �→ −β,
the corresponding root of unity, constructed as above, does not change,
as one can see using the θ-functions description. Thus it is fixed by any
automorphism σ ∈ AutFN (j)C and belongs to FN (j). By Lemma 3.62 one
can choose α and β so that the above quotient is a primitive N -th root of
1. Thus the field FN (j) contains a primitive N -th root of 1. �

To summarize one gets (cf. [269] Theorem 6.6):

Theorem 3.65. The field FN has the following properties.
(1) FN is a Galois extension of Q(j) with Galois group

GL2(Z/NZ)/{±1}
acting on the fu by permutation of the labels.

(2) FN contains e2πi/N ∈ C.
(3) Q(e2πi/N ) is algebraically closed in FN .
(4) Let τ ∈ H be such that j(τ) /∈ Q̄. Then there exists an isomorphism

ετ of FN with FN (j) ⊂ C uniquely determined by ετ (j) = j(τ) and
ετ (fu) = fu(τ).

Proof. (1) First, notice that FN is a countable field of meromorphic
functions in H. Thus, we can find a point τ0 so that (4) holds for τ = τ0.
Thus, Lemma 3.63 implies that FN is a finite Galois extension of Q(j) with
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Galois group given by G ⊂ GL2(Z/NZ)/{±1} acting explicitly by permuta-
tions of the labels of fu. By construction HN ⊂ G and the fixed field FHN

N

contains the field Q(j, e2πi/N ). It follows that G = GL2(Z/NZ)/{±1} since
the product of the degrees of the extensions FN/FHN

N and Q(j, e2πi/N )/Q(j)
is the order of GL2(Z/NZ)/{±1}. It follows that FHN

N = Q(j, e2πi/N ).
(2) and (3) follow immediately.
(4) For fixed (α, β, γ) ∈ Q∗3 with Card{α, β, γ} = 3 and for N > 2, the

element

(3.282) ξ = α f( 1
N

,0) + β f(0, 1
N ) + γ f( 1

N
, 1
N )

is a generator of FN over Q(j). Indeed, using the first terms in the q-
expansion of the fu one checks that the subgroup of the Galois group that
fixes ξ is trivial, hence ξ is a generator. One can then write the symmetric
functions of ξ and the corresponding equation

(3.283) P(α,β,γ)(ξ, j) = 0 .

with coefficients in Q(j). Its degree is the order of GL2(Z/NZ)/{±1}.
If j(τ) /∈ Q̄, then the map R(j) ∈ Q(j)→ R(j(τ)) ∈ C is an isomorphism

of fields with image a subfield of C. The convergence of the series for fu(q)
shows that ξ(τ) is a solution of (3.283) in C for j = j(τ). Thus, we get a
morphism

(3.284) FN → FN (j(τ))

uniquely determined by the conditions ετ (j) = j(τ) and ετ (fu) = fu(q),
q = e2πiτ . �

We finally recall (cf. [269] Proposition 6.9) the characterization of ele-
ments of FN among modular functions of level N in terms of the coefficients
of their q-expansion.

Theorem 3.66. FN is the subfield of FN (C) of all elements whose ex-
pansion in powers of q1/N has all its coefficients in the cyclotomic field
Q(e2πi/N ).

Proof. Let F ′
N denote the subfield of FN (C) of all elements whose

expansion in powers of q1/N has all its coefficients in the cyclotomic field
Q(e2πi/N ). It is easy to see that F ′

N is a subfield, since the inverse is com-
puted in simple rational terms. However, it has no reason a priori to be
invariant (globally) under the action of SL2(Z/NZ) on modular functions,
since it is defined using a specific choice of a cusp. By construction and
Proposition 3.59 one has FN ⊂ F ′

N . We need to show the equality. The
field FN ∨ C generated by FN and C is equal to FN (C), since the latter is
a Galois extension of C(j) = Q(j) ∨C and no element of SL2(Z/NZ)/{±1}
fixes all the fu. Thus, we can write any ρ ∈ F ′

N in the form
(3.285)

ρ =
(∑

λr xr

)
/
(∑

µr yr

)
, with λr, µr ∈ C and xr, yr ∈ FN .
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This gives
∑

µryrρ−
∑

λrxr = 0.
We can consider both C and FN or F ′

N as vector spaces over Q(e2πi/N ).
We need to show the injectivity of the natural morphism

(3.286) C⊗Q(e2πi/N ) F
′
N

µ−→ FN (C)

given by µ(λ ⊗ ρ) = λρ. Suppose given λi ∈ C, linearly independent over
Q(e2πi/N ), and ρi ∈ F ′

N . Then the equality
∑

λi ρi = 0 implies that the
coefficient of qk/N in the q-expansion is 0 for all k. The coefficient of qk/N

for ρi is in Q(e2πi/N ). Moreover,
∑

λi ci = 0 with ci ∈ Q(e2πi/N ) implies
ci = 0 for all i. Thus, all coefficients of the q-expansion of ρi vanish, so that
ρi ≡ 0.

Now, in the relation
∑

µryrρ =
∑

λixi we can express µr and λi in
terms of a basis (ξr) of C over Q(e2πi/N ) and get an equality of the form∑

ξrzrρ =
∑

ξrtr with zr, tr ∈ FN . It follows that zrρ = tr and both are
non-zero for some r. This gives ρ = t/z ∈ FN . �

6.3. Modular functions and modular forms.

Let AN denote the subring of FN of functions that are regular in H,
i.e. whose only poles are at the cusps. By construction AN contains all
polynomials in j as well as the fu, but these do not suffice to generate it as
a ring. A more precise description of the elements of AN is given by the
following result.

Theorem 3.67. Let AN be the ring defined above.
(1) Let ω be a modular form of level N and weight 12k, whose q-

expansion has all of its coefficients in Q(e2πi/N ). Then the function
f = ω/∆k is an element of AN .

(2) Every element of AN is of the form described in (1) for a suitable
k. One obtains in this way a filtration of AN by weight.

Proof. (1) By construction, f is a modular function of level N . By
Theorem 3.66 it belongs to FN . Since ω is regular on H and ∆ has no zero
on H, one gets that f is regular on H, hence f ∈ AN .

(2) Suppose given f ∈ AN . Let q−k be the largest negative power of q
arising in the q-expansion of f at all cusps, k ∈ 1

N N. Let k′ ≥ k, k′ ∈ N.
Then ω = ∆k′

f is a modular form of level N , since no pole part remains at
any of the cusps, and the Γ(N) invariance follows from that of f . Moreover,
all coefficients of the q-expansion of ω are in Q(e2πi/N ) as required. The
filtration is in fact that by the maximal order of poles at the cusps. �

Corollary 3.68. Let ω be a modular form of level N whose q-expansion
has all of its coefficients in Q(e2πi/N ) for some cusp. Then the same holds
at all cusps.
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Proof. Let ω be of weight 2k. Let n,m ∈ N∪{0} with 2n+3m+k = 0
mod 6. Then, upon replacing ω by en

4 e
m
6 ω, we can assume that 6|k, and

12|2k. Then f = ω∆−k/6 ∈ FN and so does f | γ, for γ ∈ Γ. This gives the
result. �

For each N , let Mab(N) denote the ring of modular forms of level N
whose q-expansion has all of its coefficients in Q(e2πi/N ). Let

(3.287) Mab =
⋃
N

Mab(N).

Let η be the Dedekind η-function satisfying η24 = ∆. This defines a map
fromMab to modular functions by

(3.288) η
(∑

ω2k

)
=
∑

ω2k η
−4k,

where ω2k has weight 2k.

Proposition 3.69. The map η of (3.288) is a surjective homomorphism
from Mab to the algebra OF = ∪NAN .

Proof. Notice that η4 is of level 6. By construction the map η of
(3.288) is a homomorphism and is surjective by (2) of Theorem 3.67. �

We now describe the kernel of the map η of (3.288).

Lemma 3.70. The kernel of the map η of (3.288) is the ideal generated
by 1− η4.

Proof. Let J1 be the kernel of the map η of (3.288) and let J2 the
ideal generated by 1− η4. One has J2 ⊂ J1. Moreover, modulo J2 one has
ω ∼ ω η4k. Thus, if ω =

∑
ω2k ∈ J1, then

∑
η4(n−k) ω2k = 0 and

∑
ω2k ∼ 0

modulo J2 so that J1 = J2. �

Remark 3.71. Notice that the ideal J = Ker η is stable under the Ra-
manujan derivation X :

(3.289) X :=
1

2πi
d

dz
− 1

12πi
d

dz
(log ∆) · Y =

1
2πi

d

dz
− 1

2πi
d

dz
(log η4) · Y ,

where Y stands for the grading operator

(3.290) Y (f) = kf , ∀ f ∈Mab
2k .

Thus, X descends to the algebra OF . In fact, it is simply the derivation

(3.291) X (f) =
1

2πi
df

η4dz
, ∀f ∈ OF ,

where η4dz is an invariant form under Γ(6).

In the level 1 case Proposition 3.57 gives a simple characterization of the
elements of A1 ⊂ F1 as polynomials in j with rational coefficients.
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Proposition 3.72. Let f ∈ FN . Then f ∈ AN if and only if f is
integral over A1, i.e. if it satisfies an equation of the form

(3.292) fn +
n∑

k=1

Pk(j)fn−k = 0, for Pk ∈ Q[X],

Proof. If f satisfies (3.292) then f ∈ AN . Indeed, for τ ∈ H, let vτ be
the valuation on FN which assigns to f ∈ FN its order at τ . The latter is
equal to −k if f has a pole of order k. This satisfies

(3.293) vτ (f + g) ≥ inf{vτ (f), vτ (g)}, and vτ (fg) = vτ (f) + vτ (g).

so that for vτ (f) = α < 0 one gets nα ≥ inf{(n− 1)α, . . . , α, 0}, which gives
a contradiction.

Conversely, let f ∈ AN . We first view it as an element of AN (C), i.e.
as a modular function of level N . For all γ ∈ SL2(Z/NZ)/{±1} one has
f | γ ∈ AN . Then all the symmetric functions sk of the f | γ belong to
the intersection of F

SL2(Z/NZ)
N with AN , which is the ring of polynomials

Q[j, e2πi/N ]. Indeed, the fixed field is Q(j)[e2πi/N ] and the regularity on H
then implies that these elements are actually in the ring Q[j, e2πi/N ]. Thus
one obtains the answer using the Galois group of the cyclotomic extension.

�

6.4. Explicit computations for N = 2 and N = 4.

The field FN for N = 2 is generated by the division values at points of
order 2. In terms of the elliptic curve (3.273) with coordinates X and Y ,
this corresponds to points with −P = P , i.e. with Y = 0. This gives the
three zeros of the resulting polynomial in X.

Let a = ℘Λ

(
1
2

)
, b = ℘Λ

(
τ
2

)
and c = ℘Λ

(
1+τ
2

)
, with Λ = Z + τZ. The

homogeneous functions of degree zero in a, b, c generate FN=2. In fact, one
has

(3.294) λ =
c− b

a− b
= k2 =

θ2(0)4

θ3(0)4
,

where the θ-functions are taken relative to the modulus q1/2. This means
that, for instance, one has

(3.295) θ3(z) =
∑
n∈Z

q
n2

2 e2π inz .

One then gets FN=2 = Q(λ), the field of rational fractions in λ. The
subfield Q(j) is generated by

(3.296) j = 256
(1− λ + λ2)3

λ2(1− λ)2
.

The Galois group of FN=2 over Q(j) is geometric, given by SL2(Z/2Z)
acting as the dihedral group S3 of order 6, generated by the transformations
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λ �→ 1− λ and λ �→ 1/λ. It corresponds to the ambiguity in the cross ratio
of four elements (a, b, c, d) of P1(C). Once this ambiguity is lifted, one gets,
instead of (3.273), the equation

(3.297) y2 = (1− x2)(1− k2 x2), with k2 = λ,

which is parameterized by x = sn(u) and y = cn(u) dn(u), in terms of the
Jacobi elliptic functions

sn(u) = k−1/2 θ1(u)
θ4(u)

, cn(u) = k−1/2k′
1/2 θ2(u)

θ4(u)
, and dn(u) = k′

1/2 θ3(u)
θ4(u)

,

where k1/2 = θ2(0)
θ3(0) and k′1/2 = θ4(0)

θ3(0) . This leads us to the case of level
N = 4.

In the discussion above both k and k′ are of level 4 and they fulfill the
equation k2 + k′2 = 1. This is better parameterized by t with

t =
k′

1 + k
, so that k =

1− t2

1 + t2
, and k′ =

2t
1 + t2

.

One gets FN=4 = Q(t, i). The Galois group of FN=4 over Q(j) is

Gal(FN=4/Q(j)) = GL2(Z/4Z)/{±1},

which has order 48. It contains the normal subgroup SL2(Z/4Z)/{±1} " S4,
which acts geometrically, with the Klein subgroup acting by altering the
signs k �→ ±k and k′ �→ ±k′. The division values fu of order four are
given by explicit rational functions of t, but with coefficients in Q(i). The
remaining part of the Galois group action is the cyclotomic action on the
coefficients through the determinant.

6.5. The modular field F and Q-lattices.

The modular field F is defined as

(3.298) F = ∪NFN .

It is by construction a countable field of meromorphic functions of τ ∈ H∗.
We show in the next result how to describe all embeddings F

ι
↪→ C in terms

of invertible Q-lattices.

Proposition 3.73. Let F = ∪NFN be the modular field defined above.
(1) Let L = (Λ, ϕ) be an invertible Q-lattice such that j(Λ) /∈ Q̄. Then

there exists a unique embedding F
ιL
↪→ C, such that

(3.299) ιL(fa) = −27 53 g2 g3

∆
(Λ)℘Λ(ϕ(a)),

for all a ∈ Q2/Z2, a �= 0.
(2) All embeddings ι : F ↪→ C are of the form (3.299).
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Proof. (1) The fa, for a ∈ Q2/Z2, generate F , since j is a function of
the 2-torsion values. Thus, the uniqueness follows. To get the existence one
can assume that Λ is of the form Λ = Z + τZ and ϕ(a) = ρ1(a) − τρ2(a),
for some ρ ∈ GL2(Ẑ) ⊂ M2(Ẑ). Since j(τ) = j(Λ) /∈ Q̄, the evaluation at τ
defines an embedding

(3.300) Iτ : F ↪→ C.

On the other hand, the Galois group of F/Q(j) is the compact group

GL2(Ẑ)/{±1} = lim←−
N

GL2(Z/NZ)/{±1} ,

acting by permutations of the labels. Upon replacing Iτ by Iτ ◦ α where α
is the Galois automorphism of F/Q(j) such that α(fa) = fρ(a) for all a one
gets the required embedding.

(2) Let ι : F ↪→ C. Then since the restriction of ι to Q(j) is injective
one gets ι(j) /∈ Q̄. Consider a point τ ∈ H such that ι(j) = j(τ). Then
ι(F ) = Iτ (F ) as subfields of C, since both are obtained as the fields of
X-coordinates of torsion points in the elliptic curve E(j) given by (3.273),
E(j) ∼ C/Λ with Λ = Z + Zτ . Then I−1

τ ◦ ι ∈ Aut(F/Q(j)), and this
determines ρ ∈ GL2(Ẑ)/{±1}, as well as the required invertible Q-lattice
(Λ, ϕ). �

Lemma 3.74. (1) As a field of meromorphic functions on H, F is
stable under f �→ f | γ for any γ ∈ GL+

2 (Q).
(2) Let L = (Λ, ϕ) and L′ = (Λ′, ϕ′) be invertible Q-lattices that are

in the same orbit for the right action of GL2(AQ,f ) on the quotient
GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ). Then, if j(Λ) /∈ Q̄,

ιL(F ) = ιL′(F ) ⊂ C.

Proof. (1) This is clear for γ ∈ Γ = SL2(Z). Also, by looking at the
q-expansion for �τ → ∞, one sees that it holds for γ(τ) = aτ+b

d . Thus, it
holds in general since these two subgroups generate GL2(Q).

(2) The range ιL(F ) is independent of the labeling ϕ of the torsion points
and only depends upon the lattice Λ. The hypothesis implies that the two
lattices Λ and Λ′ are commensurable. With Λ = Z + τZ one can choose for
Λ′ a basis (cτ + d, aτ + b) with a, b, c, d ∈ Q and

γ =
(
a b
c d

)
∈ GL+

2 (Q).

Let τ ′ = aτ+b
cτ+d . Then Iτ ′(F ) = Iτ (F ), using (1), so that ιL′(F ) = ιL(F ). �

We then have the following result of Shimura [269] with slightly different
notation.

Theorem 3.75. There exists a homomorphism α �→Gal(α) of GL2(AQ,f )
to AutQ(F ) such that

a) For α ∈ GL+
2 (Q), one has Gal(α)(f) = f | α−1, for all f ∈ F .
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b) For α ∈ GL2(Ẑ), one has Gal(α)fa = fα(a), for all a ∈ Q2/Z2,
a �= 0.

Proof. We view the label u as a column vector and act on it by α ∈
GL2(Ẑ) accordingly. Notice that our notation for the fu differs from the
standard one fa used in Shimura [269]. They are related by

(3.301) fu = f(su)t , with s =
(

0 1
−1 0

)
.

Indeed in [269] one uses the row vector ut = (a1, a2) and the corresponding
torsion point is

(3.302) ut ·
(
τ
1

)
= a1τ + a2 = λ

(
a2

−a1

)
= λ(su)

By [269] there exists an antihomomorphism τ from GL2(AQ,f ) to the Galois
group AutQ(F ) such that the following basic formulas hold ([269], cf. 6.2.1
p.147 and 6.6.1 p.149):

(3.303) f τ(u)
a = fau, ∀u ∈ GL2(Ẑ), and f τ(α) = f | α, ∀α ∈ GL+

2 (Q).

Here τ(g1 g2) = τ(g2) τ(g1). Thus, we prefer to compose τ with the
antihomomorphism from GL2(Af ) to itself given by

(3.304) ᾱ = α−1 det(α).

One then obtains

ᾱ =
(

α22 −α12

−α21 α11

)
=
(

0 −1
1 0

)(
α11 α21

α12 α22

)(
0 1
−1 0

)
= sαts−1.

We then set

(3.305) Gal(α) = τ(ᾱ).

For α ∈ GL+
2 (Q), one has

Gal(α)f = f τ(ᾱ) = f | τ(ᾱ),

but the scalar detα plays no role in this composition and one gets f | α−1

as in (a).
For α ∈ GL2(Ẑ), one obtains

f τ(ᾱ)
(sa)t = f(sa)tᾱ.

Since (sa)t = at st and ᾱ = sαt s−1, while signs do not matter, one has
(sa)tᾱ = at stsαt s−1 and obtains f(sa)tᾱ = f(sαa)t , which corresponds to
a �→ αa. �

In order to get a better formulation of the case (b), we first consider the
special case of elements of GL2(Ẑ) that are of the form

(3.306) αv =
(
v 0
0 1

)
, for v ∈ GL1(Ẑ).
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For these elements we have the following result.

Lemma 3.76. Let f =
∑

n an q
n/N ∈ FN and let v and αv be as in

(3.306). Then the series
∑

n Gal(v)(an)qn/N defines an element in FN which
is equal to Gal(αv) f .

Proof. Here we let GL1(Ẑ) act on the cyclotomic field Qab as the Galois
group Gal(Qab/Q). Thus, with pN (v) = vN ∈ (Z/NZ)∗, one gets

(3.307) Gal(v) e2πi/N = e2πivN/N .

The map
∑

n anq
n/N �→

∑
n Gal(v)(an) qn/N is an automorphism of the field

of formal series with coefficients in Qab, which is the identity on Q(j). The
map Gal(αv) is an automorphism of FN over Q(j), and FN is generated
by the fu. Thus, it is enough to check that those two maps agree on the
generators fu. Thus, we can start with

(3.308) fu =
(
−27 35 g2 g3

∆

) 1
12

+
z

(1− z)2
+
∑

n

∑
d|n

d(zd + z−d − 2)qn


and z = e2πia/N q−b/N .

The first map acts on fu by replacing z = e2πia/Nq−b/N with

z′ = Gal(v)(e2πia/N ) q−b/N = e2πiavN /N q−b/N .

This amounts to replacing a by avN and gives fαv(u), which is the action of
Gal(αv) on the generator fu. �

Theorem 3.75 is due to [269]. It is worthwhile to give the explicit con-
struction in the above notations. We let GL2(AQ,f )0 denote the subgroup
of GL2(AQ,f ) specified by the condition

(3.309) det ρ ∈ GL+
1 (Q) ⊂ GL1(AQ,f ).

The density of SL2(Q) in SL2(AQ,f ) implies the density of GL+
2 (Q) inside

GL2(AQ,f )0. This gives an extension by continuity of the action f �→ f | γ−1

of GL+
2 (Q) on F to an action Gal1 of GL2(AQ,f )0, since the isotropy group

of a given f ∈ F contains the open subgroup of GL2(AQ,f )0 associated to
the closure Γ(N) of Γ(N).

Now a given g ∈ GL2(AQ,f ) can be written as g = ραu = αuρ
′, where

u ∈ GL1(Ẑ) gives the GL1(Ẑ) component of det g and ρ, ρ′ ∈ GL2(AQ,f )0.
One needs to show that, with the above notation, we have

(3.310) Gal1(ρ) Gal(αu) = Gal(αu)Gal1(ρ′)

where Gal1 is the natural action of GL2(AQ,f )0.
Let us first take ρ = γ δ γ′, where γ, γ′ ∈ SL2(Ẑ) and δ is diagonal.

The effect of Gal1(δ) on the q-series of f is to replace q by qr, where r is
a rational number. This operation commutes with the action of Gal(αu),
so that Gal1(δ)Gal(αu) = Gal(αu)Gal1(δ). We let γu = α−1

u γαu and γ′u =
α−1

u γ′αu. We also have Gal1(γ)Gal(αu) = Gal(αu)Gal1(γu), which follows
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from the form of the Galois action of GL2(Ẑ) on F by permutations of the
fu. It then follows that

Gal1(ρ)Gal(αu) = Gal1(γ)Gal1(δ)Gal1(γ′)Gal(αu)
= Gal1(γ)Gal1(δ)Gal(αu)Gal1(γ′u)
= Gal1(γ)Gal(αu)Gal1(δ)Gal1(γ′u)
= Gal(αu)Gal1(γu)Gal1(δ)Gal1(γ′u)
= Gal(αu)Gal1(ρ′)

since ρ′ = α−1
u ραu = γuδγ

′
u. The general case then follows. �

7. Arithmetic of the GL2 system

We can now describe the arithmetic properties of the quantum statistical
mechanical system (A2, σt). A fundamental step is the construction of an
arithmetic algebra A2,Q that will play a role analogous to the arithmetic
subalgebra A1,Q of the Bost–Connes system described in Section 4.4. In the
GL(2) case, the algebra A2,Q will not be a subalgebra of A2 but a suitable
subalgebra of an algebra of unbounded multipliers ofA2. We will see that the
extremal KMS∞ states of (A2, σt) extend to this algebra A2,Q of unbounded
multipliers and, for a generic choice of an extremal state ϕ ∈ E∞, the values
ϕ(A2,Q) generate a subfield Fϕ ⊂ C isomorphic to the modular field F .

7.1. The arithmetic subalgebra: explicit elements.

To construct the arithmetic algebra A2,Q we use the well known analogy
between trigonometric functions and elliptic functions explained in [298].
We view the description of §4.4 of the arithmetic subalgebra A1,Q of the
Bost–Connes system as the trigonometric case and pass to the elliptic case.
This gives natural candidates for elements of A2,Q which we describe in this
section. In the next section §7.2 we shall abstract their properties and define
A2,Q implicitly from algebraic conditions on its elements.

As in the one-dimensional case, we first deal with functions f(g, ρ, τ)
that vanish except for g ∈ Γ. By construction these are functions on the
space

(3.311) Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H) " (Space of Q-lattices in C)/C∗

of 2-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling.
These functions can be considered as functions of weight zero using the

following analogue of Definition 3.26.

Definition 3.77. A function f on the space of 2-dimensional Q-lattices
is homogeneous of weight k if it satisfies

(3.312) f(λ(Λ, φ)) = λ−k f(Λ, φ), ∀λ ∈ C∗.
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To obtain explicit elements of A2,Q we start with Eisenstein series and
view them as functions on the space of 2-dimensional Q-lattices. They are
labeled by a ∈ (Q/Z)2 and given for k > 1 by

(3.313) E2k,a(Λ, φ) = (2πi)−2k
∑

y∈Λ+φ(a)

y−2k.

As in the one-dimensional case this is undefined when φ(a) ∈ Λ. We show
below how to deal with this problem (cf. (3.319)). By construction E2k,a

is homogeneous of weight 2k. Recall that to a pair (ρ, τ) ∈ M2(Ẑ) × H we
associate (cf. (3.165)) a Q-lattice given by

(3.314) L(ρ, τ) = (Λ, φ) , Λ = Z + τZ , φ(a) = ρ1(a)− τρ2(a) ∈ QΛ/Λ,

where ρj(a) =
∑

ρjk(ak) ∈ Q/Z, for a = (a1, a2) ∈ (Q/Z)2. This allows us
to view E2k,a as a function of (ρ, τ),

(3.315) E2k,a(ρ, τ) = (2πi)−2k
∑

y∈Λ+φ(a)

y−2k , (Λ, φ) = L(ρ, τ) .

For γ ∈ Γ = SL2(Z) we have

E2k,a(γρ, γτ) = (cτ + d)2kE2k,a(ρ, τ).

This follows from the homogeneity of weight 2k since one has

(3.316) L(γρ, γ(τ)) = (cz + d)−1 L(ρ, τ) , ∀γ =
(

a b
c d

)
∈ SL2(Z)

as can be checked directly since

(aρ1 + bρ2)(cτ + d)− (cρ1 + dρ2)(aτ + b) = ρ1 − τρ2 .

The analogue of the function c of (3.79) is given by the function

(3.317) c(τ) = −27 35 g2g3

∆
which has weight −2 and no pole in H. Thus, the functions E2k,a = ck E2k,a

are homogeneous of weight zero, and are natural arithmetic functions of Q-
lattices, but we still need to define their value when φ(a) ∈ Λ. We proceed
as in the one-dimensional case and first consider the limit case k = 1. For
k = 1 we let, with (Λ, φ) = L(ρ, τ),

(3.318) Xa(ρ, τ) = (2πi)−2

 ∑
y∈Λ+φ(a)

y−2 −
∑
y∈Λ∗

y−2

 .

This makes sense when φ(a) /∈ Λ and is just the evaluation of the Weierstrass
℘-function on φ(a) as in (3.276). We let Xa(ρ, τ) = 0 if φ(a) ∈ Λ. In (3.318)
the notation Λ∗ stands for Λ�{0} and the sum is convergent after grouping
the terms corresponding to the same element of Λ∗. We let Xa := cXa.
It is a continuous function on Γ\(M2(Ẑ) × H). The Γ-invariance follows
from (3.316) since the product cXa is of weight zero. The continuity of Xa
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as a function of ρ comes from the fact that it only involves the restriction
ρN ∈M2(Z/NZ) of ρ to N -torsion elements when the label a fulfills Na = 0.

Proposition 3.78. There exists a unique normalization

(3.319) E2k(ρ, τ) = ν2k(τ) if ϕ(a) ∈ Λ,

such that the following relation holds for all m (with E2,a − e2 := Xa):

E2m,a = Xa(E2m−2,a − e2m−2) +
(

1−
(

2m
2

))
e2m(3.320)

−
m−2∑
k=1

(
2k + 1

2k

)
e2k+2(E2m−2k−2,a − e2m−2k−2) .

Moreover ν2k is a modular form of weight 2k. One has ν2k ∈ Q[e4, e6] and
the first values are

(3.321) ν4 = −5 e4 , ν6 = −14 e6 , ν8 =
45
7
e2
4 , . . .

Proof. By equation (3) Chapter V of [298] with the pair (n,m) there
given by (2, 2m− 2) one gets (using ek = 0 for k odd) that (3.320) holds as
long as ϕ(a) /∈ Λ. Since we want the same relation to hold for ϕ(a) ∈ Λ and
have Xa = 0 in that case, we obtain an inductive relation on the ν2k(τ) of
the form

(3.322)
ν2m =

(
1−
(

2m
2

))
e2m

−
∑m−2

k=1

(
2k + 1

2k

)
e2k+2(ν2m−2k−2 − e2m−2k−2) .

Using (3.322) one gets that ν2k is a modular form of weight 2k which is a
polynomial with rational coefficients in the e2n. Moreover the e2n for n ≥ 2
are in the ring Q[e4, e6] (cf [298]) thanks to the relation

(3.323)
1
3
(m− 3)(4m2 − 1)e2m =

m−2∑
2

(2r − 1)(2m− 2r − 1)e2re2m−2r.

�

We now obtain the analogue of Lemma 3.27 in the two-dimensional case.

Proposition 3.79. Let Xa := cXa and E2k,a = ck E2k,a. There exist
polynomials Pn in two variables, with rational coefficients, such that

(3.324) E2k,a = Pk(Xa, j).

The first ones are given by

P2 = X2 − j(j − 1728)

P3 = X3 − 9
5 Xj(j − 1728) + 4

5j(j − 1728)2

· · ·
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Proof. Since (3.320) is homogeneous it can be written in the form

E2m,a = Xa(E2m−2,a − cm−1 e2m−2) +
(

1−
(

2m
2

))
cm e2m

−
m−2∑
k=1

(
2k + 1

2k

)
ck+1 e2k+2(E2m−2k−2,a − cm−k−1 e2m−2k−2) .(3.325)

Moreover using (3.323) one shows by induction that cm e2m is in the ring
Q[c2 e4, c3 e6]. A direct computation gives

c2 e4 =
1
5
j (j − 1728), and c3 e6 = − 2

35
j (j − 1728)2.

Thus cm e2m ∈ Q[j]. The proof of the proposition then follows by induction
on k. �

For the BC system Theorem 3.30 shows that the arithmetic subalgebra
A1,Q is generated by the Eisenstein series e1,a and the µn, µ∗

n. The generators
µn are essential in order to implement the commensurability relation of Q-
lattices.

In the case of two-dimensional Q-lattices, the commensurability relation
is implemented by the following arithmetic elements Tr1,r2 for rj ∈ Q∗

+, with
r1|r2, associated to the classical Hecke correspondences. We let Cr1,r2 ⊂
Γ\GL+

2 (Q) be the finite subset given by the double coset class of(
r1 0
0 r2

)
∈ Γ\GL+

2 (Q)/Γ.

We then define

(3.326) Tr1,r2(g, ρ, τ) =

{
1 g ∈ Cr1,r2 , with gρ ∈M2(Ẑ)

0 otherwise.

As will be shown below in Proposition 3.82 the Tr1,r2 will define elements
of the arithmetic subalgebraA2,Q and by Proposition 3.87 fulfill the relations
of the Hecke algebra H(GL+

2 (Q),Γ) of double cosets, provided r1, r2 are
restricted to vary among positive integers.

7.2. The arithmetic subalgebra: definition.

Let Ũ2 ⊂ GL+
2 (Q) ×M2(Ẑ) × H be as in (3.194) and U2 = (Γ × Γ)\Ũ2

be its quotient by the action of Γ × Γ as in (3.195). Let f ∈ C(U2) be
a function with finite support in the variable g ∈ Γ\GL+

2 (Q). Any such
function f defines an unbounded multiplier on the C∗-algebra A2 using the
convolution product (3.196).

The arithmetic algebra A2,Q will now be obtained as a subalgebra of
this algebra of multipliers. The Xa, E2m,a and the Tr1,r2 of §7.1 are the basic
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examples of arithmetic elements. By construction, the Tr1,r2 are Γ × Γ-
invariant functions on Ũ2. The Xa and E2m,a are continuous functions on
Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H) but we extend them to Γ× Γ-invariant functions on Ũ2 by

(3.327) Xa(γ, ρ, τ) := Xa(ρ, τ), ∀γ ∈ Γ , Xa(γ, ρ, τ) = 0 , ∀γ /∈ Γ

and similarly for the E2m,a.
Our first task is to abstract the arithmetic properties fulfilled by these

specific functions. We first define the notion of level of a function f ∈ C(U2).
Let pN : M2(Ẑ) → M2(Z/NZ) be the canonical projection. It is a ring
homomorphism.

Definition 3.80. A function f ∈ C(U2) has level N iff f(g, ρ, z) only
depends upon

(g, pN (ρ), z) ∈ GL+
2 (Q)×M2(Z/NZ)×H.

In this case, specifying f with finite support in the variable g∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q)

amounts to assigning the finitely many continuous functions fg,m ∈ C(H)
with m ∈M2(Z/NZ), where we write

f(g, ρ, z) = fg,pN (ρ)(z).

The invariance condition

(3.328) f(γ1gγ2, ρ, z) = f(g, γ2ρ, γ2(z)),

for all γj ∈ Γ, ∀g ∈ GL+
2 (Q) and for all (ρ, z) ∈M2(Ẑ)×H, then shows (cf.

Lemma 3.42) that

(3.329) fg,m|γ = fg,m, ∀γ ∈ Γ(N) ∩ g−1Γg,

with standard notations for congruence subgroups and for the slash opera-
tion in weight 0.

As above, we denote by F the modular field, i.e. the union of the fields
FN of modular functions of level N rational over Q(e2πi/N ).

Lemma 3.81. Let f ∈ C(U2) have level N and assume that fg,m ∈ F for
all (g,m). For any α ∈ SL2(Ẑ) one has

(3.330) fg,αm = Gal(α)fg′,m

where gα = α′g′ is the decomposition of gα as an element in the product
GL2(Ẑ)GL2(Q).

Proof. Notice that the decomposition α′g′ is not unique, and one can
replace the pair (α′, g′) by (α′γ, γ−1g′) for any γ ∈ Γ. But the left invariance
(3.328) implies

f(γ−1 g′, ρ, τ) = f(g′, ρ, τ)

for all γ ∈ Γ so that the condition (3.330) is well defined. Consider the map

(3.331) (g, α) ∈ GL+
2 (Q)×GL2(Ẑ) �→ g′(g, α) ∈ Γ\GL+

2 (Q)
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where g′ is the unique class with gα = α′g′ for some α′ ∈ GL2(Ẑ). One has

g′(g, α) = p(gα)

where p is the projection of GL2(AQ,f ) onto the quotient

GL2(Ẑ)\GL2(AQ,f ) ∼ Γ\GL+
2 (Q).

Since p is continuous for the discrete topology of Γ\GL+
2 (Q), so is the map

g′. It follows in particular that for fixed g ∈ GL+
2 (Q) there are only finitely

many possible values of g′(g, α) when α varies in the compact space GL2(Ẑ).
This shows that both sides of (3.330) depend continuously on α and by the
density of Γ in SL2(Ẑ) it is enough to prove (3.330) for α = γ ∈ Γ. Then we
have g′ = gγ and

fg,αm(τ) = f(g, γm, τ) = f(gγ,m, γ−1(τ))

and
fg,αm = fg′, m|γ−1

Thus one obtains the required condition using Theorem 3.75 a). �

We now show that the basic examples Xa, E2m,a and Tr1,r2 of arithmetic
elements fulfill a condition finer than (3.330) in that SL2(Ẑ) is replaced by
GL2(Ẑ).

Proposition 3.82. The Xa, E2k,a and the Tr1,r2 fulfill the following
“arithmetic” conditions

• f has finite support in the variable g ∈ Γ\GL+
2 (Q).

• f has finite level in ρ ∈M2(Ẑ)
• The functions fg,m(z), for m ∈M2(Z/NZ), fulfill

(3.332) fg,m ∈ F ∀(g,m).

• Let α ∈ GL2(Ẑ) and g α = α′ g′ be the decomposition of g α as a
product in GL2(Ẑ)GL2(Q), then

(3.333) fg, α m = Gal(α)fg′, m ∀α ∈ GL2(Ẑ) .

Proof. Let us first consider the Xa (the case of the E2k,a is similar).
The support in the variable g ∈ Γ\GL+

2 (Q) of the function f = Xa defined
by (3.327) has one element. For a ∈ ( 1

N Z/Z)2, f = Xa has level N since it
only depends upon ρ(a) i.e. on the restriction pN (ρ) of ρ to N -torsion. The
corresponding functions fg,m are of the form fu by construction of the Xa.
In fact, one has

(3.334) f1,m = fm(a) ∀m.

Thus, Theorem 3.75 b) allows one to check the last condition for the Xa.
Notice that (3.334) only holds if m(a) �= 0 and we still have to handle the
case when m(a) = 0. In that case one has αm(a) = 0 and both sides vanish
by construction of Xa. In the case of the E2k,a both sides are equal to ν2k
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but the latter is invariant under the Galois action of GL2(Ẑ) on F so that
one gets the required equality.

Let us now deal with the Tr1,r2 . One just needs to check that the func-
tions (3.326) fulfill (3.333). This follows since the map (3.331) fulfills:

(3.335) g′(g, α) = g in Γ\GL+
2 (Q)/Γ , ∀g ∈ GL+

2 (Q) .

To prove (3.335) one can assume that g is diagonal since every double class
contains a diagonal element. One can further factorize α as

α = δα0 , δ =
(

u 0
0 1

)
, α0 ∈ SL2(Ẑ) .

This allows one to assume that α ∈ SL2(Ẑ), in which case (3.335) follows by
the density of Γ ⊂ SL2(Ẑ). �

We can now define “arithmetic” requirements that characterize f ∈
A2,Q. Namely we require the following.

Definition 3.83. A function f ∈ C(U2) is arithmetic if and only if it
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.82. We let A2,Q be the linear space
of arithmetic elements f ∈ C(U2).

Remark 3.84. The condition (3.333) of Proposition 3.82 is automatic
on SL2(Ẑ) ⊂ GL2(Ẑ) by Lemma 3.81. It is however crucial to impose the
stronger condition in this form. In particular (3.333) shows that functions
on Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H) extended as above by 0 outside Γ×M2(Ẑ)×H and which
are independent of the variable ρ ∈ M2(Ẑ) are arithmetic iff they belong
to F and are invariant under GL2(Ẑ) and hence iff they belong to Q[j].
Elements of F fixed under SL2(Ẑ) coincide with Qab[j], where Qab is the
cyclotomic extension of Q.

In fact, as we have seen in §6 above (cf. [269]), the modular field FN

of level N contains a primitive N -th root of 1. Thus, the condition (3.332)
alone would allow the algebra A2,Q to contain the cyclotomic field Qab ⊂
C. However, this would prevent the existence of any intertwining between
a Galois action on values of states and the action of symmetries on the
algebra, which is one of the main goals of this quantum statistical mechanical
formulation.

In fact, the existence of an intertwining

θ : S = Q∗\GL2(AQ,f ) �→ Gal(Fϕ/Q)

with

(3.336) α ◦ ϕ(f) = ϕ ◦ θ−1(α)(f), ∀α ∈ Gal(Fϕ/Q), ∀f ∈ A2,Q

implies that any f ∈ A2,Q ∩ C is fixed under the Galois action and hence
belongs to Q. This follows immediately from the C-linearity of the functional
ϕ. The condition (3.333) on the elements of the arithmetic algebra A2,Q has
the effect that, if the spectrum of an element of A2,Q contains a root of unity,
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then it also has to contain all of its Galois conjugates, so that, in particular,
no such element can be a scalar /∈ Q.

We now show that the arithmeticity condition (3.333) of Definition 3.83
can be formulated as a consistency condition on the roots of unity that
appear in the coefficients of the q-series, when ρ ∈ M2(Ẑ) is multiplied on
the left by a diagonal matrix.

Consider elements g ∈ GL+
2 (Q) and α ∈ GL2(Z/NZ), respectively of the

form

(3.337) g = r

(
n 0
0 1

)
and α =

(
k 0
0 1

)
,

with k prime to N and n|N .

Lemma 3.85. An element f ∈ C(U2) is arithmetic if and only if it sat-
isfies the first two conditions of Proposition 3.82 and the following property.
If f is of level N0, then for any multiple N of N0 and any pair (g, α) as in
(3.337) we have fg,m ∈ FN for all m ∈M2(Z/NZ) and the q-series of fg,αm

is obtained from the q-series for fg,m by raising to the power k the roots of
unity that appear as coefficients.

Proof. Let f fulfill the condition of the Lemma. One has fg,m ∈ FN ⊂
F so we only need to check the covariance condition (3.333). By Lemma
3.81, the only nontrivial part of (3.333) is the case of diagonal matrices

δ =
(

u 0
0 1

)
with u ∈ GL1(Ẑ). To prove (3.333) we can assume that g = g0γ, with g0

diagonal as in (3.337) and γ ∈ Γ since every double class contains a diagonal
element. Let then γα = δα1 with δ as above and α1 ∈ SL2(Ẑ). One has,
using the condition of the Lemma,

fg0,δα1m = Gal(δ)fg0,α1m

since, by Lemma 3.76, Gal(δ) acts by raising the roots of unity that appear
as coefficients of the q-expansion to the power k, where u is the residue of
k modulo N (cf. [269] (6.2.1) p.141). One then has, using g = g0γ and
γα = δα1,

fg,αm = fg0,γαm|γ = Gal(γ−1)fg0,γαm = Gal(γ−1δ) fg0,α1m

and by Lemma 3.81, with g0α1 = α′
1g

′
0 we get

fg,αm = Gal(γ−1δα1) fg′0,m = Gal(α) fg′0,m.

Moreover, one also has

gα = g0γα = g0δα1 = δg0α1 = δα′
1g

′
0,

which shows that g′ = g′0. One then checks the converse similarly. �
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We now show that A2,Q is a subalgebra of the algebra of unbounded mul-
tipliers and there is an induced action on the algebra A2,Q of the symmetries
of (A2, σt) analyzed in §5.4.

Proposition 3.86. The space A2,Q is a subalgebra of the algebra of
unbounded multipliers of the C∗-algebra A2, which is globally invariant under
the action of the symmetry group S = Q∗\GL2(AQ,f ) of (A2, σt).

Proof. We say that a point τ ∈ H is generic if j(τ) is transcendental.
We have seen that, for each generic τ ∈ H, the evaluation map h �→ Iτ (h) ∈
C which is given by Iτ (h) = h(τ) on regular elements gives an isomorphism
of F with a subfield Fτ ⊂ C and a corresponding action Galτ of GL2(Af )
by automorphisms of Fτ , such that

(3.338) Galτ (g)(Iτ (h)) = Iτ (Gal(g)(h)).

The convolution product in A2 and on multipliers is given by

(f1 ∗ f2)(g, ρ, τ) =
∑

g1∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q): g1ρ∈M2(Ẑ)

f1(gg−1
1 , g1ρ, g1(τ))f2(g1, ρ, τ) .

which means, in terms of the fj, g as in (3.200),

(f1 ∗ f2)g =
∑

s∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q)

f1,gs−1 |s f2,s.

It follows using Lemma 3.74 that if f1 and f2 are arithmetic elements
then (f1 ∗ f2)g,m ∈ F (compare with Proposition 2 of [93]). It remains to
show that condition (3.333) is stable under convolution, i.e. that for any
two elements f1 and f2 in A2,Q the convolution product f1 ∗ f2 still fulfills
(3.333). Recall that given α ∈ GL2(Ẑ) and g ∈ GL2(Q) there are elements
g′ ∈ GL2(Q) and β ∈ GL2(Ẑ) such that gα = βg′. By definition, one has

(f1 ∗f2)(g, αρ, τ) =
∑

g1∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q): g1αρ∈M2(Ẑ)

f1(gg−1
1 , g1αρ, g1(τ))f2(g1, αρ, τ).

We let g1α = α′g′1 be the decomposition of g1α as above. We then use
(3.333) to write the right hand side as

(f1 ∗ f2)(g, αρ, τ) =
∑

f1(gg−1
1 , g1αρ, g1(τ))Galτ (α)(f2(g′1, ρ, τ)),

with Galτ as in (3.338). The result then follows from the equality

(3.339) f1(gg−1
1 , g1αρ, g1(τ)) = Galτ (α)(f1(g′g′1

−1
, g′1ρ, g

′
1(τ))),

which we now prove. The equality g1α = α′g′1 together with (3.333) shows
that

f1(gg−1
1 , g1αρ, g1(τ)) = Galg1(τ)(α

′)(f1(g′g′1
−1

, g′1ρ, g1(τ))),

using gg−1
1 α′ = gg−1

1 (g1αg
′
1
−1) = gαg′1

−1 = βg′g′1
−1.

For any h ∈ F , one has

Ig1(τ)(Gal(α′)h) = Ig1(τ)(Gal(g1)Gal(α)Gal(g′1
−1)(h))
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and, by construction of the Galois action (cf. Theorem 3.75 a)), we have

(3.340) Ig1(τ) ◦Gal(g1) = Iτ , ∀g1 ∈ GL+
2 (Q) ,

so that in fact we obtain

Galg1(τ)(α
′)Ig1(τ)(h) = Galτ (α)Ig′1(τ)(h).

This proves (3.339) and it shows that A2,Q is a subalgebra of the alge-
bra of unbounded multipliers of A2. To prove the invariance under S =
Q∗\GL2(AQ,f ) is straightforward, since the endomorphisms are all acting
on the ρ variable by right multiplication, which does not interfere with con-
dition (3.333). �

Proposition 3.87. The map

ξ(f)(g, ρ, τ) :=

{
f(g) g ∈M+

2 (Z)

0 otherwise

defines an isomorphism

(3.341) ξ : H(M+
2 (Z),Γ)→ A2,Q

of the standard Hecke algebra H(M+
2 (Z),Γ) of Γ-bi-invariant functions with

Γ-finite support on M+
2 (Z), with a subalgebra H ⊂ A2,Q.

Proof. The convolution product in the Hecke algebra is given on Γ-bi-
invariant functions with Γ-finite support by

(3.342) (f1 ∗ f2)(g) =
∑

g1∈Γ\M+
2 (Z): gg−1

1 ∈M+
2 (Z)

f1(gg−1
1 )f2(g1)

One has (ξ(f1) ∗ ξ(f2))(g, ρ, τ) given by the expression∑
g1∈Γ\GL+

2 (Q): g1ρ∈M2(Ẑ)

ξ(f1)(gg−1
1 , g1ρ, g1(τ))ξ(f2)(g1, ρ, τ).

The term in the sum vanishes unless g1 ∈ M+
2 (Z) and gg−1

1 ∈ M+
2 (Z).

This implies g ∈M+
2 (Z) so that the support of ξ(f1) ∗ ξ(f2) is contained in

M+
2 (Z). One can thus assume that g ∈M+

2 (Z) and restrict the sum to the
subset of g1 ∈ Γ\M+

2 (Z) with gg−1
1 ∈ M+

2 (Z). Notice that the condition
g1ρ ∈ M2(Ẑ) in the convolution product is now automatically satisfied, so
that ξ is a homomorphism. �

7.3. Division relations in the arithmetic algebra.

We now describe the algebraic relations fulfilled by the Xa as extensions
of the division formulas of elliptic functions. These extend the division
relations of elliptic functions from invertible Q-lattices to arbitrary ones.

In order to obtain the division formulas for the Eisenstein series E2m,a

we need to control the image of
(

1
N Z
)2 = 1

N Z2 under an arbitrary element
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ρ ∈ M2(Ẑ). This is done as follows using projections q∆ indexed by sub-
lattices ∆ ⊂ Z2 associated to the closed and open subsets mM2(Ẑ) for
m ∈ M+

2 (Z). As in Lemma 3.53 the subset Lm = mM2(Ẑ) only depends
upon the subgroup m(Z2) ⊂ Z2 and we let

(3.343) q∆ = 1Lm , ∀m ∈M+
2 (Z) , m(Z2) = ∆ .

One has, for any m ∈M+
2 (Z) with ∆ = mZ2,

(3.344) q∆(ρ) = 1⇔ m−1ρ ∈M2(Ẑ) .

Note that the q∆ are not Γ-invariant on the left. In fact one has

(3.345) q∆(γρ) = qγ−1∆(ρ) , ∀γ ∈ Γ , ρ ∈M2(Ẑ) .

One has

(3.346) ∆ ⊂ ∆′ ⇒ q∆ ≤ q∆′ .

Indeed mZ2 ⊂ m′Z2 shows that (m′)−1mZ2 ⊂ Z2 and m = m′m′′ for some
m′′ ∈M+

2 (Z) so that Lm ⊂ Lm′ .
The projections q∆ commute and for any pair of lattices ∆,∆′ ⊂ Z2 one

has

(3.347) q∆ q∆′ = q∆∩∆′ .

This follows from the second part of the next lemma:

Lemma 3.88. Let N ∈ N, and ρ ∈M2(Ẑ).
(1) There exists γ ∈ Γ, dj | N with d1 | d2 and µ ∈ GL2(Ẑ) such that

(3.348) ρ = γ

(
d1 0
0 d2

)
µ modulo N M2(Ẑ)

(2) Let ∆ ⊂ Z2 with ∆ ⊃ NZ2. One has

(3.349) q∆(ρ) = 1⇔ ρ(
1
N

Z2) ⊂ 1
N

∆ modulo Z2 .

Proof. (1) The statement only depends on the projection pN (ρ) =
ρN ∈ M2(Z/NZ). Thus one can lift ρ to an element of M+

2 (Z) and write
the latter as a product

γ1

(
a1 0
0 a2

)
γ2

where γj ∈ Γ and aj ∈ N, aj > 0 with a1 | a2. One has aj Z/NZ = dj Z/NZ
for some unique divisors dj | N , dj ∈ {1, . . . , N} and d1 | d2 by construction.
Thus one can lift aj modulo N in the form djuj , where uj ∈ GL1(Ẑ). This
gives the required lift of ρ of the form (3.348).

(2) Let ∆ with NZ2 ⊂ ∆ ⊂ Z2 be such that q∆(ρ) = 1. Let us show that
ρ( 1

N Z2) ⊂ 1
N ∆. Let m ∈ M+

2 (Z) be such that ∆ = mZ2. Then q∆(ρ) = 1
implies that ρ = mµ for some µ ∈M2(Ẑ). Thus ρ( 1

N Z2) ⊂ m( 1
N Z2) = 1

N ∆.
Conversely let ∆′, NZ2 ⊂ ∆′ ⊂ Z2 be defined by ρ( 1

N Z2) = 1
N ∆′ modulo

Z2. We need to show that q∆′(ρ) = 1, i.e. that there exists m′ ∈ M+
2 (Z)
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such that ∆′ = m′Z2 and m′−1ρ ∈ M2(Ẑ). By the first part of the lemma,
one can assume that ρ is of the form (3.348). One then takes

m′ = γ

(
d1 0
0 d2

)
∈M+

2 (Z)

and checks that ∆′ = m′Z2 while m′−1ρ belongs to M2(Ẑ). �

Given an integer N > 1, we let SN be the set of lattices

(3.350) NZ2 ⊂ ∆ ⊂ Z2.

This is the same as the set of subgroups of (Z/NZ)2. For each ∆ ∈ SN we
define a projection π(N,∆) by

(3.351) π(N,∆) = q∆
∏

∆′∈SN : ∆′�∆

(1− q∆′) .

By Lemma 3.88 the range of π(N,∆) is exactly the set of ρ ∈ M2(Ẑ) such
that

(3.352) ρ(
1
N

Z2) =
1
N

∆ modulo Z2 .

The general form of the division relations is then as follows.

Proposition 3.89. There exist canonical modular forms ωN,∆,k of level
N and weight 2k, such that for all k and (ρ, τ) ∈M2(Ẑ)×H they satisfy

(3.353)
∑

Na=0

Xk
a (ρ, τ) =

∑
∆∈SN

π(N,∆)(ρ)ωN,∆,k(τ) ,

and

(3.354) ωN,∆,k(γτ) = (cτ + d)2k ωN,γ−1 ∆,k(τ) , ∀γ ∈ Γ ,

which implies that ωN,∆,k is of level N .

Proof. We prove the result first for k = 1 and then we proceed by
induction on k.

The division formulas in weight 2 involve the 1-cocycle on the group
GL+

2 (Q) with values in Eisenstein series of weight 2, given in terms of the
Dedekind η-function by (cf. [93])

(3.355) µγ(τ) =
1

2πi
d

dτ
log

η4|γ
η4

,

where we used the standard ‘slash operator’ notation (3.248). Since µγ = 0
for γ ∈ Γ, the cocycle property

(3.356) µγ1γ2 = µγ1 |γ2 + µγ2

shows that, for m ∈M+
2 (Z), the value of µm−1 only depends upon the lattice

∆ = m(Z2). We shall denote it by µ∆.
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We let, with q = e2πiτ , �τ > 0,

(3.357) e2(τ) = − 1
12

+ 2
∑

m,n>0

n qnm .

With the notations of [93] one has

e2 = (2πi)−2 G∗
2 ,

so that by [93] (3.11) one gets, for any γ ∈ GL+
2 (Q),

(3.358) µγ(τ) = −2 (e2|γ(τ)− e2(τ))− 2i
π

c

cτ + d
, ∀γ =

(
a b
c d

)
.

The case k = 1 is taken care of by the following lemma.

Lemma 3.90. For any integer N , the Xa with a ∈ Q/Z fulfill the relation∑
N a=0

Xa = −1
2
N2

∑
∆∈SN

π(N,∆)µ∆.

Proof. By construction, the projections π(N,∆) with ∆ ∈ SN form a
partition of unity, namely ∑

∆∈SN

π(N,∆) = 1.

Thus, to prove the lemma it is enough to evaluate both sides on a ρ in the
support of π(N,∆).

We can then use the equality

(3.359) µγ−1∆ = µ∆|γ, ∀γ ∈ Γ

to assume, using Lemma 3.88, that ∆ and ρN are of the form

(3.360) ∆ =
(
d1 0
0 d2

)
Z2, and ρN =

(
d1 0
0 d2

)
,

where dj | N and d1 | d2. Let d2 = nd1. The order of the kernel of ρN is
d1d2. Recall that Xa(ρ, τ) is defined by (3.318) where the Q-lattice L(ρ, τ)
is given by (3.314), i.e.

L(ρ, τ) = (Λ, φ) , Λ = Z + τZ and φ(a) = ρ1(a)− τρ2(a) ∈ QΛ/Λ .

Thus with the above notations we get,

φ(a) =
d1a1

N
− d2a2

N
τ , ∀a = (

a1

N
,
a2

N
) ∈ 1

N
Z2 .

For a ∈ ( 1
N Z2/Z2)/Ker ρN the cosets φ(a) + Λ are disjoint and

Λ′ = ∪a(φ(a) + Λ) =
d1

N
(Z + nτZ)

Thus the computation of
∑

Na=0 Xa(ρ, τ) gives

(2πi)−2 d1 d2

∑
Λ′�{0}

y−2 −N2e2(τ) ,
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using (3.318) even for φ(a) ∈ Λ just by removing the term y−2 for y = 0 from
the sum. This gives N2(n e2(n τ)− e2(τ)) = −1

2N
2µ∆ using (3.358). �

This proves, using (3.359), the proposition for k = 1. For the general
case, we can proceed by induction using (3.320) to express Xk

a as E2k,a plus
a polynomial of degree < k in Xa with coefficients in Q[e4, e6]. Thus, we
only need to prove the equality

(3.361)
∑

Na=0

E2k,a =
∑

∆∈SN

π(N,∆)αN,∆,k ,

where the modular forms αN,∆,k are given explicitly as

(3.362) αN,∆,k = det(m) (N2knke2k|m−1 − e2k + ν2k) ,

with m ∈M+
2 (Z) such that ∆ = m(Z2), and (d1, d2) = (d, dn) associated to

∆ as above (cf. Lemma 3.88). One checks that

(3.363) αN,∆,k|γ = αN,γ−1 ∆,k , ∀γ ∈ Γ .

Thus one can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.90 and obtain (3.361),
by evaluating both sides on arbitrary ρ ∈ π(N,∆) with ρ and ∆ as in (3.360).
One has∑

Na=0

E2k,a(ρ, τ) = d1 d2 ((2πi)−2k
∑

Λ′�{0}
y−2k − e2k(τ) + ν2k(τ))

= det(m) (
N2k

d2k
e2k(nτ)− e2k(τ) + ν2k(τ))

where we took care of replacing the contribution of the coset Λ ⊂ Λ′

corresponding to φ(a) ∈ Λ by the value dictated by (3.319). One has
det(m−1)k = d−2kn−k. Thus one gets (3.362). �

One can rewrite the relation (3.353) in terms of the weight 0 elements
Xa = cXa as

(3.364)
∑

Na=0

X k
a (ρ, τ) =

∑
∆∈SN

π(N,∆)(ρ)βN,∆,k(τ) ,

where the βN,∆,k = ck ωN,∆,k fulfill

(3.365) βN,∆,k(γτ) = βN,γ−1 ∆,k(τ) , ∀γ ∈ Γ .

Note that the terms π(N,∆)βN,∆,k are not invariant under the left action
of Γ on M2(Ẑ) × H and hence do not make sense as elements of A2,Q, but
the sum

(3.366) σk =
∑

∆∈SN

π(N,∆)βN,∆,k

is Γ-invariant since one has, using (3.345),

(3.367) π(N,∆)(γρ) = π(N, γ−1 ∆)(ρ) .

By construction one has βN,∆,k ∈ OF .
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Theorem 3.91. Let N ∈ N. Then the subalgebra of A2,Q generated by
the Xa for Na = 0 is reduced and finite dimensional over Q[j].

Proof. Let us start with the algebra generated by the σk of (3.366),
for 1 ≤ k ≤ N2. To show that it is finite-dimensional over Q[j] it is enough
to show that each of the generators σk is integral over Q[j]. By Proposition
3.72 the βN,∆,k are integral over Q[j]. Thus there exists a monic polynomial
P (X) with coefficients in Q[j] such that

P (
∑

ε∆ βN,∆,k) = 0

for any ε∆ ∈ {0, 1}. It follows then from (3.366) that P (σk) = 0. By
(3.364) the symmetric functions of the Xa for Na = 0 are polynomials in
the σk and are thus integral over Q[j]. We thus get that the generators Xa

are integral over Q[j] and it follows that the subalgebra of A2,Q generated
by the Xa for Na = 0 is finite-dimensional over Q[j]. It does not contain
nilpotent elements since it is by construction a subalgebra of the algebra of
complex-valued continuous functions on M2(Ẑ)×H. �

7.4. KMS states.

In this section we describe the structure and arithmetic properties of
KMS states of the system (A2, σt) introduced in §5. We first review some
terminology.

Definition 3.92. A positive energy representation of a quantum sta-
tistical mechanical system (A, σt) is a covariant representation (Definition
3.1)

π : A → B(H)

of the C∗-algebra A as bounded operators on a Hilbert space H such that the
time evolution σt is implemented:

σt(π(a)) = eitHπ(a)e−itH ,

by a positive Hamiltonian H with discrete spectrum.

Before proceeding to the classification of low-temperature KMS states of
the system, we need some preliminary results. The following lemma shows
that, in essence, invertible Q-lattices are ground states of the system.

Lemma 3.93. (1) Let s : Q2/Z2 → Q2 be a section of the projection
π : Q2 → Q2/Z2. Then the set of elements

(3.368) s(a + b)− s(a)− s(b), a, b ∈ Q2/Z2

generate Z2.
(2) Let L = (Λ, φ) be an invertible Q-lattice. If L′ = (Λ′, φ′) is a

Q-lattice commensurable to L, then Λ ⊂ Λ′.
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Proof. (1) Let I ⊂ Z2 be the subgroup generated by the (3.368). If
I �= Z2, we can assume, possibly after a change of basis, that there is a
prime number p such that I ⊂ pZ⊕Z. Thus, if we restrict s to the p-torsion
in Q2/Z2 and multiply it by p we obtain a map

(a, b) ∈ Z/pZ⊕ Z/pZ �→ σ(a, b) = p s(
a

p
,
b

p
) ∈ Z2

since s(a
p ,

b
p) ∈ (a

p ,
b
p) + Z2. This map gives a group homomorphism

σ : Z/pZ⊕ Z/pZ→ Z/p2Z⊕ Z/pZ,

which is a section of the projection

Z/p2Z⊕ Z/pZ→ Z/pZ⊕ Z/pZ

but this is impossible since in Z/p2Z any element of p-torsion maps to 0
under the projection Z/p2Z→ Z/pZ.

(2) Let s and s′ denote, respectively, a lift of φ modulo Λ and of φ′

modulo Λ′. Since by commensurability φ − φ′ = 0 modulo Λ + Λ′ we have
s(a) − s′(a) ∈ Λ + Λ′ for all a ∈ Q2/Z2. Thus, it is possible to correct s
modulo Λ and s′ modulo Λ′ so that s = s′. Then, for all a, b ∈ Q2/Z2, one
has s(a+ b)− s(a)− s(b) ∈ Λ∩Λ′. By the first statement of the lemma and
the invertibility of φ we obtain that Λ ∩ Λ′ = Λ. �

We give a general characterization of KMS states for the system (A2, σt),
which shows that they are given by measures on the space of 2-dimensional
Q-lattices up to scaling. We then show that, for sufficiently low-temperature,
these measures are supported on the commensurability classes of invert-
ible Q-lattices. This will be the key result for the classification of low-
temperature KMS states.

We have the following preliminary result.

Lemma 3.94. Let X = Γ\(M2(Ẑ) × H) and Y = M2(Ẑ) × H, with
pΓ : Y → X the quotient map. Let C denote the closed subset of X given
by C = pΓ({(0, z)|z ∈ H}). Consider g ∈ GL+

2 (Q), such that g /∈ Γ and an
element x ∈ X, with x /∈ C. There exists a neighborhood V of x with the
property that

(3.369) pΓ(g p−1(V )) ∩ V = ∅

Proof. The subset {(0, z)|z ∈ H} ⊂ M2(Ẑ) × H is closed and Γ-
invariant, thus C is closed. The map y �→ gy in Y does not define a map
in X but a correspondence which assigns to a point x ∈ X a finite subset
of X. This correspondence is described in terms of a finite cover X0 of X
and two maps pj from X0 to X. Let Γ0 = Γ ∩ g−1Γg and X0 = Γ0\Y . For
x0 ∈ X0, the projections p1(x0) = pΓ(y) and p2(x0) = pΓ(gy) are indepen-
dent of the representative y ∈ Y with x0 = Γ0y. Moreover, if p1(x0) /∈ C
then p1(x0) �= p2(x0) by Lemma 3.45. By construction Γ0 is of finite index
n in Γ and the fiber p−1

1 (x) has at most n elements. Let then W ⊂ X0 be a
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compact neighborhood of p−1
1 (x) in X0 such that x /∈ p2(W ). For z ∈ V ⊂ X

sufficiently close to x one has p−1
1 (z) ⊂ W , hence p2(p−1

1 (z)) ⊂ V c which
gives the result. �

We can then obtain the following preliminary step in the characterization
of KMS states of the GL2 system (A2, σt).

Theorem 3.95. For any given β > 0, let ϕ be a KMSβ state for the
system (A2, σt). Then there exists a probability measure µ on Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)
with the property that

(3.370) ϕ(f) =
∫

Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)
f(1, ρ, z) dµ(ρ, z), ∀f ∈ A2.

Proof. Recall that elements f ∈ Ac(U2) are functions with compact
support on the quotient of the space Ũ2 of (3.195) by the action (3.193) of
Γ× Γ. Let g0 ∈ GL+

2 (Q) and f ∈ Ac(U2) be such that

(3.371) f(g, ρ, z) = 0, ∀g /∈ Γg0Γ.

Any element f ∈ Ac(U2) is a finite linear combination of such functions.
It is then enough to show that we have ϕ(f) = 0 whenever f ∈ Ac(U2)

satisfies the condition (3.371) with g0 /∈ Γ.
The formula

(3.372) Φ(f)(g, z) := f(g, 0, z) ∀f ∈ A2

defines a homomorphism of (A2, σt) to the quantum statistical mechanical
system (B2, σt) which is obtained by specialization of the algebra to ρ = 0,
with convolution product

(3.373) f1 ∗ f2(g, z) =
∑

h∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q)

f1(gh−1, h(z))f2(h, z).

Notice that here there is no restriction on the summation, like in the case
of the algebras considered in [93].

Consider the isometries µ[n] defined in (3.238) above, and their image

(3.374) ν[n] := Φ(µ[n]).

The ν[n] are unitary multipliers of the algebra B2 and are eigenvectors of the
time evolution

(3.375) σt(ν[n]) = n2itν[n]

since the µ[n] are eigenvectors as in (3.242).
The KMS condition shows that, in the presence of unitaries that are

eigenvectors of the time evolution as in (3.375), the system (B2, σt) cannot
have any KMSβ state. In fact, any such functional would satisfy

1 = ϕ(ν[n] ∗ ν∗[n]) = ϕ(ν∗[n] ∗ σiβ(ν[n])) = n−2β

which is impossible for β > 0. This shows that the pushforward of a KMS
state ϕ of (A2, σt) under the map Φ vanishes identically.
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Note that the above proof does not really depend upon the use of multi-
pliers. One can proceed directly and consider for any function t ∈ Cc(Γ\H)
and integer n �= 1 the element s of B2 which vanishes for g /∈ [n]Γ and fulfills
s([n], z) = t(z) for z ∈ H. The above argument applied using the KMSβ con-
dition for s and s∗ shows that ϕ vanishes on the subalgebra Cc(Γ\H) ⊂ B2

which gives the result since this subalgebra contains an approximate unit
for B2.

Recall the discussion on pushforward of KMS states in §2.5 above. Let
C = pΓ({(0, z)|z ∈ H}) be the subset of Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H) as in Lemma 3.94.
Consider functions hn ∈ Cc(X) with values 0 ≤ hn(x) ≤ 1 and with support
disjoint from the set C. Assume that the hn converge pointwise

lim
n→∞

hn(ρ, z) = 1

in the complement of the set C. Consider then the elements un ∈ A2 defined
by

(3.376) un(1, ρ, z) := hn ◦ pΓ(ρ, z) and un(g, ρ, z) = 0, ∀g /∈ Γ.

By Proposition 3.16, we obtain

(3.377) ϕ(f) = lim
n

ϕ(f ∗ un).

Thus, to prove that ϕ(f) = 0, we can replace f by f ∗ un and since
(f ∗ un)(g, y) = f(g, y)hn ◦ pΓ(y), this means that we can assume that
f(g, y) = 0 unless p(y) ∈ K, where K ⊂ Γ\(M2(Ẑ) × H) is a compact
subset disjoint from the set C. Let x ∈ K and V as in Lemma 3.94 and let
h ∈ Cc(V ). We have

(3.378) h ◦ pΓ(g y) h ◦ pΓ(y) = 0 , ∀y ∈ Y

by Lemma 3.94. We then apply the KMSβ condition to the pair a, b with
a = f and

(3.379) b(1, ρ, z) := h ◦ pΓ(ρ, z) and b(g, ρ, z) = 0, ∀g /∈ Γ.

By (3.379) we have σt(b) = b hence the KMS condition gives

ϕ(b ∗ f) = ϕ(f ∗ σiβ(b)) = ϕ(f ∗ b).
One has (b ∗ f)(g, y) = h ◦ pΓ(gy) f(g, y). Applying this to f ∗ b instead of
f and using (3.378), we get ϕ(f ∗ b2) = 0. This gives ϕ(f) = 0, using a
partition of unity on K. �

In the case of the BC system the relevant information to perform the
classification of KMS states is obtained from averaging such states under
the compact symmetry group G. Equivalently this amounts to studying the
restriction of such states to the fixed subalgebra under G. For the system
(A2, σt) there is a similar subsystem that will play an important role in the
classification. It is obtained by considering functions which are invariant
under right multiplication by GL2(Ẑ) and are independent of the variable
z ∈ H.
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Consider the determinant map det : M2(Ẑ)→ Ẑ, namely the continuous
map

(3.380) M2(Ẑ) �
(
a b
c d

)
�→ ad− bc ∈ Ẑ.

For each n ∈ N = Z>0, the composition πn ◦ det defines a projection π′(n),
which is the characteristic function of the set of Q-lattices whose determi-
nant is divisible by n. Following (3.241) we denote by π(n) the projection
associated to the characteristic function of the set of Q-lattices which are
divisible by n, i.e. with [n]−1ρ ∈ M2(Ẑ). If a Q-lattice is divisible by n,
then its determinant is divisible by n2. One controls divisibility using the
following family of projections πp(k, l). Given a prime p and a pair (k, l) of
integers k ≤ l, we let

(3.381) πp(k, l) := (π(pk)− π(pk+1))(π′(pk+l)− π′(pk+l+1)).

This corresponds, when working modulo N = pb, b > l, to matrices in the
double class of

(3.382)
(
a 0
0 d

)
, vp(a) = k and vp(d) = l,

where vp is the p-adic valuation.

Lemma 3.96. (1) Let ϕ be a KMSβ state for the system (A2, σt).
Then, for any prime p and any pair (k, l) of integers k < l, one has

ϕ(πp(k, l)) = p−(k+l)β pl−k (1 + p−1) (1− p−β) (1− p1−β),

while for k = l one has

ϕ(πp(l, l)) = p−2lβ (1− p−β) (1− p1−β).

(2) For distinct primes pj one has

ϕ(
∏

πpj (kj , lj)) =
∏

ϕ(πpj (kj , lj)).

Proof. (1) For each n ∈ N we let νn ∈M(A) be given by

νn(g, ρ, z) = 1 ∀g ∈ Γ
(
n 0
0 1

)
Γ and νn(g, ρ, z) = 0 otherwise.

One has σt(νn) = nit νn for all t ∈ R. The double class

Γ
(
n 0
0 1

)
Γ

is the union of the left Γ-cosets of the matrices
(
a b
0 d

)
where ad = n and

gcd{a, b, d} = 1. The number of these left cosets is

ω(n) := n
∏

p prime, p|n
(1 + p−1)
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and

(3.383) ν∗n ∗ νn(1, ρ, z) = ω(n), ∀(ρ, z) ∈M2(Ẑ)×H.

One has

νn ∗ ν∗n(1, ρ, z) =
∑

h∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q), hρ∈M2(Ẑ)

νn(h−1, hρ, h(z))2.

The right hand side is independent of z ∈ H and only depends upon the
SL2(Z/nZ)–GL2(Z/nZ) double class of ρn = pn(ρ) ∈M2(Z/nZ).

Let us assume that n = pl is a prime power. We can assume that
ρn = pn(ρ) is of the form

ρn =
(
pa 0
0 pb

)
, 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ l .

We need to count the number ω(a, b) of left Γ-cosets Γhj in the double class

Γ
(
n−1 0
0 1

)
Γ

such that hjρ ∈ M2(Ẑ). A full set of representatives of the double class is
given by hj = (αt

j)
−1, where the αj are

α0 =
(
n 0
0 1

)
α(s) =

(
1 s
0 n

)
, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}

and for x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l − 1}, s ∈ Z/pl−xZ prime to p

α(x, s) =
(
px s
0 pl−x

)
.

The counting gives
• ω(a, b) = 0 if b < l.
• ω(a, b) = pa if a < l, b ≥ l.
• ω(a, b) = pl(1 + p−1) if a ≥ l.

Let ep(i, j) for i ≤ j be the projection corresponding to a ≥ i, b ≥ j.
Then for i < j one has

(3.384) πp(i, j) = ep(i, j)− ep(i + 1, j)− ep(i, j + 1) + ep(i + 1, j + 1)

while

(3.385) πp(j, j) = ep(j, j)− ep(j, j + 1).

The computation above gives

(3.386) νn ∗ ν∗n(1, ρ, z) = pl(1 + p−1)ep(l, l) +
l−1∑
0

pk(ep(k, l)− ep(k + 1, l)),

where, for simplicity of notation, we omit the variables (ρ, z) on the right
hand side.
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Let ϕ be a KMSβ state, and σ(k, l) := ϕ(ep(k, l)). Then, applying the
KMSβ condition to the pair (µ[p]f, µ

∗
[p]) for f ∈ C(Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)), one gets

σ(k, l) = p−2kβσ(0, l − k).

Let σ(k) = σ(0, k). Upon applying the KMSβ condition to (νn, ν
∗
n), one gets

pl(1+p−1)p−lβ = pl(1+p−1)p−2lβ+
l−1∑
k=0

pk(p−2kβσ(l−k)−p−2(k+1)βσ(l−k−1).

Since σ(0) = 1, this determines the σ(n) by induction on n and gives

σ(n) = a pn(1−β) + (1− a) p−2nβ ,

with

a = (1 + p)
pβ − 1
p1+β − 1

.

Combined with (3.384) and (3.385), this gives the required formulas for
ϕ(πp(k, l)) and the first part of the Lemma follows.

(2) To get the second part, one proceeds by induction on the number m
of primes pj . The function f =

∏m−1
1 πpj (kj , lj) fulfills

f(h(ρ, z)) = f(ρ, z), ∀(ρ, z) ∈M2(Ẑ)×H, and ∀h ∈ Γ
(
n−1 0
0 1

)
Γ,

where n = pl
m. Thus, when applying the KMSβ condition to (νn f, ν

∗
n), the

previous computation applies with no change to give the result. �

The main result of this section is the complete classification of low-tem-
perature KMS states, which is obtained as follows.

Theorem 3.97. Consider the quantum statistical mechanical system
(A2,σt).

(1) Each invertible Q-lattice L = (Λ, φ) determines a positive energy
representation πL of (A2, σt).

(2) The partition function of the system is

(3.387) Z(β) = ζ(β)ζ(β − 1)

(3) For β > 2, invertible Q-lattices L = (Λ, φ) determine corresponding
extremal KMSβ states of the form

(3.388) ϕβ,L(f) = Z(β)−1
∑

m∈Γ\M+
2 (Z)

f(1,mρ,m(z)) det(m)−β.

(4) For all β > 2 the map L �→ ϕβ,L as in (3.388) above gives an
identification

(3.389) Eβ = GL+
2 (Q)\(GL2(AQ,f )×H) = GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ)/C∗

between the set of extremal KMSβ states and the set of invertible
Q-lattices up to scaling.
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Proof. (1) We have seen that a Q-lattice L = (Λ, φ) determines a
representations πy of A2 on the Hilbert space Hy = �2(Γ\Gy) as in (3.202),
where y = (ρ, z) is the element in Γ\(M2(Ẑ) × H) corresponding to the Q-
lattice L. In this representation, the time evolution is implemented by the
diagonal operator Hy of the form

(3.390) (Hy ξ)(g) = log det(g) ξ(g).

Namely, we have

(3.391) πy(σt(f)) = eitHyπy(f)e−itHy , ∀f ∈ A2.

In general, the operator Hy is not positive. However, if the Q-lattice L =
(Λ, φ) is invertible, i.e. if ρ ∈ GL2(Ẑ), then Gy = M+

2 (Z). In fact, in this
case the basis elements of the Hilbert space Hy are labeled by the lattices
Λ′ ⊃ Λ (by Lemma 3.93). Equivalently, the basis elements are labeled by
the elements in the coset space Γ\M+

2 (Z). The eigenvalues of Hy are then
given by

{log det(g) , g ∈ Gy = M+
2 (Z)} ,

which shows that Hy has positive spectrum.
(2) By (1) the Hilbert space and the Hamiltonian are the same for all

the positive energy representations associated to invertible Q-lattices. The
dimension of the n-th eigenspace of the Hamiltonian is given by the cardi-
nality of the sets {m ∈ M+

2 (Z) : det(m) = n} modulo the action of Γ. Any
sublattice of Z2 is uniquely of the form

(3.392)
(
a b
0 d

)
Z2

with a, d ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ b < d (cf. [263] p.161). Thus, the dimension of the
n-th eigenspace is given by the cardinality of the set of matrices as in (3.392)
with determinant n. This is given by the formula

(3.393) σ1(n) =
∑
d|n

d.

Thus, one obtains that

(3.394) Z(β) = Tr(e−βH) =
∞∑

n=1

σ1(n)
nβ

= ζ(β)ζ(β − 1),

where ζ(β) is the Riemann zeta function.
(3) The state (3.388) is of the form

ϕβ,L(f) =
Tr(πL(f)e−βH)

Tr(e−βH)

where πL is the positive energy representation associated to the invertible
Q-lattice L. Thus, it satisfies the KMS condition at inverse temperature β
for (A2, σt).
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(4) Let ϕ be a KMSβ state. Theorem 3.95 shows that there is a proba-
bility measure µ on Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H) such that

ϕ(f) =
∫

Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)
f(1, ρ, z) dµ(ρ, z) ∀f ∈ A2.

Lemma 3.96 shows that the probability ϕ(ep(1, 1)) = σ(1, 1) that a prime
p divides ρ is p−2β . Since the series

∑
p−2β converges (β > 1

2 would suf-
fice here), it follows (cf. [258] Thm. 1.41) that, for almost all (ρ, z) ∈
Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H), ρ is only divisible by a finite number of primes. Next, again
by Lemma 3.96, the probability that the determinant of ρ is divisible by p
is

ϕ(ep(0, 1)) = σ(1) = (1 + p)p−β − p1−2β .

For β > 2 the corresponding series
∑

((1 + p)p−β − p1−2β) is convergent.
Thus, we conclude that with probability one

ρp ∈ GL2(Zp) for almost all p.

Moreover, since
∑

ϕ(πp(k, l)) = 1, one gets with probability one

ρp ∈ GL2(Qp) ∀p.
In other words, the measure µ gives measure one to finite idèles (note that
finite idèles form a Borel subset but not a closed subset). When ρ is a finite
idèle the corresponding Q-lattice is commensurable to a unique invertible
Q-lattice. Then the KMSβ condition shows that the measure µ is entirely
determined by its restriction to invertible Q-lattices, so that, for some prob-
ability measure ν, we have

ϕ =
∫

ϕβ,L dν(L).

It follows that the Choquet simplex of extremal KMSβ states is the space
of probability measures on the locally compact space

(3.395) GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ)/C∗

of invertible Q-lattices and its extreme points are the ϕβ,L. See e.g. [235] for
the standard identification of the set of invertible Q-lattices with the double
quotient (3.395). �

Proposition 3.98. The set E∞ of extremal KMS∞ states of the system
(A2, σt) is identified with the set of invertible 2-dimensional Q-lattices up to
scaling, that is, with the adelic quotient (3.395).

Proof. In the limit β → ∞ the states ϕβ,L of (3.388) converge and
their limits restrict to

Cc(Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)) ⊂ A

as characters given by evaluation

(3.396) ϕ∞,L(f) = f(ρ, z), ∀f ∈ Cc(Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)),
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where the invertible Q-lattice L is identified up to scaling with the data
(ρ, z) ∈ GL2(Ẑ)×Γ H.

The characters (3.396) are all distinct, hence we get a bijection of the
space

GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ)/C∗

of invertible Q-lattices with the space E∞ of extremal KMS∞ states. �

7.5. Action of symmetries on KMS states.

We can now describe explicitly the action of the symmetry group S =
Q∗\GL2(AQ,f ) on the low-temperature KMSβ states, with β > 2.

The following result describes the induced action of the endomorphisms
ϑm of (3.232), for m ∈M2(Ẑ), on the extremal low-temperature KMS states.

Proposition 3.99. For a given β > 2, let ϕβ,L be the extremal KMSβ

state (3.388) associated to the invertible 2-dimensional Q-lattice L = (Λ, φ)
specified up to scale by the element (ρ, z) ∈ GL2(Ẑ)×Γ H. For m ∈M+

2 (Z),
the pullback of the state ϕβ,L under the action of ϑm is of the form

(3.397) ϕβ,L ◦ ϑm = ϕβ,L(emZ2)ϕβ,L′ , with L′ = (ρ′,m′−1(z)),

where ρm = m′ρ′ is the decomposition in M+
2 (Z) · GL2(Ẑ) of the product

ρm ∈ GL2(AQ,f ) and emZ2 are as in (3.234).

Proof. One has ρm ∈ GL2(AQ,f ) = GL+
2 (Q) · GL2(Ẑ), hence one can

write ρm = m′ρ′, with ρ′ ∈ GL2(Ẑ) and m′ ∈ GL+
2 (Q). In fact, one has

m′ ∈ M2(Ẑ), since ρ ∈ GL2(Ẑ). Since M2(Ẑ) ∩ GL+
2 (Q) = M+

2 (Z), one
obtains that m′ ∈M+

2 (Z).
The decomposition is not unique and one can replace (ρ′,m′) by

(γρ′,m′γ−1) for γ ∈ Γ. But this replacement does not change the Q-
lattice L′ = (Λ′, φ′) specified by (ρ′,m′−1(z)). Notice also that det(ρm) =
det(m′ρ′). This gives

(3.398) detm = detm′, and det ρ = det ρ′.

Thus we obtain

(3.399) ρmdet(m)−1 = m′ det(m′)−1ρ′ = (m̃′)−1ρ′

with m̃′ as in (3.235). This gives

(3.400) ϕβ,L(ϑm(f)) = Z−1
β

∑
µ∈Γ\M+

2 (Z)

f(1, µρmdet(m)−1, µm)(detµ)−β

where µ ∈M+
2 (Z) is subject to the condition µρmdet(m)−1 ∈M2(Ẑ). The

other values of µ a priori involved in the summation do not contribute, since
they correspond to the orthogonal complement of the support ⊂ emZ2 of
ϑm(f). By (3.399) one has ρmdet(m)−1 = (m̃′)−1ρ′. Therefore, since ρ′ ∈
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GL2(Ẑ) the condition µρmdet(m)−1 ∈ M2(Ẑ) holds iff µ(m̃′)−1 ∈ M2(Ẑ)
i.e. iff µ = νm̃′ for some ν ∈M+

2 (Z) (since GL+
2 (Q) ∩M2(Ẑ) = M+

2 (Z)).
Thus, one can replace the sum in (3.400) by

(3.401)

ϕβ,L(ϑm(f)) =

Z−1
β

∑
ν∈Γ\M+

2 (Z)

f(1, ν m̃′ρmdet(m)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ′

, νm̃′(z)) det(νm̃′)−β.

This is proportional to ϕβ,L′ , since m̃′(z) = m′−1(z). �

7.6. Low-temperature KMS states and Galois action.

We can now state the main result on the arithmetic properties of the
system (A2, σt).

Theorem 3.100. Let L = (Λ, φ) be a generic invertible Q-lattice, that
is, an invertible Q-lattice represented by an element (ρ, τ) with ρ ∈ GL2(Ẑ)
and τ ∈ H a generic point (i.e. j(τ) transcendental). Let ϕ∞,L ∈ E∞ be the
corresponding extremal KMS∞ state on (A2, σt). The image ϕ∞,L(A2,Q) ⊂
C generates the specialization Fτ ⊂ C of the modular field F at the point τ ∈
H. The action of the symmetry group S = Q∗\GL2(AQ,f ) of the dynamical
system (A2, σt) is intertwined by ϕ∞,L with the Galois group of the modular
field Fτ by the formula

(3.402) ϕ∞,L ◦ ϑα(f) = Galτ (ραρ−1)ϕ∞,L(f),

for all α ∈ GL2(AQ,f ) and all f ∈ A2,Q.

Proof. One has

(3.403) ϕ∞,L(f) = f(1, ρ, τ) ∀f ∈ A2,Q,

where the invertible Q-lattice L = (Λ, φ) is represented by the point (ρ, τ) ∈
GL2(Ẑ)×H.

By Definition 3.83 one has ϕ∞,L(A2,Q) ⊂ Fτ . Let Xa ∈ A2,Q be as in
§7.1. Up to a permutation of the labels the ϕ∞,L(Xa) are the fu(τ) and thus
generate Fτ . As we have seen in §6, it already contains Q(j) at level 2 and
it in fact contains Qab(j).

Let us now show the intertwining equality (3.402). It is enough to prove
(3.402) for α ∈ GL2(Ẑ) and for α ∈ GL+

2 (Q).
For α ∈ GL2(Ẑ), the state ϕ∞,L ◦ ϑα is given simply by (3.219) i.e.

(ϕ∞,L ◦ ϑα)(f) = f(1, ρα, τ), ∀f ∈ A2,Q,

and for L = (ρ, τ) as above. Using the property (3.333) of elements f ∈ A2,Q

one gets (3.402) in this case since

f(1, ρα, τ) = Galτ (ραρ−1) f(1, ρ, τ) = Galτ (ραρ−1)ϕ∞,L(f) .

Consider then the case of α ∈ GL+
2 (Q). In fact one can assume by

Theorem 3.56 that α is an element m ∈ M+
2 (Z). The state ϕ∞,L ◦ m is
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more tricky to obtain. In fact, it is not given by straight composition, but
through the warming up/cooling down process described in §2.4. Indeed,
the range of the transformation ϑm of (3.232) is the reduced algebra by
the projection em(Z2), on which any of the zero-temperature states vanishes
identically. This makes it impossible to define the pullback ϑ∗

m(ϕ∞,L) as
in (3.23). A non-trivial action is obtained by taking the weak limit of the
KMSβ states obtained by the action of ϑm on the KMSβ state ϕβ,L,

ϑ∗
m(ϕ∞,L) = lim

β→∞
ϑ∗

m(ϕβ,L),

where ϑ∗
m(ϕβ,L) = ϕβ,L(emZ2)−1ϕβ,L ◦ ϑm as in (3.23).

By Proposition 3.99 we have for finite β

(3.404) ϕβ,L ◦ ϑm = ϕβ,L(emZ2)ϕβ,L′ ,

where L′ is given by

(3.405) L′ = (ρ′,m′−1(τ)), with ρm = m′ρ′ ∈M+
2 (Z)GL2(Ẑ).

Thus, we get

(3.406) ϑ∗
m(ϕ∞,L) = ϕ∞,L′ .

It remains to show that on A2,Q we have

ϕ∞,L′(f) = Galτ (ρmρ−1) ◦ ϕ∞,L(f), ∀f ∈ A2,Q.

Both sides only involve the values of f on invertible Q-lattices. There,
by the property (3.333) of elements of A2,Q one has

f(1, α, τ) = Iτ (Gal(α)f(1,1)) = Galτ (α)Iτ (f(1,1)) , ∀α ∈ GL(2, Ẑ).

Thus, if we let h = f(1,1) ∈ F we obtain

ϕ∞,L′(f) = f(1, ρ′,m′−1(τ)) = Im′−1(τ)(Gal(ρ′)h) = Iτ (Gal(m′ρ′)h).

using (3.340) to get
Ig−1(τ) = Iτ ◦Gal(g)

for g = m′. Since m′ρ′ = ρm, we obtain

Iτ (Gal(m′ρ′)h) = Galτ (ρmρ−1)Galτ (ρ)Iτ (h) = Galτ (ρmρ−1)ϕ∞,L(f)

as required. �

7.7. The high temperature range.

The fact that the partition function Z(β) = ζ(β)ζ(β − 1) of the system
(A2, σt) has poles at β = 1 and β = 2 suggests the presence of a more
complicated pattern of phase transitions than in the case of the BC system
A1. In fact, we encounter a new phenomenon, which did not occur in the
case of 1-dimensional Q-lattices, namely, at sufficiently high temperatures
there are no KMS states at all (cf. [86]).
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Proposition 3.101. The system (A2, σt) has no KMSβ state for any
β < 1.

Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 3.96. Indeed the value
of ϕ(πp(k, l)) provided by the lemma is strictly negative for β < 1. �

Remark 3.102. It was wrongly asserted in [86] that there is no KMSβ

state for β = 1. While it is true that the values ϕ(πp(k, l)) all vanish for
β = 1, this does not suffice to conclude that the measure is carried by the
subset {0}×H and in fact, it was shown in [193] that there are KMSβ states
for β = 1 with support on singular matrices.

The existence of KMSβ states in the range β ∈ (1, 2] and the unique-
ness for β = 2 were suggested in [86] Lemma 8.13, and a definitive result
on the KMS states of the system (A2, σt) in the range β ∈ (1, 2] was ob-
tained recently by Laca–Larsen–Neshveyev [193]. They show the following
uniqueness result.

Let β > 1 and νβ,p be the Haar measure on GL2(Zp) normalized to give
total mass

(3.407) νβ,p(GL2(Zp)) = (1− p−β)(1− p−β+1)

and let µβ,p be the unique extension of νβ,p to GL2(Qp) such that for all
g ∈ GL2(Qp) one has,

(3.408) µβ,p(gK) = |det(g)|βp µβ,p(K) for compact K ⊂ GL2(Qp) .

Theorem 3.103. ([193]) For any β ∈ (1, 2], the set of KMSβ states
of the system (A2, σt) consists of a single state ϕβ. This is given by a Γ-
invariant measure µβ on M2(AQ,f )×H satisfying

µβ(Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)) = 1 and µβ(gK) = det(g)−βµ(K),

for all g ∈ GL+
2 (Q) and all compact K ⊂M2(AQ,f )×H. The measure is of

the form µβ = µβ,f × µH, with µH as in (3.207) and µβ,f =
∏

p µβ,p.

Note that the above normalization (3.407) no longer makes sense when
β ≤ 1. Theorem 3.103 allows one to improve the result obtained in [86]
Lemma 8.13 on the convergence of the KMSβ states ϕβ,L when β → 2+,
independently of the invertible Q-lattice L. This convergence is now seen to
hold on all continuous functions f ∈ C(Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H)). Another interesting
result of [193] Remark 4.10 is the description of the classification of KMSβ

states for n-dimensional Q-lattices modulo scaling by R∗
+. One gets that for

β ≤ n − 1 there are no KMSβ states except when β is a positive integer.
Next in the interval β ∈ (n−1, n] there exists a unique KMSβ state, and for
β > n the extremal KMSβ states are parameterized by invertible Q-lattices
modulo scaling.
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7.8. The Shimura variety of GL2.

We have seen in Theorem 3.97 and Proposition 3.98 that the set of
extremal KMS states for any 2 < β ≤ ∞ is identified with the adelic quo-
tient (3.395). This identification, together with the description of the set of
two-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling given in Proposition 3.39, yields a
description of the system (A2, σt) and its low-temperature KMS equilibrium
states in terms of Shimura varieties, as we discussed in the case of the BC
system in §4.8 above. We follow [91].

We consider here the Shimura variety associated to the data (GL2,H±),
where H± denotes the upper and lower half planes

(3.409) H± = GL2(R)/C∗.

Namely, the Shimura variety Sh(GL2,H±) is given by the quotient

(3.410) Sh(GL2,H
±) = GL2(Q)\(GL2(AQ,f )×H±).

As in the GL1-case the zero-dimensional Shimura variety Sh(GL1, {±1})
was associated to the cyclotomic tower, here the Shimura variety (3.410) is
associated to the modular tower, which here means the tower of modular
curves. More precisely, for N ∈ N, let Y (N) = Γ(N)\H be the modular
curve of level N , where Γ(N) is the principal congruence subgroup of Γ =
SL2(Z). We denote by X(N) the smooth compactification of Y (N) obtained
by adding the cusps Γ(N)\P1(Q). In the compact version, the modular
tower has V1 = P1 over Q and VN = X(N), over the cyclotomic field Q(ζN )
(cf. [226]). In the noncompact version, one has the affine line V1 = A1, and
VN = Y (N). Notice that GL2(Z/NZ)/±1 is the group of automorphisms of
the projection VN = X(N)→ X(1) = V1, so that one has

(3.411) lim←−
N

AutV1(VN ) = GL2(Ẑ)/{±1} = lim←−
N

GL2(Z/NZ)/{±1}.

This recovers the part of the symmetries of low-temperature KMS states of
(A2, σt) that comes from automorphisms of the system. The endomorphism
action of M+

2 (Z) does not correspond to symmetries of the tower, in fact,
the action of the θm does not preserve levels.

The result of Proposition 3.39 shows that, set-theoretically, the commen-
surability classes of 2-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling are parameterized
by the points of the quotient

(3.412) Shnc(GL2,H
±) := GL2(Q)\(M2(AQ,f )×H±).

At a more refined level than just the set-theoretic identification, the quotient
(3.412) is treated as a noncommutative space whose algebra of coordinates
is (Morita equivalent to) the convolution algebra A2, just as in the case of
1-dimensional Q-lattices. The Morita equivalence is realized by compression
with the characteristic function of M2(Ẑ) in M2(AQ,f ).

The quotient (3.412) can be regarded as a noncommutative version of
the Shimura variety (3.410), obtained by adding to (3.410) “noncommutative
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boundary strata” that correspond to the commensurability classes of non-
invertible Q-lattices.

We can view the classical Shimura variety (3.410) as the set of classi-
cal points of the noncommutative space (3.412), through the identification
of Sh(GL2,H±) with the set of low-temperature extremal KMS states of
(A2, σt) obtained in Theorem 3.97 and Proposition 3.98,
(3.413)
E∞ = Sh(GL2,H

±) = GL2(Q)\(GL2(AQ,f )×H±) = GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ)/C∗.

7.9. The noncommutative boundary of modular curves.

Under the Gelfand–Naimark correspondence, unital C∗-algebras corre-
spond to compact spaces. Thus, we can define a notion of “Morita-compact-
ification” for noncommutative spaces as follows.

Definition 3.104. A noncommutative space described by a C∗-algebra
A is “Morita-compact” if the algebra A is Morita equivalent to a unital
C∗-algebra.

Consider then the quotient

(3.414) Shnc(GL2,H±) = GL2(Q)\M2(AQ)·/C∗,

with
M2(AQ)· = M2(AQ,f )× (M2(R) � {0}).

Lemma 3.105. There is an identification

(3.415) GL2(Q)\M2(AQ)·/C∗ = GL2(Q)\(M2(AQ,f )× P1(C)),

with P1(C) = H± ∪ P1(R) the compactification of H±.

Proof. Consider the right action

(3.416) m �→ m ·∆
of C∗ on M2(R) determined by the inclusion C∗ ⊂ GL2(R) as in (3.170). The
action of C∗ on M2(R)�{0} is free and proper. To obtain the identification
consider the map

ρ(α) =

{
α(i) = ai+b

ci+d (c, d) �= (0, 0)

∞ (c, d) = (0, 0)
with α =

[
a b
c d

]
∈M2(R)�{0}

It defines an isomorphism

(3.417) (M2(R) � {0})/C∗ �−→ P1(C),

equivariant with respect to the left action of GL2(R) on M2(R) and the
action of GL2(R) on P1(C) by fractional linear transformations. Moreover,
this maps M+

2 (R) to the closure of the upper half plane

(3.418) H = H ∪ P1(R).
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The rank one matrices in M2(R) map to P1(R) ⊂ P1(C). In fact, the isotropy
group of m ∈ M2(R) for the right action of C∗ is trivial if m �= 0, since
m · λ = m only has nontrivial solutions for m = 0, since λ − 1 is invertible
when nonzero. This shows that M2(R)�{0} is the total space of a principal
C∗-bundle. �

Thus, we can regard (3.414) as a noncommutative space whose alge-
bra of coordinates is Morita equivalent to the convolution algebra of the
partially defined action of GL2(Q) on the compact space M2(Ẑ) × P1(C),
hence as a Morita compactification, in the sense of Definition 3.104, of the
noncommutative Shimura variety (3.412), or equivalently of the algebra A2.

As we discussed in §7.8 above, the classical compactification of the mod-
ular curves Y (N) is given by X(N) = Y (N)∪Γ(N)\P1(Q). This is obtained
by replacing the upper half plane H by

(3.419) H̄Q := H ∪ P1(Q).

While the quotient Y (N) = Γ(N)\H parameterizes elliptic curves with level
structure, the points Γ(N)\P1(Q) correspond to degenerating the elliptic
curve to Gm. The Morita compactification described above, however, is
obtained by replacing H with the compactification H̄ of (3.418), which uses
the full P1(R) instead of P1(Q) as in (3.419). This corresponds to the non-
commutative compactification of modular curves

(3.420) X(N)nc = Γ(N)\H̄ = Γ(N)\(H ∪ P1(R))

studied in [219] and [77], where the noncommutative space

(3.421) Γ(N)\(P1(R) � P1(Q))

parameterizes degenerations of elliptic curves to noncommutative tori.

In fact, we can give the following description of the space (3.414) in
terms of Q-lattices.

Definition 3.106. A Q-pseudolattice in C is a pair (Λ, φ), where Λ =
j(Z2) is the image of a homomorphism j : Z2 → �, with � ⊂ R2 ∼= C a real
1-dimensional subspace, and with φ a group homomorphism

φ : Q2/Z2 → QΛ/Λ.

The Q-pseudolattice is nondegenerate if j is injective and is invertible if φ
is invertible.

Pseudolattices account for replacing GL2(R) by matrices M2(R) � {0},
which corresponds to degenerating the lattices to pseudolattices in the sense
of [216]. In more geometric terms, this corresponds to degenerations of
elliptic curves to noncommutative tori.
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Proposition 3.107. Let ∂Y := M2(Ẑ)× P1(R). The map

(3.422) (ρ, θ) �→ (Λ, φ), Λ = Z + θZ, φ(x) = ρ1(x)− θρ2(x)

gives an identification

(3.423) Γ\∂Y " (Space of Q-pseudolattices in C)/C∗.

This space parameterizes the degenerations of 2-dimensional Q-lattices

(3.424) λ(y) = (Λ, φ) where Λ = h̃(Z + iZ) and φ = h̃ ◦ ρ,

for y = (ρ, h) ∈ M2(Ẑ) × GL2(R) and h̃ = h−1 det(h), when h ∈ GL2(R)
degenerates to a non-invertible matrix in M2(R) � {0}.

Proof. Q-pseudolattices in C are of the form

(3.425) Λ = λ(Z + θZ), φ(a) = λρ1(a)− λθρ2(a),

for λ ∈ C∗, θ ∈ P1(R) and ρ ∈M2(Ẑ). The action of C∗ multiplies λ, while
leaving θ unchanged. This corresponds to changing the 1-dimensional linear
subspace of C containing the pseudolattice and rescaling it. The action
of SL2(Z) on P1(R) by fractional linear transformations changes θ. The
nondegenerate pseudolattices correspond to the values θ ∈ P1(R) � P1(Q)
and the degenerate pseudolattices to the cusps P1(Q).

For y = (ρ, h) ∈ M2(Ẑ) × GL2(R), consider the Q-lattice (3.424), for
h̃ = h−1 det(h). Here we use the basis {e1 = 1, e2 = −i} of the R-vector
space C so that GL+

2 (R) acts on C as R-linear transformations, as in (3.170).
These formulae continue to make sense when h ∈ M2(R), h �= 0 and the
image Λ = h̃(Z + iZ) is a pseudolattice, i.e. when the matrix h is no longer
invertible, cf. Lemma 3.105. �

Unlike the quotient Γ\(M2(Ẑ)×H), which is a classical space, here the
space Γ\∂Y should be treated as a noncommutative space, whose algebra of
coordinates is given by the crossed product

C(∂Y ) � Γ.

The “invertible part”

(3.426) GL2(Q)\(GL2(Af )× P1(R))

gives the noncommutative modular tower considered in [77], [219], and
[241], so that the full space Shnc(GL2,H±) accounts for degenerations of
invertible Q-lattices to either a non-Archimedean component (non-invertible
Q-lattices) or at the Archimedean place (pseudolattices).
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7.10. Compatibility between the systems.

Up to Morita equivalence, the noncommutative spaces of Q-lattices mod-
ulo commensurability (but not scaling) in dimensions n = 1, 2 are described,
respectively, by the crossed product C∗-algebras

(3.427) C0(Af ×GL1(R)) � GL1(Q),

and

(3.428) C0(M2(Af )×GL2(R)) � GL2(Q).

In the case of the classical Shimura varieties, the relation between the
varieties Sh(GL2,H±) and Sh(GL1, {±1}) is given by “passing to compo-
nents”. Namely we have (cf. [226])

(3.429) π0(Sh(GL2,H
±)) = Sh(GL1, {±1}).

The operation of taking connected components is realized explicitly by the
map

(3.430) sign× det : Sh(GL2,H
±)→ Sh(GL1, {±1}).

We showed in [91] that the map (3.430) extends to a correspondence be-
tween the noncommutative Shimura varieties Shnc(GL1,{±1}) and
Shnc(GL2,H±), compatible with the time evolutions and the arithmetic
structures. The result is obtained as follows (cf. [91]).

We consider the map α : GL1(Q)→ GL2(Q) of the form

(3.431) α(r) =
(

r 0
0 1

)
.

We take π to be the determinant map from M2(Af )×GL2(R) to Af×GL1(R)
given by:

(3.432) (ρ, u) �→ π(ρ, u) = (det(ρ),det(u)).

Proposition 3.108. Let α and π be defined as in (3.431) and (3.432).
Then the following holds.

(1) The pair (π, α) induces a morphism

Υ : C0(Af ×GL1(R)) � GL1(Q)→M(C0(M2(Af )×GL2(R))) � GL2(Q),

where M(C0(M2(Af ) × GL2(R)) is the multiplier algebra of the
algebra C0(M2(Af )×GL2(R).

(2) The restriction of Υ to homogeneous functions of weight 0 induces
a morphism

(3.433) Υ0 : C0(Af ×{±1})�GL1(Q)→M(C0(M2(Af )×H±))�GL2(Q).

(3) The morphism Υ yields a correspondence Υ12 from the GL1-system
to the GL2-system, compatible with the time evolutions and the
rational subalgebras.
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Proof. (1) Given two crossed product algebras C0(Xi)�Γi, a morphism
C0(X1)�Γ1 → C0(X2)�Γ2 is given by a proper continuous map π : X2 → X1

and a proper group homomorphism α : Γ1 → Γ2, with the property that

(3.434) π ◦ α(g) = g ◦ π ∀g ∈ Γ1.

This determines an algebra homomorphism

(3.435) C0(X1) � Γ1 �
∑

fg Ug �→
∑

(fg ◦ π)Uα(g) ∈ C0(X2) � Γ2.

If the map π fails to be proper, the map of (3.435) only defines a homomor-
phism to the multiplier algebra

(3.436) C0(X1) � Γ1 →M(C0(X2) � Γ2).

In the case we are considering, the map π given by the determinant satisfies
(3.434) since detα(r) = r, is continuous, but it is not proper, hence it gives
rise to a morphism Υ to the multiplier algebra M(C0(M2(Af ) × GL2(R)))
as in (3.436) and (3.435).

(2) The extension Υ̃ of Υ to multipliers gives a morphism

Υ̃ : C(Af ×GL1(R)) � GL1(Q)→ C(M2(Af )×GL2(R)) � GL2(Q).

One obtains Υ0 by restricting Υ̃ to homogeneous functions of weight 0 for
the scaling action of R∗

+ on GL1(R). The image of such a function is homo-
geneous of weight 0 for the scaling action of C∗ on GL2(R) and only depends
upon the sign of the modulus in H± as in the diagram

GL2(R)

det

��

�� H± = GL2(R)/C∗

sign

��

GL1(R) �� {±1} = GL1(R)/R∗
+.

(3.437)

(3) One can restrict Υ0 to A1 = C(Ẑ) � N and one gets a morphism

(3.438) C(Ẑ) � N→M(C0(M2(Af )×H)) � GL+
2 (Q).

One then combines (3.438) with the Morita equivalence between
C0(M2(Af )×H)�GL+

2 (Q) and A2. This Morita equivalence is given by the
bimodule E of functions of

(3.439) (g, ρ, z) ∈ V = GL+
2 (Q)×M2(Ẑ)×H

invariant under the Γ action

(3.440) (g, ρ, z) �→ (gγ−1, γρ, γ(z)).

To obtain the right module structure over A2, one uses the convolution
product

(3.441) (ξ ∗ f) (g, ρ, z) =
∑

s∈Γ\GL+
2 (Q)

ξ(gs−1, s ρ, s(z)) f(s, ρ, z).
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For (g, ρ, z) ∈ V, both gρ ∈M2(Af ) and g(z) ∈ H make sense, and this can
be endowed with a left action of C0(M2(Af )×H) on E given by

(3.442) (f ∗ ξ) (g, ρ, z) = f(gρ, g(z)) ξ(g, ρ, z) .

This action is GL+
2 (Q)-equivariant for the left action of GL+

2 (Q) on V given
by

(3.443) h (g, ρ, z) = (h g, ρ, z) ∀h ∈ GL+
2 (Q)

and turns E into a left C0(M2(Af )×H) � GL+
2 (Q) module.

The left action of C0(M2(Af ) × H) extends to its multipliers and one
can use (3.438) to obtain on E the required structure of left C(Ẑ) � N-
module and right A2-module. One checks that this is compatible with the
time evolutions σt. It is also compatible with the rational subalgebras A1,Q

and A2,Q. This compatibility can be seen using the cyclotomy condition of
§7.2. �

8. KMS states and complex multiplication

In this section we present a construction of a quantum statistical me-
chanical system that generalizes the Bost–Connes system in the case where
instead of the field Q one considers an imaginary quadratic field K. The
main purpose is to recast the explicit class field theory for imaginary qua-
dratic fields in the context of quantum statistical mechanics in much the
same way as the Bost–Connes system does for the explicit class field theory
of Q. As we are going to see in the following, there is a very interesting inter-
play between the GL2-system (A2, σt) discussed in the previous section and
the systems for imaginary quadratic fields, which mirrors the distinction be-
tween general elliptic curves and elliptic curves with complex multiplication.
For this section we follow very closely the two papers of Connes–Marcolli–
Ramachandran [90] and [91].

We write O for the ring of algebraic integers of the imaginary quadratic
field K = Q(

√
−d), with d a positive integer. We can write the ring of

integers in the form O = Z + Zτ , and the imaginary quadratic field as
K = Q(τ), where we fix the embedding K ↪→ C so that τ is in the upper
half plane H. As in §4.5, we denote by AK the adèles of K and by AK,f the
finite adèles AK,f = AQ,f ⊗Q K. We have AK = AK,f × C. We denote here
the maximal compact subring of AK,f by Ô instead of R as in §4.5. This is
given by Ô = O ⊗Z Ẑ. Moreover, we use the notation A·

K = AK,f × C∗.

8.1. 1-dimensional K-lattices.

We introduce a generalization of the notion of Q-lattices that we worked
with in the previous sections, by considering an analogous definition of K-
lattices.
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Definition 3.109. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. A 1-dimen-
sional K-lattice (Λ, φ) is a finitely generated O-submodule Λ ⊂ C such that
Λ⊗O K ∼= K, together with a morphism of O-modules

(3.444) φ : K/O → KΛ/Λ.

A 1-dimensional K-lattice is invertible if φ is an isomorphism of O-modules.
Two 1-dimensional K-lattices (Λ1, φ1) and (Λ2, φ2) are commensurable

if KΛ1 = KΛ2 and φ1 = φ2 modulo Λ1 + Λ2.

The proof that commensurability is an equivalence relation follows as in
Lemma 3.18.

Here we can regard C as a K-vector space and in particular as an O-
module and we assume that the O-module structure of Λ is compatible with
the embeddings of both O and Λ in C.

Lemma 3.110. As an O-module, Λ is projective.

Proof. As an O-module Λ is isomorphic to a finitely generated O-
submodule of K, hence to an ideal in O. Every ideal in a Dedekind domain
O is finitely generated projective over O (cf. [231] Lemma 1.5). �

Lemma 3.111. Up to scaling by some λ ∈ C∗, any K-lattice Λ is equiv-
alent to a K-lattice Λ′ = λΛ ⊂ K ⊂ C. The lattice Λ′ is unique modulo
K∗.

Proof. The K-vector space KΛ is 1-dimensional. If ξ is a generator,
then ξ−1Λ ⊂ K. The remaining ambiguity is only by scaling by elements in
K∗. �

Proposition 3.112. For invertible 1-dimensional K-lattices, the ele-
ment of K0(O) associated to the O-module Λ is an invariant of the com-
mensurability class up to scaling.

Proof. Two invertible 1-dimensional K-lattices that are commensu-
rable are in fact equal. This is a special case of a stronger result proved
below in Lemma 3.121 (1). The scaling of K-lattices does not alter the
isomorphism class of the O-module Λ. Thus, the corresponding O-module
class is well defined. �

There is a canonical isomorphism K0(O) ∼= Z+Cl(O) (cf. Corollary 1.11,
[230]), where the Z part is given by the rank, which is equal to one in our
case, hence the invariant of Proposition 3.112 is the class in the class group
Cl(O). In contrast to Proposition 3.112, every 1-dimensional K-lattice is
commensurable to a K-lattice whose O-module structure is principal. This
follows, since every ideal in O is commensurable to O.
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8.2. K-lattices and Q-lattices.

We can write the ring of integers of the imaginary quadratic field K in
the form O = Z + Zτ , where τ is a point in the upper half plane H. The
field can then be written as K = Q(τ). The choice of such a generator τ ∈ H
determines (cf. [269] Proposition 4.6) an injective ring homomorphism

(3.445) qτ : K ↪→M2(Q).

In fact one has more precisely:

Proposition 3.113. For O = Z+Zτ as above, let qτ (k) be the matrix of
multiplication by k ∈ K acting on the right on row vectors in the basis {τ, 1}.
Then qτ : K ↪→M2(Q) is an injective ring homomorphism (embedding) such
that

(3.446) qτ (K∗) = {g ∈ GL+
2 (Q) : g(τ) = τ} .

There exist only two embeddings K ↪→M2(Q) fulfilling (3.446). The second
one q′τ corresponds to the matrix of multiplication by k ∈ K acting on the
left on column vectors in the basis {1,−τ}.

They are related by

(3.447) q′τ (k) = s qτ (k)t s−1 = qτ (k̄) , ∀k ∈ K ,

where s =
(

0 1
−1 0

)
and k → k̄ is the automorphism of K given by complex

conjugation.

Proof. Since τ is a quadratic algebraic integer, it satisfies an equation
of the form

(3.448) τ2 − ατ + β = 0 ,

where α, β ∈ Z. One has by construction

qτ (x + τy) =
(
x + αy −βy

y x

)
, ∀x , y ∈ Q ,

and one checks that provided x+ τy �= 0 one has g = qτ (x+ τy) ∈ GL+
2 (Q)

and g(τ) = τ . One has by construction

q′τ (x + τy) =
(

x βy
−y x + αy

)
, ∀x , y ∈ Q .

One checks similarly that provided x + τy �= 0 one has g′ = q′τ (x + τy) ∈
GL+

2 (Q) and g′(τ) = τ . Moreover the equality q′τ (k) = s qτ (k)t s−1 follows
from a direct computation and just reflects the change of basis, and use of
column vectors versus row vectors.

Finally any embedding q : K ↪→ M2(Q) satisfying (3.446) has range
qτ (K) and is therefore of the form q = qτ ◦ σ for an automorphism σ ∈
Aut(K), which gives the last equality of (3.447) and the required uniqueness.

�
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For g = qτ (x) with x ∈ K∗, we have

(3.449) det(g) = n(x),

where n : K∗ → Q∗ is the norm map.
The relation between 1-dimensional K-lattices and 2-dimensional Q-

lattices is then explained by the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.114. A 1-dimensional K-lattice is, in particular, a 2-dimen-
sional Q-lattice. Two 1-dimensional K-lattices are commensurable iff the
underlying Q-lattices are commensurable.

Proof. First notice that KΛ = QΛ, since QO = K. This, together
with Λ ⊗O K ∼= K, shows that the Q-vector space QΛ is 2-dimensional.
Since RΛ = C, and Λ is finitely generated as an abelian group, this shows
that Λ is a lattice. The map

(3.450) (a, b) ∈ Q2/Z2 → a− bτ ∈ K/O
provides an identification of Q2/Z2 with K/O, so that we can view φ as a
homomorphism of abelian groups φ : Q2/Z2 → QΛ/Λ. The pair (Λ, φ) thus
gives a two-dimensional Q-lattice.

The second statement holds, since for 1-dimensional K-lattices we have
KΛ = QΛ. �

8.3. Adelic description of K-lattices.

As we have seen in the case of Q-lattices the noncommutative spaces that
appear as algebras of observables of the corresponding quantum statistical
mechanical systems are obtained as adelic quotients. This principle was
systematically exploited in [159] to produce a large class of such systems
associated to classical adelic quotients, namely Shimura varieties. In the case
we are now considering of imaginary quadratic fields, it is also very useful to
reformulate the notions of K-lattices and commensurability in adelic terms.

Proposition 3.115. The data (Λ, φ) of a 1-dimensional K-lattice are
equivalent to data (ρ, s) of an element ρ ∈ Ô and s ∈ A∗

K/K
∗, modulo

the Ô∗-action given by (ρ, s) �→ (x−1ρ, xs), x ∈ Ô∗. Thus, the space of
1-dimensional K-lattices is given by

(3.451) Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗
K/K

∗).

Proof. Up to scaling, the O-module Λ can be identified with an ideal
in O. These can be written in the form sf Ô ∩ K where sf ∈ Ô ∩ A∗

K,f (cf.
[269] §5.2). Thus, given a K-lattice (Λ, φ), Λ can be described in the form
Λs = s−1

∞ (sf Ô ∩K), where s = (sf , s∞) ∈ A∗
K. This satisfies Λks = Λs for all

k ∈ (Ô∗ × 1) K∗ ⊂ A∗
K. If Λs = Λs′ , then s′∞s−1

∞ ∈ K∗ and one can assume
that s′∞ = s∞. Thus one is reduced to the condition sf Ô ∩ K = s′f Ô ∩ K,
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which implies s′fs
−1
f ∈ Ô∗. The data φ of the 1-dimensional K-lattice can

be described by the composite map φ = s−1
∞ (sf ◦ ρ)

K/O ρ
��

∼=
��

K/O ��

∼=
��

K/(sf Ô ∩K)

∼=
��

AK,f/Ô
ρ

�� AK,f/Ô
sf

�� AK,f/sf Ô.

(3.452)

where ρ is an element in Ô. By construction the map (ρ, s) �→ (Λs, s
−1
∞ (sf ◦

ρ)) passes to the quotient Ô×Ô∗ (A∗
K/K

∗) and the above shows that it gives
a bijection with the space of 1-dimensional K-lattices. �

Notice that, even though Λ and O are not isomorphic as O-modules, on
the quotients we have K/Λ " K/O as O-modules, with the isomorphism
realized by sf in the diagram (3.452).

Proposition 3.116. Let A·
K = AK,f × C∗ be the subset of adèles of K

with non-zero Archimedean component. The map Θ(ρ, s) = ρ s,

(3.453) Θ : Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗
K/K

∗)→ A·
K/K

∗,

preserves commensurability and induces an identification of the set of com-
mensurability classes of 1-dimensional K-lattices (not up to scale) with the
space A·

K/K
∗.

Proof. The map is well defined, because ρs is invariant under the action
(ρ, s) �→ (x−1ρ, xs) of x ∈ Ô∗. It is clearly surjective since AK,f = ÔK∗. It
remains to show that two K-lattices have the same image if and only if they
are in the same commensurability class. First we show that we can reduce
to the case of principal K-lattices, without changing the value of the map
Θ. Given a K-lattice (Λ, φ), we write Λ = λJ , where J ⊂ O is an ideal,
hence Λ = λ(sf Ô ∩K), where λ = s−1

∞ ∈ C∗ and sf ∈ Ô∩A∗
K,f . Then (Λ, φ)

is commensurate to the principal K-lattice (λO, φ). If (ρ, s) is the pair
associated to (Λ, φ), with s = (sf , s∞) as above, then the corresponding
pair (ρ′, s′) for (λO, φ) is given by ρ′ = sf ρ and s′ = (1, s∞). Thus, we
have Θ(Λ, φ) = Θ(λO, φ). We can then reduce to proving the statement
in the case of principal K-lattices (s−1

∞ O, s−1
∞ ρ). In this case, the equality

(ρ, s∞) = k(ρ′, s′∞), for k ∈ K∗, means that we have s∞ = ks′∞ and ρ = kρ′.
In turn, this is the relation of commensurability for principal K-lattices. �

Thus, we obtain the following result for 1-dimensional K-lattices.

Lemma 3.117. The map defined as Υ : (Λ, φ) �→ ρ ∈ Ô/K∗ for principal
K-lattices extends to an identification, given by Υ : (Λ, φ) �→ sf ρ ∈ AK,f/K∗,
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of the set of commensurability classes of 1-dimensional K-lattices up to scal-
ing with the quotient

(3.454) Ô/K∗ = AK,f/K
∗.

8.4. Algebra and time evolution.

We now describe the noncommutative algebra of coordinates of the space
of commensurability classes of 1-dimensional K-lattices up to scaling. We
show that it is given by the convolution C∗-algebra of the groupoid of the
equivalence relation.

We first consider the groupoid G1,K of the equivalence relation of com-
mensurability on the space of 1-dimensional K-lattices.

By construction, this groupoid is a subgroupoid of the groupoid G2

of commensurability classes of 2-dimensional Q-lattices described in §5.2.
Namely, we have the following result.

Lemma 3.118. The groupoid G1,K of the equivalence relation of commen-
surability of 1-dimensional K-lattices is a subgroupoid of the groupoid G2 of
commensurability of 2-dimensional Q-lattices. Its structure as a locally com-
pact étale groupoid is inherited from the embedding.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.114. �

The groupoid G1,K corresponds to the quotient space A·
K/K

∗, hence its
C∗-algebra is given, up to Morita equivalence, by the crossed product

(3.455) C0(A·
K) � K∗.

When we consider 1-dimensional K-lattices up to scaling and the com-
mensurability relation on this set, the construction of the corresponding
convolution algebra is more delicate. Passing to 1-dimensional K-lattices up
to scaling corresponds to taking the quotient G1,K/C∗ on the groupoid of the
commensurability relation.

In the case of the GL2-system, we encountered a problem in considering
the analogous quotient G2/C∗, because, as we have seen in Remark 3.41, the
quotient G2/C∗ is no longer a groupoid. This made it necessary to define
the resulting convolution algebra not as a groupoid C∗-algebra for G2/C∗

but as a subalgebra of homogeneous elements of degree zero with respect to
the C∗-action in C∗(G2), as discussed in §5.2.

In the case of 1-dimensional K-lattices, the situation is better, and closer
to the case of 1-dimensional Q-lattices. In fact, we have the following result.

Proposition 3.119. The quotient G1,K/C∗ is a groupoid.

Proof. The simplest way to check this is to write G1,K as the union
of the two groupoids G1,K = G0 ∪ G1 corresponding respectively to pairs of
commensurable K-lattices (L,L′) with L = (Λ, 0), L′ = (Λ′, 0) and (L,L′)
with L = (Λ, φ �= 0), L′ = (Λ′, φ′ �= 0). For λ ∈ C∗ one has λΛ = Λ iff
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λ ∈ O∗ is an invertible element of O. Thus the scaling action of λ ∈ C∗ on
G0 is the identity for λ in the finite group O∗ of invertible elements of O
and the corresponding action of C∗/O∗ is free on the units of G0. Thus the
quotient G0/C∗ is a groupoid. Similarly the action of C∗ on G1 is free on the
units of G1 since for λ ∈ O∗, λ �= 1 the element λ − 1 ∈ K is invertible, so
that λφ �= φ. Thus the quotient G1/C∗ is a groupoid. �

The quotient topology turns G1,K/C∗ into a locally compact étale group-
oid. The C∗-algebra of coordinates A1,K = C∗(G1,K/C∗) is obtained from the
convolution algebra of functions on G1,K that are of weight zero with respect
to the C∗-action. Namely, one obtains elements in the algebra A1,K from
functions of pairs (Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′) of commensurable 1-dimensional K-lattices
satisfying

f(λ(Λ, φ), λ(Λ′, φ′)) = f((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) ∀λ ∈ C∗.

Unlike the convolution algebra A2 of the GL2 system, the algebra A1,K

is unital and resembles more closely the Bost–Connes algebra A1.

Lemma 3.120. The algebra A1,K is unital.

Proof. The set (G1,K/C∗)(0) of units of the groupoid G1,K/C∗ is the
quotient of Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗

K/K
∗) by the action of C∗. This gives the compact

space

(3.456) (G1,K/C
∗)(0) = Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗

K,f/K
∗).

Notice that A∗
K,f/(K

∗ × Ô∗) is the class group Cl(O). Since the set of units
of the groupoid G1,K/C∗ is compact the convolution algebra is unital. �

There is a homomorphism n from the groupoid G1,K to R∗
+ given by the

covolume of a commensurable pair of K-lattices. More precisely, given such
a pair L = (Λ, φ) ∼ L′ = (Λ′, φ′), we let, as in (3.57),

(3.457) n(L,L′) = |L/L′| = covolume(Λ′)
covolume(Λ)

.

This coincides with the order of the quotient L/L′ when L′ ⊂ L. It is
invariant under scaling, hence it descends to the quotient groupoid G1,K/C∗.

This defines a time evolution on the algebra A1,K by

(3.458) σt(f)(L,L′) = |L/L′|itf(L,L′).

Up to scale, we can identify the lattices in a commensurable pair with
ideals in O. For L = (Λ, φ) ∼ L′ = (Λ′, φ′) as above with Λ = λI and
Λ′ = λJ , the covolume is given by the ratio of the norms of the ideals as

(3.459) n(L,L′) =
n(J)
n(I)

.

(recall that the norm n(J) of an ideal J is the cardinality of O/J , which
gives (3.459) for Λ = I = O and Λ′ = J an ideal).
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In order to construct representations of the algebra A1,K, we adopt the
same technique described in §4. Namely, we use the fact that, for an étale
groupoid like our G1,K/C∗, every unit y ∈ (G1,K/C∗)(0) defines by (3.43) a
representation πy by left convolution of the algebra of G1,K/C∗ in the Hilbert
space Hy = �2((G1,K/C∗)y), where (G1,K/C∗)y denotes the set of elements of
the groupoid G1,K/C∗ with source y. As in the GL2 case, this defines the
norm on the C∗-algebra A1,K as

(3.460) ‖f‖ = sup
y∈(G1,K/C∗)(0)

‖πy(f)‖.

8.5. K-lattices and ideals.

The following result gives a description of the commensurability class of
an invertible 1-dimensional K-lattice in terms of ideals in O.

Lemma 3.121. (1) Given an invertible 1-dimensional K-lattice
(Λ, φ), the map

(3.461) (Λ′, φ′) �→ J = {x ∈ O|xΛ′ ⊂ Λ}
gives a bijection of the set of 1-dimensional K-lattices up to scale
commensurable to (Λ, φ) with the set of (nonzero) ideals in O.

(2) If L is an invertible K-lattice, the corresponding representation πL

of the algebra A1,K has positive energy.
(3) The partition function ZK(β) is the Dedekind zeta function of the

imaginary quadratic field K,

(3.462) ZK(β) = ζK(β).

Proof. (1) We use the result of Lemma 3.93, by which we know that,
if Λ is an invertible 2-dimensional Q-lattice and Λ′ is commensurable to
Λ, then Λ ⊂ Λ′. Since 1-dimensional K-lattices are also 2-dimensional Q-
lattices, the result applies.

The map (3.461) is well defined, since J ⊂ O is an ideal. Moreover,
JΛ′ = Λ, since O is a Dedekind domain (one can assume that Λ and Λ′ are
ideals in O and use the definition of Dedekind domains of [231]). The map
is injective, since J determines Λ′ as the O-module {x ∈ C|xJ ⊂ Λ} and the
corresponding φ and φ′ agree. This also shows that the map is surjective.

We introduce the notation

(3.463) J−1(Λ, φ) = (Λ′, φ).

(2) For an invertible K-lattice L, we have obtained in this way an iden-
tification of (G1,K/C∗)L with the set JO of (nonzero) ideals J ⊂ O. We let
εJ be the basis vector associated to (J−1L,L) ∈ (G1,K/C∗)L. The covolume
of the pair (J−1L,L) is then given by the norm n(J) of the ideal. The
representation (3.43) is of the form

(πL(f)ξ)(g) =
∑

g1g2=g

f(g1)ξ(g2).
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Thus the time evolution (3.458) is implemented by ξ(g) → n(g)it ξ(g) and
the corresponding Hamiltonian is of the form

(3.464) HεJ = log n(J) εJ ,

with non-negative eigenvalues. Thus, the representation has positive energy.
(3) The partition function of the system (A1,K, σt) is then given by the

Dedekind zeta function

(3.465) Z(β) = Tr(e−βH) =
∑

J∈JO

n(J)−β = ζK(β).

�
We give a more explicit description of the action of ideals J ∈ JO on

K-lattices described in the proof of Lemma 3.121 above.

Lemma 3.122. Let L = (Λ, φ) be a 1-dimensional K-lattice and J ⊂ O
an ideal. If L is represented by a pair (ρ, s) ∈ Ô ×Ô∗ A∗

K/K
∗, then the K-

lattice J−1L is represented by the commensurable pair (sJρ, s
−1
J s), where sJ

is a finite idèle such that J = sJÔ ∩K.

Proof. By [269] §5.2, there is a finite idèle sJ such that we can write
the ideal J in the form J = sJÔ ∩ K. The pair (sJρ, s

−1
J s) defines an

element in Ô ×Ô∗ A∗
K/K

∗. In fact, first notice that sJ is in fact in Ô ∩A∗
K,f ,

hence the product sJρ ∈ Ô. It is well defined modulo Ô∗, and by direct
inspection one sees that the class it defines in Ô×Ô∗ A∗

K/K
∗ is that of J−1L.

In fact with s = (sf , s∞) the lattice Λs is s−1
∞ (sf Ô ∩ K) and the lattice

Λs−1
J s is s−1

∞ (s−1
J sf Ô ∩K) which agrees with J−1Λs. Moreover s−1

∞ (sf ◦ ρ) =

s−1
∞ (sfs

−1
J ◦sJρ). By Proposition 3.116, in order to check that the K-lattices

(ρ, s) and (sJρ, s
−1
J s) lie in the same commensurability class, it is sufficient

to see that Θ(ρ, s) = ρs = Θ(sJρ, s
−1
J s). �

8.6. Arithmetic subalgebra.

The choice of an arithmetic subalgebra A1,K,Q for the system (A1,K, σt)
is obtained using the fact that the system can be embedded as a subsystem
of the GL2-system (A2, σt), hence one can restrict the arithmetic algebra
A2,Q of the GL2-system to the subgroupoid G1,K ⊂ G2 of commensurability
classes of 1-dimensional K-lattices.

In fact, we have the following result.

Lemma 3.123. The time evolution (3.458) on the C∗-algebra A1,K is the
restriction of the time evolution on A2 to the subgroupoid G1,K ⊂ G2.

Proof. This is clear from Lemma 3.114 and from Lemma 3.118 above,
together with the description in (3.206) of the time evolution of the system
(A2, σt) in terms of covolume of 2-dimensional lattices, or equivalently the
description (3.449) of the norm map. �
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Thus, we have shown that the system (A1,K, σt) is a subsystem of (A2, σt)
obtained by restricting the functions of A2 to G1,K and with the induced time
evolution.

We denote by A1,K,Q the algebra obtained by restricting elements ofA2,Q

to the groupoid G1,K/C∗. The algebra A1,K,Q obtained in this way is defined
over Q. To have later the correct Galois properties, we need to consider as
arithmetic algebra for the system (A1,K, σt) the algebra over K

(3.466) A1,K,Q ⊗Q K.

SinceA1,K is unital, one sees easily thatA1,K,Q⊗C is a subalgebra ofA1,K,
even though the arithmetic algebra A2,Q is only an algebra of unbounded
multipliers of A2.

The relations described in §7.3 that hold in the arithmetic algebra A2,Q

induce corresponding relations in the algebra A1,K,Q ⊗K. Even though the
relations described in §7.3 did not give a complete set of relations for A2,Q,
these are sufficient to show that the abelian part of the algebra A1,K,Q ⊗K
yields an interesting AF algebra, like in the Bost–Connes system. This will
become relevant in the following chapter in the context of endomotives.

8.7. Symmetries.

Let (A1,K, σt) be the system introduced above, for K an imaginary qua-
dratic field. We have the following symmetries ([90]).

Proposition 3.124. The semigroup Ô ∩ A∗
K,f acts on the algebra A1,K

by endomorphisms. The subgroup Ô∗ acts on A1,K by automorphisms. The
subsemigroup O× acts by inner endomorphisms.

Proof. Given an ideal J ⊂ O, consider the set of K-lattices (Λ, φ) such
that φ is well defined modulo JΛ. Namely, the map φ : K/O → KΛ/Λ
factorises through K/O → KΛ/JΛ→ KΛ/Λ. We say, in this case, that the
K-lattice (Λ, φ) is divisible by J . This condition gives a closed and open
subset EJ of the set of K-lattices up to scaling. We denote by eJ ∈ A1,K the
corresponding idempotent. Let s ∈ Ô ∩ A∗

K,f . Let J = sÔ ∩ K. Then for
(ρ, t) ∈ Ô×Ô∗ (A∗

K/K
∗) (cf. Proposition 3.115) the associated 1-dimensional

K-lattice (Λ, φ) is divisible by J iff s−1ρ ∈ Ô. We denote the K-lattice
corresponding to (s−1ρ, t) ∈ Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗

K/K
∗) simply by (Λ, s−1φ). This

map preserves commensurability and defines an isomorphism of the étale
groupoid G1,K/C∗ with its reduction by EJ .

Given a commensurable pair (Λ, φ) and (Λ′, φ′), and an element f ∈
A1,K, we define

(3.467) θs(f)((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) = f((Λ, s−1φ), (Λ′, s−1φ′))

if both K-lattices are divisible by J and

θs(f)((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) = 0 otherwise.
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Formula (3.467) defines an endomorphism of A1,K with range the algebra
reduced by eJ . It is, in fact, an isomorphism with the reduced algebra.
Clearly, for s ∈ Ô∗, the above defines an automorphism. For s ∈ O×, the
endomorphism (3.467) is inner. In fact, for s ∈ O×, let µs ∈ A1,K be given
by

(3.468) µs((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) =

{
1 Λ = s−1Λ′ and φ′ = φ

0 otherwise.

Then the range of µs is the projection eJ , where J is the principal ideal
generated by s. Then we have

θs(f) = µs f µ
∗
s, ∀s ∈ O×.

The action of symmetries Ô∩A∗
K,f is compatible with the time evolution,

θs σt = σt θs, ∀s ∈ Ô ∩ A∗
K,f , ∀t ∈ R.

The isometries µs are eigenvectors of the time evolution, namely

σt(µs) = n(s)it µs.

�

The induced symmetries of KMS states of the system are then described
by the following results.

Proposition 3.125. The quotient CK/DK of the idèle class group CK

of K by the connected component of the identity DK acts as symmetries of
the KMS states of the system (AK, σt). The action of the subgroup Ô∗/O∗

is by automorphisms.

Proof. Recall that AK,f = ÔK∗. Thus, we can pass to the corre-
sponding group of symmetries, modulo inner, which is given by the group
A∗

K,f/K
∗, which is isomorphic to CK/DK (cf. [269] §5, [6] §9). We have an

exact sequence of groups

1→ Ô∗/O∗ → A∗
K,f/K

∗ → Cl(O)→ 1,

where Cl(O) is the class group of the ring O, with #Cl(O) = hK, the class
number of K. �

This shows that, in the very special case of class number hK = 1, symme-
tries are given only through an action by automorphisms, as in the original
case of the Bost–Connes system. In the case where hK �= 1, the nontrivial
elements of Cl(O) have representatives in A∗

K,f/K
∗ that act by endomor-

phisms.

Notice that we can consider isometries µJ ∈ A1,K with range eJ , the
characteristic function of the set of K-lattices divisible by J . This isometry
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is of the form

(3.469) µJ((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) =

{
1 Λ = J−1Λ′ and φ′ = φ

0 otherwise.

This is similar to equation (3.468) and it reduces to (3.468) in the case where
J is principal (generated by s). Thus, this would seem to imply that it is not
only the subsemigroup O× that acts by inner endomorphisms, but in fact a
bigger one, obtained by using the inner action of the isometries µJ ∈ A1,K.
To see why this is not the case, one needs to compare the endomorphism
f �→ µJfµ

∗
J with the endomorphism θs. In the first case one gets

(3.470) µJfµ
∗
J((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) = f((J Λ, φ), (J Λ′, φ′))

if both K-lattices are divisible by J and

µJfµ
∗
J ((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) = 0 otherwise,

while in the second case one gets the formula (3.467) i.e.

(3.471) θs(f)((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) = f((Λ, s−1φ), (Λ′, s−1φ′))

if both K-lattices are divisible by J and

θs(f)((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) = 0 otherwise.

The key point here is that the scaling is only allowed by elements of K∗ and
the scaling relation between lattices (sΛ, φ) and (Λ, s−1φ) holds only for
s ∈ K∗, but not for more general idèles. Thus, even though the isometries µJ

always exist for any ideal J , their inner action implements the endomorphism
θs only in the case where J is principal.

Corollary 3.126. The symmetries of the system (A1,K, σt) preserve
the arithmetic algebra A1,K,Q ⊗K.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.86. In fact, one can see that
these symmetries are induced by symmetries of the system (A2, σt), through
the diagram with exact rows

1 �� K∗ �� GL1(AK,f )

q′τ
��

�� CK/DK
�� 1

1 �� Q∗ �� GL2(AQ,f ) �� S = Q∗\GL2(AQ,f ) �� 1.

(3.472)

More precisely, the symmetry θs of the system (A1,K, σt), associated to s ∈
GL1(AK,f ) is the restriction of the symmetry ϑg (cf. (3.52)) of the system
(A2, σt) for

(3.473) g = q′τ (s
−1) ∈ GL2(AQ,f ) .

This follows, comparing the definition (3.467) of θs with (3.52) and using
the defining property (cf. Proposition 3.113) of q′τ (s

−1) as the matrix of
multiplication by s−1 in the basis {1,−τ}. �
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8.8. Low-temperature KMS states and Galois action.

The main result on low-temperature KMS states of the system (A1,K, σt)
is the following ([90]).

Theorem 3.127. The extremal KMS states of this system satisfy:
• For β > 1, extremal KMSβ states are parameterized by the invert-

ible K-lattices,

(3.474) Eβ " A∗
K,f/K

∗

with a free and transitive action of CK/DK
∼= A∗

K,f/K
∗ as symme-

tries.
• In this range, the extremal KMSβ state associated to an invertible

K-lattice L = (Λ, φ) is of the form

(3.475) ϕβ,L(f) = ζK(β)−1
∑

J∈JO

f(J−1L, J−1L) n(J)−β ,

where ζK(β) is the Dedekind zeta function, and J−1L defined as in
(3.463).
• The set of extremal KMS∞ states (as weak limits of KMSβ states)

is still given by (3.474).
• The extremal KMS∞ states ϕ∞,L of the CM system, evaluated on

the arithmetic subalgebra A1,K,Q ⊗K, take values in Kab, with

ϕ∞,L(A1,K,Q ⊗K) = Kab.

• The class field theory isomorphism (3.127) intertwines the action
of A∗

K,f/K
∗ by symmetries of the system (AK, σt) and the action of

Gal(Kab/K) on the image of A1,K,Q⊗K under the extremal KMS∞
states. Namely, for all ϕ∞,L ∈ E∞ and for all f ∈ A1,K,Q ⊗K,

(3.476) α(ϕ∞,L(f)) = (ϕ∞,L ◦ θ−1(α))(f), ∀α ∈ Gal(Kab/K).

Proof. The partition function ZK(β) of (3.465) converges for β > 1.
We have also seen in the previous section that invertible K-lattices L = (Λ, φ)
determine positive energy representations of A1,K on the Hilbert space H =
�2(J ) where J is the set of ideals of O. Thus, the formula

(3.477) ϕβ,L(f) =
Tr (πL(f) exp(−βH))

Tr(exp(−βH))

defines an extremal KMSβ state, with the Hamiltonian H of (3.464). These
states are of the form (3.475). It is not hard to see that distinct elements in
AK,f/K∗ define distinct states ϕβ,L.

This shows that we have an injection of AK,f/K∗ ⊂ Eβ. We need to show
that, conversely, every extremal KMSβ state is of the form (3.475).

We proceed in two steps. The first shows (Proposition 3.130 below) that
KMSβ states are given by measures on the space of K-lattices up to scaling,
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as in (3.478) below. The second shows that, when β > 1, this measure is
carried by the commensurability classes of invertible K-lattices.

Let p denotes the projection from K-lattices to their class p(L) modulo
scaling, namely

p : Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗
K/K

∗)→ Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗
K,f/K

∗).

We obtain the following result.

Lemma 3.128. Let γ = (L,L′) ∈ G1,K with

p(L) = p(L′) ∈ Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗
K,f/K

∗).

Then either L = L′ or φ = φ′ = 0.

Proof. We first describe the elements γ ∈ G1,K/C∗ such that s(γ) =
r(γ), i.e. γ = (L,L′) ∈ G1,K such that the classes of L and L′ modulo
the scaling action of C∗ are the same elements of the set (G1,K/C∗)(0) of
units as in (3.456). Modulo scaling, we can assume that the lattice Λ ⊂ K.
Thus, since L and L′ are commensurable, it follows that Λ′ ⊂ K. Then, by
hypothesis, there exists λ ∈ C∗ such that λL = L′. One has λ ∈ K∗ and
φ′ = λφ. By the commensurability of the pair one also has φ′ = φ modulo
Λ + Λ′. Writing λ = a

b , with a, b ∈ O, we get aφ = bφ and λ = 1 unless
φ = 0. �

We let Ξ be the finite closed subset of Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗
K,f/K

∗) given by the set
of K-lattices up to scaling such that φ = 0. Since A∗

K,f/Ô∗K∗ = Cl(O), its
cardinality #Ξ = hK is the class number of K. The groupoid G1,K/C∗ is the
union G1,K/C∗ = G0 ∪G1 of the reduced groupoids by Ξ ⊂ Ô×Ô∗ (A∗

K,f/K
∗)

and its complement.

Lemma 3.129. Let γ ∈ G1\G(0)
1 . There exists a neighborhood V of γ in

G1,K/C∗ such that
r(V ) ∩ s(V ) = ∅

where r and s are the range and source maps of G1,K/C∗.

Proof. Let γ be the class modulo scaling of the commensurable pair
(L,L′). By Lemma 3.128 one has p(L) �= p(L′) ∈ Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗

K,f/K
∗). Let

c(Λ) and c(Λ′) denote the classes of Λ and Λ′ in K0(O) (cf. Proposition
3.112). If these classes are different, c(Λ) �= c(Λ′), then one can simply take
a neighborhood V in such a way that all elements γ1 = (L1, L

′
1) ∈ V are in

the corresponding classes: c(Λ1) = c(Λ), c(Λ′
1) = c(Λ′), for L1 = (Λ1, φ1)

and L′
1 = (Λ′

1, φ
′
1). This ensures that range and source are disjoint sets,

r(V ) ∩ s(V ) = ∅. Otherwise, there exists λ ∈ K∗ such that Λ′ = λΛ. Since
Λ′ �= Λ, one has λ /∈ O∗. One has φ′ = φ �= 0. Thus, one is reduced to
showing that, given ρ ∈ Ô, ρ �= 0, and λ ∈ K∗, λ /∈ O∗, there exists a
neighborhood W of ρ in Ô such that λW ∩O∗W = ∅. This follows, using a
place v such that ρv �= 0. In fact, one has λρv /∈ O∗ρv and the same holds
in a suitable neighborhood. �
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We can now prove the following.

Proposition 3.130. Let β > 0 and let ϕ be a KMSβ state for (A1,K, σt).
Then there exists a probability measure µ on Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗

K,f/K
∗) such that

(3.478) ϕ(f) =
∫
Ô×Ô∗ (A∗

K,f /K∗)
f(L,L) dµ(L), ∀f ∈ A1,K .

Proof. It is enough to show that ϕ(f) = 0 provided f is a continu-
ous function with compact support on G1,K/C∗ with support disjoint from
(G1,K/C∗)(0). Let hn ∈ C(Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗

K,f/K
∗)) with 0 ≤ hn ≤ 1 and with

support disjoint from Ξ and converging pointwise to 1 in the complement of
Ξ. Let un ∈ A1,K be supported by the diagonal and given by hn there.

The formula

(3.479) Φ(f)(Λ,Λ′) := f((Λ, 0), (Λ′, 0))) ∀f ∈ A1,K

defines a homomorphism of the system (A1,K, σt) to the C∗ dynamical sys-
tem (C∗(G0), σt) obtained by specialization to pairs of K-lattices with φ = 0
as in Theorem 3.95.

Since there are unitary eigenvectors for σt for nontrivial eigenvalues in
the system (C∗(G0), σt) it has no nonzero KMSβ positive functional. This
shows that the pushforward of ϕ by Φ vanishes and as in Theorem 3.95 that,
with the notation introduced above,

ϕ(f) = lim
n

ϕ(f ∗ un).

Thus, since (f ∗un)(γ) = f(γ)hn(s(γ)), we can assume that f(γ) = 0 unless
s(γ) ∈ Ω, where Ω ⊂ Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗

K,f/K
∗) is a compact subset disjoint from

Ξ. Let L ∈ Ω and V as in Lemma 3.129 and let h ∈ Cc(V ). Then, we
apply the KMSβ condition to the pair a, b, with a = f and b supported by
the diagonal and equal to h there. We get ϕ(b ∗ f) = ϕ(f ∗ b). One has
(b ∗ f)(γ) = h(r(γ)) f(γ). Applying this to f ∗ b instead of f and using
h(r(γ))h(s(γ)) = 0 for all γ ∈ V , we get ϕ(f ∗ b2) = 0 and ϕ(f) = 0, using
a partition of unity. �

Lemma 3.131. Let ϕ be a KMSβ state on (A1,K, σt). Then, for any ideal
J ⊂ O one has

ϕ(eJ) = n(J)−β .

Proof. For each ideal J we let µJ ∈ A1,K be given as above by (3.469)

µJ((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) =

{
1 Λ = J−1Λ′ and φ′ = φ

0 otherwise.

One has σt(µJ) = n(J)it µJ for all t ∈ R, while µ∗
J µJ = 1 and µJ µ

∗
J = eJ .

Thus the result just follows from the KMS condition. �
Given Proposition 3.115 above, we make the following definition.
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Definition 3.132. A K-lattice is quasi-invertible if the ρ in Proposition
3.115 is in Ô ∩ A∗

K,f .

Then we have the following result.

Lemma 3.133. (1) A K-lattice (Λ, φ) that is divisible by only finitely
many ideals is either quasi-invertible, or there is a finite place v
such that the component φv of φ satisfies φv = 0.

(2) A quasi-invertible K-lattice is commensurable to a unique invertible
K-lattice.

Proof. Let (ρ, s) be associated to the K-lattice (Λ, φ) as in Proposition
3.115. If ρ /∈ A∗

K,f , then either there exists a place v such that ρv = 0, or
ρv �= 0 for all v and there exists infinitely many places w such that ρ−1

w /∈ Ow,
where Ow is the local ring at w. This shows that the K-lattice is divisible
by infinitely many ideals. For the second statement, if we have ρ ∈ A∗

K,f , we
can write it as a product ρ = s′fρ

′ where ρ′ = 1 and s′f = ρ. The K-lattice
obtained in this way is commensurable to the given one by Proposition 3.116
and is invertible. �

We now complete the proof of the first two statements in Theorem 3.127.
Let ϕ be a KMSβ state. Proposition 3.130 shows that there is a proba-

bility measure µ on Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗
K,f/K

∗) such that

ϕ(f) =
∫
Ô×Ô∗ (A∗

K,f /K∗)
f(L,L) dµ(L), ∀f ∈ A1,K .

With L = (Λ, φ) = (ρ, s) ∈ Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗
K,f/K

∗), Lemma 3.131 shows that
the probability ϕ(eJ) that an ideal J divides L is n(J)−β. Since the series∑

n(J)−β converges for β > 1, it follows (cf. [258] Thm. 1.41) that, for al-
most all L ∈ Ô×Ô∗ (A∗

K,f/K
∗), L is only divisible by a finite number of ideals.

Notice that the KMS condition implies that the measure defined above gives
measure zero to the set of K-lattices (Λ, φ) such that the component φv = 0
for some finite place v.

By the first part of Lemma 3.133, the measure µ gives measure one to
quasi-invertible K-lattices,

µ
(
(Ô ∩ A∗

K,f )×Ô∗ (A∗
K,f/K

∗)
)

= 1.

Notice that these K-lattices form a Borel subset which is not closed. Then,
by the second part of Lemma 3.133, the KMSβ condition shows that the
measure µ is entirely determined by its restriction to invertible K-lattices,
so that, for some probability measure ν,

ϕ =
∫

ϕβ,L dν(L).
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It follows that the Choquet simplex of extremal KMSβ states is the space of
probability measures on the compact space Ô∗ ×Ô∗ (A∗

K,f/K
∗) = A∗

K,f/K
∗

of invertible K-lattices modulo scaling and its extreme points are the ϕβ,L.
The action of symmetries CK/DK on Eβ is then free and transitive, as

one can see from the fact that symmetries of (A1,K, σt) are induced from
symmetries of (A2, σt) and the action of GL+

2 (Q) on 2-dimensional Q-lattices
has only fixed points at those Q-lattices (Λ, φ) with φ = 0, as shown in
Lemma 3.45.

Let L = (Λ, φ) be an invertible K-lattice. For s ∈ Ô∗/O∗ ⊂ A∗
K,f/K

∗,
the action is given explicitly by

(ϕβ,L ◦ θs)(f) = ZK(β)−1
∑

J∈JO

f((J−1Λ, s−1φ), (J−1Λ, s−1φ)) n(J)−β

= ϕβ,(Λ,s−1φ)(f),(3.480)

for f ∈ A1,K. More generally, for s ∈ Ô ∩ A∗
K,f , let Js = sÔ ∩ K. One

has

(ϕβ,L ◦ θs)(f) = ZK(β)−1
∑

J∈JO

θs(f)((J−1Λ, φ), (J−1Λ, φ)) n(J)−β

= ZK(β)−1
∑
J⊂Js

f((J−1Λ, s−1φ), (J−1Λ, s−1φ)) n(J)−β(3.481)

= ZK(β)−1
∑

J∈JO

f(J−1Ls, J
−1Ls) n(JJs)−β

= n(Js)−β ϕβ,Ls(f),

for f ∈ A1,K, and with Ls the invertible K-lattice (J−1
s Λ, s−1φ). To prove

the last equality one uses the basic property of Dedekind rings that any ideal
J ⊂ Js can be written as a product of ideals J = J ′Js.

This completes the proof of the first two statements of the theorem. Now
we prove the remaining statements of Theorem 3.127 on the extremal KMS
states at zero-temperature.

The weak limits as β →∞ of states in Eβ define states in E∞ of the form

(3.482) ϕ∞,L(f) = f(L,L).

The action of the symmetry group A∗
K,f/K

∗ on extremal KMS states at
zero-temperature is given, as in §2.4, through the warming up/cooling down
process described in (3.27).

In fact, for an invertible K-lattice L, evaluating ϕ∞,L on θs(f) would
not give a nontrivial action, while using (3.27) one obtains the action

(3.483) Θs(ϕ∞,L)(f) = lim
β→∞

(Wβ(ϕ∞,L) ◦ θs) (f),

with Wβ as in (3.27). This gives

(3.484) Θs(ϕ∞,L) = ϕ∞,Ls ,
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with Ls as in (3.481).
Thus the action of the symmetry group A∗

K,f/K
∗ is given by

(3.485) L = (Λ, φ) �→ Ls = (J−1
s Λ, s−1φ), ∀s ∈ A∗

K,f/K
∗ .

When we evaluate states ϕ∞,L on elements f ∈ A1,K,Q ⊗K of the arith-
metic subalgebra we obtain

(3.486) ϕ∞,L(f) = f(L,L) = g(L) ,

where the function g is the lattice function of weight 0 obtained as the
restriction of f to the diagonal. By construction of the arithmetic subal-
gebra, one obtains in this way all the evaluations f �→ f(z) of elements of
the modular field F on the finitely many modules z ∈ H of the classes of
K-lattices.

Consider the subring Bτ of the modular field F consisting of those mod-
ular functions f ∈ F that are defined at τ , where τ ∈ H generates the
imaginary quadratic field K = Q(τ). The theory of complex multiplication
(cf. [269], §5) shows that the subfield Fτ ⊂ C generated by the values f(τ),
for f ∈ Bτ , is the maximal abelian extension of K (where we have fixed an
embedding K ⊂ C),

(3.487) Fτ = Kab.

Moreover, the action of α ∈ Gal(Kab/K) on the values f(z) is given by

(3.488) αf(τ) = f τqτ θ−1(α−1)(τ).

This is Shimura reciprocity (cf. [269] Theorem 6.31 §6.8). In this formula,
the notation f �→ fγ denotes the action of an element γ ∈ Aut(F ) on the
elements f ∈ F . The map θ is the class field theory isomorphism (3.127),

θ : A∗
K,f/K

∗ → Gal(Kab/K).

The map qτ : A∗
K,f ↪→ GL2(AQ,f ) is the embedding determined by Proposi-

tion 3.113. The map τ is as in [269] Theorem 6.31, with the diagram with
exact rows

1 �� K∗ ι �� GL1(AK,f )

qτ

��

θ �� Gal(Kab/K) �� 1

1 �� Q∗ �� GL2(AQ,f ) τ �� Aut(F ) �� 1.

(3.489)

This result makes essential use of an important result of Shimura (cf. [269]
§6.6) recalled above in Theorem 3.75 that characterizes the automorphism
group of the modular field by the exact sequence

1→ Q∗ → GL2(AQ,f )→ Aut(F )→ 1.

In fact, using the notations of Theorem 3.75, the above equation (3.488)
becomes

(3.490) αf(τ) = (Gal(q′τ (θ
−1(α−1)))f)(τ),
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where we used (3.305) and Proposition 3.113 to replace qτ by q′τ .
Thus, when we act by an element α ∈ Gal(Kab/K) on the values on

A1,K,Q ⊗K of an extremal KMS∞ state we have

αϕ∞,L(f) = Galτ (q′τ (θ
−1(α−1)))ϕ∞,L(f)

and using Theorem 3.100

αϕ∞,L(f) = ϕ∞,L ◦ ϑg(f) , g = q′τ (θ
−1(α−1)) .

Thus, using the relation (3.473) between the symmetry groups, we get

(3.491) αϕ∞,L(f) = ϕ∞,Ls(f),

where s = θ−1(α) ∈ A∗
K,f/K

∗.
This completes the result on the Galois properties of zero temperature

KMS states. �

8.9. High temperature KMS states.

The main result on the behavior of the system at high temperature (i.e.
for β ≤ 1) is given by the following ([90]).

Theorem 3.134. The system (A1,K, σt) undergoes a phase transition
with spontaneous symmetry breaking at inverse temperature β = 1. In the
range 0 < β ≤ 1 there is a unique extremal KMS state.

Proof. The proof follows along the lines of [237]. We first discuss
uniqueness. By Proposition 3.130, one obtains a measure µ on the space

X = Ô ×Ô∗ (A∗
K,f/K

∗)

of K-lattices up to scale. As in Lemma 3.96, this measure fulfills the quasi-
invariance condition

(3.492)
∫

X
µJ f µ

∗
J dµ = n(J)−β

∫
X
f dµ,

for all ideals J , where µJ is as in (3.469). To prove uniqueness of such a
measure, for β ∈ (0, 1], one proceeds in the same way as in [237], reducing
the whole argument to an explicit formula for the orthogonal projection P
from L2(X, dµ) to the subspace of functions invariant under the semigroup
action

(3.493) L = (Λ, φ) �→ J−1L,

which preserves commensurability. As in [237], one can obtain such a for-
mula as a weak limit of the orthogonal projections PA associated to finite
sets A of non-Archimedean places.

Let A be a finite set of non-Archimedean places. Let JA be the sub-
semigroup of the semigroup JO of ideals generated by the prime ideals in
A. Any element J ∈ JA can be uniquely written as a product

(3.494) J =
∏
v∈A

Jnv
v ,
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where Jv is the prime ideal associated to the place v ∈ A.

Lemma 3.135. Let L = (Λ, φ) be a K-lattice such that φv �= 0 for all
v ∈ A. Let J ∈ JA, J =

∏
v∈A Jnv

v be the smallest ideal dividing L. Let
(ρ, s) ∈ Ô ×Ô∗ A∗

K/K
∗ be the pair associated to L. Then, for each v ∈ A,

the valuation of ρv is equal to nv.

Proof. Let (ρ, s) be as above, and mv be the valuation of ρv. Then it
is enough to show that an ideal J divides L if and only if J is of the form
(3.494), with nv ≤ mv. The map φ is the composite of multiplication by
ρ and an isomorphism, as in the diagram (3.452), hence the divisibility is
determined by the valuations of ρv. �

Definition 3.136. With A as above we shall say that a K-lattice L =
(Λ, φ) is A-invertible if and only if the valuation of ρv is equal to zero for
all v ∈ A.

We now define basic test functions associated to a Hecke Grössencharak-
ter. Given such a character χ, the restriction of χ to Ô∗ only depends on
the projection on Ô∗

Bχ
=
∏

v∈Bχ
Ô∗

v , for Bχ a finite set of non-Archimedean
places. Let B be a finite set of non-Archimedean places B ⊃ Bχ. We
consider the function f = fB,χ on Ô ×Ô∗ A∗

K/K
∗, which is obtained as

follows. For (ρ, s) ∈ Ô ×Ô∗ A∗
K/K

∗, we let f = 0 unless ρv ∈ Ô∗
v for all

v ∈ B, while f(ρ, s) = χ(ρ′s), for any ρ′ ∈ Ô∗ such that ρ′v = ρv for all
v ∈ B. This is well defined, because the ambiguity in the choice of ρ′ does
not affect the value of χ, since Bχ ⊂ B. The function f obtained this way
is continuous.

Let H(B) be the subspace of L2(X, dµ) of functions that only depend
on s and on the projection of ρ on ÔB. Let us consider the map that assigns
to a K-lattice L the smallest ideal J ∈ JB dividing L, extended by zero
if some φv = 0. By Lemma 3.135, the value of this map only depends on
the projection of ρ on ÔB . Thus, we can consider corresponding projections
EB,J in H(B), for J as above. By construction the projections EB,J give a
partition of unity on the Hilbert space H(B). Note that EB,0 = 0, since the
measure µ gives measure zero to the set of K-lattices with φv = 0 for some
v.

Let VJf(L) = f(J−1L) implementing the semigroup action (3.493). For
J ∈ JB, the operator n(J)−β/2V ∗

J maps isometrically the range of EB,O to
the range of EB,J .

Lemma 3.137. The functions V ∗
J fB,χ span a dense subspace of H(B).

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the fB,χ form a dense subspace of
the range of EB,O. The image of Ô∗ in Ô∗

B×A∗
K/K

∗ by the map u �→ (u, u−1)
is a closed normal subgroup. We let Ô∗

B ×Ô∗ A∗
K/K

∗ be the quotient. This
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is a locally compact group. The quotient GB by the connected component
of identity DK in A∗

K/K
∗ is a compact group. Then C(GB) is identified

with a dense subspace of the range of EB,O. The characters of GB are the
Grossencharakters χ that vanish on the connected component of the identity
and such that Bχ ⊂ B. Thus, by Fourier transform, we obtain the density
result. �

Let A be a finite set of non-Archimedean places, and JA as above. Let
HA be the subspace of functions constant on JA-orbits, and let PA be the
corresponding orthogonal projection. The PA converge weakly to P .

Proposition 3.138. Let A ⊃ B be finite sets of non-Archimedean places.
Let L be an A-invertible K-lattice, and f ∈ H(B). The restriction of PAf
to the JA-orbit of L is constant and given by the formula

(3.495) PAf |JAL = ζK,A(β)−1
∑

J∈JA

n(J)−β f(J−1L),

where ζK,A(β) =
∑

J∈JA
n(J)−β.

Proof. By construction, the right hand side of the formula (3.495)
defines an element fA in HA∩H(A). One checks, using the quasi-invariance
condition (3.492) on the measure µ, that 〈fA, g〉 = 〈f, g〉 for all g ∈ HA, as
in [237]. �

Let L be an invertible K-lattice and χ a Grössencharakter vanishing on
the connected component of the identity DK. We define χ(L) as χ(ρs), for
any representative (ρ, s) of L. This continues to make sense when L is an
A-invertible K-lattice and A ⊃ Bχ taking χ(ρ′s) where ρ′ ∈ Ô∗ and ρ′v = ρv

for all v ∈ A.
Finally, we recall that to a Grössencharakter χ vanishing on the con-

nected component of the identity DK one associates a Dirichlet character
χ̃ defined for ideals J in JBc

χ
, where Bc

χ is the complement of Bχ. More
precisely, given J ∈ JBc

χ
, let sJ be an idèle such that J = sJ Ô ∩ K and

(sJ)v = 1 for all places v ∈ Bχ. One then define χ̃(J) to be the value χ(sJ).
This is independent of the choice of such sJ .

Proposition 3.139. Let A ⊃ B ⊃ Bχ and L an A-invertible K-lattice.
The projection PA of (3.495) applied to the function fB,χ gives

(3.496) PAfB,χ|JAL =
χ(L)

ζK,A(β)

∑
J∈JA\B

n(J)−β χ̃(J)−1.

Proof. Among ideals in JA, those that have nontrivial components on
B do not contribute to the sum (3.495) computing PAfB,χ|JAL. It remains to
show that fB,χ(J−1L) = χ(L)χ̃(J)−1, for J ∈ JA\B. Let J = sJ Ô ∩K and
(sJ)v = 1 for all places v ∈ B. Let L be given by (ρ, s). We have J−1L given
by (ρ sJ , s s

−1
J ) using Proposition 3.122. Thus, for any choice of ρ′ ∈ Ô∗ with
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ρ′v = (ρsJ)v for all v ∈ B one has fB,χ(J−1L) = χ(ρ′ss−1
J ) = χ(ρ′s)χ̃(J)−1.

Note that (sJ)v = 1 for all places v ∈ B. Thus the choice of ρ′ is governed
by ρ′v = ρv for all v ∈ B. Since L is A-invertible and A ⊃ B ⊃ Bχ we get
χ(ρ′s) = χ(L) for a suitable choice of ρ′. �

It then follows as in [237] that the PAfB,χ tend weakly to zero for χ
nontrivial. The same argument gives an explicit formula for the measure,
obtained as a limit of the PAfB,1, for the trivial character. In particular,
the restriction of the measure to GB is proportional to the Haar measure.
Positivity is ensured by the fact that we are taking a projective limit of
positive measures. This completes the proof of existence and uniqueness of
the KMSβ state for β ∈ (0, 1]. �

Notice that the structure of KMS states for the system (A1,K, σt) differs
substantially from that of the system (A2, σt), even though (A1,K, σt) is
constructed as a subsystem of (A2, σt).

So, the system (A2, σt) has two phase transitions at β = 1 and β = 2
with no KMS states at all in the high temperature regime 0 < β < 1, a
unique KMS state in the range 1 < β ≤ 2 and a large set of extremal KMS
states given by the points of the Shimura variety of GL2. On the other hand
the system (A1,K, σt) has, like the Bost–Connes system, a unique phase
transition at β = 1 with a unique KMSβ state in the range 0 < β ≤ 1 and
extremal KMS states given by points of A∗

K,f/K
∗ for 1 < β ≤ ∞.

This different behavior is not surprising, as the following general fact
illustrates.

Given an étale groupoid G and a full subgroupoid G′ ⊂ G, let ρ be a
homomorphism ρ : G → R∗

+. The inclusion G′ ⊂ G gives a correspondence
between the C∗-algebras associated to G′ and G, compatible with the time
evolution associated to ρ and its restriction to G′.

The following simple example, however, shows that, in general, the KMS
states for the G′ system do not map to KMS states for the G system.

We let G be the groupoid with units G(0) given by an infinite countable
set, and morphisms given by all pairs of units. Consider a finite subset of
G(0) and let G′ be the reduced groupoid. Finally, let ρ be trivial. Clearly,
the G′ system admits a KMS state for all temperatures given by the trace,
while, since there is no tracial state on the compact operators, the G system
has no KMS states.

8.10. Comparison with other systems.

We have seen in (3.455) that the groupoid G1,K corresponds to the quo-
tient A·

K/K
∗ viewed as a noncommutative space. Thus, its C∗-algebra is

given up to Morita equivalence by the crossed product C0(A·
K) � K∗ as in

(3.455). In the case of the groupoid G1,K/C∗, we are similarly looking at the
quotient AK,f/K∗, with the noncommutative algebra of coordinates, which,
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up to Morita equivalence, can be identified with the crossed product

(3.497) C0(AK,f/O∗) � K∗/O∗.

where O∗ is the finite group of units.
We are going to show more precisely the Morita equivalence between

this algebra and the convolution algebra A1,K = C∗(G1,K/C∗) discussed in
the previous paragraphs.

Let us compare the groupoid AK,f/O∗ � K∗/O∗ with the groupoid
G1,K/C∗. The difference can be seen by looking at the case of K-lattices with
φ = 0. In the first case, this corresponds to the point 0 ∈ AK,f/O∗, which
has stabilizer K∗/O∗. Thus, we obtain the group C∗-algebra of K∗/O∗. In
the other case, the corresponding groupoid is obtained as a quotient by C∗

of the groupoid G1,K,0 ⊂ G1,K of pairs of commensurable O-modules (finitely
generated of rank one) in C. In this case the units of the groupoid G1,K,0/C∗

can be identified with the elements of Cl(O). These elements are pairwise
commensurable and the reduced groupoid by any of these units is the group
K∗/O∗ so that one obtains the required Morita equivalence on that part.
The result below gives the Morita equivalence in general.

Proposition 3.140. Let AK,princ := C0(AK,f/O∗) � K∗/O∗. Let H
be the space of pairs up to scaling ((Λ, φ), (Λ′, φ′)) of commensurable K-
lattices, with (Λ, φ) principal. The space H′ is defined analogously, with
(Λ′, φ′) principal. Then H (resp. H′) has the structure of AK,princ–A1,K

(resp. A1,K–AK,princ) bimodule. These bimodules give a Morita equivalence
between the algebras AK,princ and A1,K = C∗(G1,K/C∗).

Proof. The correspondence given by these bimodules has the effect of
reducing to the principal case. In that case the groupoid of the equivalence
relation (not up to scaling) is given by the crossed product A·

K � K∗. When
taking the quotient by C∗ we then obtain the groupoid AK,f/O∗�K∗/O∗. �

In particular, this result gives an explicit Morita equivalence between
the algebra A1,K considered here and the algebra considered in [194].

Proposition 3.140 also gives the functoriality between the systems
(A1,K, σ) for imaginary quadratic fields and the Bost–Connes system (A1, σt)
for Q, which corresponds to the field extension.

By Proposition 3.140, we can replace the C∗-algebra A1,K by the Morita
equivalent AK,princ = C0(AK,f/O∗) � K∗/O∗. We need to relate it to the
BC system, which in turn is described up to Morita equivalence, using the
crossed product algebra C0(AQ,f ) � GL+

1 (Q).
Let n : AK,f → AQ,f be the norm map. Its range n(K∗) is a subgroup

of GL+
1 (Q) and, with K = Q(

√
−d), d a square-free positive integer, is

determined by the conditions

(3.498) ρ ∈ n(K∗)⇔ (ρ,−d)p = 1 , ∀prime p
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where (a, b)p denotes the Hilbert symbol ([263]). One checks that n(K∗) is
a free abelian group. Let then ι : n(K∗) → K∗ be a group homomorphism
that gives a section of n : K∗ → n(K∗).

Proposition 3.141. The pair (n, ι) induces a morphism

 : C0(AQ,f ) � n(K∗)→M(C0(AK,f/O∗) � K∗/O∗) = M(AK,princ)

to the multiplier algebra of AK,princ.

Proof. The argument is analogous to the one used in proving the func-
toriality of §7.10. One checks that the condition (3.434) is fulfilled by con-
struction. Note that, in the setup as above, n(K∗) is a subgroup of GL+

1 (Q)
and, moreover, n(O∗) = 1. The noncommutative space AQ,f/n(K∗), ob-
tained as quotient of AQ,f by n(K∗), is an etale infinite covering of the space
of one-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling. �

9. Quantum statistical mechanics of Shimura varieties

As we have seen, the system (A2, σt) is closely related to the geometric
and arithmetic structure of modular curves. The modular curves are ob-
tained as quotients Γ′\H of the uper half plane by a finite index congruence
subgroup Γ′ ⊂ SL2(Z), such as the congruence subgroups Γ(N). They form
a tower of branched coverings as one varies the subgroup. The projective
limit of this tower sits as a connected component in the adelic quotient

(3.499) GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ)/C∗.

An important property of the space (3.499) is the fact that it is a moduli
space. In fact, the space (3.499) along with its zero-dimensional space of
components

(3.500) GL1(Q)\GL1(AQ)/R∗
+ = π0(GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ)/C∗)

underlying the Bost–Connes system belong to an important class of algebro-
geometric moduli spaces, the Shimura varieties. These are moduli spaces of
Hodge structures (cf. e.g. [229]).

Roughly speaking (see [112] for a detailed treatment of the subject) a
Shimura variety Sh(G,X) is constructed from data (G,X) of a reductive
algebraic group G and a Hermitian symmetric domain X. For example,
(3.499) is the Shimura variety Sh(GL2,H±), where H± = GL2(R)/C∗ is the
union of the upper and the lower half plane in P1(C), while (3.500) is the
Shimura variety Sh(GL1, {±}), as we already discussed in previous sections
of this chapter.

In both systems (A1, σt) and (A2, σt) the noncommutative space is ob-
tained by replacing the adelic points G(AQ,f ) of the reductive group G in the
Shimura variety with the adelic points M(AQ,f ) of an associated semigroup
M , such that G ⊂M is the set of invertible elements. In the case of (A1, σt)
this is obtained by replacing A∗

Q,f by AQ,f , while in the case of (A2, σt) one
replaces GL2(AQ,f ) with 2× 2 matrices M2(AQ,f ).
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This observation was adopted in the recent work of Ha and Paugam [159]
to systematically produce a large collection of systems (A, σt) associated to
Shimura varieties Sh(G,X). These generalize and unify all the cases treated
in this chapter (the Bost–Connes system, the GL2-system, and the systems
associated to imaginary quadratic fields) within the same general setting.

For a Shimura variety Sh(G,X), given a faithful representation ρ : G→
GL(V ) as above, there is an “enveloping semigroup” M , that is, a nor-
mal irreducible semigroup M ⊂ End(V ) such that M∗ = G. The data
(G,X, V,M) then determine a noncommutative space

Shnc
K (G,X, V,M) = G(Q)\M(Af )×X .

(This covers the case where Sh(G,X) = G(Q)\G(AQ,f )×X but more general
cases are also covered by the results of [159].) The resulting noncommutative
space can still be given a modular interpretation in terms of degenerations
of the Hodge data. The noncommutative space Shnc

K (G,X, V,M) can be
described by a convolution algebra. This involves some careful use of the
theory of stacks to treat the presence of singularities (a phenomenon we
already saw in the case of the GL2-system, which pervades systematically the
higher dimensional cases). The resulting convolution algebra AG,X,V,M has
a natural time evolution σt, so that one can associate to a Shimura variety a
quantum statistical mechanical system (AG,X,V,M , σt). These systems have
partition functions that define a new class of zeta functions associated to
Shimura varieties. The points of the classical Shimura variety Sh(G,X)
appear as extremal low temperature KMS states of (AG,X,V,M , σt).

In particular, as part of this general construction, the work of [159]
also provides a natural generalization of the Bost–Connes system (A1, σt)
to arbitrary number fields. This agrees with the system (A1,K, σt) of [90]
in the case of imaginary quadratic fields. The general system for a number
field K has partition function the Dedekind zeta function and symmetries
given by the group CK/DK.





CHAPTER 4

Endomotives, thermodynamics, and the Weil
explicit formula

The spectral realization of the zeros of L-functions described in Chapter
2 made little explicit use of the formalism of noncommutative geometry,
except for the use of the quantized calculus in proving the semi-local trace
formula.

One of our goals in this chapter is to clarify the conceptual meaning of
the spectral realization and in particular of the map E of Chapter 2 §6 in
terms of noncommutative geometry and cyclic cohomology. This chapter is
based on our joint work with Consani [74], [75].

There are three essential ingredients in the conceptual understanding of
the spectral realization:

(1) Geometry
(2) Thermodynamics
(3) Cohomology and motives

In the first step we extend the notion of zero-dimensional motive, i.e. of
Artin motive, to the noncommutative set-up. The main examples of a non-
commutative Artin motive we are interested in arise from endomorphisms
of algebraic varieties. This is in fact the origin of the terminology “en-
domotive” we use for these zero-dimensional noncommutative spaces. The
reason for thinking of this class of noncommutative spaces as motives lies
in the fact that we define morphisms as correspondences, generalizing the
correspondences by algebraic cycles used in the theory of motives.

We work over an algebraic number field K and the absolute Galois group,
i.e. the Galois group G of K̄/K, will act on the various objects we construct
(cf. §2.3). Given an abelian semigroup S of endomorphisms of an algebraic
variety Y and a point y0 ∈ Y fixed under S, the projective limit X of
the preimages of y0 under elements of S admits a natural action of S and
this gives rise to an endomotive (X,S). Such datum is best encoded as an
algebraic groupoid G = X � S and the associated convolution algebra AK.

We first recall in §1 the basic notions of morphisms for noncommutative
spaces provided by Kasparov’s KK-theory in the context of C∗-algebras
(§1.1) and by the abelian category of cyclic modules in the general algebraic
context (§§1.2, 1.3). We describe the relation of the cyclic category to cyclic
(co)homology in §1.4.

577
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We then present in §2 the construction of a category of endomotives
that extends the notion of morphism given by geometric correspondences
from the case of Artin motives to the noncommutative endomotives. We
construct this category first at the purely algebraic level, i.e. dealing with
zero-dimensional pro-varieties over K, in §2.1. We then give a construc-
tion at the analytic level in §2.2, working with totally disconnected locally
compact spaces. We show in §2.4 that under a “uniform” condition on the
projective system that determines an endomotive, this comes endowed with a
probability measure, which induces a state on the corresponding C∗-algebra.

We then show in Theorem 4.34 how the functor P that replaces a variety
over K by its set of K̄ points gives a natural relation between the categories
of algebraic and analytic endomotives, cf. §2.5. Moreover, the Galois group
G acts by natural transformations of P .

In §2.6 we describe the construction of the endomotive associated to
an abelian semigroup S of endomorphisms of an algebraic variety Y . We
then show in §2.7 that the simplest example, i.e. the semi-group of endo-
morphisms of the multiplicative group Gm for K = Q, gives an endomotive
that coincides at the analytic level with the Bost-Connes system analyzed
in Chapter 3.

We discuss in §3 the problem of extending correspondences from endo-
motives to noncommutative spaces in higher dimension, in a way that is
compatible with the definition of correspondences in the algebro-geometric
context in terms of K-theory. In §3.1 we recall the setting of geometric
correspondences in KK-theory. In §3.2 we compare this with the cycle map
defined using algebraic K-theory and we comment in §3.2.1 on the rela-
tion between algebraic and topological K-theory and cyclic and Hochschild
(co)homology. We also comment on the relation between motives and non-
commutative spaces in the context of noncommutative tori and abelian va-
rieties in §3.2.2.

As a conclusion of this first step of the construction, we obtain from the
data of a uniform endomotive a noncommutative geometric datum given by
a pair (A, ϕ) of an involutive algebra and a state, together with an action
by automorphisms of the Galois group G.

The second step then involves thermodynamics, which we develop in §4.
As will become apparent in this chapter, a basic new feature of noncom-
mutative spaces plays a dominant role in our interpretation: these spaces
have thermodynamical properties and in particular they can be analyzed
at different temperatures by classifying the KMSβ states for the modular
automorphism group σϕ

t , as we already did in in Chapter 3 for three basic
examples discussed there.

What we saw in Chapter 3 is that, by lowering the temperature, a given
noncommutative space tends to become more and more commutative or
classical, so that in good situations the extremal KMSβ states play the role
of classical points of the space. The key feature of extremal KMSβ states
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that can play the role of points is that the corresponding factor (obtained
from the state by the GNS construction) is Morita equivalent to a point, i.e.
it is of type I.

After recalling in §4.1 Tomita’s theory of the modular automorphism
group σϕ

t , we analyze the type I extremal KMSβ states in §4.2 and we show
in particular (cf. Lemma 4.56) that such states persist at lower temperatures.
Thus, cooling down the system by lowering the temperature has the effect
of adding more and more classical points of the noncommutative space.

The space Ω of classical points comes naturally equipped with a principal
R∗

+-bundle Ω̃. In Theorem 4.85 we obtain a conceptual understanding of the
map E of Chapter 2 §6 as the natural morphism π of restriction from the
dual system defined in §4.3 to the R∗

+-bundle Ω̃ over the space of classical
points, cf. §§4.5, 4.6, 4.7. We first deal with general systems in §4.8. We
then specialize to the BC system in §4.9.

We also explain in §4.4 why passing to the dual system is the analogue
in characteristic zero of the unramified extension K⊗Fq F̄q for a global field
of positive characteristic. This gives a first indication for the interpretation
of the scaling action on the dual system as a characteristic zero analog of
the action of Frobenius that we go on to develop in the subsequent sections.

The third step, in fact, provides a replacement in characteristic zero for
the action of Frobenius on étale cohomology, given in terms of the scaling
action on the cyclic homology of the cokernel of the above restriction map
π. This is described in §§4.8, 4.9, 4.10. The latter subsection relates the
scaling action on the cyclic homology of the cokernel of the restriction map
of the Bost–Connes endomotive to the spectral realization of zeros of the
Riemann zeta function.

It is for this analysis of the scaling action and the correct definition of
the cokernel of the restriction map that one needs to work in an abelian
category of motivic nature, so that one can make sense of the cokernel
of a morphism of algebras. This abelian category is the category of Λ-
modules, the central tool of cyclic cohomology, which was introduced in §1.2.
Since traces Tr define cyclic morphisms Tr� one can compose the restriction
morphism π with the trace on trace class operators and obtain, using the
results of §4.5, a cyclic morphism (Tr ◦ π)� whose range is contained in the
cyclic module of the commutative algebra C(Ω̃). The cyclic homology of
the cokernel produces a representation of the product G×R∗

+ of the Galois
group by the multiplicative group R∗

+. The main result is then to apply
this general framework to a specific object in the category of endomotives,
which corresponds to the Bost–Connes system, and obtain a cohomological
version of the Weil explicit formula as a trace formula.

These results are then extended to an arbitrary global field K in §5. In
§5.1 we describe in this generality the adèle class space of a global field and
its algebra of coordinates as a noncommutative space. In §5.2 we describe the
corresponding cyclic module in the abelian category of Λ-modules and in §5.3
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we give the general form of the restriction map corresponding to the inclusion
of the idèle class space as “classical points” of the noncommutative space
of adèle classes, as a cyclic morphism. We describe this more explicitly in
the case of K = Q in §5.4. In §5.5 we return to the general case of global
fields and we show how the cokernel of the restriction map can be thought
of as a motivic H1 with an induced action of the idèle class group CK.
We show that this gives the spectral realization of the zeros of L-functions
with Grössencharakter. We show then in §5.6 that the action on this H1

of functions in the “strong Schwartz space” of CK that are in the range
of the restriction map vanishes identically. Finally, in §5.7 we give the
formulation of the Weil explicit formula as a Lefschetz trace formula for
the action on the H1 of §5.5 of elements in the “strong Schwartz space” of
CK. We then show in §5.8 that, in terms of this Lefschetz trace formula,
the Riemann Hypothesis becomes a statement equivalent to positivity of the
induced trace pairing.

We then begin with §6 and §7 a comparative analysis of the Weil proof of
the Riemann Hypothesis for function fields and the noncommutative geom-
etry of the adèle class space, as in [75]. The aim is to develop a sufficiently
rich dictionary that will eventually provide good noncommutative geome-
try analogs for all the main algebro-geometric notions involved in the Weil
proof, such as algebraic curves, divisors, linear equivalence, Riemann–Roch
theorem, and Weil positivity.

We begin in §6 by recalling the essential steps in the Weil proof of the
Riemann Hypothesis for function fields.

We continue the chapter by drawing some compelling analogies between
the Weil proof of the Riemann Hypothesis for function fields and the setting
of noncommutative geometry.

In §7 we begin to build the corresponding noncommutative geometry
notion, that will be summarized in the dictionary in §7.7. We begin by
recalling in §7.1 the computation of the distributional trace of a flow on a
smooth manifold. We then describe in §7.2 the periodic orbits of the action
of CK on the adèle class space. This gives a natural definition of the scaling
correspondence that parallels the role of the Frobenius correspondence in the
Weil proof (cf. §7.3). We then show in §7.4 that the step in the Weil proof
of adjusting the degree of a correspondence by trivial correspondences is
achieved by correspondences coming from the range of the restriction map
as in §5.6. A subtle failure of Fubini’s theorem is what makes it possible to
use these correspondences to adjust the degree in our case, as shown in §7.4.
We then show in §7.5 that, in the case of function fields, one can recover the
algebraic points of the curve inside the adèle class space as classical points
of the periodic orbits of the dual system. This leads us to refine in §7.5.1
the notion described in §4.4 of passing to the dual system as an analog in
characteristic zero of the unramified extension K⊗Fq F̄q. In fact, we now
show that there is a natural way to associate to a noncommutative space X
not only its set of “classical points”, but in a more subtle manner the set
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of all its classical points that can be defined over an unramified extension.
This is obtained through the following basic steps:

X
Dual System−→ X̂

Periodic Orbits−→ ∪ X̂v
Classical Points−→ ∪Ξv = Ξ.

We also describe in §7.5.2, in the case of K = Q, the quantum statistical
mechanical systems associated to the different valuations and how these
classical points of the periodic orbits appear as low temperature KMS states
for these systems. We describe the cyclic covering of the set of classical
points of the periodic orbits in §7.5.3 and in §7.5.4 we obtain a global Morita
equivalence that gives the valuation systems globally from the groupoid of
the adèle class space (in fact a groupoid that differs from it only in the part
that belongs to CK which disappears upon “taking the complement” via the
reduction map). We describe then in §7.5.5 an arithmetic subalgebra for
the locus of classical points of the periodic orbits in terms of operators that
behave like the Frobenius and local monodromy of the Weil–Deligne group
at arithmetic infinity.

We then use in §7.6 the geometry of vortex equations and moduli spaces
to justify thinking of the step in the Weil proof that makes a correspondence
effective by modifying it via linear equations using the Riemann–Roch the-
orem in terms of achieving transversality (surjectivity) for a morphism of
C∗-modules via a compact perturbation. We then assemble our tentative
dictionary between the Weil proof and noncommutative geometry in §7.7.

We conclude this last chapter of the book by drawing in §8 a broad anal-
ogy between our approach to the Riemann zeta function and L-functions via
the noncommutative geometry of Q-lattices and its thermodynamical prop-
erties and the question of a good setup for quantum gravity in physics.

Our starting point is a comparison in §8.1 between the role of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking in the origin of masses from the electroweak
phase transition in physics and the phase transitions that occur in our gen-
eral framework of interaction between quantum statistical mechanics and
number theory described in Chapter 3. We propose in §8.2 and §8.4 the
existence of a noncommutative algebra of coordinates on a space of “spectral
correspondences” between product geometries of the type used in Chapter
1 in modelling particle physics, and a corresponding time evolution giv-
ing rise to KMS states that yield, at low temperature, the usual notion of
geometry. This possible approach shows that gravity described by classi-
cal (pseudo)Riemannian geometry may be a low temperature phenomenon
while geometry may disappear entirely in the high temperature regime, just
as in the case of 2-dimensional Q-lattices there are no KMS states above
a certain temperature. This last section is more speculative in nature and
we hope it will open the way to some future developments of the material
collected in this book.
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1. Morphisms and categories of noncommutative spaces

Noncommutative spaces are usually described in terms of some class of
noncommutative algebras, although descriptions of noncommutative spaces
are also possible via categorical or operadic constructions. It however soon
becomes clear that morphisms of algebras (for instance ∗-homomorphisms
of C∗-algebras) are inadequate as a notion of morphisms for a category
of noncommutative spaces. This appears very clearly when one considers
specific examples, such as the noncommutative tori, for which Morita equiv-
alences play the role of isomorphisms. This suggests that a good notion of
morphisms for noncommutative spaces should be based on correspondences,
which include the algebra homomorphisms as a particular case, but which
also accommodate more general type of mappings, such as those obtained
by tensoring with a bimodule. We describe here two constructions avail-
able in the theory, which provide a way to embed a non-additive category
of algebras in a pseudo-abelian category of noncommutative spaces. The
first construction is Kasparov’s KK-theory (cf. [178]) and the second is the
abelian category of cyclic modules (cf. [65]).

1.1. The KK-category.

In this setting, we describe noncommutative spaces using separable C∗-
algebras. The category of C∗-algebras with ∗-homomorphisms is not an
additive category. However, one can introduce an additive category KK,
whose objects are separable C∗-algebras and with the morphisms given as
follows. For A and B in Obj(KK), one has

(4.1) Hom(A,B) = KK(A,B),

where KK(A,B) is Kasparov’s bivariant K-theory ([178], cf. also §8 and
§9.22 of [20]).

We describe in more detail the way the morphisms (4.1) are obtained.
First recall that a Hilbert module E over a C∗-algebra B is a right B-

module endowed with a positive B-valued inner product with

(4.2) 〈x, x〉 ≥ 0 , 〈xa, yb〉 = a∗〈x, y〉b, ∀x, y ∈ E , ∀a, b ∈ B,

with respect to which E is complete for the norm given by ||x|| =
√
||〈x, x〉||.

One can then introduce Kasparov modules: they are “Morita type”
correspondences that generalize ∗-homomorphisms of C∗-algebras.

Definition 4.1. Suppose given a pair A, B of separable C∗-algebras. A
(bounded) Kasparov module is a triple (E , φ, F ), where

• E is a countably generated Hilbert module over B.
• φ is a ∗-homomorphism, φ : A → B(E), with B(E) the algebra

of bounded linear operators on E. This gives E the A–B bimodule
structure.
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• F is a bounded linear operator on E with the properties that the
operators [F, φ(a)], (F 2 − 1)φ(a), and (F ∗ − F )φ(a) are in K(E),
the ideal of compact operators, for all a ∈ A.

In the even case one further requires that
• E is Z/2-graded, with grading operator γ ∈ B(E) with γ2 = 1.
• [φ(a), γ] = 0 for all a ∈ A.
• F is odd i.e. Fγ = −γF .

One can form direct sums of Kasparov modules

(4.3) (E0, φ0, F0)⊕ (E1, φ1, F1) = (E0 ⊕ E1, φ0 ⊕ φ1, F0 ⊕ F1).

with γ = γ0 ⊕ γ1 in the even case.
Given separable C∗-algebras A and B, consider the C∗-algebra

IB = {f : [0, 1]→ B | f continuous},
with the endpoints evaluations fi : IB → B. Then on the set of Kasparov
modules one introduces the homotopy equivalence relation in the following
way.

Definition 4.2. Two Kasparov modules

(E0, φ0, F0) ∼h (E1, φ1, F1)

are homotopy equivalent if there exists an element (E , φ, F ), which is a Kas-
parov module for the C∗-algebras A and IB, such that the element (E ⊗fi

B, fi ◦ φ, fi(F )) is unitarily equivalent to (Ei, φi, Fi). That is, there exists
an element in the space of bounded operators from E ⊗fi

B to Ei which is a
unitary intertwining the morphisms fi ◦ φ and φi and the operators fi(F )
and Fi.

The KK-groups are then defined as follows.

Definition 4.3. KK(A,B) is the abelian group obtained as the Grothen-
dieck group of the semigroup of even Kasparov modules up to (even) homo-
topy with the operation of direct sum (4.3).

One usually assumes that the C∗-algebra B is σ-unital, to avoid the
possible problem of not having enough countably generated Hilbert modules.
Moreover, in the σ-unital case, the different equivalence relations one can
consider on the set of Kasparov modules all coincide (cf. e.g. [20] §17.2 and
§17.3).

The element of KK(A,B) determined by a ∗-homomorphism of C∗-
algebras φ : A → B is simply given by

(B, φ, F = 0), with γ = 1.

It also has a representative with F 2 = 1 of the form ([20], Example 17.1.2)

(B ⊕ B, φ⊕ 0, F ), with F =
(

0 1
1 0

)
γ =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.
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The composition of correspondences defined by Kasparov modules is
given by the cup product

(4.4) ⊗D : KK(A,D)⊗KK(D,B)→ KK(A,B) .

One also has external tensor products

(4.5) KK(A,B)⊗KK(C,D)→ KK(A⊗ C,B ⊗D).

These admit a simpler description in terms of unbounded Kasparov modules
(cf. [12]). One modifies Definition 4.1 in the following way.

Definition 4.4. Unbounded Kasparov modules are triples (E , φ,D), with
(E , φ) as in Definition 4.1, where D is an unbounded regular self-adjoint
operator D on E such that

• (1 + D2)−1/2φ(a) extends to an element of K(E), for all a ∈ A.
• [D,φ(a)] is densely defined and extends to an element of B(E) for

all a in a dense subalgebra of A.

The operator D(1+D2)−1/2 extends to a bounded operator F such that
(E , φ, F ) defines a bounded Kasparov module as in Definition 4.1 (cf. [20],
Prop. 17.11.3).

Then the external tensor product (4.4) is obtained ([12], cf. [68] §IV,
Appendix A) by taking E1 ⊗ E2 and D1 ⊗ 1 + γ ⊗D2 in the even case with
Z/2Z-grading γ and in the odd case

D =
(

0 D1 ⊗ 1− i⊗D2

D1 ⊗ 1 + i⊗D2 0

)
.

Remark 4.5. The category KK whose objects are separable C∗-algebras
and whose morphisms are given by (4.1) is an additive category.

In fact, the category KK obtained in this way is a universal enveloping
additive category for the category of C∗-algebras (cf. [20] §9.22.1). One can
obtain a pseudo-abelian category, through the following general procedure.

Given an additive category C, the pseudo-abelian envelope (Karoubian
envelope) ΨC is the category whose objects are pairs (A, e), with A ∈ Obj(C)
and an idempotent e = e2 ∈ End(A) = HomC(A,A). The morphisms are of
the form

HomΨC((A, e), (A′, e′)) = e′HomC(A,A′)e.

The functor C → ΨC that sends A �→ (A, 1) is fully faithful.
Moreover, a recent result of Meyer and Nest [225] shows that the addi-

tive category KK is in fact a triangulated category. The shift is obtained
from the suspension A �→ ΣA = C0(R)⊗A. This requires introducing more
general objects of the form (A, n) with A ∈ Obj(KK) and n ∈ Z with

Hom((A, n), (B,m)) = lim−→
k∈N

HomKK(Σn+kA,Σm+kB).
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The shift then is of the form (A, n) �→ (A, n+1). Given a ∗-homomorphism
φ : A → B, the mapping cone C(φ) is defined as

(4.6) C(φ) := {(a, f) ∈ A× C0((0, 1),B) |φ(a) = f(1)},
and fits in a diagram

(4.7) ΣA ι→ C(φ) π→ A φ→ B
of ∗-homomorphisms. The distinguished triangles are diagrams of the form

ΣB′ → C′ → A′ → B′

that are isomorphic to a cone diagram (4.7), namely

ΣB ι ��

ΣfB
∼=

��

C(φ) π ��

fC
∼=

��

A ��

fA
∼=

��

B

fB
∼=

��

ΣB′ �� C′ �� A′ �� B′.

(4.8)

It is proved in [225] that the category obtained in this way is a triangulated
category. The result in fact is proved there more generally in the equivariant
case.

We next discuss a way of embedding the non-additive category of non-
commutative algebras in an abelian category, where one does not work with
C∗-algebras and functional analysis, but more generally with noncommuta-
tive algebras over a field K. This construction is based on cyclic modules
(cf. [65]). We first introduce the cyclic category (cf. [68], §III, Appendix
A).

1.2. The cyclic category.

The cyclic category Λ is a refinement of the simplicial category (cf. [65]).
Namely, one has one object [n] ∈ Obj(Λ) for each non-negative integer
and the morphisms are generated by face and degeneracy morphisms δi :
[n− 1]→ [n] and σj : [n + 1]→ [n] with relations

(4.9) δjδi = δiδj−1 for i < j, σjσi = σiσj+1, i ≤ j

(4.10) σjδi =

 δiσj−1 i < j
1n if i = j or i = j + 1
δi−1σj i > j + 1,

as in the case of the simplicial category, with additional morphisms τn :
[n]→ [n] with relations

(4.11)

τnδi = δi−1τn−1 1 ≤ i ≤ n, τnδ0 = δn

τnσi = σi−1τn+1 1 ≤ i ≤ n, τnσ0 = σnτ
2
n+1

τn+1
n = 1n.
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Remark 4.6. The classifying space of the cyclic category Λ satisfies

(4.12) BΛ = BU(1) = CP∞,

This result (cf. Theorem 10 of [65] and Proposition 7.2.7 of [211]) should
be seen in contrast with the case of the simplicial category, whose nerve
is a contractible space. Thus, the cyclic category can be thought of as a
“discretization of the circle” and cyclic cohomology is closely related to S1-
equivariant cohomology.

The cyclic category has another equivalent description in terms of its
cyclic covering. One defines a category Λ̃ with objects of the form (Z, n) ∈
Obj(Λ̃). The morphisms (Z, n) → (Z,m) are given by nondecreasing maps
f : Z→ Z satisfying the periodicity condition f(x + n) = f(x) + m. There
is an action of Z on Λ̃ by translations and the quotient Λ = Λ̃/Z gives back
the cyclic category described above.

Definition 4.7. Given a category C, a cyclic object in C is a contravari-
ant functor Λ → C. A cyclic object in the category VectK is called a K(Λ)-
module or a cyclic module.

Proposition 4.8. The category of K(Λ)-modules whose objects are the
cyclic modules, i.e. the contravariant functors Λ → VectK and whose mor-
phisms are the natural transformations is an abelian category.

Proof. One can in fact construct a ring K(Λ) generated over K by
idempotents en, enem = 0 for n �= m, and symbols σn

j , δ
n
i , τn fulfilling re-

lations (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11), with en instead of 1n. One requires that
δn
i = δn

i en−1 = enδ
n
i , σn

j = σn
j en+1 = enσ

n
j while τn = τnen = enτn. A

contravariant functor Λ → VectK is then equivalently described as a right
K(Λ)-module. Since the modules over a ring form an abelian category one
obtains the desired result. �

The reason why this construction is useful in noncommutative geometry
lies in the fact that algebras define corresponding cyclic modules, as the
following result of [65] shows.

Lemma 4.9. A unital algebra A over a field K determines a K(Λ)-module
A�.

Proof. The contravariant functor A� : Λ→ VectK is defined on objects
by

(4.13) A� : [n] �→ A⊗(n+1) = A⊗A⊗ · · · ⊗ A
and on morphisms by

(4.14) A� : δi �→ (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) �→ (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aiai+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)

(4.15) A� : σj �→ (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) �→ (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aj ⊗ 1⊗ aj+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)
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(4.16) A� : τn �→ (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) �→ (an ⊗ a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an−1).

�
A morphism φ : A → B of unital K-algebras determines a morphism

φ� : A� → B� of the corresponding cyclic modules by

φ�(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = φ(a0)⊗ · · · ⊗ φ(an) .

One obtains in this way an embedding of the (non-additive) category of
unital algebras over K into the abelian category of K(Λ)-modules.

When passing from algebras to the corresponding K(Λ)-modules, one
obtains many more morphisms than those induced by algebra homomor-
phisms. An important example of morphisms of cyclic modules that are not
induced by morphisms of algebras are traces. Suppose given a trace

(4.17) τ : A → K

on a unital algebra A over K. This is a linear functional with τ(1) = 1
satisfying τ(ab) = τ(ba). In the case of topological algebras, one requires
τ to be continous. Such a functional defines a corresponding morphism of
cyclic modules

(4.18) τ � : A� → K�,

of the form

(4.19) τ �(x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn) = τ(x0 · · ·xn).

In fact one has more generally,

Proposition 4.10. Given unital algebras A,B, a trace on A determines
a morphism of cyclic modules

(4.20) τ � = Tr : (B ⊗A)� → B�

(4.21) Tr((x0 ⊗ t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ (xn ⊗ tn)) = x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn τ(t0 · · · tn).

Proof. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 one has

Tr δi((x0⊗ t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ (xn⊗ tn)) = x0⊗ · · · ⊗ xixi+1⊗ · · · ⊗ xn τ(t0 t1 · · · tn)

= δi Tr((x0 ⊗ t0)⊗ (x1 ⊗ t1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (xn ⊗ tn)).
Similarly,

Tr δn((x0 ⊗ t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ (xn ⊗ tn)) = xn x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn−1 τ(tn t0 t1 · · · tn−1)

= δn(x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn) τ(t0 t1 · · · tn) = δn Tr((x0 ⊗ t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ (xn ⊗ tn)).
In the same way, for 0 ≤ j ≤ n, one has

Trσj((x0⊗t0)⊗· · ·⊗(xn⊗tn)) = x0⊗· · ·⊗xj⊗1⊗xj+1⊗· · ·⊗xn τ(t0 t1 · · · tn)

= σj(x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn) τ(t0 t1 · · · tn) = σj Tr((x0 ⊗ t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ (xn ⊗ tn)).
Finally, one has

Tr τn((x0 ⊗ t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ (xn ⊗ tn)) = xn ⊗ x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn−1 τ(t0 t1 · · · tn)
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= τn Tr((x0 ⊗ t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ (xn ⊗ tn)).
�

Another important example of morphisms in the category of cyclic mod-
ules comes from correspondences given by bimodules.

Corollary 4.11. Let E be an A–B bimodule, which is finite projective
as a right B-module. Then there is an associated cyclic morphism

E� ∈ Hom(A�,B�).

Proof. Since E is finite projective it is a direct summand of the right
module Bn for some n, so that EndB(E) ⊂Mn(B) = B ⊗Mn(C). Thus one
obtains τ � from the left action of A, which gives a homomorphism ρ from A
to EndB(E) and hence to B ⊗Mn(C). One then takes the composition of ρ�

with the trace map from B ⊗Mn(C) to B which is also a cyclic morphism
as follows from Proposition 4.10 applied to the usual trace on Mn(C). The
obtained cyclic morphism is of the form

(4.22) E� = Tr� ◦ ρ� : A� → B�.

�
Remark 4.12. Note that the above cyclic morphism depends upon the

choice of a connection on the right B-module E, which is used in order to
write E as a direct summand of the right module Bn for some n.

1.3. The non-unital case.

The construction of cyclic modules associated to unital algebras extends
to the non-unital case. In fact, if we think of a non-unital associative algebra
as a non-compact noncommutative space, one can consider various possible
compactifications and then the associated cyclic modules. This means con-
sidering a unital algebraAcomp with the property that the non-unital algebra
A is contained in it as an essential ideal A ⊂ Acomp (cf. Chapter 3, Definition
3.2).

A particular case is the “one-point compactification” Acomp = Ã ob-
tained by adjoining a unit to A.

To an inclusion A ⊂ Acomp as above, one can associate a K(Λ)-module
(A,Acomp)� defined as follows. To an object [n] of Λ it associates the sub-
space of the K-vector space (Acomp)⊗(n+1) of elements of the form∑

a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an

where at least one of the entries aj ∈ Acomp belongs to A.
In the case of the one-point compactification this means elements∑
a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an, with aj ∈ Ã, such that

∑
ε(a0) · · · ε(an) = 0,

where ε : Ã → C is the augmentation with Ker ε = A.
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The images of the morphisms δn, σn, τn are defined as in (4.14), (4.15),
(4.16).

For instance, one can consider as a non-unital algebra the ideal L1 of
trace class operators on a Hilbert space (here K = C). This example will be
useful later in §4.9 below.

1.4. Cyclic (co)homology.

The Ext functors (the right derived functors of Hom) in the abelian
category of K(Λ)-modules, when applied to cyclic modules associated to
algebras, give the cyclic cohomology, by the following result of [65].

Proposition 4.13. Let A be a unital associative algebra over a field K
and A� the corresponding K(Λ)-module. Then the cyclic cohomology of the
algebra A is given by

(4.23) HCn(A) = Extn
K(Λ)(A�,K�).

The identification with Extn(A�,K�) follows by constructing a double
complex of projective K(Λ)-modules that is a resolution of the trivial K(Λ)-
module K� (cf. [65]).

Similarly, one obtains cyclic homology in terms of Tor functors (the left
derived functors of ⊗), namely

(4.24) HCn(A) = Torn(K�,A�).

See [67], [65], [211] for more details. This yields the following bicomplex
whose total homology computes the cyclic homology for a unital algebra A.
Let A�([n]) = A⊗(n+1) as above with A�

n(δi) : A�([n])→ A�([n−1]), A�
n(σi) :

A�([n]) → A�([n + 1]) and A�
n(τn) : A�([n]) → A�([n]) the corresponding

morphisms as in (4.14), (4.15), (4.16). The bicomplex whose total homology
computes the cyclic homology is then given by

...

bn+1

��

...

bn+1

��

...

bn+1

��

A�([n])
1−λn ��

−b′n

��

A�([n])
Nn ��

−b′n

��

A�([n])
1−λn ��

bn

��

· · ·

A�([n− 1])
1−λn−1

��

bn−1

��

A�([n− 1])
Nn−1

��

bn−1

��

A�([n− 1])
1−λn−1

��

bn−1

��

· · ·

...
...

...
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where we define bn, b
′
n : A�([n])→ A�([n− 1]) by

(4.25) bn =
n∑

i=0

(−1)iA�
n(δi), b′n =

n−1∑
i=0

(−1)iA�
n(δi),

and we set λn = (−1)nA�
n(τn) and

(4.26) Nn =
n∑

i=0

λi
n.

The horizontal and vertical differentials d1, d2 defined in this way satisfy
d2

1 = d2
2 = 0 and d1d2 = −d2d1. This bicomplex is closely related to the

(b,B) bicomplex of Chapter 1 §10.4.
Notice that, passing to the dual spaces by assigning to each integer n ≥ 0

the vector space Cn of (n+1)-linear forms ϕ(x0, . . . , xn) on A, with the basic
operations δi : Cn−1 → Cn and σi : Cn+1 → Cn given by
(4.27)

(δiϕ)(x0, . . . , xn) = ϕ(x0, . . . , xixi+1, . . . , xn), i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1

(δnϕ)(x0, . . . , xn) = ϕ(xnx0, x1, . . . , xn−1)

(σjϕ)(x0, . . . , xn) = ϕ(x0, . . . , xj , 1, xj+1, . . . , xn), j = 0, 1, . . . , n

(τnϕ)(x0, . . . , xn) = ϕ(xn, x0, . . . , xn−1).

one obtains a covariant functor A� : Λ → VectK. This, using the canonical
isomorphism Λ " Λop of [65], can be seen as a contravariant functor, i.e.
a cyclic module. One obtains in this way a similar description of cyclic
cohomology as

(4.28) HCn(A) = Extn(K�,A�).

The formula (4.28) for cyclic cohomology can be compared with the
proposed absolute cohomology for motives that we discussed in our brief
overview of motives in Chapter 1. The absolute cohomology is computed
also by an Ext functor

(4.29) Hn
abs(M) = Extn

D(K)(1,M)

in a triangulated category D(K) of mixed motives over the field K. The
actual category of mixed motives would be obtained as the heart of a t-
structure in this triangulated category. Notice how, in the case of cyclic
cohomology, the Ext is instead taken directly in the abelian category of
K(Λ)-modules. We like to think of cyclic (co)homology as a kind of absolute
cohomology for noncommutative spaces.

Remark 4.14. All of the discussion above, regarding the cyclic module
associated to an algebra, extends to the context of locally convex topological
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algebras. In that context one needs to work with topological tensor prod-
ucts in the construction of A� and of continuous multilinear forms in the
construction of A�.

Moreover, an important issue arises, since the ranges of continuous linear
maps are not necessarily closed subspaces. In order to preserve the duality
between cyclic homology and cyclic cohomology we shall define the cokernel
of a cyclic map T : A� → B� as the quotient of B� by the closure of the range
of T . In a dual manner, the kernel of the transposed map T t : B� → A� is
automatically closed and is the dual of the above.

2. Endomotives

As we discussed already in the overview on motives in Chapter 1, the case
of Artin motives presents the simplest possible construction of a category of
pure motives. It is sufficiently interesting though to recover the absolute
Galois group as its motivic Galois group, as we already saw in Chapter 1
§8. We recall here to begin with a few well known facts about Artin motives
(cf. e.g. [2], [283]).

In this chapter we work with motives over a field K, which we assume
to be a number field, i.e. a finite algebraic extension of Q. In the following
we fix an embedding σ : K ↪→ C and, for a variety X over K, we write X(C)
for σX(C). We take K̄ to be the algebraic closure of σ(K) ⊂ C in C.

Let V0
K denote the category of zero-dimensional smooth projective vari-

eties, i.e. finite dimensional reduced commutative algebras A over K. This
means that X = Spec(A) consists of a finite set of points. For X ∈ Obj(V0

K)
we denote by X(K̄) the set of algebraic points of X.

One has

(4.30) X(K̄) = HomAlgK
(A, K̄).

In fact, in general for any unital abelian K-algebra B the set of B-points of
X is the set of homomorphisms of unital abelian K-algebras

(4.31) X(B) = HomAlgK
(A,B).

The set X(K̄) as in (4.30) is a finite set on which G = Gal(K̄/K) acts
continuously by χ ∈ X(K̄) �→ g ◦ χ for all g ∈ G.

Consider the map

(4.32) Obj(V0
K) � X �→ X(K̄) ∈ Obj(SG)

that assigns to a zero-dimensional variety its set of algebraic points. The
Grothendieck–Galois correspondence states that (4.32) is a functor that
gives an equivalence of categories between the category V0

K and the cate-
gory SG of finite sets with a continuous action of G = Gal(K̄/K).

The category AMK,E of Artin motives over K with coefficients in a field
E of characteristic zero is the subcategory of the categoryMnum,E(K) of pure
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motives with numerical equivalence and with coefficients in E generated by
the objects of V0

K. We simply write AMK for AMK,Q.

More explicitly, given X and Y in Obj(V0
K), one defines M(X,Y ) to be

the finite dimensional Q-vector space

(4.33) M(X,Y ) := HomG(QX(K̄),QY (K̄)) = (QX(K̄)×Y (K̄))G.

An algebraic cycle, or a (virtual) correspondence, is therefore given by an
element Z ∈ M(X,Y ), i.e. a formal linear combination of connected com-
ponents of X ×Y with coefficients in Q. These are identified with Q-valued
G-invariant functions on X(K̄)×Y (K̄) by Z =

∑
aiZi �→

∑
ai1Zi(K̄), where

1Zi(K̄) is the characteristic function, and the Zi are connected components
of X × Y .

In general, an element U ∈M(X,Y ) is of the form U =
∑

i aiZi, where
the Zi are components in the product X × Y . The composition of corre-
spondences is Q-bilinear and given as usual by the intersection product on
the Zi. Suppose given components Z ⊂ X1 ×X2 and Z ′ ⊂ X2 ×X3. The
composition

◦ : M(X1, X2)×M(X2, X3)→M(X1, X3)

is given by

(4.34) Z ◦ Z ′ = π13∗(π∗
12Z • π∗

23Z
′)

with • the intersection product and πij : X1 × X2 × X3 → Xi × Xj the
projections.

In the zero-dimensional case assigning such an element U ∈M(X,Y ) is
equivalent to the datum of the corresponding map U∗∈HomG(QX(K̄),QY (K̄))
and the composition (4.34) corresponds to the composition of the maps

(4.35) (U ◦ V )∗ = V∗ ◦ U∗.

The category of Artin motives is the (pseudo)abelian envelope of the
additive category with objects Obj(V0

K) and morphisms M(X,Y )⊗Q E. It
is in fact an abelian category, since Mnum,E(K) is abelian. The choice of
the equivalence relation is irrelevant in the case of Artin motives. In fact,
in dimension zero there is no equivalence relation needed on the cycles in
the product. The category AMK is a neutral Tannakian category with fiber
functor

(4.36) ω : X �→ H0(X(C),Q) = QX(K̄).

The fiber functor gives an equivalence of categories of AMK with the cat-
egory RepG of finite dimensional Q-linear representations of the absolute
Galois group G = Gal(K̄/K). (Here K is of characteristic zero.) This can
be seen as a “linearized version” of the Grothendieck–Galois correspondence
mentioned above.
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The classical realizations of Artin motives are given by

HB(σX) = QX(K̄), Het(X̄) = QX(K̄)
� and HdR(X) = A,

for X = Spec(A), with A a finite dimensional reduced K-algebra.

Remark 4.15. In passing from V0
K to the category AMK one in general

needs to add new objects, to obtain the (pseudo)abelian envelope. One can
see this in a very simple example, for K = Q. Consider the field L = Q(

√
2).

Then consider the one-dimensional nontrivial representation of the Galois
group G = Gal(Q̄/Q) that factors through the character of order two of
Gal(L/Q). This representation does not correspond to an object in Obj(V0

Q)
but can be obtained as the range of the projector p = (1 − σ)/2, where σ
is the generator of Gal(L/Q). Namely, this is a new object in Obj(AMQ)
which is not an object of V0

Q.

An observation that will be useful in the following is that, if we view
the objects in the category of Artin motives as reduced finite dimensional
commutative algebras, then the correspondences defined above in terms of
algebraic cycles in the product can be given an equivalent description in
terms of bimodules.

Lemma 4.16. For X and Y in Obj(V0
K), an element U ∈ M(X,Y )

defines a (virtual) bimodule EU , compatibly with the composition.

Proof. We have X = SpecA, Y = SpecB, for A and B reduced finite
dimensional algebras over K. We can write the element U ∈M(X,Y ) in the
form U =

∑
i aiZi with ai ∈ Q and Zi components in X × Y . One obtains

a virtual bimodule EU =
∑

i aiEZi where EZi is the actual A–B bimodule
obtained from Zi ⊂ X × Y using the restrictions of the projection maps
to get the bimodule structure on Ci, Zi = SpecCi. More precisely, with
f = pX |Zi g = pY |Zi , the restrictions, and f̃ , g̃ the associated morphisms of
algebras, the bimodule structure of C = Ci is given by

(4.37) a ξ b = f̃(a) ξ g̃(b) , ∀a ∈ A , b ∈ B , ξ ∈ C .

By (4.35) it is clear that the composition (4.34) corresponds to the tensor
product of bimodules

(4.38) EZ ⊗B EZ′ " EZ◦Z′ .

�

In the following we construct a faithful embedding of the category
AMK,E of Artin motives in an additive category of noncommutative spaces
whose objects are given by projective systems of Artin motives with the
action of semigroups of endomorphisms. We call such objects endomotives.
We give two versions of the category of endomotives, one purely algebraic
and defined over any field K, and another one which is analytic and uses the
C∗-algebra description of noncommutative spaces. We show that, for K a
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number field, the category of algebraic endomotives embeds in the category
of analytic endomotives.

2.1. Algebraic endomotives.

Let Xα be a projective system of zero-dimensional varieties, that is, a
collection {Xα}α∈I of objects in V0

K, with a projective system of morphisms
ξα,β : Xβ → Xα, and a countable partially ordered indexing set I. We
denote by X the projective limit

(4.39) X = lim←−
α

Xα,

with maps ξα : X → Xα. We view X as a pro-variety. Equivalently, we
consider a directed system of algebras Aα over K, with Xα = SpecAα. The
direct limit

(4.40) A = lim−→
α

Aα

is a commutative unital algebra over K, no longer finite dimensional.
The graphs Γ(ξα,β) of the morphisms of the projective system are G-

invariant subsets of Xβ(K̄) × Xα(K̄). They define a compatible system of
morphisms in M(Xα, Xβ), with respect to composition (4.34).

Consider then a unital abelian semigroup S acting on A by algebra en-
domorphisms ρ : A → A. Notice that the endomorphisms in general need
not preserve the levels Aα. Also we do not assume that algebra endomor-
phisms send the unit to itself. In fact, in general the image ρ(1) = e is an
idempotent in the algebra, e2 = e.

We assume that the endomorphisms ρ ∈ S induce isomorphisms A
�→

eAe, where the reduced algebra eAe is here the same as the range eA of the
projection since A is commutative. This is equivalent to the condition that
the elements ρ ∈ S induce isomorphisms x ∈ Xe �→ x ·ρ ∈ X, where Xe ⊂ X
is the subvariety associated to the idempotent e = ρ(1), i.e. corresponding
to the compressed algebra eAe. The notation x·ρ for this action of S on X is
convenient when viewing the points x ∈ X(K̄) as characters of the algebra
A, since the action on points is then simply given by composition of the
characters with the endomorphisms. For ρ, ρj ∈ S the equality ρρ1 = ρρ2

implies that ρ1 = ρ2 since ρ is an injective algebra homomorphism. Thus
we can embed S as a sub-semigroup of the enveloping abelian group S̃.

Definition 4.17. Let (Xα, S) be the data of a projective system of Artin
motives and a unital abelian semigroup S with the properties described above.
An algebraic endomotive is a unital associative algebra over K of the form

(4.41) AK = A � S,

where A is the abelian K-algebra (4.40).
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The crossed product algebra (4.41) has an explicit presentation obtained
by adjoining to A new generators Uρ and U∗

ρ , for ρ ∈ S, satisfying the
relations

(4.42)

U∗
ρUρ = 1, UρU

∗
ρ = ρ(1), ∀ρ ∈ S

Uρ1 ρ2 = Uρ1Uρ2 , U∗
ρ2 ρ1

= U∗
ρ1
U∗

ρ2
, ∀ρ1, ρ2 ∈ S

Uρ a = ρ(a)Uρ, a U∗
ρ = U∗

ρ ρ(a), ∀ρ ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A.

Lemma 4.18. (1) The algebra (4.41) is the linear span of the mono-
mials U∗

ρ1
aUρ2, for a ∈ A and ρj ∈ S.

(2) The product Us = U∗
ρ2
Uρ1 only depends upon the ratio s = ρ1/ρ2 ∈

S̃.
(3) The algebra (4.41) is the linear span of the monomials aUs, s ∈ S̃,

a ∈ A.

Proof. (1) In fact, it is enough to show that we have

(4.43) U∗
ρ1
aUρ2U

∗
ρ3
bUρ4 = U∗

ρ1ρ3
ρ3(a)ρ2ρ3(1)ρ2(b)Uρ2ρ4 , ∀ρj ∈ S , a, b ∈ A .

which follows from (4.42) since the semigroup S is abelian. To see this one
first replaces ρ2ρ3(1) by the product Uρ2ρ3U

∗
ρ2ρ3

. One then has

U∗
ρ1ρ3

ρ3(a)Uρ2ρ3 = U∗
ρ1
aUρ2

using Uρ3a = ρ3(a)Uρ3 and U∗
ρ3
Uρ3 = 1. Applying the same procedure to

the other terms yields (4.43).
(2) For ρ ∈ S one has

U∗
ρρ2

Uρρ1 = U∗
ρ2
U∗

ρUρUρ1 = U∗
ρ2
Uρ1 .

This suffices to show (2).
(3) One has U∗

ρ = U∗
ρUρU

∗
ρ = U∗

ρρ(1). Thus since ρ is an isomorphism
with the reduced algebra eA, for e = ρ(1), we can write any product U∗

ρa =
U∗

ρ ea = bU∗
ρ with b = ρ−1(ae) ∈ A. �

For s = ρ1/ρ2 ∈ S̃ the projections

(4.44) E(s) = ρ−1
1 (ρ2(1)ρ1(1)) and F (s) = ρ−1

2 (ρ2(1)ρ1(1))

only depend on s and the map (ρ2)−1ρ1 is an isomorphism of the reduced
algebras

(4.45) s = ρ−1
2 ρ1 : AE(s) → AF (s) .

For idempotents e, f in a commutative algebra we write e ≤ f when
ef = e. One has e ≤ f1f2 if and only if e ≤ fj for all j.

Lemma 4.19. Let E(s) and F (s) be the projections of (4.44). They
satisfy

(4.46) E(s−1) = F (s) = s(E(s)) , F (s s′) ≥ F (s)s(F (s′)) , ∀s, s′ ∈ S̃ .
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Proof. To prove the last inequality, let s = ρ1/ρ2, s′ = ρ′1/ρ
′
2. Since

ρ2ρ
′
2 is injective it is enough to show that

ρ2ρ
′
2(F (s)s(F (s′))) ≤ ρ2ρ

′
2(F (ss′)) = (ρ2ρ

′
2(1))(ρ1ρ

′
1(1))

One has

ρ2(F (s)s(F (s′))) = ρ2(1)ρ1(1)ρ1(F (s′)) = ρ2(1)ρ1(F (s′))

and the conclusion follows from

ρ′2ρ1(F (s′)) = ρ1ρ
′
2(F (s′)) = ρ1(ρ′2(1)ρ′1(1)) ≤ ρ1ρ

′
1(1) .

�
Moreover, the partial isomorphism s−1 is the inverse of s, and one has

(4.47) Us a = s(a)Us , ∀a ∈ AE(s) .

By Lemma 4.18 the following map is a linear isomorphism:

(4.48) a = (as) ∈ ⊕s∈S̃ AF (s) �→
∑

as Us ∈ AK .

The linear isomorphism (4.48) allows one to interpret the product in AK as
the convolution product for a groupoid G which is constructed as follows.

Definition 4.20. As a space G is the disjoint union

(4.49) G = )s∈S̃ XF (s)

which corresponds to the algebra ⊕s∈S̃AF (s), which is the commutative al-
gebra direct sum of the reduced algebras AF (s). The range and source maps
are given by the natural projection from G to X and by its composition with
the antipode S which is given, at the algebra level, by

(4.50) S(a)s = s(as−1) , ∀s ∈ S̃ .

The composition in the groupoid corresponds to the product of monomials

(4.51) aUs bUt = a s(b)Ust .

Thus, an algebraic endomotiveAK can be equivalently described through
the data of the associated groupoid G = G(Xα, S). This is useful in order to
define the notion of correspondence for endomotives.

As we saw above the natural definition of correspondences in the context
of motives [2] (cf. §8 of Chapter 1) is as algebraic cycles, that is, combinations
of subvarieties in the product. In the context of KK-theory, one also has
the notion of geometric correspondences as in [98] (cf. §3.1 below) obtained
from smooth manifolds that project to the product. We shall now extend this
notion to the framework of endomotives. In that framework one is not just
dealing with spaces but one needs to also account for the presence of group
actions. This is best done using groupoids because they generalize both
the “space part” of the correspondence (the cycle) and the group action.
Thus given algebraic endomotives (Xα, S) and (X ′

α′ , S′), with associated
groupoids G = G(Xα, S), G′ = G(X ′

α, S
′) a geometric correspondence is
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given by a G–G′-space Z where the right action of G′ fulfills a suitable étale
condition which we now describe.

Given a space such as G, i.e. a disjoint union Z = SpecC of zero-
dimensional pro-varieties over K, a right action of G on Z is specified by
a map g : Z → X and a collection of partial isomorphisms

(4.52) z ∈ g−1(F (s)) �→ z · s ∈ g−1(E(s))

fulfilling the obvious rules for a partial action of the abelian group S̃. More
precisely one requires that

(4.53) g(z · s) = g(z) · s , z · (ss′) = (z · s) · s′ on g−1(F (s) ∩ s(F (s′)))

where we denote as above by x �→ x · s the given partial action of S̃ on X.
One checks that such an action gives to the K-linear space C (for Z =

SpecC) a structure of right module over AK.

Definition 4.21. We say that the action of G on Z is étale if the cor-
responding module C is finite and projective over AK.

This notion immediately extends to left actions and we use the obvious
terminology of G–G′ space Z for a pair of commuting left and right actions
on Z of the groupoid G.

Definition 4.22. Given algebraic endomotives (Xα, S) and (X ′
α′ , S′),

an étale correspondence is a G(Xα, S)–G(X ′
α′ , S′)-space Z such that the

right action of G(X ′
α′ , S′) is étale. We define the Q-linear space of (vir-

tual) correspondences M((Xα, S), (X ′
α′ , S′)) as formal linear combinations

U =
∑

i aiZi of étale correspondences Zi modulo isomorphism and the equiv-
alence Z ) Z ′ ∼ Z + Z ′ where Z ) Z ′ is the disjoint union.

The composition of correspondences is given by the fiber product over a
groupoid. Namely, for algebraic endomotives (Xα, S), (X ′

α′ , S′), (X ′′
α′′ , S′′)

and correspondences Z and W , their composition is given by

(4.54) Z ◦W = Z ×G′ W,

which is the fiber product over the groupoid G′ = G(X ′
α′ , S′). We can then

form a category of algebraic endomotives in the following way.

Definition 4.23. The category EV0
K,E of algebraic endomotives is the

pseudo-abelian envelope of the additive category whose objects are algebraic
endomotives (Xα, S) and with morphisms

(4.55) HomEV0
K,E

((Xα, S), (X ′
α′ , S′)) = M((Xα, S), (X ′

α′ , S′))⊗Q E.

It is a tensor category with the tensor product induced by

(4.56) (Xα, S)⊗ (X ′
α′ , S′) = (Xα ×X ′

α′ , S × S′).
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2.2. Analytic endomotives.

When we consider as above a projective system Xα and the corre-
sponding directed system of algebras Aα, we can assign to the pro-variety
X = lim←−Xα its set of algebraic points X(K̄). This is a totally disconnected
compact Hausdorff space

(4.57) X = X(K̄) = lim←−
α

Xα(K̄)

in the topology of the projective limit. Thus, by the usual Gelfand–Naimark
correspondence, the space X is equivalently described by the abelian C∗-
algebra C(X ).

If (Xα, S) are the data of an algebraic endomotive, then the semigroup
S acts by homeomorphisms χ ∈ X e �→ χ ◦ ρ ∈ X , where X e = Xe(K̄) and
e = ρ(1). Thus, S acts on the C∗-algebra C(X ) by the endomorphisms

ρ(f)(χ) = 0 if χ(e) = 0 , ρ(f)(χ) = f(χ ◦ ρ) if χ(e) = 1 ,

and one can consider the semigroup crossed product C∗-algebra

(4.58) C(X ) � S.

See [195] and [192] and the references therein for the general theory of
crossed products by semigroups.

This crossed product can be described equivalently as the groupoid C∗-
algebra C∗(G(K̄)) of the locally compact étale groupoid G(K̄) corresponding
to the K̄-points of the groupoid G(Xα, S) of (4.49). An element γ of G(K̄)
is given by a pair (χ, s) where s ∈ S̃ and χ is a character of the reduced
algebra AF (s) i.e. a character of A such that χ(F (s)) = 1. The range and
source maps are given by

(4.59) range(χ, s) = χ , source(χ, s) = χ ◦ s
and both are elements of X(K̄). The composition γ1 ◦ γ2 makes sense when
the source χ1 ◦ s1 of γ1 is the range χ2 of γ2 and it is then given by

(4.60) γ1 ◦ γ2 = (χ1, s1s2) .

One has to check that χ1(F (s1s2)) = 1, but F (s1s2) ≥ F (s1)s1(F (s2)) by
(4.46) and χ1 ◦ s1 = χ2 which gives the required equality. One checks that
one obtains in this way a locally compact étale groupoid G(K̄).

Using the chosen embedding σ : K ↪→ C, we can embed the algebra
A = lim−→Aα as a subalgebra A ⊂ C(X):

(4.61) A ↪→ C(X ), a �→ fa, fa(χ) = χ(a),

where we write fa ∈ C(X ) for the locally constant function corresponding
to the element a ∈ A. This embedding extends to the algebra AC = A⊗K C.
Notice that A is not in general an involutive subalgebra for the canonical
involution of C(X ). It is true, however, that the C-linear span AC ⊂ C(X )
is an involutive subalgebra of C(X ) since it is the algebra of locally constant
functions on X . This can be seen since the C-algebra Aα⊗K C is the sum of
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finitely many copies of C indexed by the characters of Aα with values in K̄.
The C∗-algebra C(X ) is an abelian AF algebra which is the C∗-completion
of the direct limit AC = lim−→Aα ⊗K C of finite dimensional abelian algebras.

We obtain a corresponding subalgebra of the crossed product C∗-algebra

(4.62) AC = AK ⊗ C = AC � S ⊂ C(X ) � S.

We say in this case that the algebra AK = A�S over K (the algebraic endo-
motive) gives an arithmetic structure on the analytic endomotive described
by the C∗-algebra C(X ) � S.

Definition 4.24. Suppose given the data (X , S) of a totally discon-
nected compact Hausdorff space X and a unital abelian semigroup S acting
by homeomorphisms X e → X as above. Then an analytic endomotive is the
étale locally compact groupoid G(X , S).

To an analytic endomotive is associated the crossed product C∗-algebra

(4.63) C∗(G) = C(X ) � S.

Note that since the semigroup S (and the group S̃) is abelian there is no
distinction between the reduced and maximal norms so that the crossed
product C∗-algebra is unambiguously defined. The norm is obtained as

(4.64) ||f || = SupX ||πx(f)||
where for each x ∈ X one lets πx be the representation by left convolution
in the Hilbert space �2(Gx) of the countable fiber over x ∈ X of the source
map.

We construct correspondences of analytic endomotives in the same way
as for algebraic ones but in the locally compact context. Given a totally
disconnected locally compact space Z we define a right action of G = G(X , S)
on Z as a continuous map g from Z to X and a collection indexed by s ∈ S̃
of partial isomorphisms as in (4.52),

(4.65) z ∈ g−1(F (s)) �→ z ◦ s ∈ g−1(E(s))

fulfilling the obvious rules for a partial action of the abelian group S̃. More
precisely one requires that

(4.66) g(z ◦ s) = g(z) ◦ s , z ◦ (ss′) = (z ◦ s) ◦ s′ on g−1(F (s) ∩ s(F (s′)))

where we denote as above by x �→ x ◦ s the given partial action of S̃ on X .
A right action of G on Z gives on the space Cc(Z) of continuous functions

with compact support on Z a structure of right module over Cc(G) as in the
algebraic case. When the fibers of the map g are discrete (countable) subsets
of Z one can define on Cc(Z) an inner product with values in Cc(G) by

(4.67) 〈ξ, η〉(x, s) =
∑

z∈g−1(x)

ξ̄(z) η(z ◦ s)

We define the notion of étale action by
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Definition 4.25. A right action of G on Z is étale if and only if the
fibers of the map g are discrete and the identity is a compact operator in the
right C∗-module EZ over C∗(G) given by (4.67).

This will be automatic if the action comes from an algebraic étale action
since in that case the right C∗-module EZ over C∗(G) is finite and projective
since it is induced by the finite projective module over AK of Definition 4.21.

Exactly as in the algebraic context we now obtain the notion of étale
correspondence.

Definition 4.26. Given analytic endomotives (X , S) and (X ′, S′), an
étale correspondence is a G–G′-space Z such that the right action of G′ is
étale. The Q-linear space of (virtual) correspondences M((X , S), (X ′, S′)) is
given by formal linear combinations U =

∑
i aiZi of étale correspondences

Zi modulo isomorphism and the equivalence Z )Z ′ ∼ Z +Z ′, where Z )Z ′

is the disjoint union.

The composition of correspondences is given by the fiber product over
a groupoid. Namely, for

U ∈M((X , S), (X ′, S′)) and V ∈M((X ′, S′), (X ′′, S′′))

with U =
∑

aiZi and V =
∑

bjWj we have

(4.68) Zi ◦Wj = Zi ×G′ Wj ,

the fiber product over the groupoid G′ = G(X ′, S′).
The category of analytic endomotives is then obtained in the following

way.

Definition 4.27. The category C∗V0
K,E is the (pseudo)abelian envelope

of the additive category with objects the analytic endomotives (X , S) and
morphisms

(4.69) HomC∗V0
K,E

((X , S), (X ′, S′)) = M((X , S), (X ′, S′))⊗Q E.

An important property of analytic endomotives is that, even though
we are working with C∗-algebras, if the space X = X(K̄) comes from an
underlying algebraic endomotive, then the analytic object inherits a Galois
action of G = Gal(K̄/K), as we show in the next subsection.

2.3. Galois action.

Suppose given, as above, a projective system Xα of zero-dimensional
smooth projective varieties over a number field K. Consider the pro-variety
X = lim←−Xα. The set of algebraic points X(K̄) has the equivalent description
in terms of characters of the algebra A = lim−→Aα, as in (4.30) and (4.31),

(4.70) X(K̄) = {χ : A→ K̄}.
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Thus, we obtain an action of the Galois group G = Gal(K̄/K) on X(K̄)
by composition, namely for g ∈ G and χ ∈ X(K̄) we define g(χ) = g ◦ χ as
the composite

(4.71) A
χ−→ K̄

g−→ K̄.

The following result then shows that we have a Galois action on analytic
endomotives.

Lemma 4.28. The action (4.71) of G = Gal(K̄/K) on X(K̄) defines
a canonical action of G by automorphisms of the C∗-algebra C(X ) � S,
preserving globally the abelian subalgebra C(X ) and fixing the Uρ and U∗

ρ .

Proof. The action (4.71) gives an action of G by automorphisms of the
algebra C(X ) in the form

(4.72) g : f �→ f ◦ g−1, ∀g ∈ G, ∀f ∈ C(X ).

The action (4.71) commutes with the action of the semigroup S since the
latter acts by precomposition on A. First, for ρ ∈ S, the idempotent e = ρ(1)
belongs to A and for g ∈ G and χ ∈ X(K̄) we have

g(χ)(e) = g ◦ χ(e) = χ(e)

since χ(e) ∈ {0, 1}. Thus e = ρ(1) is G-invariant. Moreover, we have

(4.73) A
ρ−→ A

χ−→ K̄
g−→ K̄,

for all g ∈ G and all ρ ∈ S, and for all χ ∈ X(K̄) = X , so that we have

(g ◦ χ) ◦ ρ = g ◦ (χ ◦ ρ)
and the two actions commute. �

We obtain the following result on the intertwining of states and Galois
action.

Proposition 4.29. Consider algebras AK = A � S and C(X ) � S as
above. Then for any pure state ϕ on the abelian C∗-algebra C(X ) the values
ϕ(A) ⊂ K̄ and the Galois action satisfies

(4.74) g ϕ(a) = ϕ(g−1(a)), ∀a ∈ A, ∀g ∈ G.

Proof. An element χ ∈ X(K̄) = HomAlgK
(A, K̄) determines a pure

state ϕχ on the abelian C∗-algebra C(X ) defined by evaluation

(4.75) ϕχ(f) := f(χ) ,

and all pure states of C(X ) are of this form. The Galois action on X(K̄)
gives a corresponding action on states by

(4.76) gϕ(f) = ϕ(g−1(f)),

where the action on C(X ) is of the form (4.72).
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For a ∈ A and fa the corresponding locally constant function in C(X )
we have

(4.77) ϕχ(fa) = fa(χ) = χ(a) ∈ K̄

and the Galois action is then of the form

(4.78) gϕχ(fa) = g ◦ χ(a) = g(χ)(a) = fa(g(χ)) = ϕχ(g−1fa).

�

In the case of normal abelian extensions we have the following stronger
result on the intertwining of states and Galois actions.

Proposition 4.30. Suppose given AK = A�S and C(X ) �S as above,
with A = lim−→Aα. Assume that the algebras Aα are of the form Aα =∏

i Lα,i where the Lα,i are abelian and normal field extensions of K. Then
the subalgebras A and AK are globally invariant under the action of G on
the C∗-algebra C(X ) � S and the states ϕ on C(X ) � S induced by pure
states of C(X ) fulfill the intertwining equation

(4.79) g ϕ(a) = ϕ(θ(g)(a)), ∀a ∈ AK, ∀g ∈ Gab = G/[G,G] ,

where θ(g) = g−1.

Proof. First notice that, by the assumption, the field Lα,i is a normal
and abelian extension of K. Thus an automorphism of the field Lα,i of the
form

(4.80) g̃ = χ−1 ◦ g ◦ χ,

with g ∈ G, is independent of the choice of χ ∈ HomAlgK
(Lα,i, K̄). We can

then define an automorphism g̃ ∈ Aut(Aα) such that

(4.81) χ ◦ g̃ = g ◦ χ , ∀χ ∈ HomAlgK
(Aα, K̄)

We then have

(4.82) fg̃(a)(χ) = χ(g̃(a)) = g(χ(a)) = g−1(fa)(χ)

which shows that fg̃(a) = g−1(fa). This shows that A ⊂ C(X ) is globally
invariant under the action of G. Thus, the algebra AK ⊗ C ⊂ C(X ) � S is
also globally invariant under G since the action of G fixes the Uρ and U∗

ρ .
Moreover, notice that g �→ θ(g) = g−1 induces a group homomorphism on
the abelianization G/[G,G]. �

In the normal non-abelian case the global invariance of A no longer
holds. One can define an action of G on A but only in a non-canonical
manner which depends on the choices of base points.
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2.4. Uniform systems and measured endomotives.

Another piece of data that we want to consider for analytic endomotives
is a measure. This will define a state on the resulting algebra. It will be
evident in §4 why we want to have the data of an algebra together with a
state.

Given a probability measure space (X , µ) and a map f : X → Y, the
probability measure f∗µ on Y is defined by f∗µ(A) = µ(f−1(A)). Given a
projective system Xα with maps ξα,β : Xβ → Xα, the Prokhorov extension
of measures shows that the compatibility condition

(4.83) µα = (ξα,β)∗µβ

is necessary and sufficient for the probability measures µα on Xα to deter-
mine a probability measure µ on the projective limit X = lim←−α

Xα satisfying

(4.84) (ξα)∗µ = µα,

for the projection maps ξα : X → Xα. When condition (4.83) is satisfied
we say that (Xα, µα) is a projective system of probability measure spaces.
Notice that the limit measure µ depends on the full projective system and
not only on the projective limit X .

Definition 4.31. Let Xα be a projective system of objects in V0
K. Con-

sider the finite sets Xα = Xα(K̄). We say that the projective system is
uniform if the normalized counting measures µα on Xα form a projective
system of measure spaces satisfying (4.83). We say that an algebraic en-
domotive (Xα, S) is uniform if the Xα form a uniform projective system.

A uniform system Xα determines a probability measure µ on X = X(K̄).
Thus, we say that a uniform algebraic endomotive (Xα, S) determines a mea-
sured analytic endomotive (X , S, µ), in the sense of the following definition.

Definition 4.32. A measured analytic endomotive (X , S, µ) is an ana-
lytic endomotive (X , S) together with a probability measure µ on X with the
property that for all s ∈ S the Radon–Nikodým derivatives

(4.85)
ds∗µ

dµ

are locally constant functions on X .

To take into account the extra datum of the measure µ it is convenient
to require that correspondences of measured analytic endomotives also have
a compatibility condition with the measure.

Definition 4.33. Let (X , S, µ) and (X ′, S′, µ′) be two measured analytic
endomotives. A correspondence in M((X , S, µ), (X ′, S′, µ′)) is an element
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U =
∑

i aiZi ∈ M((X , S), (X ′, S′)) with the condition that under the left
action of s ∈ S on Zi the Radon–Nikodým derivatives satisfy

(4.86)
d(s∗µZi)
dµZi

=
d(s∗µ)
dµ

,

where µZi = g∗X ′µ′ is the pullback measure with the counting measure on the
fibers.

Thus, one can consider categories of endomotives, where one restricts
to the subcategories generated by uniform algebraic endomotives and by
measured analytic endomotives with the correspondences as in Definition
4.33.

2.5. Compatibility of endomotives categories.

The following result relates the categories of analytic endomotives, al-
gebraic endomotives, and Artin motives. It also describes how they map to
the KK-category.

Theorem 4.34. Let AMK,E, EV0
K,E, C∗V0

E denote respectively the cat-
egories of Artin motives, algebraic endomotives, and analytic endomotives,
as above.

(1) The map G �→ G(K̄) determines a tensor functor

(4.87) P : EV0
K,E → C∗V0

E

from algebraic to analytic endomotives.
(2) The Galois group G = Gal(K̄/K) acts by natural transformations

of the functor P.
(3) The category AMK,E of Artin motives is a full subcategory of EV0

K,E.
(4) The composite functor

(4.88) k ◦ P : EV0
K,E → KK⊗ E

maps the full subcategory AMK,E of Artin motives faithfully to the
category KKG,E of G-equivariant KK-theory with coefficients in E.

Proof. (1) The functor P defined by taking points over K̄ maps

(4.89) P : (Xα, S) �→ (X , S)

where X = X(K̄) = lim←−α
Xα(K̄). If (Xα, S) is a uniform algebraic endomo-

tive then
P(Xα, S) = (X,S, µ)

is a measured analytic endomotive with µ the projective limit of the nor-
malized counting measures. On correspondences the functor gives

(4.90) P : Z �→ Z = Z(K̄).
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This is compatible with composition of correspondences since in both cases
the composition is given by the fiber product over the middle groupoid (cf.
(4.54) and (4.68)).

(2) We know by Lemma 4.28 and §2.3 above that the Galois group G
acts by automorphisms of the analytic endomotives P(Xα, S). This action
is compatible with the morphisms. This shows that G acts on the functor
P by natural transformations.

(3) The functor J : AMK,E → EV0
K,E determined on X ∈ Obj(V0

K) by
J (X) = (Xα, S), where Xα = X for all α and S = (1) is trivial, gives
a faithful embedding of the category of Artin motives in the category of
algebraic endomotives. The functor J is the identity on morphisms.

(4) The functor k : C∗V0
K,E → KK ⊗ E maps the analytic endomotive

(X , S) to its C∗-algebra C(X )�S. To see how it acts on morphisms, consider
first an étale correspondence Z as in Definition 4.26. The functor k then
assigns to the correspondence Z the KK-theory class k(Z) = [EZ , φ, 0]
of the bimodule EZ (the morphism φ : C(X ) � S → End(EZ) is the left
C(X ) � S-module structure) with the trivial grading γ = 1 and the zero
endomorphism F = 0. Since the correspondence is étale any endomorphism
of the right C∗-module EZ on C(X ′) � S′ is compact. Thus in particular
F 2 − 1 = −1 is compact. This is exactly the reason why one had to require
that the correspondence is étale. This is extended by E-linearity to a map
of M((X , S), (X ′, S′))⊗Q E to KK ⊗ E.

Now consider the composite functor

k ◦ P ◦ J : AMK,E → KK⊗ E.

For X,Y ∈ Obj(V0
K), X = Spec(A) and Y = Spec(B), two smooth projective

zero-dimensional varieties over K, and U ∈ HomAMK,E
(X,Y ) a correspon-

dence, we know by Lemma 4.16 that U is a (virtual) A–B bimodule EU .
Upon changing coefficients to C, one obtains a (virtual) AC–BC bimodule
EU ⊗K C. The algebras are abelian AF algebras of continuous functions
on a totally disconnected space. In this case, the points of the space are
uniquely specified by the corresponding linear forms K0 → Z, and the K0-
group (ordered and pointed) completely determines the algebra. Elements
in KK-theory can be specified by homomorphisms of K0. Thus, such a
(virtual) bimodule induces a morphism of their K-theory (tensored with E)

(4.91) U∗ : K0(C(X ))⊗Z E→ K0(C(X ′))⊗Z E.

Since the correspondence is determined by the induced morphism

K0(AC)⊗ E→ K0(BC)⊗ E,

we obtain that the composite functor k ◦ P ◦ J is faithful. �
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2.6. Self-maps of algebraic varieties.

We now present a large class of examples of uniform algebraic endo-
motives and corresponding measured analytic endomotives, obtained from
self-maps of algebraic varieties.

Let (Y, y0) denote a pointed algebraic variety over K. Let S be a unital
abelian semigroup of self-maps s : Y → Y , with s(y0) = y0, that are finite,
so that they have a well defined degree deg(s), and unramified over the point
y0. We set

(4.92) Xs = {y ∈ Y | s(y) = y0}.

Lemma 4.35. The Xs form a projective system of objects in V0
K.

Proof. First notice that the condition that the maps s ∈ S are finite
and unramified at y0 implies that the preimages Xs are smooth projective
zero-dimensional varieties over K.

Suppose given a pair s, s′ ∈ S with s′ = sr, for some r ∈ S. We then
write s|s′, meaning that s divides s′ in S. For any such pair we have a map

(4.93) ξs,s′ : Xsr → Xs, given by Xsr � y �→ ξs,s′(y) = r(y) ∈ Xs.

This defines a projective system indexed by the semigroup S itself with
partial order given by divisibility. �

Let X = lim←−s∈S
Xs be the projective limit of a system as above with

projection maps ξs : X → Xs. We write as before X = X(K̄) for the set of
algebraic points of X. With Xs = Spec(As) and A = lim−→As, an algebraic
point of X is a character of A with values in K̄.

Since the self-maps s ∈ S satisfy s(y0) = y0, the base point y0 defines a
component Zs of Xs for all s ∈ S. We denote by es ∈ As the corresponding
idempotent, and we view it as an idempotent in A = lim−→As. Its image in
As′ for s|s′ corresponds to the inverse image ξ−1

s,s′(Zs) of Zs in Xs′ . It is
a union of components of Xs′ . This procedure defines, for each s ∈ S, an
open and closed subset X es = Xes(K̄) of the projective limit X , obtained
by taking the limit Xes = ξ−1

s (Zs) = lim←−s′
ξ−1
s,s′(Zs). We still denote by es

the corresponding idempotent, i.e. the characteristic function of Xes .

Proposition 4.36. Let s ∈ S. The map βs defined by

(4.94) ξuβs(x) = s ξu(x), ∀u ∈ S , x ∈ X,

is an isomorphism βs : X → Xes and the inverse map is given by

(4.95) ξuβ
−1
s (x) = ξsu(x), ∀u ∈ S , x ∈ Xes .

The semigroup S acts on the projective limit X by the partial isomorphisms
βs.

Proof. Let us check that βs is well defined as a map X → X by (4.94).
First, with xu = ξu(x) ∈ Xu one has sxu ∈ Xu since us(xu) = su(xu) =
s(y0) = y0. Next the yu = sxu ∈ Xu satisfy the compatibility condition
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yu = ryur of the projective system, since yu = sxu = srxur = rsxur = ryur.
The range of βs is contained in Xes since by (4.94) we have

ξs(βs(x)) = sξs(x) = ξ1(x) = y0.

Let us check similarly that β−1
s is well defined as a map Xes → X by

(4.95). First, with x ∈ Xes one has ξsu(x) ∈ Xu since u(xsu) = xs = y0.
Moreover the zu = xsu satisfy the compatibility condition zu = rzur of the
projective system, since zu = xsu = rxrsu = rxsru = rzur. Finally when we
apply βs to z we get back x since szu = sxsu = xu. In the same way when
we apply (4.95) to βs(x) we get zu = ξsuβs(x) = sξsu(x) = xu so that (4.95)
gives the inverse of βs. The last statement follows from (4.94). �

At the algebraic level one gets an endomorphism

(4.96) ρs : A→ Aes , ρs(f)(x) = f(β−1
s (x)) ∀x ∈ Xes .

For f ∈ Au one has ρs(f) ∈ (Asu)es , which is uniquely determined by the
identification

(4.97) Xes
su = {x ∈ Xsu : ux = y0} = Xu .

In other words for f ∈ Au, ρs(f) is the element of Asu which is zero in the
complement of es and agrees with f using the identification Xes

su ∼ Xu of
(4.97).

This result shows that a unital abelian semigroup S of finite endomor-
phisms of a pointed algebraic variety (Y, y0), unramified at y0, determines an
algebraic endomotive (X,S). The following result shows that the endomo-
tives constructed in this way are uniform, hence they define corresponding
measured analytic endomotives (X , S, µ).

Lemma 4.37. Suppose given a semigroup of self-maps of (Y, y0) as above
and let Xs be as in (4.92). Let µs denote the normalized counting measure
on the set Xs(K̄). These satisfy the compatibility condition

(4.98) ξs′,sµs = µs′ , ∀s, s′ ∈ S.

Proof. This simply follows from the fact that the self-maps are finite
endomorphisms of Y , hence the number of preimages of a point where s is
unramified is equal to deg s. �

2.7. The Bost–Connes endomotive.

A main example of an algebraic endomotive and corresponding mea-
sured analytic endomotive produced by the method of self-maps of algebraic
varieties gives the algebra of the Bost–Connes system [30], [86] that we al-
ready encountered in our discussion of quantum statistical mechanics and
Q-lattices in Chapter 3. This example will also play a crucial role in the
present chapter, because of its relation to the Riemann zeta function, which
we already partly analysed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
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Theorem 4.38. Let (Y, y0) be the pointed algebraic variety with Y the
affine group scheme Gm (the multiplicative group) and y0 = 1. Let S be the
semigroup of endomorphisms of Gm of the form u �→ un for some n ∈ N.
The algebraic endomotive AQ = A � S over Q obtained by applying the
procedure of §2.6 above to these data is the arithmetic subalgebra A1,Q of
the Bost–Connes system and the corresponding analytic endomotive is the
C∗-algebra A1 of the Bost–Connes system.

Proof. Consider the corresponding Xn defined by taking the preimage
of the base point 1 as in (4.92). One has by construction Xn = Spec(An)
where An is the quotient of the algebra Q[u(n), u(n)−1] of Laurent poly-
nomials by the relation u(n)n = 1. For n|m the map ξn,m : Xm → Xn is
given by the algebra homomorphism that sends the generator u(n) ∈ An to
u(m)a ∈ Am for a = m/n. Thus, one obtains an isomorphism

(4.99) ι : lim−→An → Q[Q/Z], ι(u(n)) = e(
1
n

),

of the inductive limit algebra A with the group ring Q[Q/Z]. Here the
{e(r)}r∈Q/Z denote the canonical basis of the group ring.

The algebra A1,Q of the Bost–Connes system is the crossed product

Q[Q/Z] � N,

where the semigroup action is given on the basis elements e(r) by

(4.100) ρn(e(r)) =
1
n

∑
n�=r

e(�).

The C∗-algebra A1 is the crossed product C∗(Q/Z) � N.
To see that we obtain A1,Q as the algebraic endomotive AQ = A�S we

need to compare the maps ρn defined as in (4.94) with the semigroup action
(4.100).

We identify the projective limit X = X(Q̄) with the space of characters

X = HomAlgQ
(Q[Q/Z], Q̄).

The image ξm(x) under the projection map ξm : X → Xm is the restriction
of x ∈ X to the subalgebra Am = Q[Z/mZ]. The endomorphisms ρn of
(4.100) satisfy ρn(Ak) ⊂ Ank and ρn(1) = en ∈ An, where

(4.101) en =
1
n

∑
n�=0

e(�) .

For x ∈ X we have x(en) = 1 iff the restriction x|An is the trivial character,
i.e. iff ξn(x) = 1. We have

x(ρn(e(r))) =
1
n

∑
n�=r

x(e(�)).

This is nonzero iff x(en) = 1. In that case one finds

x(ρn(e(r))) = x(e(�)), ∀s, with n� = r ,
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and in particular

(4.102) x(ρn(e(
1
k
))) = x(e(

1
nk

)).

When k|m the inclusion Xk ⊂ Xm of (4.97) is given at the algebra level
by the homomorphism

(4.103) jk,m : Am → Ak, jk,m(u(m)) = u(k).

Thus, one can rewrite (4.102) in the form

(4.104) x ◦ ρn ◦ jk,nk = x|Ank
.

Thus, one has
ξnk(x) = ξk(x ◦ ρn),

Using (4.95) one then sees that the endomorphisms ρn of (4.100) agree with
those defined by (4.94), hence the result follows. �

Remark 4.39. The nonzero endomorphisms of Gm correspond to maps
of the form u �→ un for some non-zero n ∈ Z. To obtain the Bost–Connes
system we restrict to the semigroup of positive integers S = N ⊂ Z � {0}.

The intertwining properties of extremal KMS∞ states of the Bost–
Connes system discussed in Chapter 3 follows from Proposition 4.30 (up to
a normalization replacing g �→ g−1 in the action of symmetries) and the fact
(cf. [30]) that these states are induced from pure states of C(X ) = C∗(Q/Z).

There is an important difference between the description of the Bost–
Connes system in terms of commensurability classes of 1-dimensional Q-
lattices up to scaling given in Chapter 3 and the one given here as an en-
domotive. The groups Q/Z and Ẑ are Pontrjagin dual, hence one has an
isomorphism

(4.105) C∗(Q/Z) " C(Ẑ)

of C∗-algebras realized by the Fourier transform. However, because the
Fourier transform is not defined over Q, this is not an isomorphism at the
level of the arithmetic structure, i.e. of the underlying algebraic endomo-
tives. In other words, on the one hand we have the system (Xn,N) with
Xn = Spec(An) and An = Q[Z/nZ] as above and the algebraic endomo-
tive Q[Q/Z] � N underlying the analytic endomotive (4.105). On the other
hand, we can also construct a system (X ′

n,N) with Spec(X ′
n) = Bn with

Bn the algebra of Q-valued functions on Z/nZ. This also gives a Q-algebra
B�N underlying the same analytic endomotive (4.105). However, these two
arithmetic structures are not the same. In fact, in the first case, there is a
nontrivial action of G = Gal(Q̄/Q) given on C(X ) = Hom(Q[Q/Z], Q̄) by
composition as in (4.71) and on the system by restricting to the subalgebras
An of Q[Q/Z]. On the other hand, the Galois action is trivial on the Bn.
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Here is a brief list of other cases that it would be interesting to investigate
in terms of endomotives and self-maps of varieties as in the general procedure
of §2.6 above:

• An elliptic curve Y with base point y0 = 0 and with S the abelian
semigroup N of endomorphisms of Y of the form x �→ nx. The
space X then coincides with the total Tate module (cf. Chapter 3
(3.177)).
• An elliptic curve Y with complex multiplication by an imaginary

quadratic field K, with base point y0 = 0 and with S the abelian
semigroup of nontrivial endomorphisms of Y . The algebraic endo-
motive A�S, obtained as above, defined over the Hilbert class field
of K, gives an arithmetic structure to the C∗-algebra A1,K of the
system of [90], cf. Chapter 3 above. The normal abelian hypothesis
of Proposition 4.30 is fulfilled in this case too.
• Endomotives obtained by an analogous procedure from abelian va-

rieties with complex multiplication.
• The quantum statistical mechanical systems for number fields ob-

tained in the context of Shimura varieties in [159].
• Some positive characteristic examples, such as the analogs of the

Bost–Connes system for function fields of [172] and [104].
• The space constructed in [118] from a characteristic zero lift of

an elliptic curve over a finite field with the endomorphism group
generated by the Frobenius; see also [205].

3. Motives and noncommutative spaces: higher dimensional
perspectives

The compatibility of correspondences given by algebraic cycles for mo-
tives and by correspondences in the sense of Kasparov modules or of mor-
phisms of cyclic modules for noncommutative spaces is much more subtle
in higher dimension than it is for the zero-dimensional case of Artin mo-
tives and endomotives. One main reason is that in the zero-dimensional
case one does not have to deal with the subtleties involved in the choice of
the equivalence relations on cycles. We show here that, in the higher di-
mensional case there is a natural way to compare correspondences given by
algebraic cycles and those given by Kasparov modules defining elements in
KK-theory, using a description of KK-theory due to Connes and Skandalis
[98]. We then discuss various questions related to finding an appropriate
setting where motives and noncommutative spaces can be compared.

3.1. Geometric correspondences.

In the topological setting, one considers smooth manifolds X and Y .
Recall that the Gysin map f! : K∗(X)→ K∗(Y ) in topological K-theory is
defined for K-oriented maps f : X → Y (cf. [10]), where a K-orientation of
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f : X → Y is specified by an element of the form κ+ 2c, with c ∈ H2(X,Z)
and

κ = w2(X)− f∗w2(Y ) mod 2,
with w2 the Stiefel–Whitney class, satisfying fκ+2c

! (E) = fκ
! (E ·Lc), for the

line bundle with Chern class c1(Lc) = c.
In fact, as in [98], one only needs to assume that Y is a smooth manifold

while X is only a locally compact parameter space.

Definition 4.40. A geometric correspondence is a set of data
(Z,E, fX , gY ) where Z is a smooth manifold with maps fX : Z → X and
gY : Z → Y , where fX is continuous and proper and gY is continuous and
K-oriented, and with E a complex vector bundle over Z.

Notice that, unlike correspondences given by cycles in the product as in
the case of motives, in this setting one does not require that Z ⊂ X×Y . On
the other hand, one has an extra piece of data given by the vector bundle
E. (This extra datum should perhaps be compared with some notions of
anabelian motives.)

Definition 4.41. The composition of two given geometric correspon-
dences (Z1, E1, fX , gY ) and (Z2, E2, fY , gW ) is given in this setting by tak-
ing the fiber product Z = Z1 ×Y Z2 and the bundle E = π∗

1E1 × π∗
2E2, with

πi : Z → Zi the projections.

Notice that one needs to assume transversality conditions on the maps
gY and fY in order to ensure that the fibered product is a smooth mani-
fold. In the smooth setting transversality can always be achieved by a small
perturbation (cf. §III, [98]). This will no longer be the case in the algebraic
setting, as we discuss below.

Given X1 and X2 smooth manifolds and a continuous oriented map
f : X1 → X2, there is an element f ! ∈ KK(X1, X2) that gives the Grothen-
dieck–Riemann–Roch formula

(4.106) ch(F ⊗ f !) = f!(Td(f) ∪ ch(F )),

for all F ∈ K∗(X1), with Td(f) the Todd genus

(4.107) Td(f) = Td(TX1)/Td(f∗TX2).

Geometric correspondences describe KK-theory classes in the following
way (cf. Theorem 3.2 of [98]).

Proposition 4.42. [98] The data (Z,E, fX , gY ) define an element

(4.108) k(Z,E, fX , gY ) = (fX)∗((E)⊗ (gY )!)

in KK(X,Y ), where (E) is the class of E in KK(Z,Z) and the element
(gY )! ∈ KK(Z, Y ) satisfies (4.106). Moreover, the Kasparov product in
KK-theory is given by the composition of correspondences

(4.109) k(Z1, E1, fX , gY ) ◦ k(Z2, E2, fY , gW ) = k(Z,E, fX , gW ),
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with k(Z,E, fX , gW ) ∈ KK(X,Z).

3.2. Algebraic cycles and K-theory.

In order to compare correspondences given by algebraic cycles with
the geometric correspondences described above, as in [74], we are going
to rephrase the first in K-theoretic rather than (co)homological terms. This
can be done by considering the maps induced by algebraic cycles on K-
theory (cf. [214]).

Let X and Y be smooth projective algebraic varieties and let Z =∑
i niZi be an algebraic cycle in X × Y , that is, an element of the free

abelian group generated by closed irreducible algebraic subvarieties Zi of
X × Y . (See the section on motives in Chapter 1 above.)

For simplicity, assume that Z = Zi is an irreducible subvariety of X×Y .
We denote by pX and pY the projections of X×Y onto X and Y , respectively,
they are proper by construction. We denote by fX = pX |Z and gY = pY |Z
the restrictions to Z. Notice that, in the case of complex algebraic varieties,
the complex structure also determines a K-orientation.

To an irreducible subvariety T
i
↪→ Y we associate the coherent OY -

module i∗OT . For simplicity of notation we write it as OT . We use a similar
notation for the coherent sheaf OZ , for Z ↪→ X × Y as above.

The map on sheaves that corresponds to the cap product on cocycles is
given by

(4.110) Z : OT �→ (pX)∗
(
p∗YOT ⊗OX×Y

OZ

)
.

The result is a coherent sheaf, since pX is proper.
The functor f! is right adjoint to f∗, i.e. f∗f! = id, and that it satisfies

the Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch formula

(4.111) ch(f!(F )) = f!(Td(f) ∪ ch(F )).

We have the following compatibility result between algebraic cycles and
geometric correspondences.

Lemma 4.43. To a correspondence of the form (4.110) one can associate
a geometric correspondence P(Z) = (Z,E, fX , gY ) in such a way that the
composition (for cycles in general position) is compatible with the composi-
tion of geometric correspondences.

Proof. First notice that, using (4.111), we can equally compute the
intersection product of (4.110) by first computing

(4.112) OT ⊗OX
(pY )!OZ

and then applying p∗Y . Using (4.111) and (4.106) we know that we can
replace (4.112) by OT ⊗OX

(OZ ⊗ (pY )!) with the same effect on K-theory.
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Thus, to a correspondence in the sense of (4.110) given by an algebraic
cycle Z ⊂ X × Y we associate the geometric correspondence (Z,E, fX , gY )
with fX = pX |Z and gY = pY |Z and with the bundle E = OZ .

Now we consider the composition of correspondences. Suppose given
smooth projective varieties X, Y , and W , and (virtual) correspondences
U =

∑
aiZi and V =

∑
cjZ

′
j , with Zi ⊂ X × Y and Z ′

j ⊂ Y ×W closed
reduced irreducible subschemes. The composition of correspondences is then
given in terms of the intersection product

(4.113) U ◦ V = (π13)∗((π12)∗U • (π23)∗V ),

with the projection maps π12 : X × Y ×W → X × Y , π23 : X × Y ×W →
Y ×W , and π13 : X×Y ×W → X×W . For simplicity, again assume that U
is given by a single subvariety Z1 ⊂ X × Y and V by a single Z2 ⊂ Y ×W .

We are assuming a transversality condition in the algebraic setting,
namely the hypothesis that (π12)∗Z1 and (π23)∗Z2 are in general position in
X × Y ×W .

Recall that, if two closed subschemes T1, T2 ⊂ X are in general position,
and OTi denote the corresponding structure sheaves, then their product in
K∗(X) agrees with the intersection product ([214], Theorem 2.3)

(4.114) [OT1 ] · [OT2 ] = [OT1•T2 ].

Using (4.114) we write the composition (4.113) in the form

(4.115) Z1 ◦ Z2 = (π13)∗([π∗
12OZ1 ] · [π∗

23OZ2 ]).

Notice that, for Z1 ⊂ X×Y and Z2 ⊂ Y ×W the intersection in X×Y ×W is
exactly the fiber product considered in [98], π−1

12 Z1∩π−1
23 Z2 = Z = Z1×Y Z2,

with OZ = π∗
12OZ1 ⊗π∗

23OZ2 . Moreover, we have π13 = (fX , gW ) : Z → X×
W , where both fX and gW are proper, so that we can identify (fX)∗(OZ ⊗
(gW )!) with (π13)∗(π∗

12OZ1 ⊗ π∗
23OZ2) as desired. In fact, Theorem 3.2 of

[98] shows that (fX)∗(OZ ⊗ (gW )!) represents the Kasparov product. �

Remark 4.44. In the case of the product of cycles that are not in general
position the formula (4.114) is modified by Tor corrections and one obtains
([214], Theorem 2.7)

(4.116) [OT1 ] · [OT2 ] =
n∑

i=0

(−1)i
[
TorOX

i (OT1 ,OT2)
]
.

3.2.1. Algebraic versus topological K-theory.

We have encountered so far different type of correspondences: Kasparov
modules and their KK-theory classes, algebraic cycles and their K-theoretic
version, morphisms in the category of cyclic modules. It is clearly necessary
to establish more precise relations between these different settings.

A first observation is that often in cases of interest (like the scaling action
that we will concentrate on later in this chapter) the “primary” invariants
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obtained by the Chern character map from K-theory to cyclic cohomology
are trivial (in the case of the scaling action because it is an action of a
continuous group). Thus, to accommodate such cases, one needs to develop
a setting where secondary invariants also appear.

Moreover, the comparison described above between the correspondences
given by algebraic cycles (viewed through the K-theoretic description) and
the geometric correspondences and their induced KK-theory classes shows
that one needs a more refined setting that combines algebraic and topological
K-theory.

It seems to be relevant to this effect (for both of the considerations listed
above) to recall a result of Connes and Karoubi [81] that gives a relative
version in the fibration relating algebraic and topological K-theory.

Proposition 4.45. [81] By viewing both algebraic and topological K-
theory in terms of homotopy groups of corresponding classifying spaces, one
obtains a fibration and a corresponding long exact sequence. This sequence
is related to the long exact sequence for Hochschild and cyclic cohomology of
[67] through the Chern character ch∗ and a regulator map D∗, so that one
has a commutative diagram with exact rows

Ktop
n+1(A) ��

chn+1

��

Krel
n (A) ��

chrel
n

��

Kalg
n (A) ��

Dn/n!

��

Ktop
n (A) ��

chn

��

Krel
n−1(A)

chrel
n−1

��

HCn+1(A) S �� HCn−1(A)
B/n

�� HHn(A) I �� HCn(A) S �� HCn−2(A).

In a related perspective, motivic cohomology can be described in terms
of the higher Chow groups of Bloch (cf. [22], [287]). It was shown in [239]
that one can formulate a version of the higher Chow group complex that is
modelled on the (b,B)-bicomplex of cyclic cohomology and obtain an analog
of the exact sequence relating Hochschild and cyclic cohomology.

3.2.2. Abelian varieties and noncommutative tori.

A good setting in which to see an interesting interplay between motives
and noncommutative spaces that goes beyond the zero-dimensional case of
endomotives will be obtained by looking at the case of curves.

Motives are designed to be a universal cohomology theory. Since all co-
homologies for a smooth projective curve factor through the Jacobian of the
curve, it is clear that pure motives of curves are Jacobians. However, when
one considers the subcategory of the category of pure motives spanned by
the motives of curves, one also finds more general abelian varieties. In fact,
the subcategory of the category of pure motives generated by the motives
of curves is that of abelian varieties.

In the simplest example of the elliptic curves, it is possible to view the
noncommutative tori of [64] as degenerations of elliptic curves, by viewing an
elliptic curve through its analytic model (Jacobi uniformization) E = C∗/qZ
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for |q| < 1 and taking a limit q → e2πiθ with θ ∈ R � Q (cf. §2.3 of [221]
and [219]). At the algebraic level, noncommutative tori can be described
through the algebraic noncommutative space obtained by Polishchuk [245]
from the holomorphic bundles of [96].

Thus, it seems interesting to extend the category of motives of abelian
varieties by at least including noncommutative spaces such as (higher-rank)
noncommutative tori. Notice in particular that there is no good construction
of noncommutative spaces (in the analytic sense) that correspond to higher
genus Riemann surfaces. A motivic viewpoint can in fact solve this problem
by defining the motives of noncommutative curves (i.e. their Jacobians).
This amounts to an analog for noncommutative tori of the classical Schottky
problem of recognizing Jacobians among abelian varieties. The Schottky
problem admits a solution that completely characterizes Jacobians in terms
of a hierarchy of differential equations (KP soliton equations) satisfied by the
theta functions, [270]. This hints at a possible characterization of motives
of noncommutative curves in terms of theta functions of noncommutative
tori (cf. e.g. [215]).

4. A thermodynamic “Frobenius” in characteristic zero

We have seen in Section 2 above that the data of a uniform algebraic
endomotive (Xα, S) over K yield the following objects:

• A C∗-algebra A = C(X ) � S of the corresponding analytic endo-
motive.
• An action of the Galois group G = Gal(K̄/K) on it.
• An arithmetic subalgebra AK = A � S given by the algebraic en-

domotive.
• A state ϕ on A, induced by the measure µ on X .

In this section we give a general construction, obtained using operator
algebra techniques and quantum statistical mechanics, that starting from
the data of a unital involutive algebra AC and a state ϕ on a C∗-completion
A of AC yields a cohomology with a representation of the multiplicative
group R∗

+. In this general procedure the algebra need not be an endomotive
(in particular the procedure applies as well to higher dimensional cases),
but we will be especially interested in applying it to endomotives and in
particular to the case of the Bost–Connes algebra.

Here are some main features of the construction we describe in this
section applied to endomotives in comparison to the case of curves over Fq:

• Passing to the “dual system” of a quantum statistical mechanical
system associated to the data (A, ϕ) gives an analog in character-
istic zero of passing from Fq to its algebraic closure F̄q.
• Taking a cokernel D(A, ϕ) of a suitable map of noncommutative

spaces in the abelian category of Λ-modules (a procedure we call
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“distillation”) yield something comparable to a motivic H1
abs (cf.

(4.28) and (4.29) above).
• The scaling action of R∗

+ on cyclic homology HC0(D(A, ϕ)) pro-
vides a replacement for the action of Frobenius on �-adic cohomol-
ogy.

We discuss these various aspects in detail in the remainder of this chapter.

4.1. Tomita’s theory and the modular automorphism group.

Let AC be a unital involutive algebra over C. We assume that AC has a
countable basis (as a vector space over C) and that the expression

(4.117) ‖a‖ = sup ‖π(a)‖,
with π ranging over all unitary Hilbert space representations of AC, defines
a finite norm on AC. We denote by A the norm completion of AC with
respect to (4.117). It is a unital C∗-algebra.

For instance, this applies to the case where AC = AK ⊗K C is obtained
from an algebraic endomotive defined over a number field K, with the re-
sulting C∗-algebra given by the analytic endomotive C(X ) � S.

Given a state ϕ : A → C, i.e. a linear form such that ϕ(1) = 1 and
ϕ(a∗a) ≥ 0, for all a ∈ A, we consider, as in Proposition 3.5 of Chapter 3,
the associated GNS representation πϕ with Hilbert space Hϕ, given by the
completion of A/Iϕ in the sesquilinear form

(4.118) 〈a, b〉 = ϕ(a∗b), ∀a, b ∈ A,
with Iϕ = {a : ϕ(a∗a) = 0}. The vector ξ = 1 + Iϕ is cyclic separating for
πϕ(A). We let Mϕ denote the von Neumann algebra obtained as the weak
closure of πϕ(A), i.e. the double commutant

(4.119) Mϕ = πϕ(A)′′.

In particular, we consider states with the following property.

Definition 4.46. A state ϕ on a C∗-algebra A is regular if the vector
ξ = 1 + Iϕ ∈ Hϕ is cyclic also for the commutant πϕ(A)′.

For regular states, the subspaces Mϕξ ⊂ Hϕ and M′
ϕξ ⊂ Hϕ are dense

in Hϕ and one can define antilinear operators

(4.120)
Sϕ :Mϕξ →Mϕξ, aξ �→ Sϕ(aξ) = a∗ξ

S∗
ϕ :M′

ϕξ →M′
ϕξ, a′ξ �→ S∗

ϕ(a′ξ) = a′∗ξ.

These are closable operators, hence they admit a polar decomposition

(4.121) Sϕ = Jϕ∆1/2
ϕ ,

where Jϕ is a conjugate linear involution satisfying

(4.122) Jϕ = J∗
ϕ = J−1

ϕ
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and ∆ϕ = S∗
ϕSϕ is a positive self-adjoint operator satisfying

(4.123) Jϕ∆ϕJϕ = SϕS
∗
ϕ = ∆−1

ϕ .

An important result of Tomita [280] (cf. Appendix §1.3) shows that the
following two properties hold:

(4.124)
JϕMϕJϕ =M′

ϕ,

∆it
ϕMϕ∆−it

ϕ =Mϕ.

In particular this makes it possible to introduce the modular automor-
phism group

(4.125) σϕ : R→ Aut(Mϕ), σϕ
t (a) = ∆−it

ϕ a∆it
ϕ .

The next important result, which is due to Takesaki, is the fact that the
state ϕ satisfies the KMS1 condition with respect to the time evolution σϕ

t .
We reproduce here the simple proof of this fact.

Lemma 4.47. The state ϕ satisfies the KMS1 condition for the time
evolution σϕ

t .

Proof. We can write the state in the form ϕ(a) = 〈ξ, aξ〉 with ξ = 1+Iϕ
in Hϕ. Moreover, we have ∆z

ϕξ = ξ. We then get, assuming for simplicity
that z �→ σϕ

z (b) extends to the strip �z ∈ [0, 1],

ϕ(σϕ
t (b)a) = 〈ξ, b∆it

ϕaξ〉 = 〈b∗ξ,∆it
ϕaξ〉 = 〈J∆1/2

ϕ bξ, J∆it
ϕ∆1/2

ϕ a∗ξ〉

= 〈∆it
ϕ∆1/2

ϕ a∗ξ,∆1/2
ϕ bξ〉 = 〈ξ, a∆1−it

ϕ bξ〉 = ϕ(aσϕ
t+i(b)).

The general case follows by weak density of the algebra of elements b fulfilling
the above analyticity requirement for the one-parameter group σt. It gives
the KMS1 condition of Definition 3.6 of Chapter 3. �

Thus, we have seen that, given the data of a C∗-algebra A and a state ϕ,
one obtains a natural time evolution σϕ

t on the von Neumann algebra Mϕ.
In general this need not preserve the C∗-algebra A nor the dense subalgebra
AC we began with, so we make the following additional requirement on the
data (A, ϕ).

Remark 4.48. We restrict to consider cases where the time evolution
σϕ

t of the modular automorphism group onMϕ globally preserves the unital
involutive algebra AC and the C∗-algebra A.

Let us follow all this in the specific example of the Bost–Connes endo-
motive of §2.7.

Lemma 4.49. Let AQ = A � S be the unital involutive algebra of the
Bost-Connes (BC) algebraic endomotive, as in Theorem 4.38, and let A =
C(Ẑ) � N be the BC C∗-algebra of the corresponding analytic endomotive.
The state ϕ on A induced by the measure µ on Ẑ is of the form

(4.126) ϕ(f) =
∫

Ẑ
f(1, ρ) dµ(ρ),
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and the modular automorphism group restricts to the C∗-algebra as the time
evolution of the BC system.

Proof. We identify elements in the algebra A with functions f(g, ρ) of
elements ρ ∈ Ẑ and g ∈ Q∗

+ such that gρ ∈ Ẑ. We can extend the functions
by zero to all of Q∗

+ × Ẑ so as to write the product in A simply in the form

f1 ∗ f2(g, ρ) =
∑

r

f1(gr−1, gρ)f2(r, ρ).

The time evolution of the BC system (cf. Chapter 3) is of the form

(4.127) σt(f(r, ρ)) = ritf(r, ρ).

Consider now the state on A defined by (4.126). The measure µ is the pro-
jective limit measure on Ẑ = lim←−n

Z/nZ induced by the normalized uniform
counting measures on Z/nZ. This satisfies the scaling property

(4.128) dµ(rρ) = r−1dµ(ρ),

for ρ ∈ Ẑ and r ∈ Q∗
+ with rρ ∈ Ẑ. The state (4.126) is KMS1 with respect

to the time evolution (4.127). In fact, we have

ϕ(f1 ∗ f2) =
∑

r

∫
Ẑ
f1(r−1, rρ)f2(r, ρ) dµ(ρ)

=
∑

r

∫
Ẑ
f2(r−1, rρ)f1(r, ρ) r−1 dµ(ρ) = ϕ(f2 ∗ σi(f1)).

It follows that σt extends to the one-parameter group of modular auto-
morphisms σϕ

t of the von Neumann algebra obtained from the GNS repre-
sentation Hϕ of the state (4.126). We also refer to [30] where it was proved
that (4.127) is indeed the modular automorphism group associated to the
regular representation of the Hecke algebra A. The space Hϕ of the state
(4.126) is in fact the Hilbert space of the regular representation. In particu-
lar, in this case the modular automorphism group preserves the C∗-algebra
A and the dense subalgebra AC. The state (4.127) is of type III1 (cf. [30]).

�

Under the assumption of Remark 4.48, we have a time evolution σϕ
t on

the C∗-algebra A and it is then a natural question to look at the structure
of KMSβ states for this same time evolution, but at other values of the
thermodynamic parameter β.

4.2. Regular extremal KMS states (cooling).

We have seen in the various cases of quantum statistical mechanical
systems analyzed in Chapter 3 that typically one finds that, for sufficiently
large values of β (sufficiently small temperatures) the system resembles more
closely a classical space, in the sense that the KMS states pass from being
type III at high temperatures (a very “non-classical” case) to being type
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I∞ at sufficiently low temperature. While from the point of view of von
Neumann algebra the type III case is more interesting, we have seen that,
from a more number theoretic viewpoint, the low temperature states tend
to have interesting values on suitable arithmetic subalgebras and a more
interesting action of the group of symmetries of the system. Thus, it makes
sense in our present context to investigate the KMSβ states for (A, σϕ

t ) for
values β > 1. This general picture brings us to further restrict the class
of data (A, ϕ) by an additional requirement on the existence of a phase
transition from the typically type III state ϕ at β = 1 to type I∞ states at
sufficiently large β > 1.

Remark 4.50. In the following we restrict our attention to data (A, ϕ)
with the property that, for sufficiently large β, all extremal KMSβ states for
the time evolution σϕ

t on A are type I∞ factor states.

This is the case for instance in the example of the BC system, by the
analysis of KMS states of [30] discussed in Chapter 3. Physically, the as-
sumption of Remark 4.50 can be regarded as a “typical behavior” of a quan-
tum statistical mechanical system, exhibiting a more chaotic equilibrium
state at high temperatures and more ordered phases at lower temperatures.

Definition 4.51. Let Eβ denote the set of extremal KMSβ states for the
system (A, σϕ

t ). We denote by Ωβ ⊂ Eβ the set of those extremal states that
are of type I∞ and are regular in the sense of Definition 4.46 above.

The following result shows that states in Ωβ can all be written in the
Gibbs form (see (4.129)). This implies in particular that such states continue
to exist at any lower temperature, as will be shown in Lemma 4.56 below.

Proposition 4.52. Let ε ∈ Ωβ be a regular extremal KMSβ state of type
I∞ on (A, σϕ

t ). Then there exists an irreducible representation πε of A on a
Hilbert space H(1)

ε and an unbounded self-adjoint operator H on H(1)
ε , with

e−βH of trace class, such that

(4.129) ε(a) =
Tr(πε(a) e−βH)

Tr(e−βH)
, ∀a ∈ A.

The operator H is the infinitesimal generator of the time evolution in the
representation, namely

(4.130) eitH πε(a) e−itH = πε(σ
ϕ
t (a)), ∀a ∈ A.

Proof. Let ξε = 1 + Iε ∈ Hε be the cyclic and separating vector in
the GNS representation associated to the regular state ε ∈ Ωβ. The von
Neumann algebraMε generated by A is a type I∞ factor. This implies that
one has a factorization

(4.131) Hε = H(1)
ε ⊗H(2)

ε , such that Mε = {T ⊗ 1|T ∈ L(H(1)
ε )}.
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We let πε denote the representation πε : A → L(H(1)
ε ) induced by the action

of Mε in the factorization (4.131), by a �→ πε(a) ⊗ 1. The representation
πε is irreducible since πε(A) is weakly dense in L(H(1)

ε ). The state ε on A
extends to a state

(4.132) ε(a) = 〈ξε, a ξε〉Hε , ∀a ∈Mε

which is faithful since ξε is cyclic for the commutant M′
ε and is normal by

construction, hence it can be uniquely written in the form

(4.133) ε(T ⊗ 1) = 〈(T ⊗ 1)ξε, ξε〉Hε = TrH(1)
ε

(Tρ),

for a density matrix ρ, that is, a strictly positive trace class operator on H(1)
ε

with Tr(ρ) = 1.
We can write the density matrix in the form

ρ =
e−βH

Tr(e−βH)

for some self-adjoint operator H with Tr(e−βH) < ∞. Thus, (4.133) gives
(4.129) and it also shows that the operator H has discrete spectrum bounded
below. The normal state ε on the type I factorMε then clearly satisfies the
KMSβ condition with respect to the time evolution defined by

σ
(1)
t (a) := eitH a e−itH , ∀a ∈Mε.

We need to show that this agrees with the extension by continuity of the
time evolution σϕ

t to Mε. Let H̃ be an infinitesimal generator for the time
evolution σϕ

t in the GNS representation on Hε, which makes sense since ε
is invariant under σϕ

t . The factorMε is the weak closure of the C∗-algebra
A in L(Hε) of the GNS representation, hence the extension (4.132) of the
state ε to Mε still satisfies the KMSβ condition for the time evolution

σ̃t(T ⊗ 1) = eitH̃ (T ⊗ 1) e−itH̃ , ∀(T ⊗ 1) ∈Mε

that extends σϕ
t toMε. This implies, by [280] Theorem 13.2, that the two

time evolutions σ(1)
t and σ̃t = σϕ

t agree on πε(A). �

Remark 4.53. As above let πε be the irreducible representation of A
associated to a regular extremal state of type I∞, ε ∈ Ωβ. The Hamiltonian
H implementing the time evolution σϕ

t as in (4.130) is not unique. It is only
determined up to an additive constant

(4.134) H �→ H + log λ, for λ ∈ R∗
+.

Remark 4.54. The states ε ∈ Ωβ are uniquely determined by the cor-
responding representation πε, due to the formula (4.129), which does not
depend on the additional choice of H fulfilling (4.130).
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Instead of the space Ωβ of regular extremal KMSβ states of type I∞, it
is in fact better to work with a principal R∗

+-bundle (equivalently a real line
bundle if written additively) over Ωβ , which takes into account this ambi-
guity in the choice of a generator of the time evolution in the corresponding
irreducible representation.

Definition 4.55. The space Ω̃β is given by all pairs

(4.135) Ω̃β = {(ε,H) | ε ∈ Ωβ , πε(σ
ϕ
t (·)) = eitHπε(·)e−itH}.

It is a principal R∗
+-bundle R∗

+ → Ω̃β
p→ Ωβ with the action

(4.136) λ (ε,H) = (ε,H + log λ) ∀λ ∈ R∗
+

The choice of a section by the condition Tr(e−β H) = 1 gives a trivialization

Ω̃β " Ωβ × R∗
+.

Finally, notice that the properties of type I∞ regular extremal KMS
states are “stable” with respect to further lowering the temperature. In
general, the size of Ωβ is a non-decreasing function of β, as the following
result shows.

Lemma 4.56. For all β′ > β, the formula (4.129) defines a canonical
injection

(4.137) cβ′,β : Ωβ → Ωβ′

which extends to an R∗
+-equivariant map of the bundles Ω̃β → Ω̃β′.

Proof. The condition Tr(e−βH) < ∞ implies that, for all β′ > β,
we also have Tr(e−β′H) < ∞. Thus, the map cβ′,β is well defined. It is
straightforward that the state ψ given by (4.129) for β′ is KMSβ′ . Notice
that it is the restriction of the faithful normal state onMε = L(H(1)

ε ) which
is given by the density matrix

ρ′ =
e−β′H

Tr(e−β′H)
= λρβ′/β

with ρ as in (4.133) and λ a normalization factor. One can thus obtain the
GNS construction for the state ψ on A as follows. The representation is
a �→ πε(a)⊗ 1 in the Hilbert space (4.131) which can be identified with the
Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators in H(1)

ε . The cyclic separating
vector ξψ of the GNS construction is given by the Hilbert–Schmidt operator
which is the positive square root of ρ′. Since the weak closure of A is the
type I factor Mε, it follows that ψ is extremal of type I∞ and is regular
since the extended state is faithful onMε. The map cβ′,β is injective, since
one recovers the original KMSβ state by the reverse procedure. The latter in
general only makes sense for those values of β for which Tr(e−βH) <∞. This
set of values is a half line with lower bound depending on the corresponding
element of Ω∞ := lim−→β

Ωβ . �
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In [74] we refer to the process that assigns to the data (A, ϕ) the space
Ωβ (or Ω∞) as the “cooling process” (cf. also §4.8 below). It can be thought
of as a way of extracting the “classical points” of the noncommutative system
(A, σϕ

t ) by lowering the temperature and considering the resulting thermo-
dynamical equilibrium states.

4.3. The dual system.

We now present another key step which is a general construction that
assigns to a quantum statistical mechanical system (A, σt) a dual system
(Â, θλ), where the algebra of the dual system is obtained by taking the
crossed product of A by the time evolution and it comes endowed with
a scaling action θλ : R∗

+ → Aut(Â). This general procedure originates
from the theory of von Neumann algebras and factors as a duality between
type III factors and type II factors with automorphisms scaling the trace
introduced in Connes’ thesis [63] in the classification of type III factors and
formalized in general terms by Takesaki in [281] (cf. also [99]).

Since we are especially interested in data (A, σt) that come from an
underlying uniform algebraic endomotive, we consider the case where the C∗-
algebra A is the norm completion of a dense subalgebra AC with countable
basis, which is preserved by the time evolution, and we construct the dual
system at the level of the dense subalgebra.

Definition 4.57. The Schwartz space S(R,AC) is the direct limit

(4.138) S(R,AC) = lim−→
V

S(R, V ).

of the Schwartz spaces S(R, V ) of finite dimensional subspaces V ⊂ AC.

We assume as before that the unital algebra AC has a countable basis
as a C-vector space. The Schwartz space S(R,AC) has the following algebra
structure induced by the action of the time evolution on AC.

Lemma 4.58. The Schwartz space S(R,AC) is an algebra under the prod-
uct

(4.139) (x � y)(s) =
∫

R
x(t)σt(y(s− t)) dt.

Proof. Since the vector space AC has countable basis and the action of
σt is unitary, one can find a linear basis of AC whose elements are eigenvec-
tors for σt and such that the corresponding characters are unitary. Indeed,
writing AC = ∪En with En finite dimensional and taking a ∈ AC, the set
Fn = {t ∈ R : σt(a) ∈ En} is a closed subset of R and ∪Fn = R. It thus
follows that for some n the interior of Fn is non-empty so that in fact, using
the Taylor expansion at a point inside Fn, the whole orbit σt(a) is contained
in a finite dimensional subspace En which allows one to diagonalize the ac-
tion of σt. It follows, using the above linear basis of eigenvectors, that the
associative product given by (4.139) leaves S(R,AC) globally invariant. �
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We denote by ÂC the algebra given by S(R,AC) endowed with the prod-
uct (4.139). At the level of C∗-algebras, one can consider the crossed product
Â = A�σ R by the one-parameter family of automorphisms σ : R→ Aut(A)
given by the time evolution. The C∗-algebra Â is the norm completion of
continuous A-valued functions on R with compact support with the convo-
lution product (4.139). In other words, the elements of the algebra Â can
be written formally in the form

(4.140) X =
∫

R
x(t)Ut dt,

where the {Ut}t∈R are unitaries, with product

(4.141)

∫
R
x(t)Ut dt

∫
R
y(r)Ur dr =

∫
R2

x(t)σt(y(r))Ut+r dt dr

=
∫

R
(x ∗ y)(s)Us ds.

Thus, the Schwartz space with the product (4.139) gives a dense subalgebra
ÂC ⊂ Â of the crossed product C∗-algebra.

There is an action of R∗
+ by scaling on the algebra Â obtained as follows.

Lemma 4.59. There is an action θ : R∗
+ → Aut(Â) given by

(4.142) θλ(
∫

x(t)Ut dt) =
∫

λit x(t)Ut dt.

It preserves the subalgebra ÂC.

Proof. It is clear by (4.141) and the definition (4.142) that

θ : R∗
+ → Aut(Â)

is a continuous one-parameter group of automorphisms that restricts to ÂC.
�

Thus, we define the “dual system” in the following way.

Definition 4.60. The dual system of a quantum statistical mechanical
system (A, σ) is the pair (Â, θ) consisting of the algebra Â = A�σ R together
with the scaling action (4.142). If AC is a σ-invariant dense subalgebra of
A, then the smooth subalgebra of the dual system is given by ÂC as above.

4.4. Field extensions and duality of factors (an analogy).

We discuss briefly an analogy between passing to the dual system in our
context and passing to the algebraic closure F̄q in the case of a curve defined
over a finite field Fq.

Suppose that C is a smooth projective, geometrically connected, curve
over a finite field Fq. Then the function field K = Fq(C) is a global field of
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positive characteristic. It has a family of unramified extensions that come
from extensions of the field of coefficients, of the form

(4.143) K⊗Fq Fqn and K⊗Fq F̄q.

If K is instead a number field (a global field of characteristic zero), one does
not have a direct analog of these extensions. However, in the characteristic
zero case, one finds an analog of these unramified extensions using AC =
AK ⊗ C and then passing to the following crossed products

(4.144) AC �σT Z and ÂC = AC �σ R.

The reason behind this comparison is the following.
Let K be a local field with | · | : K → R∗

+ the absolute value defined by
the scaling of the Haar measure on the additive group K induced by the
multiplication action of K∗ on K. In this way, one can associate to a local
field K an invariant Mod(K) ⊂ R∗

+ given by

(4.145) Mod(K) = {|x| ∈ R∗
+ |x ∈ K∗}.

This is a closed subgroup of R∗
+. The local field is Archimedean iff Mod(K) =

R∗
+ and is non-Archimedean otherwise. In the non-Archimedean case one

has

(4.146) Mod(K) = λZ ⊂ R∗
+,

for some prime power λ = p� for some � ∈ Z, where p� is the cardinality of
the residue field O/m of K. If L is an extension of K of degree n then for
an element x ∈ K the value |x|L is then the n-th power of |x|K .

In particular, consider a place v of the function field K = Fq(C). This
defines a corresponding local field K = Kv = Fqm((u)), where u is a local
coordinate (local uniformizer) with v(u) = 1. In this case the λ in (4.146)
is the cardinality of the residue field kv = Ov/mv = qdeg(v).

Let K be a global field. The scaling of the Haar measure on the additive
group of adèles AK, induced by the multiplication action of A∗

K on AK, defines
the module |x| ∈ R∗

+ for any x ∈ A∗
K. The module of the global field K is

the invariant Mod(K) ⊂ R∗
+ given by

(4.147) Mod(K) = {|x| ∈ R∗
+ |x ∈ A∗

K}.

This is a closed subgroup of R∗
+.

Now, on the side of algebras, we see a similar pattern. Given the data
(A, ϕ) as above one obtains a corresponding von Neumann algebraM in the
GNS representation. We have seen in the previous section the construction
of the dual system Â = A�σ R at the level of the C∗-algebra and the dense
subalgebra ÂC. Working with von Neumann algebras, one can similarly
consider the dual system

(4.148) M̂ =M�σϕ
t

R.
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It seems that this whole construction depends strongly on the datum of
the state ϕ in the time evolution. However, an important result of Connes’
thesis [63], (cf. Theorem 1.13 of the Appendix) which is at the basis of the
classification of type III factors, shows that in fact the 1-parameter family

(4.149) σϕ : R→ Aut(M)

is independent of ϕ up to inner automorphisms of M. Namely, there is a
completely canonical time evolution on a von Neumann algebra M of the
form

(4.150) δ : R→ Out(M) = Aut(M)/Inn(M), δt ≡ σϕ
t mod Inn(M).

It follows, in particular, that the crossed product (4.148) is independent of
the choice of ϕ and one can show (cf. [99]) that the dual action θλ on M̂ is
also independent of the choice of ϕ.

Moreover, in general for a factor M one can consider an associated
invariant T (M) = Ker(δ), introduced in [63], which is the set of periods of
the time evolutions σϕ

t . Namely, for any T ∈ T (M) there exists a faithful
normal state ϕ on M such that the corresponding time evolution satisfies
σϕ

T = 1. For such a periodic state, in the construction of the dual system
the multiplicative group R∗

+ gets replaced by its discrete subgroup λZ ⊂ R∗
+

with λ = exp(−2π/T ). We shall return to this point later (cf. §7.5) when we
discuss some aspects of the adèle class space over a function field K = Fq(C),
for which the corresponding von Neumann algebra is indeed a factor of type
IIIλ with λ = 1/q.

Moreover, another invariant of factors

(4.151) Mod(M) ⊂ R∗
+

was introduced in [63], as a closed subgroup of R∗
+ defined by the equality

(4.152) S(M) =
⋂
ϕ

Spec(∆ϕ) ⊂ R+,

where ϕ varies among (faithful, normal) states onM, with ∆ϕ = S∗
ϕSϕ the

corresponding modular operator as in (4.121). A finer definition of Mod(M)
was given in [99] (see also [63]) as a virtual subgroup of R∗

+ in the sense of
Mackey, i.e. an ergodic action of R∗

+. All ergodic flows appear in this way. If
we exclude the trivial case M = Mn(C) of matrix algebras, and the fact that
Mod(M) does not distinguish between type II1 and II∞, then Mod(M) is
a complete invariant for hyperfinite factors, namely one hasM1 isomorphic
toM2 iff Mod(M1) ∼= Mod(M2).

The following statement, which follows from the results of [63], shows
the analogy with the unramified extensions.

Proposition 4.61. Let M be a factor of type III1. Then the following
holds.
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• For λ ∈ (0, 1) let T = − 2π
log λ . Consider the automorphisms σT :

Z → Aut(M) of the form n �→ σϕ
t (a) with t = nT . Then the von

Neumann algebra

(4.153) MT =M�σT Z

is a factor of type IIIλ with

(4.154) Mod(MT ) = λZ ⊂ R∗
+.

• There is a natural inclusion M⊂MT and a dual action

(4.155) θ : R∗
+/λ

Z → Aut(MT )

of the group U(1) = R∗
+/λ

Z, which hasM as fixed points subalgebra

(4.156) M = {a ∈MT | θλ(a) = a, ∀λ ∈ R∗
+/λ

Z}.
Thus, for a type III1 factor M and a given λ ∈ (0, 1), we can think of

the inclusions M ↪→ MT in the type IIIλ factors (4.153) as analogs of the
unramified extensions K ⊗Fq Fqn of a function field and of the dual system
M�σ R as the analog of the field extension K⊗Fq F̄q.

We can summarize these observations in the following way:

Function field K III1 Factor M

Mod K ⊂ R∗
+ ModM⊂ R∗

+

K ↪→ K⊗Fq Fqn M ↪→M�σT Z

K ↪→ K⊗Fq F̄q M ↪→M�σ R

Notice that, as observed in Lemma 4.49 above (cf. [30]) the von Neu-
mann algebra M associated to the Bost–Connes endomotive is a type III1
factor, hence the results of Proposition 4.61 apply. Thus, the analogy illus-
trated in this section will be especially relevant in the case of the BC system,
on which we concentrate later in this chapter.

4.5. Low temperature KMS states and scaling.

As before, consider the data (A, ϕ) of a unital C∗-algebra with a state
ϕ and a dense subalgebra AC. Let σϕ

t be the time evolution obtained via
Tomita’s theory on the von Neumann algebra M associated to the GNS
representation. We assume as before that σϕ

t preserves the C∗-algebra and
the dense subalgebra. We also assume as before that, for sufficiently large
β > 1, the extremal KMSβ states on A for the time evolution σϕ

t are of type
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I∞. We then consider the space Ω̃β as in Definition 4.55. The following result
shows that the points (ε,H) of Ω̃β determine irreducible representations of
the dual algebra Â.

Proposition 4.62. Points (ε,H) ∈ Ω̃β determine representations of the
algebra Â = A�σϕ R on the Hilbert space H(1)

ε of the form

(4.157) πε,H

(∫
R
x(t)Ut dt

)
=
∫

R
πε(x(t)) eitH dt.

The representations πε,H are pairwise inequivalent irreducible representa-
tions of Â.

Proof. It is clear that (4.157) defines a representation of Â by bounded
operators on the Hilbert space H(1)

ε . By construction the representations πε

of A are already irreducible, so that one obtains that the πε,H are themselves
irreducible. We then need to show that the unitary equivalence class of the
representation πε,H determines the point (ε,H) ∈ Ω̃β. We know that the
state ε is uniquely determined by the representation πε, cf. Remark 4.54.
Consider then a unitary equivalence

U∗(
∫

πε(x(t))eitHdt)U =
∫

πε(x(t))eit(H+c)dt.

By the irreducibility of the representation πε of A we know that the only
operators U that can intertwine the two sides are the scalar operators, which
implies c = 0. Thus also H is determined uniquely. �

The construction of irreducible representations of Â from points of Ω̃β

is nicely compatible with the scaling action, in the following way.

Lemma 4.63. Let θ : R∗
+ → Aut(Â) be the scaling action (4.142). For

all (ε,H) ∈ Ω̃β this satisfies

(4.158) πε,H ◦ θλ = πλ(ε,H), ∀λ ∈ R∗
+,

with λ(ε,H) the R∗
+-action on Ω̃β of (4.136) and πε,H the representations

(4.157).

Proof. We have

πε,H(θλ(
∫

x(t)Ut dt)) = πε,H(
∫

λitx(t)Ut dt)

=
∫

πε(x(t))λit eitH dt =
∫

πε(x(t)) eit(H+log λ) dt.

�

Next, we can show that, for elements of ÂC where the function x(t) ∈
S(R,AC) has better regularity properties, the operators π(ε,H)(

∫
x(t)Ut dt)

have correspondingly nice spectral properties. This will be very useful in
our main application to the case of the BC system.
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We first identify a subalgebra of ÂC which depends upon the inverse
temperature β. Let Iβ = {z ∈ C | �z ∈ [0, β]} denote the same strip in the
complex plane that is used to define the KMSβ condition. Let ∂Iβ = R∪Rβ

be its boundary, with Rβ = {z = t + iβ | t ∈ R}.

Proposition 4.64. Let x ∈ S(R,AC). Then x is the restriction to
R ⊂ Iβ of an element of S(Iβ ,AC) if and only if the the following properties
hold :

• The function x(t) has an analytic continuation x(z) bounded on the
strip Iβ.
• The restriction x(t + iβ) of x(z) to the boundary is a Schwartz

function in S(Rβ,AC).

Proof. From Definition 4.57 we can assume that x is in fact a scalar-
valued function. Then x ∈ S(Iβ) means that all the functions of the form
zn ∂

∂z

m
x(z) are continuous, bounded and holomorphic in the strip Iβ . This

implies the above two conditions. Conversely, the three line interpolation
Theorem [258] implies the required boundedness of zn ∂

∂z

m
x(z) from the

assumed bound on the boundary values. �

Definition 4.65. Let Âβ ⊂ ÂC denote the linear space of elements
x ∈ S(R,AC) with S(Iβ,AC).

Definition 4.65 determines a subalgebra of ÂC.

Lemma 4.66. The space Âβ defined above is a subalgebra of ÂC. It is a
norm dense subalgebra of the C∗-algebra Â.

Proof. The space S(Iβ) is stable under the convolution product∫
R x(u + s)y(u)du since taking boundary values commutes with taking the

convolution product and the Schwartz space S(R) is stable under convolu-
tion. Using Definition 4.57 and the diagonalization of the action of σt one
is reduced to the case of eigenvectors and hence of scalar functions, thus
proving the first statement.

To show the second it is enough to show that one can approximate any
element of x ∈ Cc(R,A) by S(Iβ,AC) in the norm of L1(R,A). The norm
density of AC in A and the uniform continuity of x allow one to assume
that x ∈ Cc(R, E) where E ⊂ AC is a finite dimensional subspace. The
statement then follows from the density of S(Iβ) in L1(R). �

Let L1(H) denote the ideal of trace class operators in the algebra of
bounded operators on a Hilbert space H. We then have the following result.

Proposition 4.67. For x ∈ Âβ, one has

(4.159) πε,H(
∫

x(t)Ut dt) ∈ L1(H(1)
ε ).
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Proof. For simplicity of notation, let us consider scalar-valued func-
tions x ∈ S(R,C) at first. In this case, we consider an element of the form

(4.160)
∫

R
x(t) eitH dt

that plays the role of the element
∫

R πε(x(t)) eitH dt in the AC-valued case.
Let e(u) denote the spectral projections of the Hamiltonian H and let g(s)
be the Fourier transform

(4.161) g(s) =
∫

R
x(t) eits dt.

We can write the element (4.160) in the form

(4.162)
∫

R
x(t) eitH dt = g(H) =

∑
u∈Spec(H)

g(u)e(u).

We assume that the function x ∈ S(Iβ,C). Thus, its Fourier transform g

is also in the Schwartz space. The Fourier transform of x(t + iβ) is eβsg(s)
and is also in the Schwartz space. Thus, we have obtained

(4.163) eβsg(s) ∈ S(R,C).

Then, upon writing
∑

u g(u)e(u) =
∑

u g(u)eβu e−βue(u) one obtains the
trace class property, using (4.163) to give a bound on g(s) eβs independent
of s ∈ R and then the fact that Tr(e−βH) <∞.

The general case with x ∈ S(R,AC) is completely analogous. If x ∈
S(Iβ,AC) we obtain

(4.164) πε,H(
∫

x(t)Ut dt) =
∫

πε(x(t))
∑

u

eitue(u) dt =
∑

u

πε(g(u)) e(u)

where, as above, the e(u) are the spectral projections of the Hamiltonian
H. The same argument as above shows that the function g(s)eβs is rapidly
decaying so that one obtains an estimate ‖g(s)eβs‖ < C independently of
s ∈ R. Then one can use the fact that

∑
e−βsTr(e(s)) = Tr(e−βH) <∞ to

obtain the required trace class property. �
Given a C∗-algebra B we follow [120] and let PrimB be the space of

primitive ideals of B endowed with the Jacobson topology defined in [120]
Definition 3.1.5. A primitive ideal is by definition the kernel kerπ of an
irreducible Hilbert space representation π of B. By [120] Theorem 2.9.7
every closed two-sided ideal J of B is the intersection of the primitive ideals
containing J . This set of primitive ideals defines a closed subset J̄ ⊂ PrimB.

Theorem 4.68. For any (ε,H) ∈ Ω̃β the range of the irreducible repre-
sentation πε,H is the algebra of compact operators.

The map (ε,H) �→ kerπε,H gives an R∗
+-equivariant embedding

(4.165) Ω̃β ⊂ Prim Â .
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Proof. By Proposition 4.67 and the norm density (Lemma 4.66) of Âβ

in the C∗-algebra Â, we get that the range of πε,H is contained in the algebra
of compact operators. By [120] Corollary 4.1.10, and the irreducibility of
πε,H , it follows that the range is the algebra of compact operators. The
second statement follows from the second part of [120] Corollary 4.1.10. �

We can use the embedding 4.165 and induce the Jacobson topology of
Prim Â on Ω̃β. This however does not fully capture the required properties
of the corresponding irreducible representations of Â. This requirement is
encoded by imposing the continuity of the functions,

(4.166) (ε,H) �→ Tr(g(H))

for any continuous function g on R such that |g(s)eβs| < C for s → +∞.
We thus endow Ω̃β with the weakest topology for which these functions and
the embedding (4.165) are continuous. We need to check that this topology
is compatible with the action of R∗

+ on Ω̃β . This follows from the pointwise
norm continuity of the scaling action θ : R∗

+ → Aut(Â) together with Lemma
4.63. The space Ωβ is endowed with the weak topology of the state space of
the algebra A.

Proposition 4.69. The projection Ω̃β
p→ Ωβ is continuous.

For x ∈ Âβ, the function

(4.167) f(ε,H) = Tr(πε,H(
∫

x(t)Ut dt)) ∀(ε,H) ∈ Ω̃β

is continuous on Ω̃β.

Proof. By Proposition 3.5.9 of [120] and the continuity of the embed-
ding (4.165), one gets the lower semicontinuity of the function

(ε,H) �→ Tr(πε,H(x))

for x ∈ Â, x ≥ 0. This implies that the set of x ∈ Â, x ≥ 0 for which this
function is continuous forms a face F , and hence defines a two-sided ideal J
of Â by Lemma 4.5.1 of [120], such that F = J+ is the positive part of J .

In particular, the continuity of (ε,H) �→ Tr(πε,H(x)) holds for any x ∈ J .
Using the continuity of the functions (4.166), one gets that J contains the
g(H), provided that g ∈ C0(R) and |g(s)eβs| is bounded for s→ +∞.

Similarly, the continuity of the functions (4.166) gives for (ε0, H0) ∈ Ω̃β

an open neighborhood W of (ε0, H0) and a constant c ∈ R such that H ≥ c
for all (ε,H) ∈ W . It is in fact enough to use the continuity of (4.166) for
g(s) = |s| − s. Let then g ∈ C0(R), g ≥ 0, which agrees with e−βs for s ≥ c.
One has g(H) ∈ J and xg(H) ∈ J , for x ∈ A.

This gives the continuity of Tr(πε,H(xe−βH)) at the point (ε0, H0) ∈ Ω̃β

and proves the continuity of the projection Ω̃β
p→ Ωβ .
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Using the ideal J and the proof of Proposition 4.67 one gets in the same
way that for x ∈ Âβ one has x ∈ J , which gives the second statement. �

4.6. The kernel of the dual trace.

The next results describe the behavior of the function f(ε,H) of (4.167)
on the fibers of the fibration R∗

+ → Ω̃β
p→ Ωβ .

We first consider, for simplicity, the case where x ∈ S(Iβ) is a scalar-
valued function and we write as above g(s) =

∫
R x(t) eits dt for the Fourier

transform. We then have

(4.168) Tr
(
πε,H+c

(∫
x(t)Ut dt

))
= Tr(g(H + c)).

We then have the following estimate.

Lemma 4.70. Given x ∈ S(Iβ) as above, for all N > 0 the following
estimate holds:

(4.169) |Tr(g(H + c))| = O(e−β c c−N ), when c→ +∞.

Proof. We write g(s) = e−β sh(s) with h ∈ S(R,C). One has

|h(u + c)| ≤ C c−N

for u ∈ Spec(H), hence |g(u+c)| ≤ C e−β c c−N e−β u, for u ∈ Spec(H). This
gives

|Tr(g(H + c))| ≤ C e−β c c−N Tr(e−β H).
�

We then obtain the following result for the general case of x ∈ Âβ .

Proposition 4.71. For any x ∈ Âβ, the following estimate holds:

(4.170) |Tr(πε,H+c(x))| = O(e−β c c−N ), for c→ +∞.

Proof. We have, as in Proposition 4.67,

Tr(πε,H+c(x)) =
∑

u∈Spec(H)

Tr(πε(g(u + c)) e(u)).

The size of the expression above can then be estimated in terms of∑
u

‖g(u + c)‖Tr(e(u)).

As in Lemma 4.70 above, we estimate

‖g(u + c)‖ ≤ C e−β c c−N e−β u, for u ∈ Spec(H).

One then obtains the estimate (4.170) using, as in Proposition 4.67, the fact
that ∑

u∈Spec(H)

Tr(e(u))e−β u <∞.

�
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Dual Trace
Pole

Figure 1. The KMS strip and the critical strip

Notice that, in general, this does not control the behavior at c → −∞,
due to possible singularities at zero. We see in §4.9 below how one can
obtain estimates for the behavior at c→ −∞ in the case of the BC system.
In that case one gets

(4.171) Tr(πε,H+c(x)) = e−c τ(x) + O(|c|−N ) , c→ −∞ , ∀N > 0,

where τ is the canonical dual trace (cf. [281]) on Â which we are now recalling
in general. This notion plays an essential role in the theory of factors in
the continuous decomposition of type III factors (cf. [63], [281]).

Let ψ be a KMSβ state for a dynamical system (A, σt). The dual weight
ψ̂ on Â is defined as

(4.172) ψ̂(
∫

R
x(t)Ut dt) =

∫
R
ψ(x̂(s)) ds,

where

x̂(s) =
∫

R
x(t) eits dt

is the Fourier transform with x̂ ∈ S(R,AC) for x ∈ S(R,AC). If β = 0 then
the dual weight is a trace. For β �= 0, and for X =

∫
R x(t)Ut dt ∈ Âβ , let

(4.173) Xβ :=
∫

R
xβ(t)Ut dt,

where xβ(t) = x(t + iβ). The element Xβ has the following property.

Lemma 4.72. Let π : A → L(H) be a covariant representation of (A, σt)
such that the time evolution has the form π(σt(a)) = eitHae−itH for a
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Hamiltonian H. Let πH : Â → L(H) be the corresponding representation,
πH(X) =

∫
R π(x(t)) eitH dt. Then the element Xβ as in (4.173) satisfies

(4.174) πH(Xβ) = πH(X)eβH .

Proof. We have

πH(Xβ) =
∫

R
π(x(t + iβ))eitH dt =

∫
R
π(x(t)) eitHeβH dt = πH(X)eβH .

�

We obtain the dual trace τψ in the following way (cf. [281]).

Lemma 4.73. Moreover, for ψ a KMSβ state for (A, σ), the functional

(4.175) τψ(X) := ψ̂(Xβ)

is a trace on Âβ ⊂ A�σ R satisfying the scaling property

(4.176) τψ(θλ(X)) = λ−β τψ(X),

for all X ∈ Âβ and all λ ∈ R∗
+.

Proof. We have by (4.175)

(4.177) τψ(X) =
∫

R
ψ(x̂(s)) eβs ds.

The trace property can be seen by writing explicitly

(4.178) τψ(XY ) =
∫

R
ψ(x̂ ∗ y(s)) eβs ds,

with x ∗ y as in (4.139), and using the KMSβ property of the state ψ. The
scaling property also follows from (4.177), since we get

τψ(θλX) =
∫ ∫

λi(t+iβ)ψ(x(t + iβ))eits dt ds = λ−βτψ(X).

�

More generally, one finds that traces on Â = A �σ R with the scaling
property (4.176) always arise from KMSβ states on (A, σ) as above.

Definition 4.74. For data (A, ϕ) as above, with AC ⊂ A a dense sub-
algebra, let τϕ denote the trace on Â = A �σϕ

t
R dual to the KMS1 state ϕ

as in (4.175). Let Â�
β,τ ⊂ Â

�
β be the cyclic module defined by Ker(τϕ).

The expansion (4.171), in the particular case of the Bost–Connes system,
shows why it is important to restrict to the kernel Â�

β,τ of the dual trace τϕ

in order to obtain estimates for the behavior at c→ −∞.
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Remark 4.75. We use the construction of the dual trace for the KMS1

state ϕ, but it can also be applied to a KMSβ state ε ∈ Ωβ. In that case the
character of each irreducible representation πε,H yields a trace on Âβ ,

(4.179) χε,H(x) = Tr(πε,H(
∫

x(t)Ut dt)) .

The dual trace τε is then given, assuming Tr(e−βH) = 1, by

(4.180) τε =
∫

R
χε,H+c e

βc dc .

To get (4.180) one can write, at the formal level,∫
R
χε,H+c(x) eβc dc =

∫
R
Tr(
∫

πε(x(t)) eit(H+c) dt) eβc dc

= 2πTr(πε(x(iβ))e−βH),

while the dual trace τε gives the same result, since one can rewrite (4.172)
as

(4.181) ψ̂(
∫

R
x(t)Ut dt) = 2π ψ(x(0))

and apply the result for ψ = ε = Tr(πε(·) e−βH) and xβ(t) = x(t + iβ).

4.7. Holomorphic modules.

We introduce the following algebra of multipliers of S(Iβ).

Definition 4.76. Let Iβ = {z ∈ C | �(z) ∈ [0, β]}, as before. We let
Hol(Iβ) denote the algebra of multipliers of S(Iβ), i.e. of holomorphic func-
tions h in the strip Iβ such that hS(Iβ) ⊂ S(Iβ).

For such a function h ∈ Hol(Iβ) the restriction to the boundary com-
ponent R of ∂Iβ = R ∪ Rβ is a function of tempered growth and there is a
unique distribution ĥ on R∗

+ such that

(4.182)
∫

R∗
+

ĥ(λ)λit d∗λ = h(t),

with d∗λ = λ−1dλ the multiplicative Haar measure on R∗
+.

We then obtain the following general result that refines the result of
Lemma 4.63 above.

Proposition 4.77. Let Hol(Iβ) be the algebra of multipliers of S(Iβ) as
in Definition 4.76.

(1) For h ∈ Hol(Iβ), the operator

(4.183) θ(ĥ) =
∫

R∗
+

ĥ(λ) θλ d
∗λ

acts on Âβ. This turns Âβ into a module over the algebra Hol(Iβ).
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(2) The map F◦Tr◦π is a Hol(Iβ)-module map, where F is the Fourier
transform F(g)(u) =

∫
R g(c) e−icu dc.

Proof. (1) One has

(4.184)
θ(ĥ)(

∫
x(t)Ut dt) =

∫
R∗

+

∫
R
ĥ(λ)λit x(t)Ut dt d

∗λ

=
∫

R
h(t)x(t)Ut dt,

where hx ∈ S(Iβ,AC).
(2) The equivariance of π proved in Lemma 4.63 namely the fact that

(4.185) πε,H ◦ θλ = π(ε,H+log λ), ∀(ε,H) ∈ Ω̃β ,

gives

(4.186) (Tr ◦ π ◦ θλ)(X)(ε,H) = (Tr ◦ π)(X)(ε,H+log λ).

Thus, for the function

(4.187) fε(c) = Tr(πε,H+c(X))

one obtains

(4.188) (Tr ◦ π ◦ θ(ĥ))(X)(ε,H) =
∫

R∗
+

ĥ(λ) fε(log λ) d∗λ.

Replacing H by H + c one gets that the function gε(c) associated to θ(ĥ)(x)
in the same way as in (4.187) is given by

(4.189) gε(c) =
∫

R∗
+

ĥ(λ) fε(log λ + c) d∗λ.

One then obtains the Fourier transform

(4.190)

F(gε)(u) =
∫

R
gε(c) e−icu dc

=
∫

R

∫
R∗

+

ĥ(λ) fε(log λ + c) e−icu dc d∗λ

=
∫

R∗
+

ĥ(λ)λiu d∗λ

∫
R
fε(a) e−iau da

= h(u)F(fε)(u).

�
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4.8. The cooling morphism (distillation).

We have described in §4.5 the procedure that associates to the data
(A, ϕ) the space Ω̃β and the dual system (Â, θλ). We shall now explain how
this gives rise to a morphism of Λ-modules, whose cokernel in the abelian
category of Λ-modules defines a cohomology with an R∗

+ action. This pro-
cedure, called distillation ([74]), will be mainly illustrated in the case of the
BC system in §4.9 and we shall give only a brief description of the general
case in the present section.

In the general case one is dealing with the field of elementary C∗-algebras

(4.191) Cε,H = πε,H(Â) , (ε,H) ∈ Ω̃β

on Ω̃β . By Theorem 4.68 the algebras Cε,H are isomorphic to the algebra
of compact operators in a Hilbert space. The Dixmier–Douady invariant
(cf. [120] Theorem 10.8.4) gives, in general, an obstruction to the Morita
equivalence between the algebra C(Ω̃β, C) of continuous sections of the field
C of elementary C∗-algebras Cε,H and the algebra of continuous functions
on Ω̃β . We denote by L1 the functor defined on elementary C∗-algebras by

(4.192) L1(compact operators in H) = trace class operators in H .

Definition 4.78. The cooling morphism is the canonical map

(4.193)
π : Âβ → C(Ω̃β,L1(C))

π(x)(ε,H) = π̃ε,H(x), ∀(ε,H) ∈ Ω̃β.

which defines an R∗
+-equivariant algebra homomorphism.

Proposition 4.69 ensures the continuity of the trace Tr(π(x)(ε,H)) on
Ω̃β.

We then consider the cokernel of the cooling map as an object in the
category of Λ-modules. Let π� be the morphism of cyclic modules associated
to (4.193). The distilled Λ-module associated to the data (AC, ϕ) is defined
as

(4.194) Dτ (AC, ϕ) = Coker(π�) ,

where the domain of π� is the cyclic module Â�
β,τ defined by the kernel of

the dual trace in Definition 4.74. We shall not discuss the exact definition of
the range, but we shall see below in the case of the BC system the relevant
decay condition to be imposed on the function Tr(π(x)(ε,H)).

We then consider a corresponding cohomology theory provided by the
cyclic homology

HC∗(Dτ (AC, ϕ))
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of the distilled Λ-module. In the following, since we are mostly interested
in the case of data (A, ϕ) that come from endomotives, which are zero-
dimensional noncommutative spaces, we will restrict to considering only
HC0(Dτ (AC, ϕ)).

We shall now assume that the Dixmier–Douady invariant is trivial and
in fact we shall simplify even further by assuming that the corresponding
bundle of Hilbert spaces is trivial. This holds, for instance, in the particular
case of the Bost–Connes system. In this case one has Ωβ = Eβ (all extremal
KMSβ states with β > 1 are regular) and the representations πε,H are all
defined on the same Hilbert space H(1)

ε = �2(N).

We fix a separable Hilbert space H and let, as in [120], Irr Â be the
space of irreducible representations of the C∗-algebra Â in H endowed with
the topology of pointwise weak convergence. Thus

(4.195) πα → π ⇐⇒ 〈ξ, πα(x)η〉 → 〈ξ, π(x)η〉 , ∀ ξ, η ∈ H, x ∈ Â .

This is equivalent to pointwise strong convergence by [120] 3.5.2. By [120]
Theorem 3.5.8 the map

(4.196) π ∈ IrrÂ �→ kerπ ∈ Prim Â

is continuous and open. Indeed, by Definition 3.1.5 of [120], the topology
on the spectrum, i.e. the space of equivalence classes of irreducible represen-
tations, is defined as the pullback of the Jacobson topology of the primitive
ideal space.

We assume that the representations πε,H , for (ε,H) ∈ Ω̃β described in
§4.5 can be continuously realized as representations π̃ε,H in H, i.e. more
precisely that the injective continuous map (4.165) is lifted to a continuous
map to Irr Â such that

(4.197) (ε,H) �→ π̃ε,H(f̂(H))

is a continuous map from Ω̃β to L1 = L1(H) for any f ∈ S(Iβ). This last
condition corresponds to (4.166) in the definition of the topology of Ω̃β. We
then show that these representations assemble to give an R∗

+-equivariant
morphism.

Lemma 4.79. Under the above hypothesis the map

(4.198)
π : Âβ → C(Ω̃β,L1)

π(x)(ε,H) = π̃ε,H(x), ∀(ε,H) ∈ Ω̃β.

defines an R∗
+-equivariant algebra homomorphism.

Proof. It is enough to show that for any a ∈ AC and f ∈ S(Iβ) the
map

(4.199) (ε,H) �→ π̃ε,H(a f̂(H))
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is continuous from Ω̃β to L1(H). The general result follows since linear
combinations of these elements spans Âβ . One can assume that f = f1 � f2

with f1 ∈ L1(R), f2 ∈ S(Iβ). The map (ε,H) �→ π̃ε,H(a f̂1(H)) is bounded
and pointwise strongly continuous by (4.195). Thus by (4.197) we get the
continuity of (4.199). The equivariance follows from Lemma 4.63. �

The morphism (4.198) agrees with (4.193). One can compose it with the
trace on L1(H) and obtain a morphism in the category of Λ-modules (cf.
§1.2 above, and especially §1.3).

Lemma 4.80. The morphism (4.198) induces a cyclic morphism

(4.200) δ : Â�
β,τ

(Tr◦π)�

−→ C(Ω̃β)�.

Proof. The result follows by applying the formulas of Proposition 4.10
to define Tr� which is then composed with π� for π the cooling morphism
(4.198). �

Notice that, in this case, because the algebra C(Ω̃β) is commutative,
the cyclic homology HC0(Dτ (A, ϕ)) is simply given by the cokernel of δ
in degree 0. The advantage of describing this cokernel as an HC0 lies in
the Morita invariance of cyclic homology which, for instance, wipes out the
distinction between an algebra and its tensor product with L1. This cyclic
homology HC0(Dτ (AC, ϕ) comes endowed with an induced representation
of R∗

+.

Lemma 4.81. The cyclic homology HC0(Dτ (AC, ϕ)) carries an induced
action

(4.201) θ : R∗
+ → Aut(HC0(Dτ (AC, ϕ))).

Proof. The result is a direct consequence of the R∗
+-equivariance of the

morphism δ = (Tr ◦ π)�, which follows from Lemma 4.79. �

The spectrum of this R∗
+ representation on the cyclic homology of

D(AC, ϕ) defines a very subtle invariant of the original noncommutative
space (A, ϕ), as we are going to see in detail in the Bost–Connes case.

4.9. Distillation of the Bost–Connes endomotive.

In this section we concentrate on the case of the Bost–Connes endo-
motive, applying the cooling and distillation procedures described in the
previous sections. The main result is that the map E discussed in Chap-
ter 2, which plays a crucial role in the spectral realization of zeros of the
Riemann zeta function and in the (semi-local) trace formula of [71], ac-
quires now a cohomological description as the cooling map (4.200) for the
BC endomotive.
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We first return to the geometric description of the BC system in terms
of commensurability classes of Q-lattices, as discussed at length in Chapter
3 (cf. [86]). Recall that we denoted by G1 the groupoid of the equivalence
relation of commensurability on 1-dimensional Q-lattices, and by G1/R∗

+

the quotient by the scaling action. By Lemma 3.21 of Chapter 3, G1 is the
étale groupoid of triples (k, ρ, λ) ∈ Q∗

+ × Ẑ×R∗
+ such that kρ ∈ Ẑ with the

composition (3.34). By Proposition 3.22 of Chapter 3, G1/R∗
+ is the étale

groupoid of pairs (k, ρ) ∈ Q∗
+ × Ẑ such that kρ ∈ Ẑ with the composition

(3.37). The algebra A1 of the BC system (A1, σt) is the convolution algebra

(4.202) A1 = C∗(G1/R
∗
+),

which we have identified in §2.7 above with the C∗-algebra of the analytic
endomotive obtained from the self-maps of (Gm, 1). We also consider here
the algebra C∗(G1) describing the noncommutative space of commensurabil-
ity classes of 1-dimensional Q-lattices (not up to scale). This is related to
the dual system Â1 in the following way.

Lemma 4.82. There is a C∗-algebra isomorphism ι : Â1 → C∗(G1) of
the form

(4.203) ι(X)(k, ρ, λ) =
∫

R
x(t)(k, ρ)λit dt

for (k, ρ, λ) ∈ G1 and

X =
∫

x(t)Ut dt ∈ Â1.

Proof. It suffices to check the compatibility of the convolution product
(4.139) with the convolution product in the groupoid algebra C∗(G1). We
have

ι(X1X2)(k, ρ, λ) =
∫ ∫

(x1(t) ∗ σt(x2(s− t)))(k, ρ)λisdtds

=
∑

r,rρ∈Ẑ

∫ ∫
x1(t)(kr−1, rρ)σt(x2(s− t))(r, ρ)λisdtds

=
∑

r,rρ∈Ẑ

∫ ∫
x1(t)(kr−1, rρ)x2(s− t)(r, ρ)ritλisdtds

=
∑

r,rρ∈Ẑ

∫ ∫
x1(t)(kr−1, rρ)x2(u)(r, ρ)ritλi(t+u)dtdu

=
∑

r,rρ∈Ẑ

ι(X1)(kr−1, rρ, rλ)ι(X2)(r, ρ, λ) .

The compatibility of the involutions follows similarly. �

We also have the following result.
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Lemma 4.83. Let A be the algebra of the BC system and ι : Â → C∗(G1)
be the homomorphism of (4.203). The range under ι of the subalgebra
S(R,AC) consists of functions f(k, ρ, λ) with finite support in k ∈ Q∗

+, finite
level in ρ ∈ Ẑ and rapid decay (Schwartz functions) in λ ∈ R∗

+.

Proof. The result follows from the definition of the subalgebra S(R,AC)
of Â as the direct limit (4.138) over finite dimensional subspaces of AC and
the fact that the dense subalgebra AC of the BC C∗-algebra A1 is given by
the algebraic crossed product of the algebra of locally constant functions on
Ẑ by the partial action of Q∗

+. �
We can further refine the result of Lemma 4.83 above. As in Chapter 2

(2.143) we use the bicharacter

(4.204) µ(v, s) = v−is , ∀v ∈ R∗
+, s ∈ R ,

and let Fµ be the Fourier transform Fµ : L2(R∗
+)→ L2(R) associated to µ,

(4.205) Fµ(f)(s) :=
∫ ∞

0
f(v)v−isd∗v .

where d∗v is the multiplicative Haar measure on R∗
+.

Lemma 4.84. Let A be the algebra of the BC system and ι : Â → C∗(G1)
be the homomorphism of (4.203). The range under ι of the subalgebra Âβ

consists of functions f(k, ρ, λ) with finite support in k, finite level in ρ and
such that the finitely many scalar functions

(4.206) fk,ρ(λ) = f(k, ρ, λ), for λ ∈ R∗
+

satisfy Fµ(fk,ρ)(u) ∈ S(Iβ) for all (k, ρ).

Proof. The Fourier transform Fµ in the variable λ ∈ R∗
+ corresponds

to the usual Fourier transform in the variable s = log(λ), so that we have

Fµ(fk,ρ)(u) =
∫

R∗
+

∫
R
x(t)(k, ρ)λit dt λ−iudλ

λ

=
∫

R×R
x(t)(k, ρ) eits e−ius dt ds

= 2πx(u)(k, ρ)

Then, by Proposition 4.64, the condition Fµ(fk,ρ) ∈ S(Iβ) is equivalent to
X =

∫
x(t)Ut dt ∈ Âβ . This gives the characterization

(4.207) f ∈ ιÂβ ⇐⇒ Fµ(fk,ρ) ∈ S(Iβ), ∀(k, ρ).
�

The groupoid G1 describes the partial action of Q∗
+ on Ẑ×R∗

+ or equiva-
lently of Q∗ on Ẑ×R∗ (cf. the description in terms of the Shimura variety of
Gm in Chapter 3). We have seen that the quotient space of the commensu-
rability relation on 1-dimensional Q-lattices is described in this way by the
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quotient A·
Q/Q

∗, with A·
Q = AQ,f ×R∗, where we describe the quotient as a

noncommutative space via the convolution algebra C∗(G1). In fact, we can
by a Morita equivalence pass from the quotient A·

Q/Q
∗, which corresponds

to the algebra C0(A·
Q) � Q∗ to the algebra C∗(G1), where the Morita equiv-

alence comes from the strict inclusion Ẑ ⊂ AQ,f of Ẑ in finite adèles. The
space A·

Q/Q
∗ is however not the same as the adèle class space AQ/Q∗ that

we encountered in the discussion of the Riemann zeta function in Chapter
2, Definition 2.45. Indeed, with respect to the adèle class space AQ/Q∗ we
are still missing the compact piece Ẑ× {0} ⊂ AQ. Still, even though we are
now working with the space A·

Q/Q
∗, we can give a description of the map E

that we saw in Chapter 2, §6 and §9, in terms of the BC endomotive.
Recall that we described the spectral realization of the critical zeros in

Chapter 2 §9 from the cokernel of the following map,

(4.208) E(f)(g) = |g|1/2
∑
q∈Q∗

f(qg), ∀g ∈ CQ = A∗
Q/Q

∗.

which is equivariant in the sense of (2.357) with respect to the natural scaling
actions of CQ, as we discussed in detail in Chapter 2 above.

The following result recovers the map E in terms of the cooling map for
the BC endomotive.

Theorem 4.85. Let (A, σ) be the C∗-dynamical system of the Bost–
Connes analytic endomotive.

(1) For β > 1 there is a canonical isomorphism

(4.209) Ω̃β " Ẑ∗ × R∗
+ " CQ

of Ω̃β with the space of invertible 1-dimensional Q-lattices.
(2) For X ∈ Â and f = ι(X) ∈ C∗(G1), the cooling map (4.200) takes

the form

(4.210) δ(X)(u, λ) =
∑

n∈N=Z>0

f(1, nu, nλ), ∀(u, λ) ∈ CQ " Ω̃β.

Proof. (1) We give explicitly the covariant irreducible representation
of A associated to a pair (u, λ) ∈ Ẑ∗ × R∗

+ = CQ. The algebra acts on the
fixed Hilbert space H = �2(N) as

(4.211) (π(u,λ)(x)ξ)(n) =
∑
m∈N

x(nm−1,mu)ξ(m), ∀x ∈ A, ∀ξ ∈ �2(N),

while π(u,λ)(H) is the diagonal operator Dλ on �2(N) with

(4.212) (Dλ ξ)(n) = (logn + log λ)ξ(n) , ∀ξ ∈ �2(N),

so that one has

(4.213) Spec(Dλ) = {log n + log λ}n∈N.
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The classification of KMSβ states of the BC system ([30], [86], see Chapter
3 above) shows that the map (u, λ)→ π(u,λ) gives an isomorphism of CQ =
Ẑ∗ × R∗

+ with Ω̃β , for all β > 1.

(2) By construction the function δ(x)(u, λ), with (u, λ) ∈ CQ, is given
as in (4.200) by

(4.214) δ(x)(u, λ) = Tr(π(u,λ)(x)).

For X =
∫
x(t)Ut dt ∈ Â one has

(4.215) π(u,λ)(X) =
∫

π(u,λ)(x(t)) eitDλ dt .

Using the explicit description of the representation given in (4.211) we get
the trace as the sum of the diagonal entries of this matrix, which gives

(4.216)
∑
n∈N

∫
x(t)(1, nu) eit(log n+log λ) dt =

∑
n∈N

f(1, nu, nλ),

for f = ι(X) ∈ C∗(G1). �

One can compare directly the right hand side of (4.216) with the map
E (up to the normalization by |j|1/2) written as in (4.208) by considering a
function f(ρ, v) = f(1, ρ, v) and its unique extension f̃ to adèles obtained
by setting f̃ equal to zero outside of Ẑ× R+ ⊂ AQ. This then gives

(4.217)
∑
n∈N

f(1, nu, nλ) =
∑
q∈Q∗

f̃(q j), where j = (u, λ) ∈ CQ.

Notice that, unlike in the case of [71], here we do not work with Hilbert
spaces but with spaces of rapidly decaying functions. A reformulation of the
results of [71] in the analytic setting of algebras of rapidly decaying functions
and nuclear spaces was given by Ralf Meyer in [224]. Our cohomological
formulation here uses the same analytic tools as [224].

In particular, in the case of the BC system, we can use the result of
Theorem 4.85 above to improve the decay estimate of Proposition 4.71 in
the following way.

Let us return to the question of the behavior as c→−∞ of Tr(πε,H+c(X)),
after the general estimate for c→ +∞ given in Proposition 4.71 above. As
above, we write Tr(πε,H+c(X)) = Tr(g(H + c)) for X =

∫
x(t)Ut dt and

g(s) =
∫

R x(t) eits dt. In the case of the BC system, we have

(4.218) Tr(g(H + c)) =
∑
n∈N

g(log(n) + c),

where Spec(H) = {log(n) |n ∈ N = Z>0}.
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Lemma 4.86. With the notation as above, let �(t) = g(log(t)) be extended
to R as a continuous even function. Then for c→ −∞ (i.e. for λ = ec → 0)
the leading behavior of Tr(g(H + c)) is given by

(4.219)
∑
n∈Z

�(λn) ∼ λ−1

∫
�(t) dt, for λ→ 0.

Proof. The function �(t) = g(log(t)) extended to R has �(0) = 0 and,
for λ = ec, one can write from (4.218)

(4.220) Tr(g(H + c)) =
1
2

∑
n∈Z

�(λn).

With the appropriate normalization of the Fourier transform �̂ of �, the
Poisson summation formula then gives

(4.221) λ
∑
n∈Z

�(λn) =
∑
n∈Z

�̂(λ−1 n).

This gives the desired estimate (4.219). �

Remark 4.87. Notice how the remainder is controlled by the decay
of the Fourier transform �̂ at ∞, i.e. by the smoothness of the function
�(t) = g(log(t)). Notice that the latter is not guaranteed by that of g itself,
because of a possible singularity at zero.

In fact, more precisely, we obtain the following result on the behavior at
c → −∞, which gives more precise information on the divergent term and
the remainder, and relates it to the kernel of the dual trace discussed in §4.6
above.

We first compute explicitly the dual trace for the Bost–Connes system.

Lemma 4.88. Let (A, ϕ) be the data of the Bost–Connes measured en-
domotive, with the state ϕ as in (4.126). The dual trace on Â = A�σϕ

t
R is

of the form

(4.222) τϕ(X) =
∫

Ẑ×R∗
+

f(1, ρ, λ) dµ(ρ) dλ,

for f = ι(X) under the map (4.203), with X =
∫
x(t)Ut dt ∈ Â. Here dµ(ρ)

is the Haar measure on Ẑ as in (4.126).

Proof. By the general description (4.177) of the traces on Â dual to
KMS states on (A, σt) the trace τϕ is of the form

(4.223) τϕ(X) =
∫

R×R
ϕ(x(t))eits es dt ds.

We rewrite this in terms of λ = es ∈ R∗
+ as∫

R×R∗
+

(∫
Ẑ
x(t)(1, ρ) dµ(ρ)

)
λit dt dλ =
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Ẑ×R∗

+

(∫
R
x(t)(1, ρ)λit dt

)
dµ(ρ) dλ.

The right hand side agrees with the expression (4.222) by (4.203). �

We then have the following preliminary result.

Proposition 4.89. Consider a function f(ρ, v) = f(1, ρ, v) such that

f(ρ, v) = g(pn(ρ), v)

with g a map from Z/nZ to S(R∗
+) and such that

(4.224)
∫

Ẑ×R∗
+

f(ρ, v) dρ dv = 0 .

Then the estimate

(4.225) Σ(f̃)(j) :=
∑
q∈Q∗

f̃(qj) = O
(
|log |j||−N

)
holds for |j| → 0 and for all N > 0.

Proof. In (4.225) we are extending the function f(ρ, v) = f(1, ρ, v) to
adèles by zero as in (4.217). We can assume that there exists a character
χn of the multiplicative group (Z/nZ)∗ such that

(4.226) g(ma, v) = χn(m)g(a, v), ∀a ∈ Z/nZ, and ∀m ∈ (Z/nZ)∗.

Let χ = χn ◦ pn. We then obtain

(4.227) f̃(ma, v) = χ(m)f̃(a, v), ∀a ∈ Ẑ, ∀m ∈ Ẑ∗.

In particular this gives

(4.228) Σ(f̃)(mj) = χ(m)Σ(f̃)(j), ∀m ∈ Ẑ∗, ∀j ∈ CQ.

This shows that, in order to prove (4.225), it suffices to prove the estimate

(4.229) |h(λ)| = O(| log |λ| |−N ), for λ→ 0,

where

(4.230) h(λ) =
∫

Ẑ∗
Σ(f̃)(mj)χ0(m) d∗m,

for all j with |j| = λ, where χ0 = χ̄ denotes the conjugate of χ. We write
the Fourier transform of h in the form Fµ over R∗

+ as in (4.205), and we
obtain

(4.231) (Fµh)(t) =
∫

R∗
+

h(λ)λ−it d∗λ =
∫

A∗
Q

f̃(j)χ0(j) |j|s d∗j,

where s = −it and d∗j is the multiplicative Haar measure on the idèles. The
character χ0 is extended as a unitary character of the idèles, which we still
denote in the same way. More precisely, we identify A∗

Q = Ẑ∗×R∗
+×Q∗ where

Q∗ is embedded as principal idèles. We extend χ0 by 1 on R∗
+ × Q∗ ⊂ A∗

Q.
Thus χ0 becomes a unitary Grössencharakter.
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We can then apply the result of Weil on homogeneous distributions,
Lemma 2.52 of Chapter 2 ([297], cf. [71] Appendix I, Lemma 1). For f̃ as
above, this gives

(4.232)
∫

A∗
Q

f̃(j)χ0(j) |j|s d∗j = L(χ0, s) 〈∆′(s), f̃〉 , for #(s) > 1,

where ∆′ = ⊗∆′
v is an infinite tensor product over the places of Q of homo-

geneous distributions on the local fields Qv and L(χ0, s) is the L-function
with Grössencharakter χ0. The identity (4.232) is a priori only valid for
f̃ ∈ S(AQ), but it remains valid for our f̃ by the absolute convergence of
both sides.

In fact, we can assume that f(ρ, v) = f0(ρ)f∞(v), where f∞ ∈ S(R∗
+).

One then gets f̃ = f̃0 ⊗ f̃∞ and

(4.233) 〈∆′(s), f̃〉 = 〈∆′
0(s), f̃0〉 〈∆′

∞(s), f̃∞〉,
where by construction (cf. (2.364) of Chapter 2) one has

(4.234) 〈∆′
∞(s), f̃∞〉 =

∫
R∗

+

f∞(λ)λsd∗λ , d∗λ = dλ/λ.

Using (4.207), one gets F̃(f∞) ∈ S(Iβ). Thus, the function
t �→ 〈∆′

∞(−it), f̃∞〉 is in S(Iβ). The term 〈∆′
0(s), f̃0〉 is simple to com-

pute explicitly and one obtains that the function t �→ 〈∆′
0(−it), f̃0〉 is a

holomorphic function on the strip Iβ such that its restriction to the bound-
ary ∂Iβ is a tempered growth distribution, i.e. this function is in Hol(Iβ),
as in Definition 4.76.

Indeed, it is enough to do the computation when f0 is a finite tensor
product f0 = ⊗v∈Sfp over a finite set S of primes, while fp is a locally
constant function on Qp vanishing outside Zp and such that fp(ma) =
χ(m) f(a), for all a ∈ Zp, m ∈ Z∗

p, using (4.227) for the restriction of χ
to Z∗

p. One has

〈∆′
0(s), f̃0〉 =

∏
S

〈∆′
p(s), f̃p〉.

One can assume that S contains the finite set P of places at which χ is
ramified, i.e. where the restriction of χ to Z∗

p is non-trivial. For p ∈ P one
gets that fp vanishes in a neighborhood of 0 ∈ Zp, while

〈∆′
p(s), f̃p〉 =

∫
Q∗

p

fp(x)χ0(x) |x|s d∗x,

which, as a function of s, is a finite sum of exponentials pks. For p /∈ P ,
one has the normalization condition 〈∆′

p(s), 1Zp〉 = 1 and the function fp

is a finite linear combination of the characteristic functions x �→ 1Zp(p
k x).

It follows from homogeneity of the distribution ∆′
p(s) that 〈∆′

p(s), f̃p〉, as a
function of s, is a finite sum of exponentials of the form pks.
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Similarly, if χ0 is non-trivial, the function L(χ0,−it) belongs to Hol(Iβ)
and ζ(−it) = L(1,−it) is the sum of 1/(−it−1) with an element of Hol(Iβ).
The presence of the pole at t = i for χ0 = 1 is taken care of by the condition
(4.224). All of this shows that

(4.235) Fµh ∈ S(Iβ), and Fµh(z) = 0 ∀z ∈ Iβ with L(χ0,−iz) = 0.

This shows in particular that h ∈ S(R∗
+), which gives the required estimate

(4.229) on |h(λ)|, for λ→ 0. �

Remark 4.90. One could take instead of the extension f̃ a more sym-
metric choice where f is extended by 0 outside Ẑ×R∗ and one requires the
parity

(4.236) f̃(−u,−λ) = f(u, λ) .

This choice introduces a factor of 2 in Σ(f̃) and the above formulas remain
valid provided one replaces (4.234) by

(4.237) 〈∆′
∞(s), f̃∞〉 =

∫
R∗

f∞(λ)χ∞(λ)λsd∗λ ,

where χ∞ is the restriction of χ0 to R∗. This restriction is the character
given by the sign of λ when the value of χ0 on −1 ∈ Ẑ∗ is −1, in which case
the function f̃∞ is odd.

We can then prove the following result.

Theorem 4.91. Let (A, σ) be the Bost–Connes system. For all β > 1
and for X =

∫
x(t)Ut dt ∈ Âβ, one obtains for c→ −∞ the estimate

(4.238) Tr(πε,H+c(X)) = e−cτ(X) + O(|c|−N ), ∀N > 0,

where τ is the canonical trace on Â dual to the KMS1 state ϕ on (A, σ).

Proof. If ϕ denotes the KMS1 state (4.126) for the Bost–Connes sys-
tem, then the dual trace τ = τϕ is given by (4.222). Thus, we need to show
that, for any u ∈ Ẑ∗ and any function f(k, ρ, λ) in ιÂβ , one has an estimate
for λ→ 0 of the form

(4.239)
∑
n∈N

f(1, nu, nλ) = λ−1

∫
Ẑ×R∗

+

f(1, ρ, v) dρ dv + O(| log(λ) |−N ),

for all N > 0. We use Theorem 4.85 above, by extending the function
f(ρ, v) = f(1, ρ, v) to adèles, and we write the left hand side of (4.239) as
in (4.217).

If the extended function f̃ were in the Bruhat–Schwartz space S(AQ),
then one could use the Poisson summation formula

|j|
∑
q∈Q

h(q j) =
∑
q∈Q

ĥ(q j−1),

with ĥ the Fourier transform of h, in order to get a better estimate with a
remainder in O(|λ|N ). However, in general one has f̃ /∈ S(AQ), because of
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the singularity at λ = 0. At least some functions f with non-zero integral do
extend to an element f̃ ∈ S(AQ) and this allows us to restrict to functions
of two variables f(ρ, v) = f(1, ρ, v) such that∫

R∗
+

f(ρ, v) dρ dv = 0.

We know by Lemma 4.83 that the function has finite level in ρ ∈ Ẑ and
rapid decay in v ∈ R∗

+. We can then apply the result of Proposition 4.89.
That provides the estimate that completes the proof of the theorem. �

An immediate consequence of the estimate of Theorem 4.91 is the fol-
lowing result.

Corollary 4.92. Let (A, σ) be the BC system. Let X =
∫
x(t)Ut dt be

an element of Âβ with τ(X) = 0, i.e. in the kernel of the dual trace. Then
the Fourier transform

(4.240) F(fε)(u) =
∫

R
fε(c) e−icu dc

of the function fε(c) = Tr(πε,H+c(X)) is holomorphic in the strip Iβ, bounded
and smooth on the boundary. In fact F(fε) ∈ S(Iβ).

Proof. Combining Theorem 4.91 with Lemma 4.70, we obtain that, in
the BC case and for x ∈ Âβ , τ(x) = 0, the function fε(c) = Tr(πε,H+c(X))
satisfies, for all N > 0, the decay conditions

(4.241)
|fε(c)| = O(e−β c |c|−N ), for c→ +∞
|fε(c)| = O(|c|−N ) for c→ −∞ .

This is the correct decay at c → ±∞ in order to have a Fourier transform
(in the variable c) that is holomorphic in the strip Iβ .

To show that this can be further improved to F(fε) ∈ S(Iβ), we use
the general result of Proposition 4.77. This makes it possible to improve the
estimate (4.241) for the BC system immediately. Indeed, the function h(s) =
s belongs to Hol(Iβ) and this shows that (4.241) holds for all derivatives of
fε. �

Summarizing, the results on the decay estimates for the distillation of
the BC endomotive combine to give the following result.

Corollary 4.93. In the BC system (A, σ), for any β > 1 and any
element X ∈ Âβ,τ = Âβ ∩Ker(τ) one has

(4.242) F ◦ Tr ◦ π(X) ∈ C(Ωβ,S(Iβ)).

When expressed in the variable λ = ec, the regularity of the function
Tr◦π(X) can be written equivalently in the form Tr◦π(X) ∈ C(Ωβ,Sβ(R∗

+))
where, with µ(λ) = λ, ∀λ ∈ R∗

+, we let

(4.243) Sβ(R∗
+) = ∩[0,β] µ

−α S(R∗
+)
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be the intersection of the shifted Schwartz spaces of R∗
+ ∼ R.

Definition 4.94. Let S�(Ω̃β) be the cyclic submodule of C(Ω̃β)� whose
elements are functions with restriction to the main diagonal that belongs to
C(Ωβ,Sβ(R∗

+)) with Sβ(R∗
+) defined as in (4.243).

We then obtain the following result.

Proposition 4.95. Let (A, ϕ) be the Bost–Connes endomotive, with
τ = τϕ the dual trace on Â = A�σϕ

t
R. Let Â�

β,τ ⊂ Â
�
β be the cyclic module

defined by Ker(τ) as in Definition 4.74. Then the map Tr◦π defines a cyclic
morphism

(4.244) δ : Â�
β,τ → S

�(Ω̃β).

Definition 4.96. We define the distilled Λ-module Dτ (A, ϕ) as the cok-
ernel of the cyclic morphism δ = (Tr ◦ π)� of (4.244), namely

(4.245) Dτ (A, ϕ) := Coker(δ : Â�
β,τ → S

�(Ω̃β)).

4.10. Spectral realization.

In this section we show how one gets the spectral realization of the zeros
of the Riemann zeta function and of L-functions with Grössencharakter from
the distillation of the Bost–Connes endomotive.

The cyclic morphism δ of (4.244) is equivariant with respect to the R∗
+

action, as in Lemma 4.81. Thus, we consider the induced R∗
+ representation

(4.246) θλ ∈ Aut(HC0(Dτ (A, ϕ))), ∀λ ∈ R∗
+.

In fact, since we are dealing with the distilled system obtained from the
Bost–Connes endomotive, we can refine (4.246) by taking into account the
fact that endomotives are naturally endowed also with a Galois action, in
this case of Gal(Q̄/Q) factoring through the abelianization, cf. §2.7 above.

Proposition 4.97. Let (A, ϕ) be the BC endomotive. Let χ be a char-
acter of the compact group Ẑ∗.

(1) The character χ determines an idempotent eχ ∈ EndEV0
Q,C

(AQ)

(4.247) eχ =
∫

Ẑ∗
χ(g)Zg dg

in the (pseudo)-abelian category EV0
Q,C of algebraic endomotives,

where
Zg = {(xg−1x)}

is the graph of g as a correspondence.
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(2) The expression

(4.248) pχ =
∫

Ẑ∗
g χ(g) dg

determines an idempotent pχ in EndΛ(Dτ (A, ϕ)) in the abelian cat-
egory of Λ-modules.

Proof. (1) Recall that, by Proposition 4.30, the algebra AQ = A�S of
the algebraic endomotive of the BC system is globally invariant under the
action of G = Gal(Q̄/Q) and this action factors through Gal(Qab/Q). In
particular, this means that we can consider the action of g ∈ Gal(Qab/Q)
on X = lim←−α

Xα and the graph Zg of g as a correspondence in X × X.
The action of G commutes with the semigroup action of S = N, hence Zg

defines a correspondence in EndEV0
Q,C

(AQ) and so does (4.247). One has

e2
χ =

∫
Ẑ∗×Ẑ∗ gg

′ χ(gg′) dg dg′ = eχ.

(2) The Galois group Gab ∼= Ẑ∗ acts on (A, σ) compatibly with the
time evolution. One obtains an action on Â preserving Âβ and the kernel
Ker(τ) since the state ϕ is Gab-invariant. Similarly, one has an action of
Gab on KMSβ states Ωβ , which is compatible with the action as symmetries
of (A, ϕ) by the intertwining property (cf. Proposition 4.30 and Chapter
3 above). Thus, the induced morphism δ : Â�

β,τ → S�(Ω̃β) is also Gab-
equivariant and one obtains an induced linear action of Gab on Dτ (A, ϕ).
One can then form the combination pχ as in (4.248) and one sees as above
that p2

χ = pχ so that we have an idempotent in EndΛ(Dτ (A, ϕ)). �

Corollary 4.98. Let χ range over the characters of Ẑ∗. There is a
corresponding direct sum decomposition of the representation (4.246) as

(4.249) ⊕χHC0(pχDτ (A, ϕ)).

Proof. The result simply follows from Proposition 4.97 and the fact
that the idempotents pχ add up to the identity, namely

(4.250)
∑
χ

pχ = Id.

�

We now show that the representation of R∗
+ on

(4.251) E := HC0(pχ D(A, ϕ))

gives the spectral realization of the zeros of the L-function Lχ. More pre-
cisely, we have the following result.

Theorem 4.99. Let z ∈ Iβ be viewed as a character of Hol(Iβ) and Cz

be the corresponding one dimensional module. One has

(4.252) E ⊗Hol(Iβ) Cz �= {0} ⇐⇒ Lχ(−iz) = 0.
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Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.89 and (4.235) that all elements
h of the range of δ in degree zero have Fourier transform Fµh ∈ S(Iβ) that
vanishes at any z such that L(χ0,−iz) = 0.

Moreover, explicit choices of the test function show that, if we let LQ be
the complete L-function (with its Archimedean Euler factors), then, for χ0

non-trivial, LQ(χ0,−iz) is the Fourier transform of an element of the range
of δ.

When χ0 is trivial, the range of δ contains ξ(z − i
2), where ξ is the

Riemann ξ function (cf. Chapter 2 above and [255])

ξ(t) := −1
2

(
1
4

+ t2
)

Γ
(

1
4

+
it

2

)
π− 1

4
− it

2 ζ

(
1
2

+ it

)
.

Thus, we see that, for h in the range of δ in degree zero, the set Zχ0 of
common zeros of the Fµh is given by

(4.253) Zχ0 = {z ∈ Iβ | LQ(χ0,−iz) = 0}.

Using Proposition 4.77, one then gets the required spectral realization.
In fact, Proposition 4.77 shows that the Hol(Iβ)-module E of (4.251) is the
quotient of S(Iβ) by the Hol(Iβ)-submodule N = {Fµh |h ∈ δ(Âβ)}. Let
z ∈ Iβ with LQ(χ0,−iz) = 0. Then the map S(Iβ) � f �→ f(z) vanishes
on N and yields a non-trivial map of E ⊗Hol(Iβ) Cz to C. Let z ∈ Iβ with
LQ(χ0,−iz) �= 0. Any element of E ⊗Hol(Iβ) Cz is of the form f ⊗ 1, with
f ∈ S(Iβ). There exists an element ξ = g⊗1 ∈ N such that g(z) �= 0. Thus,
we can assume, since we work modulo N , that f(z) = 0. It remains to show
that f ⊗ 1 is in S(Iβ)⊗Hol(Iβ) Cz. To see this, one writes f(t) = (t− z) f1(t)
and one checks that f1 ∈ S(Iβ), while

f ⊗ 1 = (t− z) f1 ⊗ 1 ∼ f1 ⊗ (t− z) = 0.

�

5. A cohomological Lefschetz trace formula

In the previous sections we developed the general formalism of the cool-
ing map

π : Âβ → C(Ω̃β,L1)

and the corresponding cyclic morphism

(Tr ◦ π)� : Â�
β → C(Ω̃β)�

with the distilled Λ-module D(AC, ϕ) given by the cokernel of this morphism.

In particular, we showed that, in the case of the Bost–Connes endomo-
tive, the cyclic morphism

(Tr ◦ π)� : Â�
β,τ → S

�(Ω̃β)
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gives the map E of Chapter 2 §6 (cf. [71]) and gives a spectral realization of
the zeros of the Riemann zeta function and L-functions with Grössencharak-
ter from the scaling action of R∗

+ on the cyclic homology HC0(pχDτ (A, ϕ)).

We now show that the case of the Bost–Connes endomotive can be seen
as a special case of a more general “restriction map” from the adèle class
space AK/K∗ of a global field to the idèle class group CK. The main
result is a trace formula for the action of CK on the HC0 of the cokernel of
the corresponding cyclic morphism, which recovers the Weil explicit formula
and reformulates the RH as a positivity problem (in this context we are not
working in the Hilbert space setting).

5.1. The adèle class space of a global field.

Let K be a global field, that is, either a number field (a finite algebraic
extension of Q) or a function field (the field Fq(C) of functions of a smooth
projective curve over a finite field Fq). Recall that we introduced in
Chapter 2, Definition 2.45, the adèle class space of K as the quotient XK =
AK/K∗. It is clear already by what we have seen in the case of Q that this
quotient is better treated using the methods of noncommutative geometry,
due to the ergodic nature of the action which makes the ordinary quotient
ill behaved topologically. This means that we want to describe the ring of
functions of the space AK/K∗ using a noncommutative algebra. The natural
choice of the algebra is the crossed product

(4.254) C0(AK) � K∗ with the smooth subalgebra S(AK) � K∗.

Elements of the smooth algebra (4.254) are finite sums

(4.255)
∑
k∈K∗

fk Uk, with fk ∈ S(AK),

with the product rule specified by

(4.256) (Uk f U
∗
k )(x) = f(k−1x),

for f ∈ S(AK), k ∈ K∗, and x ∈ AK.

Consider the groupoid law on GK = K∗ � AK given by
(4.257)

(k, x) ◦ (k′, y) = (kk′, y), ∀k, k′ ∈ K∗, and ∀x, y ∈ AK with x = k′y.

The composition (4.257) is defined whenever the source s(k, x) = x agrees
with the range r(k′, y) = k′y.

Lemma 4.100. The algebras (4.254) are, respectively, the groupoid C∗-
algebra C∗(GK) and its dense subalgebra S(GK).
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Proof. The product in the groupoid algebra is given by the associative
convolution product

(4.258) (f1 ∗ f2) (k, x) =
∑
s∈K∗

f1(k s−1, s x)f2(s, x),

and the adjoint is given by f∗(k, x) = f(k−1, k x).
The functions (on the groupoid) associated to f ∈ S(AK) and Uk are

given, respectively, by

(4.259)
f̃(1, x) = f(x) and f(k, x) = 0 ∀k �= 1

Uk(k, x) = 1 and Ug(k, x) = 0 ∀g �= k.

One checks that the convolution product (4.258) gives

(Uk ∗ f̃ ∗ U∗
k )(1, x) = f(k−1x),

while the algebra isomorphism is obtained by the map,

(4.260)
∑
k∈K

fk Uk �→ g ∈ S(GK) , g(k, x) = fk(kx) , ∀(k, x) ∈ GK .

�

5.2. The cyclic module of the adèle class space.

As in §1.2, we can associate to the algebra S(GK) of the adèle class space
an object in the category of Λ-modules.

We consider the cyclic module S(GK)� and the two cyclic morphisms

(4.261) εj : S(GK)� → C

given by

(4.262) ε0(
∑

fk Uk) = f1(0) and ε1(
∑

fk Uk) =
∫

AK

f1(x) dx

and in higher degree by

(4.263) ε�
j(a

0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = εj(a0 · · · an).

The morphism ε1 is given by integration on AK with respect to the
additive Haar measure. This is K∗ invariant hence it defines a trace on
S(GK). In the case of K = Q that we discussed in the previous sections,
we have seen in Lemma 4.88 that this corresponds to the dual trace τϕ (cf.
Lemma 4.73) for the KMS1-state ϕ associated to the time evolution of the
BC system. The morphism ε0 here takes into account the fact that we
are imposing a vanishing condition at 0 ∈ AK. In fact, the Λ-module we
associate to S(GK) is given by

(4.264) S(GK)�
0 := Ker ε�

0 ∩Ker ε�
1.
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Since the algebra S(GK) is non-unital our treatment of cyclic modules
here follows the setting described in §1.3 above (cf. also the analogous situ-
ation in §4.8).

Remark 4.101. One can recover the norm | · | : CK → R∗
+ from the

range of the cyclic morphism ε�
1 through

(4.265)
∫

AK

f(γ−1x) dx = |γ|
∫

AK

f(x) dx.

The range of ε�
0 gives the trivial representation of CK.

5.3. The restriction map to the idèle class group.

Consider the idèles A∗
K = GL1(AK) of K with their natural locally com-

pact topology induced by the map

(4.266) A∗
K � g �→ (g, g−1).

We can see the idèle class group CK = A∗
K/K

∗ as a subspace of the adèle
class space in the following way.

Lemma 4.102. The pairs (k, x) ∈ GK such that x ∈ A∗
K form a full

subgroupoid of GK which is isomorphic to K∗ � A∗
K.

Proof. Elements of AK whose orbit under the K∗ action contains an
idèle are also idèles. Thus, we obtain a groupoid that is a full subcategory
of GK. �

This implies the existence of a restriction map. Consider the map

(4.267) ρ : S(AK) � f �→ f |A∗
K
.

We denote by Cρ(A∗
K) ⊂ C(A∗

K) the range of ρ.

Corollary 4.103. The restriction map ρ of (4.267) extends to an al-
gebra homomorphism

(4.268) ρ : S(GK)→ Cρ(A∗
K) � K∗.

Proof. The map (4.267) induced by the inclusion A∗
K ⊂ AK is contin-

uous and K∗ equivariant, hence the map

ρ(
∑
k∈K∗

fk Uk) =
∑
k∈K∗

ρ(fk)Uk

is an algebra homomorphism. �

The action of K∗ on A∗
K is free and proper so that we have an equivalence

of the locally compact groupoids K∗ � A∗
K and A∗

K/K
∗ = CK. We use the

exact sequence of locally compact groups

(4.269) 1→ K∗ → A∗
K

p→ CK → 1
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to parameterize the orbits of K∗ as the fibers p−1(x) for x ∈ CK. By con-
struction the Hilbert spaces

(4.270) Hx = �2(p−1(x)) , ∀x ∈ CK

form a continuous field of Hilbert spaces over CK. We let L1(Hx) be the
Banach algebra of trace class operators in Hx. These form a continuous field
over CK.

Proposition 4.104. The restriction map ρ of (4.267) extends to an
algebra homomorphism

(4.271) ρ : S(GK)→ C(CK,L1(Hx)) .

Proof. Each p−1(x) is globally invariant under the action of K∗ so the
crossed product rules in Cρ(A∗

K) � K∗ are just multiplication of operators in
Hx. To show that the obtained operators are in L1 we just need to consider
monomials fk Uk. In that case the only non-zero matrix elements correspond
to k = xy−1. It is enough to show that, for any f ∈ S(AK), the function
k �→ f(k b) is summable. This follows from the discreteness of bK ⊂ AK and
the construction of the Bruhat–Schwartz space S(AK), cf. [71]. In fact the
associated operator is of finite rank when f has compact support. In the
general case the summability of the function k �→ f(k b) follows as in the
proof of Lemma 2.51 of Chapter 2. �

In general the exact sequence (4.269) does not split and one does not
have a natural CK-equivariant trivialization of the continuous fieldHx. Thus
it is important in the general case to keep the nuance between the algebras
C(CK,L1(Hx)) and C(CK). We shall first deal with the special case K = Q
in which this issue does not arise.

5.4. The Morita equivalence and cokernel for K = Q.

The exact sequence (4.269) splits for K = Q and admits a natural contin-
uous section which corresponds to the open and closed fundamental domain
∆Q = Ẑ∗ × R∗

+ ⊂ A∗
Q for the action of Q∗ on idèles. This allows one to

construct a cyclic morphism between the cyclic module associated to the
algebra Cρ(A∗

Q) � Q∗ and a suitable algebra Cρ(CQ) of functions on CQ.

Lemma 4.105. The composition dQ ◦ eQ of the maps

(4.272) eQ : (k, hb) �→ (b, (k, h)) and dQ(k, h) = (kh, h),

with b ∈ ∆Q and k, h ∈ Q∗, gives an isomorphism of the locally compact
groupoids

(4.273) Q∗ � A∗
Q " ∆Q ×Q∗ ×Q∗.

Proof. The map eQ realizes an isomorphism between the locally com-
pact groupoids

Q∗ � A∗
Q " ∆Q × (Q∗ � Q∗),
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where Q∗�Q∗ is the groupoid of the action of Q∗ on itself by multiplication.
The latter is isomorphic to the trivial groupoid Q∗×Q∗ via the map dQ. �

We then have the following result.

Proposition 4.106. The map

(4.274)
∑
k∈Q∗

fk Uk �→Mb(x, y) = fxy−1(x b),

for x, y ∈ Q∗ with k = xy−1 and b ∈ ∆Q, defines an algebra homomorphism

Cρ(A∗
Q) � Q∗ → C(∆Q,M∞(C))

to the algebra of matrix-valued functions on ∆Q. For any f ∈ S(GQ) the
element Mb obtained in this way is of trace class.

Proof. We use the groupoid isomorphism (4.272) to write k = xy−1

and khb = xb, for x = kh and y = h. The second statement follows from
Proposition 4.104. �

Definition 4.107. In the number field case, the “strong Schwartz space”
is defined as

(4.275) S (CK) = ∩β∈R µβS(CK),

where µ ∈ C(CK) is the module morphism from CK to R∗
+. In the function

field case we let S (CK) be the space of Schwartz functions with compact
support.

Let π be the composition of the restriction map ρ of (4.268) with the
algebra morphism (4.274). Since the trace Tr on M∞(C) gives a cyclic
morphism one can use this to obtain a morphism of cyclic modules (Tr◦π)�,
which we now describe explicitly.

Proposition 4.108. The map Tr ◦ π defines a morphism (Tr ◦ π)� of
cyclic modules from S(GQ)�

0 to the cyclic submodule S �(CQ) ⊂ C(CQ)� whose
elements are continuous functions whose restriction to the main diagonal
belongs to S (CQ).

Proof. By Proposition 4.106 the map π is an algebra homomorphism
from S(GQ) to C(∆Q,L1) ∼ C(CQ,L1). We need to show that the corre-
sponding cyclic morphism using Tr� lands in the cyclic submodule S �(CQ).

For simplicity we can just restrict to the case of monomials, where we
consider elements of the form

(4.276) Z = fk0 Uk0 ⊗ fk1 Uk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fkn Ukn .

The matrix valued functions associated to the monomials fkj
Ukj

as in
Proposition 4.106 have matrix elements at a point b ∈ ∆Q that are nonzero
only for xj+1 = xjk

−1
j and are of the form

(4.277) fkj
Ukj
�→Mb(xj , xj+1) = fkj

(xjb).
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Composing with the cyclic morphism Tr� gives

(4.278) (Tr ◦ π)�(Z)(b0, b1, · · · , bn) =
∑∏

Mbj
(xj , xj+1)

where the xj ∈ K∗ and xn+1 = x0. Let γ0 = 1 and γj+1 = kjγj . Then we
find that (Tr ◦ π)�(Z) = 0, unless

∏
j kj = 1, i.e. γn+1 = 1. In this case we

obtain

(4.279) Tr ◦ π(Z)(b0, b1, . . . , bn) =
∑
k∈Q∗

n∏
j=0

fkj
(γ−1

j kbj), ∀bj ∈ ∆Q.

When restricted to the main diagonal bj = b this gives

(4.280) Tr ◦ π(Z)(b, b, · · · , b) =
∑
k∈Q∗

n∏
j=0

fkj
(γ−1

j kb), ∀b ∈ ∆Q ,

For n = 0 the formula (4.279) reduces to the form

(4.281) Σ(f)(b) =
∑
k∈Q∗

f(kb), ∀b ∈ ∆Q, f =
n∏

j=0

fkj
Ukj

.

One has f ∈ S(AQ)0 (where S(AQ)0 = Ker ε0 ∩ Ker ε1 ⊂ S(AQ)) since
εj(Z) = 0. Then Σ(f) is an element of S (CQ), by Lemma 2.51 of Chapter
2. In general, (4.279) gives a continuous function of n + 1 variables on CQ,
and its restriction to the main diagonal belongs to S (CQ). �

Since the category of cyclic modules is an abelian category, we can
consider the cokernel in the category of Λ-modules of the cyclic morphism
(Tr◦π)�, with π the composite of (4.268) and (4.274). This works nicely for
K = Q but makes use of the splitting of the exact sequence (4.269).

5.5. The cokernel of ρ for general global fields.

To handle the general case in a canonical manner one just needs to work
directly with C(CK,L1(Hx)) instead of C(CK) and express at that level the
decay condition of the restrictions to the diagonal in the cyclic submodule
S �(CQ) of Proposition 4.108.

Definition 4.109. We define S �(CK,L1(Hx)) to be the cyclic submod-
ule of the cyclic module C(CK,L1(Hx))�, whose elements are continuous
functions such that the trace of the restriction to the main diagonal belongs
to S (CK).

Note that for T ∈ C(CK,L1(Hx))� of degree n, T (x0, . . . , xn) is an op-
erator in Hx0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hxn . On the diagonal, xj = x for all j, the trace map
corresponding to Tr� is given by

(4.282) Tr�(T0 ⊗ T1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Tn) = Tr(T0 T1 · · · Tn) .

This makes sense since on the diagonal all the Hilbert spaces Hxj are the
same.
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The argument of Proposition 4.108 extends to the general case and shows
that the cyclic morphism ρ� of the restriction map ρ lands in S �(CK,L1(Hx)).

Definition 4.110. We define H1(AK/K∗, CK) to be the cokernel of the
cyclic morphism

ρ� : S(GK)�
0 → S �(CK,L1(Hx))

Moreover, an important issue arises, since the ranges of continuous linear
maps are not necessarily closed subspaces. In order to preserve the duality
between cyclic homology and cyclic cohomology we shall define the cokernel
of a cyclic map T : A� → B� as the quotient of B� by the closure of the range
of T . In a dual manner, the kernel of the transposed map T t : B� → A� is
automatically closed and is the dual of the above.

The choice of the notation H1(AK/K∗, CK) is explained by the fact that
we consider this a first cohomology group, in the sense that it is a cokernel
in a sequence of cyclic homology groups for the inclusion of the idèle class
group in the adèle class space (dually for the restriction map of algebras),
hence we can think of it as giving rise to an H1 in the relative cohomology
sequence of an inclusion of CK in the noncommutative space AK/K∗.

When we discussed the cooling and distillation in §4.8 we introduced
the cokernel D(AC, ϕ) of the cooling map in the abelian category of cyclic
modules and its cyclic homology HC0(D(AC, ϕ)). We now proceed in a
similar manner, using the description of [65] of cyclic (co)homology in terms
of derived functors in the category of cylic modules, as in §1.4 above, and
write the cyclic homology as

(4.283) HCn(A) = Torn(C�,A�).

Thus, we obtain a cohomological realization of the cyclic module

H1(AK/K
∗, CK)

by setting

(4.284) H1(AK/K
∗, CK) := Tor(C�,H1(AK/K

∗, CK)).

As we observed before, we think of this as an H1 because of its role as a
relative term in a cohomology exact sequence of the pair (AK/K∗, CK).

We now show that H1(AK/K∗, CK) carries an action of CK, which we
can view as the abelianization W ab

K ∼ CK of the Weil group. This action
is induced by the multiplicative action of CK on AK/K∗ and on itself. This
generalizes to global fields the action of CQ = Ẑ∗ × R∗

+ on HC0(D(A, ϕ))
for the Bost–Connes endomotive.

Proposition 4.111. The cyclic modules S(GK)�
0 and S �(CK,L1(Hx))

are endowed with an action of A∗
K and the morphism ρ� is A∗

K-equivariant.
This induces an action of CK on H1(AK/K∗, CK).
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Proof. For γ ∈ A∗
K one defines an action by automorphisms of the

algebra A = S(GK) by setting

(4.285) ϑa(γ)(f)(x) := f(γ−1x), for f ∈ S(AK),

(4.286) ϑa(γ)(
∑
k∈K∗

fk Uk) :=
∑
k∈K∗

ϑa(γ)(fk)Uk .

This action is inner for γ ∈ K∗ and induces an outer action

(4.287) CK → Out(S(GK)) .

Similarly, the continuous field Hx = �2(p−1(x)) over CK is A∗
K-equivariant

for the action of A∗
K on CK by translations, and the equality

(4.288) (V (γ)ξ)(y) := ξ(γ−1 y) , ∀y ∈ p−1(γx) , ξ ∈ �2(p−1(x)) ,

defines an isomorphism Hx
V (γ)−→ Hγx. One obtains then an action of A∗

K on
C(CK,L1(Hx)) by setting

(4.289) ϑm(γ)(f)(x) := V (γ) f(γ−1 x)V (γ−1), ∀f ∈ C(CK,L1(Hx)) .

The morphism ρ is A∗
K-equivariant, so that one obtains an induced action

on the cokernel H1(AK/K∗, CK). This action is inner for γ ∈ K∗ and thus
induces an action of CK on H1(AK/K∗, CK). �

We denote by

(4.290) CK � γ �→ ϑm(γ)

the induced action on H1(AK/K∗, CK).
One obtains a corresponding decomposition of H1(AK/K∗, CK) accord-

ing to projectors associated to characters of CK,1, as we saw in Proposition
4.97 for the BC endomotive. We obtain in this way the following decompo-
sition.

Proposition 4.112. Characters χ ∈ ĈK,1 determine a canonical direct
sum decomposition

(4.291)
H1(AK/K∗, CK) =

⊕
χ∈ĈK,1

H1
χ(AK/K∗, CK)

H1
χ(AK/K∗, CK) = {ξ|ϑm(γ) ξ = χ(γ) ξ, ∀γ ∈ CK,1}.

where ϑm(γ) denotes the induced action (4.290) on H1(AK/K∗, CK).

Proof. The action of A∗
K on H1(AK/K∗, CK) induces a corresponding

action of CK on H1(AK/K∗, CK). �

The same argument we described in §4.10 above for the distillation of
the BC endomotive applies in this context and gives the following result.

Proposition 4.113. The induced representation of CK on
H1

χ(AK/K∗, CK) gives the spectral realization of the zeros of the L-function
with χ as Grössencharakter.
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This result is a variant of Corollary 2 of [71]. There is a crucial difference
from [71] in that all zeros (including those not located on the critical line)
now appear due to the choice of the function spaces. To see what happens it
is simpler to deal with the dual spaces, i.e. to compute the cyclic cohomology
HC0. Its elements are cyclic morphisms T from H1(AK/K∗, CK) to C� and
they are determined by the map T 0 in degree 0. The cyclic morphism prop-
erty then shows that T 0 defines a trace on S �(CK,L1(Hx)) which vanishes
on the range of ρ�. The freeness of the action of K∗ on A∗

K then ensures that
these traces are given by continuous linear forms on S (CK) which vanish on
the following subspace of S (CK) which is the range of the restriction map,
defined as follows.

Definition 4.114. Let V ⊂ S (CK) denote the range of the map Tr ◦ ρ,
i.e.

(4.292) V = {h ∈ S (CK)|h(x) =
∑
k∈K∗

ξ(kx), with ξ ∈ S(AK)0},

where S(AK)0 = Ker ε0 ∩Ker ε1 ⊂ S(AK).

We have seen above in the case K = Q that the range of Tr ◦ ρ is
indeed contained in S (CK). The general case follows from Lemma 2.51 of
Chapter 2. Moreover, we have the following results about the action ϑm(γ),
for γ ∈ CK, on H1(AK/K∗, CK). Suppose given f ∈ S (CK). We define a
corresponding operator

(4.293) ϑm(f) =
∫

CK

f(γ)ϑm(γ) d∗γ,

acting on the complex vector space H1(AK/K∗, CK). Here d∗γ is the mul-
tiplicative Haar measure on CK. We have the following description of the
action of ϑm(f).

Lemma 4.115. For f ∈ S (CK), the action of the operator ϑm(f) of
(4.293) on H1(AK/K∗, CK) is the action induced on the quotient of S (CK)
by V ⊂ S (CK) of the action of ϑm(f) on S (CK) by convolution product

(4.294) ϑm(f)ξ(u) =
∫

ξ(g−1u)f(g) d∗g = (f � ξ)(u).

Proof. One first shows that one can lift f to a function f̃ on A∗
K such

that ∑
k∈K∗

f̃(kx) = f(x)

and that convolution by f̃ , i.e.∫
f̃(γ)ϑa(γ)d∗γ

leaves S(GK) globally invariant. This means showing that that S(AK)0 is
stable under convolution by the lift of S (CK). Then (4.294) follows directly
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from the definition of the actions (4.289), (4.286), (4.290) and the operator
(4.293). �

For f ∈ S (CK) and χ̃ the extension of a character χ ∈ ĈK,1 to CK as in
Chapter 2 §8.3, we consider the Fourier transform (Chapter 2, (2.298))

(4.295) f̂(χ̃, ρ) =
∫

CK

f(u)χ̃(u) |u|ρ d∗u.

We let N⊥ := {z ∈ C|λz = 1, ∀λ ∈ N} as in Chapter 2, Definition 2.38,
(2.300).

The operators ϑm(f) of (4.293) have the following properties, [75], which
give the spectral side of the trace formula.

Theorem 4.116. For any f ∈ S (CK), the operator ϑm(f) defined in
(4.293) acting on H1(AK/K∗, CK) is of trace class. The trace is given by

(4.296) Tr(ϑm(f)|H1(AK/K
∗, CK)) =

∑
ρ∈C/N⊥|L(χ̃,ρ)=0

f̂(χ̃, ρ),

with f̂(χ̃, ρ) the Fourier transform (4.295).

In the function field case the decomposition (4.291) of Proposition 4.112
splits H1 as a direct sum of finite dimensional spaces and there is no tech-
nical difficulty in proving Theorem 4.116. Thus we shall concentrate on the
number field case, and our goal will be to exhibit a tractable decomposition
of H1 as a direct sum of finite dimensional spaces. This will be done by
constructing, for each character χ ∈ ĈK,1, a tempered sequence of idempo-
tents Π(N) for N ∈ Z which split H1

χ(AK/K∗, CK) as a direct sum of finite
dimensional spaces.

For definiteness we handle the case K = Q, with the trivial character
χ ∈ ĈQ,1, but the arguments apply in general.

We let I be a vertical strip of bounded width containing {z| #(z) ∈
[−1, 2]}. We need to remove the pole and the trivial zeros of the zeta function
without altering the polynomial growth of both |ζ(z)| and 1/|ζ(z)| on the
boundary ∂I. This is simply obtained by defining

(4.297) ζI(z) = (z − 1)
∏

n∈N,−2n∈I

(z + 2n)−1 ζ(z) .

We let Zζ be the set (with multiplicity) of non-trivial zeros of ζ(z).

Lemma 4.117. The following conditions are equivalent for f ∈ S(I),
(1) For any z0 ∈ Zζ of order n one has f(z) = O(z − z0)n.
(2) There exists h ∈ S(I) with f = ζI h.
(3) The function f belongs to the closure of the range of Σ in S(I).

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). The function h = f/ζI is holomorphic and is of
rapid decay on the boundary ∂I of the strip since the function 1/ζI is of
tempered growth on ∂I.
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(2) ⇒ (3). By Lemma 2.50 of Chapter 2, the range of Σ contains all
functions of the form

(4.298) ζ(z) ∆∞(z)(k) = ζ(z)
∫

R
k(x)|x|z d∗x ,

where k ∈ S(R) is an even function with k(0) =
∫
k(x)dx = 0. By Propo-

sition 2.24 of Chapter 2 §6.1 we can find, for any complex numbers aj ∈ C
an element g of the range of Σ such that g(−2j) = aj for all j ∈ N with
−2j ∈ I. Using this we can assume that the given function f ∈ S(I) van-
ishes at all these points and hence is of the form f = ζ h with h(1) = 0.
Thus it is enough to approximate h by functions of the form∫

R
k(x)|x|z d∗x

where k ∈ S(R) is an even function with
∫
k(x)dx = 0 and k(x) = O(xn+1)

for x→ 0 for all n ∈ N with −n ∈ I.
(3) ⇒ (1). This follows from Lemma 2.52 of Chapter 2, and the conti-

nuity of the map from S(I) to the jet of a function at a point of Zζ . �
We let J ⊂ S(I) be defined by the equivalent conditions of Lemma 4.117.

It is a closed ideal by construction.
Given a subset Z of I with multiplicity and a holomorphic function f

on I we denote for each ρ ∈ Z of multiplicity nρ > 0 by f (nρ)(ρ) the jet of
f up to O(z − ρ)nρ . The evaluation map on Z is defined by

(4.299) S(I) � f �→ f |Z = (f (nρ)(ρ))ρ∈Z .

We let C(nρ) ∼ Cnρ be the space of dimension nρ of jets of order nρ.

Corollary 4.118. The evaluation on Zζ defines an injective map from
the cokernel H1 to the space of sequences

ρ ∈ Zζ �→ g(ρ) ∈ C(nρ)

Proof. The restriction map is well defined and, by Lemma 4.117, its
kernel coincides with the closure of the range of Σ in S(I). �

Definition 4.119. For any λ ∈ C � {1}, ζI(λ) �= 0 we let

(4.300) Rλ(z) =
1

λ− z

(
1− ζI(z)

ζI(λ)

)
This function is regular at z = λ and will play the role of the resolvent.

Lemma 4.120. Let λ ∈ C, ζI(λ) �= 0.
(1) The multiplication by Rλ agrees with the resolvent 1

λ−z modulo the
ideal generated by ζI .

(2) The multiplication by Rλ is a multiplier of S(I) preserving the ideal
J ⊂ S(I).

(3) Its size is controlled by 1
|ζI(λ)| .
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Proof. (1) One has

Rλ(z) (λ− z) = 1− ζI(z)
ζI(λ)

and the second term belongs to the ideal generated by ζI .
(2) The function Rλ is regular at z = λ since it is of the form

(4.301) Rλ(z) =
1

ζI(λ)
ζI(z)− ζI(λ)

z − λ
.

It is holomorphic in the same strip as ζI(z) and its growth is tempered since
this is the case for ζI(z). Using the characterization of J given by Lemma
4.117 (1), one gets that multiplication by Rλ preserves J .

(3) Using (4.300) one gets that the size of Rλ(z) on the boundary of a
strip at distance > 1 of λ is controlled by

(4.302) |Rλ(z)| ≤ 1 +
|ζI(z)|
|ζI(λ)| .

�
Lemma 4.121. Let N ∈ N and Z ⊂ S1 = {z ∈ C | |z| = 1} a subset

(with multiplicity) of cardinality N . Then there exists z ∈ S1 such that

(4.303) p(z) =
∏
λ∈Z

|z − λ| ≥ 1 .

One has, for c ≥ log 2,

(4.304) p(z) ≥ 2N e−cN .

except on a set of probability measure ≤ log 2
c .

Proof. One has (cf. [258] Lemma 15.17)

(4.305)
1
2π

∫
S1

log |z − λ| dz
z

= 0 ,

thus the average value of the function log p(z) is 0 and since it is not constant
it must assume a positive value, which gives the first statement.

The function f(z) = − log p(z)+N log 2 is positive since 2 is the diameter
of S1. Its integral is N log 2 and thus the measure of Ec = {z ∈ S1 | f(z) >
cN} is at most N log 2

cN = log 2
c . On the complement of Ec one has

− log p(z) + N log 2 ≤ cN and log p(z) ≥ N log 2− cN.

�
Lemma 4.122. Let N ∈ N and Z ⊂ {z ∈ C | |#(z)| ≤ 1, |�(z)| ≤ 2

3}
a subset (with multiplicity) of cardinality N . Then there exists α ∈ (−1

3 ,
1
3)

such that

(4.306)
∏
λ∈Z

|z − λ| ≥ (3π)−N , ∀z , �(z) = α .
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Proof. One has |z−λ| ≥ |�(z)−�(λ)|, thus it is enough to show that
there exists α ∈ (−1

3 ,
1
3) such that

(4.307) r(α) =
∏

s∈�(Z)

|α− s| ≥ (3π)−N .

The rescaled projection Z ′ = 3
2�(Z) is a subset (with multiplicity) of [−1, 1]

and has cardinality N . By the second part of Lemma 4.121 for c = 2 log 2,
there exists β ∈ (−1

2 ,
1
2) such that∏

s∈ 3
2
�(Z)

|eiπβ − eiπs| ≥ 2−N .

The inequality
|eiπβ − eiπs| ≤ π|β − s| ,

which follows from |2 sin(πu/2)| ≤ π|u| gives∏
s∈ 3

2
�(Z)

|β − s| ≥ (2π)−N

Taking α = 2
3β one gets (4.307). �

For each T ∈ R we let

(4.308) Zζ(T ) = {ρ ∈ Zζ | |�(ρ)− T | < 1} .
By [240] Corollary 3.4, one has

(4.309) CardZζ(T ) = O(log |T |) , |T | → ∞ .

Let then C <∞ be such that

(4.310) CardZζ(T ) ≤ C(1 + log+ |T |) , ∀T ∈ R .

Lemma 4.123. For any E ∈ R, |E| ≥ 2, there exists T ∈ R, |T −E| < 1
3

such that

(4.311) q(z) :=
∏

ρ∈Zζ(T )

|z − ρ| ≥ (3π)−C |T |−C log 3π ,

for all z with �(z) = T and −1
2 ≤ #(z) ≤ 3

2 .

Proof. Let

Z1 = {ρ ∈ Zζ | |�(ρ)− E| ≤ 2
3
} and Z = Z1 − iE − 1

2
.

We let N be the cardinality of Z. By construction Z is a subset (with
multiplicity) of {z ∈ C | |#(z)| ≤ 1, |�(z)| ≤ 2

3}. By Lemma 4.122, there
exists α ∈ (−1

3 ,
1
3) such that∏

λ∈Z

|z − λ| ≥ (3π)−N , ∀z , �(z) = α , |#(z)| ≤ 1 .
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Let T = α + E. One gets

(4.312)
∏

ρ∈Z1

|z − ρ| ≥ (3π)−N ,

for all z with �(z) = T and −1
2 ≤ #(z) ≤ 3

2 .

One has Z1 ⊂ Zζ(T ) since |T − E| < 1
3 and hence

|�(ρ)− E| ≤ 2
3
⇒ |�(ρ)− T | < 1 .

Moreover for any element ρ ∈ Zζ(T ) � Z1 one has |�(ρ) − E| > 2
3 , hence

|�(ρ)− T | ≥ 1
3 . This, combined with (4.312), gives

(4.313)
∏

ρ∈Zζ(T )

|z − ρ| ≥ (3π)−Card Zζ(T ) ,

for all z with �(z) = T and −1
2 ≤ #(z) ≤ 3

2 .
Using (4.310) then gives the required inequality (4.311). �

Now by [240] Theorem 3.3, there exists C ′ < ∞ such that for any
T ∈ R , |T | > 1 one has

(4.314) |ζ ′(z)/ζ(z)−
∑

ρ∈Zζ(T )

(z − ρ)−1| ≤ C ′(1 + log |T |) ,

for all z with �(z) = T and −1
2 ≤ #(z) ≤ 3

2 .
The absolute convergence of the Euler product gives C1 <∞ such that

(4.315) | log |ζ(3/2 + iT )|| ≤ C1 , ∀T ∈ R .

We then let C2 be given by

(4.316) C2 = C log 2 + 2C ′ + C1 ,

which implies

(4.317) (C log 2 + 2C ′)(1 + log |T |) + C1 ≤ C2(1 + log |T |) ,

for all T with |T | > 1.
We let C3 <∞ be given by

(4.318) C3 = (C log(3π) + C2) .

Lemma 4.124. For any E ∈ R, |E| ≥ 2, there exists T ∈ R, with
|T − E| < 1

3 , such that

(4.319) |ζ(z)| ≥ e−C3 |T |−C3 ,

for all z with �(z) = T and −1
2 ≤ #(z) ≤ 3

2 .
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Figure 2. Contour γN

Proof. We take T fulfilling the conclusion of Lemma 4.123. Take z
with �(z) = T and −1

2 ≤ #(z) ≤ 3
2 . The horizontal segment [z, 3/2 + iT ]

does not meet Zζ . Integrating the inequality (4.314) along the segment, and
taking the real part, gives (with q(z) as in (4.311))

(4.320)
|(# log ζ(z)− log q(z))− (# log ζ(3/2 + iT )− log q(3/2 + iT ))|

≤ 2C ′(1 + log |T |) .
Now one has

q(3/2 + iT ) =
∏

ρ∈Zζ(T )

|3/2 + iT − ρ|

and
2−Card Zζ(T ) ≤ q(3/2 + iT ) ≤ 2Card Zζ(T )

which gives

(4.321) | log q(3/2 + iT )| ≤ C log 2 (1 + log |T |) .
It then follows from (4.320) that

(4.322)
|(# log ζ(z)− log q(z))| ≤ (C log 2 + 2C ′)(1 + log |T |) + C1

≤ C2(1 + log |T |) .
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We thus get using (4.311) that

# log ζ(z) ≥ log q(z)− C2(1 + log |T |) ≥ −(C log(3π) + C2)(1 + log |T |)

which gives the required inequality (4.319). �

We now fix a sequence of real numbers TN , N ∈ Z, |N | ≥ 1, such that

(1) For all N one has |TN −N | < 1
3 .

(2) The inequality (4.319) holds for all TN .
We then define operators Π(N) as

(4.323) Π(N) =
1

2πi

∫
γN

Rλ dλ ,

where γN , for N ≥ 1, is the rectangular contour (cf. Figure 2) with vertices
at the four points

{−1
2

+ iTN ,
3
2

+ iTN ,
3
2

+ iTN+1 , −
1
2

+ iTN+1} .

For N ≤ −1 we let γN be the rectangular contour with vertices at the four
points

{−1
2

+ iTN−1 ,
3
2

+ iTN−1 ,
3
2

+ iTN , −1
2

+ iTN} ,

while γ0 has vertices

{−1
2

+ iT−1 ,
3
2

+ iT−1 ,
3
2

+ iT1 , −
1
2

+ iT1} .

Lemma 4.125. The operators Π(N) acting on H1 have the following
properties.

(1) Each Π(N) is an idempotent: Π(N)2 = Π(N).
(2) The sequence Π(N) is of tempered growth.
(3) The rank of Π(N) is O(log |N |) for |N | → ∞.
(4) For any f ∈ S(I) the sequence f Π(N) is of rapid decay and

(4.324)
∑

Z

f Π(N) = f mod J .

Proof. (1) By Lemma 4.120 the multiplication by Rλ agrees with the
resolvent 1

λ−z modulo the ideal J generated by ζI . In particular, one gets
the identity modulo J

(4.325) Rλ Rλ′ ∼ (λ′ − λ)−1(Rλ −Rλ′) , ∀λ , λ′ /∈ Z ,

using

(z − λ)P (z − λ′) ∈ J , P = Rλ Rλ′ − (λ′ − λ)−1(Rλ −Rλ′) ,

so that P ∈ J , using P ∼ Rλ(z − λ)P (z − λ′)Rλ′ modulo J .
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Since Rλ is a holomorphic function of λ /∈ Z, one can replace the contour
γN used in (4.323) by a slightly smaller concentric rectangular path. Then

Π(N)2 = 1
(2πi)2

∫
γN

∫
γ′

N

Rλ Rλ′ dλdλ′

∼ 1
(2πi)2

∫
γN

∫
γ′

N

(λ′ − λ)−1(Rλ −Rλ′) dλdλ′ ,

which gives Π(N), using∫
γ′

N

(λ′ − λ)−1 dλ′ = 0 ,
∫

γN

(λ′ − λ)−1 dλ = −2πi .

(2) By Lemma 4.120, the size of Rλ is controlled by 1
|ζI(λ)| , so that the

size of Π(N) is controlled by supγN

1
|ζI(λ)| . Using (4.297) one can, in order

to show that this sequence is of tempered growth, replace ζI by ζ so that we
need to estimate supγN

1
|ζ(λ)| . Thus we get the result, using the inequality

(4.319) which holds for the horizontal part of γN . On the vertical part one
uses the bound (4.315) for λ = 3

2 + is and

|ζ(−1
2

+ is)| = |ζ(−1
2
− is)| = |ζ(3

2
+ is)|π−1|Γ(

3
4

+ i
s

2
)/Γ(−1

4
− i

s

2
)|,

which follows from the functional equation. Since

|Γ(
3
4

+ i
s

2
)/Γ(−1

4
− i

s

2
)| = |Γ(

3
4

+ i
s

2
)/Γ(−1

4
+ i

s

2
)| = | − 1

4
+ i

s

2
| ,

one gets that supγN

1
|ζ(λ)| has tempered growth and the same holds for

supγN

1
|ζI(λ)| and for Π(N).

(3) The equality (4.323) defines a function Π(N)(z). Let z0 ∈ Zζ be
a zero of zeta of order n > 0. The Taylor expansion of ζI(z) at z = z0 is
O(z − z0)n. Thus (4.300) shows that, for λ ∈ γN , the Taylor expansion of
Rλ(z) at z = z0 agrees with that of (λ− z)−1 up to order n, i.e.

Rλ(z)− 1
λ− z

= O(z − z0)n .

Thus one gets

(4.326) Π(N)(z)− 1
2πi

∫
γN

1
λ− z

dλ = O(z − z0)n ,

while

(4.327)
1

2πi

∫
γN

1
λ− z

dλ =
{

1 for z inside γN ,
0 for z outside γN .

Thus, by Corollary 4.118, we get that in H1 the operator Π(N) is the pro-
jection on the subset of zeros inside γN . Since the cardinality of this set
(with multiplicity) is O(logN) one gets the desired result.

(4) The equality (4.326) is unaltered if we replace the function ζI(z) in
the construction of Rλ by a function h ∈ J with the same zeros. Thus we
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obtain the same operator Π(N) on H1 after the replacement ζI �→ h. For
each N we take

hN (z) = e(z−iN)2 ζI(z)
and use hN instead of ζI so that the formula (4.323) becomes

(4.328) Π(N) =
1

2πi

∫
γN

1
λ− z

(
1− hN (z)

hN (λ)

)
dλ .

Note that the lower bound on |ζI(λ)| for λ ∈ γN gives a similar lower bound
on hN (λ) since |λ − iN | ≤ 4 for λ ∈ γN . Moreover, for z outside of the
rectangle bounded by γN , the integral of dλ

λ−z vanishes and (4.328) gives

Π(N) = − 1
2πi

∫
γN

hN (z)
(λ− z)hN (λ)

dλ .

We thus get an estimate of the form

(4.329) |Π(N)(z)| ≤ C Nk(1 + |z|)k e−(�(z)−N)2 , ∀z ∈ I ,

where the constant C < ∞ and the integer k are independent of N . Let
then f ∈ S(I). One has, for any m, a constant Cm such that |f(z)| ≤
Cm (1 + |z|)−m, ∀z ∈ I. We thus get

|f(z) Π(N)(z)| ≤ C Cm Nk (1 + |z|)k−m e−(�(z)−N)2 , ∀z ∈ I .

Using, for q > 0, the inequality

sup
z∈I

(1 + |z|)−q e−(�(z)−N)2 ≤ (1 + N/2)−q , ∀N ≥ 2q ,

one gets that the sequence p(f Π(N)) is of rapid decay for any of the semi-
norms p defining the topology of S(I), which can be taken explicitly of the
form

(4.330) pk,m(f) =
m∑
0

1
n!

sup
I

(1 + |z|)k|∂nf(z)| .

The equality (4.324), valid modulo J , then follows from Corollary 4.118. �
Proof. of Theorem 4.116. The seminorms (4.330) are submultiplica-

tive, i.e.

(4.331) pk,m(fg) ≤ pk,m(f) pk,m(g) , ∀f , g .

Fixing (k,m) we get that the operator of multiplication by f in H1 is the
convergent sum of the operators of multiplication by fΠ(N), where the
sequence of rapid decay pk,m(f Π(N)) controls the operator norm of fΠ(N).
The existence of Auerbach basis in finite dimensional Banach spaces implies
the inequality N1(A) ≤ rankA‖A‖ for the nuclear norm N1(A) of a finite
rank operator A in a Banach space in terms of its operator norm ‖A‖. Thus
part 3 of Lemma 4.125 then shows that the sum (4.324) converges in the
nuclear norm. It follows, writing f as the product of two elements of S(I),
that the operator of multiplication by f is a binuclear operator (a product of
two nuclear operators) so that its trace is well defined. The trace is obtained
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as the sum of the traces of the finite rank operators f Π(N). For each N
the evaluation map (4.299) gives a surjection from S(I) to

⊕C(nρ) , ρ ∈ Zζ , ρ inside γN

where, as above, nρ is the multiplicity of ρ and C(nρ) ∼ Cnρ is the space of
dimension nρ of jets of order nρ. The trace of the operator of multiplication
by f acting on jets of order nρ is nρ f(ρ) since the matrix of the operator is
triangular in the basis (z − ρ)k, with diagonal entries equal to f(ρ). Thus
the trace of the finite rank operators f Π(N) is

Tr(f Π(N)) =
∑

ρ inside γN

nρ f(ρ) .

This shows that for any of the seminorms pk,m the operator of multiplication
by f is a binuclear operator with trace given by

Tr(f) =
∑
ρ∈Zζ

nρ f(ρ) .

Applying this result to the Fourier transform f̂(1, z) gives the expected
formula (4.296). �

Remark 4.126. The map E considered in Chapter 2 involves a slightly
different normalization than the map Σ considered here. This depended
on the fact that, in working in the Hilbert space context, the result of the
summation on K∗ was then multiplied by |x|1/2 (cf. [71]).

This introduces a shift of 1
2 in the spectrum, using the following relation

between the Fourier transforms

(4.332) Ê(f)(χ̃, ρ) = Σ̂(f)(χ̃, ρ +
1
2
)

where as above

(4.333) ĥ(χ̃, ρ) =
∫

CK

h(u)χ̃(u) |u|ρ d∗u .

One has E = ∆1/2Σ where ∆z(f)(g) = |g|zf(g) is defined for any z ∈ C (cf.
(4.350) below) so that ∆1/2 relates the two different normalizations. Note
that the representations ϑm(γ) are then related by

(4.334) ∆−1/2ϑE
m(γ)∆1/2 = |γ|−1/2ϑΣ

m(γ) ,

so that, at the formal level, the trace computation of Corollary 2.48 corre-
sponds to that of Theorem 4.116. Indeed, from (4.334) we have

(4.335) ϑΣ
m(f) =

∫
CK

f(γ)ϑΣ
m(γ) d∗γ = ∆−1/2

∫
CK

h(γ)ϑE
m(γ) d∗γ ∆1/2 ,

where

(4.336) h(γ) = |γ|1/2 f(γ).
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Thus, an equality of the form

(4.337) TrϑE
m(h) =

∑
ρ∈C/N⊥|L(χ̃, 1

2
+ρ)=0

ĥ(χ̃, ρ)

corresponds to (4.296). Indeed, the Fourier transform ĥ(χ̃, ρ) satisfies

(4.338)

ĥ(χ̃, ρ) =
∫

CK

h(u)χ̃(u) |u|ρ d∗u

=
∫

CK

f(u)χ̃(u) |u|ρ+1/2 d∗u

= f̂(χ̃, 1/2 + ρ),

where h and f are related as in (4.336). Thus, the shift by 1/2 in (4.337) is
absorbed in (4.338) and this gives (4.296).

5.6. Trace pairing and vanishing.

The commutativity of the convolution product implies the following van-
ishing result.

Lemma 4.127. Suppose given an element f ∈ V ⊂ S (CK), where V is
the range of the reduction map as in Definition 4.114. Then one has

(4.339) ϑm(f)|H1(AK/K∗,CK) = 0.

Proof. By Lemma 4.115, convolution by S (CK) leaves V invariant,
i.e. S(AK)0 is stable under convolution by S (CK). The result follows by
showing that, for f ∈ V, the operator ϑm(f) maps any element ξ ∈ S (CK)
to an element in V, and therefore the induced map on the quotient of S (CK)
by V is trivial. Since V is a submodule of S (CK) for the action of S (CK) by
convolution we obtain

ϑm(f)ξ = f � ξ = ξ � f ∈ V,

where � is the convolution product of (4.294). �

This makes it possible to define a trace pairing as follows.

Remark 4.128. The pairing

(4.340) f1 ⊗ f2 �→ 〈f1, f2〉H1 := Tr(ϑm(f1 � f2)|H1(AK/K
∗, CK))

descends to a well-defined pairing on H1(AK/K∗, CK)⊗H1(AK/K∗, CK).
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5.7. Weil’s explicit formula as a trace formula.

The fact that we do not work here with Hilbert spaces means, in par-
ticular, that we do not have the restriction of unitarity in the setting of
Theorem 4.116. Thus, we will be able to obtain a trace formula which is
not only semilocal as in [71]. The RH will then be equivalent to a positivity
statement. This is similar to what happens in [224], except that here we
formulate the trace formula in a cohomological version, which is closer to
what happens in the classical setting with the action of Frobenius on étale
cohomology.

We first introduce some preliminary notation. For a local field K = Kv,
one can choose an additive character eK , in the following way:

• eR(x) = e−2πix, for all x ∈ R,
• eC(z) = e−2πi(z+z̄), for all z ∈ C
• If K is a non-Archimedean local field with maximal compact sub-

ring O, then the character eK fulfills Ker eK = O.

Suppose given a non-trivial character α of the additive group AK, which
is trivial on K ⊂ AK. We write

(4.341) α =
∏

v∈ΣK

αv,

for the decomposition of α as a product of its restrictions to the local fields
αv = α|Kv .

The notion of a differental idèle (cf. [294] Def. VII-2-4) extends the
notion of the canonical class for an algebraic curve C, from the setting of
function fields Fq(C) to arbitrary global fields K (cf. also §6 below for the
role of the canonical class in the function fields case).

Definition 4.129. An idèle a = (av) ∈ A∗
K is called a differental idèle

if, for every place v ∈ ΣK, it satisfies

(4.342) αv(x) = eKv(avx), ∀x ∈ Kv

In other words (4.342) means that we have

(4.343) α(x) = (
∏

v∈ΣK

eKv)(ax), ∀x ∈ AK.

We recall also (cf. [294] Proposition VII-2-6) that a differental idèle
a = (av) satisfies

(4.344) |a| = q2−2g or |a| = D−1,

for a function field Fq(C) and for a number field, respectively, where in the
number field case D denotes the discriminant of the field (which can be
thought of as the volume of a fundamental region for the ring of integers OK

of K).
We can then write the trace formula in the following way, [75], which

gives the geometric side of the trace formula.
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Theorem 4.130. For f ∈ S (CK) let ϑm(f) be the operator (4.293) act-
ing on the space H1 = H1(AK/K∗, CK). Then the trace is given by

(4.345)

Tr(ϑm(f)|H1) = f̂(0) + f̂(1)− (log |a|) f(1)

−
∑

v∈ΣK

∫ ′

(K∗
v ,eKv )

f(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u.

Proof. Using the Riemann-Weil explicit formula (2.348) of Chapter 2,
together with Theorem 4.116, one gets

(4.346) Tr(ϑm(f)|H1) = f̂(0) + f̂(1)−
∑
v∈Kv

∫ ′

(K∗
v ,αv)

f(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u,

where one uses the global character α to fix the local normalizations of the
principal values in the last term of the formula.

The fact that the terms

(4.347)
∫ ′

(K∗
v ,αv)

f(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u

depend on the global character α needs to be corrected if we want to really
have “local” contributions that only use the information coming from the
local field Kv. This can be done via the following lemma, using differental
idèles.

Lemma 4.131. The principal values (4.347) can be computed in the form

(4.348)
∫ ′

(K∗
v ,αv)

f(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u = (log |av|) f(1) +
∫ ′

(K∗
v ,eKv )

f(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.11, (3) and (2.100) of Chapter
2. �

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.130. �

Remark 4.132. It is quite important that Theorem 4.130 can be derived
directly without using the Riemann–Weil explicit formula, following [71].
This was done by Ralf Meyer in [224].

5.8. Weil positivity and the Riemann Hypothesis.

We introduce an involution for elements f ∈ S (CK) by setting

(4.349) f∗(g) = f(g−1).

We also consider a one-parameter group z �→ ∆z of automorphisms of the
convolution algebra S (CK), with the convolution product (4.294), by setting

(4.350) ∆z(f)(g) = |g|z f(g),
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for f ∈ S (CK) and z ∈ C. Since (4.350) is given by multiplication by a
character, it satisfies

(4.351) ∆z(f � h) = ∆z(f) � ∆z(f), ∀f, h ∈ S (CK).

We consider also the involution

(4.352) f �→ f � = ∆−1 f∗, with f �(g) = |g|−1f(g−1).

The reformulation, originally due to A. Weil (cf. [295]), of the Riemann
Hypothesis in our setting is given by the following statement.

Proposition 4.133. The following two conditions are equivalent:
• All L-functions with Grössencharakter on K satisfy the Riemann

Hypothesis.
• The trace pairing (4.340) satisfies the positivity condition

(4.353) 〈∆−1/2 f,∆−1/2 f∗〉 ≥ 0, ∀f ∈ S (CK).

Proof. Let W (γ) = |γ|−1/2 ϑm(γ). Then, RH for L-functions with
Grössencharakter on K is equivalent, by [295], to the positivity

(4.354) Tr(W (f � f∗)) ≥ 0, ∀f ∈ S (CK).

Thus, in terms of the representation ϑm we are considering here we have
W (f) = ϑm(∆−1/2 f) and using the multiplicative property (4.351) of ∆z

we rewrite (4.354) in the equivalent form (4.353). It is worth sketching the
argument showing the equivalence. Consider an algebra B of holomorphic
functions, endowed with the pointwise product, in a domain Ω ⊂ C with
Ω̄ = Ω. Assume that B is stable under the involution

(4.355) f∗(z) := f(z̄) , ∀z ∈ Ω .

Any element z ∈ Ω defines a self-adjoint linear form on B by

(4.356) Lz(f) = f(z) + f(z̄) , ∀f ∈ B .
This linear form is positive, i.e. it fulfills L(ff∗) ≥ 0 for all f ∈ B as soon
as z ∈ Ω ∩ R. Indeed in that case one gets

(4.357) Lz(ff∗) = 2f(z) f(z̄) = 2|f(z)|2 ≥ 0 .

This is enough to check the positivity (4.353) assuming RH. We refer to
[295] for the converse. �

In terms of the involution (4.352) we can reformulate Lemma 4.133 in
the following equivalent way.

Corollary 4.134. The following conditions are equivalent
• All L-functions with Grössencharakter on K satisfy the Riemann

Hypothesis.
• The trace pairing (4.340) satisfies 〈f, f �〉 ≥ 0, for all f ∈ S (CK).
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Proof. In (4.353) we write ∆−1/2f = h. This gives

∆−1/2f∗ = ∆−1/2(∆1/2h)∗ = ∆−1h∗ = h�

and the result follows, since ∆−1/2 is an automorphism of S (CK). �

The vanishing result of Lemma 4.127, for elements in the range V ⊂
S (CK) of the reduction map Tr ◦ π from adèles, then gives the following.

Proposition 4.135. The elements f � f � considered in Corollary 4.134
above have the following properties.

(1) The trace pairing 〈f, f �〉 vanishes for all f ∈ V, i.e. when f is the
restriction Tr ◦ π of an element of S(GK).

(2) By adding elements of V one can make the values

(4.358) f � f �(1) =
∫

CK

|f(g)|2 |g| d∗g < ε

for arbitrarily small ε > 0.

Proof. (1) The vanishing result of Lemma 4.127 shows that

ϑm(f)|H1(AK/K∗,CK) = 0

for all f ∈ V. Thus, the trace pairing satisfies 〈f, h〉 = 0, for f ∈ V and for
all h ∈ S (CK). In particular this applies to the case h = f �.

(2) This follows from the surjectivity of the map E for the value δ = 0
(cf. Appendix 1 of [71]). �

Proposition 4.135 shows that the trace pairing admits a large radical
given by all functions that extend to adèles. Thus, one is led in all cases to
divide by this radical, hence to work with the cohomology H1(AK/K∗, CK)
described above.

We now proceed to compare the setting we have developed in terms of
the noncommutative geometry of the adèle class space with the classical
algebro-geometric setting of the Weil proof of RH for function fields.

6. The Weil proof for function fields

We review the Weil proof of the Riemann Hypothesis for function fields,
with the idea of gradually building a dictionary that will make it possible to
rephrase some key notions in terms of the noncommutative geometry of the
adèle class space and transfer them to the number field case in this way.
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6.1. Function fields and their zeta functions.

Let K be a global field of positive characteristic p > 0. Then there exists
a smooth projective curve over a finite field Fq, with q = pr for some r ∈ N,
such that

(4.359) K = Fq(C)

is the field of functions of C.
As we discussed in the section on motives in Chapter 1, the curve C over

Fq has a zeta function of the form

(4.360) ZC(T ) = exp

( ∞∑
n=1

#C(Fqn)
n

Tn

)
,

with logZC(T ) the generating function for the number of points of C over
the fields Fqn . One writes

(4.361) ζC(s) = ZC(q−s).

We denote by ΣK the set of places of K. A place v ∈ ΣK is a Galois
orbit of points of C(F̄q). The degree nv = deg(v) is its cardinality, namely
the number of points in the orbit of the Frobenius acting on the fiber of the
natural map from points to places

(4.362) C(F̄q)→ ΣK.

This means that there are nv conjugate points defined over Fqnv , the residue
field of the local field Kv.

The zeta function of the function field K is just the zeta function of C
considered above

(4.363) ζK(s) = ζC(s),

which converges for #(s) > 1.

Lemma 4.136. The zeta function (4.363) has an Euler product expression
of the form

(4.364) ζK(s) =
∏

v∈ΣK

(1− q−nvs)−1.

Proof. One writes

log
∏

v(1− q−nvs)−1 =
∑

v

∞∑
m=1

q−snvm

m

=
∞∑

n=1

q−sn
∑
nv |n

nv

n
=

∞∑
n=1

∑
nv |n

nv

 q−sn

n
.

The expression
∑

nv |n nv is in fact precisely #C(Fqn) so that one gets (4.364).
�
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It is useful to consider also an equivalent formulation in terms of divisors
on C. Let Div(C) denote the abelian group of divisors on C, i.e. finite
integer combinations of points. For a point P we let deg(P ) be the degree
of the residue field at P and for a divisor D =

∑
P nP P we let deg(D) =∑

P nP deg(P ). We say that a divisor D =
∑

P nP P is effective, or that
D ≥ 0, if it has np ≥ 0 for all P . One defines the norm of a divisor D as

(4.365) N(D) = qdeg(D).

Lemma 4.137. For #(s) > 1 the zeta function (4.363) can be written
equivalently as

(4.366) ζK(s) =
∑
D≥0

N(D)−s.

Proof. One can write N(D) = qdeg(D) =
∏

P N(P )nP . This gives∏
P

∞∑
nP =0

N(P )−nP s =
∑
D≥0

N(D)−s,

since for #(s) > 1 one has absolute convergence. By Lemma 4.136, the left
hand side gives ζC(s) =

∏
P (1−N(P )−s)−1. �

For a divisor D on C one can consider the space

(4.367) H0(D) = {f ∈ K∗ |div(f) + D ≥ 0} ∪ {0}.

One denotes by �(D) the dimension of H0(D). One then has

#H0(D) = q�(D).

The Riemann–Roch formula formula for the curve C states that

(4.368) �(D)− �(κC −D) = deg(D)− g + 1,

where κC is the canonical divisor on C, which has degree deg(κC) = 2g− 2,
and h0(κC) = g.

Notice that, by (4.367), if deg(D) > 2g − 2 then �(κC −D) = 0 so that
by (4.368) one has �(D) = deg(D)− g + 1.

Divisors can be considered up to the equivalence relation given by adding
a principal divisor,

(4.369) D ∼ D′ ⇐⇒ D −D′ = div(f),

for some f ∈ K∗. The Picard group is the quotient Pic(C) = Div(C)/ ∼.
One denotes by Picn(C) the classes [D] ∈ Pic(C) with deg[D] = n.

Notice that both deg(D) and N(D) are well defined on the equivalence
classes. We write deg[D] and N [D] for the resulting functions on Pic(C).
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We then can write the zeta function as
ζK(s) =

∑∞
n=0 #{D ≥ 0, deg(D) = n} q−ns

=
∑

[D]∈Pic(C) #{D′ ∈ [D], D′ ≥ 0}N(D)−s.

The counting of {D′ ∈ [D], D′ ≥ 0} corresponds to the counting of points
in the projectivized PH0(D), hence one obtains

(4.370)
ζK(s) =

∑
[D]∈Pic(C)

q�(D)−1
q−1 q−s deg[D]

=
∑∞

n=0

∑
[D]∈Picn(C)

q�(D)−1
q−1 q−sn.

Using in (4.370) the Riemann–Roch formula (4.368) and the fact that,
for n > 2g − 2, one has �(D) = deg[D] − g + 1, one obtains that the zeta
function ζK(s) can be written as a product

(4.371) ZC(T ) =
P (T )

(1− T )(1− qT )
,

where P (T ) is a polynomial of degree 2g and integer coefficients

(4.372) P (T ) =
2g∏

j=1

(1− λjT ).

Equating (4.371) and (4.360) one obtains

(4.373) #C(Fqn) = qn + 1−
2g∑

j=1

λj .

The Riemann–Roch formula (4.368) also implies that the zeta function
ζK(s) satisfies the functional equation

(4.374) ζK(1− s) = q(1−g)(1−2s)ζK(s).

Another important reformulation of the zeta function can be given in
terms of étale cohomology. Let C̄ = C ×Fq F̄q, and let � be a prime � �= p.
Then one can consider the étale cohomology groups H i(C̄,Q�), for i = 0, 1, 2.
The Frobenius

(4.375) Fr : C̄ → C̄

has the property that Fr(P ) = P iff P ∈ C(Fq) and Frn(P ) = P iff P ∈
C(Fqn). Thus, the coefficients #C(Fqn) that appear in the zeta function can
be rewritten as

(4.376) #C(Fqn) = #Fix(Frn : C̄ → C̄).

The Lefschetz fixed point formula for étale cohomology then shows that

(4.377) #C(Fqn) =
2∑

i=0

(−1)iTr
(
Frn|H i(C̄,Q�)

)
.
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Thus, the zeta function can be written in the form

(4.378) ζK(s) =
2∏

i=0

(
exp

( ∞∑
n=1

Tr(Frn|H i(C̄,Q�))
q−sn

n

))(−1)i

.

Equivalently, one writes

(4.379) ZC(T ) =
P1(T )

P0(T )P2(T )
, with Pi(T ) = det(1− FrT |H i(C̄,Q�)).

Comparing (4.379) with (4.371) shows that the numbers λj are the eigen-
values of the Frobenius acting on H1(C̄,Q�).

The analog of the Riemann Hypothesis for the zeta functions ζK(s) of
function fields was stated in 1924 by E. Artin as the property that the zeros
lie on the line #(s) = 1/2, or equivalently that the complex numbers λi of
(4.372) satisfy

(4.380) |λj | =
√
q.

The statement was proved in 1933 by Hasse in the case of elliptic curves
and in 1940 by Weil for all smooth curves C over a finite field. This mo-
tivated the formulation of an higher dimensional analog (the Weil conjec-
tures), which in turn greatly stimulated the development of the theory of
motives and of a great part of the landscape of modern algebraic geometry.
The Weil conjectures were proved by Deligne in 1974.

The Weil proof in the case of curves can be formulated either using
étale cohomology, or purely in terms of the Jacobian of the curve, or again
(equivalently) in terms of divisors on C × C. In the rest of this section
we are going to analyze some aspects of the Weil proof following this last
viewpoint.

6.2. Correspondences and divisors in C × C.

A correspondence Z in this setting is given by a divisor on C ×C. Cor-
respondences form a ring under composition given by the usual intersection
product formula

(4.381) Z1 ◦ Z2 = (p13)∗(p∗12Z1 • p∗23Z2),

with pij : C × C × C → C × C the projections.
This ring has an involution given by

(4.382) Z ′ = σ(Z)

where σ is the involution that exchanges the two copies of C in the product
C × C.

We can assign two degrees to a correspondence Z given by the intersec-
tion numbers

(4.383) d(Z) = Z • (P × C) and d′(Z) = Z • (C × P ), ∀P ∈ C.

We refer to them respectively as the degree d(Z) and the codegree d′(Z).
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Lemma 4.138. The degrees (4.383) satisfy

(4.384) d(Z ′) = d′(Z), and d(Z1 ◦ Z2) = d(Z1)d(Z2).

Proof. One has d(Z ′) = σ(Z) • (P ×C) = Z • (C ×P ) = d′(Z). More-
over, d(Z1 ◦Z2) is the degree of the divisor on C defined by the intersection
of Z1 ◦ Z2 with P × C. The intersection p∗12Z1 ∩ p∗23Z2 consists of points
(P,Q = Z2(P ), Z1(Q)) in C×C×C, which the pushforward along p13 maps
to pairs (P,Z1(Z2(P ))) with multiplicity given by Z2 • (P ×C) = d(Z2), so
that we get

d(Z1 ◦ Z2) = d(Z2)Z1 • (Q× C) = d(Z1)d(Z2).

�

The correspondences P×C and C×P are called trivial correspondences.
One can consider the abelian group Divtr(C×C) generated by these trivial

correspondence and take the quotient

(4.385) C(C) := Div(C × C)/Divtr(C × C).

This is still endowed with the ring structure given by composition.
It is always possible to change the degree and codegree of a correspon-

dence Z by adding a multiple of the trivial correspondences P×C and C×P ,
so that, for any element in C we find a representative Z ∈ Corr with

(4.386) d(Z) = d′(Z) = 0.

We also want to consider correspondences up to the linear equivalence
relation on divisors in C × C. Namely, the equivalence

(4.387) Z1 ∼ Z2 ⇐⇒ Z1 − Z2 = div(f),

where div(f) is a principal divisor on C × C. Thus, one can consider

Pic(C × C) = Div(C × C)/ ∼
and its quotient P(C) modulo the classes of the trivial correspondences.
This is still a ring under composition.

A correspondence Z is effective if it is given by an effective divisor on
C × C, namely if it is a combination Z =

∑
i niZi of curves Zi ⊂ C × C

with coefficients ni ≥ 0. We write Z ≥ 0 to mean its effectiveness.
An effective correspondence Z ≥ 0 can be viewed as a multivalued map

(4.388) Z : C → C, P �→ Z(P ),

of which the divisor is the graph. (With a slight abuse of notation we will
use the same letter Z for the multivalued map and its graph.)

In the case of effective correspondences, one has a product � given by
the composition of multivalued maps

(4.389) Z = Z1 � Z2, Z1 � Z2(P ) = Z1(Z2(P )), ∀P ∈ C.
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Lemma 4.139. Notice that the composition (4.389) agrees with the usual
composition (4.381),

(4.390) Z1 � Z2 = Z1 ◦ Z2.

Proof. The value Z2(P ) = Z1(Z2(P )) of the multivalued functions is
given by the intersection product of their graphs as above. �

In the following, for simplicity, we just write Z1 �Z2(P ) = Z1(Z2(P )) for
the product of correspondences, regardless of their being effective. Lemma
4.139 clarifies the meaning of this notation.

Definition 4.140. The trace of a correspondence Z on C × C is the
expression

(4.391) Tr(Z) = d(Z) + d′(Z)− Z •∆,

with ∆ the diagonal (identity correspondence) and • the intersection product.

The formula gives Tr(Z) = 0 for principal divisors and for trivial corre-
spondences, hence it descends to the quotient.

6.3. Frobenius correspondences and effective divisors.

We discuss in more detail the step of changing a correspondence Z =∑
anFrn of degree g given by a combination of powers of the Frobenius to

an effective correspondence through principal divisors.

Lemma 4.141. Let C be a smooth projective curve over a finite field and
let D be a divisor on C of degree one, which is contained in a given orbit
of the Frobenius. In general, it is not possible to modify D to an effective
divisor in such a way that the added principal divisor has support on the
same orbit.

Proof. We exhibit an explicit example, by considering the case of an
elliptic curve. Then we have a pair Z = {u, ū} of elements in S1 = {z ∈
C | |z| = 1} such that

(4.392) 1 + q − q1/2(u + ū) = N,

where N is the number of points of the curve with coordinates in Fq.
Consider in particular the case of the curve C over F4 of equation

(4.393) y2 + y = x3 + ζ,

where ζ is a non-trivial cubic root of 1 in F4. The homogeneous equation of
the curve is

(4.394) f(x, y, z) = y2z + yz2 + x3 + ζz3 = 0.

One checks that C is non-singular. In fact, ∂xf = 0 gives x = 0, ∂yf = 0
gives z = 0, and at P = (0, 1, 0) one has ∂zf �= 0. The point P is the only
point at infinity.
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Moreover, for z �= 0 no point of the curve is defined over F4. In fact,
one has y2 + y ∈ F2 for all y ∈ F4, hence y2 + y + ζ �= 0. Thus, since the
multiplicative group of F4 has order 3, the equation y2 + y + ζ = x3 has no
solution. (Since we work in characteristic two, signs are irrelevant.)

Thus, the number (4.392) of points of the curve is N = 1. One has
1 + q −N = 4, hence 2(u + ū) = 4, which implies u = 1. This gives for the
number of points of the curve over F4n the value

(4.395) N(n) = 4n − 2× 2n + 1.

For instance, for n = 2 and n = 3, one gets 9 points of the curve over F16

and 49 points over F64, respectively.
One has to be careful about the normalization factor of q1/2 = 2 when

looking at the action of the Frobenius on the �-adic cohomology. Without
this factor this action would have two eigenvalues equal to 1 and would be
unipotent, while it cannot be trivial since we can view it as the action of the
Frobenius on the torsion points of the curve. With the correct normalization
factor one sees that in fact it coincides with multiplication by 2.

This can be seen easily on the 9 points of the curve over F16. One can
see that these are the 3-torsion points of the curve. On them the Frobenius
action has to agree with the symmetry X �→ −X, since only the neutral
element P is fixed. In fact, modulo three the multiplication by 2 is equal to
this symmetry. Similarly one can check that the 49 points over F64 are the
7-torsion of the curve while on them the Frobenius acts by multiplication
by 2.

Let Q be any of the 48 points over F64 different from the neutral element
P . The orbit of the Frobenius acting on Q is {2n Q} where the meaning of
the multiplication by 2 is as above, i.e. 2Q = Q+Q where the addition takes
place in the elliptic curve. Thus the orbit of the Frobenius here has three
elements Q, 2Q, 4Q (one has 8Q = Q since Q is a 7-torsion element).

Let D be the divisor of degree one

(4.396) D =
∑

j

njPj = 2 · (2Q)−Q,

which is the difference of 2Q with coefficient 2 and Q with coefficient one.
Then, by Abel’s theorem, the only effective divisor linearly equivalent to D
is the point 3Q but this point does not belong to the same Frobenius orbit.
Thus D − (3Q), which is the principal divisor needed to make D effective,
is not of the form

∑
anFrn(Q). �

The example described above shows that one usually cannot transform a
correspondence Z =

∑
anFrn of positive degree into an effective correspon-

dence by adding a principal correspondence that is also supported on the
orbit of the Frobenius action. However, the following result shows that one
can achieve effectiveness while remaining in the commutant of the Frobenius.
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Proposition 4.142. A correspondence Z =
∑

anFrn of degree g on a
curve C over Fq can be made effective by adding a principal correspondence
which is defined over Fq and which commutes with Fr.

Proof. The Riemann–Roch theorem ensures that one can make Z ef-
fective by adding a principal correspondence, over the field k(P ), where k is
the common field of definition of the correspondence Z and of the curve (cf.
[279]) and P is a generic point. A correspondence of the form Z =

∑
anFrn

is in fact defined over Fq, hence the principal correspondence is also defined
over Fq. As such it automatically commutes with Fr (cf. [293], p. 287). �

6.4. Positivity in the Weil proof.

The main steps in the Weil proof of RH for function fields are

(1) The explicit formula
(2) Positivity

We have talked about explicit formulae in Chapter 2 and in the previous
sections of this chapter. We now concentrate on the issue of positivity.

Weil positivity here consists of the following statement

Theorem 4.143. Let Z be a correspondence on C×C modulo the trivial
correspondences and up to linear equivalence. Then if Z is nontrivial it
satisfies

(4.397) Tr(Z � Z ′) > 0.

Proof. The first step in the proof consists of using the Riemann–Roch
formula on C to show that one can achieve effectiveness.

Lemma 4.144. There is a representative Z in the class modulo trivial
correspondences and linear equivalence that satisfies

(4.398) Z > 0 and d(Z) = g.

Proof. One first uses the trivial correspondences to adjust the degree to
be d(Z) = g. This is always possible as the degree is additive and d(C×P ) =
1. One then uses the Riemann–Roch formula (4.368) for the curve C. This
shows that if D is a divisor on C of degree deg(D) = g then �(D) > 0, i.e.
there are f ∈ K∗ such that div(f) + D ≥ 0, which means that there are
effective representatives in the linear equivalence class of D.

The intersection of Z ⊂ C ×C with P ×C defines a divisor Z(P ) on C
with

deg(Z(P )) = d(Z) = g.

Thus, the argument above shows that there exists fP ∈ K∗ such that Z(P )+
(fP ) is effective. This determines an effective divisor Z+(f) on C×C. �
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We will now continue using the notation Z for the effective divisor on
C × C obtained in Lemma 4.144. Since Z is effective, we can write is as a
multivalued function

(4.399) P �→ Z(P ) = Q1 + · · ·+ Qg.

Lemma 4.145. The product Z � Z ′ is of the form

(4.400) Z � Z ′ = d′(Z)∆ + Y,

where ∆ is the diagonal in C×C and Y is the effective correspondence such
that Y (P ) is the divisor on C given by the sum of points in {Q ∈ C|Q =
Qi(P ) = Qj(P ), i �= j}.

Proof. One sees from the description in terms of intersection product
that it is given by the multivalued function

(4.401) (Z � Z ′)(Q) =
∑
i,j

∑
P∈Uij(Q)

P,

where
Uij(Q) = {P ∈ C|Qi(P ) = Qj(P ) = Q}.

One can then separate this out in the contribution of the locus where Qi =
Qj for i �= j and the part where i = j,

(Z � Z ′)(Q) = U(Q) + Y (Q)

Notice that

(4.402) #{P ∈ C|Q = Qi(P ), for some i = 1, . . . , g} = d′(Z).

Thus, for i = j we obtain that the divisor U(Q) =
∑

i

∑
P∈Uii(Q) P is just

d′(Z)∆(Q), while for i �= j one obtains the remaining term Y of (4.400). �
In the case g = 1, the effective correspondence Z(P ) = Q(P ) is single

valued and the divisor (Z � Z ′)(P ) of (4.401) reduces to the sum of points
in U(Q) = {P ∈ C|Q(P ) = Q}. There are d′(Z) such points so one obtains

(4.403) Z � Z ′ = d′(Z)∆, with Tr(Z � Z ′) = 2d′(Z) ≥ 0,

since for g = 1 one has ∆ •∆ = 0 and d′(Z) ≥ 0 since Z is effective.
In the case of genus g > 1, the Weil proof proceeds as follows. Let κC

be a choice of an effective canonical divisor for C without multiple points,
and let {f1, . . . , fg} be a basis of the space H0(κC). One then considers the
function C →Mg×g(Fq) to g × g matrices

(4.404) P �→M(P ), with Mij(P ) = fi(Qj(P )).

and the function K : C → Fq given by

(4.405) K(P ) = det(M(P ))2.

Lemma 4.146. The function P �→ K(P ) of (4.405) is a rational function
with (2g − 2)d′(Z) double poles.
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Proof. The function K(P ) is a symmetric function of the Qj(P ), be-
cause of squaring the determinant. The composition P �→ (Qj(P )) �→ K(P )
is then a rational function of P ∈ C.

The poles occur (as double poles) at those points P ∈ C for which some
Qi(P ) is a component of κC . The canonical divisor κC has degree 2g − 2.
This means that there are (2g − 2)d′(Z) such double poles. �

This yields the following result.

Lemma 4.147. For Z�Z ′ = d′(Z)∆+Y as above, the intersection number
Y •∆ satisfies the estimate

(4.406) Y •∆ ≤ (4g − 4) d′(Z).

Proof. By Lemma 4.146, the rational function K(P ) of (4.405) has a
number of zeros equal to (4g − 4) d′(Z). On the other hand, Y •∆ counts
the number of times that Qi = Qj for i �= j. Since each point P with
Qi(P ) = Qj(P ) for i �= j produces a zero of K(P ), one sees that Y • ∆
satisfies the estimate (4.406). �

Notice that, for genus g > 1 the self intersection of the diagonal is the
Euler characteristic

(4.407) ∆ •∆ = 2− 2g = χ(C).

Moreover, we have

(4.408) d(Z � Z ′) = d(Z)d′(Z) = g d′(Z) = d′(Z � Z ′).

Thus using again the decomposition (4.400) and the definition of the
trace of a correspondence (4.391), together with (4.407) and (4.408) one
obtains

(4.409)
Tr(Z � Z ′) = 2g d′(Z) + (2g − 2) d′(Z)− Y •∆

≥ (4g − 2) d′(Z)− (4g − 4) d′(Z) = 2d′(Z) ≥ 0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.143. �

To end the proof of RH for function fields, one applies Theorem 4.143
to a particular type of correspondences, namely those that are of the form

(4.410) Zn,m = m∆ + nFr,

for n,m ∈ Z, with Fr the Frobenius correspondence.
Notice that, while the correspondence depends linearly on n,m ∈ Z, the

expression for the trace gives

(4.411) Tr(Zn,m � Z ′
n,m) = 2gm2 + 2(1 + q −N)mn + 2gqn2,

where N = #C(Fq).

In particular, (4.411) depends quadratically on (n,m). In the process of
passing from a correspondence of degree g to an effective correspondence,
this quadratic dependence on (n,m) is contained in the multiplicity d′(Z).
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In fact, one can see this in the following simple example, where one considers
a correspondence Z0,m = m∆.

Corollary 4.148. On an elliptic curve C consider the correspondence
Z0,m = m∆. The codegree d′(Z) depends quadratically on m.

Proof. We change Z0,m to make it of degree one, without changing the
codegree, by subtracting the trivial correspondence

(m− 1)C ×O,

where O is the origin of the elliptic curve. One then has

Z = m∆− (m− 1)C ×O,

with d(Z) = 1. Modulo principal divisors, Z is equivalent to the correspon-
dence P �→ Q(P ) = mP , where mP stands for the sum of m copies of P in
the abelian group law of the elliptic curve C. This map is m2 to 1, so that
d(Q′) = d′(Z) is a quadratic function of m. �

One further remark is that the argument does not depend on the torsion
part of the ring of correspondences. Namely, instead of working with the ring
C of classes of correspondences modulo the trivial ones (or P modulo linear
equivalence), which contains zero divisors, one can work with CQ = C ⊗Z Q.

7. A noncommutative geometry perspective

This final section reflects our ongoing work with C. Consani aimed at
building a dictionary between the main notions and steps involved in the
Weil proof of RH for function fields and the noncommutative geometry of
the adèle class space.

This is work in progress and much of it is still at a fairly speculative
level. We collect here some actual results that identify some connections,
and some speculations that give some heuristic justification for parts of our
proposed dictionary, which we summarize at the end of the section.

Roughly speaking, the idea is that the role that the geometry of the
curve C plays in the Weil proof will be taken over by the complement of
the idèle class group CK inside the noncommutative adèle class space AK/K∗

(more accurately described in terms of the cyclic module given by the coker-
nel of the reduction map, i.e. by the motive H1(AK/K∗, CK) defined above.
In the function field case, in fact, one can recover the curve C (up to a non-
canonical identification of points in the fiber of the map (4.362) from points
C(F̄q) to places ΣK) as the set of classical points of the periodic orbits for
the action of CK on the adèle class space XK = AK/K∗. This locus continues
to make sense in the number field case and provides a replacement for the
curve C itself. Correspondences on C×C, and especially the Frobenius cor-
respondence, are replaced by operators implementing the CK-action. At the
time of this writing, some key notions in this picture still need to be properly
identified, such as the analog of principal divisors and linear equivalence.
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7.1. Distributional trace of a flow.

We present here the computation of the distributional trace of a flow on
a smooth manifold, due to [156] which in turn can be seen as a generaliza-
tion of the usual Atiyah–Bott–Lefschetz formula for a diffeomorphism of a
smooth compact manifold [9]. We first define the distributional trace using
the formulation of the functorial properties of distributions ([156] VI §1).

Let us first recall the basic notion of generalized section of a vector
bundle on a manifold.

Definition 4.149. Given a vector space E over R, dimE = n, a density
ρ ∈ |E∗| is a map

(4.412) ρ :
∧n

E → C

such that ρ(λv) = |λ| ρ(v) for all λ ∈ R and for all v ∈
∧n E.

Given a linear map L : E → F we let |L∗| : |F ∗| → |E∗| be the corre-
sponding linear map

(4.413) ρ �→ ρ ◦
∧n

L .

It depends contravariantly on L. A smooth compactly supported density
ρ ∈ C∞

c (M, |T ∗M |) on an arbitrary manifold M has a canonical integral

(4.414)
∫

ρ ∈ C .

Definition 4.150. One defines the space of generalized sections of a
vector bundle L on M as

(4.415) C−∞(M,L) = dual of C∞
c (M,L∗ ⊗ |T ∗M |)

where L∗ is the dual bundle.

One has a natural inclusion

(4.416) C∞(M,L) ⊂ C−∞(M,L)

given by the pairing

(4.417) σ ∈ C∞(M,L) , s ∈ C∞
c (M,L∗ ⊗ |T ∗M |)→

∫
〈s, σ〉

where 〈s, σ〉 is viewed as a density, 〈s, σ〉 ∈ C∞
c (M, |T ∗M |) using the duality

pairing of L and L∗ (i.e. if σ = u⊗ρ then 〈s, σ〉 = u(s)ρ). One has a similar
notion of generalized section with compact support, denoted by C−∞

c (M,L).
The Schwartz kernel theorem is the following statement.

Theorem 4.151. Any continuous linear map

(4.418) T : C∞
c (Y )→ C−∞(X) .

can be written as

(4.419) (T ξ) (x) =
∫

k(x, y) ξ(y) dy
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where k(x, y) dy is a generalized section

(4.420) k ∈ C−∞(X × Y, pr∗Y (|T ∗Y |)) .

Under suitable transversality conditions the following distribution theo-
retic trace makes sense:

Definition 4.152. The distribution theoretic trace of

T : C∞
c (X)→ C−∞(X)

is given by

(4.421) Trdistr(T ) =
∫

k(x, x) dx .

where k is the associated Schwartz kernel.

One obtains ([156] VI §1) a generalized section from a submanifold and
a symbol as follows.

Lemma 4.153. Let L be a vector bundle on the manifold X, Z ⊂ X a
submanifold, and

(4.422) σ ∈ C∞(Z,L⊗ |NZ |) ,
where NZ is the normal bundle of Z. Then the equality

(4.423) δZ, σ(ξ) =
∫

Z
σ ξ , ∀ξ ∈ C∞

c (X,L∗ ⊗ |T ∗X|)

determines a generalized section δZ, σ of the vector bundle L on the manifold
X.

Proof. The product σ ξ|Z is a density on Z, since it is a section of
|T ∗

Z | = |T ∗
X | ⊗ |NZ |. One can thus integrate it over Z. �

Lemma 4.154. Let ϕ : X → Y be smooth and transverse to the subman-
ifold Z ⊂ Y . The pull back ϕ∗ δZ, σ of the distribution δZ, σ makes sense and
it is equal to δϕ−1(Z), ϕ∗σ, where

(4.424) ϕ∗σ(x) = |(ϕ∗)−1|σ(ϕ(x)) ∈ (ϕ∗ L)x ⊗ |Nx| , ∀x ∈ ϕ−1(Z) .

Here |(ϕ∗)−1| is the inverse determinant of the isomorphism of normal bun-
dles

(4.425) ϕ∗ : Nϕ−1(Z) ∼ ϕ∗NZ .

Proof. We assume that ϕ is transverse to Z, so that for each x ∈ X
with y = ϕ(x) ∈ Z one has

(4.426) ϕ∗(Tx) + Tϕ(x)(Z) = Ty Y .

Let

(4.427) τx = {X ∈ Tx , ϕ∗(X) ∈ Ty(Z)} .
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Then ϕ∗ gives a canonical isomorphism of normal bundles

(4.428) ϕ∗ : Nx(ϕ−1(Z)) = Tx(X)/τx ∼ Ty(Y )/Ty(Z) = Nϕ(x)(Z) .

�
We next consider a manifold M with a vector field v ∈ C∞(M,TM ), and

we assume the existence of the corresponding flow

(4.429) Ft = exp(tv) ∀t ∈ R.

We get a one-parameter group of operators acting on C∞(M),

(4.430) (Ut ξ)(x) = ξ(Ft(x)) ∀ ξ ∈ C∞(M) , x ∈M , t ∈ R .

Since (Ft)∗µvx = µvx, the tangent map (Ft)∗ induces the Poincaré return
map

(4.431) (Ft)∗ : Tx/R vx → Tx/R vx = Nx

Theorem 4.155. ([156] VI §1) Assume that the support of the test func-
tion h is contained in the subset where the following transversality assump-
tion holds

(4.432) 1− (Ft)∗ : Tx/R vx → Tx/R vx is invertible.

Then the distributional trace is given by

(4.433) Trdistr

(∫
h(t)Ut dt

)
=
∑

γ

∫
Iγ

h(u)
|1− (Fu)∗|

d∗u ,

where the sum is over the periodic orbits γ (including the zeros x ∈ M ,
vx = 0), Iγ ⊂ R is the isotropy subgroup of any x ∈ γ, and d∗u is the unique
Haar measure in Iγ such that the covolume of Iγ is equal to 1.

To be more precise, the normalization of d∗u is such that, for the unique
Haar measure dµ of total mass 1 on R/Iγ and for any f ∈ C∞

c (R), it satisfies∫
R
f(t) dt =

∫
R/Iγ

(∫
Iγ

f(u + s) d∗u

)
dµ(s) .

Proof. Let us now consider a manifold M with a flow (4.429) and the
corresponding map f given by

(4.434) f : M × R→M , f(x, t) = Ft(x) .

The graph of f is the submanifold Z of Y = M × R×M

(4.435) Z = {(x, t, y) | y = Ft(x)} .
The Schwartz kernel k of the operator

(4.436) (T ξ) (x) = ξ (f(x)) ∀ ξ ∈ C∞
c (M) ,

is the distribution δZ, σ = δ(y − f(x))dy on Y such that

(4.437)
∫

δ(y − f(x)) ξ(y) dy = ξ(f(x)) ∀ ξ ∈ C∞
c (M) .
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We apply the above discussion with X = M × R, and the submanifold
Z ⊂ Y . One lets ϕ be the diagonal map

(4.438) ϕ(x, t) = (x, t, x) , ϕ : X → Y .

The transversality condition ϕ∩| Z holds at (x, t) ∈ X iff every element of
TxM is of the form

(4.439) (Ft)∗X −X + µ vx , X ∈ TxM , µ ∈ R ,

and the transversality condition (4.432) means exactly that (4.439) holds.
By definition, the left hand side of the distributional trace formula (4.433)
is given by the pushforward

(4.440) q∗ϕ
∗(δ(y − f(x)) dy) ,

where q is the projection q(x, t) = t ∈ R . The distribution ϕ∗(δ(y−f(x)) dy)
on X is carried by the (x, t) ∈ X = M × R such that ϕ(x, t) ∈ Z, i.e. such
that Ft(x) = x. Thus, except for t = 0, it is carried by the union of periodic
orbits. These correspond either to a zero vx = 0 of the vector field, or a
periodic orbit with period T#.

In the first case, the transversality condition (4.439) becomes

(4.441) 1− (Ft)∗ invertible at x .

One has Ft(x) = x, for all t ∈ R, and the relevant component W of ϕ−1(Z)
is {x} × R. The transverse space N(W ) is identified with Tx and the map
ϕ∗ : N(W ) ∼ N(Z) is given by

(4.442) ϕ∗ = 1− (Ft)∗ .

Thus the symbol of ϕ∗(δ(y−f(x)) dy) is the scalar function |1−(Ft)∗|−1. The
generalized section q∗ ϕ∗(δ(y − Ft(x)) dy) is the function t �→ |1 − (Ft)∗|−1.
We can then write the contribution of the zeros of the flow as

(4.443)
∑
zeros

∫
h(t)

|1− (Ft)∗|
dt

where h is a test function vanishing at 0.
We then look at the second case i.e. the contribution of a periodic orbit.

The corresponding part of ϕ−1(Z) is of the form

(4.444) ϕ−1(Z) = V × Γ ⊂M × R ,

where Γ is a discrete cocompact subgroup of R, while V ⊂ M is a one-
dimensional compact submanifold of M . The computation of the contribu-
tion of the component V × {T} of ϕ−1(Z) to (4.440) gives

(4.445) T# 1
|1− (FT )∗|

h(T ) ,

where T# is the length of the primitive orbit or equivalently the covolume
of Γ in R for the Haar measure |dt|. We can thus write the contributions of
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the periodic orbits as

(4.446)
∑
γp

∑
Γ

Covol(Γ)
1

|1− (FT )∗|
h(T ) ,

where the test function h vanishes at 0. When collecting the various contri-
butions (4.443) and (4.446) one obtains the required formula (4.433). �

7.2. The periodic orbits of the action of CK on XK.

We explain here the results of [71], Section VI and Appendix III. They
generalize the analogous formula for flows on manifolds of [156] explained
above in §7.1.

We let K be a global field and XK = AK/K∗ the adèle class space. The
action of the idèle class group CK on XK is given by the analog

(4.447) m : XK × CK → XK , m(x, u) = ux .

of the map f of (4.434). The graph of m is the subspace

(4.448) Z = {(x, u, y) | y = ux} .
of Y = XK × CK ×XK. The diagonal map ϕ is given by

(4.449) ϕ(x, u) = (x, u, x) , ϕ : XK × CK → Y .

The periodic orbits are obtained from the pullback

(4.450) ϕ−1(Z) = {(x, u) ∈ XK × CK |ux = x}
Proposition 4.156. Let (x, u) ∈ ϕ−1(Z), with u �= 1. There exists a

place v ∈ ΣK such that

(4.451) x ∈ XK,v = {x ∈ XK |xv = 0}
The isotropy subgroup of any x ∈ XK,v contains the cocompact subgroup

(4.452) K∗
v ⊂ CK , K∗

v = {(kw) | kw = 1 ∀w �= v}
Proof. Let (x, u) ∈ XK×CK with ux = x. This equality still holds for

suitable lifts (x̃, ũ) ∈ AK × A∗
K. Since u �= 1 by hypothesis, one has ũ �= 1

and there exists a place v ∈ ΣK such that ũv �= 1. Then the equality ũx̃ = x̃
shows that (ũv − 1)x̃v = 0 and x̃v = 0.

One has ux = x for any u ∈ K∗
v and any x ∈ XK,v. It remains to

show that K∗
v is cocompact in CK. It is a closed subgroup since the group

homomorphism K∗
v → CK is proper as can be seen since it preserves the

modules of these modulated groups. In fact the module of an idèle (kw) is
the product

∏
|kw|. �

Remark 4.157. This shows that the action of CK on XK has the peculiar
property that the non-trivial isotropy groups always contain a cocompact
subgroup Iv = K∗

v. In fact Proposition 4.156 shows that the Iv = K∗
v are the

minimal non-trivial isotropy subgroups. They are cocompact and pairwise
disjoint.
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The transverse space to XK,v ⊂ XK is identified with the transverse
space of the closed K∗-invariant subset of adèles AK,v ⊂ AK,

(4.453) AK,v = {a = (aw)w∈ΣK
| av = 0}.

and hence with the local field Kv. The action of the isotropy group Iv = K∗
v

is simply the action of K∗
v on Kv by multiplication and the corresponding

term in the trace formula (4.433) is given by

(4.454)
∫

K∗
v

h(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u

where the u−1 in the argument of h comes from the notation for the action
of CK on XK,

(4.455) ϑa(u)ξ(x) = ξ(u−1x),

which differs from (4.430) by the presence of the inverse.

7.3. Frobenius (scaling) correspondence and the trace formula.

We begin by reformulating the geometric side of the trace formula given
in Theorem 4.130 in more intersection theoretic language, so as to be able
to compare the terms in the trace formula with the setup of §6.2 above.

To the scaling action ϑa(γ)(ξ)(x) = ξ(γ−1x) one associated the graph
Zg given by the pairs (x, g−1x). These should be considered as points in
the product AK/K∗ × AK/K∗ of two copies of the adèle class space. Thus,
the analog in our context of the correspondences Z =

∑
n anFrn on C × C

considered in §6.3 above is given by elements of the form

(4.456) Z(f) =
∫

CK

f(g)Zg d
∗g,

for some f ∈ S (CK).
With this interpretation of correspondences, we can then make sense of

the terms in the trace formula in the following way.

Definition 4.158. For a correspondence of the form (4.456) we define
degree and codegree by the following prescription:

(4.457) d(Z(f)) := f̂(1) =
∫

CK

f(u) |u| d∗u,

(4.458) d′(Z(f)) := d(Z(f �)) =
∫

CK

f(u) d∗u = f̂(0).

Here the Fourier transform f̂ is as in (4.295), with the trivial character
χ = 1. Notice that, with this definition of degree and codegree we find

(4.459) d(Zg) = |g|, and d′(Zg) = 1.
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Thus, the term f̂(1)+f̂(0) in the trace formula of Theorem 4.130 matches
the term d(Z)+d′(Z) in Weil’s formula for the trace of a correspondence as
in (4.391). The term

(4.460)
∫ ′

(K∗
v ,αv)

f(u−1)
|1− u| d

∗u

of (4.346) in turn can be seen as the remaining term Z • ∆ in (4.391). In
fact, as we saw in §7.2 the formula (4.460) describes, using distributions, the
local contributions to the trace of the intersections between the graph Z(f)
and the diagonal ∆.

When we separate out, as in Lemma 4.131, the contribution log |a|h(1)
and we rewrite the trace formula as in Theorem 4.130. This corresponds
to separating the intersection Z • ∆ into a term that is proportional to
the self-intersection ∆ •∆ and a remaining term, where the intersection is
transverse.

To see this, we notice that the term log |a|, for a = (av) a differental
idèle, is of the form (4.344). Indeed one sees that, in the function field case,
the term

− log |a| = − log q2−2g = (2g − 2) log q = −∆ •∆ log q

is proportional to the self-intersection of the diagonal, which brings us to
consider the value log |a| = − logD with the discriminant of a number field
as the analog in characteristic zero of the self-intersection of the diagonal.

In these intersection theoretic terms we can reformulate the positivity
condition equivalent to the Riemann Hypothesis in the following way.

Proposition 4.159. The following two conditions are equivalent:
• All L-functions with Grössencharakter on K satisfy the Riemann

Hypothesis.
• The estimate

(4.461) Z(f) •trans Z(f) ≤ 2d(Z(f))d′(Z(f))−∆ •∆ f � f �(1)

holds for all f ∈ S (CK).

Proof. As in the Weil proof one separates the terms

Z � Z ′ = d′(Z)∆ + Y,

where Y has transverse intersection with the diagonal. Here we can write
an identity

(4.462) Tr(ϑm(f�f �)|H1) =: Z(f)•Z(f) = ∆•∆ f�f �(1)+Z(f)•transZ(f),

where the remaning term Z(f) •trans Z(f), which represents the transverse
intersection, is given by the local contributions given by the principal values
over (K∗

v, eKv) in the formula (4.345) for Tr(ϑm(f � f �)|H1).
The formula (4.345) for Tr(ϑm(f � f �)|H1) gives a term of the form

− log |a| f � f �(1),
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with

f � f �(1) =
∫

CK

|f(g)|2 |g| d∗g.

We rewrite this term as −∆ • ∆ f � f �(1) according to our interpretation
of log |a| as the self-intersection of the diagonal. This matches the term
(2g − 2)d′(Z) in the estimate for Tr(Z � Z ′) in the Weil proof.

The first two terms in the formula (4.345) for Tr(ϑm(f � f �)|H1) are of
the form

(4.463) f̂ � f �(0) + f̂ � f �(1) = 2f̂(0)f̂(1) = 2d′(Z(f))d(Z(f)).

This matches the term 2gd′(Z) = 2d(Z)d′(Z) in the expression for Tr(Z�Z ′)
in the Weil proof.

With this notation understood, we see that the positivity

Tr(ϑm(f � f �)|H1) ≥ 0

indeed corresponds to the estimate (4.461). �

7.4. The Fubini theorem and trivial correspondences.

The first important step in the Weil proof, as we have seen in §6.2
above, is the freedom to modify the degree by adding multiples of the trivial
correspondences.

In our setting, what plays the role of the trivial correspondences, in
view of the vanishing result of Proposition 4.135 should be given by the
correspondences Z(f) associated to elements f ∈ V ⊂ S (CK), in the range
of the reduction map from adèles. Thus, we need to show that it is possible
to arbitrarily modify the degree d(Z(f)) = f̂(1) of a correspondence by
adding to f an element in V.

This is possible (as we show in Lemma 4.160 below) only thanks to a
failure of Fubini’s theorem. In fact, at first sight it would appear that, if we
consider an element ξ ∈ S(AK)0, since this satisfies the vanishing condition∫

AK

ξ(x) dx = 0,

one should also obtain that, for the function on CK defined by f(x) =∑
k∈K∗ ξ(kx), the integral

(4.464) f̂(1) =
∫

CK

f(g)|g|d∗g

should vanish. Indeed, for local fields (but not in the global case) the relation
between the additive and multiplicative Haar measures is of the form dg =
|g|d∗g. To see more clearly what happens, let us just restrict to the case
where K = Q and take the function ξ(x) of the form

ξ = 1Ẑ ⊗ η,
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with η ∈ S(R)0. We then have CQ = Ẑ∗ × R∗
+ and the function f is of the

form

(4.465) f(u, λ) =
∑

n∈Z,n�=0

η(nλ), ∀λ ∈ R∗
+ , u ∈ Ẑ∗ .

We can thus write (4.464) in this case as

(4.466) f̂(1) =
∫

Ẑ∗×R∗
+

f(u, λ)du dλ =
∫

R

∑
n∈N

η(nλ) dλ

Moreover since η ∈ S(R)0 we have for all n,

(4.467)
∫

R
η(nλ)dλ = 0 .

It is however not necessarily the case that we can apply Fubini’s theorem
and write

(4.468)
∫

R

∑
n∈N

η(nλ) dλ =
∑

n

∫
R
η(nλ)dλ = 0

since as soon as η �= 0 one has
∞∑

n=1

∫
R
|η(nλ)|dλ = (

∫
R
|η(λ)|dλ)

∞∑
n=1

1
n

=∞

so that Fubini’s theorem does not apply and one cannot interchange the
integral and the sum in (4.468). Thus, one can in general have f̂(1) �= 0,
even though

∑
n

∫
R η(nλ)dλ = 0. In fact, we have the following result.

Lemma 4.160. Given f ∈ S (CK), it is possible to change arbitrarily the
value of the degree d(Z(f)) = f̂(1) by adding elements of V.

Proof. It suffices to exhibit an element f ∈ V such that f̂(1) �= 0, as
then by linearity one can obtain the result. We only treat the case K = Q.
We take η ∈ S(R)0 given by

η(x) = πx2(πx2 − 3
2
) e−πx2

We get by Proposition 2.24 of Chapter 2 that E(1Ẑ ⊗ η) has the Riemann
ξ function of Chapter 2, Proposition 2.24 as its Fourier transform. This
function does not vanish at ± i

2 thus one gets that f̂(1) �= 0. �

7.5. The curve inside the adèle class space.

In the case of a function field K = Fq(C), one can identify a locus inside
the adèle class space AK/K∗, described as a union of orbits of the CK action,
which is (non-canonically) isomorphic to the algebraic points C(F̄q). This
locus can be defined in the same way for all global fields and provides a
replacement for the curve C inside the adèle class space in the case of a
number field. As we show below in §7.5.1, it can also be described as the
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set of classical points of the periodic orbits XK, v of (4.451) parameterized
by the places of K.

Definition 4.161. Let K be a global field. For a place v ∈ ΣK consider
the adèle

(4.469) a(v) = (a(v)
w ), with a(v)

w =
{

1 w �= v
0 w = v.

The set of periodic classical points of the adèle class space AK/K∗ is defined
as the union of orbits

(4.470) ΞK :=
⋃

v∈ΣK

CKa
(v).

As before, we denote by CK,1 ⊂ CK the kernel of the norm |·| : CK → R∗
+.

In the function field case, we have the following (non-canonical) identifica-
tion.

Proposition 4.162. For K = Fq(C) a function field, the orbits of Frobe-
nius on C(F̄q) give an equivariant identification

(4.471) ΞK/CK,1 " C(F̄q),

between ΞK/CK,1 with the action of qZ and C(F̄q) with the action of the
group of integer powers of the Frobenius.

Proof. At each place v ∈ ΣK the quotient group of the range N of the
norm | · | : CK → R∗

+ by the range Nv of | · | : Kv → R∗
+ is the finite cyclic

group

(4.472) N/Nv = qZ/qnvZ " Z/nvZ,

where nv is the degree of the place v ∈ ΣK, cf. §6.1 above. The degree nv is
the same as the cardinality of the orbit of the Frobenius acting on the fiber
of the map (4.362) from algebraic points in C(F̄q) to places in ΣK. Thus,
one can construct in this way an equivariant embedding

(4.473) C(F̄q) ↪→ (AK/K
∗)/CK,1

obtained, after choosing a point in each orbit, by mapping the orbit of the
integer powers of the Frobenius in C(F̄q) over a place v to the orbit of
CK/CK,1 ∼ qZ on the adèle a(v). �

Modulo the problem created by the fact that the identification above is
non-canonical and relies upon the choice of a point in each orbit, it is then
possible to think of the locus ΞK, in the number field case, as a replacement
for C(F̄q) inside the adèle class space AK/K∗. It is very important to view
the space ΞK as embedded in the adèle class space XK with the induced
structure. In fact, it is the embedding ΞK ⊂ XK that provides the geometric
set on which the Lefschetz trace formula of Theorem 4.130. This involves
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Log2, Log3, Log5, ... ,Log p, ...

Figure 3. The classical periodic points ΞQ/CQ,1 of the adèle
class space.

not only the space ΞK per se but it crucially involves the way this sits inside
XK. If we ignore the structure induced by XK, then the space ΞK would
just be a disjoint union of orbits without any interesting global structure.

The reduction to eigenspaces of Grössencharakters corresponds to in-
duced bundles over the quotient (AK/K∗)/CK,1. Thus, we can in fact con-
sider the quotient space ΞK/CK,1 endowed with the action of the quotient
group CK/CK,1.

In the case of K = Q, the quotient ΞQ/CQ,1 appears as a union of periodic
orbits of period log p under the action of CQ/CQ,1 ∼ R, as in Figure 3.

7.5.1. The curve and the periodic orbits.

Each of the periodic orbits XK, v of Proposition 4.156 is still a noncom-
mutative space. By construction the space ΞK of Definition 4.161 is a union
over the set ΣK of places of K of the subsets

(4.474) ΞK,v = CKa
(v) ⊂ XK,v .

It is thus important to understand how one can deduce ΞK,v in a natural
manner from the noncommutative space XK,v. The space XK,v comes natu-
rally with a measure, and hence an associated time evolution which we now
compute. Indeed, by construction one has

(4.475) XK,v = AK,v/K
∗
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where AK,v is the closed K∗-invariant subset of AK defined in (4.453) by the
condition av = 0. This defines an “hyperplane” in AK and the additive Haar
measure gives a natural measure.

Proposition 4.163. The modular automorphism group of the additive
Haar measure on the crossed product K∗�AK,v is given by the time evolution

(4.476) σv
t (f)(k, x) = |k|itv f(k, x), ∀t ∈ R, ∀f ∈ C∗(K∗ � AK,v) .

Proof. We identify elements of Cc(K∗ �AK,v) with functions f(g, a) of
elements g ∈ K∗ and a ∈ AK,v. The product is simply of the form

f1 ∗ f2(g, a) =
∑

r

f1(g r−1, ga)f2(r, a).

The additive Haar measure da on AK,v satisfies the scaling property

(4.477) d(ka) = |k|−1
v da , ∀k ∈ K∗ ,

since the product measure da × dav on AK = AK,v × Kv is invariant under
the scaling by k ∈ K∗, while the additive Haar measure dav on Kv gets
multiplied by |k|v: d(kav) = |k|vdav. We then check the KMS1 condition,
for the weight ϕ associated to the additive Haar measure, as

ϕ(f1 ∗ f2) =
∑

r

∫
AK,v

f1(r−1, ra)f2(r, a) da

=
∑

r

∫
AK,v

f2(k−1, kb)f1(k, b) |k|−1
v db = ϕ(f2 ∗ σi(f1)) ,

using the change of variables k = r−1, a = kb and da = |k|−1
v db. �

In order to deal with states rather than weights, we replace the groupoid
K∗ � AK,v by the Morita equivalent groupoid obtained by restricting to the
open subset

(4.478) A(1)
K,v ⊂ AK,v =

∏
w �=v

K(1)
w

where for the local field Kw we let K(1)
w be the interior of {x ∈ Kw ; |x| ≤ 1}.

We let K∗ � A(1)
K,v be the restricted groupoid

(4.479) G(v) = K∗ � A(1)
K,v = {(g, a) ∈ K∗ � AK,v | a and ga ∈ A(1)

K,v} .

We still denote by ϕ the restriction of the above weight to C∗(K∗ � A(1)
K,v).

It is a positive functional given by

(4.480) ϕ(f) =
∫

A(1)
K,v

f(1, a) da.

Proposition 4.163 shows that its modular automorphism group σϕ
t is given

by (4.476).
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Lemma 4.164. Let K be a global field. Let W ⊂ AK be a neighborhood
of 0 ∈ AK. Then for x ∈ AK one has K∗x ∩W �= ∅, unless x ∈ A∗

K is an
idèle. For x ∈ A∗

K, the orbit K∗x is discrete in AK.

Proof. One can assume that W is of the form

W = {a = (aw)| |aw| < ε ∀w ∈ S and |aw| ≤ 1 ∀w /∈ S},
for S a finite set of places and for some ε > 0. Multiplying by a suitable
idèle one can in fact assume that S = ∅, so that we have

W = {a = (aw)| |aw| ≤ 1 ∀w ∈ ΣK}.
One has |xv| ≤ 1 except on a finite set F ⊂ ΣK of places. Moreover, if x is
not an idèle, one can also assume that∏

v∈F

|xv| < δ

for any fixed δ. Thus, − log |xv| is as large as one wants and there exists
k ∈ K∗ such that kx ∈W . This is clear in the function field case because of
the Riemann–Roch formula (4.368). In the case of Q one can first multiply
x by an integer to get |xv| ≤ 1 for all finite places, then since this does not
alter the product of all |xv| one gets |x∞| < 1 and x ∈W . The case of more
general number fields is analogous. In the case of idèles, one can assume
that x = 1 and then the second statement follows from the discreteness of
K in AK. �

We now recall that, for an étale groupoid like G(v), every unit y ∈ G(v)(0)
defines, by (3.43) of Chapter 3, i.e.

(4.481) (πy(f)ξ)(γ) =
∑

γ1γ2=γ

f(γ1)ξ(γ2),

a representation πy by left convolution of the algebra of G(v) in the Hilbert
space Hy = �2(G(v)y), where G(v)y denotes the set of elements of the
groupoid G(v) with source y. By construction, the unitary equivalence class
of the representation πy is unaffected when one replaces y by an equivalent
z ∈ G(v)(0), i.e. one assumes that there exists γ ∈ G(v) with range and
source y and z. Thus, we can think of the label y of πy as living in the
quotient space XK, v of equivalence classes of elements of G(v)(0).

The relation between ΞK,v and XK,v is then the following.

Theorem 4.165. Let y ∈ XK, v, the representation πy is a positive energy
representation if and only if y ∈ ΞK, v.

Proof. Let first y ∈ G(v)(0) ∩ ΞK, v. Thus one has y ∈ A(1)
K,v, yw �= 0 for

all w and |yw| = 1 for all w /∈ S where S is a finite set of places. We can
identify G(v)y with the set of k ∈ K∗ such that ky ∈ A(1)

K,v. We extend y
to the adèle ỹ = y × 1 whose component at the place v is equal to 1 ∈ Kv.
Then ỹ is an idèle. Thus, by Lemma 4.164, the number of elements of the
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orbit K∗ỹ in a given compact subset of AK is finite. It follows that log |k|v
is lower bounded on G(v)y. Indeed, otherwise there would exist a sequence
kn ∈ K∗∩G(v)y such that |kn|v → 0. Then kn ỹ ∈ A(1)

K for all n large enough
and this contradicts the discreteness of K∗ỹ. In the representation πy the
time evolution σt is implemented by the Hamiltonian

(4.482) (Hy ξ)(k, y) = log |k|v ξ(k, y).

Namely, we have

(4.483) πy(σt(f)) = eitHyπy(f)e−itHy , ∀f ∈ Cc(G(v)) .

Thus, since log |k|v is lower bounded on G(v)y, we get that the representation
πy is a positive energy representation.

Let then y ∈ G(v)(0) � ΞK, v. We shall show that log |k|v is not lower
bounded on G(v)y, and thus that πy is not a positive energy representation.
We consider as above the adèle ỹ = y × 1 whose component at the place v
is equal to 1 ∈ Kv. Assume that log |k|v is lower bounded on G(v)y. Then
there exists ε > 0 such that, for k ∈ K∗,

k y ∈ A(1)
K,v ⇒ |k|v ≥ ε .

This shows that the neighborhood of 0 ∈ AK defined as

W = {a ∈ AK ; |av| < ε , aw ∈ K(1)
w , ∀w �= v}

does not intersect K∗ỹ. Thus by Lemma 4.164 we get that ỹ is an idèle and
y ∈ ΞK, v. �

The specific example of the Bost-Connes system combined with Theorem
4.165 shows that we can refine our recipe for taking “classical points” of a
noncommutative space. The latter recipe only provides a notion of classical
points that can be thought of, by analogy with the positive characteristic
case, as points defined over the mysterious “field with one element” F1 (see
e.g. [218]). To obtain instead a viable notion of the points defined over the
maximal unramified extension F̄1, one performs the following sequence of
operations.

(4.484) X
Dual System−→ X̂

Periodic Orbits−→ ∪ X̂v
Classical Points−→ ∪Ξv,

which make sense in the framework of endomotives of §2. Note in particular
that the dual system X̂ is of type II and as such does not have a non-trivial
time evolution. Thus it is only by restricting to the periodic orbits that one
passes to noncommutative spaces of type III for which the cooling operation
is non-trivial. In the analogy with geometry in non-zero characteristic, the
set of points X(F̄q) over F̄q of a variety X is indeed obtained as the union
of the periodic orbits of the Frobenius.
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Remark 4.166. Theorem 4.165 does not give the classification of KMSβ

states for the quantum statistical system (C∗(K∗ �A(1)
K,v), σt). It only allows

one to construct extremal KMSβ states of the form

(4.485) ψβ, y(a) = Tr(e−βHy πy(a))/Tr(e−βHy) , ∀a ∈ C∗(G(v)) .

7.5.2. The valuation systems for K = Q.

We analyzed in Chapter 3 several examples of quantum statistical sys-
tems for which the structure of KMSβ states stabilized at low enough tem-
perature. In the present case of the valuation systems (C∗(G(v)), σt) a very
interesting new phenomenon occurs already when K = Q and v is a finite
place. Indeed, while the elements of ΞK, v label extremal KMSβ states ψβ, y

for β > 1, given by (4.485), it is no longer true that these states converge
to a unique vacuum state ψ∞, y for β →∞ and there is a finite degeneracy
of the vacuum state. We now explain in detail what happens in this case
K = Q.

Definition 4.167. Let A∗
Q,p ⊂ A(1)

Q,p be the subspace

(4.486) A∗
Q,p = {x ∈ AQ,p| |xw| = 1 ∀w �= p,∞ and p−1 ≤ |x∞| < 1}.

As above G(p) denotes the reduction (4.479) of the groupoid Q∗ � AQ,p

by the open subset A(1)
Q,p ⊂ AQ,p, namely

(4.487) G(p) = {(k, x) ∈ Q∗ � AQ,p |x ∈ A(1)
Q,p, kx ∈ A(1)

Q,p}.

Notice that the set A(1)
Q,p meets all the equivalence classes in AQ,p by the

action of Q∗. In fact, given x ∈ AQ,p , one can find a representative y with
y ∼ x in AQ,p/Q∗, such that y ∈ Ẑ × R. Upon multiplying y by a suitable
power of p, one can make y∞ as small as required, and in particular one can
obtain in this way a representative in A(1)

Q,p. Let us assume that |yw| = 1
for all finite places w �= p and that y∞ > 0. Then there exists a unique
n ∈ N ∪ {0} such that pn y ∈ A∗

Q,p.
Given a prime p we define the function fp(λ, β) for λ ∈ (1, p ] and β > 1

by

(4.488) fp(λ, β) =
∑

ck p
−kβ

where the ck ∈ {0, . . . p − 1} are the digits of the expansion of λ in base
p. There is an ambiguous case where all digits ck are equal to 0 for k > m
while cm > 0, since the same number

(4.489) λ =
∑

ck p
−k

is obtained using the same cj for j < m, cm− 1 instead of cm and cj = p− 1
for j > m. In that case, for β > 1, (4.488) gives two different values and we
choose the value coming from the second representation of λ, i.e. the lower
of the two.
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Lemma 4.168. The coefficients ck of the expansion of λ in base p are
given by

(4.490) ck = *λpk − 1+ − p *λpk−1 − 1+ ,
where *x+ = infn∈Z{n ≥ x} denotes the ceiling function. One has

(4.491) fp(λ, β) =
∑

(*λpk − 1+ − p *λpk−1 − 1+) p−kβ .

Proof. Indeed, it is enough to show that

(4.492) *λpk − 1+ =
k∑
0

cj p
k−j .

Using (4.489), one has

λpk =
k∑
0

cj p
k−j + ε , ε =

∞∑
1

ck+n p
−n ,

where ε > 0 since we exclude the case cj = 0 for all j > k. One has ε ≤ 1
by construction, thus *ε − 1+ = 0 and one gets (4.492) since

∑k
0 cj p

k−j is
an integer. Then (4.491) follows. �

Note that, for β > 1, the function fp(λ, β) is discontinuous (cf. Figures 4
and 5) at any point (λ, β) where the expansion of λ in base p is ambiguous,
i.e. λ ∈ N p−k. Moreover for β = 1 one gets

(4.493) fp(λ, 1) = λ , ∀λ ∈ (1, p ] .

We then obtain the following result.

Theorem 4.169. Let (C∗(G(p)), σp
t ) be the C∗-dynamical system asso-

ciated to the groupoid (4.487) with the time evolution (4.476). Then the
following properties hold.

(1) For any y ∈ A∗
Q,p the corresponding representation πy has positive

energy.
(2) Let Hy denote the Hamiltonian implementing the time evolution in

the representation πy, for y ∈ A∗
Q,p with y∞ = λ−1 and λ ∈ (1, p ].

Then the partition function is given by

(4.494) Zp(λ, β) = Tr(e−βHy) = 2
1− p−β

1− p1−β
fp(λ, β) .

(3) The functionals

(4.495) ψβ, y(a) = Tr(e−βHy πy(a)) , ∀a ∈ C∗(G(p))
satisfy the KMSβ condition for σp

t and depend weakly continuously
on the parameter y ∈ A∗

Q,p.
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Figure 4. Graphs of the functions fp(λ, β) as functions of
β for p = 3, λ = n/27. The gray regions are the gaps in the
range of fp.

Proof. (1) This follows from Theorem 4.165. For y ∈ A∗
Q,p one has

(4.496) r ∈ Q∗, ry ∈ A(1)
Q,p =⇒ r = p−km,

for some k ≥ 0 and some integer m prime to p and such that |ry∞| < 1.
This implies

(4.497) |m| < pk+1

and one finds

(4.498) |r|p = pk ≥ 1 and log |r|p ≥ 0,

In fact, the argument above shows that the spectrum of the Hamiltonian
Hy implementing the time evolution σp

t in the representation πy is given by

(4.499) Spec(Hy) = {k log p}k∈N∪{0},

hence πy is a positive energy representation.
(2) We begin with the special case of y∞ = p−1. Then λ = p and

fp(λ, β) = p−1
1−p−β since all digits of λ = p are equal to p − 1. We want to

show that the partition function is given by

(4.500) Tr(e−βHy) = 2
p− 1

1− p1−β
.

The multiplicity of an eigenvalue k log p of Hy is the number of integers
m �= 0 ∈ Z that are prime to p and such that p−k |m| y∞ < 1. Since we
are assuming that y∞ = p−1, this gives |m| < pk+1. Thus, the multiplicity
is just 2 (pk+1 − pk). The factor 2 comes from the sign of the integer m.
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The factor (pk+1 − pk) corresponds to subtracting from the number pk+1 of
positive integers m ≤ pk+1 the number pk of those that are multiples of p.

We now pass to the general case. For x > 0, *x − 1+ is the cardinality
of (0, x)∩N. The same argument used above shows that the multiplicity of
the eigenvalue k log p is given by the counting

2
(
*λpk − 1+ − *λpk−1 − 1+

)
.

Thus

(4.501) Tr(e−βHy) = 2
∞∑

k=0

(
*λpk − 1+ − *λpk−1 − 1+

)
p−kβ .

One has the following equalities of convergent series:
∞∑

k=0

(
*λpk − 1+ − *λpk−1 − 1+

)
p−kβ =

∞∑
k=0

*λpk − 1+ (p−kβ − p−(k+1)β)

so that,

(4.502) Tr(e−βHy) = 2 (1− p−β)
∞∑

k=0

*λpk − 1+ p−kβ .

Similarly
∞∑

k=0

(
*λpk − 1+ − p *λpk−1 − 1+

)
p−kβ =

∞∑
k=0

*λpk − 1+ (p−kβ − p p−(k+1)β)

which gives using (4.491)

(4.503) fp(λ, β) = (1− p1−β)
∞∑

k=0

*λpk − 1+ p−kβ .

Combining (4.502) with (4.503) gives (4.494).
(3) It follows from (4.483) and the finiteness of the partition function

(4.494) that the functionals (4.495) fulfill the KMSβ condition. In terms of
functions on the groupoid G(p) one has

(4.504) ψβ, y(f) =
∑

f(1, n p−k y) p−kβ , ∀f ∈ Cc(G(p))
where the sum is absolutely convergent. Each of the terms in the sum gives a
weakly continuous linear form. Thus one obtains the required continuity. �

Remark 4.170. The partition function Zp(λ, β) is a discontinuous func-
tion of the parameter λ and this might seem to contradict the third state-
ment of Theorem 4.169. It would if the algebra C∗(G(p)) were unital since,
in that case, the partition function is given by evaluation on the unit and
weak continuity implies that it is continuous. In our case C∗(G(p)) is not
unital, and the partition function is expressed as a supremum of the form

Zp(λ, β) = sup{ψβ, y(a∗a)|a ∈ C∗(G(p)) , ||a|| ≤ 1} .
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Figure 5. Graph of the function Zp(λ, β) as a function of λ
for p = 3, β = 1.2.

In particular it shows that Zp(λ, β) is lower semicontinuous as a function of
λ.

The precise qualitative properties of the partition functions Zp(λ, β) are
described by the following result

Proposition 4.171. As a function of λ ∈ (1, p] the partition function
Zp(λ, β) satisfies for β > 1:

(1) Zp is strictly increasing.
(2) Zp is continuous on the left, and lower semicontinuous.
(3) Zp is discontinuous at any point of the form λ = mp−k with a jump

of 2p−kβ (for m prime to p).
(4) The measure ∂Zp

∂λ is the sum of the Dirac masses at the points λ =
mp−k, m prime to p, with coefficients 2p−kβ.

(5) The closure of the range of Zp is a Cantor set.

Proof. (1) This follows from (4.502) which expresses Zp as an abso-
lutely convergent sum of multiples of the functions *λpk − 1+. The latter
are non-decreasing and jump by 1 at λ ∈ N p−k ∩ (1, p ]. The density of the
union of these finite sets for k ≥ 0 shows that Zp is strictly increasing.

(2) This follows as above from (4.502) and the semi-continuity properties
of the ceiling function.

(3) Let λ = mp−k with m prime to p. Then for any j ≥ k one gets a
jump of 2(1− p−β)p−jβ coming from (4.502) so that their sum gives

2(1− p−β)
∞∑

j=k

p−jβ = 2p−kβ .
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Figure 6. Graphs of the functions Zp(λ, β) as functions of
β for p = 3, λ = n/27. The gray regions are the gaps in the
range. All these functions have a pole at β = 1.

(4) This follows as above from (4.502) and from (3) which computes the
discontinuity at the jumps.

(5) Recall that when writing elements of an interval in base p one gets a
map from the Cantor set to the interval. This map is surjective but fails to
be injective due to the identifications coming from

∑∞
0 (p−1)p−m = p. The

connectedness of the interval is recovered from these identifications. In our
case the coefficients ck of the expansion in base p of elements of (1, p ] are such
that c0 ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1} while ck ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1} for k > 0. This is a Cantor
set K in the product topology of K = {1, . . . , p−1}×

∏
N {0, . . . , p−1}. As

shown in Figure 5, the discontinuities of the function Zp(λ, β) as a function
of λ replace the connected topology of (1, p ] by the totally disconnected
topology of K. �

Remark 4.172. One can use (4.501) to define Zp(λ, β) for any λ > 0,
as

(4.505) Zp(λ, β) = 2
∞∑
−∞

(
*λpk − 1+ − *λpk−1 − 1+

)
p−kβ .
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This makes sense for #(β) > 1 since *λpk − 1+ = 0 for k ≤ − log λ
log p . The

extended function (4.505) satisfies

Zp(pλ, β) = pβZp(λ, β),

which suggests replacing Zp(λ, β) with

(4.506) ζp(λ, β) = λ−βZp(λ, β)

so that

(4.507) ζp(pλ, β) = ζp(λ, β).

This replacement Zp �→ ζp corresponds to the shift in the Hamiltonian Hy

by
Hy �→ Hy − log |y∞|.

We can now refine Theorem 4.165 and consider the zero temperature
KMS state of the system (C∗(G(p)), σp

t ) corresponding to the positive energy
representation πy for y ∈ ΞQ, p .

Proposition 4.173. As β → ∞ the vacuum states (zero temperature
KMS states) of the system (C∗(G(p)), σp

t ) with Hamiltonian Hy have a de-
generacy of 2*λ − 1+, where y∞ = λ−1. There is a preferred choice of a
vacuum state given by the evaluation at y ∈ A∗

Q,p .

Proof. When we look at the orbit of y ∈ A∗
Q,p, i.e. at the intersection

Q∗y ∩ A(1)
Q,p and label its elements by pairs (k,m) as above, we find that all

elements with k = 0 give a ground state. This degeneracy of the vacuum
reflects the fact that the limit of the partition function as the temperature
goes to 0 is not in general equal to 1. For instance, for y∞ = p−1, one finds

lim
β→∞

Tr(e−βHy) = lim
β→∞

2
p− 1

1− p1−β
= 2(p− 1).

More generally, one finds similarly the limit

lim
β→∞

Tr(e−βHy) = 2*λ− 1+.

Among the 2*λ−1+ vacuum states, the state given by evaluation at y ∈ A∗
Q,p

is singled out, since my /∈ A∗
Q,p for m �= 1. It is then natural to consider, for

each finite place p ∈ ΣQ, the section

(4.508) sp(x) = Q∗x ∩ A∗
Q,p, ∀x ∈ CQa

(p) ⊂ AQ/Q
∗

of the projection from AQ to the orbit CQa
(p). �

Notice that sp is discontinuous at the boundary of the domain A∗
Q,p.

Indeed when y∞ crosses the value p−1 the class in CQa
(p) varies continuously

but the representative in A∗
Q,p jumps discontinuously so that its Archimedean

component remains in the interval [p−1, 1). This suggests to consider a cyclic
covering of ΞQ, which we now discuss in §7.5.3.
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7.5.3. The cyclic covering Ξ̃Q of ΞQ.

By construction ΞK is a subspace of the adèle class space XK. We shall
now show, in the case K = Q, that it admits a natural lift Ξ̃Q to a subspace
of AQ which reduces the ambiguity group Q∗ to a cyclic group. One thus
obtains a natural cyclic covering Ξ̃Q ⊂ AQ of ΞQ. We already saw above,
in Proposition 4.173, that it is natural to choose representatives for the
elements of the orbit CQa

(p), for a finite prime p, in the subset of adèles
given by

(4.509) Ξ̃Q,p := {y ∈ AQ| yp = 0 and |y�| = 1 for � �= p,∞ and y∞ > 0}.
We extend this definition at ∞ by

(4.510) Ξ̃Q,∞ := {y ∈ AQ| |yw| = 1 ∀w �=∞ and y∞ = 0}.

Definition 4.174. The locus Ξ̃Q ⊂ AQ is defined as

(4.511) Ξ̃Q =
⋃

v∈ΣQ

Ξ̃Q,v ⊂ AQ

We then have the following simple fact.

Proposition 4.175. Let π be the projection from Ξ̃Q to ΞQ, with π(x)
the class of x modulo the action of Q∗.

(1) The map π : Ξ̃Q → ΞQ is surjective.
(2) Two elements in Ξ̃Q,v have the same image in CQa

(v) iff they are
on the same orbit of the transformation

(4.512) Tx = px , ∀x ∈ Ξ̃Q,p , Tx = −x , ∀x ∈ Ξ̃Q,∞

Proof. The first statement follows by lifting CQ inside A∗
Q as the sub-

group Ẑ∗ × R∗
+. Then any element of CQa

(v) has a representative in

(Ẑ∗ × R∗
+)a(v).

The proof of the second statement is straightforward, since, for a finite
prime p, the subgroup pZ ⊂ Q∗ is the group of elements of Q∗ which leave
Ξ̃Q,p globally invariant. �

7.5.4. The global Morita equivalence.

We obtained the valuation systems (C∗(G(v)), σt) by reducing the group-
oids K∗ � AK,v, associated to the periodic orbits, to the subgroupoids

G(v) = K∗ � A(1)
K,v.

It is important to be able to perform this reduction globally, by reducing
the groupoid GK to a suitable open set. The set A(1)

K of (4.513) that we use
to reduce the groupoid GK will only capture part of the subspace CK, but
since our main focus is on the geometry of the complement of this subspace
(the cokernel of the reduction map), this will not be a problem.
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Definition 4.176. Consider the open neighborhood of 0 ∈ AK defined
by

(4.513) A(1)
K =

∏
w∈ΣK

K(1)
w ⊂ AK

where for any place we let K(1)
w be the interior of {x ∈ Kw ; |x| ≤ 1}. Let

G(1)
K denote the reduction of the groupoid GK by the open subset A(1)

K ⊂ AK of
the units and S(G(1)

K ) denote the corresponding (smooth) groupoid algebra.

The algebra S(G(1)
K ) is a subalgebra of S(GK) where one simply extends

the function f(k, x) by zero outside of the open subgroupoid G(1)
K ⊂ GK.

With this convention, the convolution product of S(G(1)
K ) is simply given by

the convolution product of S(GK) of the form

(f1 � f2)(k, x) =
∑
h∈K∗

f1(kh−1, hx)f2(h, x).

We see from Lemma 4.164 above that the only effect of the reduction to
G(1)

K is to remove from the noncommutative space AK/K∗ all the elements
of CK whose class modulo K∗ does not intersect G(1)

K (i.e. in particular those
whose norm is greater than or equal to one).

The inclusion A(1)
K,v ⊂ A(1)

K is K∗-equivariant and proper, and yields an
algebra homomorphism

(4.514) ρv : S(G(1)
K )→ S(G(1)

K,v)

which plays the role of the restriction map to the periodic orbit XK,v. The
modular automorphisms σv

t of the valuation systems extend to the global
algebra.

Lemma 4.177. Let K be a global field and v ∈ ΣK a place. The map

(4.515) dv(k, x) = log |k|v ∈ R

defines a homomorphism of the groupoid G(1)
K to the additive group R and

the time evolution

(4.516) σv
t (f)(k, x) = |k|itv f(k, x), ∀t ∈ R, ∀f ∈ S(G(1)

K )

generates a 1-parameter group of automorphisms of the algebra S(G(1)
K ).

The following result shows that the nontrivial part of the dynamics σv
t

concentrates on the algebra S(G(v)) with G(v) as in (4.479).

Proposition 4.178. The morphism ρv of (4.514) restricts to a σv
t -

equivariant morphism S(G(1)
K ) → S(G(v)). Moreover, the restriction of the

one-parameter group σv
t to the kernel of ρv is inner.
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Proof. For the first statement note that the proper inclusion AK,v ⊂
AK restricts to a proper inclusion A(1)

K,v ⊂ A(1)
K . For the second statement,

notice that the formula

(4.517) hv(x) = log |x|v, ∀x ∈ A(1)
K ,

defines the multipliers eithv of the kernel of ρv. Indeed eithv is a bounded
continuous function on A(1)

K � A(1)
K,v.

We can then check that the 1-cocycle dv is the coboundary of hv. In
fact, we have

(4.518) hv(kx)− hv(x) = dv(k, x), ∀(k, x) ∈ G(1)
K � G(v).

�

We then have the following symmetries for the algebra S(G(1)
K ).

Proposition 4.179. Let J + denote the semigroup of idèles j ∈ A∗
K

such that jA(1)
K ⊂ A(1)

K . The semigroup J + acts on the algebra S(G(1)
K ) by

endomorphisms obtained as restrictions of the automorphisms of S(GK) of
the form

(4.519) ϑa(j)(f)(k, x) = f(k, j−1x), ∀(k, x) ∈ GK , j ∈ J +.

Let K = Q and C+
Q ⊂ CQ be the semigroup C+

Q = {g ∈ CQ| |g| < 1}. The

semigroup C+
Q acts on S(G(1)

Q ) by the endomorphisms

(4.520) F (g) = ϑa(ḡ),

with ḡ the natural lift of g ∈ C+
Q to Ẑ∗ × R∗

+.

Proof. By construction ϑa(j) is an automorphism of S(GK). For a
function f with support B in the open set G(1)

K the support of the function
ϑa(j)(f) is jB = {(k, jx)|(k, x) ∈ B} ⊂ G(1)

K , so that ϑa(j)(f) still has
support in G(1)

K .
For K = Q let ḡ ∈ Ẑ∗ × R∗

+ be the natural lift of an element g ∈ C+
Q .

Then the Archimedean component ḡ∞ is of absolute value less than 1, so
that ḡ ∈ J +. The action of ϑa(ḡ) by endomorphisms of S(G(1)

Q ) induces a
corresponding action of C+

Q . �

Remark 4.180. For m a positive integer, consider the element g =
(1,m−1)∈ C+

Q . Both g = (1,m−1) and m̃ = (m, 1) are in J + and have the
same class in the idèle class group CQ, since mg = m̃. Thus the automor-
phisms ϑa(g) and ϑa(m̃) of S(GK) are inner conjugate. Since the open set
A(1)

K ⊂ AK is not closed its characteristic function is not continuous and does
not define a multiplier of S(GK). It follows that the endomorphism F (g) is
inner conjugate to the endomorphism ϑa(m̃) only in the following weaker
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sense. There exists a sequence of elements un of S(G(1)
K ) such that for any

f ∈ S(G(1)
K ) with compact support

F (g)(f) = un ϑa(m̃)(f)u∗n,

holds for all n large enough.

7.5.5. Arithmetic subalgebra, Frobenius and monodromy.

We now describe a natural algebra of coordinates B on ΞQ. As we saw in
Chapter 3, the BC system of Chapter 3 §4.1 ([30]), as well as its arithmetic
generalizations of [86] and [90], have the important property that they come
endowed with an arithmetic structure given by an arithmetic subalgebra.

The general framework of endomotives developed in §2 shows a broad
class of examples where a similar arithmetic structure is naturally present.
We consider here the issue of extending the construction of the “rational
subalgebra” of the BC system to the algebra S(G(1)

Q ) of §7.5.4.
In order to get a good geometric picture it is convenient to think in terms

of Q-lattices rather than of adèles, as in Chapter 3 §4 ([86]). Thus, we use
Lemma 3.21 of Chapter 3 to identify the set of 1-dimensional Q-lattices with
Ẑ× R∗

+ by the map

(4.521) � : Ẑ× R∗
+ → {Q− lattices} , �(ρ, λ) = (Λ, φ) = (λ−1Z, λ−1ρ),

which associates to an adèle (ρ, λ) ∈ Ẑ × R∗
+ ⊂ AQ the Q-lattice obtained

using ρ to label the torsion points of R/λ−1Z. Replacing (ρ, λ) by (nρ, nλ),
for a positive integer n ∈ N, one obtains the pair ( 1

nΛ, φ), which is commen-
surable to (Λ, φ). Thus, the action of Q∗

+ corresponds to commensurability
of Q-lattices under the map ι. Multiplying λ by a positive scalar corresponds
to the scaling action of R∗

+ on Q-lattices.
Let us recall from Chapter 3, Theorem 3.30, the description of the “ra-

tional algebra” A1,Q for the BC system, in terms of Q-lattices. We let, as
in (3.83),

(4.522) ε1,a(Λ, φ) =
∑

y∈Λ+φ(a)

y−1,

for any a ∈ Q/Z. This is well defined, for φ(a) �= 0, using the summation
limN→∞

∑N
−N , and is zero by definition for φ(a) = 0. The function

(4.523) ϕa(ρ, λ) = ε1,a(�(ρ, λ)), ∀(ρ, λ) ∈ Ẑ× R∗
+,

is well defined and homogeneous of degree 1 in λ. Moreover, for fixed a ∈
Q/Z with denominator m, it only depends upon the projection of ρ on the
finite group Z/mZ, hence it defines a continuous function on Ẑ×R∗

+. Using
the degree 1 homogeneity in λ, one gets that (4.523) extends by continuity
to 0 on Ẑ× {0}.
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One gets functions that are homogeneous of degree zero by taking the
derivatives of the functions ϕa. The functions

(4.524) ψa(ρ, λ) =
1

2πi
d

dλ
ϕa(ρ, λ), ∀(ρ, λ) ∈ Ẑ× R∗

+,

are independent of λ, hence they define continuous functions on A(1)
Q . They

are non-trivial on Ξ̃Q,∞ = Ẑ∗×{0} ⊂ Ẑ×{0} and they agree there with the
functions e1,a of Chapter 3 (3.80).

Proposition 4.181. Let B be the algebra generated by the ϕa and ψa

defined in (4.523) and (4.524) above.

(1) The expression

(4.525) N(f) =
1

2πi
d

dλ
f

defines a derivation N of B.
(2) The algebra B is stable under the derivation Y that generates the 1-

parameter semigroup F (µ) of endomorphisms of S(G(1)
Q ) of (4.520)

and one has, at the formal level, the relation

(4.526) F (µ)N = µNF (µ).

(3) For any element f ∈ B one has

(4.527) α ◦ f(x) = f(α̃ x), ∀x ∈ Ξ̃Q,∞ and ∀α ∈ Gal(Qcycl/Q),

where α̃ ∈ Ẑ∗ ⊂ CQ is the element of the idèle class group associated
to α ∈ Gal(Qcycl/Q) by the class field theory isomorphism.

Proof. (1) By construction N is a derivation of the algebra of functions.
Moreover (4.524) shows that N(ϕa) = ψa, while N(ψa) = 0. Thus, the
derivation rule shows that B is stable under N .

(2) The derivation generating the one-parameter semigroup F (µ) is giv-
en, up to sign, by the grading operator

(4.528) Y (f) = λ
d

dλ
f.

By construction, any of the ϕa is of degree one, i.e. Y (ϕa) = ϕa and ψa is
of degree 0. Thus, again the derivation rule shows that B is stable under Y .

(3) This only involves the functions ψa, since by construction the restric-
tion of ϕa is zero on Ξ̃Q,∞. The result then follows from Chapter 3, (3.137)
in Theorem 3.32. In fact, all these functions take values in the cyclotomic
field Qcycl ⊂ C and they intertwine the action of the discontinuous piece Ẑ∗

of CQ with the action of the Galois group of Qcycl. �

This is in agreement with viewing the algebra B as the algebra of coordi-
nates on Ξ̃Q. Indeed, in the case of a global field K of positive characteristic,
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the action of the Frobenius on the points of C(F̄q) (which have coordinates
in F̄q) corresponds to the Frobenius map

(4.529) Fr : u �→ uq, ∀u ∈ K

of the function field K of the curve C. The Frobenius endomorphism u �→ uq

of K is the operation that replaces a function f : C(F̄q) → F̄q by its q-
th power, i.e. the composition Fr ◦ f with the Frobenius automorphism
Fr ∈ Gal(F̄q/Fq). For f ∈ K, one has

(4.530) Fr ◦ f = f q = f ◦ Fr,

where on the right hand side Fr is the map that raises every coordinate to
the power q. This corresponds to the intertwining with the Galois action
discussed above.

Notice moreover that, as we have seen in Proposition 4.179, only the
semigroup C+

Q acts on the reduced system S(G(1)
Q ) and it acts by endomor-

phisms. It nevertheless acts in a bijective manner on the points of ΞQ. This
is similar to what happens with the Frobenius endomorphism (4.529), which
is only an endomorphism of the field of functions K̄, while it acts bijectively
(as a Galois automorphism of the coordinates) on the points of C(F̄q).

Further notice that there is a striking formal analogy between the oper-
ators F and N of Proposition 4.181 satisfying the relation (4.526) and the
Frobenius and local monodromy operators introduced in the context of the
“special fiber at arithmetic infinity” in Arakelov geometry (see [100], [102]).
In particular, one should compare (4.526) with §2.5 of [102] that discusses
a notion of Weil–Deligne group at arithmetic infinity.

7.6. Vortex configurations (an analogy).

We formulate here an analogy between some of the beginning steps of the
Weil proof of RH for function fields and statements formulated in terms of
differential operators and index theory. The purpose is to help in building
a dictionary between correspondences given in terms of divisors in the Weil
proof and correspondences in terms of something akin to Kasparov modules
and (pseudo)differential operators in noncommutative geometry.

Since the purpose of this section is mainly to build an analogy, we will
not give the full analytic details of the vortex moduli spaces we consider
below, but we include references to the literature where the reader can find
a more detailed treatment.

We assume that C is a smooth algebraic curve and we think of it as a
curve over C (a compact Riemann surface) to obtain the differential geo-
metric analogs of the arguments given by Weil in the function field case
(for a curve defined over a finite field). It is already a well known fact that
the complex geometry analog of positivity can be found in the Hodge index
theorem, in the form of Castelnuovo positivity (cf. e.g. [267]).
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As in §6.2 above, we consider a correspondence, given by a divisor Z on
C × C. As we have seen, this can be viewed as a multivalued map (4.388).
We consider the two degrees (4.383).

As we have seen in §6 above, in the Weil argument one first uses trivial
correspondences P × C and C × P to alter the degree of Z(P ). Thus, up
to trivial correspondences, we can start by assuming that we are handed a
correspondence Z(P ) with

(4.531) d(Z) = g,

where g is the genus of the curve.
We begin by translating these data into more operator theoretic lan-

guage. For a fixed P ∈ C, we are dealing with a divisor D = Z(P ) on the
Riemann surface C. There is an associated line bundle L = LD on C.

Lemma 4.182. The Riemann–Roch formula for the curve C can be equiv-
alently written as the Atiyah–Singer index theorem

(4.532) Ind ∂̄L =
∫

C
ch(L) ∧ td(TC).

Proof. The right hand side of (4.532) can be computed as

(4.533)

∫
C ch(L) ∧ td(TC) =

∫
C(1 + c1(L))(1 + 1

2c1(TC))

=
∫
C c1(L) + 1

2

∫
C c1(TC) = deg(L) + 1− g.

This recovers the usual Riemann-Roch formula upon identifying

(4.534) Ker ∂̄L = H0(C,L)

and

(4.535) Coker ∂̄L = Ker ∂̄∗L = H1(C,L) = H0(C,K ⊗ L−1),

where K " T ∗C is the canonical line bundle and the last identification is
given by Serre duality. �

One sees from the formulae (4.532) an (4.533) that if we consider a line
bundle L with deg(L) = g, which is what we obtain from (4.531), then we
have Ind ∂L = 1, which guarantees that dim Ker ∂L > 0.

There is another natural differential operator on the Riemann surface
C, which differs slightly from the ∂̄ operator considered above. It is the
Dirac operator ∂/. On a compact Riemann surface C this is related to the ∂̄
operator by

(4.536) ∂/ = ∂̄K1/2 .

As in the case of the ∂̄ operator, one can consider the Dirac operator twisted
with a line bundle L,

(4.537) ∂/L = ∂̄K1/2⊗L.
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The Atiyah-Singer index theorem for ∂/L is then of the form

(4.538) Ind ∂/L =
∫

C
ch(L) ∧ Â(TC) = deg(L).

Thus, in the case of the Dirac operator, if we consider a line bundle L with
deg(L) = g we obtain not just a positive dimensional kernel, but the stronger
condition Ind ∂/L = g, which implies dim Ker ∂/L > g − 1. We will encounter
below another differential operator that has this same property.

In the Weil proof one then proceeds to modify the divisor Z(P ) to an
effective divisor, while maintaining the same degree d(Z) = g. This is done
using the fact that any divisor of degree g is linearly equivalent to an effective
divisor. We want to see the same result, and the effect of moving D = Z(P )
by a principal divisor, in operator theoretic terms.

We first recall the following procedure, which is standard when dealing
with the index for families (cf. e.g. §5.1.3 and §5.2.1 of [121]). Notice that we
are in fact dealing with a family case, since the divisor D = Z(P ) depends
upon the point P ∈ C, through the correspondence Z, so that we are in fact
dealing with a family of differential operators

(4.539) DP = ∂/LZ(P )
or DP = ∂̄LZ(P )

,

parameterized by P ∈ C.
Suppose given an elliptic differential operator D with pointwise index

satisfying IndD > 0. For the moment, we can assume that D is either ∂̄L or
∂/L, with the line bundle L associated to the divisor D = Z(P ) as in (4.539),
but we will soon focus on a slightly different choice of D. The operator acts
between smooth sections of vector bundles,

D : Γ(E)→ Γ(E′).

The formal difference [KerDP ] − [CokerDP ] defines an element in the
K-theory of C. We use the notation EP = Γ(C,EP ) and E ′P = Γ(C,E′

P ).
The map DP is Fredholm, upon fixing suitable Sobolev completions of the
spaces EP and E ′P . If D is surjective, then KerD is a vector bundle over
C. Otherwise, one can find a trivial vector bundle CN on C and a map
T : CN → E ′P such that the linear operator D⊕ T is surjective, and one has

Ind(D) = [Ker(D ⊕ T )]− [CN ] ∈ K(C).

The map T is defined locally so that its image spans the CokerDP and
patched together globally. The index class does not depend on the choice of
such a map T . The determinant line bundle of D is then defined equivalently
as

(4.540)
detD =

∧max KerD ⊗ (
∧max CokerD)∗

=
∧max Ker (D ⊕ T )⊗ (

∧N CN )∗.

The right hand side shows that indeed detD is a well-defined line bundle,
regardless of the fact that the dimensions of KerD and CokerD may jump.
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As observed in §5.2.1 of [121], passing from D to D⊕T by the construc-
tion above is closely related to the procedure of transverse perturbations,
widely used in gauge theory to achieve transversality of the relevant moduli
spaces (cf. e.g. §4.2 of [121]). In that setting, typically, the virtual dimen-
sion of a moduli space is computed by an index theorem for the Fredholm
operator given by the linearization at a solution of a system of nonlinear
elliptic differential equations. The value of the index gives the virtual (ex-
pected) dimension of the moduli space. In fact, while the kernel of the
operator represents infinitesimal deformations of the solutions (in the Ku-
ranishi model), the cokernel represents obstructions to the smoothness and
transversality of the moduli space.

We now rephrase in these “gauge theoretic” terms the operation of mod-
ifying the divisor D = Z(P ) by a principal divisor. To this purpose we
rephrase the data of divisors in terms of vortex configurations.

Definition 4.183. For a given holomorphic line bundle L over a com-
pact Riemann surface C, one considers the non-linear Yang–Mills functional

(4.541) E(A, u) =
1
2
‖FA‖2 + 2

∥∥∥∥ 1
1 + |u|2 ∂̄Au

∥∥∥∥2

+
1
2

∥∥∥∥1− |u|2
1 + |u|2

∥∥∥∥2

,

where A is a U(1)-connection on L and u is a section.

One then has the following result.

Lemma 4.184. The first order equations associated to the variational
problem that minimizes the energy functional give rise to the self-dual (or
anti-self-dual) equations of abelian Higgs theory,

(4.542) ∂̄Au = 0, ∗iFA =
1− |u|2
1 + |u|2 .

The moduli spaceML(C) of solutions to the equations (4.542) modulo gauge
transformations Maps(C,U(1)) is a copy of the symmetric product of the
curve C,

(4.543) ML(C) = Sd(C),

where d = deg(L).

The moduli space (4.543) corresponds to the effective divisors of holo-
morphic sections of the line bundle L,

D = u−1(0) = (Q1, . . . , Qd) ∈ Sd(C).

The identification (4.543) actually holds only in a certain range of values
of deg(L). To extend the range of validity to arbitrary deg(L) one can
introduce an additional sufficiently large real parameter in the equation,
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which corresponds to scaling the volume, as in [32]. We discuss this point
later.

The configuration space BL(C) is the set of all pairs (A, u) of connec-
tions and smooth sections of L modulo gauge, completed in suitable Sobolev
norms so that the linearization of the equations is a Fredholm operator. The
moduli space (4.543) is cut out transversely by the equations (4.542) inside
the configuration space BL(C). This means that the linearization, which
gives the deformation complex for the moduli space, has trivial cokernel.
This follows, for instance, from the results of [137].

There is a way to extend the gauge theoretic picture to include the
case of meromorphic sections (and non-effective divisors). The functional
(4.541) extends to a Yang–Mills functional defined on sections of the complex
projective bundle P(L ⊕ C) over C (cf. [271], [209]) and this corresponds
to a gauge theory on Riemann surfaces where vortices and anti-vortices
simultaneously arise, namely, where the section u is a meromorphic section
with a certain number n of poles. Since, if m denotes the number of zeros,
the difference m−n =

∫
C c1(L) = deg(L) is fixed, assigning n also fixes m.

We need to define a suitable configuration space BL(C, n) for these data,
with BL(C) = BL(C, 0). It is convenient to consider the elements of BL(C, n)
as gauge equivalence classes of pairs (Ã, ũ), where Ã is a U(1)-connection
and ũ is a smooth section of the projectivized bundle P(L⊕C). The numbers
of zeros and poles are then specified by the data

m = #(ũ(C) ∩ s0(C)), n = #(ũ(C) ∩ s∞(C)),

where s0 and s∞ are the two natural sections of P(L⊕ C) ,

s0(x) = �(0x,1), s∞(x) = �(vx,0),

where �(vx,u) denotes the complex line through the point (vx, u) ∈ Lx ⊕ C.
In this way, one introduces two different charts,

Ω∞ = {ũ ∩ s0 = ∅}, Ω0 = {ũ ∩ s∞ = ∅}.
In the chart Ω0 the section ũ can be identified with a section of L, while
in the chart Ω∞, ũ can be identified with a section u∨ of the dual bun-
dle Hom(L,C). Here we view Hom(L,C) ⊂ P(L ⊕ C) by identifying h ∈
Hom(L,C) with the complex line {(vx, h(vx)) : x ∈ C}. The connection can
also be identified with a connection A∨ on the dual line bundle.

Lemma 4.185. The functional (4.541) then extends to all of BL(C, n),
for any given n, in the form
(4.544)

E(Ã, ũ) =


1
2 ‖FA‖2 + 2

∥∥∥ 1
1+|u|2 ∂̄Au

∥∥∥2
+ 1

2

∥∥∥1−|u|2
1+|u|2

∥∥∥2
, ũ ∈ Ω0

1
2 ‖FA∨‖2 + 2

∥∥∥ 1
1+|u∨|2 ∂̄A∨u∨

∥∥∥2
+ 1

2

∥∥∥1−|u∨|2
1+|u∨|2

∥∥∥2
, ũ ∈ Ω∞.

The values of the functional agree in the overlap of the two charts.
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The corresponding first order equations can also be seen in the two
charts and they give the Bogomolny equations (4.542). These determine a
meromorphic section u of L and a meromorphic section u∨ of the dual line
bundle. The zeros ũ(C)∩s0(C) are the zeros of u and the poles ũ(C)∩s∞(C)
are the zeros of u∨.

A global solution (Ã, ũ) thus determines local solutions (A, u) and
(A∨, u∨) of (4.542) in Ω0 and Ω∞, with u and u∨ meromorphic.

The reason for going through this gauge theoretic reformulation of the
data of a holomorphic line bundle L with a Hermitian connection A and a
meromorphic section is that now we can give a reformulation of the operation
of modifying a divisor D by a principal divisor so as to obtain an effective
divisor in terms of deforming a first order elliptic differential operator by a
zero order perturbation to make it surjective.

The family of differential operators we consider here are given by the
linearization of (4.542) at a solution.

Lemma 4.186. The linearization of the equations (4.542) at a solution
(A, u) gives a first order elliptic differential operator D(A,u) acting on pairs
(α,w) of a 1-form α = α0,1 + α1,0 and a section w. This is explicitly of the
form

(4.545) D(A,u)(α,w) =


∂̄Aw + iα0,1 · u
− ∗ idα + �(|u|2)#〈u,w〉
d∗α− i�〈u,w〉,

where, in the second equation we have

�(x) = 2
(
x2 − 1

1 + x2

)
.

The third equation is the gauge fixing condition (the slice of the gauge
action) given by the L2-adjoint G∗

(A,u)(α,w) of the infinitesimal gauge action

G(A,u)(f) = (−idf, if u).

We obtain the index of the linearization (4.545).

Lemma 4.187. The index of D(A,u) is given by

(4.546) IndD(A,u) = Ind ∂̄L + Ind ∂̄∗ = deg(L).

Proof. This follows from the identity d∗α − i ∗ dα = 2∂̄α0,1. In fact,
this shows that, up to zero order terms, one can compute IndD(A,u) as
Ind ∂̄L + Ind ∂̄∗. �

Corollary 4.188. If (A, u) and (A∨, u∨) are the data coming from the
restriction of (Ã, ũ) to the charts Ω0 and Ω∞, respectively, then

(4.547) IndD(A∨,u∨) = Ind ∂̄L−1 + Ind ∂̄∗ = −IndD(A,u).
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Lemma 4.187 gives the virtual (complex) dimension of the space of gauge
classes of solutions (A, u) of the equations (4.542). If the linearization (4.545)
is surjective, then the virtual dimension equals the actual dimension, while
if the dimension of the kernel is larger than the index, there may be excess
intersection and the moduli space will not be cut out transversely by the
equations.

As we remarked before, the virtual dimension being positive does not
guarantee that the moduli space will be nonempty. Conversely, there may be
cases where the moduli space is nonempty though having a negative virtual
dimension. Thus, computing the virtual dimension does not suffice and we
need to find the actual dimension of the moduli spaces ML(C, n).

It is in fact known what the actual dimension of the moduli spaces
ML(C, n) is. First one needs to ensure that the ML(C, n) are nonempty.
A necessary condition is seen if one integrates the curvature equation of
(4.542).

Lemma 4.189. A necessary condition for the equation (4.542) to admit
solutions with nontrivial section u is the estimate

(4.548) |deg(L)| < Vol(C)
2π

.

Proof. The term with the curvature form yields the topological invari-
ant 2π deg(L) and the term 1/(1 + |u|2) is bounded above by 1. Thus one
obtains an estimate of the form (4.548). �

This bound can be improved upon inserting a positive real parameter τ
in the equation (replacing 1− |u|2 with τ − |u|2). This relaxes the condition
(4.548) to the weaker

(4.549) |deg(L)| < τVol(C)
2π

.

The main result of [271] shows the following.

Proposition 4.190. For an assigned divisor

(4.550) D = {q1, . . . , qm,−p1, . . . ,−pn}
of degree

deg(D) = m− n = deg(L),
there exists a unique solution (Ã, ũ) (in the gauge slice).

The argument is given as a fixed point argument, as is customary in
problems of pasting of solutions of nonlinear elliptic equations. We do not
reproduce a proof here. The result is proved in [271] for the unperturbed
equations (τ = 1) with the constraint (4.548), while the fixed point argument
for a perturbed version of the equations is considered in [209], although with
a different choice of perturbation and a variant of (4.549).

As a consequence of Proposition 4.190 one can also obtain the actual
dimension of the moduli space of solutions.
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Corollary 4.191. The actual dimension of the moduli spaceML(C, n)
is

(4.551) dimCML(C, n) = n + m.

Proof. Upon describing solutions in terms of the data of divisors as
in Proposition 4.190, one sees that the freedom to move along the moduli
space from a point [Ã, ũ] corresponds to the freedom to move the choice of
the n + m points (zeros and poles) of the divisor D. �

We can now formulate the following result.

Proposition 4.192. Suppose given a divisor D on the Riemann sur-
face C of assigned positive degree and a continuous family of divisors Dt,
depending on a real parameter t ∈ [0, 1], such that

D0 = D = {q1, . . . , qm,−p1, . . . ,−pn}
and with D1 effective. There is a corresponding family D(At,ut) of first order
elliptic differential operators with IndD(At,ut) = deg(Dt) = deg(D) and such
that dimCokerD(A0,u0) = n and dim CokerD(A1,u1) = 0.

Proof. If one considers the restriction (A, u) of a solution (Ã, ũ) to Ω0,
thus freezing the n modes corresponding to poles, one obtains then that
dimKerD(A,u) = m (the number of zeros) and, from the index computation
(4.546), dimCokerD(A,u) = n (the number of poles).

A neighborhood of the solution (Ã, ũ) in the moduli space ML(C, n)
can be obtained via a gluing construction. Upon writing the divisor D of
(4.550) in the form D = D0 −D∞ with

(4.552) D0 = {q1, . . . , qm} D∞ = {p1, . . . , pn},
one can consider the moduli spaceML(C,D∞) of gauge classes of solutions
(A, u) of the equations (4.542), where u is a meromorphic section with poles
at D∞. Similarly, one considers the moduli space ML−1(C,D0) of gauge
classes of solutions (A∨, u∨) of the equations (4.542) on the dual line bundle
L−1, with u∨ a meromorphic section with poles at D0. One can paste
together elements of ML(C,D∞) and ML−1(C,D0) by a cutoff function
and create approximate solutions

(4.553) (A, u)#(A∨, u∨)

in a neighborhood UÃ,ũ) of the original solution (Ã, ũ) in the configuration
space BL(C, n). The dimension of this neighborhood is given by the “ap-
proximate kernel” of the linearization (4.545) at the approximate solution,
that is, by the span of the eigenvectors with small eigenvalues of the operator

(4.554) D∗
(A,u)#(A∨,u∨)D(A,u)#(A∨,u∨).

This span can be seen to have dimension

(4.555) dimKerD(A,u) + dim KerD(A∨,u∨).
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Inside this neighborhood of the solution (Ã, ũ) one finds the neighborhood
of actual solutions

(4.556) V(Ã,ũ) = U(Ã,ũ) ∩ML(C, n)

as the zero set of an obstruction section

(4.557) V(Ã,ũ) = σ−1(0) ⊂ U(Ã,ũ)

of a bundle over U(Ã,ũ) with fiber the approximate cokernel, i.e. the small
eigenmodes of

D(A,u)#(A∨,u∨)D∗
(A,u)#(A∨,u∨)),

of dimension

(4.558) dim CokerD(A,u) + dim CokerD(A∨,u∨).

The fixed point argument of [271] translates into the fact that the obstruc-
tion section vanishes and all approximate solutions can be perturbed to
actual solutions (by an iteration method). Thus, the (n + m)-dimensional
tangent space of the moduli space ML(C, n) can be identified with

(4.559) T(Ã,ũ)ML(C, n) " KerD(A,u) ×KerD(A∨,u∨).

Suppose now given a continuous family of divisors Dt, depending on a
real parameter t ∈ [0, 1], such that D0 = D = {q1, . . . , qm,−p1, . . . ,−pn}
and with D1 effective. We have

deg(Dt) = deg(D0) = m− n = deg(L).

By the result on existence and uniqueness of solutions described above, this
family Dt determines a path [Ãt, ũt]. There will be intervals [tk, tk+1] with
t0 = 0 and tN = 1 such that, for all t ∈ [tk, tk+1], we have [Ãt, ũt] ∈
ML(C, nk), for some nk ≥ 0, with [Ã0, ũ0] ∈ ML(C, n) and [Ã1, ũ1] ∈
ML(C, 0) = sdeg(L)(C).

If we consider the corresponding one-parameter family of linear differ-
ential operators D(At,ut) we see that

dimCokerD(A0,u0) = n while dim CokerD(A1,u1) = 0.

Thus, we have shown that deforming a given divisor D of assigned (positive)
degree to an effective divisor of the same degree corresponds to deforming
the differential operator D(A,u) to a surjective operator while preserving the
index. �
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(Virtual) correspondences Bivariant class Γ

Composition Cup product in KK-theory

Frobenius correspondence Z(f) ⇒ bivariant element Γ = Γ(f)

Degree of correspondence Pointwise index d(Γ)

Trivial correspondences Elements of the range V

Adjusting the degree Failure of Fubini
by trivial correspondences on the test functions

�(D) − �(K − D) = deg D − (g − 1) Ind ∂̄L = td(TC) + c1(L)

deg Z(P ) ≥ g ⇒ Z + div(f) effective d(Γ) > 0 ⇒ Γ + K onto

Effective correspondences Epimorphism of C∗-modules

Modulo torsion KK(A, B ⊗ II1)

Lefschetz formula Bivariant Chern of Γ(f)
(by localization on the graph Z(f))

Weil trace Bivariant Chern
unchanged by principal divisors unchanged by compact perturbations

Table 1. The Weil proof and the adèle class space: a dictionary

7.7. Building a dictionary.

We have described some of the first steps towards building a dictionary
between the Weil proof of RH for function fields and the noncommutative
geometry of the adèle class space. We outline here some of the entries of the
dictionary, some of which we have already described and some that are still
more tentative. They are summarized in Table 1 below.
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Correspondences in the noncommutative geometry setting, as we have
seen at the beginning of this chapter, can be thought of in terms of Kas-
parov modules and KK-theory classes, with the Kasparov product behaving
like composition of correspondences. As we already pointed out in §1, the
equivalence relation of homotopy imposed on Kasparov modules to obtain
KK-theory classes is most likely not the best equivalence relation to work
with when one wants a good analog of correspondences given by algebraic
cycles. In the zero-dimensional setting of endomotives this is not a problem
as the dependence on the equivalence relation is no longer seen, as in the
case of Artin motives, cf. §2, but more generally this issue will have to be
addressed.

We have seen that we do have a natural replacement for the Frobenius
correspondences

∑
n anFrn, given by the scaling action of CK, in the form

of the elements

Z(f) =
∫

CK

f(g)Zg d
∗g with f ∈ S (CK).

There is also a good analog for the degree of a correspondence, which
should be identified with a pointwise index, if we think of the correspondence
Z(f) as giving rise to a bivariant class Γ(f). (This is a necessary step of
quantization of the Frobenius correspondence.) We have also seen that it is
possible to modify the degree of a correspondence Z(f) by adding to f an
element in the range V of the restriction map Tr ◦ π.

The next very important step is the perturbation of a correspondence Z
with degree deg(Z) = g to an effective correspondence, obtained by adding
a principal divisor div(f). This lacks an immediate analog. We have
given in §7.6 above a heuristic argument which suggests that the analog of
changing a correspondence by principal divisors to make it effective can be
thought of as achieving surjectivity of a Fredholm operator of positive index
by a compact perturbation that yields an operator with the same index
and a trival cokernel. The Riemann–Roch formula becomes in this context
the index theorem. This in particular requires interpreting the degree of a
correspondence Z(f) as the local index of an associated bivariant class Γ(f).

In Weil’s proof the positivity of the trace ignores all the torsion in the
algebra of correspondences under composition. Thus, in building an appro-
priate dictionary, one should perform a similar simplification. In the context
of KK-theory, replacing KK(A,B) with KK(A,B⊗N ), where N is a type
II1 factor, has the effect of removing torsion by tensoring the group with
R. This makes it possible to consider combinations of correpondences with
real coefficients, due to the fact that dimension theory for II1 factors gives
K(N ) = R. Thus, to be able to work modulo torsion, it is best to work with
correspondences obtained after tensoring with a type II1 factor.
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This discussion only touched upon some of the issues involved in the
making of such a dictionary. The development of this project will also imply
further developing and refining the tools of noncommutative geometry.

8. The analogy between QG and RH

We end this chapter and the book by returning to the problem of con-
structing a theory of quantum gravity. We use the understanding we gained
in the last chapters about phase transitions in the quantum statistical me-
chanical systems of Q-lattices and the analogy with the way the electroweak
phase transition is treated in [268]. This suggests that the KMS condition
may be taken as a definition of temperature states on a suitable algebra HG

of quantum gravity observables.

8.1. KMS states and the electroweak phase transition.

We discuss the electroweak phase transition in the Standard Model fol-
lowing [268]. It is based on the computation of the effective potential for
the scalar Higgs field in the Standard Model and the effect of high temper-
ature on symmetry breaking.

8.1.1. Effective potential at one loop. The effective action of Chapter I
§3.5 can be expanded in powers of the derivatives of the classical field φ
around the constant field φ = φc. This expansion, written in increasing
powers of the momenta, is then of the form

(4.560) Seff (φ) =
∫

[−V (φ) +
1
2
(∂µφ)2Z(φ) + · · · ] dDx

where V and Z are ordinary functions of one variable.
The function V is the effective potential and determines spontaneous

symmetry breaking through minimization of V and the existence of a non-
zero solution of

(4.561) dV/dφc = 0 , φc �= 0

Since the effective action is, in the Euclidean context, the formal power series
in �

Seff (φ) = S(φ)−
∑

Γ∈ 1PI

�L Γ(φ)
σ(Γ)

,

one finds that the effective potential V can be expressed as the following
sum over 1PI diagrams with zero external momenta:

(4.562) V (φc) = V0(φc)−
∑

Γ∈ 1PI

�LU(Γ(p1 = 0, . . . , pN = 0))
σ(Γ)

φN
c

N !

where φc is viewed as a real variable, and V0(φc) is the classical potential. By
construction the quantum corrections are organized in increasing powers of �
and these correspond to the loop number of the 1PI graphs. At the one-loop
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level and for a polynomial interaction, one finds that the unrenormalized
value gives ([268], equation 2.64)

(4.563) V (φc) = V0(φc) +
�

2

∫
log(1 +

V0
′′(φc)
k2

)
dDk

(2π)D
+ O(�2)

In dimension D = 4 the integral diverges in the ultraviolet due to the two
terms

(4.564)
V0

′′(φc)
k2

− (V0
′′(φc))2

2 k4

in the expansion of the logarithm at large momentum k. If the classical
potential V0 is at most quartic the divergences can be compensated by adding
suitable counterterms in the classical potential. Thus, in particular, if
one uses an ultraviolet cutoff Λ and considers the φ4 theory with classical
potential V0(φ) = 1

2m
2φ2 + λ

4φ
4, one gets a quadratic divergence of the form

(4.565)
Λ2

32π2
(3λφ2

c + m2)− log Λ
32π2

(V0
′′(φc))2,

whose elimination requires adjusting the classical potential as a function of
the cutoff Λ as

(4.566) (V0 + δV0)(φ) = V0(φ)− Λ2

32π2
(3λφ2) +

log Λ
32π2

(6m2λφ2 + 9λ2φ4),

where we ignored an irrelevant (but Λ-dependent) additive constant.
This shows very clearly that, in order to obtain a Λ-independent effec-

tive potential, one needs the bare action to depend upon Λ with a large
negative quadratic term of the form − Λ2

32π2 (3λφ2) at the one-loop level. This
is precisely the type of term present in the spectral action of Chapter I, in
the case of the Standard Model. The presence of the other quadratic diver-
gences coming from the Yukawa coupling of the scalar field with fermions
alters the overall sign of the quadratic divergence only at small enough Λ.
However, as shown in [52] §5.7, it reverts to the above sign when Λ gets
above 1010 GeV and in particular when it is close to the unification scale.

After elimination of the divergences the renormalized effective potential
at one-loop in the case of the Standard Model is of the form (cf. [268]
equation 4.1)

(4.567)

V (φc) = 1
2m

2φ2
c + λ

4φ
4
c+

�
64π2

[
B φ4

c log φ2
c

µ2 + (3λφ2
c + m2)2 log (3λφ2

c+m2)
µ2

+3(λφ2
c + m2)2 log (λφ2

c+m2)
µ2

]
+ . . .

where µ is the renormalization scale, and B is given by

(4.568) B =
3
16

(3g4
2 + 2g2

1 g
2
2 + g4

1)− 3y4
t .
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One needs to check that the quantum correction does not affect too dras-
tically the value φc = σ at which the first derivative of V vanishes. The
classical value (assuming m2 < 0) is given by σ2 = −m2

λ . The coefficient

of the leading term φ4
c log φ2

c
µ2 in (4.567) is X = �

64π2 (12λ2 + B). This term
will give rise to an additional contribution to the derivative dV/dφc of the
form 2Xφ3

c , which will add to the classical term λφ3
c . This gives us as a

rough estimate that, provided we take the running scale µ of the same order
as σ, the leading alteration of σ2 is obtained by replacing σ2 = −m2

λ by
σ2 = − m2

λ+2X (cf. [268] equation 2.105). In the case of the Standard Model
at the electroweak scale one has 2X ∼ − 1

16π2 ∼ −0.0039 while λ ∼ 0.24,
which gives an error of two percent.

8.1.2. Effective potential at high temperature. To understand how to
take temperature into account, let us first give the physics interpretation
of the one-loop correction to the effective potential in the zero temperature
case. One considers (4.563) and performs the integration over the compo-
nent k0 of the Euclidean momentum. This gives (in D = 4 dimensions)

(4.569) V (φc) = V0(φc) + �

∫ √
k2 + V0

′′(φc)
d3k

(2π)3
+ O(�2),

which is the integral of the energy density of zero-point energy fluctuations
around φc.

Proposition 4.193. The effective potential at temperature T in Eu-
clidean space-time is the same as the effective potential at zero temperature
in the product of space by a circle S1 of length β = 1

T with antiperiodic spin
structure.

Proof. We repeat the formal proof given in [268, §3.1.2]. The theory
at temperature T is given by the ensemble of temperature Green’s functions
associated to the Gibbs state

(4.570)
G = ϕβ(A1(x1, t1) · · ·An(xn, tn))

= Z−1 Tr(e−βHA1(x1, t1) · · ·An(xn, tn))

where Z = Tr(e−βH) and H is the Hamiltonian. Working at the formal level
using the identity

(4.571) Am(xm, tm) = eitmH Am(xm, 0)e−itmH

one obtains the following formula for the temperature Green’s functions:

(4.572)
G((x1, t1), . . . , (xn, tn)) =

Z−1 Tr(e−βHeit1H A1(x1, 0)ei(t2−t1)H · · ·An(xn, 0)e−itnH)

and one checks that this expression is invariant under the translation

itm �→ itm + β
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In other words, the temperature Green’s functions are periodic in Euclidean
time with period β. Since the functional integral when performed in the
product of space by a circle S1 of length β = 1

T with antiperiodic spin
structure does provide Green’s functions which are periodic in Euclidean
time with period β, one simply asserts that this gives the desired answer.

�

Thus, in the computations of Feynman graphs in the perturbative ex-
pansion of the functional integral, one simply replaces integration over the
k0-component (dual to time) by

(4.573)
∫

dk0 �→ 2πT
∑
n∈Z

and
∫

dk0 �→ 2πT
∑

n∈Z+ 1
2

,

according to whether one deals with bosons or fermions.
One can then compute the effective potential at temperature T at one

loop. Instead of (4.563), it gives (cf. [268])

V (φc) = V0(φc)

+
�

2
T
∑
n∈Z

∫
log(k2 + (2πnT )2 + V0

′′(φc))
d3k

(2π)3
+ O(�2),(4.574)

ignoring (infinite) constants such as �
2

∫
log(k2) d4k

(2π)4
. One then gets ([268])

(4.575)
VT (φc) = VT=0(φc)

+ �T 4

2π2

∫∞
0 log

(
1− exp[−

√
x2 + V0

′′(φc)/T 2 ]
)
x2dx.

The right hand side is the free energy of a free field of bosons with mass√
V0

′′(φc)

T , as one can see from Chapter I §2 (1.24). This holds for a scalar
field and one has a similar expression for the contribution to the effective
potential coming from the Yukawa coupling of the scalar field with fermions.
This generates an additional term of the form

(4.576) −4
�T 4

2π2

∫ ∞

0
log
(

1 + exp[−
√
x2 + V0

′′(φc)/T 2 ]
)
x2dx,

which corresponds to the free energy of a free massive fermionic quantum
field theory. One has a similar expression for the contribution to the effective
potential coming from the minimal coupling with gauge bosons ([268]).

8.1.3. Electroweak phase transition. To analyze the high temperature
behavior one expands the additional contributions to the effective potential
above in decreasing powers of T . One obtains for these additional contribu-
tions at one loop, with the factor of � removed, the expressions

(4.577) − 11
360

π2 T 4 +
1
24

V0
′′(φc)T 2 + · · ·
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for bosons and

(4.578) − 7
180

π2 T 4 +
1
12

V0
′′(φc)T 2 + · · ·

for fermions. (There is a typo in the corresponding expressions in [268].)
Both expansions are valid for T 2 large with respect to V0

′′(φc).

Thus, the effect of high temperature is to add a large positive term
proportional to T 2φ2

c to the effective potential, and for high enough T this
will eliminate the symmetry breaking vacuum. We then get a situation which
is reminiscent of the phase transition occurring in the quantum statistical
mechanical systems of Chapter III, with symmetry being restored at high
enough temperature. In order to get a better understanding of a possible
extension of this phenomenon to the full gravitational sector (of which the
electroweak sector is only a small “inner” part) we need to describe in a
more precise manner the general conceptual framework for QG, in analogy
with the framework of Chapter III.

8.2. Observables in QG.

We saw in Chapter I §2 that the classification of vacuum states on the
algebra of observables in a given QFT provides a natural framework for the
non-perturbative formulation of the theory. Moreover, the classification of
KMSβ states is the natural extension of the theory at finite temperature.
This can be seen in the details of the proof of Proposition 4.193 and it
provides at the formal level the right algebraic framework to formulate the
symmetry breaking associated to the analysis of the effective potential in
§8.1. One difficulty in this approach is to obtain a well-defined time evolu-
tion, since the Hamiltonian is a priori only defined in a perturbative manner.

Table 2 suggests an analogy between the well-defined quantum statistical
mechanics of Q-lattices analyzed in Chapter III and an extension of the
above algebraic framework of QFT to the full gravitational sector. We
need to keep in mind that what plays the role of Q-lattices in this analogy
is space, and not space-time. Thus we are discussing here the geometry of
3-dimensional space rather than 4-dimensional space-time. In particular,
the spectral observables such as D �→ Tr(D−n) = Tr(dsn), which play the
same role as the Eisenstein series of Chapter III, are invariants of the Dirac
Hamiltonian rather than of the Euclidean fermion propagator.

The idea here is to develop a suitable notion of “spectral correspon-
dences” Γ that generalizes spectral triples but relates two different geome-
tries, i.e. involves two different algebras. We elaborate on this idea of spectral
correspondence in §8.4 below. In fact it is still unclear what the relevant
notion of spectral correspondence should be and it could well be formulated
in terms of 4-dimensional cobordisms between 3-geometries as explained in
§8.5.
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Q-lattices Quantum Gravity

Q-lattice Real spectral triple
of dimension d = 3

Invertible Q-lattice Poincaré duality
spectral triple

Commensurable pair Spectral correspondence
of Q-lattices (or cobordism)

Scaling action D �→ λD

Composition of pairs Composition of
correspondences

γ �→ γ−1 Contragredient
correspondence

Groupoid C∗-algebra Hecke algebra of
functions of correspondences

Eisenstein series D �→ Tr(D−n) = Tr(dsn)

Shimura variety Moduli space of Dirac
operators

Table 2. Q-lattices versus Quantum Gravity
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The composition of spectral correspondences Γ should allow one to define
a convolution algebraHG of functions f(Γ) similar to the convolution algebra
of the groupoid of commensurable pairs of Q-lattices, up to scale. This Hecke
algebra HG should be closely related to the algebra of observables in the still
non-existing theory of quantum gravity.

8.3. Invertibility at low temperature.

We have seen in Chapter 3 how the invertible Q-lattices, seen as the
classical points of the Shimura variety of GL1 or GL2 appear as extremal
KMS states at low temperature for the algebra of coordinates on the non-
commutative space of Q-lattices up to commensurability and scaling with
its natural time evolution defined by the ratio of covolumes of commensu-
rable lattices. The analogous idea here is that a spectral geometry, such as
the one we used in Chapter I to describe the Standard Model coupled to
gravity at unification scale, would only appear as a low temperature state
of an algebra of coordinates on the space of all spectral correspondences
up to suitable equivalence. The phase transition phenomena we observed,
in Chapter III, in the case of Q-lattices suggest that, at a sufficiently high
temperature, one can have an unbroken phase (or even one may not have
KMS states at all as in the case of the GL2 system).

This, in this context of quantum gravity, would mean that geometry
may only appear as an emergent phenomenon coming from a low tempera-
ture state. In particular, what this analogy suggests is that, when applying
the formalism of quantum mechanics to gravitation, i.e. to the entire uni-
verse, one should not use ground states but rather temperature states. It
raises in particular the possibility that the geometry of space only emerges
after a suitable symmetry breaking mechanism which extends to the full
gravitational sector the electroweak symmetry breaking that we discussed
above. The invariance of the spectral action under the symplectic unitary
group in Hilbert space is broken during this process to the compact group
of isometries of a given geometry. In order to have an unbroken phase it is
important to include among configurations those in which the line element
ds can be degenerate and in particular non-invertible including the extreme
case ds = 0. This is in line with the need to include non-invertible vierbeins
when dealing with 2+1 gravity ([302], [303]). What we saw in Chapter III,
in the context of Q-lattices, is that the invertible Q-lattices have positive
measure for the extremal KMSβ states only at low enough temperature. In
the context of geometry, among the conditions fulfilled by the Dirac spectral
triple of ordinary smooth Riemannian manifolds, as formulated in [70] and
recalled in Chapter I §18.2, the following two involve an “invertibility”:

• The real orientability (cf. Chapter I §18.1).
• The invertibility of the intersection form (cf. Chapter I §18.2).

These are invertibility conditions which ought to play a role similar to the
invertibility for Q-lattices. Thus, they should not be assumed in general but
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should single out special elements from which positive energy representations
can be constructed.

8.4. Spectral correspondences.

We first briefly explain how the notion of real spectral triple (Chapter I)
extends to the situation in which instead of a bimodule over the same algebra
A one considers the asymmetric case of two different algebras A,B. In fact it
suffices to consider the algebra C = A⊕B and work with real spectral triples
for C for which the representation of C ⊗ C0 is supported by the projection
1A ⊗ 10

B + 1B ⊗ 10
A where 1A and 1B = 1− 1A are the central projections.

One can then isolate the structure corresponding to the subspace which is
the range of 1A ⊗ 10

B. It is by construction an A − B-bimodule. Passing
to the contragredient bimodule (cf. Definition 1.174 of Chapter I) should
allow one to obtain a natural involution on the algebra HG. It also should
give a natural reason for the real structure J , which ought to be viewed
as an isomorphism of the correspondence with its contragredient. This is
the counterpart of the condition γ = γ−1 which is fulfilled by units in a
groupoid.

Remark 4.194. The above notion of spectral correspondence should
play a role in extending to the noncommutative case the notion of funda-
mental group. Indeed one expects that this analogue should be incarnated as
a suitable tensor category (like the category of finite dimensional represen-
tations of a group). One thus expects to deal with suitable A–B-bimodules
which fulfill a suitable “flatness” condition.

8.5. Spectral cobordisms.

Rather than using the idea of correspondence described above in §8.4,
there is an alternative which is to relate two 3-geometries by cobordisms
using 4-geometries with boundary. The case of geometries with boundary is
developed in [51] where it is shown that manifolds with boundary naturally
give rise, in the even dimensional case, to a spectral triple. Moreover the
spectral action delivers the York–Gibbons–Hawking boundary term with
correct sign and relative coefficient. This suggests to develop, in the context
of spectral triples, an algebra of cobordisms between 3-geometries, where a
cobordism is weighted by the coefficient e−S(D/Λ), using the spectral action.
The resulting algebra then requires performing a sum which is similar to the
Euclidean functional integral.

8.6. Scaling action.

If we follow the analogy with the case of Q-lattices, we need to divide
by the scaling. Note that there is a natural action of R∗

+ on spectral triples
which is simply given by

(4.579) (A,H, D) �→ (A,H, λD) , ∀λ ∈ R∗
+ .
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This action should extend to spectral correspondences (and to cobordisms)
exactly as the scaling action on Q-lattices extends to commensurable pairs.
Moding out by the scaling action is tantamount to focussing on the confor-
mal structure underlying the geometry.

For each s ∈ C one has a function which is homogeneous of weight s,

(4.580) Es(H, D) = Tr(|D|−s)

which is the analogue of the function on Q-lattices given by∑
L

|y|−s

The analogue of the Eisenstein series is

(4.581) E(n)(H, D) = Tr(D−n).

We need to understand the meaning of the dual system, as explained in
§4.9 of Chapter III. Of course we expect the dual action to be related to the
renormalization group flow µ∂µ.

Having a good notion of dual system and scaling action makes all the
tools of cooling and distillation described earlier in this chapter available
to this context, including the notion of classical points of the periodic orbits
that we discussed in the case of the Bost–Connes system in relation to the
spectral realization of zeros of the Riemann zeta function. It is still unclear
at this stage how these notions should be interpreted in the context of quan-
tum gravity, but one can follow the example we developed in studying the
Riemann zeta function as a guideline. In Chapter IV §4, we have seen how
the spectral realization is obtained naturally using the distillation procedure
from the dual system. It is at this level of the construction that one expects
to make contact with the BRS cohomological techniques which are used in
QFT to deal with situations involving gauge invariance.

8.7. Moduli spaces for Q-lattices and spectral correspondences.

Another interesting comparison between the case of the quantum statis-
tical mechanical systems for Q-lattices and the proposed approach to quan-
tum gravity is that similar moduli spaces may play a role in both cases. As
we have seen in Chapter 3 (cf. also the work of [159]), for the quantum statis-
tical mechanical systems obtained by considering the equivalence relation of
commensurability on Q-lattices, the extremal low temperature KMS states
are parameterized by a classical moduli space which has the form of an adelic
quotient. In the case of 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional Q-lattices this is
given, respectively, by the Shimura varieties GL1(Q)\(GL1(AQ,f ) × {±1})
and GL2(Q)\(GL2(AQ,f ) × H±) = GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ)/C∗. On the other
hand, as we have seen in Chapter 1, the moduli space of Dirac operators on
the finite geometries associated to the matter sector of the Standard Model
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coupled to gravity is given by a quotient of a somewhat similar nature,
namely by the double quotient (U(3)×U(3))\(GL3(C)×GL3(C))/U(3) for
the quark sector and a fibration over it for the lepton sector (cf. Chapter 1,
Proposition 1.192). In addition to this kind of moduli space for the matter
sector, one should expect to have in the algebra of spectral correspondences
also the 3-manifolds that give the gravitational part (as we mentioned above,
we think here of working with space rather than spacetime). One can imag-
ine, for instance, that the units of the groupoids may be taken to be product
geometries of S3 by a finite geometry of the type described in Chapter 1,
while the arrows would be be spectral correspondences that are again prod-
ucts of a finite spectral correspondence by a 3-manifold, thought of as a
geometric correspondence over the 3-sphere, for instance by realizing it as
a covering of the 3-sphere branched along a knot. It may be that one has
to extend the notion of spectral triple and spectral correspondence to in-
corporate the boundary strata in a suitable compactification of the moduli
space of Dirac operators of Chapter 1, Proposition 1.192, and possibly adelic
versions as in the Q-lattices setting.



Appendix

This appendix covers some basic notions and material that we need in
the rest of the book.

We provide a quick reminder of some basic notions of operator algebras
that we use as tools for the analytic description of noncommutative spaces
that we deal with throughout the book. We also recall some notions from
number theory, especially the general ideas of Galois theory, which is a
recurrent theme we encounter in different contexts and settings.

1. Operator algebras

1.1. C∗-algebras.

The use of C∗-algebras to describe noncommutative spaces originates
with the work of Israel Gelfand. In fact, noncommutative C∗-algebras pro-
vide a natural extension of the algebro–geometric duality

(1.1) Space↔ Commutative algebra.

This duality can be formulated in the form of the Gelfand–Naimark corre-
spondence

X ↔ C0(X)
between locally compact Hausdorff topological spaces and commutative C∗-
algebras.

Definition 1.1. An involutive algebra A is an algebra over C, together
with an involution ∗ : A → A satisfying

(1.2) (x∗)∗ = x, (x + y)∗ = x∗ + y∗, (xy)∗ = y∗x∗, (λx)∗ = λ̄x∗,

for all x, y ∈ A and all λ ∈ C.

Definition 1.2. A C∗-algebra A is an involutive algebra which is com-
plete with respect to a Banach algebra norm ‖ · ‖ such that the C∗-condition
holds, namely

(1.3) ‖xx∗‖ = ‖x‖2 ∀x ∈ A .

Note that the norm ‖·‖ is uniquely determined by the algebraic structure
and is in fact given by the spectral radius:

(1.4) ‖x‖ = sup{λ ∈ R+ : xx∗ − λ2 /∈ A−1} .
where A−1 denotes the set of invertible elements of A.

733
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The Gelfand–Naimark correspondence for commutative C∗-algebras as-
signs to A the set X of its maximal ideals. This is a locally compact Haus-
dorff space, compact when the algebra is unital. By identifying X with the
set of homomorphisms φ : A → C, the Gelfand transform a �→ fa(φ) = φ(a)
gives an isometric ∗-isomorphism A ∼= C0(X), so that every commutative
C∗-algebra has this form.

An important invariant of C∗-algebras is given by the K-groups K0(A)
and K1(A). The K0(A) group is the algebraic K0 theory of the ring A,
namely it is the Grothendieck group of the semigroup K0(A)+ generated by
projections in matrix algebras Mn(A) up to stable equivalence, or equiva-
lently stable isomorphism classes of finite projective modules over A. The
group K1(A) is obtained by considering the invertible elements GLn(A) in
Mn(A), modulo the connected component GLn(A)0. The direct limit of the
induced homomorphisms GLn(A)/GLn(A)0 → GLn+1(A)/GLn+1(A)0 de-
fines K1(A). For a separable C∗-algebra, K0 and K1 are countable abelian
groups. In the case of a commutative algebra C(X), they give the topolog-
ical K-theory groups Ki(X).

1.2. Von Neumann algebras.

One should think of von Neumann algebras as algebras of operators
defined by symmetries. This means that a von Neumann algebra M is
a unital involutive algebra of operators with the property that there is a
group U of unitary transformations such that the elements T ∈ M are
characterized by the invariance UTU∗ = T for all U ∈ U :

(1.5) M = {T |UTU∗ = T , ∀U ∈ U}
More precisely, let H be a separable Hilbert space and let L(H) denote

the algebra of bounded linear operators on H.

Definition 1.3. The commutant of a subset M⊂ L(H) is defined as

(1.6) M′ := {T ∈ L(H) : TS = ST, ∀S ∈M}.

A von Neumann algebra is then defined as follows.

Definition 1.4. A von Neumann algebra is a unital subalgebra M ⊂
L(H), which is stable under adjoint T �→ T ∗ and satisfies one of the following
equivalent conditions.

(1) M =M′′, where M′′ = (M′)′ is the double commutant.
(2) M is closed in the weak topology.
(3) M is closed in the strong topology.

A net (Tα) of operators Tα ∈ L(H) is convergent to T for the weak
topology (resp. the strong topology) if and only if 〈Tα ξ, η〉 → 〈T ξ, η〉 (resp
Tα ξ → Tξ) for any vectors ξ, η ∈ H. The σ–weak (and σ–strong) topology
is defined in a similar manner using absolutely convergent countable sums,
i.e.
∑
〈T ξn, ηn〉 instead of 〈T ξ, η〉.
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The equivalence of the three conditions in the above definition is the
content of von Neumann’s double commutant theorem. This equivalence
holds for any of the four possible topologies: weak, strong, σ–weak and
σ–strong. In particular, the commutant provides a way of constructing von
Neumann algebras. For the pair of von Neumann algebrasM andM′, given
byM and its commutant, the intersection

M∩M′ = Z(M) = Z(M′)

is the center for both algebras.
Finally, von Neumann algebras can be described as dual spaces, namely,

we have the following.

Proposition 1.5. Let L1(H) ⊂ L(H) denote the trace class operators on
H. Let M⊂ L(H) be a von Neumann algebra, and M⊥ be the annihilator

M⊥ = {T ∈ L1(H) : Tr(ST ) = 0, ∀S ∈M}.
Then the Banach space M∗ = L1(H)/M⊥ is the predual of M, that is,
(M∗)∗ = M. Under this identification, the σ–weak topology on M is the
one induced by the functionals S �→ Tr(ST ), for some T ∈ M∗, and for all
S ∈M.

In fact, one can show that, for any unital subalgebraM⊂ L(H) stable
under adjoint, the double commutant M′′ is the σ–weak closure of M.
This, in particular, implies that von Neumann algebras are C∗-subalgebras
of L(H) that are σ–weakly closed. It is also possible to characterize von
Neumann algebras as precisely those C∗-algebras that are dual spaces.

One should keep in mind that, though this in general implies that it is
possible to regard von Neumann algebras as C∗-algebras, this always (ex-
cept in the finite dimensional case) gives rise to C∗-algebras that are non–
separable, hence not really relevant (except possibly as intermediate tools)
as noncommutative topological spaces (somewhat like non–metrizable topo-
logical spaces). To maintain the correct intuition, one should rather think
of von Neumann algebras as measure spaces, and separable C∗-algebras as
metrizable topological spaces.

In von Neumann’s setting, ordinary measure theory becomes the special
case of commutative von Neumann algebras, in the following sense.

Example 1.6. Let (X,µ) be a measure space, with X a locally compact
Hausdorff space, and µ a probability measure on the Borel sets of X. We
can regard functions f in L∞(X,µ) as multiplication operators Mf acting
as bounded operators on L2(X,µ). This gives rise to a commutative von
Neumann algebra M = L∞(X,µ).

In fact, this example describes the general commutative von Neumann
algebras up to isomorphism. Measure theory can be reconstructed from
commutative von Neumann algebras. This is a consequence of the spectral
theorem and can be seen as follows.
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Definition 1.7. Let M ⊂ L(H) be a unital subalgebra closed under
adjoint. A vector x ∈ H is cyclic for M if the subspace Mx is dense in H.
A vector x ∈ H is separating for M if it is cyclic for the commutant M′.

We then have the following result.

Proposition 1.8. Consider an operator T in L(H), which is normal
(commuting with its adjoint), and consider the C∗-algebra C∗(T ) generated
by T . The minimal von Neumann algebra W ∗(T ) containing T and the
identity I will then be the closure of C∗(T ) in the strong topology. Assume
W ∗(T ) has a cyclic vector. Then there is an isometry U of L2(X,µ) with
H, where X = σ(T ) is the spectrum of T and µ is the spectral measure, and
f �→ UMfU

∗ gives an isometric ∗–isomorphism between L∞(X,µ) and M.

This isomorphism is obtained by assigning to each polynomial

p(z, z̄) =
∑

aijz
iz̄j

the operator p(T, T ∗) =
∑

aijT
i(T ∗)j in the algebra W ∗(T ). This corre-

spondence extends to all Borel functions f , and one shows that for a bounded
sequence of functions fn which converges pointwise to f on X = σ(T ), the
operators fn(T ) converge strongly to an operator which defines f(T ).

We say that an operator S has the same symmetries as T if it satisfies
USU∗ = S for any unitary operator U on H such that UTU∗ = T . When
T is normal any such operator S can be written in the form S = f(T ), for
some Borel function f .

The condition on the existence of a cyclic vector for M corresponds to
being maximal commutative, i.e. not contained in any larger commutative ∗–
subalgebra of L(H). In turn this is equivalent to the conditionM =M′, and
corresponds in the spectral theorem to requiring eigenvalues to be simple.
In a more general case, one needs to consider the additional datum of a
multiplicity function at points of X = σ(T ).

We have seen that commutative von Neumann algebras recover classical
measure theory. On the other hand, one can consider von Neumann algebras
that are “as far as possible” from the commutative case. This gives rise to
the very rich theory of factors.

For a general von Neumann algebra M the center Z(M) is always of
the form L∞(X,µ) for some measure space (X,µ). The case which is as
noncommutative as possible is when this center consists only of constant
functions.

Definition 1.9. A von Neumann algebra M with trivial center, Z(M)
= C, is called a factor.

An important notion in studying factors is that of a trace.

Definition 1.10. Let M be a factor. A trace τ on M is a linear func-
tional onM satisfying τ(ab) = τ(ba) for all a, b ∈M. A trace is normalized
if it satisfies the further condition τ(1) = 1.
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The term factor was introduced by von Neumann, whose aim in relation
with quantum mechanical systems was to show that such an algebra should
induce a factorization H = H1 ⊗ H2 of the ambient Hilbert space H such
that M consists of the operators of the form T1 ⊗ 1, with T1 ∈ L(H1). As
shown early on by Murray and von Neumann such a factorization result
does not hold in general. An example where it fails can be given as follows.
Consider a discrete group Γ, with the property that the conjugacy classes of
all non–trivial elements in Γ are infinite. Consider the Hilbert space �2(Γ)
with canonical basis (εh)h∈Γ and the left regular representation

λ(g)εh = εgh.

The algebra M of left-invariant operators on �2(Γ) is a factor. Moreover,
the function

T ∈M �→ 〈ε1, T ε1〉 =: τ(T )
defines a finite trace, with τ(I) = 1. However, if M were the algebra of
bounded operators on a Hilbert space, there would be no such finite trace.

Though the factorization result originally expected by von Neumann
does not hold, factors are indeed crucial to the study of von Neumann alge-
bra, because all information about von Neumann algebras can be reduced to
the case of factors, via von Neumann’s reduction theorem. In fact, in [289],
von Neumann proved the following:

Theorem 1.11. A von Neumann algebraM on a separable Hilbert space
H is always isomorphic to a direct integral of the form∫

X
M(x)dµ(x)

over a measure space (X,µ), where each M(x) is a factor.

Murray and von Neumann classified factors into the types In and I∞, II1
and II∞, and III. Their initial classification produced the following picture.

Type In Mn(C)
Type I∞ L(H)
Type II1 factors that admit a finite trace
Type II∞ II1⊗ I∞
Type III whatever remains

In this picture, factors of Type I are very rigid: either finite dimensional
matrix algebras, or the algebra of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space.
There is a lot more interesting structure in Type II and III factors. For a
long time, however, very few examples were known, until Powers introduced
a continuous family of mutually non–isomorphic type III factors [247]. It
was later understood that the best way to approach the theory of factors
and produce many significant examples is geometrically, via the theory of
foliations [66]. All types of factors occur from this geometric construction
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and the continuous dimensions of Murray and von Neumann play an essential
role in the longitudinal index theorem [98]. Typical examples of algebras of
foliations that are of Type I occur when the foliation is actually a fibration,
or when all the leaves are compact, or in slightly more general cases like
the Reeb foliation of the 3-sphere, where in any case the foliation admits a
measurable section and the space of leaves is a nice Borel space. Examples
of Type II include the Kronecker foliation that defines noncommutative tori.
An example of a foliation that gives a Type III case is the Anosov foliation
given by the orbits of the right action of upper triangular matrices on the
unit tangent bundle Γ\PSL(2,R) of a compact Riemann surface of genus
g > 1 with Fuchsian uniformization Σ = Γ\H.

While the existence of traces provides a tool for the study of type II
factors, it was only the use of Tomita theory that made an in-depth study
and a classification of type III factors possible [63]. We will not discuss in
detail the classification of factors here and we refer the interested reader to
[63]. However, we recall an important result of the theory of von Neumann
algebras, which is used several times in the rest of this book and we show
how it came to play an important role in the classification of factors.

1.3. The passing of time.

An important property of noncommutative von Neumann algebra is that
they evolve in time, namely, they carry a one-parameter group of automor-
phisms, which is canonical up to inner automorphisms [63].

Recall that, in classical and in quantum mechanics, the notion of time
can be introduced both as a flow on the configuration space or as a one-
parameter group of automorphisms of the algebra of observables. In quan-
tum mechanics, these two approaches represent the complementary view-
points of Schrödinger and Heisenberg.

LetM be a von Neumann algebra in the Hilbert space H, and ξ ∈ H a
cyclic and separating vector forM,

(1.7) Mξ = H , M′ξ = H .

It determines a faithful normal state ϕ on M as the quantum mechanical
expectation

(1.8) ϕ(a) = 〈ξ, aξ〉 , ∀a ∈M .

The (closure of) the operator defined by

(1.9) Sa ξ = a∗ξ,

for all a ∈M, admits a polar decomposition of the form

(1.10) S = J∆1/2,

with ∆ a positive self-adjoint operator and J anti-unitary. Tomita’s theory
[280] provides the following result.
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Theorem 1.12. (Tomita) The operator S of (1.9) has the following
properties.

(1.11)
JMJ =M′,

∆−itM∆it =M.

The first part of this theorem should be read as the statement that “M
has the same size of its commutant”. The second part provides a one–
parameter group of automorphisms σϕ

t of the von Neumann algebra M,
given a state ϕ, hence the notion of a time flow in the sense of the Heisenberg
picture. When we introduce the formalism of quantum statistical mechanics,
we also introduce an important class of states that correspond to the possible
thermodynamical equilibrium states of the system at a given inverse tem-
perature β. These are characterized by the KMS (Kubo–Martin–Schwinger)
condition, which extends the notion of Gibbs measure for classical statistical
mechanical systems. We then return to the time evolution σϕ

t defined by
Theorem 1.12. Takesaki [280] showed that it is the unique one-parameter
group of automorphisms ofM that satisfies the KMS condition for β = 1.

An even more surprising fact is true. Connes proved in [63] that, modulo
the inner automorphisms of the algebra, the one-parameter group σϕ

t deter-
mines a canonical time evolution, which no longer depends on the choice of
the state ϕ. The normal subgroup of inner automorphisms Inn(M) is given
by automorphisms implemented by unitary elements u ∈M,

T �→ uTu∗.

The main result on the Tomita time evolution σϕ
t is given by the following

theorem.

Theorem 1.13. (Connes [63]) In the exact sequence

1→ Inn(M)→ Aut(M)→ Out(M)→ 1,

the class of σϕ
t in Out(M) does not depend upon the choice of the state ϕ.

Thus, given a von Neumann algebraM, there is a completely canonical
homomorphism

(1.12) R
δ−→ Out(M).

This fact is entirely an effect of noncommutativity, with no classical analog
for commutative algebras.

In [97] a hermeneutical interpretation for the time flow (1.12) is proposed
as the physical time in generally covariant theories, and this hypothesis is
tested against non–relativistic and classical limits, and cosmology. In fact,
a major problem arises in trying to recover the notion of physical time
in generally covariant theories, such as general relativity, and any theory
involving the gravitational field relativistically, where no preferred time flow
can be assigned. In [97] the idea of [257] of a definition of physical time that
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depends on the thermal state of the system is given a rigorous mathematical
content in the form of the Tomita time evolution of von Neumann algebras.

This independence of the state of the automorphism group satisfying the
KMS condition modulo inner automorphisms plays a crucial role in Connes’
classification of Type III factors in [63].

In fact, it is possible to define invariants of factors using the group of
modular automorphisms

(1.13) σϕ
t (a) = ∆−it

ϕ a∆it
ϕ

associated to the state ϕ(a) = 〈x, ax〉. Two important invariants are defined
by

(1.14) S(M) := ∩ϕSpec(∆ϕ)

(1.15) T (M) := {t ∈ R : σϕ
t ∈ Inn(M)}.

In principle, it would be extremely hard to compute invariants such as S(M),
since they involve all states. However, the result of Theorem 1.13 provides
the key to make such invariants computable.

The multiplicative subgroup S(M)\{0} of R∗
+ subdivides type III factors

into the types IIIλ for which S(M) = {λn : n ∈ Z} ∪ {0}, with 0 < λ < 1,
or S(M) = R∗

+ for λ = 1, or S(M) = {0, 1}, for λ = 0.
Type III factors can be studied by reducing them to the type II case

via a crossed product construction involving the time evolution. This comes
up crucially in this book when we discuss quantum statistical mechanical
systems like the Bost–Connes system with arithmetic properties and the dual
system obtained by taking the crossed product by the time evolution. The
underlying structure theory is exactly the reduction from type III factors to
type II factors and their automorphisms first introduced by Connes in [63].

The classification result for factors of type IIIλ with 0 < λ < 1 is then
of the following form.

Theorem 1.14. (Connes, [63]) For 0 < λ < 1, type IIIλ factors have
a discrete decomposition of the form M = N �θ Z, with N a type II∞
factor, and θ an automorphism of N , acting on any trace τ on N by scaling
τ ◦ θ = λτ . Conversely, every such crossed product gives a type IIIλ factor.
The pair (N , θ) is uniquely determined up to inner automorphisms.

In the Type III case, the role of traces is replaced by generalized traces,
namely semi-finite normal weights ϕ such that ϕ(1) = ∞ and Spec(∆ϕ) =
S(M). The factor N is the centralizer of a generalized trace.

By theorem 1.14 the classification of type IIIλ factors is reduced to clas-
sification of type II∞ factors and of classes of θ in Out(N ) with the property
that τ ◦ θ = λτ . This can be treated within the framework of noncommuta-
tive ergodic theory (cf. [68] for a detailed discussion of these topics).
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In the type III0 case, the result is similar to Theorem 1.14 above, but
the algebra N need no longer be a factor and the uniqueness result is then
given in terms of conjugate automorphisms induced by projections in the
center.

Theorem 1.15. (Connes [63]) Type III0 factors have a discrete decom-
position of the form M = N �θ Z, with N of type II∞ (not necessarily a
factor), and θ an automorphism of N , which is a contraction (i.e. τ ◦θ ≤ λτ
with λ < 1). Given two such pairs (Nj , θj), j = 1, 2, which give rise to the
same M, there are projections ej in Z(N ) such that the induced automor-
phisms θj,ej are conjugate.

The case of type III1 can be derived from the continuous decomposition
of type III von Neumann algebras ([281]).

2. Galois theory

As shown repeatedly throughout this book, many interactions between
noncommutative geometry and number theory involve some form of Galois
theory. Instances include motivic Galois theory and differential Galois the-
ory that play a crucial role in the theory of perturbative renormalization
in quantum field theory. Another important form of Galois theory that is
interestingly related to noncommutative geometry is class field theory and
Hilbert’s 12th problem (explicit class field theory). In particular we are us-
ing the Kronecker–Weber theory of the maximal abelian extension of Q, i.e.
the Galois theory of cyclotomic fields, as well as the explicit class field the-
ory for imaginary quadratic extensions of Q. The latter involves the Galois
theory (automorphisms) of the modular field, i.e. the field of modular func-
tions associated to the tower of modular curves. This plays an important
role in the GL2 analog of the Bost–Connes system, discussed at length in
this book. For all these reasons, it seems appropriate to recall some general
facts about Galois theory that illustrate the general philosophy underlying
all these different manifestations that are encountered in the book.

We give here a brief account following closely the original exposition
by Galois [136] and hopefully enticing the reader to think in a fresh way
about the general strategy. In particular, we would like to stress the fact that
Galois’ original formulation shows that Galois theory is in essence describing
a symmetry-breaking phenomenon.

Let us start with a ground field k. For simplicity, in this section we only
consider the case of characteristic zero, which suffices for our purpose.

We then consider a polynomial equation

(1.16) P (x) = 0

of degree n with coefficients in k. We let K denote an algebraic closure of
k, so that we can take the roots

(1.17) R = {α ∈ K : P (α) = 0}
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of (1.16) in K. We assume the roots to be all distinct so that the cardinality
of R is #R = n. Equivalently, the discriminant of P is �= 0. The discrim-
inant of P is the square of the Vandermonde determinant; it is rational in
the coefficients of P .

The first main lemma consists in maximally breaking the symmetry
between the roots by choosing an appropriate function V . It was stated
and proved by Galois in the following form.

Lemma 1.16. Consider a polynomial equation (1.16) as above.
(1) There exists a rational function V (x1, x2, . . . , xn), of n variables,

such that V (α1, . . . , αn) takes n! different values under the permu-
tations of the n roots αj ∈ R = {α1, . . . , αn}.

(2) With V as above, there exists a rational function R(z) with coeffi-
cients in k such that α1 = R(ξ) for ξ = V (α1, . . . , αn).

Proof. (1) We take V (x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
∑

λj xj with λj ∈ Q ⊂ k.
Consider then two permutations σ, σ′ of the points {α1, . . . , αn} of R. The
equality

(1.18) V (σ(α1, . . . , σαn)) = V (σ′(α1), . . . , σ′(αn))

determines a linear subspace Hσ,σ′ ⊂ Qn of codimension at least 1 of the
space Qn of coefficients λj . Since a finite collection of hyperplanes in Rn

cannot cover the dense subset Qn ⊂ Rn, one can choose the λj so that none
of the equalities (1.18) hold, for distinct permutations σ, σ′ ∈ Sn.

(2) Consider the polynomial

(1.19) Z(X) =
∏
σ

(X − V (α1, σ(α2), . . . , σ(αn)))

where σ ∈ Sn−1 ranges through all permutations of the n − 1 roots
(α2, . . . , αn). Since the symmetric functions of these n − 1 roots are poly-
nomials in α1 and the symmetric functions sj of (α1, α2, . . . , αn), the same
holds for all the coefficients ck(α1) of the polynomial Z(X) =

∑
ck X

k. Let
ξ ∈ K be given by V (α1, α2, . . . , αn) and consider the two equations in x

P (x) = 0

Q(x) =
∑

ck(x) ξk = 0 .(1.20)

They are fulfilled by construction for x = α1, but the point is that α1 is
their only common root in the algebraic closure K of k. Indeed, the roots
of P are the αj and one has (with j = 2 for instance)∑

ck(α2)Xk =
∏
σ

(X − V (α2, σ(α1), σ(α3), . . . , σ(αn)))

where σ ranges through all permutations of the n− 1 roots (α1, α3 . . . , αn).
Thus, using the first part of the lemma one gets that

∑
ck(α2) ξk �= 0 and

α2 is not a root of the equation Q(x) =
∑

ck(x) ξk = 0.
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One then applies the Euclidean algorithm to compute the greatest com-
mon divisor of the pair of polynomials P,Q. It is a polynomial of degree 1
whose only root is α1. This determines α1 as a rational function of ξ with
coefficients that are rational in the sj and the coefficients λj of the linear
form V . �

In a similar way one gets α2 = R2(ξ), α3 = R3(ξ),..., where all these
rational functions are different only by the use of permuted values of the
coefficients λj .

It is interesting to note that the proof of Lemma 1.16 gives in fact a
universal form for R as a rational function R = R(ξ, (sj), (λk)). Its explicit
form is very complicated and it is a nice exercise in computer skill to work
it out for small values of n. The fact that explicit computations get quickly
out of control is typical of Galois theory, but as Galois insists, there is no
point in getting lost in these computations; instead, as he puts it, the goal
is

“Sauter à pieds joints sur ces calculs; grouper les opéra-
tions, les classer suivant leurs difficultés et non suivant
leurs formes; telle est selon moi, la mission des géomètres
futurs ”

Evariste Galois, [136].
He then considers the equation

(1.21) W (x) =
∏
σ

(x− V (σ(α1), σ(α2), . . . , σ(αn))) = 0,

where σ ∈ Sn ranges through all permutations of the n roots {α1, . . . , αn}
of (1.16).

He then associates to the decomposition

(1.22) W =
∏

i

Wi

of W into irreducible polynomials over k the group G of permutations of the
roots of (1.16) given by

(1.23)

(R1(ξ), R2(ξ), · · · , Rn(ξ))

(R1(ξ2), R2(ξ2), · · · , Rn(ξ2))

· · ·
(R1(ξd), R2(ξd), · · · , Rn(ξd))

where the ξj are the roots of the irreducible factor W1 of (1.22) containing
ξ as the root ξ1.

He explicitly writes ([136]) the definition of a group of permutations and
characterizes the group of permutations described above in the following
form.
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Theorem 1.17. (Galois) The set of permutations (1.23) forms a group
G which is uniquely characterized as the only group of permutations of the
roots with the following property:

For any rational fraction R ∈ k(x1, . . . , xn)

(1.24) R((αj)) ∈ k ⇔ R(σ(α1), . . . , σ(αn)) = R(α1, . . . , αn) , ∀σ ∈ G .

This characterization clearly shows that the group G does not depend
upon the explicit choice of the function V in Lemma 1.16.

An equation E(x) = 0 such as E = W1 has the peculiar property that
the following group of transformations x �→ T (x) acts transitively on the
roots:

(1.25) {T ∈ k(x) |E(x) = 0⇒ E(T (x)) = 0}

Indeed, all roots of W1(x)=0 are of the form η = V (σ(α1), σ(α2), . . . , σ(αn))
for some permutation σ while αj = Rj(ξ) are rational functions of ξ, which
allows one to write η as a rational function T (ξ).

We let F ⊂ K be the field generated by all roots of equation (1.16); then
we get:

(1.26) Any root η of W (η) = 0 generates F .

This shows that, if we decompose W into irreducible factors over k as in
(1.22), we then have for each factor Wi an isomorphism

(1.27) F " k[x]/Wi, ∀i .

In particular all the Wi have the same degree d. Let us then fix W1 by
W1(ξ) = 0 and identify F with k[ξ]/W1. Since all roots of W = 0 are
rational functions of ξ, the polynomial W1 has all its roots in F and splits
over F as a product of polynomials of degree one. For each root η of W1 = 0
we thus get an automorphism of F

(1.28) θ ∈ Autk(F )

uniquely determined by θ(ξ) = η. Their action on the roots of (1.16) is given
exactly by (1.23) and Galois’ characterization of the group G is simply that
G = Autk(F ). To be more precise note that if σ is a permutation of the
roots such that for any polynomial Q ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn],

Q(α1, . . . , αn) ∈ k ⇒ Q(σ(α1), . . . , σ(αn)) = Q(α1, . . . , αn)

then the map
Q(α1, . . . , αn) �→ Q(σ(α1), . . . , σ(αn))

gives a well defined homomorphism ρ from F to F (since Q(α1, . . . , αn) =
0 ∈ k implies Q(σ(α1), . . . , σ(αn)) = Q(α1, . . . , αn) = 0) and ρ is the identity
on k so that ρ ∈ Autk(F ). This shows that any group of permutations of the
roots fulfilling (1.24) is a subgroup of the group G of permutations of the
roots induced by elements of Autk(F ). It remains to show that the group
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Autk(F ) fulfills (1.24) and any strict subgroup fails. Given a group H of
automorphisms of a field E one lets EH be the subfield

EH = {x ∈ E ; θ(x) = x ∀θ ∈ H} .

The remaining step is immediate using the following well known general
result due to E. Artin ([5])

Proposition 1.18. Let E be a field and H a finite group of automor-
phisms of E.

(1) One has [E : EH ] = #H.
(2) AutEH E = H.

Proof. As before, we assume that the fields have characteristic zero.
Let us first show that [E : EH ] ≤ #H. We let m = #H. We take m + 1
elements ξ0, . . . , ξm ∈ E and consider the matrix

T =


σ1(ξ0) . . . σ1(ξm)
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

σm(ξ0) . . . σm(ξm)


which has m rows and m + 1 columns. Thus it has non-trivial kernel and
there exists

η =

η0
...
ηm

 ∈ Em+1,

such that Tη = 0 and η �= 0. One has ηj �= 0 for some j and we can assume
j = 0 and in fact η0 = 1 by E-linearity of the kernel. Then

∑
σ(ξj) ηj =

0 ⇒
∑

ξj σ
−1(ηj) = 0. Averaging over H gives a non-trivial relation ξ0 +∑

ξj λj = 0, with λj ∈ EH . Thus [E : EH ] ≤ #H.
Let k = EH . To get a bound on Autk(E) one proves a bound on the

cardinality of the set of field morphisms E
θ→ K, where K is an algebraic

closure of k. Let k ⊂ F ⊂ F (ξ) ⊂ E be subfields, with ξ /∈ F . Then let P be
the monic irreducible polynomial with coefficients in F such that P (ξ) = 0
(the minimal polynomial of ξ). Its degree is [F (ξ) : F ].

If we know θ on F , then to extend it to F (ξ) requires choosing a solution
of θ(P )(X) = 0 in K and there are degP = [F (ξ) : F ] such solutions. Thus,
writing k ⊂ k(ξ1) ⊂ k(ξ1)(ξ2) ⊂ · · · = E, one gets the bound

(1.29) Card(Homk(E,K)) ≤ [E : k].

It follows thus that #Autk(E) ≤ [E : k] and (1) and (2) follow. �

Corollary 1.19. Let E and H be as above, with k = EH . Then, for
ξ ∈ E,

ξ generates E over k ⇔ θ(ξ) �= ξ ∀ θ �= 1 (θ ∈ H) .
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Proof. The implication⇒ is immediate. To get the other, let P be the
minimal polynomial of ξ. Then all θ(ξ) are roots of P and are distinct, so
that deg(P ) ≥ m = #H. The subfield k(ξ) has degree m over k and equals
E. �

Proposition 1.20. Let E, H, and k = EH be as above. Let ξj ∈ E be
such that if θ(ξj) = ξj, for all j, then θ = 1. It follows that E is the ring
generated by the ξj over k.

Proof. Let R be the ring k[ξj ]. Since we have R ⊂ E, then every non-
zero element η ∈ R is injective as a multiplier of R, hence also surjective on
this finite dimensional k-vector space. Thus R is a subfield of E and it is
enough to show that the subfield generated by the ξj is E.

Let k1 = k(ξ1) and P1 be the corresponding irreducible polynomial of
degree n1. Let

H1 = {θ ∈ H : θ(ξ1) = ξ1}
and m1 = #H1, with m1 | m. Then consider

(1.30) P1(X) =
∏

H1\H
(X − θ(ξ1))

as above. Thus deg k1 = degP1 = m/m1. Since [E : EH1 ] = m1 and
k1 ⊂ EH1 , we get

(1.31) k1 = EH1 .

We can then go on with ξ2 and k2 = k1(ξ2), so that k2 = EH2 with

(1.32) H2 = {θ ∈ H1 : θ(ξ2) = ξ2} .
In the end we get Hn = {1} with kn = E = k(ξ1, . . . , ξn) as required. �

In fact the proof above applies without change and yields the “funda-
mental theorem” of Galois theory.

Theorem 1.21. With E, H, and k = EH as above, consider elements
ξj ∈ E. Then the subring generated by the ξj is the fixed subfield EJ with

J = {θ ∈ H ; θ(ξj) = ξj ∀ j} .

Thus, given any subfield k ⊂ F ⊂ E, one has

(1.33) F = EJ , with J = {θ ∈ H : θ(ξ) = ξ ∀ξ ∈ F} ,
and one gets a bijection between subgroups of H and subfields of E. Normal
subgroups correspond to normal extensions, i.e. one has the following result.

Proposition 1.22. Let k ⊂ F be a finite extension. Then the following
are equivalent.

(1) k = FG where G = Autk(F ).
(2) Any irreducible polynomial P ∈ k[X] with one root in F has all its

roots in F .
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(3) There exists ξ ∈ F , with k(ξ) = F , such that all roots of P (ξ) = 0
(minimal polynomial of ξ) are in F .

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). Let α be that root. Then F1 = k(α) is a subfield of
degree n1 = degP and is of the form FH1 , for H1 = {θ ∈ G : θ(α) = α}.
This implies that the θ(α), for θ ∈ H1\G, are the n1 roots of P in F and P
splits in F .

(2) ⇒ (3). Take elements αi ∈ F that generate F over k and corre-
sponding irreducible polynomials Pi ∈ k[X]. Then P =

∏
i Pi has all its

roots in F by (2). By Lemma 1.16 (which does not use irreducibility), we
find a rational function ξ of the roots which generates F over k. Taking the
minimal polynomial of ξ and using (2) we get (3).

(3) ⇒ (1). One constructs deg(P ) automorphisms of F over k. �
If J � H is a normal subgroup, then the quotient group H/J acts on

EJ = F as automorphisms, with k as fixed points. Thus, F fulfills (1)
of Proposition 1.22 above. Conversely, if F fulfills (3) of Proposition 1.22,
then the subgroup H1 = {θ ∈ G : θ(ξ) = ξ} is unchanged by replacing
ξ with α(ξ), for α ∈ G, since α(ξ) ∈ F is another root of P . Thus H1

is a normal subgroup of G. In other words, in the Galois correspondence
between subfields and subgroups, normal subgroups correspond to normal
extensions.

This brief excursion into the basic facts of Galois theory serves as a quick
introduction to the many different variants of the theory that are discussed
in the book. As a fundamental tool in number theory, it appears repeatedly
in our encounters between noncommutative geometry and arithmetic.
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equivalence relation, 106

flat, 99

Hermitian, 204, 217

Levi–Civita, 216, 313

Riemannian, 217

spin, 212, 219, 221, 270, 291

Connes, 5, 353, 439, 458, 481, 622

Connes–Karoubi, 614

Connes–Kreimer

motivic, 160

Connes–Kreimer theory, 3, 7, 66

Connes–Marcolli–Ramachandran, 551

Connes–Moscovici, 5

Connes–Skandalis, 610

Consani, 577, 685

continuous field, 658

Banach algebras, 654

contracted graph, 62, 63, 73

external structure, 80

contragredient bimodule, 730

convolution, 729

convolution product, 596, 639, 670

cooling, 579, 699, 731

warming and cooling, 451, 567

cooling map, 636, 638, 641, 650

cokernel, 636, 648

cooling process, 622

coproduct, 67, 68, 71–73, 75, 80, 84, 86,
89, 93, 119, 122

examples, 76

correspondences, 140, 578, 582, 691

codegree, 678, 691

composition, 142, 584, 592, 593, 597,
600, 611–613, 679, 722

degree, 678, 691, 693, 722

effective, 680, 722

etale, 597

geometric, 611

graph, 648

involution, 678

perturbation, 722

principal, 682

quantization, 722

trace, 680, 684

trivial, 679

virtual, 592

cosmic Galois group, 95, 128, 136, 155,
158

cosmological terms, 180, 209, 223, 273,
308

cotangent space, 8, 14

counit, 83

counterterms, 2, 3, 43, 45, 53, 64, 86,
87, 113, 724

coupling constants, 43

field strength, 43

mass, 43

multiplicative, 64

non-local, 54

non-scalar, 58

universal, 135

coupling, 42

effective, 43

gauge fields, 178, 280

gauge-fermion, 178, 280

Higgs, 178, 179, 280

to gravity, 1

Yukawa, 177, 280

coupling constants, 3, 23, 43, 88, 136,
164, 168

bare, 45

effective, 45, 88

covariant functor, 67

covariant representation, 444, 632

covolume, 440, 458, 462, 464, 482, 493,
496, 557–559

CPT symmetries, 163

creation and annihilation operators, 15

critical temperature, 448, 475

critical zeros, 408, 641

cross sections, 1, 17

crossed product, 623, 624

time evolution, 623

crossings, 31
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curvature, 184, 217, 221, 222, 270, 273,
274, 308, 338

Gaussian, 180
Ricci, 180
Riemann, 179, 206, 273
scalar, 180, 183, 206, 210, 211, 213,

228
Weyl, 184, 223, 271, 306

cusps, 505, 506, 511, 545, 548
cutoff, 27, 43, 44, 46, 341, 342, 354, 356,

357, 360, 377, 379, 394, 432, 724
function, 230
infrared, 323
ultraviolet, 2, 27, 43, 44, 46

cycle map, 139, 140, 578
cycles (Ω, d,

∫
), 194

cobordism, 197
cyclic

3-cocycle, 202, 224
cyclic category, 585
cyclic cohomology, 5, 194, 579, 589, 614

fundamental exact sequence, 197
periodic, 197

cyclic covering, 706
cyclic homology, 616, 638, 657
cyclic modules, 577, 582, 585, 636, 653
cyclic morphism, 638, 655

cokernel, 648, 657
cyclic object, 586
cyclic separating vector, 619
cyclotomic

action, 441, 514
condition, 551
extension, 513, 524
field, 440, 473, 475, 477, 510, 517,

524, 711
polynomial, 477
theory, 476
tower, 479, 545

D-modules, 127
Darboux, 442
de Rham cohomology, 138, 139, 157
Dedekind

η function, 512, 529
domain, 552, 558
ring, 567
zeta function, 439, 442, 478, 558, 559,

563, 575
deficiency indices, 359
deformation complex, 716
degree

of correspondences, 580

degree of divergence, 3, 59, 86
degrees of freedom, 14, 175, 209, 231,

271, 277, 309, 313, 321, 381, 383,
443, 483

Deligne, 122, 123, 127, 139, 144, 147,
148, 150, 152, 153, 158, 678

Deligne–Goncharov, 155
Deninger, 423
density matrix, 620, 621
derivation, 15, 99, 711
derivative interaction term, 32
derived category, 127, 153

bounded, 153
determinant line bundle, 714
diagonal

self-intersection, 692
diffeographisms, 3, 78, 88, 96, 135, 136
diffeomorphism group, 184
differental idèle, 398, 406, 671, 672, 692
differential algebra, 125
differential equations, 97, 101, 103, 105

existence of solutions, 101, 106
monodromy, 4, 101
nonlinear elliptic, 715, 718
ordinary, 124

differential field, 99, 105, 124
differential forms

algebraic, 157
differential Galois group

solvable, 126
differential Galois theory, 4, 123
differential ideal, 125
differential module, 124
differential operator

polynomial, 49
differential operators, 712

ring, 50
differential systems, 103, 105

regular-singular, 127
dilaton field, 5, 227, 228
dimension spectrum, 7, 191, 198, 199,

201, 207, 208, 210, 223, 228, 233,
324, 327, 329, 331

simple, 191, 198
dimensional analysis, 10, 52, 59, 87, 91
dimensional regularization (DimReg), 1,

3, 7, 46, 48, 53, 64, 91, 370, 435
geometry, 52

dimensionless, 91
DimReg+MS, 3, 46
Dirac, 8, 11, 27
Dirac Hamiltonian, 727
Dirac masses, 162
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Dirac operators, 6, 190, 714

classification, 6, 246–252

moduli space, 252–255

direct limit, 594, 622, 640

directed system, 598

disconnected graphs, 36

discrete symmetries, 163

discriminant, 671, 692

distillation, 616, 636, 648, 658, 731

distilled Λ-module, 636, 648

distinguished triangles, 585

distribution, 38, 65, 79

external structure, 79

homogeneous, 344, 394, 409, 410, 414

of prime numbers, 345

operator valued, 17

tempered, 366–368, 417, 419

Weil, 343

distribution theoretic trace, 580,
686–688

divergences, 7, 8, 30, 52, 107, 113, 128

geometric characterization, 103

non-local, 55

non-local coefficients, 59

division algebra, 6, 255, 310, 423, 428,
434

division relations, 440, 441, 466, 467,
469, 470, 527

divisors, 580, 676, 678, 712

complement, 127

effective, 676

linear equivalence, 679

principal, 676

Dixmier trace, 191, 201, 225

Dixmier–Douady invariant, 636, 637

Doplicher, 123

Doplicher–Haag–Roberts, 450

double commutant, 616, 734

double complex, 589

double dual, 452

dual system, 481, 482, 579, 580, 615,
622–624, 699, 731

irreducible representations, 627

regularity, 627

dual trace, 632, 633, 646, 652

characters, 634

kernel, 633, 636, 643

dual weight, 632

duality, 120, 147–149, 153

Dwork, 144

Dyson, 20, 97

Dyson–Schwinger equation, 160

Ecalle, 123
Edwards, 345
effective action, 2, 37, 39, 42, 43, 58, 723
effective divisors, 676, 679, 682, 714, 715
effective field theory, 5
effective potential, 723, 726

renormalized, 724
effectiveness, 679, 682
Einstein, 8

Einstein–Yang–Mills, 220
Einstein equation, 180
Einstein’s fluctuation formula, 8
Einstein–Yang–Mills action, 5
Einstein-Hilbert action, 180
Eisenstein

series, 438, 441, 462, 464, 506, 519,
527, 529, 727, 731

summation, 463
electromagnetic field, 8, 29
electromagnetism, 2, 29, 162, 164
electron, 8, 22, 27, 29, 162, 163, 174,

287
electroweak, 163, 164, 170, 171, 174,

319, 321, 322
electroweak scale, 725
elementary C∗-algebras

continuous section, 636
field of, 636

elementary particle physics, 4, 7, 46
elliptic curve, 149, 610, 680, 685
elliptic curves, 614
elliptic functions, 438, 462, 518
emergent phenomenon, 729
endomorphisms, 217, 441, 450–452, 470,

482, 496–500, 527, 541, 545, 561,
562, 577, 578, 593, 594, 598, 607,
608, 610, 709, 711, 712

inner, 450, 560
endomotives, 381, 441, 560, 578, 594,

637, 648, 699, 710, 722
algebraic, 578, 594, 615, 622
analytic, 578, 615
uniform, 578, 615, 622

energy-momentum conservation, 181
enveloping abelian group, 594
equations

regular-singular, 127
equations of motion, 9, 294, 320
equilibrium

unstable, 75
equisingular, 108
equisingular connections, 4, 96, 127,

345, 435
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and Lie algebra elements, 109
classification, 109, 119
equivalence, 112, 116
flat, 109, 110
geometric form, 118

equisingular flat vector bundles, 128,
156

equisingular vector bundles, 4
equisingular W-connection, 129
equivalence relation

homological, 142
numerical, 140
rational, 141

ergodic, 343, 651
ergodic flows, 625
etale

action, 597, 599
cohomology, 579, 671, 677
correspondence, 597, 600
covers, 122
groupoid, 454, 488, 556, 598, 599, 639

etale cohomology, 137, 139, 144, 145
Euclidean field theory, 21
Euclidean signature, 21, 37, 181
Euler

Archimedean factor, 650
characteristic, 120, 145, 184, 223,

271, 684
constant, 345, 368, 369, 395
factor, 144, 434
product, 144, 345, 353, 422, 434, 664,

675
totient function, 466, 474

evaluation, 12, 86, 540, 706
evaluation map, 669
evanescent, 326
even grading, 70
exact sequence, 657, 739
excess intersection, 718
expansional, 97

ODE, 97
expectation value, 11, 21, 165, 282, 294,

296, 442
Ext functor, 155, 589, 590
extended Feynman graphs, 60
extension of scalars, 137
external legs, 38–40, 65, 74, 89

ordering, 78
external lines, 31, 33, 34, 43, 60, 62, 78,

81
external momenta, 38, 39, 53, 55, 64,

723
differentiation, 56

non-linear dependence, 79
external structure, 3, 56, 58, 66, 78

distributions, 65
external tensor products, 584

factors, 481, 622, 736
classification, 622, 625
continuous decomposition, 632

Faddeev–Popov ghost, 172
family index, 714
Fermi energy, 295
Fermilab, 166
fermion doubling, 6
fermion propagator

Euclidean, 727
fermionic action, 275–280
fermions, 6, 47, 161, 164, 724, 726

Dirac, 175, 176
Majorana, 175, 176, 279

Feynman, 11
iε trick, 1, 2, 20
diagrams, 22
integral, 1, 159
integral over histories, 17

Feynman graphs, 1, 2, 22, 31, 60, 62,
79, 159, 726

extended, 60
Hopf algebra, 71

discrete, 71
full, 79

subgraphs, 57, 62
Feynman rules, 33, 38, 48, 57, 65, 89
fiber functor, 121, 135, 146, 158, 592

automorphisms, 121
fiber product, 597, 611, 613

over a groupoid, 597, 600
field of coefficients, 624
field of constants, 99, 105, 124
field with one element, 699
filtered vector bundle, 128
filtered vector spaces, 129
filtration, 50, 152, 511
fine structure constant, 168, 282
finite

adèles, 551
idèles, 540, 559
place, 397, 566

finite field, 610
finite noncommutative geometry, 6, 232,

251, 255, 293, 311, 314
irreducible, 314

finiteness, 43
fixed points, 118, 142
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flatness, 99, 110, 730

flavor

index, 168

flow, 580, 686, 688, 690

Fock space, 41

formal diffeomorphisms, 88

coordinates, 89

formal primitive, 125

formal solution, 102, 125

Fourier components, 15

Fourier inversion formula, 19

Fourier transform, 18, 35, 38, 41, 48, 55,
341, 343, 357, 359, 363, 366–368,
372, 373, 377, 379, 392, 394, 399,
401, 404, 409, 414, 417, 419–421,
424, 432, 609, 629, 631, 635, 640,
643, 646, 650, 660, 670, 691, 694

Fredholm, 715, 716

free energy, 17, 36, 726

free field, 10, 13, 38, 726

free field theory, 20

free Gaussian

normalization factor, 18

free graded Lie algebra, 130, 155

Fricke functions, 506

Frobenius, 142–145, 422, 434, 471, 472,
579, 580, 610, 616, 671, 675, 677,
680, 684, 695, 699, 712, 722

eigenvalues, 145, 678

geometric, 144

orbits, 680

Fubini theorem, 580, 693, 694

full subcategory, 653

function fields, 398, 400, 422, 434, 439,
471, 473, 580, 610, 624, 651, 660,
671, 674

functional equation, 144, 677

functional integral, 7, 309–318, 726, 730

Euclidean, 45, 309–318

functor, 67, 69, 120

additive, 120

exact, 120, 159

Ext, 152, 155

faithful, 120, 159

fiber, 121, 135, 146

tensor, 121

functors

of sheaves, 153

fundamental domain, 385, 390

fundamental group, 122, 730

profinite, 122

wild, 123, 126

Galois
action, 438
cosmic Galois group, 95
Grothendieck–Galois correspondence,

146, 149
Galois action, 437, 442, 474, 475, 524,

591, 600, 601, 609, 615, 649, 675,
711, 712

Galois group, 122, 158, 578, 579
absolute, 138
cosmic, 128
differential, 96, 123, 136
motivic, 4, 70, 136, 146, 149, 155,

158, 591
representations, 592
Tannakian, 121

Galois symmetries, 96
Galois theory, 146, 438, 741–747
Gamma function, 47, 54
gaps, 41, 705
gauge, 170, 284

bosons, 162, 167, 203, 232, 265, 280,
310, 726

BRS, 174
classes, 719
conjugate, 106
coupling constants, 162
equivalence, 108, 112, 115, 116, 123
Feynman, 168, 172, 173, 298
Feynman-’t Hooft, 168, 172, 173
Feynman–’t Hooft, 169
fields, 164, 171, 209
fixing, 5, 173, 183
group, 123, 172, 186, 206, 232, 483
harmonic, 183
invariance, 184, 201, 202, 206, 731
local gauge transformations, 164
non-abelian theories, 46, 47, 163
potential, 205, 270, 325

evanescent, 326
potentials, 219, 223
symmetries, 164, 318
theories, 53, 172, 231
theory, 715
transformations, 127, 164, 172, 190,

201, 202, 280, 715
chiral, 231, 325

Gaussian integral, 47, 48
Gaussian integration, 3
Gaussian measure, 16, 21, 22

imaginary, 18
Gelfand

transform, 734
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Gelfand triple, 317
Gelfand–Naimark, 598, 734
Gell-Mann matrices, 168, 169, 267, 274,

285
Gell-Mann–Low formula, 2, 18
general position, 612, 613
generalized section, 686
generating function, 35, 36, 142
generations, 6, 161, 245, 275
genus, 713
geometric correspondence, 597, 611, 612
geometric series, 39
germs, 83
ghost, 5, 168–170, 172–174, 300
Gibbs

ensemble, 442
measure, 439, 443, 739
states, 443, 619, 725

Gilkey, 210
Gilkey’s theorem, 5, 216–217
GL(2) system, 438, 439, 441, 448,

483–548
global character, 672
global field, 343, 396, 398, 421, 579,

624, 690
definition, 471

gluons, 163, 164, 170, 274, 286
GNS construction, 445
GNS representation, 445, 451, 494, 616,

618–620, 624, 626
Goldstone bosons, 173, 232
Goncharov, 155, 159
Gordon, 378
Grössencharakter, 343, 344, 397, 398,

407
graded-commutativity, 148
grading

internal lines, 77
line number, 77
loop number, 77
vertices, 77

grading operator, 90, 102, 107, 110, 115,
132, 135, 711

grand unified theories, 6, 281–283, 309
graph insertion, 78
graphs

automorphisms, 35
connected, 2, 37, 39, 41
geometric realization, 31, 34, 63
one-particle irreducible, 2, 37
pairings, 32
planar, 31
symmetry factor, 34

gravitational sector, 727
graviton, 184, 203
gravity, 162, 180, 231, 232, 310

observables, 206
unimodular, 183

Graßmann variables, 276
Green’s functions, 2, 18, 35, 39, 41, 725

2-point, 19
Euclidean, 22, 31, 36
momentum space, 42
temperature, 725
time-ordered, 17, 20

Gross–’t Hooft relations, 96, 102
Grothendieck, 122, 137, 139, 144, 146,

147, 150
Grothendieck decomposition, 82
Grothendieck group, 151, 583, 734
Grothendieck ring, 159
Grothendieck standard conjectures, 4
Grothendieck–Galois, 146, 149, 591, 592
Grothendieck-Teichmüller, 95
ground states, 447
group

modulated, 364–365
group ring, 608
group-like elements, 69
groupoid, 440, 442, 455–458, 481, 488,

489, 577, 581, 596, 651, 654, 729
C∗-algebra, 456, 457, 482, 556
algebra, 490
law, 489
units, 730

Ha, 442, 575
Haar measure, 624, 634, 640, 643, 652,

688, 689, 693, 697
additive, 363, 366, 392, 398, 412
dual, 354, 356, 377
multiplicative, 357, 390, 409, 418
normalized, 342, 364–366, 370, 398,

399, 415
selfdual, 366, 368, 401, 403

Hadamard, 347
half-lines, 32, 70
Hamiltonian, 1, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 21,

341–343, 352–354, 356, 357, 361,
442, 444, 451, 475, 532, 539, 559,
563, 619, 620, 629, 632, 699, 701,
725, 727

Dirac, 207
shift, 706
spectrum, 16

Hamiltonian formulation, 1
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hard Lefschetz condition, 139
harmonic oscillator, 14, 15
Hasse, 678
Hasse–Weil, 143, 156
heart, 590
heart of a t-structure, 153
Hecke

algebra, 440, 459–462, 482, 521, 527,
618

correspondence, 438, 521
modular algebra, 439

Heisenberg, 8, 186, 738
time evolution, 2

Hermite–Weber approximation, 378–381
Hermite–Weber functions, 343, 360,

378, 379, 381
Higgs, 173, 232, 252, 292, 295, 310

abelian theory, 715
coupling, 273, 280
field, 6, 165, 167, 308

from inner fluctuations, 261
heavy, 7
mass, 167, 302, 304, 305, 309
mass terms, 273, 274
mechanism, 232, 321
minimal coupling, 179, 274, 280, 300
potential, 165, 273, 274
rescaling, 282
scattering parameter, 168, 304
vacuum, 282, 294–296

Higgs field
effective potential, 723

high temperature, 442, 474, 543, 569,
572, 581, 618, 619, 723, 725, 726,
729

higher Chow groups, 614
Hilbert

12th problem, 472, 476
symbol, 574
transform, 372, 394

Hilbert 21st problem, 127
Hilbert class field, 610
Hilbert modules, 582
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, 49
Hilbert-Schmidt

norm, 377
operator, 376, 621

Hironaka, 151
Hochschild, 183, 193, 195, 197, 202,

214, 225, 227, 335
cocycle, 201
cohomology, 5, 194, 201, 614
dimension, 311

homology, 311
Hodge, 712

Hodge-type conjecture, 150
mixed Hodge structure, 152, 153, 156
mixed Hodge structures, 345, 435
numbers, 344, 423
structure, 423, 479, 574

Hodge conjecture, 140
Hodge decomposition, 156
Hodge filtration, 156, 158
Hodge structures, 138, 152, 156

mixed, 4
mixed Tate, 157
pure, 157
Tate, 157

Hodge theory, 156
holomorphic bundles on the sphere, 81
holomorphic function, 446
holomorphic functions

boundary values, 81
germs, 83

holomorphic modules, 634
holonomy, 386
homogeneous components, 132, 135
homogeneous distributions, 645
homogeneous elements, 93
Hopf algebra, 67

commutative, 3, 67, 68, 70, 130, 156,
158

connected, 77
Connes–Kreimer, 3, 71
dual, 69, 81, 90
graded, 77
graded connected, 68
graded-commutative, 70
homomorphism, 88
of Feynman graphs, 67
over Q, 76

Huygens principle, 379
hydrodynamics, 2, 27, 29
hypercharges, 6, 165, 170, 240, 243, 245,

265, 266, 268, 275, 285, 321, 322
hypergeometric functions, 47
hypersurface, 49

idèle class group, 343, 384, 398, 462,
483, 561

action, 690
idempotent, 594, 606

character of Ẑ∗, 648
characters of CK,1, 658

idempotent Π(N), 660, 666
incompressible fluid, 27
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index, 718
index theorem, 712, 722
index theory, 712
inertia, 144
inertial mass, 29
infinitesimal deformations, 715
infinitesimal disk, 82, 91, 106, 107, 110,

127
infinitesimal loop, 82
infinitesimals, 188
infrared cutoff, 357
infrared divergence, 54
inner

automorphisms, 186, 708, 739
fluctuations, 5, 6, 203, 209, 223, 232,

310
discrete part, 6

integration by parts, 19, 22, 31, 49, 50,
173, 332, 333

pairings, 32
interaction

electroweak, 160, 161
strong, 160, 161, 164

interaction vertices, 39
intermediate bosons, 170
internal edges, 38
internal lines, 31, 33, 60, 77, 78

grading, 70
intersection form, 729
intersection number, 141, 142, 678, 684
intersection pairing, 6
intersection product, 142, 592, 612, 613,

678
intertwining, 437, 440, 442, 474–476,

479, 482, 524, 542, 563, 601, 609,
711, 712

invertibility, 729
invertible

K-lattice, 558
Q-lattice, 452

irregular singular, 123
isogeny, 153, 486
isometries, 562
isotropy, 35, 688, 690
iterated integrals, 97, 103

Jacobi
j-invariant, 441, 505
modular function, 502

Jacobians, 145, 152, 614, 678
Jacobson topology, 629, 630

pullback, 637
Jannsen, 141, 148

jets, 661, 669
Jordan, 8

K-orientation, 611
K-theory, 612, 614, 714, 734

algebraic, 154, 155, 614
topological, 614

Kähler manifold, 431
Kümmer extension, 154
Künneth

Künneth-type conjecture, 151
Künneth formula, 138, 139
Källen–Lehmann, 41, 42
Kaluza–Klein, 185
Kapranov, 152
Karoubian envelope, 141, 584
Kasparov, 582

cup product, 611, 613, 722
Kasparov modules, 582, 712, 722

cup product, 584
direct sum, 583
even, 583
homotopy equivalence, 583
unbounded, 584

kinetic energy
density, 28

kinetic term, 11, 58
KK-category, 582
KK-groups, 583
KK-theory, 577, 582, 722

equivariant, 604
Klein–Gordon equation, 16
KMS condition, 2, 12, 17, 21, 446, 448,

450, 452, 495, 534, 535, 539, 565,
566, 628, 701, 723, 739, 740

KMS states, 437, 447, 474, 581, 617,
619, 626, 632, 652, 700, 706, 727

extremal, 447, 474, 541, 546, 729
low temperature, 438
zero temperature, 437, 447

knot, 732
KO-dimension, 6, 191, 233, 234, 251,

257, 275, 280, 310, 314
Kontsevich, 152
KP equations, 615
Krajewski, 89
Kramers, 29
Kreimer, 159, 160
Kronecker–Weber, 440, 470, 473
Kubo–Martin–Schwinger (KMS), 12,

446
Kuga–Sato varieties, 146
Kuranishi model, 715
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l-adic cohomology, 137, 616, 681
L-functions, 581

complete, 650
Hasse–Weil, 143
Hasse-Weil, 421
of algebraic varieties, 142, 422, 423,

434
of motives, 144
with Grössencharakter, 343, 344, 393,

396–397, 407–409, 419–421, 483,
580, 645, 648, 651, 658, 673, 692

Laca, 442, 544
Lagrange equations, 8
Lagrangian, 1, 5, 8, 10, 13, 21, 23, 31,

42–44, 53, 57, 59, 75, 164, 172, 180,
232

Euclidean, 46
interaction, 59
interaction part, 10
interaction term, 31, 32
monomials, 32, 59, 65
Standard Model, 161, 166

Landau, 358
Langlands program, 146
Laplace equation, 28
Laplace transform, 208
Large Hadron Collider, 161
Larsen, 442, 544
Laurent series, 51, 64, 94

convergent, 83, 100, 124
formal, 100, 103, 124, 134
non-formal, 103

Lawson–Michelsohn, 210
Lefschetz

fixed point formula, 142, 143, 677
formula, 138, 139
Lefschetz motive, 143, 147, 151, 152
Lefschetz trace formula, 345,

421–424, 427, 428, 431, 434, 436,
437, 483, 580, 695

Lefschetz-type conjecture, 150
operator, 139

Legendre transform, 2, 8, 9, 37, 40
Lehmann–Symanzik–Zimmermann, 42,

44
lepton sector, 732
leptons, 6, 161–164, 167, 168, 170, 177,

233, 241, 255, 256, 262, 267, 268,
275, 279, 285, 286, 289, 290, 293,
308, 321

level, 463, 502, 522
Levi–Civita connection, 216, 313
Lichnerowicz formula, 217

Lie algebra, 69, 80
free graded, 4
linear basis, 78
structure constants, 168

Lie bracket, 69, 78, 81
limit measure, 603
linear algebraic group, 68, 78, 100, 122
linear equivalence, 580, 676, 679, 682,

685
linear forms, 80, 590, 659
linearity on the right, 76
Liouville

measure, 443
theorem, 446

local Euler factors, 144
local field, 361, 366, 370, 396, 401, 423,

470, 471, 624, 693
local index, 722
local index cocycle, 7, 131, 198–200,

335–339
local index formula, 5, 131, 198–200

even case, 198
local monodromy, 712
local region, 17
local terms, 48
local trace formula, 362, 366
locality, 43, 56
logarithmic derivative, 99, 105
loop number, 36, 38, 39, 77, 78, 86, 90,

723
loops, 4

class L(G(C), µ), 103
classification, 111
regular, 104, 111

Lorentz, 29
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